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PREFACE
THE aim of the present work is to provide a critical
and grammatical commentary upon the Hebrew text of
Kings, after the model of Dr. Driver's Notes on the
Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel. In writing the Notes,
the needs of beginners in the study of the Hebrew language have been prominent in my mind, and so I have
endeavoured to deal with some fulness with questions of
grammar, while at the same time making reference to
the best authorities upon the subject. For the purposes
of textual criticism it has seemed worth while to utilize
as largely as might be the evidence of the Versions.
Thus, as far as possible, all variants and additions of the
Versions have been cited, where it may reasonably be
supposed that these form original elements of the text
from which the Version in question was made; upon
the view that such readings are worthy of record, even
where no definite verdict can be passed as to their value
in relation to the Massoretic text. The structure of Kings,
and the characteristics of the various sources of the work,
have also been dealt with in brief. The Appendix contains
the more important contemporary inscriptions which throw
light upon the narrative of Kings.
In making use of the work of my predecessors in the
same field, I trust that I have in every case made
acknowledgement of my obligations. I feel, however, that
special acknowledgement is due to Prof. B. Stade for the
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debt which these Notes owe to his valuable articles on
the text of Kings which have appeared from time to time
in the Zeitschrift of which he is the editor. Lest it should
be thought that in places I have drawn too largely upon
his arguments and results, it must be pleaded that in such
cases my aim has been to place these results within the
reach of English students, for whom too often, through
ignorance of German, they are inaccessible.
It is a special pleasure to me to express my gratitude
to Dr. Driver. To. his teaching and example is due most
of what may be of value in this book ; and I have never
been without his kindly encouragement and ready suggestion upon points of difficulty.

In conclusion,mythanks arc due toMr.J.C.Pembrey,M.A.,
Oriental Reader at the University Press, for the great pains
which he has taken in revising and passing the sheets for
the press.
C.F.B.
5.

]OHN 1S COLLEGE, 0XFORD1

ll'ovem6er,

1902.
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INTRODUCTION
§ 1. Structure

ef Kings.

THI!: fact that Kings, like the other historical books of the
Old Testament, is based upon pre-existing written sources is
universally recognized; and the evidence upon which this elementary
proposition is based need not here be set forth 1• That the main
editor or compiler of these sources was a Deuteronomist, i. e. that
his work was inspired by the religious revival which took place in
the eighteenth year of Josiah (B.c. 621) under the influence of the
newly discovered book of Deuteronomy, appears both from his
religious standpoint and from his phraseology. This editor is
therefore hereinafter cited under the symbol R O (Deuteronomic
Redactor).
To R 0 is due the stereotyped form into which the introduction and conclusion of a reign is thrown, and which constitutes, as it were, the framework upon which the narrative as
a whole is built. The regularity of the method of R O in the
construction of this framework is worthy of special notice. The
form in which the account of a reign is introduced is as follows.
For kings efJudah:-1. A synchronism of the year of accession
with the corresponding reigning year of the contemporary king
of Israel, probably calculated by R O himself. This, commencing
with Abijah, naturally ceases with I;Iezekiah, upon the fall of the
kingdom of Israel. 2. Age of the king at accession. 3. Length
of his reign. 4. Name of the queen-mother. This, together with
2, 3, is drawn from the Annals (c~Cl'il ~,:ii i1io) which are so
constantly cited by R 0 • 5. A brief verdict upon the king's
character, framed in accordance with the Deuteronomic standard.
For kings ef Isratl:-1. A synchronism of the year of accession
1

Cf. the writer's article in Hastings, BD. pp. 857 f.
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with the corresponding reigning year of the contemporary king
of Judah. 2. Length of the king's reign, drawn from the Annals.
3. A brief verdict as to his character, always unfavourable, and
generally consisting of two parts : a. Statement of the general
fact that he did evil in the sight of Yahwe; b• . More special
mention of his following the sins of Jeroboam 1. The conclusion
of the account of a reign takes the following form :-1. An
indication of the principal source employed by R 0 , containing
further details as to the king in question. Usually we read 1 : -

m,n,

L L

,.:,;,c;,

,tc,~ ,.:,;c,
1

nc,~ ,-,.:i, ) (ncn) en tc;,n
L
nw ,~tc L;,.:,, L, El ,-,.:i, ,n.,
C'C'M ,-,.:,,
C'C'M ,,.:i,
"lE)O ;,p C':nn.:,

The usual formula is as follows:-

He did not depart from }
}
He walked after (in)
tke sins ofJ.
He dave to
w!iicl, l,e caused Israel to sin.
He walked in tlte way ofJ. and in nis
sin (sins)
So I. 15. 26 (Nadab), v. 34 (Ba'asha), 16. 26 (Omri), II. 8. 3 (Jehoram),
10. 31, cf. v. 29 (Jehu), 18. 2 (Jehoa~az), v. 11 (Jehoash), 14. 24 (Jeroboam II),
15. 9 (Zechariah), v. 18 (Men~em), v. 24 (Pek~iah), v. 28 (Peka~). In all
these cases the antecedent of the relative ~n:, "TlllN is not Cl.'l1', but 'i• 1'11Nl!:M;
cf. II. 17. 21. I. 16. 30 (A~ah), II. 17. 22 'i• 1'11Nl!:n without 'l1 N'lCTm 1'1DN;
I. 22. 53 (~aziah), II. 23. 15 ~Ni"l!l' MN N'10M1'1 i'alN, referring not to M1NlOM
(omitted), but to c:i,,:i,i•; 'J. who made Israel to sin.' In I. 16. 13 the sins
of Ba'asha and Elah, and in II. 21. II of Manasseh (1111:,, MN N'~rm iai) are
spoken of in the same terms.
1 When further details, general or special, are mentioned as existing in the
source, these usually stand immediately after l'!'ltll.' 1"1!)N ~~, ; e. g. I. 11. 41
,nc~m. An exception is I. 15. 23 (Asa), where ,m,:u ~~, precedes.
Slight variations of the stereotyped form are:1. 1l1 '1l.i ~~ ,..,., I. 15. 23 (Asa).
2. Total omission of :,,a,,
~~,
without further details five times, viz.
I. 14. 19 (Jeroboam), 16. 20 (Zimri), II. 14. 18 (Amaziah), 15. II (Zechariah),
15. 15 (Shallum); with further details, II, 20. 20 (~ezekiah).
Reading l'1"l!)l.' 1"l!)N five times, viz. I. 16. 27 (Omri), II. 1. 18 (A~aziah of
Israel), 14. 15 (Jehoash of Israel), 16. 19 (A~az), 21. 25 (Amon); :,"l!)l.' 1"l!)N1
I. 16. 5 (Ba'asha); l'1"l!)l.' 1"1!)N 1n,1:u, twice, I. 16. 27(Omri), 22. 46 (Jehoshaphat).
3. ci:, in place of c:, Nm five times, viz. I. 14. 19 (Jeroboam), II. 15. II, 15,
26, 31 (Zechnriah Shallum, Pekapiah, Peka~).

,w ;
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Mention of the king's (a) death and (b} burial 1 : -

~~!! }
,nee ,,:ii"\

':::i (\'M:lK Cl:11) {

\'M:ltc Cl:11 1£1 ::l!lle",

3. Notice of the due succession of the king's son:\'MM U:l 'El

1!,c,,

The following table exhibits the regularity with which this system
is carried out. When any fact above mentioned as belonging
to the introduction is omitted in that position, but added subse•
quently in the narrative of the reign or in the summary, this
is indicated by the sign + :-

Conclusion.

Introduction.
David
Solomon

I. 8. 3, 11. 4-6, 42

1206

I. 2. Io

Kings of Judah.
H.21,22,31
15. 1-3
15.9-u
22.41-44
11. 8. 16, 17
8.25-27,9.29
lL3
12.1-4
H.1-4
15. 1-4
15. 32-35
16.1-4
18. 1-3
21. 1, 2
21. 19-22
22. 1,2
28.31,32
28. 36,37
24.8,9
24. 18, 19

234(5)+4
1 345
1 345
1 2 340
1235
12345+1
+3
2 I 345
1 2345
12 345
12 345
1235
I 2 345
2 345
2 345
2 345
2345
2 345
2 345
2 345

U.29,31
12063
15. 7•, 8
12063
15. 23•, 24
12a63
Asa
Jehoshaphat 12063
22.45,50
Jehoram
12063 II. 8. 23, 24
9, 28b
26
Al,taziah
Athaliah
12.20,22
1263
Jehoash
14. 18, 20b (22b)
I 2 6 (o)
Amaziah
15.6, 7
Azariah
12063
15.36,38
12a63
Jotham
16.19,20
Al,taz
12063
20.20,21
ij'.ezekiah
12a3
21. 17, 18
12063
Manasseh
21. 25, 26
Amon
1263
I 2 6 (3)
28.29,30
Josiah
Jehoal,taz
24.5,6
1203
Jehoiakim
Jehoiachin
Zedekiah
RC9oboam
Abijah

1 Once with singular active verb used impersonally: \l'IM ~ 'And (one)
buried him,' II. 21. 26 (Amon).
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Iniroducli'on.

Kings of Israel.

I. 18. 33/., 14. 20•
+ 3 /J 2
15. 25, 26
l 2 3 4 /J
15. 33, 34
I 2 3 4 /J
16. 8, 13
l 2
+3
16. 15•, 19
l 2
+ 3a/J
16. 23, 25, 26 I 2 3a/J
16. 29-31•
l 2 3a/J
22.51,52
I 23a/J
Il.8.1-3
123a/J
10. 29, 31, 36
+ 3 /Jh
18.1,2
123a/J
18.IO,II
123a/J
U. 23, 24
1 2 3a /J
15.8,9
123a/J
15. 13
l 2
15.17,18
1230/J
15. 23, 24
l 2 3a b
15. 27, 28
l 2 3a/J
17,1,2
123a

Jeroboam
Nadab
Ba'asha
Elah
Zimri
Omri
A\}ab

Al;laziah

Conclusz'on.

I 2113

I. 14. 19,20

I

15.31
16. 5,6
16. 14
16. 20
16. 27, 28
22.39,40
II. 1. 17, 18

121163
l
l

12a/J3
l 2113
(3) I

Jehoram

Jehu

12a/J3

12a/J3
Jeh~az
Jehoash
l 24 (3) 2 /J l
Jeroboam II 12a3
Zechariah
Shallum
Menal;lem
1243
I
Pek~iah
Pekal;l
l
Hoshea

10.34,35
18.8,9
2a /J 3 18. 12f., 14. 15f.
14.28,29
15. II
15.15
15. 21, 22
15.26
15.31

In the body of the narrative there are certain formulae which
are employed for the introduction of a historical notice to indicate
that it is more or less contemporaneous with the events of the
narrative immediately preceding. The frequency with which these
formulae occur, especially in the brief citation of facts from the
Annals, renders the inference fair that they are due to the hand
of RD, and represent his method of piecing together the extracts
derived from his sources. Of such formulae the most frequent
is TN; but we also find the expressions Cll"li1 Cl1C1:l, , 1c1::1, N1i1i1 n31::1.
Cf. note, p. 35.

Besides the construction of the framework of the book and the
welding of the material, RD is also responsible for a number of
passages of varied length which point and enforce the religious
purpose of his composition. These passages generally take the
form of a commentary upon the causes which were operative in
bringing about the developments of history, framed in accordance
with the Deuteronomic model. Very frequently, also, RD allows
himself considerable latitude in the expansion and adaptation of
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the speeches contained in the narrative, in illustration of the same
standpoint. In passages of this character the hand of R O may
readily be distinguished. They exhibit a constant recurrence of
strongly marked phrases, to be found elsewhere for the most part
only in Deuteronomy or in the books which exhibit the influence
of Deuteronomy, and therefore presumably derived from that
source. Other expressions stand alongside of these Deuteronomic
expressions, and are of a piece with the thoughts to ~hich they give
voice; and these possess an individuality of their own, and are
peculiar (or nearly so) to Kings.
The phrases characteristic of R O receive comment in the Notes
as they occur. For convenience of reference, however, a list
is here given.
Deuteronomic phrases : -

n,c~ icti, p. 14.
•:,"'li:l i,n, p. 14.
3. 'l, ,•npn icti, p. 14.
4. nrt1lln "'IWN ,:i nK ,•:itin r110,, p. 14.
5. 'l, Cl1j)' t310,, p. 14; cf. I. 12. I 5•
1. '•

2. '•

6. (Clt'Ell, ,wEll) t'Ell ,:i::i, {Cl:l:l,, ,D,)

7. ',

,cnm n•i::i.,

::1,

,:i::i, pp. 14, 125.

,cw, pp. 30, 116.

8. i'1?i'1 Cl,•::i, p. 30.
9. r,"'ln:l iwK ,031, p. 31.
10. ::i•::icr:::, ., •n,K '• n•l.i, p. 53.
11. in::i ofYahwe's choosing Jerusalem, p. 115.
12. MMt:l , , ,
rN 'N"'\WI •n,K '•, p. 116.
13. Cln,::itb (•nm, rm) Ml "'IWK, p. 119.
14.
in11t~ p. 121.
1 5. nci11tn • • • Cl't:l•n ,:i, p. 12 2.
16. n•n3li'1 111,n nprnn ,,., p. 122.
I 7. )'itei'1 •r:::,31 ,:,, p. I 2 2.
I 8. 1lEl' fnl, p. 12 4.
19. ::i, ,K :i•tin, p. 124.
20. ClWEll ,:i::i, , , • 1''M ,::i~, p. 125,

,,c:,

,.,11t'
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c•,-mc ••• 1M,roi icy •::,, p. 125.
p. 12 5.
23. icy, nnuc tru, p. 126.
2 4. ,nee ,:ii ,El, ee,, p. 126.
25. (Cl::J-, , - ) tl•n,ee \ P· I 26.
21.
2 2.

26.
27.

:,run ,,::,,

'.n MY, )l1c,, p. 127.

i,y ree c•n,een ee,n '1

p. 127.

•::,,

28. Die' 1Cle' Clie?, p. I 30.
29. c•c•n ;:, used absolutely; 'for ever,' p. 130.
30. en, ••• cM::i,m, p. 131.
31. n~,t?,
p. 132.

,w,,

32. ::,

33.
34•
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

p::,,' P·

I 52.

•,nee ,,n, p. 152.
'1 •,•y::, v,,, n~. p. 152.
'• 1)1]1::, ,r.,-n nr,y, p. 170.
'• •,nee tc,c, p. 153.
cµeen.,, P· 153.

,w

]1t:)le'M CN M'm, p. 171.

nc,een •,E>
~cm, p. 185.
c,•y:,n, p. 186.
MN?n n:i,cn nc,een ,w, p. 187.
'li ilil:ll n]1:ll ;:,

,y, p. 192.

43. !itc,ri,- • • • M:lY,Mn !,::,::,,

p. 192.

H• wr,i.i, P· 192.
45. 0•,i!,l, p. 196.
46. MCle') !,::,, p. 200.
,n. 0•,:in , p. 200.
48. M•n&1M(!i) n:iM ee,, p. 295.
49• 'l, Clle' MM Mine,, p. 320.
50. CIEl,]1 MN \~!",, p. 332,
51. rnle'lb ,t>le', p. 353.

The following phrases, though not derived directly from
Deuteronomy, belong to R 0 in common with Jeremiah, whose
writings exhibit strong Deuteronomic affinities : -
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52.
53·
54•
55.
56.
57•

nm

xv

n 1::,n ,11 N"IPJ icw ,::,, p. 123.
IJ£1
n,WN, p. I 32,
'l,
"1.:lll ;::,, p. I 33·
Mll"IM \!:l"liC , , , .:lt.'
p. I 84,
(,11) ,ec Mll"I ~::,c 1JJM, p. 186.
C1tt1!:IJM (,,i::,17) ,,::,17, P• 330 1,

;ye
,,;y

M,,

Phrases and modes of expression wholly or nearly peculiar 'to R 0
are as follow : -

,,n

58. ,,,,
"I~:,, and similar references, p. 31.
59. c1,:i11) 11::,i,c ,,, IJIC', p. 153.
60. 'l, "l'J n,1n illC;, p. 1 70.
61.·
n~ ec,, p. 15.
62. ,,
n,::, m:i, p. 28.

c~,
c,
~
:
,
:
,
;
,
''JEI' (\
'l' ,;

63. 'l, 1\C::, "lffl, p. 31.
64. c~ 1c~ n'l"n,, p. 11 5.
65. ,, Cll
p. 128.
1M} "I~ ,.:ic (n,~) ]l"IM, p. 186.
66.
1
67. "l p::, rnw, p. 186.
68. :J\TY, "l°IU, p. I 86.
69. 1"1MM 1n"ll1:J,, p. 187.
70. 'l, nc.i, p. 187.
71. 'l, Jl"li1 n,~, "l!:lcnn, p. 2 4 9.
72. jC "10 M,, p. 268.
73· 'l\
nm:i., P"I, p. 27.

,,o M'

As Kings now stands, the earliest possible terminus a quo for
the composition of the book is the date of the latest event related,
viz. Jehoiachin's release from prison in the thirty-seventh year
of his captivity, i.e. B.c. 561, some twenty-five years after the fall of
Jerusalem. As, however, the writer states that the privileges granted
by Evil-Merodach to Jehoiachin were continued 'all the days of his
life' (II. 25. 30}, the strong presumption is created that the words
were not penned so early as B. c. 561, but some time later, viz.
1

Cf. also the phrases noticed by Dri. LOT.• 203, in the later ,.U. of 2 Kings.
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subsequently to Jehoiachin's death, whenever that may have
occurred. Agreeable to such an exilic date as is implied by the
last two chapters of 2 Kings are certain passages in the body of
the work which seem to presuppose the captivity of Judah. These
are I. 11. 39; II.17. 19, 20; 23. 26, 27, and perhaps, though not
so clearly, I. 9. 7-9; II. 20. 17, 18; 21. 10-15; 22. 15-20; cf.
notes ad /oc. To these we may add the reference in I. 5. 4 to
Solomon's dominion as extending over all the kings 'beyond the
River,' a statement which, as referring to the country west of
the Euphrates, implies that the writer is living in Babylon on the
east side of the river (cf. note on ,mn 'Ull, p. 49 ).
On the other hand, there are certain indications which show that
the main editing of Kings by R 0 must have taken place prior to
the decay and fall of the Judaean monarchy. Chief among these
is the use of the phrase 'unto this day' (nm c,,n iy) in the
statement that the condition of affairs which the writer is describing
continues to exist up to the time of writing. If this phrase always
or most frequently occurred in the course of lengthy narratives
excerpted by R O from his sources, there might be room for the
theory that a statement which was true as it stood in the old
pre-exilic narratives had, through oversight on the part of an
exilic editor, been allowed to stand after, through changed conditions,
it had lost its force, or rather had become untrue and misleading.
But, as a matter of fact, the expression is employed in connexion
with terse statements of facts derived from the Annals, and in such
cases can be due to no other hand than that of R O himself, who,
in using the phrase, either formulates his own statement, or
intelligently admits a statement which he is able to verify. The
cases of the use of 'unto this day ' which should be noticed as
implying the continued existence of the kingdom of Judah are the
following :-1. 8. 8 (the ends of the staves of the ark still to be
seen projecting from the Adytum into the Holy Place); 9. 21 (the
Canaanites still subjected by Israel to forced labour, as they had
been under Solomon); 12. 19 (the division between the ten tribes
and the house of David still in existence); II. 8. 22 (Edom still
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successful in shaking off the yoke of Judah); 16. 6 (the Edomites
still hold Elath, from which the Judaeans were expelled by Rezin,
king of Aram). For other occurrences of 'unto this day,' not
necessarily presupposing a pre-exilic date, but illustrating the
frequency of the formula as employed by RD, cf. note on p. 107.
Again, it seems to be clear that, at the time when RD is wiiting,
the Davidic dynasty still possesses a monarch reigning at Jerusalem.
David has, and is still to have, a lamp before Yahwe at Jerusalem
continually; cf. No. 60 of the phrases of RD above noticed.
The expression 'before Yahwe at Jerusalem' (I. 11. 36) implies
further that the Temple is still standing intact, a point which is also
assumed in the dedication prayer of I. 8. 15-53, which owes its
present form to RD (cf. pp. II 2 ff.). Throughout this prayer the
leading petition is that supplication made in or towards Yalzwe' s
Temple buz1/ ~ Solomon may meet with a favourable answer;
cf. vv. 29, 30, 31/., 33, 35, 38, 42, 44, 48. We may notice also
I. 9. 3, which likewise occurs in a section in which the hand of RD
is prominent:-' I have hallowed this hotise which thou hast built
to put my name there for ever; and mine eyes and my heart shall
be there perpetually.' Upon these grounds it may be concluded
that the main editing of Kings (viz. that by RD) must have taken
place prior to the destruction of the Judaean kingdom, and that
such sections of the book as imply an exilic standpoint are therefore
of the nature of later redactional additions and interpolations.
For the work of RD, influenced, as we have seen him to be, by
the spirit and language of Deuteronomy, the terminus a quo is the
discovery of Deuteronomy in the year s.c. 621, the terminus ad
quem the destruction of Jerusalem B. c. 586. And since tpe writer's
standpoint seems to indicate that he wrote before the glamour of
Josiah's reformation had wholly or nearly faded during the latter
days of the Judaean monarchy, the assumption is fair that he
undertook and completed his book not later than B. c. 600 1•
1 So Kue. Ond. § 26; Wellh. C. pp. 298 .If., &c.
Konig, on the contrary,
holds that the editor of Kings compiled bis work not earlier than B. c. 588,
i. e. during the Exile (Einleitu"I{, § 53. 3).
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From the preceding examination and conclusion as to the date
of the main redaction of Kings, it is clear that the pre-exilic book
must have received certain additions at the hand of a later editor
or editors before it attained the fonn in which we now possess it.
The chief of these additions is the appendix, which carries the
history down to the year B. c. 561. To this appendix belongs
certainly II. 24. 10-25. 30, and, presumably, 23. 31-24. 9. The
conclusion of the pre-exilic book has, however, probably been
worked over by the second editor, and so adapted to receive his
addition that it is now impossible exactly to discover its position.
Any of the vv. 25, 28, 30 of eh. 23 might have formed a conclusion
scarcely more abrupt than the present conclusion, eh. 25. 30.
Ch. 23. 29a, if not intentionally imitated in style in eh. 24. 1a, must
be by the same hand, i.e. presumably the hand of the second
editor. But again, it is unlikely that R O should have appended the
usual summary of a reign in v. 28 without mentioning the manner
of the king's death. The statement of v. 25b seems at first sight
to presuppose the writer's acquaintance with the characters of all
the succeeding kings of Judah, but may be a later insertion, as vv. 26,
27 certainly are. On the whole, the most suitable ending to the
pre-exilic book would be vv. 29, 30, 28 of eh. 23, in that order.
It is noticeable that, apart from the difference of standpoint
involved in the destruction of the Judaean kingdom and the Exile,
the mould of mind of the author of the appendix and of the passages above noticed (p. xvi) which presuppose the captivity of
Judah is essentially the same as that of R 0 • Thus it is reasonable
to employ the symbol R O ll in referring to a later redactor of the
same school of thought. It must not, however, be supposed that
R O I is in every case necessarily one and the same writer, since it is
obvious that more than one Deuteronomist may have had a hand
in the revision of Kings. In point of fact it can be argued with high
probability that such was the case. For the Deuteronomic passage
II. 17. 34h-40 almost certainly refers to the Samaritans of poslex,1ie times (cf. note ad loe.); yet it may fairly be assumed that if
the author of the appendix had written in post-exilic times he
would have given some account of the restoration from exile.
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Kings, as it stands in the Hebrew Bible, has, again, undergone
'Ali later revision than that or R O '· This is clear from certain
variations in form and order between the MT. and the recension
or the text which is represented by the LXX. While in some cases
the condition of the LXX text is greatly inferior to that of MT.,
yet, on the other hand, it is clear that in a number of sections LXX
preserves a superior arrangement in order, or a simpler form,
of narrative, which points to the fact that MT. has suffered
dislocation and interpolation at the hands of a reviser or revi11ers
of a date later than the separation of the two recensions. As
instances of this we may notice I. 4. 20-5. 14; 5. 15-7 in the
main, 8. 1-13, 11. 1-13 (cf. notes ad loc.), and the position of MT.
I. 21 after 19, so that 22 succeeds 20 without a break in the
narrative. It is noticeable in certain cases that the additions which
are found in MT. are just those passages which are coloured by
the influence of the Priestly Code (P) in the Hexateuch. Cf. noles
on I. 6. 11-14; 8. 1-u. Supposing, therefore, for the sake
of simplicity that the author of the interpolations and changes in
order as seen in .MT. was one and the same redactor, he may
conveniently be represented by the symbol RP (Priestly Redactor).
Thus the pedigree of our Books of Kings may be represented
as follows:ORIGINAL Souacxs :-Book of the Acts of Solomon,
Chronicles of the Kings of Judah, Chronicles of the
Kings of Israel, &c. &c.
Pre-exilic Redactor
influenced by Deut. [R 0 ]

I

Exilic and post-exilic Editors
influenced by Deut. [R O 2]

I
Post-exilic Editor
influenced by Priestly Code [RP]

I

MASSOUTIC TEXT.

b2

I

Hebrew original
· of
LXX TEXT.

XX

§ 2. Charackrislics

lntrod11ction

of the Chief Ancient Versions

of Kings.

For the general characteristics of the Ancient Versions of the
Old Testament, and a just estimate of their value for the purposes
of textual criticism, the reader is referred to Dr. Driver's Excursus
in the Introduction to his Noles 011 the Hebrew Text of the Books of
Samuel, § 3, pp. xxxvi-lv. All that is here attempted is a brief
account of the Versions of Kings, framed upon the lines laid
down by Dr. Driver in dealing with Samuel in § 4 of the same
Introduction.
1. The Septuagint.
A. Before a Version can be used to good purpose for the
criticism of the MT., it is important to recognize the fact that all
variations from this latter are not due either to paraphrase or to
a different reading in the Hebrew original from which the translation
was made. The texts of the Versions, like the MT., were liable
to corruption, and we find as a matter of fact that corrupt readings
do exist in LXX, to a greater or Jess extent in different books.
But this corruption of single words or sentences is not the only
feature in the Greek text which appears to belong to the vicissitudes
of transmission. We also not infrequently meet with conjlale or
double renderings which are apparently due to the addition of
a second translation of a passage, made by some scribe in the
margin of the MS., probably because he considered that the first
rendering did not adequately represent the sense of the original.
This second translation came later on to be incorporated by
another scribe in the text itself.
(a) Instances of corruptions in the Greek text. These are far
more numerous in Cod. B than in Luc.:1. 1. 9. tlN 'A,IJq for 'AilJov. Luc. 'A., i., e. read 'Ai1Jo11,
ib. IC:,JN Mpovr for ll11apar (read by Luc.).
1. 49. '101)1, ,i,n1, ical iEa11luTf/<ra11, This represents the latter
word. The translation of the former, ical 'fl<TT11 uav (al. exempl.),
has fallen out owing to the resemblance between the two Greek
words.
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2. 6.
tc, ini icaT~nr for oll icaT~&r, The opposite change,
ov for uv, perhaps occurs in v. 9 (supposing, with Luc., Vulg., the
original to have been nntci, not nn])'I).
4. 10. The whole v. corrupt in Luc. (cf. note ad loc.).
4. 11. d.,a ~ for 'A{J,J10.aa{J. aJ14 tj>aS,l for Naq,a.8•
. 4. 20 (MT. 5. 7). n,ttn ovTr.>r for o~, (read by Luc.).
5. 4 (MT. 5. 18). J.llEl dp.apTripa probably for drr&JIT'll'a (read by
Luc., Cod. A).
5. 5 (MT. 5. 19). n,,.::i, olico&l"luro for olicoaoµijua, (read by Luc.).
5. 6 (MT. 5. 20). J.1'1" za,6)r for ,za&.r (Luc.).
7. 3 (MT. 7. 15). Th al>.&µ for T,ji al>.aµ {Luc.), apparently
representing an original
(cf. note on 7. 15).
ib. Luc. ml IM'or for ical ovTr.>r (LXX), representing an original
P-l (cf. note).
7. 9 (MT. 7. 20). ,.::iJh T,ji mixn for T,ji rrdxn (Luc.), i.e. i'1\'~.
7. 10 (MT. 7. 23). V1El~ nlxovr for xn?..ovr (Luc.).
7. 45 (MT. 7. 8). Cl~ .:l~ -,~ b, oficr,, ,ca8qu,Ta, iic,i for;,, ,I "· f.
(Luc.).
8. 16. n,,n, "'"'"' for ,l11111, (Luc.). Initial I' by dittography from
preceding 'lrpovua>..qµ.
8. 39. nm, Luc. ical a"'a,&.uur for ical a&.unr (LXX).
8. 59· n,,•.::i ;,, '11';1"1 l111awov for ;,, 'II'· aVTOV (Luc.).
9. 28. m•El,t-t ,lr ~r.>q,r,pa for ,lr 'Oq,r,pd. So 16. 28/.
11. 36. ,,.l Luc. 8lA.r,u,r for 8lu,r (LXX).
15. 27. ,n.::i,, lx&paE,,, aw&11 perhaps for lrr&TaE,11 aw&11 (Cod. A).
Luc. lxapa,cc.,u,11 aw&11 appears to be an attempt to improve the first
reading.
16. 15. rin.:ll ra{Ja&.11 for ra{Ja8&.11, v. 17.
16. 16b, 17 ff. '"!CJ.I Zal'flp,l for 'Al'flp,l.
16. 17. f\n.:llC ;,, ra{Ja8&.11 for iic r. (Luc.).
18. 5. nc,,.::i uicr,11;;,,, for ff'III;;,,, (Cod. A. Cf. Luc.).
18. 10. ]l".:lVin ical mrrpr,u,11 according to Klo., for ical l11irr>..r,u,11,
i. e. Jt:Pf::rl .
18. 32. n,37n 8&>..auua• probably an alteration of the transliteration
Saa>.& (Luc.). So v. 38.

c,,tt,
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18. 45. ~,"I ml li>,.a,11 for 11:a, lfEAa111 or
altered LXX into «al llWDf.
19. 3. 'Yii• for nis (ni• Cod. A).

nar,,.

"°'"

Luc. has further

"°'"

21. 14.ff. (MT. 20. 14.ff.). M-u,,cn
xopC,• for
x-,,&r,
(Luc.).
21. 33 (MT. 20. 33~ ,,rm,, «al law,luavro for 1eal ltnmX1a11 (Luc.).
22. 13. inM MEI b, OTopar, brl for;,,'"· l11l (Luc.).
22. 16. CJ,Cl7£1 rm::, ip ll'fllT'cu:u- for ,r(l(Tcu:,s (Luc.).
22. 26. 10M !,ec ,rpos -S./UJp for wpor 'E/UIP•
II. 3. 21. n!,J7Ci ml ,l.-o,, •o for ml br1JJ10> (Luc.), an alteration

due to the preceding «al dnfJ&r,aa11, i.e. ""~ for ~ 5. 17. M~ "l"/AOP for yo,- (Luc.).
6. 5. ,iec~ «,,rpv~ao• for
(Luc., 'A., 2., e.).
10. 6. 1l\ ,!,,l MN Luc. otis ol ciBpol for ~o, d3pol of LXX, where
MN is taken as sign of accusative.
10. 26. Mi:i-m OTM,j• for anj).,,,, (Luc.).
11. u. 'I:, ,::,,, ml l«paT'fl'T01' T'j x,ipl for ml IICfJM"luo "· X· (Luc.).
12. 1 (MT. 12. 2). ]1.:l~ ite1c i« yijr Bf/paa{J,, for /,c njs B.
12. 8 (MT. 12. 9). pi:, {JBl"Avyp.a for {JIB,,r (Luc.).
12. 15 (MT. 12. 16). Cli'1 alrr-&11 for alrrol (Luc.).
14. 7. n,c 'l:l ;,, 'P,,,.a, for 111 r,'"')., (Luc. ra,µ.,'>.,x, Cod. A.
ra,p.,'Xa).
14. 11.
,e,c yii T"Dii 'Iou& for T'j T"oii 'I,
15. 20. DIC' Luc. h, for l1e,'i (LXX).
15. 25. flc-llO /,m,no11 probably for b 11.,.,,.. Cf. I. 16. 18
where 1iciM !,N is translated .Zs &,,,.po11.
17. 6. ,,c ,,JI\ Luc. /11 dplo" M,ja"'"• an alteration of «al 'Op,j M.
(LXX). Cf. also 18. 11.
18. 20. n"'ICM Luc. ri «al ,rar for 2v ,l,ras (cf. note ad loc.).
19. 1 2. inn&t ilC'N ov &lqi8"pa,, for ots a. (Luc.).
22. 20.
MIit ol ~uiA,'is for,., ~uiA,i (Luc.).
23. 5. n,::,&Jn\ «al «aT"lmvan, for «al ,rm,ravaa, So v. 1 I.
23. 6. iEIP' Luc. wr xoii11 for ,ls X• (LXX). ·
23. 36. MD'l"'I 10 /,r Kpovf«l for I« 'Po11f«1.
2 5. 1 7. Cl,lC"n n::,::,&J uuaxap8al for uafJox 1eal poal ( Cod. A).

"'Xl"I'""°"

n,,.,,;

,,en
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(b) Instances of double rende1ings are more frequent in Luc.
than in Cod. B : I. 1. 36.
•lil.C ,n,i.c '• iz:tt, f.:)= Luc. tr&UTO>O'O, 6 6,os T"OVS
Aoyovs TUV ,cvplov p.ov T"OV fJouiAlo>s· oi:ro>s
,cvpws 6 6,6s uov, ICVP"

,,c.,

J.IOV

.r,..,

fJouiA,ii.

=

1. 40. n,,,l nnce, c,ncw, c•,,~ c.,!,r.c
Luc. lx.6pn1011 ;,,
xopo,s tcol ,liq,powtSp.1110, d,q,pouv"ll p.rycf>.u ,,~01111 ;,, oli">..ois tcol ;x.a,po11

xapq. ,-,tfAu.
1. 4 7. ,,::111 'IM::1

ru, = Luc. /COi y, ;xeo11 ol lloii">..o, ••• ICOt ,lu,">..71">..v6ou,

p.o110, (Cl~~ for ,,::131 in second rendering).
2. 5.

,n-un::i = Luc. ;,, 'l1J (o>fi µnv tcal nrl 'l1J (o:,"ll

••• p.ov.
4. 6. n•::in !,p ir,e,,ni.c,
tcol 'Ax.d q11 oltcovtSJ.&Os, tcol 'E">..uu: 6 oltcovtSJ.&Os,
ml 'E">..u\fJ vlos %«if, nrl .,-iis fl'o.,.pws, apparently a triple rendering

=

(cf. note ad loc.).
6. 15. n,,,p ip = ;,.,, .,-a111 llotca111 tcol ;,.,, .,-a,,, .,-olxo>11. llo,ca111 = n~,,I'.
6. 34 (MT. 7. 12h). ,cv,c')..,56,,, • •• tcOT"Ofl'fT'oup.a probably represents
an original ::i•;~9 (:l!?;i) read a second time as '!199 (cf. note
ad loc.).
7. 3 (MT. 7. 15). ~,n
Luc. ,r1plµnpo11 ••• 0'1fOP7"lo11.
7. 6 (MT. 7. 18). ,col lpyo11 tcptp.aO'T<)II, llvo ITT"IXO' •
lpyo11
ttp1p.GO"T"611, O'Tlx.or nrl O'Tlx.011, representing C,.,U) ,l~?
cf. note
ad kJc.).
7. 9 (MT. 7. 20). 1..1&p.a .,-o p.1X&.6po11 representing n,n:, repeated
from beginning in place of "llt'I.C r~::in. Luc. also repeats br'
aµif,OT"'P"'" .,...,,, O'Tvx•••
7. 22 (MT. 7. 36).
l(QT"Q fl'p6uomoll f0'11t, read as rm•lD; and
doubly rendered.
7. 32 (MT. 7. 47). ii.cc iMC ::1"10 [n~ "I~]= Luc.~ l1rol71u111
/;pll'I" • •• & nrol71u, T"OVT"o i,c roii ,r">..q6ovr uq,&llpa (cf. note ad loc.).
8. 28. ,•.:iD,
lmw• O'OV trpor O'f,
8. 60. trn~i.cn i.c,n 6 616s, owor 6,&,.
8. 66. ,,en MN ,:,.,::i,, Luc. ,col ,liMY'/<Tfll ow611. ml ,liX&y,,uOP
,col alorol n\11 fJoui">..lo (cf. note ad loc.).
11. 43. ,l, n}• Yii• 'Jap,'P& for ,l, n}11 2. (Luc.), representing an
original ni,yn !,i.c (cf. no/4 ad loc.).

=

n~, (

n,,, =

=

=

=
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=

15. l 5. ,, n•.::i • • • ac.::i•, Luc. 1tal. dcr1711t')'ltfl' •Acra ,lr ,.c}. ol«o•
,cvplov ••• ,cal. .Z01711f')',cn, ,Zr Tc}., ol.:. ,c.
16. 33. T"ov iEo>.o8pn,8ijwn ••• i1ea1ernrol,,,m, apparently represents
a doublet

M'':'Pi'.' M'':'rt'?•

18. 38. n,31n.::1 ,IC'N c•c,i nN,
,ea}

= Luc.

1eal. ,.c} v&>p ,.c} irr' ain-i'>•,

ro valilp ,.c} ,. ,j SaaA&.
18. 4 3b. C'Cl1El 31.:li:C' .:lie'. Cf. no/e ad loc.
18. 44. C'C = Luc. valilp arrc} 8a>.acrfTf/r,
20. 4 (MT. 21. 4-). ~31n
,n,:i '" :lNMN tc.:i•, = Luc. ,cal ;>.Sa

,o

•A. rrpor ollto• ain-oii CTV')'ICfXVP,<l'OS ,cal. /,c>.,>.vphor • • • ,ea} rytl'fTO
fl'l'fiiµa •A. T'fT'apayp,I"°"·

ro

=

20. 25 (MT. 21. 25). ;,, rr>.,j• p,aTalfllr, the word being repeated
as i""l (Cir"!).
21. l (MT. 20. I). i,"'ICIC' !,31
,cal. al'l/j'I ICRI ,r1pu1ea811m
ffl'l JaµapnOI' ••• ,cal. avlfl1JCTOI' ICQ& rr,p,f1Ca8&ua• nri J. (Luc. ffl'1 ain-17•}.
21. 16 (MT. 20. 16). ,nN ,r11
Luc. (v. 15) ml cl {Jau&l.wr
'ECtp µfT' awoii ••• (v. 16) {Jau,>.,ir ol uvµfJoqlJol. µtT' awoii.

,'lr', ,~ =

,,c =

=

22. 17. i1'"' C'liN "' OU Kvpwr T'Ol/TOIS 8,&r; i1~~? read
a second time as ,::i~~?.
22. 20. i1.:l:l ,cN nn n:i~ i1T "'ICN._, Luc. ,ea} rlfl',., owor owror «al
o6Tor OVT'filS, ,rai rlfl'fl' Ou avll'JO'fl, ,cal. rlfffP 'E• crol ('lJ~ for n:i.:i).
22. 35. ::c,n i''" ;N n:icn c, i"lr',
,cal. Ofl'fXVl'llfTO alpa flC riir
fl'>.,,,.;ir ,lr rop ,co'>.fl'OII T'OV ll.pp,aTor ••• ICQI 'E•fl'oprwTu ,.c} alpa rijr T'po,rijr

=

=

;filr T'OV «&>.1rov TOV ll.pp,aTor.

=

II. 1. 2 ff. r,,p31 •n!,N Luc. 7rpou&xlJ,crp,a 8,c}., 'AnflfJ6""•
1. 4-, 6. j:i,
Luc. oux OVT'filf, a&a TOVTO,
3. 2 1. n!,310, m,ln "'lln !,:ic ,i'l1'lr',
Luc. 1eal 'lraP'1'Y'Yf&l.OJI trUT'l

=

=

7r1p&Cfil•11vp,•P<t> ,rapaC&,"'1" ,cal 7rapaTfl1101'T,, ,cal lfl&,,cra• /,c 'traVTc}r ,rapaClilPl'Vp,ivov 7rapaC0>"'1" ,ea, t7r' l1111i1.

3. 2 3. :i,n.,

4. 34-• ,,;31

= Luc. poµcpai.ar·

,m,, =

lpluGl'T'rr -yap.

Luc. ICO& uvvl,cap,,t,,• br' ain-ev ICQI lyaaa iw' ain-OP.

4. 35. 'li "'1i1l', apparently triply rendered in Luc. Cf. note ad /oc.
6. 8. 'Jc!,ac 'l'El Tclva, ,.,m ,'>.,µ,covl (unless ,-cl.a. T&m 'l'El simply).
7. 2.
Luc. cl Tp,O'Tlffl/r cl afl'rtrrriAµ,li,or (? rA'f,:I).

~,cm= =

=
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7. 5· ~~,::i =Luc.,,, Tit ITICOf'fl 11a,, aiavya(owos.

,a,, aiacf,0>1TICO/l'l"Of,

So v. 7, ;,,

xxv
T. ITIC,

=

7. 1o. "l'lli'1 in, ~M UC"lj:)"i Luc. ,col i{3o,,11a11 ,ls- .,-q11 m,A,,,, Tijr
,ro).fO)f ,col l1ea>..,ua11 Tovr ITTpaT'l"fOVS Tijr ,r&An,r.
8. 1.

c•,~

ma z.,.,,.

1eoi

r,Nn 'N M.:l m, = Luc. ,col ,raplCTTo& fll'l T"qll y;;,,
~8,111e.T.>.. {N.:l rendered (1) as participle, (2) as

]1.:l~
')'f

perfect.)

9. 1 7. n31Elri, = Luc. TVJ' ICOPIOJJTOII TOV &x>.ov.
10. 29. Cl"l1"1MN0 Nin• "ID N'
Luc. O~IC d,r«ITT'I d,r' OWO>JI 'lov·
tm'iam airra>a, hotx'U*To.
11. 2. il'tnN = Luc. 'Oxo(lov Toii da,Acf,oii almjr (;;i'r:,1$).
11. 9· Jil!ll"I = Luc. d 0'1/llfTc}r l,~ur (firstly CiOiJ).
11. 14. C1"1tiili = Luc. ,col ol ,,iaol ••• ,cnl ol CTTpa.,.,,yol.
11. 15. n"liti, n•::ic ,N nnN iN•'lnn = Luc. 'Efaya')'fff ami•

=

luo,8111 Tl»II uaa,,p,;,s, ,cal ,luayaytTI oln-q11 .l,,ri11"'8f11 oi«ov TOI• CTTfKJ'"IYOIII

{c.,tin for n,iri,n).
14. 1 o.

,.:i:,n = Luc. ,; fJop,ia•

,!'aoEJuS,,.,.,.

14. 14. n,::i.,11nn = Luc. T0111 uvµµie'°'" TI»• fJa,>.vyµ,h"'" (nbJ!AiJ).
14. 26. ittc i1"10 = Luc. rr11epa11 ucpoapo, ai' &.,., ,"'A.,,.,..,.ii.S,,.

=

16. 18. n::itin
Luc. Tijr ,caSiapar TOil/ 11a/3fJaTC111I,
17. 5. r,tcn ,:i::i Luc. /,rl ,riiua11 .,-q11 'Yii• ••. ,col ,lr ,rii11011 Tq11

=

yij11 almjr.

17. 32. Cf. note ad /oc.
18. 17. n,11n::i
Luc. l11 Tfi dmflaun l11 nj Mpa-yo,-yiti.
19. 3. nn:,,ni = Luc. 1eol dn,a,uµoii 1eol ,"'A.,-yµov.
19. 28. ,,,tct'i = Luc. ,col TO 11Tpij..dr ITOV ml TO. b 18vµqµaTa uov.
20. 13. nn:,, = Luc. Tijr mpffOlS O~TOV ,col T'OV "X"'Sa.
21. 6. il:l"lil = Luc. br>.{i8v"H, ,col bi>.{i8v11,.
21. 23. i•,i, , , , iiri,p•i = Luc. ,cal uv111<TTpacf,,,11a11 • •• l,r' oln-o11 ,col

=

l,r,fJov>.,vua11 oln-iti,

23. 6. il"lt'ttil = Luc. Tc} cJA.uor Tijr 'AO"lp&,8,
23. 12. Ct'D )'"l•i = Luc. 1eal ,caS,i>..,11 oln-a l1e,,S.,, ,col l~""Y"'" oln-a
1eal uv11&p,,t,,, apparently a triple rendering.

23. 16. JEl•i = Luc. ,cal ,1,r;'"~'f'" ... ml IE'111v11,.
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B. There are also characteristics of the Version which appear
to be due to the translator. The more important of these may
now be noticed, with a few illustrations.

( 1) Paraphrase.
•
(a) This usually takes place for the sake of making clear the
sense of some Hebrew word or phrase which would be liable to be
misunderstood in the Greek if literally translated : 1. 2. 32. n~, ni.c TO alf'(I njS' &4'uclall' alrrov,
4. 20 (MT. 5. 7). :iii,n ,~ ,rall'T'IJ ~urr,-Af'OTa.
4. 2 2 (l\IT. 5. 2 ). en, TO 3/ovra.
8. 56. -ui !,11~ N!i ® 3u!f,6>MJan, Myos.
9. 27. c•n 'JI"'!' lAavnw ,l3cSTas 6a>.aaaa11.
15. + i•~ ,caT"Ci>.,'l'f'O•
19. I 8. ,, I'll:!~ trpoa11CV1f'IO'nl IWTf,
21. 12 (MT. 20. 12).
olico3oµqaan

](apa,ca,
22. 34.

,c•~, ,c•u:,

](apRICG'

,cal f6wro

,en, d,UTcSx•li'•

(b} At other times paraphrase appears to be used for no apparent
reason, merely at the whim of the translator : I. 3. 17. ncp
ml fTflCOl'f"II,
5. I 2 {MT. 5. 26). CM'~ll:f ha l'fO'OII fGIIT• .,,.
9. 5. !,i.ci~ I.CC~ !,Jtt:) IJYOUl'f"I/Of ;.,, 'IapaqA.
17. 13. •I.C"'l•n !,i.c 6dpan.

,,tt,

(c) Somewhat different are the cases in which phrases are
arbitrarily altered by the translator, because it seemed to him that
some better expression could be substituted : I. 2. 29. n:i~, !,~ ICGTf](H Tci'l11 ,c,pl,:ro,r, rov 8vaUJO'T7/plo11.
2. 38. c•:i, c•c• Tpla m, (from v. 39).
9. 6. •nm 13.ic,.,, MC11111aijll'•
. 10. 5. nii ii31 n:i n•n N!i If lavnjr lyl11rro.
(d) Or again, paraphrase may take place when the expression
used in the original was somewhat offensive in the eyes of the
translator. Under this head comes, e. g., the removal of anthropomorphic expressions applied to God : -
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I. 3.

10.

IT. 2.

'l'iN 'l']1.l l11t»1T1011 Kvplov.

Cl"C!:m lor ,lr ro11 olJpa11&11 (of the translation of Elijah).
24. 3. ,, 'D 'll /,rl ro11 IJvp.011 Kvplov.
11.

(e) The last form of paraphrase to be noticed is the translation
of a word or phrase by guess, the context being taken as a guide
to the sense : 1. 10.

I I.

Cl'lt:>,N ,,.,A,q,-a.

21. ,-,i::,n"I ,cal lr,,t/w"'I",.,·
18. 21. Cl'DJ10M •nr:, 'l1 br' dp,/,oT-lpmr .,.arr l'Y"vcur, guided by the
preceding Cl'MOD.
21. 11 (MT. 20. 11). MMDt:> d dplJ&r, guided by irlt, rendered
d ,cvpnSr from Talmudic

17.

"al'.'.

(2) In striking contrast to the paraphrastic tendency, we find
renderings in which extreme literality appears to have been the aim
of the translator.

(a) Thus at times attempts are made to represent in Greek the
Hebrew constructions, or to preserve the fancied force of Hebrew
words, and the result is a rendering which is often grotesque.
Examples of Hebraisms from I. 1. 2 are the following:1. 7. "iMK iiTJ1'1 ,cal 1{3ofi1Jovi, ,;,,.;,,o, (contrast Luc. ,cal d"">..41'{:Ja"°"'"° ai'.lroii).

1.

12.

nw Ml 1YJrM tTUp./3ouAwue, (TOI 3,) tTUp./Jov'A.la11.

':J'

1. I 3. nit:>N1 • , ,
,'ltr,>..IJ, • • • ,cal lplir.
1. 14. K1.lK 'lllt1 , , , m:i,i::, ,,,ll ffl Aa>..ova11r

(TOV • • •

,cal ,.,;,,

1lu,A111tTOp.a1.

1. 17. 'l'"'N '•:i MJ1::lr:?l nntt 17V
d'f"CI TOV ,c. 'f"Oii

d,p,ouas ,,, .,.,

e,,; ovv (but

Luc.

IJ. ).

1. 51. it:>N,, , , il'1 OIIIJ'Y'Y'AIJ .•. >..ryo11m (but Luc. ,cal dtrfiy'Y'"cu, . . • >..ryow,r ).
2. 2.
'!l~N ,y&, .Zp.i
er. 11. 4. 13; 10. 9; 22. 20.
2. 3 7. n,::ip, 1MN'lf Cl1'.l n,m ,cal lfT'f"GI '" TU fip.1119 rijr IE&&u fTOU ,col
aui{J;,1171 (but Luc. ,,, Tj ;,,,.. rijr If. uov &afJfitTTJ).
2. 42. n,i::,n n,i::, ,:, pin pi, 'Y"'°'a"OI" 'Y"o>fTfl &..., IJaJIUT''I' a,ro1Ja110.

,,n

"'°,,.vo,,.ai.

u
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(b) Sometimes difficult words, instead of being guessed at, are
interpreted very literally according to the sense of the root : -

1. 6.

20. iuc, cnr11«1tc>..mr,u"'!),
7, 28, Ml-UC,C 0'111',c),,nlTTOI',

16. 20. i ~ "\WM r,e,p T"as o-wa.,/,m a~Toii &s O'lll'qV'"•
II. 10. I 9• i'Ui']1.l ;., frffPl''O'/J-¥,
12. 3. in,,n ,·cp,;.,,.,a-,., aln-d•, apparently connecting the Hebrew
word with iut.
12. 2 I. itip ,,e,p,, «al laqo-a• tra.l'Ta &o-1'&...

14. 14. J"li:i,11nn ,-w., O'llf'll'E'"'"·
14, I 9• ,tip l''JI ,,~,, /CO& O'IIHO'T"pacpqo-u br' awo11 O'VOTfH1'll"J,
Cf. 15. 8, 30.

(c) Another device in the case of a hard word was simply to
transliterate it into Greek letters. Such transliterations are very
characteristic of Kings, particularly of the second book : I. 4. I 9. .l'1t 110o-icp, Luc. Naa-,[fJ.
5. II (MT. 5. 25). M?~ l'OX''P (al. exempl. l'OX&A).
ib. "lll «opous.
ib. "lll (correctly n~) ~al8.
6. 7; al. (MT. 6. 3). Cl?nt alMp,.
6. 10; al. (MT. 6. 5). "'';i ~lp.
6. 22; al. (MT. 6. 23). t1•;1"'' xrpov~,l•.
7. 14; al. (MT. 7, 27). ni.2~9 l"X"'"°'e.
11. 14. l';lf O'QT"Q.lf,
14. 28. Nl;1 e,;, Luc. 8f1Cow.
18. 32, 38. M?J/T;l Luc. 8aa>.a..
19. 4. CltJi 'PaS,_,.;.,,, Luc. pa8al"l•.

II. 2. 14. NW"I~ dcJ,cJ,0>,
s. 4. ,I?.~ .,,.,«;,e.
4. 34. "'Cl??1 Luc. «a, lya&a.
4. 39. niiN dp,1,,8.
4. 42. i.2~P,1f Cod. A ~a,c,).).{8 (but cf. note ad loc.).
5. 19. "1~ a,~pa8a., Luc. xa~pa8a..
6. 8.
•~",f l>..&p,r,1.,,1 Luc. q,.'>.."°1111,.

•~b?~
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25. ~ «a{Jov.
8, 9. n~i;, µaa11a, Luc. p.a11aci.
15. "'iR~ xa/Jfla.
13. Cl~ "f'JPf/£·
10. 10. Ni~ dqx/,&,,

6.
8.
8.
9.

10.

22.

Mr;tJ;l~J T"ov oL:ov ,uu6aaJ,.,

11. 4. Cl'Tl~ "1f~ T"OII XopfM& «al T'OP 'Pau,[111.
11. 6. nip~ Luc. M,uual.
11. 8. n\,j\' &,,a..,e, Luc. uabrip&,8.
11. I 2. iJP.;:I U(,p.
12. 6; al. 1'1~ {Jib,«.
12. 10. r,~~J laµ,,tM11. Cod. A dµp.au{:l;,.
14. 7. n~n_,t-, ,., 'P,,u'>..,, Luc.,. racµ,'Mx,
15. 5. M'~~r;i;:i dcfxf,ovu&,8.
17. 6. '-:W 'op;,. So 18. 11.
20. 12. i"l']~t;) 1£QIIQCIII.
20. 13. n~~ "'xoo8&.
22. I 4. M~ft;) µauoa.
23. 4• n\c1~ ua>.1Jp.t»8.
2 3. 5. Cl'i9f xoop.aptlp..
ib. n\~ µa(ovp&,8.
2 3. 7. Cl'v.!~ mb,,u,lµ, Luc. «a3,,u,i11.
ib. Cl'l;IP, ,cffT'1,l11 (cf. note ad loc .).
23. 10. nv-i "&ct,,e, Luc. eact,ct,,e.
23. II. Cl'""!nt q,apovpdµ.
23. 13. M',:t~J T"oii Mouoa8, Luc. 'Aµ,uu&,8,
23. 24. Cl'~'V;l 8,£H4,l11.
25. 5. n\:1717 dpa{j&,8.
25. 12. 1:1'::U ro{:ld11.
25. 14. Cl'Jr. laµ,l,,,
25. 17. n~ xooe&p.
•
ib.

"1~~ -,a/Jaxa.

Cod. A uafJaxci,

(3) Another characteristic is the insertion of additional words
and sentences by the translator.
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(a) Such additions are frequently made to fill out the sense, and
to make the meaning more clear. Very frequently the subject
of a verb is added when the reference seems to be ambiguous:1. 2. 2 2. cS apxUTTpanr/Of ha'ipor 1•
2. 32. T"o ,Jµa a;,,.&111, added as obj. of JM'
2. 35. rlr IEpia ,rpiffo11,
3. 9. l11 3uccuou6lfll, explaining the force of ~£)~.

et;.

3. 15. «GT'O. 11'po<T6>ff'OII T"Oii 8vaU111"7plau T"oii 1 •
3. 27. T'U ,l,ro{,"11 lMSn ain-ii ain-6, added to remove the seeming

ambiguity of the king's command 1•
4. 21 (MT. 5. 8). cS /jaav..tvr, subj. of Clft' M'M' "K",'N.
8. 53 (MT. 8. 12). wip T'OU of,cou l»f 0'1/JlfTfAfO'O mi ol«o&,,.;;am
ubr0v 1•

15. I 9• 3ui8ou, before n•-,,:i 1•
18. 24. & f'>.a).11uar, after i:iin.

19. 19. '" {Jouui11, after

r,,n tt,m.

(b) Additions are also very frequently made for the sake of
bringing one passage into strict conformity with another:-

1. 2. 26. rijr 3ui8ip,,,r, n,,:il"I 1'1.,M being the usual (Deuteronomic)
phrase.
2. 2 9. 11:al 8&,/,011 ain-&11, to agree with v. 3 I.
2. 37. 11:al &p1tW'fll Q~II cS fjaui>..tvr '" "U qµlPf l1tfU1'[}, in agreement
.
with v. 42.
9. 20. ,cal T"oii Xal1QIICliou ••• ml T"oii rfp-yauaiau, added to make up
the number of the seven heathen nations of Palestine.
12. 20. ml Ba,aµil11, to agree with vv. 21, 23.
21. 23. ml oli Star 11:0,~a&s, to agree with v. 28.
The relationship of the recension of Lucian to that of Cod. B 1
cannot here be discussed; but it is clear that the author had access
to sources which preserved unimpai_red original readings of which
1 Discussed in the notes on the text.
• The origin of the text of Codd. A and B in 3 Kings has been discl1S5ed at
length by S. Silberstein in ZATW., 1893-4-
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we should otherwise have remained in ignorance 1• Instances of
such readings in the text of Kings will be found in the notes.
Cf.l. l.28; 2.5; 11.8b; 13.u; 18.5. II. 3.25; 5.1; 7.7;
10. II; 12. 5; 15. 10; 17. 2, 7, 27; 18. 3•; 24, 13; 25. ••
The Targum.
The chief characteristics of this version may be noticed very
briefly.
2.

(a) A very marked tendency to do away with anthropomorphic
or otherwise seemingly unworthy expressions used with reference
to God:-

1•n,11e nin•:i, Targ. 1n,11e mn,i IIC"IC•c:i. So constantly.
3. 10. •:ri11e 'J'J1.l, Targ. mn, 1:1,p.
8. 15. l'll.l, Targ. n•ic•c:i.
8. 2_.. 1•1i:i ,:i,n,, Targ. ,,c•c:i Nn-im.
8. 29. nnn.D 1'J'l1 n,,n;, Targ. 1cip N'J1"'1 •1,i"c;. So v. 52.
8. 33. 1';N l.l~, Targ, 1Jn;,1i, ri:i,n•i.
9. 6. '"'IMNC, Targ. •Jn;,ll ,n:ic.
9. 9. mn, nN ,:ir11, Targ. mn•i MJn,i1i n• ip:ir:,.
ib. ci•"'lnN Cl'M;N, Targ. N'CC]1 n,310, to avoid applying the name
1. 1. 17.

D'il;N to false gods.

(b) A general tendency to paraphrase:1. 1. 33. rira, Targ. ecm!,,r:,. So vv. 38, •5•
1. 38. •n,llm •n,:,m, Targ. M'l1'~ 11e•nr:,p,. So v. H·
1. ,.2, ;,n r:,,M, Targ. rMt:1n !,,n, "'l.ll. So several times.
2. 7. ,;N i:np, Targ. ":,"'liY li)'llio.
2.
n•:i ,, Mr:?J1 "'11:?N, Targ. ,.:,;c ,; D"p,.
3. 16. nm, Targ. fMP,Jlll, waa&«wrpuu, a softening down of the
original.
3. 18. "'It rM, Targ. rM.:lt.

2,..

6. •· 0•ct:1M Cl'lll'e' •.rbn, Targ. N"'l.l;c rc•no, ,,l;c fM'nll r,:i.
1 Cf. Dri. Sam. p. Iii. The value of Luc. for the emendation of the MT. of
Kings has been noticed by I. Hooykaas, Iets wer de r,uluclu verlalinc wn
/,et Oude Ttslament (Rottenlam, 1888).
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6. 10. tn11t•,, Targ. ;,;~,.
7. 2. 1u:i,n -,31• n•.:i, Targ. tt•::i,c n,j:)c n•.:i.
8. 16. •c~ n,•n,, Targ. •ro•::,r, n11t,r,tt;.
8. 19. 1•1bnc tt'!rn, Targ. ,,,,n,.
8. 27. CIJCNM, Targ. Nt3~j:).l •ci 1c, ,.:io IC •.,N,
8. 39. in.:ir, 1,::ic, Targ. iro•::,w n•.:i ,n11t.
(c) A tendency to make explanatory insertions, without any
equivalent in the original:I. 1. 24. 11tn,::i,c in the phrase 11tn,::i,c •o-,,.:i N!i);. So
constantly.
5. 13. rin NC,31.:i t3;r,c; r,•npi ,,, n•.:i •.:,,c ;31 •.:iJn•N'
tcn•r,ci totc,31:i, ; perhaps a haggadic explanation of ,i, ,.:ii,,

=

-,•j:).l , , , Cl'Yl/1'1.
6. 6. 11t•r•r ;31 rn-J tcn•,w •~, •in'c,.
8. 2. MNCij:) totn,• n•, ,.,i' llt'i''M31, tcn,•.:i. MT. simply m•:i
ci•Jntcn.
8. 9. NC'i' •cln'El n,C'll r.:i•n::, 1w,pi. er. also v. 21.
8. 65. totln ••• tcn•.:i n::i,Jn. So l\IT. in 2 ehr. 7. 9.
As a whole this version represents a recension much nearer to
l\IT. than that of any other ancient version.
3. The Peshi~to.

This translation appears to have been made from a Hebrew text
similar in many respects to that presupposed by LXX, though more
nearly related to MT. than the LXX original 1• Instances of the
agreement in readings between Pesh., LXX, and Luc. will be found
in the noles. er. I. 2. 26, 29; 6. 9; 7. 10, 15b; 8. 37; 10. 8.
II. 6. 2. As has been noticed by Dri. in the case of Samuel, the
original of Pesh. seems to have been related to that of Luc.:
cf. I. 1. 40; 4. 34; 18. 29. II. 2. 14; 10. 14; 14. 29; 19. 15.
Affinities with the Vulg. may also be noticed: cf. I. 7. 7, 42;
1 A conspectus of the variations between Pesh. and MT. in I Kings has been
given by J. Berlinger, Die Peschitta 21mt 1. (3.) Buch der Ko11ige ulld il,,r
Verliiiltniss ::u MT., LXX. u11d Trg. (Berlin, 1897).
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9. 18. Cases in which Pesh. agrees with LXX, Luc., Vulg.
against MT. are frequent.
The general characteristics of the Version are those of a close
and accurate, though not too servile, representation of the original.
Paraphrase is occasionally employed-most frequently in the case
of words or phrases which appeared to the translator to need
elucidation, and here and there slight additions have been made
to the text for the same reason. The following instances may
be noticed.

(a) Paraphrase:1. 1. 36. -,cM" f::l ~ J.,&:,0t 'So may (Yahwe) do.'
1. 50. n:irc., n,,.,i':i pr~, 1-:>,.»t ,~~ J..,~

,-lo 'and
took refuge al the horns of the altar.'
2..p. mta met n:i,n, intot'lr ci•:i p:::-.tol t» .odlt i.»~
,o•~t JI-, ~Lo' In the day that thou goest forth from Jerusalem and crosses/ the brook Kidron.'
3. 16. ,,,D; micpn,
,a» ~ e ~ , ~ , ~
'lo plead lhei'r case before king Solomon.'
3. 18. •ic,,,ie,n c,1:i 1n1, ~a. J~L •~ ~o 'and fljler
three days.'
8. 26. n-i:ii .,le'N ~ , 'which thou didst swear.'
12. 32..f. ie,in; c,1 -,ce,p nwn:i I ~ 'on the full moon.'
14. 10.
-,31:i1 . , ~ ~ µo J.»..o
,.l
~ 'as the grapes of a vineyard are swept away when the vintage
is finished.'
20. 33. in,JM ~ ~Lolo I and he caused him lo sit with
him.'
21. II. ,-,•31:i C'.l!C1'i'I L~ ~ Jti,...~ ~~, 'who dwelt in
the city with Naboth.'

,,en ,ec

...ia~,~~,

;,,n

II. 2.
request.'

10.

,ucv,, M'le'i'i'I

3. 7. iic::, 1,ic::,
4.

~).. ~ / 'thou hast made a large

,LOD/ J.,/ ~ ' I w,11 go up like thee.'

,.2. m,,e, ,11.::ic J~ ~,.» t-» 'from the a"!J, of the mighly

mm.'
C
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5.

11.

p-,-mn

')CK,~,~

J.-lllo

'and I should be healed¥"

leprosy.'

le/";~

7. 2, 17, 19.
J~' the man.'
9. 11. ,n•~ oel~ 'his/ol{y.'
23. 11. n~, '½oo 'and he skw.'
23. 29. -,,wee
,.,,_a::..» ~ 'against Ma6bogl,.'

,,c ,ii

(b) Additions:1. 1. 10. ,~a. p 'son of Jehoiada,' after ,l"l'l:l; t-OH 'of
David,' after D'.,t:lli1.
1. 11. ~ 'the prophet,' after fnl.
1. 21. ~ 'in peace,' after rn:nc D'.17,
1. 39. J..=,.., ,t..Jo 'and Nathan the prophet,' after ~n pny.
8. 22. ~Jo 'and prayed,' after D'~ ,,£1:l V'I.D.,,.
11. 18...[ ~ .:.L 'Dwell with me,' after,; -,CM (cf. note ad /oc.).
19. 1. ~a..,o ~ ~ 'the prophets of Ba'al and of the
sanctuaries,' for simple D'K':::1Ji1.
II. 4. 13. ~ 'prosperously,' before 'l, i,n:i.
6. 12. ~ ' t-» Jooe J 'It is none of us,' for simple ec,,.
1O. 1 5. ~ ..»lo 'And he said to him,' before ,.,, nee mn.
11. 14." ~ , J.-~ rl 'according to the custom of kings,'
for simple t)£)~::,.
14. 2 7. J-lo-.. p 'son of Jehoal}az,' after ~,• J:l.
15. 29. ~ ?i.- ~ o Ja-» ~Jo 'and Abel-Mel}olah
and all Beth-Ma'achah,' for n:,J1t) n1: :i ,:::iec me,.
18. 27. Insertion of negative: ,ot:-., Jo .. , ,~1' J, for

n,nth, .•• ,::iec,.
19. 35. ~J-o 'and beheld,' after -,i':::i:::i ,01::iwi,.
In certain cases the r.enderings of Pesh. seem to exhibit connection with Targ.; cf. I. 1. 33, 38, 45
Pesh.
Targ. acm,~; 1. 38 1n,!)ii, •n-,::,n, Pesh. ~ t-tA-70 J...._o,
Targ. N'P'i'l tt•nWi'l; 2. 5 ,,,l-,:::i • , • owi,, Pesh. ,a.1/ - o
J.,~ ..
wOI0~7 ~
tA-lo ~;..&U7 rl
Targ. :::i1n•, llt:::l.,i' ,,,:in oi::, ,n,;p j,nc, .:i1einn, •ci,

r,N,

...°'~',
ecn1-,,c:::i

,o

eii, l"l'¥-,n:::i:::i 'i''JElC'llt:::I

J,..~;

,o~,

1,nc, ,~ec, ttc,i, n,c:::i.:i i,n;
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c•,:1li1', Pesh. Jb"'lo, Targ. tt•,:nl,tot1; 18. ar

C'!ll1CM •n~ ,11 c•nc!l cn11t, Pesh.,~ ~L;~ ,o"-'l ~ .
Targ. l'l'!l r-in, rl''!l i,nM ; 22. 34 ,en, ne,p:i ,w, Pesh. ltA
~QAU. I ~ Jooi, Targ. n•,:i•p, ttne,p:i ill, A few cases of
agreement in rendering with Vulg. may also be noticed: I. 6. 1
~ .. .,., Vulg. aedijicari coepil ,· 18. 45 re iy •n-i
n:, iin, Pesh. ~~o ~ l,a.9~ ooi ,.::i..o, Vulg. cumque se verltrel hue alque ,1/uc; 22. 48 'li
Pesh. -po,~ ~ ~ o
,~,, Vulg. me tral lune rex conslilulus in Edom; II. 4. 35
Pesh. .odllo, Vulg. el oscilavil.
Cases of corruption in the text of Pesh. are not numerous, and
are nearly confined to confusion or transposition of letters in proper
names: I. 4. 10 n:,e,, Pesh. L~ ; 4. u C]1t)P', Pesh. , , ,o o • ;
5. 4 MCDM, Pesh. .-..a..L; 22. 10 f"il:I, Pesh. h~ for Jt,J.:a;
II. 2. 25 :iei, Pesh. .:.ol for .:.L; 4. 23 c,;z,, Pesh. J~~
for ~ ; 4. 2 8 n~n, Pesh. '-f..L; 9. 2 'ft-'Cl, Pesh. ...a.:iA. ;
9. 27 011,:,.,, Pesh.~; 14. 7 ,ttnp1 , Pesh.~l~; 15. 16.lf.
CMlC, Pesh. f""-»; 17. 31 Tn:IJ, Pesh. -,b..; 18. 2 •:i11t, Pesh.
o,,Dl; 21. 1 n:i '¥!lM, Pesh.
21. 18, 26 Mfll, Pesh. J°'.
Cases of double renderings may be found in I. 20. 33 l:l'ttllltn1
'l"lnc•i iz,ro• ~°'•~lo --■ J~o noi ~ )oot J.-., J~o;
22. 34 icn, ~~L ~QAU,.; II. 19. 4 n,DM n11t~,, ~lo
JJLo ; 19. 28 •,11t iu,nn tll' ~ ~•o•Llo

t:i•i, Pesh.

,,c,,

.,,,r,,

~s-;

._.»t, ~.

4. The Latin Versions.

(a) The Old Latin Version I is known to us only in a fragmentary
form. For Kings we possess the fragments collected by Sabatier
(chiefly from the Fathers), and published in I 743 in his Bi/Jliorum
Sacrorum Anliquae Vtrsionts Lali'nae, vol. i ; extracts from the
margin of a Gothic MS. (tenth century) at Leon· in Spain 1,
1 The question whether the Old Latin represents one version or several
distinct translations is discussed by H. A. A. Kennedy in Hastings, BD.
iii. p . ..,s.
1 It should be noticed, however, that F. C. Burkitt (TAe Old Latin and tl,e
/ta/a, p. 9, in the Cambridge Terts and Studies, vol iv) regards it as' by no
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published by Vercellone in 1864 in Variae Lectiones Vulgalae
Latinae edilionis, vol. ii; Palimpseslus Vindobonensi's, published by
J. Belsheim in 1885, containing I. 11 .•p-12. 11; 13. 19-29;
14. 6-15; 15. 34-16. 28; 18. 23-29; II. 6. 6-15; 10. 5-13;
10. 24-30; 13. 14-22; 15. 32-38; 17. 1-6, 15-20; Ein neues
Fragment des Quedlinburger Ila/a-Codex, published l?Y A. Diining
in 1888, containing I. 5. 9 (MT. 5. 23)-6. 11. To these may be
added the quotations in Augustine's .Speculum (i. e. the Liber de
diuinis scripturis siue Speculum, which in the N. T. is quoted
amongst 0. L. MSS. as m) 1, not included by Sabatier in his work;
and the edition of Lucifer by Hartel (Corp. Script. Eccles., Vienna,
1886) may be used to advantage to check the quotations of Sabatier
from this writer. The Version, as based upon the Greek text,
possesses a secondary value for the purposes of textual criticism.
The fragments of Kings which have survived, especially those from
the margin of the Gothic MS., testify to a close connexion of the
original Greek with the MSS. which were in later times employed
by Lucian in the formation of his recension of the LXX. As might
have been expected, the text of the Old Latin i~ not identical with
Luc., many of the doublets and other glosses which are found in
Luc. having presumably crept into the Greek text subsequently to
the formation of the Latin translation; but, on the- whole, the
testimony of the Old Latin points to a high antiquity for the type
of Greek text preserved by Luc. The following points of connexion
between Old Latin and Luc. may be noticed : I. 1. 40. Goth. et populus ,anta/Jal
,a,itids et ntelodiis, et gaudebant
gaudio magno; organizanlts in
organis, et iucundabanlttr in ituundilale magna; et resonabal omnis
lerra in v«e eorum.

Luc. 1tal 'll'iir ,I Aaar lx.SPfVOI' Iv x.opou
iral fU~pa,V6/lfllOt E~potrovr, JW11,;Ar,
~Aovv Iv Cl~Ao.s ICCll fxa.a.pov x~
11•yaA'D, #Ill ~x11a-w ~ 'ri la, ,-ji .,_.;
aVTCW.

means certain that this interesting document does not represent readings
extracted and translated from some Greek codex, so that it may have no
connexion with the Old Latin properly so called.'
1 Cl edit. by F. Weihrich, Vienna, 1887 (Curp. Script. E"ks.).
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2. 5. Goth. et uindi<avil sanguinem
/Jelli in pace; tl dedil sa1'g11i,rem
innocenlium in uila mea, el uma
mea, quae era/ circa /umbos meos,&c.
3. 18. Sab. peperil diam naec mulier
filium.
3. 24. Goth.Ampit,,,,il,imadraeram.
8. 53. Goth. Solem slatuil in caelo
Domi-s, d di.xii, &c.
9. 8. Goth. et domus kaec a/Hssima.
10. II. Goth. Ira/Jes mullas fJalde non
do/alas,
10. z6. Goth. Et eranl Salomoni XL
millia equarum in quadrigis foetantium.
10. i8. Goth. tl ex Tktcua et ex
Damasco eranl negr,liaJores reps.
13. n. Goth. et pse11do-propluta a/ius
senior.
Sab. et propketa alius.
14. i7. Goth. ianuam domus IJomini.
15. 19. Goth. Ttslamenlu,,, esto inter
me tl inter 14.
16. 24ff. Vind. Amlm.
16. 29. Vind. gasi6a.

Luc. "''" ij18(1C11a-1Y alp.a ,roAlµou lv
•lp-ltvtJ icAl ISwlCIY e&lp.G u8wov (so
Cod. A) lv TO Cwfi f,LOV icAl bi Tj
rijr 6u<1>11or p.ou "'· T.A.
Luc. lTEtt, ttal ,> -yw,} e&ih'I vlov.

,""'r,

Luc. A6./JETI f,LOI. ,.&xa,pav. So Cod. A.
Luc. •m,ov IC7TIIO'tv iv ol,pa,,~ K11pcor
ica.l fl,rf lt.T,A.
Luc. "''" d oTttor O;TOS d bif11Aor.
Luc. £11>..e& 1roua u<f>Upa u,r.AIIC'IITCI.

Luc. ttCU ~uav Tf, '%0>..o,.Gnm flOVClptilCOYTCr. (so Cod. A 1) x1Aui3u r,,,,..,.,
0,,AflOJV dr 8.pµ.o.re& TOV -ni<N•v.
Luc. JtCU l1t e,1tov, ical lie Ao.p.ciO'ICov.
JtCU ol lp.1ropo1 TOV /3atr,Al0lf, It, T. A.
Luc. JtCU 1tpo<t>lrn,r dAAus 1rp,u/311Tqr,

18. JI. Goth. Usquequo clawdicamini
utn'sque ftmon'bus vestn·s 1
18. 44. Goth. A dducens aquam de mari.
18. 45. Sab. El plora/Jal, et i/Jat Ad1t1/J
in Iezrael.
II. 1. i. Goth. El ascendit Od,oziat,&c.
L 7. Goth. Qua/is est l,ominis iustilia
qui ascendit o/Jvi'am 'I/OMS 1
2. 1+ Goth. d lransiit per siccum in

Luc. TW ,ru'A.wra 0T1tou icvptov.
Luc. Ata9/i"'I lcrno c1,,a p.laov
1teu
&,,,i plaov aov.
Luc. 'A1'/3pl. Cod. B. Zal'/3pfi.
Luc. ra,ou/3a.
Cod. B. ra/3ou,a
(Mtllf~ MT. 22. 4i).
Luc. Ea>r 1to-rt uµEtr XctiAav,i'n l1t'
d.Jl.<l>orlp,us T<Ur l'Y"""'r lif,L&w ;
Luc. cb,c-youaa li&.ip u,ro hAaaO"IJS.
Luc. 1teu IICMI.I (so Cod. A) "'" l1top1wro 'Axaa./3 fir 'lf(paqA.
Luc. "''" uvqJ,J '<>xo~ar "· T.A.
Luc. TE Tc} S.ICCIL...f,LG TOV d.vllpor TOV
d.va/3civTos dr tl'WaVT'ltr•v b,.;v;
Luc. 1teu IMjAllt Si.cl hp&s.

erenmm.
2. 23. Goth. et lapida/Jant eum.
S. 10. Goth. 'IHKavit IJominus kos Ires
regts lradtn in manu llfoa/J.

Luc. JtCU 0.{htov aiiTov.
Luc. "'"'"'I"'' tt11pcor Tews Tpti'r /3atr,Afi'r
TOwovs ·ire&pe&3oiiva, ,t,..., Elr x,ipar

Goth. «ce aquae rJenie6ant de
f1i'a eremi Sur ex Edom.
4. 16. Goth, Noli, domine, /,o,no IJei,
dtridtre and/lam luam.
4. 19, Goth. Caput do/to.

Luc. 13oi, li3an1 IfPXfTO I( 63ov Tilt
lpi]f,LOV %ov8 If 'Ell111p.
Luc. M~, tt11p<t 4v9p6,,in TOv 8toil (so
Cod. A),p.,} licytAA<rQ T,}v 3o11A'I" trou.
Luc. T,}v 1tft/>e>Aqv p.ou o>.yw.

,,.~ii

0

MIIIG/3,

S.

20.
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i. aS, Goth. Si .t»J>oscijilium a damiM,
non sic poposci sicut lu f«isti.
i. 35. Goth. tl insj>iravil in tum.
5. 19. Goth. r/uwratl,a terra.
5, a3. Goth. El dint Naama,s instantius: A<Cipe &,.
6. 8. Goth. /,s /ocu,,, pl,almunum obsessionnn faciamus.
9. 17. Goth.p,,lverempopuli Hitu.
10. 6. Vind. accipiat unuspisqut nutritorum eaput eius quae nuJrivil
e.r jilis regis.
10. 11. Goth. omnes eognalos eius.
Vind. pro.rimos eius.
10. a9, Vind. set ajJt<Catis Hiero/Joam
jili Na/Jat pi peeeare feeit Israel
no,s disttssit /eu rt.r s,t al,it post
uaccas pe,eati quae eranl in Bellul
et in Dan.
Goth. """ reeessit Rieu, sequ,ns
o/Jservantiam uacearum peeeati.
10. 36. Goth.+ Et erat anmu (seeundus) Got1ioliae rum regnare eoep,·sset
Hitu jilius Namesse, &,.
11. I a. Goth. tkdit super eum saneh'jieationem.
11. 14. Goth. et sddit Gotl,o/ia wstimentum suum.
13. 15. Goth. Ampe sagillam el /Jolidas.
13. 17. Vind, et sagitta saluJisinlsrael.
16, 18. Goth. mesed1 sal,/Jatkorum.

Luc. lll,) jn,ril'TII' vzc\,, rapd Toii •11piou

17. a. Goth. El fteit mali'pum i,s
,onspeelu Domini prae omnibus qui
fuerunl a11le eum,
17. 4. Goth. Et i11venitre.rAssyn"orum
in Osee eogilatione111 adversus eum,
et mi.sit nuntios Adramel« Aeoptium 1'11!,,al,itanlem in Aegypto, et
erat ferens munera regi Assyriorum
al, anno in annum.
Vind. et misit nuntios at Adrame/ee
Etkiopem luz/Jitantem in A eopto, et
ojfere/Jat Ostt 111unera regi Ass;,riorum al, anno in annum.

Luc. ml h,ol,,at ft "°"'lpc\r W..or
1t11plov ffllpA n,mq 'l'OVS ytvOl'ffl'VI
lprpo11tJ,r abTou.
Luc. •cu f1,po, 6 /3aa&Atilr •Aanp(,,,w
lr 'no-;;, •-mllov>-41", &' fo clrl"'"'"' clyyl>.ous rpc\s 'ASpuf!M~
TIW At8(0ffll TIW 1C11'1'11'1COWT& iv
Aty,i,r,v, KIil ~v 'Ocrii• ♦IP""' 8-pa
.... f3acnA•L.A.cravp'-v iwi.VTIW _.,..

,.uw ;

o"xl ri ,mro('JICU;

Luc. iclll h ' - - k-' aw&v.
Luc. xal3,ali ~ yijt,.
Luc. ml t1r, NH,-b, """""' ~~
#,T.A,

Luc. Els Tc\v .,.1wo,, TOY
-l'ff

+.Afaowl ,_t-

rwa,o,,.

Luc. TIW .011,oprc\11 ml &xAov 'loll.
Luc. A,.,U- ka.crros 7"9" •f</>AA,)r ml
vlcril TOV nplOII abToii.

Luc. d.,)r clrc\ dpap,;;,,, 'Itpo/304#' vloii

Na/J/&T, 3s l£ftpapr, Tc\v 'lapaftA,

*

clr4arq cir' GVTO/V 'Jov• i\maw alniiw

lropMTO, .,.;;,,, 3aJAAU•- ni- 611-ap•
MS TO/V X,11'70/V TO/V '" BcuS,)A ml
lr Ad11,

Iv 1-ra S.V,.'tw, ni- ro&AC..
j3acnAu icvpws .,.av 'lov vlov
NllflAC", IC,T,A. (cf. note ad I«.).
Luc. l&i.w h-' abTc\11 ft AyMIO]MI.
Luc. ➔

Luc. ml &lp/1'1£E ft lp.amap.ilv • ~
roBoAla.
Luc. ~~ T6£or ml '3o>J8as.
Luc. ml IJIAos a01n,plas ,,, 'Iap11"1A.
Luc. .,.c\i, tJ1p.lAlor rijs m613pas . 'IWV
cmNJ'&'l'llrtl,

MIIVT6v,
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17. 4. Vind. et iniuriatn /«ii ei nx
Asspiorum.
18. 34- Goth. + Ul,i su"' dii urrt111

Stu1UJritu 1
19. 7. Goth. auditionem ma/ignam.
23. JJ. Lucifer+indomotkmus,quam
aedlfaauerwnt ngu Is,·ael ur:elso
illi BalJal et on1ni mililiae caeli.

Luc. 11111 Gf!pMN TW •ncrij1 6 /la#i>.,w
•A<1t111pl-.
Luc. + ico.1 1Nril .tcriv ol hol Tijl XWfNII

%af,.apaaa;
Luc. d-r,,Aia.,, -Yl)jl4Y,
Luc.+ Iv ,..; oCa,, ,J .;au..,- IJG·
crwt, 'Lrpa~ ~ T¥ .BaaA ico.1
riaiJ Tfi crrpcmf. TOG olipa.wG.

(b) The general characteristics of the Vulgate of the Old
Testament have been dealt with by Nowack, Die Berkulung dts
Hi'tronymus ffJr die a/1/eslamm/liclte Ttxfkrilt'k (G6ttingen, 1875).
Cf. also H. J. White in Hastings, BIJ. iv. pp. 883f. Jerome
describes his method of translation in the introduction to his
commentary on Ecclesiastes. He claims for his version a certain
independence, as a direct translation from the original Hebrew ;
but states at the same time that he has kept fairly closely to the
LXX where there is no great discrepancy between this version and
the Hebrew, and confesses to having had before him and made use
of the versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion 1• Instances
from Kings of Jerome's employment of these later Greek versions
may be noticed; and it will be seen that here, as in other books,
the version of Symmachus seems to have been most frequently used
as a model:-

!. 4. 13. :»iM ;Y1 ,; 2. 1eal aliror 1lx1 n rr,plp,rr,- f'Oii 'Afryofj,
Vulg. ipse praeeral in omni regi'ont Argob.
6. 8. 0,;,;:i "A. (ml l11) ,co,c"A.lmr, Vulg.pw "xl,katn.
9. 18. Y,10 ,:i,= 'A,, 2. n)11 li, Tj -,;; rijr Ip,,,-,, Vulg. in lerra
soliludini's.
10. 28. mpc, "AUoS"' ml i1e KANi, Vulg. e/ de Coa.
1 • • , ., hoe breuiter admonens, quod nullius auctoritatem secatus 111m; sed
de Hebraeo transferen1,magi1 me Septuaginta interpretum consuetudini coaptaui:
in hi1 dumtaxat quae non multum ab Hebnucis diacrepabant. Interdum Aquilae
quoque et Symmachi et Theodotionis recordatus 111m, ut nee nouitate nimia
lectoris 11tudium deterrerem, nee rursum contra comcientiam meam, Conte
ueritatis omisso, opinionum riuuloa consectarer.'

/ntroducti'on

xl
11. 36. ,., m•n
remaneal lucerna.

!PC'

J. WEP TOV 3wµl11u11

Avx"°"•

Vulg. ul

12. 7. on•~ll' 'A., :!, «al ,1~flS' awoir, Vulg. el peti'ti'onz' eorum
cesseris.
16. 3· N~.l "'IMK "''ll::lt.:> J. Tpuyl,uo, '1"11 dtrluo, (Baaua), Vulg.
dtmelam posleriora .Baasa.
20. 12. nt:,c::i 'A.,,, 1T11u«1auµoir, Vulg. i'n umbraculis. Similarly
in v. 16.
20. 38. "lE)f!t.l 'A. lv 11'11'03f. J. cnro3,j, Vulg. aspersione pulveri's.
20. 40. nrin nnte ,t.:)E)!.','t.:) r:i "A>.~or• TOVTO TO ,cplµa 3 ITV ,.,.,µfr,
Vulg. Hoe est i'udi'cium luum, quod ipse dtcreuist,:
II. 3. 4.

ipl

il'il J.

multa.

4. 7. •:,~~

nte

•c,e,,

411

Tpl<f,wv ~ou«qfl"'l"a, Vulg. nuln'ebal pecora

J. «al

d,r63or

"f 3avntTTy

110v,

Vulg. e/ redde

credilori tuo.

9.

II,

,n-ti

ntc,

'A., J. «al njv 6µ,Alav awoii, Vulg. et quid

loculus est.

11. 10. o•c,w., J. njv rrallO'lr~lav, Vulg. arma.
12. 6. pi:i l:lti l'M.:>' il:IN ;:,; n•::in i',::i ntc 'i'TM'

awol

on,

J. «al

&11

,i,p,6,ii &6µf1'0II
nrllT«,vijr, Vulg. el inslaurenl sarla lee/a domus, si quid necessarz'um
t•iderinl inslaurall'one.
23. 12. Clr.,t.:) r,•, 'A.""' l3p6f16>11111 drro l«ti6fv, Vulg. e/ cucurri) intfe.
EffltTICfVatTa'f"(llltTa1' TO 3lo1'T'a 'f'OV o1«ov, &1rov

23. 24.

o•!,,2n

'A.

Ta µop<f,u,fl"'l"a, Vulg.figuras idolorum.

The Hebrew text employed by Jerome seems to have been very
similar to, though not identical with, MT. 1 His version possesses
the characteristics of a good translation, and aims at giving the
sense of the original rather than at extreme Iiterality of rendering.
Phrases and sentences are sometimes filled out in order to make
their meaning clearer; cf. 1. 2. 40 rue ,,,::iy nllt tc::i•, 'llt.:>ft' ,,.,
ivi'/que ad Achis in Gell, ad requirendum servos suos, e/ addux,'/ eos
de Gath; 3. 5 ,, ;ntc ii?.:> ,ttw Postu/a quod vis u/ dtm libi; 3. 13

1

Cf. Nowack,

op. di. p. 55·

The Synchronisms of the Comp,1er
1'0' ,:, cunclis retro diebus; 6.

2

xii

7 Clil'!:)J:,i alae au/em allerae ,·

8. 24. ilfil 1:1,,::, ul haec dies probal. Occasionally, though not often,
the translator goes astray in his desire for lucidity; cf. I. 1. ,41b

ncin ;,1-,p ,,p ll'liC -,i.,N'i sed et Ioab, audila voce lubae, ail; 'Quid
sibi !S·c.',· 16. 7 inM il!lil ic:,M
ob lzanc causam occidil eum, hoe est,
lelzu filium Ranani: proplzetam.

,ll'

§ 3. Tlze Synclzroni'sms of /he Comp,1er.
The table on the following page exhibits a scheme of the
synchronisms of R 0 , as they appear in l\IT., LXX, and Luc.
The upward pointing arrow t indicates a discrepancy with a preceding calculation, the downward pointing arrow ~ a discrepancy
with a calculation following; while the double-headed arrow t points
to disagreement both with the preceding and following.
Examinatfon of the three columns makes the fact plain that Luc.
exhibits a different scheme of synchronism to MT. from Omri of
Israel (I. 16. 23) down to Jehoram of Israel (I. 1. 17). This
scheme conflicts with the synchronisms which go before and follow
after, and which belong to the system of MT.; but, so far as it
goes, is self-consistent, and is the cause of the placing of the
narrative of Jehoshaphat's reign (MT. I. 22. 41.ff.) before that of
Al}ab at the close of I. 16 in both Luc. and LXX, and of the
substitution of 'oxo(las for t3~il' in the narrative of II. 3 in Luc.
On the other hand, LXX, which agrees partly with Luc. and partly
with MT., is clearly a patchwork of the two schemes. Two traces
of the scheme of Luc. have crept into MT.; viz. in I. 16. 23 1
where the synchronism according to MT. scheme should be the
27th or 28th year of Asa; and in II. 1. 17, where the Lucianic
synchronism co-exists with that of MT. in II. 3. 1. The other
inconsistencies of MT. are probably for the most part due to
textual corruption. Thus in II. 13. 10 the reading of 39th for 37th
brings about agreement both with the preceding and following
synchronisms; in II. 15. 1 the substitution of 14th for 27th removes

-........
>C

MT.
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I. U. 20
I.U.u
I. 16. I
1.16. 9
L 16. 25
I. 16. 33
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I
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the double inconsistency, if we make RD assign 51 years to the
reign of Jeroboam II in place of the 41 years of II. 14. 23.
The 1 2th year of Al}az in II. 17. 1, which disagrees with preceding
synchronisms, is in agreement with the ten years assigned to
Pekal}iah in Luc. II. 15. 23 in place of the two years of l\lT.;
and thus may belong to a different scheme.
The inconsistencies of R 0 's system of chronology, as compared
with the chronology of the period as known to us from the
Assyrian inscriptions, are conveniently stated in G. W. Wade's
Old Teslamml History, pp. 319 ff.

LIST OF PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS
EMPLOYED.
Aquila's Greek Version, as cited in Field, Origmis Hexaplorum
quae supersun/, and in F. C. Burkitt, Fragments o/ the Books
of Kings according lo the translalz"on ofAquz1a (3 Kgs. 21
{20 MT.) 7-17; 4 Kgs. 23. 12-27), 1897.
AV.= Authorized Version.
K. Baedeker, Palestine and Syria, 3rd edit., 1898.
Baed.
Benz.= I. Benzinger, Die Bucher der Kb'nige, 1899.
Ber. E. Bertheau, Die BiJclzer der Chronik, 2 8 Aufl., 1873.
Bo. F. Bottcher, Neue ,xegelisch-krili'sche Aehrenlese sum A. T.
2e Ablhez1ung, 1864.
Buhl, Geogr. = F. Buhl, Geographie des alien Palllsh'na, 1896.
GIG.
Corpus Inscriplt"onum Graecarum.
CIS.
Corpus Inscriph"onum Semilicarum.
Cod. A. = Codex Alexandrz"nus of the Septuagint.
COT.= E. Schrader, The Cuneiform Inscriph"ons and /he 0. T.
(trans. from the 2nd German edit.), 1885.
D 1 The Deuteronomic editor (in citations from Joshua and
Judges).
DB.1 or BD.2 Dii:lz"onary of the Bible, ed. by W. Smith, 2nd edit.
ofvol. i, 1893.
S. R. Driver.
Dri.
Aulhon"Jy Aulhor,"Jy and Archaeology Sacrtd a,zd Profane,
1899.
Deul.
A Cn'tical and Exegtlica/ Commmlary on Deuteronomy (Internat. Crit. Series), 1895.
LOT•= An Inlroduc/1"on lo /he Literature of the 0. T.,
6th edit., 1897.
Sam.= Nolts on the Htbrew Text of /he Books ofSamuel, 1890.
Tenses
A Treatise on /he Use of the Tenses i'n Htbrew,
3rd edit., 1892.
The Elohistic document in the Hexateuch.
E
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=
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=
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=

=
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Encyc. Bibi.= Encyclopaedia Biblica, ed. by T. K. Cheyne and

J. Sutherland Black, 1899 ff.
Ew. = H. Ewald, History of Israel, vols. iii and iv, 1871.
Ew. §=H. Ewald, Syntax of the HebrtW Language of the 0. T.
(trans. from the 8th German edit.), 1881.
Field=F. Field, Origenis He.xaplorum quae supersunl; sifJe velerum
inlerprelunz Graecorum in lo/um V. T./ragmmla, 1875.
Ges. or Ges. Tlus.~ W. Gesedius, Thesaurus linguae Hebraeae, 1829.
·Ges.-Buhl = W. Gesenius' Heb. und A ram. Handwiirlerbuch Ober das
A. T., bearbeitet von F. Buhl, 138 Aufl., 1899.
Geseni'u.r' HebrtW Grammar, as edi"/ed and enlarged ~
G-K.
E. Kaulzsch {trans. from the 26th German edit. by
A. E. Cowley, 1898).
Gril.. = H. Grittz, Geschichte der Israeli/en, 1875.
H
The code known as 'the Law of Holiness' in Leviticus.
Hastings, BD. Di'cli'onary of the Bible, ed. by J. Hastings, 18981902.
Heb. Lex. Oxf. A Heb. and Eng. Lexicon of the 0. T., based 011

=

=

=

=

the Lexicon of Gesenius as translated ~ •
E. Robinson, ed. by F. Brown, S. R. Driver,

and C. A. Briggs, Oxford, 1892 ff.

Hoo.

= I. Hooykaas, Iets over de gri'eksche verla/i'ng van he/ Oude

Testament, 1888.
J = The Jahvistic document in the Hexateuch.
JE = The work of the compiler of the documents J and E in the
Hexateuch.
Jos.= Flav,i' Iosephi Opera, recognovit B. Niese, 1888.
Kamp. A. Kamphausen, Di'e Bflcher der Konige, in E. Kautzsch's
Die He,7ige Schrifl des A. T., 1894.
KA T!
Die Kn1i'nschnflm und das A. T., von E. Schrader,
38 Aufl. neu bearbeitet von H. Zimmern und
H. Winckler, 18 Halfte, 1902.
Kau. E. Kautzsch, Abriss der Gesclu'chle des a/lies/. Schrflllums,
in Die He,1ige Schrf/1 des A. T., 1894.
KB.= Kez1i'nschrift/iche Bibliothek, Bde 1, 2, 1889-1890.

=

=

=
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Ke.= C. F. Keil, Die Bfkher der Kiini'ge, 28 Aufl., 1876.
Kit.= R. Kittel, Die Bacher der Konz'ge, 1900.
Kit. Hi'sl. R. Kittel, A H,'story of the Hebrews, vol. ii, trans., 1896.
Kio.= A. Klostermann, Die Bfkher Samuelis und der Kiim'ge, 1887.
KcS. F. E. KcSnig.

=

=

Lehrg.

= Hisl.-lm"/.

LehrgeblJude der Heb. Sprache: 1 8
Hli.lfte, 1881; 2 8 Halfte, 1er Theil, 1895.
Syntax= Hi'st.-compar. Synta.T der Heb. Sprache, 1897.
Kue. A. Kuenen.
Ond. = Hisl.-lm"/. Onders0tk, 2nd edit., 1887 (German
trans., 1890).
Hex.= The Or,'gz"n and Composz"lion of the He.xateuch (trans.
of part I of the preceding), 1886.
Luc.= Lucian's recension of the Septuagint as edited by P. Lagarde
(Librorum V. T. canonzcort1m pars prior, 1883).
LXX = Cod. B of the Septuagint according to the text of
H. B. Swete ( The 0. T. in Greek (tccordz'ng lo the
Sept11agznl, vol. i, 1887).
l\faspero = G. Maspero, Hz'stoz're andmne des peuplu de /'Orient
classique, 3 vols., 1895-1899.
l\IT.
Massoretic Text (D. Ginsburg, 1894; Baer and Delitzsch,
1895).
Oort Tex/us Hebrazci emendaliones quibus ,"n V. T. neer/andzce
verlendo usi sun/ A. Kuenm, I. Hooyllaas, fV. H. Kosters,
H. Oorl, edidit H. Oort, 1900.
P = The Priestly Code in the Hexateuch.
P EF.
Palestine Exploralzon Fund•
.JJfem.
Jl,femoz'rs.
Qy. St. Quarter!Y Statement.
Pesh.= Peshitto (ed. Lee).
R0 = The Deuteronomic Redactor of Kings (cf. pp. ix.ff.).
R 01 = Later Deuteronomic Editors of Kings (cf. p. xviii).
RP= The Priestly Redactor (or Redactors) of Kings (cf. p. xix).
Rob. BR. = E. Robinson, Brolzca/ Researches zn Palestine and the
adjacent Regions, 3rd edit., 3 vols., 1867.
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Rost = P. Rost, Die Ke,1schriflte.xte Tig/at-Pz1esers III, 1893.
R. Sm. = W. Robertson Smith.
OTJC 1

= The

Old Tes/amen/ in the Jewish Church,

2nd edit., 1892.
Re!. Sem.' = The Religion if the Semites, 2nd edit., 1894.
RV.= Revised Version.
~- = Symmachus' Greek Version, as cited in Field, Ori'gem's
He.xaplorum quae supersunl.
Sieg. u. Sia.= C. Siegfried und B. Stade, BebrlJi'sches Wiir/erbuch
sum A. T., 1893.
Smith, Hi'sl. Geogr. = G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography if
/he Ho!), Land, 1894.
Sta. = B. Stade, various articles on the text of Kings in ZA TW.
Sta. § B. Stade, Lehrbuch der Bebrliischen Grammalik, 1er Theil,

=

1875.
Stanley, SP. = A. P. Stanley, Sinai and Palestine in Connection
with their Hz'story, new edit., 1883.
e. Theodotion's Greek version, as cited in Field, Orige111's

=

He.xap/orum quae supersunt.

Targ. = The Targum of Jonathan (ed. Lagarde).
Th.= 0. Thenius, Die .Bacher der Kiini'ge, 28 · Aufl., 1873.
Vet. Lat. = The Old Latin Version.
Vulg. = The Vulgate.
Wellh. C.= J. Wellhausen, Die Composition des He.xaleuchs und
der historischen .Bacher des A. T., 1889.

=

ZA.
Zeitschriflfar Assyri'o/ogi'e.
ZA TW.
Zeilschr[fl far die a/lies/. Wissenschafl.

=

al. = d aliter, ' and elsewhere.'

'l' = "lcb, = '&c.'
'El =

,h, '= 'such a one (unnamed).'

t indicates that all occurrences in 0. T. of a particular word or
phrase have been cited.

NOTES
ON

THE BOOKS OF KINGS

I. 1, I-2. 46. Close of the kistory of David. Establiskment
of Solomon as leis successor 1•
1. 1. D'C':l M:l] A regular idiom. Lit. 'enlered into days,' just as
we should say, advanced in years. So Gen. 18. 11; 24. 1; Josh.
13. I

j

23. I, 2t.

D,,)~] ' With /1,e clothes,' which are immediately suggested to
the reader by the previous ,ric:,,,. This use of the article with
well-known objects is very common in Heh., and imparts a peculiar
vividness to the narrative. Cf. v. 39 iii'/) JY,n~, -,~~~; eh. 17. 10
'~f~ 'in /he vessel,' almost, 'in your vessel,' v. 12 , ~ • in the jar,'
used in every household for the purpose specified; II. 8. 15; 1 Sam.
10. 25; 18. 10; a/. Da. § 21d.
,; or,, M~,] The imperfect expresses the habitual character of the
king's condition: 'he was nol,' or, 'ustd no/ lo be warm.' This
usage is somewhat rare in prose : cf. eh. 8. 8 nfMlJ ,M~ et>,; Gen.
2. 25 ~~::U:,~ K'l; 1 Sam. 1. 7b ,;,Nh K'1; 2. 25b 'lnt~ K'1· Dri.
Tensu, §§ 30, 42 /J, 85 Obs.
2. -pen '.TIM] A ceremonious form of address which is almost
constant. 'JiM ,,en 2 Sam. 14. 15t (cf. j'JiM 'en I Sam.
26. 15 t). ,,en alone is comparatively rare.
1 This section forms the continuation of J Sam. dU. 9-20, and is probably
by the aame author. See Dri. LOT. 179, and especially Wellh. C. J6o.
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n,m:, nip,] A common form of apposition, the second substantive defining more closely the meaning of the first. Cf. eh. 3. 16
n;,t Cl'!?~; eh. 7. 14 n~?tt nf'l:C; Deut. 22. 28; Gen.21. 20 n~ n~i;
Isa. 23. 12 ,_,, n~v,~ i1~W~1'; al. G-K. § 131, 2a; Ew. § 287e (b);
Da. § 29b.
m03n] 'And let her stand.' Imperf. with , eonsee. the continuation of the cohortative ,~p:,1_ Dri. Tenses, § 113, 2 ; Da. § 55a
The phrase
-,cp is used idiomatically of those who were in
constant attendance upon a superior: cf. eh. 10. 8; 12. 8 (II 2 Chr.
10. 6); Jer. 52. 12; Deut. 1. 38. Of the service of nw, eh. 17. 1;
Ezek. 44. 15; Judg. 20. 28; al.
m:,c,] 'Attendant,' 'care-taker'; in the masc. l~b Isa. 22. 15 a..;
a title of Shebna the superintendent of the palace, and also, it
seems, in a Phoenician inscription from Lebanon belonging probably to the eighth century B. c., of a guardian or governor of
a city, c,-u -pc c,n -,:,p n~nn,p 1:ic 'Soken of the New City,
servant of J.Iiram, king of the Sidonians,' CIS. I. i. 5.
The word-unless Cheyne is right in connecting it (Isaziih,
ii. 153) with the Assyrian salmu, 'a high officer,' from Ialti'n, 'to
set up, place'-will be derived from f:IC which in the Hiph'il means
to dealfamiliar{y wdh; Num. 22. 30 n\~ 'l;l?:i>9i, l;\19'':llJ 'Did I
ever deal familiarly to do?' i.e. 'was I ever wont to do?' Ps. 139. 3
nr;i~~9i'.I
'With all my ways thou art familiar'; Job 22. 21
;Ill~ Nr1#9lJ 'Become familiar with him.'
Pesh. ) • e ,n uo ' serving' ; LXX, Vulg. more freely IJ&>.1rovua,
foveal; Targ. M:l'1i' 'near to him.'
. 1i"n:l] So Pesh., e., 'o 'E8paios (Syro-Hex. ~~ .L .,),
Targ. (in,,); ij:l'n:l LXX, Luc., Vulg. There is no reason for
doubting the originality of MT. Such a change from 3rd to 2nd
pers. is quite in accordance with Hebrew usage in cases in which
a superior is addressed. Cf. 1 Sam. 25. 28 •~',~ ntn: niCQ?9-,~
i'9!9 i:;t N>."fJ:i-et, i1~1l DO?~ ; 22. 1 5 ; al.
3. M'C,ie'n] Vulg. Sunamihaem, Targ. c,i~ fC-,, LXX, Luc.
Hpa11in11, Pesh. J~~- The title n,c,i~n is also applied
(II. 4. 12, &c.) to. Elisha's hostess at Shunem. n•tp~F,J, Song 7. 1,

''ll'
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is usually thought to be a variation; cf. rendering of Pesh., and

modern name of the village.
~ was one of the cities assigned to the tribe of lssachar,
Josh. 19. 18; I Sam. 28. -4 it is mentioned as the place where
the Philistines encamped, near to the Israelite encampment at t,!1~,
and also to ,,, l'P v. 7 ; II. 4. 8 t, a city visited by Elisha, not v~ry
far from Mt. Carmei v. 25. The site appears to have been that
of the modem So/am, a village on the south-west slope of the JelH/
Ne/Ji .Dalfi (called ' little Hermon '), about five miles north of JelH/
Fullua (Mt. Gilboa), and three miles north of Zer'i'n Oezreel).
Cf. Rob. BR. ii. 32-4; Stanley, SP. 344; Baed. 243.
-4. Mll'] So LXX, Vulg., Targ.; Mf1Q r,~~ Luc., Pesh. Though
1'11$7Q r,~~. ittfl r,~~ are common expressions, yet Ml>' used absolutely
is still more frequent. MT. may therefore be retained.
5. Ke'~11tl] The participle expresses the conl1ufJIU development
of Adonijah's plans, Dri. Tenses,§ 135, 1. A single event of brief
duration, such a~ the open declaration of his claims, would have
been represented by the perf., or by the imperf. with \ consec.
W'] ' He made,' i. e. ' insh"/uled.' For this use of 1'1e']7, cf.
2 Sam. 15. 1 'l\ "t7?9 Di,~~ ;; ~1.
t.)I), tn"I] The usual bodyguard of a king. Cf I Sam. 22. 17;
eh. 14. 28; II. 11. -4; al.
6. 'DY]7 M,,] 'Had not griroed him.' . :JY]7 means lo hurl, either
bodily, Eccl. 10. 9 DOf :l~ D'~t~ V'IJlQ, or mentally, Isa. 54. 6 r,;~
tA"l; 2 Sam. 19. 3, such mental pain sometimes culminating in
anger, as seems !_o be the case here and in I Sam. 20. 3, 34 ;
Gen. 34. 7. LXX 11:al olnc dir,11:al>.vcm, ain-cb, seems to presuppose
Tl¥J!
bad not held him back'; cf. 18. -44. So Kio. Against
this reading is the following 11'e'37 which, as used of a past event, is
opposed to the notion of holding back before an action.· The
other Verss. give the sense • reprove,' and seem to be guessing
from the context; Luc. ml oii11: irr,T,,.,,a,11 ain-t;, Vulg. nu corripuil
tum, Pesh. ~ JJ.o Mo, Targ. Mtl',?:>M
\'tl'tl] ' Ou/ o.f his days'; i.e. at any time during the whole
cour~ of his life. An idiomatic expression; cf. 1 Sam. 25. 28

"'l •
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i1 N~,c!, Mi1l; Job 38. 12t ~ JJ~J i?.~tJ1. •Ever,' as
used in English, will be found to fit each of these cases.
c,,re,~ ,,nee n,!,, ,n.c, The object, as being the interesting
member of the sentence, is brought to the beginning and receives
a slight emphasis. This is not uncommon. Cf. 1 Sam. 15. 1 •nee
mn• n!,re,; 25. 43; d. 14. 11; al. Dri. Tmsa, § 208, 1.
n,,,] 'One bore.' A semi-impersonal use of the verb; sc. n1?5;:i.
RV., by accommodation to Eng. idiom, substitutes a pass.; 'He was
l,orn.' er. eh. 14. 10 '~ti'.:I ip;~ ~ i 'as one sweeps away dung,'
or, 'as dung is swept away'; eh. 22. 38 ~br,l; al. The assumed
cognate participle as subj. is sometimes actually expressed ; Deut.
22. 8; Isa. 28. 4. Ew. § 294b, Da. § 108, Rem. I, Klo.'s emendair-l~e:c, is quite unnecessary.
tion ci,~1tt ni~
7. :nci• ~
i•r,,i] 'And his words (i.e. negotiations) were with
Joab.' The idiom is similar to 2 Sam. 3. 17 'li'T llJ7 n•n 1l:::IN ,:::i,,
cf. Judg. i8. 7, 28 c:i,tt Cll7 on, 1'N ~,,.
r,,,iee •inee ,,Tl7',] A pregnant construction; RV. 'and they
following Adonijah helped him.' er. Deut. 12. 30 ~lM fEl ,, ,c~n
went mourning after'; Ruth
cn•intt; 1 Sam. 7. :a " '"lnN
2. 3 '"IMN tJp,n,; eh. 14. 10 'l"\MN •n,37:::i,; 16. 3 'inN 1•17:::ic; Jer.
50. 21 •intt c,nn; Lev. 26. 33 :::i,n c:::i•intt •np'"ln,; Ezek. 5. 2, 12 ;
12. 14; Deut. 1. 36, al. •intt N.~.
8. •y,i •~] These persons are not mentioned elsewhere as
holding positions of importance about the court of David or
Solomon. Neither 'l7C~, one of the twelve officers who provided
victuals for Solomon's household (eh. 4. 18), nor 'l7tll'&f the Benjamite
of Gera seems to have been of sufficient importance to satisfy the
mention in this passage; and the name '371 occurs nowhere else.
Hence, the text is probably corrupt. Among suggested emendations, the most worthy of notice is that of Kio. who follows Luc.
ital 'Ja,uuas ital ol fraipo, aln-oii, i. e. i'f.ll M'J.11:)1'&1'1, so far as regards the

'II'~

J

M~?:

,.,:::i,

,ee,~;

,n,~ •

Job 27, 6 ~,;> ~~ , , , is similar if with RV. we supply an object
But more obviously the
object is found in >c•o; 'my heart shall not reproach any ()111 of my days.'
1

'1,u' to ')"11'1'; 'my heart shall never reproach me.'
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second word, and emends the first i'IC;~. This suggestion ilb~~
some extent supported by the enumeration in v. 10, and
would imply that the other princes did side with Adonijah, as
seems to have been the case from v. 19 1!:i0n 'l:l !,:,!, Mii"L Th.'s
emendation
i1Jf1 '~"l, derived partly from Jos.'s explanation
of 'Jr'I\ as cS ~avtaov f/n'Aos, is plausible. LXX, Vulg., Pesh., Targ.
agree with MT.
D'"l\~1"1] David's army of picked warriors; 2 Sam.1O. 7; 16. 6;
20. 7; 1 Chr. 19. 8; 28. 1; 29. 24; Song 4. 4. The names of
the principal men among them are given in 2 Sam. 23. 8-39;
II I Chr. 11. 11-47.
,,,; i~] This construction takes the place of the slal. C()ns/r.
because D'"l\:lllJ (with the article) was the regular title for the army
mentioned, and is regarded almost as a proper name, Da. § 28,
Rem. 5~. Such a method of avoiding the slat. conslr. is especially
frequent with proper names; Judg. 18. 28; 19. 14 ~ l"li~lJ
lf?:~:;1~; eh. 15. 27; 17. 9; al.
.
9. n!:inm pte DY] An idiomatic use of D]1; '~• or 'c/()se /().' Cf.
Gen. 35. 4 D:l~ Dll i~ l"l!:iten; Josh. 7. 2; Judg. 18. 3; 19. 11;
2 Sam. 20. 8 ; al.
n!:inm] 'The serpent'; so called from crawling; Dent. 32. 24
~i '.?qf; Mic. 7. 17 t. This root corresponds to Ar. ~ /()
wi'/hdraw, lag behind, and is quite distinct from ,n!,nr Job 32. 6
= Ar. J.~ = Aram. ' - ' lo ftar. Wellh. (Rule Arab. Heidmlums,
2 8 Ausg. 146) compares n!:inm with the Ar. name of Saturn, Zu!Jal,
i.e. (Lane, Lex., 1220) he who withdraws, the planet being so named
because it is remote, and said to be in the Seventh Heaven.
!:ili rll] Pesh. Jt~ ~• Targ. Ni~ rit, i. e. spring of the fuller,
~i being used of treading linen with the feet. Mentioned as one
of the landmarks upon the boundary line between Judah, Josh.
15. 7, and Benjamin, Josh. 18. 16; during Absalom's rebellion
the hiding-place of Jonathan and Ahimaaz whilst awaiting news
from Jerusalem, 2 Sam. 17. 17 t. The spring has with great
probability been identified with the modem 'Fountain of the
Virgin,' called 'Ain llmm ed-Dera;~ i. e. 'spring of the mother of
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steps,' the source which supplies the pool of Siloam. Opposite the
fountain there is a rough flight of stone steps leading up the rock
to the village of Siloam, and called by the fellahin Es-Zekwa'/el,,
i.e. n,nr. See PEF. Q,. SI., 1869-70, p. 253; DJJI. i. 943.f.
II.
rro it>tc"I] Luc. al 4A8E Na8ch, fl'pGS B11paa&• p,,rripa
:zoA011•lll"Or 11111 ,lrru,, i.e. ~tc'l , • • fJ;I~ '!1~- This is rather preferable
to MT., as being less abrupt. So Kio.
12. ,r:::,;c, • , , ")Yll"tc] 'Let me counsel thee .•• and save thou,'
equivalent to 'Let me counsel thee .•. /hat llwu mayesl S(l'IJe.' The
Imperative with ,, ,r:::,,c,, stands in place of the usual cohortative
with weak , , expressing with greater force the purpose of the action
2 , • ,
11e'Ytt
described by the previous verb. Cf. Gen.
n::ii:i
20. 7; 2 Sam. 21. 3; II. 5. 10; a/. See Dri. Tenses,
§ 65; Ew. § 347•; G-K. § 110, 2b; Da. § 65d.
13. ,::,] Like &r, recilalivum, introducing the direct narration. Cf.
cl,. 11. 22 'CJI ,en nntc nc ,:, MJl"ll> ,, ,0tt,,; 20. 5; 21. 6; II. 8. 13;
Gen. 29. 32, 33; 1 Sam. 2. 16; 10. 19; a/. Inverted commas are
the equivalent in English. RV. rendering' assuredly,' is not to be
followed. Cases like Gen. 18. 20 n:i, ,::, mcp, cno nl']n ' the cry
on account of Sodom and Gomorrah is veri!Y great'; Ps. 118. 10,
11, 12 Cl~ ,::, mn, cir,:i 'in the name of Yahweh I will sure!), cut
them off,' where ,::, is joined closely to the verb, are quite different.
14. tc,:itc 'lta , , • ni:i,c ,,,JI] The two clauses are placed in
parallelism·, and thus their co-ordination in time is marked with as
great vividness as is possible. Cf. vv. 22, 42; II. 6. 33 i.:iit> U,,JI
itc,t>n mm CICl7; Gen. 29. 9 ; a/. Without ,,:11 in the first
clause, cl,. 14. 17; II. 2. 23; 4. 5; a/. Dri. Tenses,§§ 166-169;
G-K. § u6, 5, Rem. 4; Da. § 141.
,,,:i, ntt 'ntc,c,] Lit. 'I will .ft// up thy words,' i. e. give them
the confirmation of my testimony; so, ' I will confirm thy words.'
Elsewhere, ,:ii tc)t) means to fulfil a pred1"clion by subsequent
actions; en. 2. 27; 2 Chr. 26. 21.
15. M1~] A contraction or corruption of NJ1~18. 'l, ~n 'litc Mn:11'] Read MJ;llq for nnp, with LXX, Luc.,
Vulg., Pesh., Targ., and some 200 Codd. So Th., Kio., Kamp.
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The pronoun is necessary to mark and emphasize the change of
subject in clause 6, in contrast to the subject of clause a, il'liM.
20.
'liM MM'I] So LXX, Pesh. ; but read ilJ;IP'! for l"INn
with Targ. and many Codd. So Th. MJn is employed to summarize the conclusion of all that has gone before. Bathsheba draws
together the threads of her speech, and explains why she bas
brought the state of affairs under the king's notice. This use of
nnp, is very common. er. e.g. I Sam. 25. 26, 27; Gen. 3. 22;
eh. 2. 9; 8. 25. Klo.'s violent emendation is quite unnecessary.
T'Jr , , , 'l"JI] Expressing concentration of attention. Cf. 2 Chr.
20. 12 \l'l"JI 1''JI •:i; Jer. 22. 17 ~ ,l1 CM •:i 1l" 1'l'J1 rM '!I.
22. ',n m,'137] er. v. 14 nole.
24. 'l, n-ac nnM] The interrogation is indicated by the tone in
which the words are spoken. Cf. eh. 21. '1 ,11 n:i,,c ili,Jln nnp nnM
,enlef'; II. 5. 26; 9. 19; 1 Sam. 11. 12; 21. 16; 22. 7; Gen.
27. 24; a/. G-K. § 1501 1; Da. § 121.
25. M!l'ltil ..,~] So LXX, Vulg., Pesh., Targ.; but Luc. «al T'ov
apx,UT"panryov •1~, i. e. ~f::, "'I~ :itt1'~ (as in v. 19; cf. v. 7; eh. 2. 22 ),
is to be followed. So Hoo. Against MT. it is improbable (i) that
Nathan should have omitted express mention of Joab, and (ii) that
he should have made an assertion, IC'ltil
which would at the
moment seem to implicate Benaiah, who next to Joab was one of
David's principal generals.
26. 'lM ''] For the re-enforcement of the suffix pronoun by the
personal pronoun, cf. 1 Sam. 19. 23 M'lti Cl "'JI; 25. 24 •liM 'lM •:i
l'J1il; Hag. 1. 4 'l, n.liii cnM
n11n. G-K. § 135, 2°; Ew.§ 311 8 ;
Da. § 1.
,,ll1] Luc."~., vlo• uov, i.e. 'lJP- So Kio., Hoo., correctly. MT.
seems to have been altered after v. 19. As Kio. notices, the title
of submission, appropriate in the mouth of Bathsheba when speaking of her son, is out of place as coming from Nathan.
27. CM] Infrequent in single direct questions. When so employed it is usually equivalent to """' F J udg. 5. 8 ~il l"l\f"l,!-C~ I~;
Am. 3. 6; Isa. 29. 16; Jer. 48. 27; Job 6. 12; 39. 13. In Gen.
38. 17 'lJ~?V
!U1P H;IJ;rC~ it represents An; Da. § 112 end.

1,0.,

'l"'\rn,,

c:i,

iv
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n~J

From proximity with, used to express origin from; a more
idiomatic expression than the simple fC. ntcc is very usual when
mM• is the source named. See instances cited on 2. 15.
M•m] 'Has been brought about.' er. 12. 24; 112 ehr. 11. 4

ntM ,:::i,M M'i1l •ntcc •:i .
28. ? UC"li'] •!, Dah"vus commod,: Cf. II. 4.
2

24

!lrJ~ 'T°'lP,J.:l-!,lt;

Sam. 18. 5 •~tc?; Judg. 16. 9.

1,CM 'lrh ,01m, 1!,c., 'lll!, tc:::ini] So Targ. LXX, Vulg. presuppose i•lll!, ic:im, 1!,cM 'lll!, ec:::in,; Pesh. 'lll!, i0:11n, Nil!, tc:::in,
1!,c., ; Luc. i!,cn 'lll!, ic:im, tc:::ini. The unnaturalness of Pesh.,
''lll!, preceding 1!,cn 'lll!, instead of vice versii, and its disagreement
with LXX, Vulg., point to the probability of all three being attempts
to mend the tautology of MT. This repetition is no doubt due to
a mistake of the scribe's eye, icpni being first omitted, and then
added at the end with a repetition of the words which properly
followed it. Thus we may, with Klo., Hoo., adopt the reading of
Luc. Th. favours that of LXX, Vulg.
29. 'li mEl ,~] So exactly 2 Sam. 4. 9.
30. f!I •:i , , , , ~ •:i] The first •:i introduces the subject of the
oath; cf. 2. 24; 18. 15; al.; the second •:i resumes the first •:i after the
long intervening clause. er. 1 Sam. 14. 39 lllef' Cite •:i , , , mn• •n
niC' n,c •:i 'l!I in,i•:i; 25. 34; 2 Sam. 3. 9; Jer. 22. 24; Gen.
22. 16, 17.
33. ,!, "IC','tc m,ElM] 'Mine own mule'; more emphatic than 'J:'117~ef. 1 Sam. 25. 7 1!, ili','tc Cl'JnM 'thy shepherds,' emphasized in view
of the claim which follows; 2 Sam. 14. 31 •!, "IC','tc nj:)!,nM nee ' my
field,' in contrast to the suffix of ,.,!IJI. Da. § 28, Rem. 51 • Notice
the difference between this class of examples of the construction
!, "IC','N, and that noticed upon v. 8. While lure the emphasis
is upon the possessive pronoun, /here it falls upon the strict
definition of the substantive.
r,ru !,ec] Some MSS. !,:i, :i•n:i, !,ec ,-,p. See v. 38.
r,ru] Pesh. J,..~, Targ. ecm!,,C',' (here and in vv. 38, 45) identify
with the pool of Shiloa};l or Siloam; and this is favoured by 2 ehr.
33. 14, where it is stated that Manasseh built an outer wall to
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the city of David on the west side of Gi~on i'n the ravine, the ;n,
referred to being probably that of the ~,7p. The topography of
J'l';pM f'IM') •c•c N~C is a much disputed subject. See D.UJ. i. 1186.
35. i•l)J Lit. one placed in the fare front, so ' leader.' The word
in early Hebrew is characteristic of the more elevated style, and is
frequent in Sam., Ki., especially in prophetical utterances. 1 Sam.
9.16; 10.1; 13.14; 25.30; 2Sam.5.2; 6.21; 7.8; ch.14.7;
16. 2; II. 20. 5.
36. 'li '• ,cN• ;:, jCN] So Vulg., 'A., :z., and substantially Targ.
" Clip jC Ni37"1 •11n r:i JCN. Pesh. .,o;:::,.l J....:io ~ J.,&.:,oi t:-»l;
2 Codd. Kennicott and I de Rossi ~~ ~- Cf. Jer. 28. 6.
LXX

8•or Tov 1C1Jplo11 po11 Tov fJaur>..i"1s, Luc.
roo,TO o~s· ff"&OT&>O'O& 0 a.or TO~II' ).d)'Ol/11' TOV 1ct1plo11 /£OIi TCIV fJau&Aiw·
OWCltll' .r,,., Kvp,or cS a.cl, uov, ,cvpu /£OIi fJauU\fV.
A double rendering.
Pesh. ~ is almost certainly a paraphrase of the somewhat harsh
expression of MT. LXX, Luc. must have read 1~~~ for ,CN', and
then probably added the necessary object
MN. Klo. follows
this, emending !J~,:i
•·:i:flJ'"nl$ -;l'O~ M?M~ ~~ ie 1~; and so
Hoo. But to say jCM 'true,' i.e. 'may i'/ come true,' and then to
continue 'li jCK' ;:, , is mere tautology. There is no reason for
the rejection of MT.
37. :~~] Read "l"I' Kt. with LXX, Vulg.
38. •n;E>Mi 'T1,:i11] David's bodyguard, doubtless composed of
foreigners, mentioned only during his reign; v. 44 ; 2 Sam. 8. 18
(II I Chr. 18. 17); 15. 18; 20. 7, 23 (Q're). The names are
gentilic in formation; G-K. § 86, 2, Rem. 5. In I Sam. 30 •n,:,11 are
connected with the Philistines; cf. v. 14 with v. 16; and this is also
the case with l:l'J'.'11~ which occurs Ezek. 25. 16; Zeph. 2. 5t. This
latter is rendered Kpi;T•r by LXX, and hence it is thought that
,~~1, from which the Philistines are said (Am. 9. 7; Deut. 2. 23;
cf. Jer. 47. 4) to have emigrated, denotes Crete 1. •n;E> has been
ri.,o,ro owots·

,,.,OTotirai

cS

•t,~

,,::i,

1 Sayce, following Eben, formerly identified ,,nD~ with the Egyptian
Kaft-ur or 'greater Phoenicia,' i.e. the coast-land of the Delta (Tkt llicktr
Criluis111, 136), but has now abandoned tkis view (Academy, April 14, 1894,
p. 31 4).
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supposed, though without ground from analogy, to be a contraction
of 'nt1,11. Th.'s objection to the view that the ,n,11, ,n,:, were
foreigners, on the score that David, who was so patriotic and
devoted to the worship of the only God, would not have surrounded
himself with a foreign bodyguard, will not hold good, in view of the
important positions occupied by Uriah the Hittite 2 Sam. 11. 15,
and by Ittai the Gittite 2 Sam. 18. 2.
J'IMl ,y] Inv. 33 the better reading is r,ru
There are many
scattered instances of used in place of ;M after a verb of motion ;
eh. 20. 43 {21. 4 ,M); 22. 6 (II 2 Chr. 18. 5 ,N); 1 Sam. 2. II;
2 Sam. 15. 20; Mic. 4. 1 (II Isa. 2. 2 ,tt); Isa. 22. 15 ('Y , • , ,M);
66. 20 (56. 7 'M); Ezek. 1. 20 (v. 12 ,N); 44. 13 6M,,, ;y.,, ,N);
)er. 1. 7; 31. 11 ('Y , , . ,ec); 36. 12; al.

,y

,M.

40. Cl'?~~ l:l'??tn?J So Vulg., and second rendering of Luc.;
(Vet. Lat. second rendering organisan/es in organis; Pesh. ~ •
~;,:a 'were striking sistra '). LXX, and first rendering of Luc.
lxopevo,, ;,, )(Opc,'ir. So perhaps Targ. M'llrt:1 rn::iw 1• Vet. Lat. first
rendering canlaba/ canlicis tl melod,is. Ew., following LXX, reads
Cl'?'".'' Cl'??"'? on the ground that it is unlikely that ' all the people '
would be able to play flutes. But, as Th. remarks, the form Cl'''"
never occurs (always n\,"'?), and round dances, which would be
would be unsuitable in a hasty procession. To
denoted by
this we may add the consideration that the stress seems to be
laid upon the noise which was made; c,ip.::i rtcn J7i':ln\. Klo.'s
emendation l:l'??Q~ l:l';i?l"I (cf. Isa. 30. 29) is unnecessary. A denom.
,]r:i 'to play the flute' may well be formed from
'li J7P::in,] The sound of the shouting is compared to the deep
rumbling produced by the splitting of the ground during an
earthquake. In Num. 16. 31 the phrase M91t,O Jlt!~l is used of
an earthquake phenomenon. Th.'s objection to l\lT. is insufficient.

,,n,

=

"?t'-

But 1tlln ,nay have the meaning 'musical instrument•; Pesacl,i,,. 111 b
,~n 'they hung a harp in the hollow of the tree'; Targ. Jerus. on Ex.
Si. 19 'v,, J'll'M'l rllm 'and harp in the hands of the sinners'; Targ. P1. 5. 1
rlln ;, im:n,l,aHeb. m'rm:, Im mr:,:t,. See Levy or Jastrow, s. v. Studio
Bibli<a, ii. p. 3+
1

:Mll MllM

I. 40-47

ll

41. 'li ,;:l cm] 'They having finished eating'; a circumstantial
clause with the personal pronoun standing as subject. So very
frequently ; II. 5, 18 ,,, ,11 JW'l mi, ' he leaning on my hand';
Gen. 15. 2; 18. 8; al. Dri. Tensts, § 160.
nc,n il"'lj:m ;,j) y,ic] 'Wherefore is there the sound of the city
in tumult?' So Vulg., excellently, Quid sibi vu// c/amor civi'lalis
lum11lluanlis r nc,n is properly an accus. of slalt, and forms a kind
of secondary predicate. Cf. ck. 14. 6 nJJ~ n~ ~'~ri ,~ (ntt:1 of
. course referring to the suffix of i1''l,); Song 5. 2 j)Elii ,,,, ;,j);
Gen. 3. 8. See Dri. Tenses,§ 161, Obs. 2.
For the use of the word ncn, cf. Isa. 22. 2; Jer. 6. 23; Ps. 46. 7.
42. 'li ili,11] Cf. v. 14 nott.
Z"N] Not 'a man of valour,' but 'a man of worth',- as also
t:i v. 52. That
can have this meaning is
in the expression
shown by its application to a woman; Ruth 3. 11; Prov. 31. 10;
cf. v. 29. Targ., here and in v. 52; eh. 2. 2 (see nolt); 2 Sam. 23. 20,
seeks to reproduce this special sense by rtcon ,,m ,.ll 'a man
who fears sin.'
43. ,.ltc] With a slight adversative force,' Nay Ind,' in repudiation
of Adonijah's suggestion that he is the bearer of good tidings. In
late Heb. this adversative signification is strongly marked, 'howbeit',·
Dan.10. 7, 21; Ezra 10. 13; 2 Chr. 1. 4; 19. 3; 33. 17. In classical
Heb., though weaker, it is never really absent: Gen. 17. 19 ,:2tc
t:i ,;
inzttc
'Nay but Sara thy wife shall bear thee a son,'
in response to Abraham's wish that Ishmael might be his representative; 42. 2 I il'MN
ilnltc Cl'C~
howrotr much we may
lry lo repudi'att i'/, our guilt has found us out ; 2 Sam. 14. 5 ,:2tc
'lN ruc,tc MZ'M the woman anticipates any refusal of the king to
take up her cause by pleading that she is a widow; II. 4. 14 t ,:iM
rte t:i Gehazi points out that the woman would like, no/ the
offers of r,, 13, bul the bestowal of a son. Thus ' verily' or ' of
a truth,' the translation of RV. in all these five passages except
Gen. 17, is insufficient.
cnn,.
45. r,,,pn cnn,] 1 Sam. 4. 5 y,tcn cnn,; Ruth 1. 19 ,,31;,
47. Luc. inserts mi fiu,A,Av8au, ,.&"°' after "" np- ~,...,, ""

,,n

,,n

n,;,

,,n

m~

'l7

,.ltc

n,

,:i

'1
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This seems to point to a Hebrew original in which
,,:,y itc r::m, at the beginning of the verse, had been by mistake
il'liM, and then, making no
written a second time after ~,
sense in that position, had been altered into El1;? uc:, c.1,. Kio.
sees in ,.&"°'
a variant of
{jauiMa Aav~.

,,c.,

c-,;7

,,:i,.

1'rrnt] Kt., Pesh.; cl'i"l,M Q're, LXX, Vulg., Luc., Targ. The
latter should have the preference.
48. ,.,, :,r,e,, Cfn )Ml ,~] Insert'~ after c,,n upon the authority
of LXX, Luc. ir. TOii tnrlpµ.aros p.ov. So Th.; Kio. The happiness
of the event con~isted not in the fact that David was to have
a successor, which was only natural, but that this successor was to
be one of his own family-his son. Pesh., Targ. insert )~, ,:,.
They probably translated from a text in which, like MT., 'll"ln:> had
fallen out, and thus felt the necessity for some such insertion.
rnMi 'l'lfiJ ' Mine eyes beholding it'; a circumstantial clause.
The idiom occurs again Deut. 28. 32; 2 Sam. 24. 3; Jer. 20. 4.
50. n:in:,n nu,i'] The four comers of the brazen altar, made of
one piece with it (Ex. 27. 2 J"nn i.1cc ,,n.11) p:,,ec ,:11 ,,n.1,i' n,m
,,n.,-,i'), and apparently projecting, for they could be grasped (here,
and v. 51; 2. 28), and also broken off (cf. Amos 3. 14 nmp ivm,

n:ircn).
51. ,CM, 'rh i.1,i] See nole, ad fin. on eh. 16. 16 '.1, JIC!t"i.
t:n'.:l] Properly 'to-day' (:, having a temporal force, as e. g. in
1 Sam. 5. 10 'n i,,tc Mi:1::J 'M'i), so 'now,' and then acquiring the
special sense 'firs/ of all': Gen. 25. 31 '' in,:,:, MM c,,:, n-,::,c;
1 Sam. 2. 16 :i,nn Ci'!I i,,'tii" ,i:,j:I.
M'C' CM] 'That he will not slay.' The oath which is implied
would take some such form as S)'tii' n::i, C'M'M ,, ~ n:, (cf. II.
6. 31; 1 Sam. 3. 17; 25. 22 ), and thus by the suppression of the
apodosis CM 'if' of the protasis, gains the sense of an emphatic
negative. This is very common ; cf. eh. 2. 8; II. 2. 2; 3. 14; 1 Sam.
3. 14; al. Da. § 120; Ew. § 356a.
52. '.1, ,n,~
M,] 'There shall not fall evm a single hair of
hi'm to the ground.' The fem. mpru is a nomm unilah"s; cf. Judg.
20. 16 Dt~Q~ M~
Ii~
Mf~; G-K. § 122, 4d. ,n,JIW

,tt
mm-~

p_»
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properly means 'starling from one of his hairs' ; cf. Deut. 15. 7

1'~ ititct:? ~'-?~ 'a poor man, even (starling from) one of thy
brethren.' This use of JC, called i~_!Pi ~ (~ otiose), is very
frequent in Ar. when a negation, prohibition, or interrogation with
-r'1-o
J-- precedes; Qor. 6. 38 •:}, ~ ~~I
U'! Ulo~ t.,; 'We have
neglected nothing whatsoever (lit. starling from anything) in the
Book'; 67. 3
~)i
IS! r.s;J t.,; 'Thou canst
see no wrl ef diversity in God's creation'; ibz"d.
~ r.s;J
' Seest thou any gap i' The other occurrences• of. the proverbial
DM ; 2 Sam. 14. 11 t
phrase are I Sam. 14. 45 ilY"IM ,~r:,c, n"IJ7W
I

,,;w -~

O

v.k

J,j,J

J..

,o,

MriM 1l:l n"ll,~ 'El' DM.

.

upon

53. n:::ircn ~] 'From
the altar': cf. eh. 2. 34 ~- The
verb n,37 also occurs in the sense of going up upon an altar, eh.
12. 32, 33; II. 16. 12; 23. 9; 1 Sam. 2. 28; and conversely i"I' is
used of tkscen/ from the altar here and in Lev. 9. 22. In Ex. 20. 26
steps to the altar are expressly forbidden, and hence it has been
thought that the ascent was by an inclined plane, leading up to
a ledge (perhaps the ~ i of Ex. 27. 5) which ran round the altar.
Solomon's altar, according to 2 Chr. 4. 1, was ten cubits high, and
therefore must have been approached by an incline, or by steps;
and the altar described by Ezekiel is pictured as having steps
leading up to it ( 43. 17 D'1~ nil' \i"l)JS~). Jos. ( Wars, v. 5, § 6)
states that in Herod's Temple the ascent to the altar was by an
inclined plane.
2. 1. 'l, ,::i"lp,,] So Gen. 47. 29.
~J mY is used of a man's last commands; cf. especially 2 Sam.
17. 23 ,n,::i ,r:,c ,Y',; II. 20. 1; II Isa. 38. 1 ,n,:::i, ,i; cf. also Gen.
50. 12, 16; Deut. 31. 23, 25. In New Heb. il\t~f a will; Baba
balhra 14 7a.
2. 'l,
'!llM] Cf. Josh. 23. 14.
nprni] RV. 'Be thou strong therefqre.' The perf. with, eonsec.
is used as a mild imperative; cf. v. 6 n'~; eh. 3. 9 nru,; 8. 28 ;
al. See Dri. Tenses, § 119 a; G-K. § 112, 4b.
Z"IC) n"'m] Cf. 1 Sam. 4. 9 l:l'~lM) ,,;,. So LXX, Vulg., Pesh.,
and substantially J. (ml luo ,L,ap,ios). Luc. «al '"" .Zs &,apa avrap.ro,s,

=

,,n
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Targ. rec0n ,,n, ill; ecnn, (cf. cl,, 1. 42, note), and several Codd.
Vulg. esto vi'r far/is seem to presuppose ~ ~N; n~m. The regular

1:i,

phrase, however, is ~n
r,,n, cf. eh. 1. 52; 1 Sam. 18. 17; 2 Sam.
2. 7; al.,· and Luc. accordingly in all these passages keeps 11lo•. This
makes it probable that 3urta,u•r here is only a paraphrastic addition.
3, 4. This passage, in its present form, is due to the pre-exilic
Deuteronomic compiler (RD) 1• Notice especially the phrases n,ce,,
', n , ~ nee Deut 11. 1; ,,n,ec ', cf. eh. 8. 58 note; ,,:,,i:, n:,;,
Deut. 8. 6; 10. 12; 11. 22; al.,· 'l1 ,,npn ,~ Dent.constantly;
'l1 ,,.x,n Deut. 29. 8 ; 'l, D'i"
Deut. 9. 5 ; , ~
1:ll'
Deut. 4. 29; 6. 5; al.
3. ;,:,r,n] 'Understand' (so as to manage nucesifully). For
;,:,r,n with accus., cf. Ps. 64. 10; \06. 7; Deut. 32. 29; and with the
special nuance of our passage, Deut. 29. 8 ir,ec ;:, nN ,;,:,r,n JPC'
l'l'J)n. In the application of the word to clause 1,, rum, it?tc ;:, nN
or,, there is a slight zeugma.
mm,J The use of the word is illustrated by Prov. 17. 8 ;:,
,,~ mo• in; 1 Sam. 14. 47 (emend~~) Jl'r,"'I' Mll>' inc ;:,:,.
4. n:ii nN] The promise referred to is the substance of 2 Sam.
7. 12-16 (Nathan's prophecy).

1J70'

,:i:i,

IJIC'

,:i:i

,N

,,n

n:i,,

'lD?
J The phrase ,, 'lD;
is peculiar to Kings ; eh. 3. 6
(as here, followed by ncttl); 8. 23, 25 (II 2 Chr. 6. 14, 16); 9. 4
(II 2 Chr. 7. 17)t. Elsewhere the phrase is'• 'lD; ,,nnn; II. 20. 3
II Isa. 38. 3 (followed by nett:,); 1 Sam. 2. 30; Gen. 17. 1; 24. 40;
48. 15; Ps. 56. 14; 116. 9t.
ictt, . , , nor,, DN ictc,J The second ictc, introduces the
express words of the promise after a brief summary of the conditions; ' Said he.' Such cases of resumption after an intervening
sentence are not uncommon in Heh.; cf. ck. 1. 30 J!I '!> , , , ir,t,t:, '!I ;
8. 30 nn,c, npewi .•. m,cr,,; 8. 41, 42 tc:i, ••• Nli; 13. 11
cr,Dc'1 ••• [,],De•,; 1 Sam. 29. 10 onc:,r,m ••• c:,r,n; Lev. 17. 5
D~':Jm , , , ,ac,:,, ,n tP0' ; al. The second ictt? is omitted by
Cod. Kennicott 170, Th., Kamp., and not expressed by Luc., Vulg.
l

See IntroaU(:tWn,

II. J-J
'li M"\!J' M'] er. cl,. 8. 25 (II 2 Chr. 6. 16); 9. 5 (II 2 Chr. 7. 18);
Jer. 33. 17. ,; is dat. of reference,' pertaining unto thee.'
;lit)] Lit. 'from (sitting) upon,' so 'off.' A regular idiom ; cf.
the phrases "'1\t:>Q;:i ; ~ 1 Sam. 25. 23; ~;:i ;~ Gen. 24. 64;
tl~~')
eh. 1. 53; • ~ ~ Gen. 40. 17; "9~1:' ~~ Deut. 28.
21; al.
5. CJ"l,"'l,i] 'How Ilia/ he slew them.' The , is epexegetical of
the somewhat vague preceding expression 'li ~~MM. Other
instances of the Imperf. with , constc., '!,ow tliat' or 'in that,' used
to explain a preceding nn, are eh. 18. 1 3 l!CMMi • •• •M•n "'lffl MM;
1 Sam. 8. 8; Gen. 31. 26. See Dri. Tmm, § 76•; Da. § 47 md.
ncn,c '0"'1 Cl~] A very unnatural expression. (i) As it
stands it can only mean, (a) 'He placed the blood of war upon
peace,' or (fl) taking ore,,, absolutely, ' He set (i.e. paraph. shed) the
blood of war during time of peace.' But such an absolute use of
o•zi, followed neither by :l or ;y of that upon which the object is
placed, nor by a second accus. or by ; expressing the result of the
action denoted by the verb, is extremely improbable. (ii) Why is
the blood of Abner and Amasa called ncn,c •c, ? This is inexplicable. Doubtless we ought, with Kio., Hoo., to emend
D1','11 after Luc. «al ;~auarn,,, Vet. Lat. tl vindicavit, i.e. 'Ci D~
o,zi:l ncn,c, the only change being the substitution of p for z,.
Joab's crime consisted in having avenged in time of peace, blood
shed in war-the blood of AsaheJ jusijfiably shed by Abner in
self-defence. Thus n~n,c 't:>i is fully explained, and forms an
admirable antithesis to on,:J. For the use of c•ci op~ cf. Deut.
32. 43 o,p• i'i:l]7 o,. LXX «al iT~,, seems to have had MT.
reading; while Vulg. tl tffudit, Targ. o,::i •m,:11 r,nc, :J•~nn,
M:l"'IP '"'1':ln, Pesh. ~~, .,.l ,cul - o are probably paraphrastic explanations of the same.
ffl"'lln:l ncn,c •ci tn,,] Here we have the same difficulty as to
the application of ncn,c ~,. The reading of Cod. A, Luc. ar/Ul
d6«i,o,, is favoured by the fact that Luc. preserves the correct text
just before. Accordingly, Bi>. suggests o,r:i~ t:l'T;)~; Th. 'i?~ 01; Kio.
llf".'? D'Q1 or Of".' •12~. The last expresslon is the best ; cf. v. 31

;119

o,~

•c,,
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1Elt' ,ttN Cl)n •ci n,•om • Doubtless, as Th. suggests, the
corruption arose through the previous ncn!,c "Ci standing directly
above Cl)M •ci in the MS. from which the copy was made. Targ.
i,n'Ci, Pesh.
presuppose cin•ci, which may well have
arisen from Cl)M •ci.
6. i1m N"] The employment of the jussive form with
is rare.
Other instances are, Gen. 24. 8; 1 Sam. 14. 36; 2 Sam. 17. 12;
Ezek. 48. 14; Gen. 4.12; Deut. 13. 1; Joel 2. 2. See G-K. § 109, 1b;
Dri. Tenses, § 17 4 Obs. For the expression (n)~,Nt' 'El n:l't'
cf. v. 9; Gen. 42. 38; 44. 29, 31.
7. ,;:,N;J ,•m] 'Let them be a11Z(Jng, &c.' er. Am. 1. 1 "'lt'N 0,c:11
Cl'ii'):l n•n; Prov. 23. 20 i" 'N:JO:l •nn ;N.
,:i,i' j!l ,:,] 'For so did they draw near to me,' i.e. 'with such
kindness as thou art to show to them '; Th. So LXX ovra,r. If
we adopt this explanation, it is unnecessary to suppose, with Hitzig,
that J!l ':l stands for J!l
as is suggested by Pesh. t ~ ;
cf. Targ. ,,N, Vulg. enim. Luc. o~or is a corruption of ouTa,s.
i:,,p] Kio., following Luc. ~or 1rapirrrr, l11onr1011 ,.ou, emends
•i:,k m1P.; cf. Deut. 23. 5 cin,.:i l:l!lnte ,cij:)
This is an unnecessary change. LXX ?YY"'a", Vulg. occurrerun/ agree with MT.;
Targ. -.:,,iy lj:)'EllO, Pesh. f ~ ...,~ paraphrase.
8. 'J'C'ii 1:i] ' The Benjamite.' So Judg. 3. 15; 2 Sam. 16. 11;
19. 17t. er. 'i;ir;,Pi:i n•~ 1 Sam. 16. 18; •~~i:i-n•~ 1 Sam. 6. 14;
•~~~ n•~ eh. 16. 34; '11¥~ •~~ Judg. 6. 11. In I Chr. 27. 12 Kt.
'J'C').l' ( i. e. '?Q;~:P~, the origin being forgotten, and the word
treated as a single one. Cf. '1lft:'O Num. 26. 30); Q're anomalously •~IQ; t~~- er. Ko. Syntax, § 302d,
ny,cJ] Niph'al again in Mic. 2. 10; Job 6. 25; Hiph'il, Job
16. 3t. The word may be connected with Ar. ui-~ lo be sic",'a curse made sic",' and so 'a sore or severe curse.' Cf. with similar
use of a passive participle, n?r;i~ n~ Jer. 14. 17.
9. nnyi] So Targ., Pesh. LXX omits. Luc., Vulg. MJ;l~1; so
Th., Klo., Kamp. MT. should be retained; see note on ck. 1. 20.
10, 11. This short mention of David's death and burial, and the
statement of the length of his reign, is in its present form the work

,ooi.:io,

N'

,,,,n

'N

,y •:,,

''N

N,.

II. 6-IJ
of R», whose method of introducing and summarizing the account
of a reign is noticed at length in In/rod.
10. , , , "'l'J7] The ancient city of Jerusalem taken by David from the
Jebusites1, called J\'J n1~ 2 Sam. 5. 7; II I Chr. 11. 5; ~'1 eh. 8. 1.
Zion is expressly named in 1. Mace. 4. 37 f.,· 7. 33 as the hill
upon which the Temple stood, and this is further borne out by
t!l'lii' 'y
such expressions as 'y ,n:i J!llm nuc:iY '• Isa. 8. 18 ;
Isa. 60. 14; •~i' ,n !'l'Y Ps. 2. 6; '1:1 Ml!lfU nt l'l'Y ,n Ps. 74. 2; al.
In 2 Chr. 33. 14 it is said of Manasseh that 'he built an outer wall
to the city of David, on the west side of Gil,lon in the ravine (110/e
on eh. 1. 33), even to the entering in at the .fish gate; and he
compassed about the Ophe~ &c.'
Thus it seems clear that the site of ,,, "1'17 was upon the somewhat low south-east hill of Jerusalem ('~~O), the Temple being on
the north, and Solomon's palace upon the south, closely adjoining
the Temple'. The tradition which places Zion upon the southwes/ bill appears to be no earlier than the fourth century A,D.;
and the modem maps which so locate it are certainly incorrect.
See Sta. Ges. i. 315f.; Encyc. Bril. ed. 9, Art.Jerusalem (Pt. II);
Baed. 21/,
13. 1'11:),ru ClM • , , tt:i•,] LXX, Luc. add 11:al frpo<TflCV"'JITf'II aurfi,
i.e. rl~ ~Ml;lr!l; possibly genuine, and accepted by Kio. Th. is
doubtful, remarking that it is quite as likely to have been inserted
by a copyist from v. 19, on the consideration that Adonijah would
not have acted with less deference than king Solomon.

,tc"'I~

1 The name C'll'. applied to the city, Judg. 19. 10, II ; 1 Chr. 11. 4, st
(cl Josh. 15. 8; 18. 16, i8 P), is probably no real archaism, but a literary
derivative from the name of the ancient inhabitants. Cf. Moore Uudges,
p. 413), who quotes Judg. 1. 7, u; Josh. 15. 63 GE), as showing that the city
wa1 called Jerusalem before the time of David, and concludes that ' the
question has been set at rest by the Amama tablets (about 1400 B.c., before
the Israelite invasion) in which the name Unualim repeatedly occun, while
there ii no trace of a name corresponding to Jebus.'
1 This agrees with the statement of Ezek. 43. 7\ 8•; • And the house of
Israel shall no more defile my holy name, neither they nor their kings, ... in
their setting of their threshold by my threshold, and their doorpost beside my
doorpost, and there was but the wall between me and them.'
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'ltCt Di~] So 1 Sam. 16. 4. Lit. ' Is thy coming peace ? ' the
abstract substantive being used instead of an adjective. So very
frequently with this word; Gen. 43. 27 Di';~ Di~; Judg. 6. 24
m,=' m.i• ,, M"li,"i 'he called it, Yahwe is peace'; 1 Sam. 25. 6 ;
2 Sam. 17. 3; Isa. 60. 17; Mic. 5. 4; Ps. 120. 7; 14 7. 14; Prov.
3. 17; Job 5. 24; 21. 9 t; cf. also Num. 25. 12 c,,=' w·u 'my
covenant-peace,' i.e. 'my peaceful covenant.' With other words;
Ex.17. 12 m'ICM ,,,. •r,,, 'and his hands were firmness',· Ps.110. 3
n:ii.> '10l7 'thy people is fr,ew,1/ingness ',· &c. See Dri. Tenses,
§ 189, 2.
14. "l''M ~ ~,] II. 9. 5; Judg. 3. 19, 20.
ictcni] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Vulg., some Codd. add,,.
15. 'en M'n ''] 'Mine was the kingdom.' ,, is greatly emphasized by position: cf. Job 15. 19 r,1tn rur-tl
en,; Hag. 2. 8
~,m ,,, rio:)i, ,,.

c,:i,

DM'll> ••• ic=' '']7] Expressing attention concentrated in expectclz. 1. 20. In its other occurrences,
ancy; cf. the phrase ,r
Ezek. 29. 2 ; 35. 2 t (a variation of
D'll> D'='), the expression is
used with a hostile nuance. D'll> D'=' followed by an infin. with ,
describes a purpose at the point of time at which it is about to be
put into execution. II. 12. 18 c,ein, ,p n,,p; i'll>
DW'i ;
Jer. 42. 15, 17; 44. 12; Dan. 11. 17.
!J~?] Kio. compares II. 12. 18; but this is not quite parallel,
the subject of the infin.
being, as in the other passages above
cited, the same as that of DW'i, while the subject of !J~> is different
from that of ,c='. Two Codd. De Rossi and all Verss. presuppose
the easier reading
mn'C] The ordering of events in a manner opposed to human
calculations is, as Kio. notices, specially spoken of as a divine
iCNi \':lM\; cf. Prov.
interposition. Judg. 14. 4 M'M mn,z:, ,:, i]M•
16. 1. There is a similar use of mn, nt$9; clz. 12. 24; II. 6. 33;
Josh. 11. 20; Ps. 118. 23; al.
16. ~ '!llN] The participle used of the immediate future as it
merges into the present; the fulurum ,"nslans. ' I am about to
ask,' almost equivalent to the simple present 'I ask.' Cf. v. 20.
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•.m nM •:i~ !,ec] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ.; but LXX, Luc. T'o
sp6umtrw uov, i.e. 1'll> nM; and in 'DV. 17, 20 LXX read~ ol,,c
,J,rov,.pi,/m To rrp&afl7ffcw almw drro uov for 'rll> nM J'£"1 ec,, and f'ri
atnJOTffls ro rrpouenrb uov for 'll> nM Jl:'n ,M. On the contrary,
'rll> nM :1'1:'M M!, at the end of v. 20 is rendered ol,,c mroO'T'~ rn.
In all these cases, Luc., Targ., Vulg. (paraph. in v. 17, "tfJUl mim
1U/{art libi quidquam potest), Pesh. (...il for 1'll> in v. 17) agree in
supporting the reading of MT.
The usage of the expression D'll> :l'V,'1 is as follows. It occurs,
as in the LXX text of these passages, of turning onls uwn face
away from anything, only in Ezek. 14. 6 ~'1,l !,Jn) 'O'Vrn ,::m::,
~ll> 'O'V,'I ~'n:l]M !,:i
cf. Ezek. 18. 30 where there is
probably an ellipse of D'll>. !, D'll> :i,v., lo /urn oni s (1ll)1J face
/Qwards, Dan. 11. 18, 19. On the other hand, the expression is
used as here in vv. 16, 17, 20 of MT., of turning away the face of
another in repulse, in II. 18. 24; II Isa. 86. 9 nnr:, •m nee ~m ,~
'~, ,me, and Ps. 132. 10; II 2 Chr. 6. 42 1M'~ 'lll :ir,:,n !iM. So
also in the opposite expression of the acceptance of an overture, •l
£I'll>, it is always the face of another person which is raised.
Thus evidence is all in favour of the retention of MT. text in

,]II:),;

!IV,

16, 17,

18. :l'lt)]

20,

A formula of assent; cf.

1

Sam. 20. 7 ;

2

Sam. 3. 13.

n!, inn"-"'] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ. LXX, Luc.11:cu(LXX«cn--)
'4>ll,,u.,, am,• presuppose i=I~ ~ or 1:1~~- BB. prefers MT., sup19.

posing that LXX reading points to an alteration on the part of the
Alexandrian Jews, who thought that such an act of obeisance was
unworthy of king Solomon. Th. also points out that the ceremonial which follows-the placing of a throne for the queen-mother
and her sitting at the king's right hand-is in favour of MT.
The importance of the position of the queen-mother il1'~tl is
attested by eh. 15. 13; II 2 Chr. 15. 16 (cf. II. 10. 13; Jer. 13. 18;
29. 2), and by the frequent special mention of her name; eh.
14. 21, 31; 15. 2, 10; 22. 42; II. 8. 26; 12. 2; al. Thus, as far
as can be judged, there would be nothing incongruous in the
king's bowing to her.
C2
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Kio. adopts LXX reading, describing the action denoted by
MT. as 'gegen alle Etiquette'; but as a matter of fact we know
too little about the customs of ancient eastern monarchs to be able
to dogmatize upon what might fittingly have taken pJace, and
what not so.
20. ~J!r!>tcJ Here the close connexion of
to the jussive by
means of Maqqef causes a retraction of the tone, just as in the case
of the lmpert: with , constc. Cf. 1 Sam. 9. 20
2 Sam.
17. 16 t?1;i-,tt; al.
21. l_,,::l.M nee 11.:1~] The passive verb is impersonal, and the
object of the action denoted by it follows in the accus. ; ' Let there
be giving as regards Abishag,' so, 'Let one give,' or, 'Let her be
given.' So with the same verb Num. 32. 5 n~n r,ttn nN tl:I~
-r,:ll7'; cf. also cl,. 18. 13 ,n,e,s, in nee '.l,tc~ ,~~ ac!m; 2 Sam.
21. 11; Gen. 27. 42; al. See G-K. § 121, 1; Ew. 295b; Da. § 79.
22. nc"] 'And why?' 'why then?' The, is very forcible, and
here gives a sarcastic tum to the sentence. Cf. II. 7. 19 ,, mm
mn ,:3,::, i'1'i'1'M D"Ce':l n'l:litc l"WJ7 'Pray, if Yahwe were to mak.e
windows in heaven, could this thing come to pass?' Other instances
of the , with nc) are Num. 14. 3; 20. 4; Judg. 6. 13; 12. 3.
See Dri. Tenses, § 119 'Y, "· 1.
.
1"19>] With accent Mt1ra' before the following ntt, instead of
~>~ This accentuation is always adopted before words beginning
with tt, 37, or n, for the sake of avoidance of hiatus. See Sta.
§ 372a,
,n,:iac,, ,;,J RV.' Ask for him the kingdom ... tven for
l,1111, and for Abfrzll,ar &c.' A somewhat dubious rendering. As
the text stands ,;, can scarcely be correct, and must be omitted as
9ittography from the first two letters of the following word.
. All Verss., however, LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., and probablyTarg.
(paraph. ,n,::itt, ec,n i'li, IICY'll:l tt)M), presuppose ,;, ~n ,n,::JN ,;,
',n :ltci' 'And on his side are Abiathar the priest, and Joab &c.' As
Th. says, it is natural that a second reason for asking the kingdom
for Adonijah should be mentioned. So Bi>. For this sense of,;,
cf. Ex. 32. 26 ,,ec mn') ~; Josh. 5. 13 il',~ DM MnN il'1,.

,ee

DW,tc;

.,,,,i .,,

/I.
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The addition of LXX, Luc., after Joab's name,
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imipor, appears to be merely a gloss, cS apx, being Joab's usual title,
and lra'ip« explaining the reference of,,, 'To him Joab ... is an

al(?.'
Kio., starting from the addition of b-a'ipor in LXX, Luc., and
comparing the Targ. paraphrase 'l\ ,,n NY'll:J N,n, supposes that
a word has fallen out at the end of the sentence in MT., and
accordingly would supply "'~0; 'To him and to Abiathar ... /here
is an alliance.' But against this it is to be noticed that the word
which is constantly used in the historical books to denote a conspiracy or al/z'ance is never ,~IJ but always ,~~ (cf. II. 11. q;
12. 21; al.), and again, it seems very doubtful whether Targ., if it
bad bad i:Jn at the end of the sentence, would have represented
it by ~Jl:J at the beginning.
23. 'l1 M='Jr n:i] II. 6. 31; 1 Sam. 3. 17; 14. 44; 20. 13; 25. 22;
2 Sam. 3. 9, 35; 19. 14; Ruth 1. 17. In the mouths of heathen
a plural verb is used; cl,. 19. 2; 20. 1ot.
,:,] If the substance of the oath be a negation, it is usual to
introduce it by CN 'if'; eh. 20. 10 il)J1 PEI~ CM 11)1?1' , , , n:,
1l1 ~~ r,,i,e, 'So may the gods do to me, and more also, if the
dust of Samaria suffice for handfuls &c. ' ; II. 6. 3 1 ~,;,,, , , , n:,
c,,n ,-;y tll)I:' 1::i n",N r,:,ec-, ,CJI" CM; 1 Sam. 3. 17; 25. 22. In
analogy with this we should expect N' Cot if the substance be an
asserh'on; and this occurs once; 2 Sam. 19. 14. It is usual,
however, to break off after the oath, and introduce its subject by'!>,
the break in connexion being represented in English by a dash.
So in our passage; 'God do so to me and more also--Adonijah
bath spoken this word against his life'; cl,. 19. 2 ,:, r,l)r;,1' , , • M::l
Cm) inte l:'!)J!> 11:'1ll ntt ~l:'M inc ny:, ' So do the gods, &c.to-morrow I will make &c.' ; 1 Sam. 14. 44 ; 20. 13 ; 2 Sam. 3. 9 ;
Ruth 1. 17.
•:, is thus very frequently used to introduce an asserlz'on after the
oath mn' 'tl, and will, a suppression of'l, Ml:'P' n:,; cf. v. 24; cl,,
1. 30; 18. 15; I Sam. 14. 39; 20. 3, 21; 25. 34; al. (about
nineteen times in all). In such a case M' CM occurs only once,
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Num. 14. 28, outside of Ezekiel where it is characteristic and
uniformly takes the place of the usual construction with •::, ; 5. 11 ;
17. 161 19; 20. 33; 33. 27; 34. 8; 35. 6t (this last a gloss
according to Comill) 1.
If the oath introduced by '• •n with a suppressed 'l, n~ n::i
have a negative substance, DM occurs constantly.
""~J '.A/ llu cos/ ef bis life ' ; Beth prehi: Cf. 2 Sam. 2 3. 1 7
en~ 1:1•::i,nn 'who went at pen1 ef their lives' ; Prov. 7. 23;
Lam. 5. 9. So cl,. 16. 34; Josh. 6. 26
,,::i:ll; 1 Chr.
12. 19 ,l•~; al.
24. n•::i ., 1WJ7] Used idiomatically of Yahwe's assurance to
Solomon of a posteri"!Y. So 2 Sam. 7. 11 ~ n'.l •::i '• ,, ,.,lm
'• ,, ; cf. Exod. 1. 21. The more usual phrase is n•::i nE; 1 Sam.
2. 35; 2 Sam. 7. 27; (II I Chr. 17. 10, 25); cl,. 11. 38.
25. no,,] LXX, Luc. presuppose the addition tan;:i Cl\~ \i!t"r~
'and A. died that same day.' So Tb., and Kio. with om. of name.
26. nnlll] A city of Benjamin, Isa.10. 30; assigned to the priests,
Josh. 21. 18; 1 Cbr. 6. 45; the home of Jeremiah, Jer. 1. 1. The
modem name is .Andta, 2l miles north-north-east of Jerusalem.
This agrees with the statements of Jos. (Ant. x. 7, § 3), who places
it at twenty stadia from the city, Eusebius (Onom.) three miles,
Jerome (adJerem. cap. 1) three miles 'contra seplmln"onemJerusakm.'
Rob. BR., i. 437 f.; Baed. 118.
,,-,~ ;y] ,y used in place of ,et; cf. 1. 38 note.
ff'M] So all V erss. The occasion to which reference is made
seems naturally to be that described in 2 Sam. 6. 12 ff. Th., Kio.
emend ,;.., , finding an allusion (as is the case in the following
'l, n•.>pnn •::i,) to the days of David's outlawry, when Abiathar,
fleeing from the slaughter of the priests at Noh, carried with him
to David the Ephod which was used in obtaining the oracle of
Yahwe; I Sam. 23. 6, 9. But neither mn, (•.>iM) 'n!)M nor "1,a)M
o•n,M {Kio.) occurs elsewhere, and, if any correction of the text be
deemed desirable, ,,..,~ simply is alone in accordance with usage.

ri•~, ...
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With omiuion both of apodosis and of formal oath 'Ill,

infrequent. Cf. ,.t. 20. a3 110U.

CM

is by no means
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m."1' '.rtM] '.rtM, not found in LXX, Luc., Pesh., is probably
a mistaken repetition of l'"'M.
LXX, Luc. insert a&a6,ja,r, i.e. n'"\:1, after «cfJo,r&.. This is a gloss
derived from the expression ,, n..,::i i,,tc which is frequent elsewhere
(see 3. 15 note). Other instances of this same insertion are Josh.
3. 13, 15 (twice); 4. 10, 11; 6. 12, 13; 1 Sam. 6. 3, 18; 7. 1
{twice); 21 Sam. 6. 10.
-n, ''El'] 'In the presence of,' suggesting the idea of 'al Ike
direction of David.' So Num. 8. 221 iim, ,mo cni::ip ntc i::iy,
1'l:l 'lll;, Jil'1M 'lEl'; 1 Chr. 24. 6 1,c.i ,,11, , , , Cl~-.,.
27. ,,, N~,] 1 Sam. 2. 27-36.
218. l'1tll N, 1:1,,l:':lM '"IMM'I] So LXX, Targ.; but Luc., Vulg.,
Pesh. presuppose nb~ "'-'1tc1, adopted by Jos. (Ant. viii. 1, § 4 4>,'>.os
yap~• 1JVr¥ ('Aa."'f] ~o• ~ np {:Jauv.,i JoAop.cia.), and also by Th.,
Ew., Gril.
This emendation makes the sentence a little diffuse, since its
statement is already contained by implication in the previous words
11'.rtM '"IMM l'1tll :lNt' ':l • On the other hand, a back reference to
the position taken by J oab in Ike other rebellion ofDavit/s reign is
very natural.
29. mn,] Without a specific suffix or pronoun following, the
reference being unmistakable. Cf. Gen. 24. 30 n,n, ~Mn ,tt M:l..,
Cl',ClM ,11 i9~; 37. 15; 18. 9; 16. 14.
rare., ,nc] LXX, Luc., Pesh. !'.l~l'P'' ffll~f t!:lk. Hence Tb.
thinks that n,~p::i has fallen out of MT., and rntc then become
corrupted into ,nc. But the use of ,YN is very natural here (used
frequently in connexion with n:ll'tl; Lev. 1. 16; 6. 3; 10. 12; a/.),
and forms an appropriate variation to the phrase used in v. 28. It
is much more probable that the alteration of the above-mentioned
Verss. is merely due to that desire for the strict uniformity of parallel
passages which is so characteristic, e. g. of the LXX translators.
Ch. 1. 51 appears to have suggested the change. So Kio.
n,~,] After
LXX, Luc. add ,rpor 'Io,a/!J 'A,'Yf'J", Ti
yryo••• 0-01 &,-, rr«/mryar fir (Luc. ••lfJ•l!"fflr i,rl) TO 8vo-1acrnif"O"; «al
·1~ •oT& ilf,o/3qlh,• a,ro rrpoo-wrrav IT'111, ltal lcf,vyoi, ,rpor (To11) K11pw•. ICGI

n0,~

m:,,~

,1.,,,.
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mriUTfiAfv d J<M"',.,..,"· This is translated by Th. i,:i:,

n~~

"9 "'lbN.~ ~,-,~

ntn:-,~ C\ltc? -:Nf9 'J:,IC".I~ ':P :l~' .,~ tli~:,-,ii, 1;19~ ':P 'lJ~

nb~~, and adopted by him as genuine on the ground that a scribe's
eye might very well have passed by mistake from the first n~
to the second. So Bo., Kio. The words exhibit no attempt
to justify the action of Solomon, nor does there seem to be any
other reason for their addition by a later hand ; a consideration
which favours their genuineness.
'O lllEl] LXX, Luc. add Kal 6a,l,ov abrdv, through desire, as Th.
remarks, for conformity with v. 31.
Kio. would emend \1~'~"1 for 1:l ll!lm. This is unsupported by
any Vers., and though it may seem at first sight to be required by
the words of v. 30 NY 1,cn "'lt,N n:,, yet this is not really the case.
The king, in issuing the command 'O ]JlEl, supposed that Joab
could be brought away from the altar and executed, but Benaiah,
meeting with his refusal to leave the asylum, returned to the king
for further instructions.
31. 'ln"'l:li"I] Added out of consideration for the dignity of his
position. er. II. 9. 34, and contrast II. 9. 1o; Jer. 22. 19; Isa.
14. 19 ; Ps. 79. 3, where the loss of burial is mentioned as a mark
of deep dishonour.
~i;'l?l:!1] It is very rare to find the tqne not thrown forward with
1 eonsee. in 1st and 2nd sing. of verbs 1"31 (or y"31). This and
'l:,~~ Jer. 10. 18; 'J:li:1~ Am. 1. 8, are probably all the cases
which exist. Dri. Tenses, § 110, 5, 06s.
''310J ' From upon me' ; the blood being regarded as resting
upon the head of the gu~erson; so vv. 33, 31; 2 Sam. 3. 29.
er. Jon. 1. 14 N'j)l 0, \l?ll JM ,ee; 2 Sam. 16. 8; S. Matt.
27. 25.
32. 'le'M"'I
:l'Vtn] 1 Sam. 25. 39; Judg. 9. 51·
,ci MN] LXX, Luc. T"O alfl'I nir d3o:iar abraii, a paraphrase based
upon the supposition that ,ci refers, not to Joab's own blood, but
to the blood unjustly shed by him.
33. ,, 0310] So eh. 12. 15; Ruth 2. 12; Ps. 121. 2; al. er.
the analogous use of', nett> eh. 1. 21 note.

m::,,~

,y ,,,,

II. p-;7
34. 'lM] ' Went up'; in accordance with the expression ,l10

ru~n eh. 1. 53 note.
,n~.n] So LXX, Vulg., Targ.; Th., Kio. Cf. 2 Chr. 33. 20
,n~:i ,~:ip"I, Luc., Pesh. presuppose \~i?f, and this is favoured

by Kamp. who thinks it extremely unlikely that Joab should have
bad a house in the wilderness.
"l:l"m:l] Kamp. suggests M'J'M~ ~7,;>f; J udg. 1. 16 ; Ps. 63. r.
35. After M:lYM '31 LXX, Luc. insert «al ;, fJauu,.,la «arop8wro ;,,
'I,povua>.;,,,.. These words are those of v. 46b of MT. n:i,ccm
m::,~ ,,:i m,:,), m::,,w,1:i being read as o,wi~:i.
The correct position of the sentence seems to be at the end of
v. 35 from which in MT. it was separated by the insertion of the
Shimei section. Solomon's establishment in the kingdom resulted
from the death of his powerful adversaries Adonijah and Joab, and
could not have been much enhanced by the death of Shimei some
three years later. The fact that in LXX, Luc. these words precede
the sentence which relates the elevation of Zadok to the high-priesthood, seems to suggest that this latter is an addition of a later editor,
suggested by the detail which refers to Benaiah's succession to Joab.
36. ~ll!X',] Luc. adds vlo11 r.,p&, i.e. 11t1n~ as in v. 8, adopted by
Kio., and by Hoo. as coming appropriately at the beginning of the
narrative.
31· n"l:lJn] The Perf. with , consec. used in continuation of an
Infin. describing a hypothetical evenL So in v. 42 n:i,m 1n11t'lr o,~:i;
8. 33 ,:::11t1, , , , 7cy 'PlM::l; al. Dri. Tenses, §§ 1 I 1, 118 ; Da. § 55°.
At the end of the verse LXX, Luc. add 11:a, &p1eur,11 avro11 o fJauu,.,vs
;,, fj ;,,,;1'9 inlllfJ, i.e. tinn;:i c\~ '!J~iJ
Th., following Bi>.,
regards these words as genuine, on the ground that if they had
been an insertion from v. 42 (n,n1:i 1ny:it1n 11t,,n), n,n1:i would
have been read and llt'lo"IM 0,1:i would not have occurred. So Kio.,
who remarks that since violation of the oath of Yahwe was the
ground of Shimei's execution, the swearing of the oath must be
mentioned in the previous narrative. These reasons, however, are
hardly consistent. Had the passage been genuine, it ought to have
followed v. 38a; after Shimei has expressed his assent to the king's

~,r~p~.
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decision in general terms, the king then proceeds to take an oath
of him. But if Shimei had al firs/ taken the oath, he would not
have then gone on to use the words of v. 38•. The swearing of
the oath of Yahwe may well be implied in the account of vt1. 31, 38•.
38. 01:1"1 ~ ] LXX, Luc. T'pla ,.,.,, derived from the beginning
of the next verse. This is another instance of the harmonizing
tendency of the LXX translator, tending to support the judgement
expressed above on the LXX passage in ii. 31 •
39. 1~!, 0 1,::iy 1)t-'] The circumscription of the genitive is
employed for greater indefiniteness. ~ 1':!~ 1~ might have ~eant
' /1,e two servants of Sbimei.' er. '"· 5. I 5 ,,,, 0,1n MIM ::l,'JM' not
'David's friend,' but 'a friend of David'; I Sam. 16. 18 1t,t1!, r::i
'one of Jesse's sons.' Da. § 28, Rnn. st.
40. 1]70~ 1'1l] Luc. adds If 'I•pauua>.I,~ If genuine, the words
call special attention to the fact that Shimei passed beyond the
limits of his parole ; though this seems to be clearly enough
implied in the preceding MN
Kio. supposes Luc.'s reading to
But
be an error for dr 'I•p., and so adopts rm,~1 1]7Ct,'
in this case we should surely expect ::lr!l and not 1)1l.
41. ::i~] LXX, Luc. ml d,rlllT',,.,,,_,, (Luc. nrillT',,.,/,•) nwr &v~ovr
awoii, i.e. ''1~~ ~; doubtless a mere gloss. Solomon was
informed of Shimei's having left Jerusalem, and, as Kio. points
out, it was of no importance to tell him whether on his return he
was accompanied by his runaway slaves or not.
42. 1::i "IYMl] 'I solemnly admonished thee,' lit. •protested acainsl,'
the ::i following the verb pointing to the person acainsl whom the
admonition is directed. er. Gen. 43. 3 t,'IICM ~::i ,,., iyn; II.
17. 13 ; 1 Sam. 8. 9; al.
1n]1CC' "l::l"IM ::i,I:)] ' Good is the matter; I have heard it,' i. e.
I intend to obey it. So Kio., who compares 1nllnnffl in 2 Sam.16. 4.
,::i,n !nl:) is thus used absolutely as a formula of assent in v. 38 ;
,1,. 18. 24; cf. Deut. 1. 14; 1 Sam. 9. 10 (-,,:ii). This sense is
given by Pesh. ~ / t.A.o0t \ ~ ~ . and apparently by
Targ. n 1~
M0.ln11) r1:m. Vulg., Luc. take 1n]1C~ as a relative
sentence; g,«m audi'vi~· & l/1C01XTa; and this is the sense which is

1"'·

1'"·

II. ;8-111. .a, J
given by RV. Such an omission of the relative is, however, very
rare in Heb. prose. LXX om. through oversight.
43. ', nyl~] Ex. 22. 10; 2 Sam. 21. 7t. The meaning of the
phrase is elucidated by I Sam. 20. 42 ,, Cl~:l 'UNM "U')I",' 'Ull:l~)
44. :l'~m] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose a past tense
~ ' he bath requited' ; probably correctly. The fact that Shimei
by his act of perjury had brought the death penalty upon himself
was Yahwe's requital for his wickedness towards David MT. may
perhaps be a correction to accord with v. 321 where, however, the
case is different ; i5i nM :l1Vin.

,w.

8. 1-11. 43.

History of the reign of Solomon.

The kernel of the narrative is chi,. 5. 15-7. 51, the description of
Solomon's building operations, with its sequel, eh. 8. Around this
are grouped (chh. 4. 1-6. 14; chh. 9, 10} a series of notices, for the
most part brief, illustrative of the king's wisdom, magnificence, and
prosperity.
Ch. 3 forms an introduction to the whole, detailing Solomon's
request for wisdom, with a signal instance of its exercise : eh. 11,
as a conclusion, gives a description of the circumstances which
paved the way for the disruption of the kingdom.
8. 3-15. Tiu vision al Gibeon.

Solomon's request/or wisdom.

Ch. 3. 4-15=2 Chr. 1. 3-13.
8. 1. There can be little doubt that this verse, together with
eh. 9. 16, 17a, originally formed part of the document embodied in
the early part of eh. 5 (see note on chh. 4. 20-5. 14).
2, 3. The disapprobation of iml worship is based upon the
law of Deuteronomy, which restricts sacrifice to the central sanctuary; see 12. 4-18, esp. vv. 13, 14. Similar notices are found
in eh. 15. 14 (Asa); 22. H (Jehoshaphat); II. 12. 4 (Jehoash);
14. 4 (Amaziah); 15. 4 (Azariah); v. 35"' (Jotham). In every case
the formula is nearly identical, and follows upon a general commendation of the king's conduct; 1) 131l ,£."n [n,~ eh. 22. 43] ~
.,,.,, . Cf. also the condemnation of Rehoboam's worship, eh. 14.
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22, 23 (but this may have been mixed with definite idolatry; cf.
v. 24 Y,l!C M1M &1'1i' El),), and the wholesale reprobation of the calfworship of the Northern kingdom as summarized in II. 17. 7-23.
The old narrative treats m:,:i worship as a matter of course;
so here in v. 4, and in I Sam. 9. 12, 14; 7. 9, 17; 10. 8; al.
Upon this subject, see R.Sm. OTJC., Leet. viii; DJJI, Art.
Deuteronomy, § 15; Dri. Deul. xlix.ff. Thus vv. 2, 3 both
exhibit the influence of Deuteronomy. It is obvious, however,
that they cannot be assigned to one author. Jn v. 3 the subject,
as in vv. 1, 4, is Solomon, while in v. 2 /he people are specified.
Verse 3 simply places two facts side by side without any attempt at
correlation ;-Solomon loved Yahwe, only he sacrificed and burned
incense on the high-places : v. 2 supplies an eJtplanation ;-This
m:>:i worship was a popular custom, due to the fact that the house
of Yahwe was not yet built. Hence v. 3 is the work of RD, and
opens the account of Solomon's reign by introducing the narrative
of the vision at Gibeon ; v. 2 proceeds from an exilic or post-exilic
editor who, with a view to explaining Solomon's conduct, inserted
the phrase which he found to be frequent elsewhere t:ND'lt) ClllM P,
n~:i:i, together with the explanation which follows m::iJ oc, •:,
'l, n'.:l, and, in order to illustrate this latter, probably moved v. 1,
which mentions the fact of the house of Yahwe being not yet
built, from the position which it properly occupies in cl,. 5 LXX
(note). In LXX of this cl,. v. 1 is wanting and v. 2 fragmentary.
2. '• Cl~] So eh. 5. 17, 19 ; 8. 1 7, 20, H, 48. The original
is 2 Sam. 7. 13
n1:, MJ:l1 oc,n quoted in cl,. 5. 19; 8. 19.
3. n:,;, . , . :i.iN',] A distinctively D phrase. Deut. 10. 12;
11. 22; 19. 9; 30. 16. Cf. also 7. 9; 11. 1, 13; 13. 4; 30. 6, 20.
vv. 4-15. This section shows clear traces of the hand of RD.
In 2 Chr. l. 3-13 the story appears in a shorter form, and apparently
without the additions of the Compiler. That Chr., however, does
not exhibit the narrative in its original simplicity is proved by the
details of vv. 3-6 and v. 13 'MD ,nM 'll),o (cf. cl,. 8. 4• note); by
the late words ]MD vv. 10, 12; t:1•0:,J v. 12; and the unclassical
expression,,
f}, 12.
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The words overlined are the work of RD; those marked by the
. dotted line may possibly be due to him. Probably the original
form of the narrative was very near to that of Kings, with omission
of the insertions of RD.
The work of RD may first be considered:6. TlE>, 1,n] See note on eh. 2. 4.
'.1, ni,,n,] Deut. 9. 5 7:,:,~ -,":1, 7np,r.1, the only place where
the two words are joined. n"'lle" ftm. only here.
ic,n.i nte ,~ "'IClt'n,] Deut. 7. 9, 12 ic,m nM\ ••• ,, ,.~ '• ,c;e,,.
Cf. also eh. 8. 23; 112 Chr. 6. 1-4; Neh. I. 5; 9. 32; Ps.
89. 29t.
'l\ \~ inn,] A reminiscence of eh. 1. -48b.
mn c,•:,] So again in eh. 8. 2-4, 61 (RD). The phl"JlSe calls
attention to the fulfilment of a promise or threat, and is
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frequent in Deut. and in books which show the influence of
Deut. Deut. 2. 30; 4. 20, 38; 8. 18; 10. 15; 29. 27;
Jer. 11. 5; 25. 18; 32. 20; 44. 6, 23; 1 Chr. 28. 7;
2 Chr. 6. 15; (II I Ki. 8); Dan. 9. 7, 15. i1f-' cri•;:,, Deut.
6. 14; Jer. 44. aa ; Ezr. 9. 7, 15; Neh. 9. 10. Elsewhere
the phrase occurs only in Gen. 50. 2o(E}; 1 Sam. 22. 8, 13t.
Gen. 39. 11 is different.
8. mro ,~ 'JDl1] Deut. 7. 6 '• .,ro 1l 1n,M ,,, nnM wi,p oy •:,
n,lo 017, ,, n-rn, i•n,ac; 14. 2 ; cf. 4. 37.
10. 'l\ -u,n ~"'] Cf. Deut. 1. 13 -uin •:i•pl ~•"; Gen.
41. 37 (JE); Josh. 22. 33 (P).
11. l'l:I\ c:,n :::i,] The two adjectives are so coupled in Deut.
1. 13; 4. 6.
~ l "I~] Cf. II. 23. 25 "'l&'M 1,r, or:111, n•n M'

,,c:, ...

'r"'IMM\ nw n,v, ;:,:,

,nu:i,

nm:, 'll\ n:im:i 'll\

'll:I' 'll ,, )M li'

'l,"'\Cl op M), a passage clearly marked as belonging to RD
by the quotation from Deut. 6. 4. So also II. 18. 5.
14. 'l\ •pn "'IC~ •:,,il i,n OM] See ,h. 2. 3, 4 note.
.,,,, i',n "'llffl!I] RD constantly refers to David as the standard of
piety; uo. 3, 6; d,. 9. 4; 11. 4, 6, 33, 38; 14. 8; 15. 3,

5, 11; II. 14. 3; 16. 2; 18. 3; 22. 2. Cf. nole on cl,, 11. 12.
TC• MM •n:,,tt,i,] With ,, as subject only in this passage. There
are two more usual constructions :--{1) Prolong one's own
days, as in Deut. 4. 16 n•'l10•c, ~'"'IM ac,; (a) Days grow
long, 0"0' being subject and ,,.,Mn intransitive (i'nlernal Hiph.;
G-K. § 53, 2); Ex. 20. 12 1'0' r,liM•
15. If according to v. 4 'lhe great high-place' was at Gibeon, it is
difficult to understand why Solomon should have returned to
Jerusalem to offer sacrifice, except from the Deuteronomic
standpoint. Hence the whole verse, at least in its present
form, may be due to RD.
'• n•i:::i Jr'M] Mainly a D expression. Ch. 6. 19; 8. 1, 6; Deut.
10. 8; 31. 9, 25, 26; Josh. 3. 3; 8. 33 (sections belonging to
the Deuteronomic editor, marked as D2 ; see Dri. LOT. 97};
Jer. 3. 16; M'"'l:l,"'1 J\"'IM Josh. 3. 6 bis, 8; 6. 6t (all D1).

.
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Elsewhere,, n...,:,. f'.,N occurs Num.10. 33; 14. 44; Josh.
4. 7, 18; 6. 8 (all JE); 1 Sam. 4. 3, 4, 5 (LXX om. n...,:i),
and several times in Chr. n...,:i., fr\N Josh. 4. 9 JE: i,,et
c1n,ecn n...,:,. 1 Sam. 4. 4 (LXX om. n...,:i); 2 Sam. 15. 24;
1 Chr. 16. 6; Judg. 20. 27t. In the curious expressions of
Josh. 3. 11, 14, 1 7 (JE) r,ecn ,::::i i,,ec n...,:in r,,et, i,,ecn
n...,:in, mn1 n...,:i r,,ecn, n...,:i., is doubtless an interpolation 1.
4. ,,..,] LXX, Luc. icai dwflfl/ ica2 nrofMu8rr, i.e. '!J?!! C~, adopted
by Kio. on the ground that it more appropriately introduces the
festive occasion which, as the Chronicler, II. ,n. 1, shows, was the
inaugural action of the young king's reign.
1,0.,] LXX om.; Luc. :ZMOf.161"•
n,nln nc:in ec1n ,::::,J 'For it was the great high-place,' i. e. the
greaksl high-place ; an idiomatic method of expressing the superlative degree. The article with the adjective implies that the
subject is pre-eminently characterized by the quality described.
he began with the eldest and
Gen. 44. 12 n,::::i 1~P~'
finished with /he youngest.' Da. § 34; G-K. § 133, 3.
n,ir] Probably frequentative; 'used lo offer.' 'l'N thus need
not denote the number of victims slaughtered upon this single
occasion, but may be a round number describing the many
sacrifices which the king offered from time to time.
nN'il f'll:ll:l : ec,.,n n:ircn ,:11] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose
IM_!1 : ~~f tm;:, !:'!I~':,
a reading scarcely to be preferred,
since the omission of the relative "lnt before f':17:ll:l is contrary to
usage, and ec,nn would in such a case be redundant. The reference
of ec,nn must be to n,nln nc:i.i, which of course connotes the
presence of an altar. Th. thinks that the Verss. read N'loi n:irc., ,p
i'Jl:ll:l which he renders ' upon the altar which is in Gibeon,' a
strange use of ec,n which can scarcely be paralleled even by
Gen. 38. 2 1 01l'l1:l ec,n nw,p,i M'N.

,n., ;,,~ '

'i ;

1

In p,-e-Deut. writings the phrases in use are ~ .

l'ffl' ~

in

JE

in the

Hexateuch (only Josh.); )\~, m:,, ~ ' ( ~ ) ~ J\'11 in the old narratives
of Sam. and Kings. The latest expression of all i s ~ p~ P.
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Klo.'s suggestion t,31:JJ:1 ,=1N nivrun n:im ~ (cf. 2 Chr. 1. 6) is
quite unnecessary.
5. n~~m c,,n:i] Gen. 20. 3; 31. 24t. Cf. Job 33. 15 ci,n:i

n~, i,•m.
Used as relative without antecedent; 'ask what I shall give
thee.' So exactly cl,, 14. 3 ,31l; n•~ nc ,, i•l1 tc'ln 'he shall tell
thee what shall happen to the child'; cf. Judg. 9. 48; Eccl. 11. 2.
Correctly speaking Mt) is really the indefinite antecedent (' a,!Ythi'ng,' as in 2 Sam. 18. 22; a/.), and the relative ,ivM is omitted.
This can be seen from Num. 23. 3 •~tr]!-l"IQ ~1, lit.' and word of
anything (which) he shall show me.' In the late Heh. of Ecclesiastes we find the relative expressed after nc, •f'"'np; 1. 9; 3. 15;
6. 10; al. Ew.§ 331b.
6. "]0l1] The phrase '• ci
is very unusual. The only other
occurrence appears to be Mic. 6. 8 1•n,M 031 n:,, 31ltni . Cf. the
expression c•n,acn nM 1,nnn Gen. 5. 22, 24; 6. 9t. The common
phrase is '• 'lEl; 1,n which occurs just before.
7. M:li met] An idiom expressing the discharge of duties pertaining to a particular position; 1 Sam. 18. 16 ; Deut. 31. 2.
8. ':,, me• "' ,=1N] cl,. 8. 5 (II 2 Chr. 5. 6). er. Gen. 16. 10;
32. 13. For the nuance of the Imperf. 'cannot be numbered,' cf.
Dri. Tenses, § 37 11•
9. l10IV :::i,] Not merely a heart allenli've to the directions of , ,
Yahwe, but expressing further the result of such attention-' an
underslandz'ng heart.' For this sense of ]11.:)~, cf. v. 11 tl~ ]11.:)~;
Gen. 41. 15 intc ,nEl, c,,n ]11.:)IVM. More commonly it is employed
with a negative to express the non-understanding of a foreign
tongue; Gen. 11. 7; Deut. 28. 49; al.
J7"'1; :::i,c r:::i] Lev. 27. 33; 2 Sam. 19. 36t.
nm i:1:m 1031 nee tlElW,] Pesh.~• J.,oi ~ ~ - , ~
suggests nrn ,~n 031n ,cy ntc cl)w!,, while Vulg.jud,care popul11m
is/um, populum luum hunc mullum, perhaps points to the same
reading with a transposition of 1031 and 031n in translation. MT.
is, however, confirmed by 2 Chr. 1. 10 ,,,:in nm 1031 MM,
11.
n,eciv] 'Hast asked for thyself.' So only in II 2 Chr.
Mt)]

,,n

1'

D
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1. II; II. 4. 3; 1 Sam. 12. 11, 19; Isa. 7, 11. This Dalivus
eommodi is employed far more frequently in the sense, ' ask for
some one else '; most commonly in the phrase o,,rh
,ec;e,;
1 Sam. 17. 22; Gen. 43. 21; al.
n,ec;e,,J 'Bui hast asked.' The , connects two eonlrasled ideas,
and, by aid of the tautology n,ec;e, M;,, ·
gains a rather strong
adversative sense, 'but.' Somewhat similar, but not so marked,
are eh. 2. 26 1J1'CM ec, nrn 0,,:,, nnec nu:, ~M 'worthy of death
art thou, but to-day I will not kill thee'; eh. 11. 33, 34 (npec ec;,);
al. This use of, is common in Prov.; cf. eh. 10 throughout.
The , simplex places the idea in strict co-ordination with the
preceding, thus preserving the assonance which would have been
destroyed by
r:,n] So Isa. 56. 11 r~, ,JM' ec,; Ps. 32. 9.
12. 'nm .. , 'n'rt'JI] Perfects of certitude used here, as frequently,
in a divine promise; Gen. 15. 18; Josh. 6. 2; Judg. 1. 2; al.
The action determined upon by the will of the speaker is regarded
as already accomplished. Dri. Tenses, § 13; Da. § 41.
M'M ec,] 'Shall not have been,' future perfect; or more strictly,
'rvas no/ (ever),' upon any occasion that can be specified.
13. TC' ;:, , , • n,n ec, "lle'M] 'So that there shall not have been
makes
any like thee among kings [ all thy days].' Here TC'
no sense, and the sentence is quite complete without it. Vulg.
attempts to explain, cunclis retro diebus, but doubtless LXX, Luc-.
are right in their omission of the phrase. It arose probably from
an erroneous repetition of 'lJICi1.
15•. tc,l,,] LXX col ci.nn'I ul ,rapaylr,ffa.& ,Zs, Luc. ml dr,1"'1 cal
tlaij~S..., i. e. M:l,, 0~!1; possibly genuine.
r,-,ec ,,~,] LXX, Luc. ,car;. 7rpofTO>frOI' T'OV SvuUMITf/plov roii mro
trpou0>tro• (rijr) 1e~oii, i.e. 'l, J'l"IM
m~~ '~~~- Th., Kio.
think that this represents the original text, and that the recurrence
of
occasioned the omission in MT. More probably the
additional words are an insertion of the translator who wished
to remove the impression that Solomon passed into the immediate
presenc~ of the Ark.
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8. 16-28. A no/able example of Solomon's exercise of wisdom.
16. rote~ JM] The use of JM to introduce a fresh detail or
narrative is very frequent in Kings. The olher instances are
'"· 8. 1, 12; 9. II b, 24b; 11. 7; 16. 21; 22. 50; II. 8. 2:zb; 12. 18;
14. 8; 15. 16; 16. 5 t. Doubtless this was one of the methods
by which R O pieced together his various sources, and was employed when he wished to show that an event was more or less
contemporaneous with the preceding narrative. When greater
definiteness seemed desirable, he employed the phrases cmn C'C':1
II. 10. 32; 'rC':1 eh. 16. 34; M"nn ny:i ,h. 14. 1 (see note on each
passage).
mM~] The use of the Imperf. after JM introducing a past event
is very usual. So in nine of the cases enumerated above, and also
Ex. 15. 1; Num. 21. 17; al. The event is pictured as growing
out of the previous circumstances indicated by JM ; a form of idea
which has become stereotyped in the ordinary construction of the
Imperf. with , consec. See Dri. Tenses, §§ 67, 68. Probably in
Kings R 0 sometimes substituted JM with Imperf. for an Imperf.
with , consec. standing in his source ; cf. eh. 8. 1 where we actually
te_c. When, as in
meet with a shortened form of the Imperf.,
eh. 8._ 12; 9. 24b; al., the Perftcl is employed with JM, the mere
occurrence of the fad seems to be dwelt upon, without special
stress upon its time relationship. G-K. § 107, 1, Rem. 1.
1 7. ':1] Properly 'supplication,' and then 'oh' or 'pray.'
The
word seems to be from ✓":1, Ar. -:;, 'to supplicate.' Others derive
from ny:i Aram. IC~ ' to ask,' and make the word a contraction
for n,:117. Cf. Targ. rendering ,11:i:i,
of 'J.1~; like,~ for,~,
Pesh: ,p J.t l ~, h~re and elsewhere.
ncy] 'W,i'k her,' i. e. 'in her company'; Lev. 25. 39 ')m' ':1
,CY j'nM 'if thy brother be waxen poor near thee'; Ex. 22. 24;
Gen. 31. 38. When used of proximity to several persons 'among'
is a fair equivalent; Judg. 18. 25 ,lc]11'1i' yc;-,,n
'make not thy
voice to be heard among us.' This use of 0)1 with persons is
closely similar to that with places noticed on eh. l. 9.
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8.
J !, with back reference to the point of departure,
'after my deliverance.' Cf. Gen. 7. 10 c,•c•n ny::i~ 'M 'and it
came to pass after seven days'; 2 Sam. 13. 23.
•n,n] Not 'except,' as usually (eh. 12. 20; Deut. 1. 36; al.),
but, with a looser connexion with what precedes, 'but on/y.' So
Deut. 4. 12 t !,,p •n,n Cl'M"l 0:lJ'M mien. Cf. the occasional nuanu
of £& p.{i, lo.11 ,.;, in N. T.; Gal. 2. 16 dMTu Bi &TI ol, 8,!lmoiircu il,,Sp_.o,
IE ;PY"'" 110p.ov, lo.11 p.,} &a fl'i1TT£0>r 'I17aoii Xp,CTToii. S. Luke 4. 25-27.
19 . .,~] 'Because'; cl,. 8. 33 ,, 1eccn• .,le'M; 15. 5; Gen. 30. 18;
2 Sam. 12. 6; .,~ •~~
31. 49; al. More precise are "V~
Ex. 19. 18; ~~ I Sam. 28. 18; "l~t; &c.
21.
p1::inec,J 'I looked carefully al.' So Isa. 14. 16t
I

,p

,ec

r,ec

m,:in•.
22. n,cec] The participle lends pictorial effect; 'was saying.'
23. n,cec necr] LXX, Luc. uv 'Arym, i. e. If)~ r;itc; scarcely so
good as MT., where the participle nearly represents the true
English present; 'this one says,' 2 Sam. 18. 27. Dri. Tenses,
§ 135, 2 end.
necn , , • necr] ' This one .•. and /Ju other'; eh. 22. 20 nr .,c~
n:,::i "ICM nn n:,::i ' and one said on this wise and another on that.'
Da. § 5.
25. ,.,tl] 'Cut in lwai'n.' So with the substantive, Ps. 136. 13
Cl"itl' ')U) Cl'
into lwo parts '; Gen. 15. 1 7.
At end of verse Luc. adds llal TlJ n8"'1"l,' dpol0>r 8lfAffr, ml Mn
aµc/JOT•pair. So Jos. This appears to be a translator's addition,
derived, as Kio. notices, from the law in Ex. 21. 35.
26. 1"11::lJ] So Gen. 43. 30; Hos. 11. 8 (with •~~ as subject).
The ground idea is' to be hot'; cf. Lam. 5. 10 ,-,c:,J .,,Jn:, 1J"\1]1.
n•cm] Here, as elsewhere, constantly in the plural, representing
the seat of compassion or affection.
MJ:l ,11] 'Over her son,' applied appropriately to the infant, but
in Gen. 43 ,ec 'towards,' with reference to grown men.
"fl'!lJ] So v. 27 ; 1 Chr. 14. 4 Cl•~,~~; but elsewhere only in
the expression M='M ,,;, three times in Job. In Syr. Jf~ is
a common form.

.,u, '
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2 7. •nn ,,,,n ntc n, i)n J Since the woman who spoke last was
the one who desired the division of the child, we must suppose
un, made a gesture to indithat the king, in uttering the words
cate that he referred to the other woman. Luc. (so LXX, omitting
,-o Coi11, Tj 'YVIICJ"'l) removes the ambiguity by reading .1&,-~ ,-o ,r,u3io,,
n Tj Y1111CU"l Tg tl,rovun .16TE ai,Tj avr& ; a mere exegetical paraphrase. Th., following Bo., supposes that the original may have
been 'IJlJ ,,~:;:i-n~ i=I? ur;, M"Jf;lk? vik ur;,, and that thus n,~N, 1nM
'Un may have fallen out by homoioteleuton. But if the LXX
translator had had these words before him, why should he have
transposed 1MM and •nn ,,,,n ?

n,

'°'"

2 8.

ttn,N n~:,n J Wisdom

sent ~ or proceeding from God.

Cf.

'It nl.:11'.1 Gen. 35. 5 ; 'N ir:,Q 2 Chr. 20. 29.
i"IC:,n is here used in the special sense of shrewdness and keen

i'nsi'ghJ into human nature.

Cf. the bearing of the term wise as
to
the
woman
of
Tekoa
2 Sam. 14. 2 ff.,· and the woman
applied
of Abel-Meholah 2 Sam. 20. 16. Upon the later development of
the term as seen in the 'Ijokhma literature' of the Old Testament,
cf. Dri. LOT., pp. 368 ff.

4. 1-6. 14. Solomon's officers of slate. H,s prosperi(y and wisdom.
Chr. 9. 26. Ch. 5. 6 = 2 Chr. 9. 25a.
4. 2. ,; "IZ'M c•-,w.,J The circumlocution has the effect of
retaining the greater definiteness which would have been sacrificed
if
had been written. Cf. note on eh. 1. 8, and Da. § 28,
Ch. 5.

1 11

=

2

,,r

Rem. 52•
r,,:,n p,iy 1:1 iii¥'1'1]1] 1;,:,n must refer to 1M¥'1'1]1 and not to

jmY, just

as elsewhere in the list, the title of the office refers to the man first
specified, and not to his father. Hence Vulg.,fi/ius Sadoc sacerdotzs,
interprets wrongly. LXX, Luc. omit tn:in, as also Jn:, in v. 5,
apparently under the impression that its usage is not to be reconciled with v. 4 c,•);,:, "IM':lNi p,iY. Pesh., Targ. follow MT. The
Chronicler, I. 5. 36, mentions an Azariah as "l~N n•:i:i liJ:P "le'N Min
c,;e,,-,,:i i"IC,w n,:i, a statement apparently misplaced from v. 35
(see Bertheau, ad /oc.), where it will refer to our Azariah who is
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mentioned as son of Ahimaaz son of Zadok. Probably Azariah
succeeded to Zadok, and exercised the office of high-priest at the
consecration of the new Temple at Jerusalem, and during far the
longer portion of Solomon's reign. We know that the statement
of v. 4b, as regards Abiathar, only holds good for a very short
period during this reign (eh. 2. 26/.), and very possibly this is also
true of Zadok, whose son Ahimaaz was a man of some experience
at the time of Absalom's rebellion (2 Sam. 15. 35, 36), and who
therefore must have been well advanced in years at the time of
Solomon's accession.
3. J)"ln•,ec] The only occurrence of this name. LXX 'E>..uitf,,
Luc. 'E'Aaa/J seem to substitute the more ordinary ~~.
M~='] LXX ~ . Luc. ~ . In I Chr. 18. 16 the same man
is called IC~~\ LXX 'IIJO'oiir, Luc. Jova-a.
In 2 Sam. 8. 17 apparently the same person appears as n:1r,
LXX 'Acni, Luc. Japalas; 2 Sam. 20. 25 Kt. M"1', Q're Kl~, LXX
•1.,a-oiir, Luc. Jovcni.
Hence-(i) The form i'M=' has only weak attestation. It is
supported by Luc. once, by LXX never 1.
(ii) The form •1.,a-oiir occurring twice in LXX cannot be original,
since it is most improbable that so ordinary a name as JnZ,,M'
should have suffered corruption. On the other hand, it is very
likely that Java-a has become corrupted into the well-known
•1.,a-oiir.

(iii) The form ~=' is supported(a) By M~=' in 1 Ki. 4. 3, the interchange of ' and , being of
constant occurrence.
(/:3) By Java-a twice in Luc.
1 It is true that this Is the form adopted io three places by Pesh., and io two
by Vulg.; but io the cue of proper names we caooot attach moch importance
to the testimony of Vulg., Pesh., Targ., since either the lists io the Heb. texts
used by these trao~lators appeared io a later form resembling that of MT., or
else some sort of arbitrary uniformity with MT. has been produced by later
haodL lo the cases to which allusion is here made, correction for the sake of
uniformity with i Sam. 8. 17 appears to have taken place.
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('y) In some degree by 'lr/croiir twice in LXX, and, as regards
the second c,, by •Ao-a in a third passage.
Hence IC~ has by far the best attestation, and may be adopted.
4. lOYM, , , 'b,'J:1'] LXX om. through oversight.
Cl'Jn::, "11'11:ltn r,,i1n] No part of the register in its original form
as an official state document. This naturally headed the list with
the name of the high-priest of the time, j:)liY l:l lrr-iry. The
insertion was made by RD or by some one still earlier who wished,
as a matter of historical interest, to notice that Zadok and Abiathar
were priests at the commencement of the reign.
5. ,rr-i11t] LXX 'Op11na, Luc. 'Op11&a seem to presuppose ~M!~"'I~
with corruption of , into , . This officer is apparently not elsewhere mentioned under either name.
iut] Only here. Luc. Zaxovp, i. e. probably ~l, a name of
frequent occurrence. Pesh. ta.:.1 in part supports this reading.
in:,] A peculiar use of the term to denote some high official
whose functions we cannot precisely determine. Cf. 2 Sam. 8. 18
'l'ii Cl1Jn::, ,,, 'J:l'I, paraphrased by the Chronicler, I. 18. 1 7 Cl'J~n
i,~. Dri. (Sam., ad /oc.) argues from the uniform use of in:,
in Heb. that the office, if possibly semi-secular and at times
extended to non-priestly men of good family, must have belonged
in the first place to the priestly class.
,~, Mfl] This anomalous punctuation of the sl. cons/r. is found
again in 2 Sam. 15. 37 '111 Mf1, and, according to Norzi, in 16. 16
in the best MSS. Kio. omits, as an exegetical gloss to explain
the difficult in:, ; but all Verss. reproduce the word.
6. n,:i,, ,, ,R:"l"INl] This is the only important official named,
vv. 2-7, whose father is not mentioned 1. Hence there is probably
some corruption of text.
LXX seem to have a triple, and Luc. a double rendering.
LXX ical 'Axrl ~" ol1eo116p.or
i. e.
n,:i,, ~J1 [,e,) 1MNl
,cm 'Elw,c cl olico"6p.or
II
n1:i,, ~, [,e,] 1N''tn
w 'E>.u,/j vlf}r Jact, brl ,,
? SIC' !:l :itc1

,~n

,it

rijr rrGTpuir
1

Verse 4b is no exception : see note.
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Luc. «al 'Axlf/>.. ol«o,of'Os
ml 'E>..IO{J 11los 'Io,afj
nrl njs OTpat"laf

i. e.

,,

M':1n

,Y [,~] !,N'MM,

? ;y :1N'' r:i ::iN'!iN'

The name ~~ which occurs in three renderings (1 is a mistake
for :i in 1N',N) appears to be the genuine form. Probably also the
two letters ,ru, which appear to occur in LXX 1, 2, Luc. 1, and in
LXX 3 under the form Ju.cl>, are a remnant of the father's name.
Hence we may conjecture

n~~:i~ [ri:J1r-ij ~~~
Th. supposes that LXX 3 (Luc. 2) are a translation of some words
which have fallen out of MT., and hence after n•::i., !,p ,R:"MNi he
would restore n~:,-,p 0~rl~ :1~'~, supposing that LXX
,rarpias read not~ for MJ10W. So Ew.
n':in ,p) Prefect of the palace, discharging the king's domestic
affairs. This office existed subsequently both in the Northern (ck.
16. 9; 18. 3; II. 10. 5) and Southern (II. 18. 18; a/.) kingdoms,
and was a position of the highest dignity, being held by Jotham the
heir to the throne of Judah after his father Azariah had been
smitten with leprosy II. 15. 5; cf. also the exalted language used
of Eliakim upon his promotion Isa. 22. 21, 22. The palace
prefect was also called r;b Isa. 22. 15; see nolc on ck. 1. 2.
c,,,:i,tc) So LXX, Luc. This form of the name, which occurs
also in ck. 5. 28, is doubtless correct. The form 1:11"1~ (2 Sam.
20. 24; ck. 12. 18; 112 Chr. 10. 18 C,"IQ) is either a contraction
or a corruption.
c,cn) The forced labour exacted by Solomon for his building
operations, according to ck. 9. 15-2 2 only from the Canaanite
nations, but according to ck. 5. 27 from all Israel. That the latter
statement is correct is proved by the unpopularity of Adoniram,
who was stoned by men of the ten tribes; ck. 12. 18. The c,r:, is
mentioned as existing at the end of David's reign, 2 Sam. 20. 24,
and is also spoken of as enforced upon the Canaanites at the
conquest of the land; Jos. 17. 13 (JE); Judg. 1. 28; al.
7. !,p M'n'

J ' It

was incumbent upon ': Ezek. 45. 17 N'~Jn

!,p,

IV. 7-ro
'll n1!,,yn n~; without M'ln Ezra 10. •• 12; 2 Sam. 18. II; al.
The Imperf: expresses the periodical nature of the duty.
inec ~] Read i,:i~~-;ll with Q're; LXX, Luc. br, rnv Iva. The
article is necessary to express the idea of distribution.
8. "'lln I:i] Correct. LXX, Luc. Bcua1p, a corruption. All twelve
officers are mentioned either by their patronymic only, or by their
particular name \\ith the addition of the patronymic, which is in no
case omitted.
9. "'lj:)"1 t:i] LXX vior 'Piixar, Luc. vL\r 'J'iixafJ, The name occurs
nowhere else, unless "'1~:p II. 9. 25 represents a contraction of iL
Luc.'s ~·:nJ is at least as probable.
ypc] Not elsewhere mentioned. LXX Ma«•p.as, i. e. apparently
"9r9 (cf. I Sam. 13. 2, 5; 14. 31 Max•,.&r), cannot be right, since
it is clear that the place must have lain, with the others belonging
to the same officer, in or about the district originally assigned to
Dan, and in the west borders of Judah. Luc. Ma;-xar, and other
Verss. support MT.
Cl':i,~] Judg. 1. 35t. r:P~ Josh. 19. •2t. One of David's
heroes is described in 2 Sam. 23. 32 as 't:1?W'i:.t,
~re,, M':I] The modern 'Ain Slums, a village about four miles
west-south-west of Jerusalem. Rob. BR. ii. 223f.
tln M':I l'"'] LXX ,cal 'E).All' loor B118>.a,.&v, Luc. ,ea, Al>.611' ;Q)fl
Bcu6..aal', read as the names of two places, doubtless correctly.
In Josh. 19. •3 ~''" is mentioned as a town of Dan, and Jln n':i
appears to have been discovered under the modern name BeilJJandn, a short distance east-north-east of Gaza. Rob. BR. ii.
35; Baed. 15_.. We may, therefore, read l~O-M'i1 i11 ~'~1; cf. v. 12
n!,,nc
iy. So Kio., Kamp.
IO. "'l!ln , , , ,on r:i] LXX vlAr ·Eur.>8, Bf/PIIO/&MOIIO'apt/1'}(4 ml
'Pr/~X•"'· This, when transliterated, upon the whole supports MT.
MT. "'l!ln rec
n::io ,; n::r,ec:i ,on r:i
LXX m11 r , ru[c]o ,; Dl"'IM:I ,on r:i
The place nl:l"'IM is not mentioned elsewhere, but may possibly
be the same as :11~ Josh. 15. 52, a city near Hebron. The Cll of

,:iec

,::i,
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LXX may easily be a corruption of n.:i of MT., and CIY"IN certainly
does not point to any known place of a different name. Since
n~0"'1; (probably the modem Farmt2k) is mentioned with n:,o in
Josh. 15. 35, it has been thought, with some plausibility, that this
place lies concealed under n,.:i,ec. So Th.
The correctness ofn:,o, which has been identified with Slzuweikelz
close to .Beil Nellff, is not to be doubted. Rob . .BR. ii. 16, 21;
Baed. 161. LXX reads J for ~. n for n , and inserts c, perhaps
a corruption of o erroneously repeated. LXX, mm is merely a transposition of ,mn, which latter seems to be correct, Josh. 12. 1 7.
Luc. Maxti v!c\r 'ExoofJqp Bqth,aµa).ov{a ml 'Ap.rixa «al rijs •apax&11G•
~ is clearly a further corruption of LXX through an attempt
to resolve it into sense. Eaoo8 Bqp- has become ExoofJqp, then Bqpis repeated under the form Bq8-, -uap.q11xa is divided into -Ca (m,)
Ap.rixa, Pqu- becomes n,s, and finally -</Japaxn11 with the .:iiJ•.:iec of
the next verse appears as ~pax&11G11aM/J.
11. ,lC'1 nE>J ,~ 'N 1.:i] 'Ben-Abinadab-all the high country of
Dor'; correct. For ,eci nE>J, cf. Josh.12. 23
n~; 11. 2 ,i'II niEIJ.
The meaning of the root '!'IJ is illustrated by Ps. 48. 3 ~\J np:
'beautiful in elrvah'on,' of Mount Zion.
LXX dllG 4,i,, is a corruption of' AfJ,~, and d.c\
of Naq>o8.
The words cmjp TafJ>..qS.i. represent n110 ~ read as n,.:io "'Ml.
Probably ,NJ was at first attached to nm by the translator, the
whole being transliterated Naq,a8a,,,,p, which afterwards came to be
divided.
MP9] With the old f. termination. So with other personal
names, both f.:-n~~ v. 15; Gen. 26. 34; n!.,~ Gen. 28. 9; 2 Chr.
11. 18; or, more strangely, m.:-~f eh. 11. 20; ~•, eh. 16. 21;
M1,i~, 1 Sam. 9. 1 ; n~?! 1 Sam. 17. 4./f.;
Gen. 26. 26. It is
noticeable that most of these names are non-Israelitish: nrnec, n•,.2
Philistine ; n.:i» probably Edomite or a Semiticized Egyptian
name like n~~~ Gen. 41. 45; n,nc Ishmaelite; and n110, n~,
if daughters of Solomon's foreign wives, probably Canaanite; Mele'.l
Gen. 26. 34 being specified as Hittite. MJ~, mentioned Judg. 3. 31;
5. 6 as the parent of ,l~, is the name of the Canaanite goddess,

,i,.

w.,

nm~
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n~~'~

Judg. 1. 33;

ni.1,rn'~ Josh. 15. 59; ni~~ Jer. 1. 1; a/.
Similarly, we find a number of place-names with this termination,
these being clearly Canaanite in origin :-nl!fl:' (perhaps a segholate termination) Josh. 13. 18; n1~ Josh. 15. 59; n~ Josh.
15. 39; II. 22. 1; MJ;l'rr~:, Josh. 16. 6; n11~ (? text obscure)
Josh. 18. 28; M'J.1~;:, Josh. 19. 12; M'J.1~ Josh. 21. 28; n,~ Josh.
19. 15; n~?O Josh. 19. 25; n~?O Josh. 21. 31; 11~1~ i,n•~ Josh.
19. 26; n~ti, Min Josh. 19. 35; n~~ Josh. 19. 44; eh. 9. 18; npf
Judg. l. 17; n#~ Judg. 7. 22; MP7J Ob. 20; ch.17. 9, 10; and
perhaps n~ 1 Sam.19. 18 (on vocalization, cf. Dri. ad /oc.) 1• Outside Palestine we have
Deut. 2. 8 ; al.; and nine in Moab,
Mesha, /. 14.
Comparing the inscriptions of neighbouring countries, it may be
noticed that both Phoenician and Aramaic afford many examples
of f. proper names in -all,, this being the regular f. termination in
Phoen. as in Moabitic: Phoen. (CIS.) n,~ Kabdath, 372, al.;
nl:MM 'Arishalh, 307, al.; nrie,,Jt 'E/i'shalh, •81, al., &c.;-Aram.
Nabathean (Euting, Nabaliii'sche Inschriflen) n•Jl Bunayyalh, 13;
Ml!C'fl Guzai' ath, 15; m•n Htnalh, 26, &c.; while Aramaic alone
yields instances of m. names with this termination ;-N abathean
(Euting) Min Qari'/alh (Aretas); nill Bagralh, 8; niclJfurrallz,
18; n!,cn Qam/alh, 7; MJ1JC Mun'alh, 6, 19; ni•l]t 'Obaidalh,
23, 2•; ni"CJ1 'Amiralh, 19 ;-Palmyrene (De Vogtie, Syrie Cmlrale) N'iM 'Odainalh, 21, a/.;-Babylon (CJS.) nicM 'Vmmadalh,
66 ;-Assyria, niniM 'Arladalh, 100. Phoenician, on the other
hand, only exhibits m. names in -alh compounded with the f. name
of the goddess n:i,c Mt1kalh, just as Aramaic abounds in m. compounds of the f. n,M 'A/lath.
12. n.20, 1JJ1M] Mentioned together as the scene of the great
battle of Deborah and Barak with the Canaanites; J udg. 5. 19.
1JJln now appears as Ta'annlJR, not far to the south-west of Zer'tn,
i. e. ~r. ,i:ic is conjectured by Rob. to be the modern Ltjj'IJn,

n;,~

1

No attempt hu been made to include or classify proper names in Chr.
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the Legio of Jos. and Eusebius, said by them to be three or four
Roman miles from Taanach. This place lies north-west of Ta'ann;Jk, and due west of Zer'fn. BR. ii. 316, 328; Baed. 227; Smith,
His/. Geogr. 386 f.
JM~ n,.:i] Also

rr

IV'"''

n,, I Sam. 31. I o, 12 ; or
2 Sam. 21. 12 ;
the Scythopolis of later times, and now, by a rather strange contraction, Beisctn to the west of the other cities, and near the Jordan.
Baed. 222; Smith, His/. Geogr. 357 ff.
MJn"\Y] Ch. 7. 46 mentioned with ni:::11~ (see note); Josh. 3. 16
said to be near D1~, i. e. probably the modern ford of ed-Dctmieh
close to Qarn $arfabeh, with which, however, tn"'IY cannot be
identified (Van de Velde, &c.) without violence to philology. 2 Chr.
4. 17 reads n,:inf for li:i1? of cl,. 7. 46; MT,lf being mentioned,
eh. 11. 26, as the home of Jeroboam in the hill-country of Ephraim.
The identification of the two places seems, however, to be doubtful
"'1.lllD "Ill] 'As far as /he other side of'; not as RV. marg. ' as
far as over against,' i. e. on flu's side qf. The former is the universal sense of the phrase used from the point of view of the
speaker or writer. Thus l:!"'I~ ~Pt;?, l:!"'l~tt "'l~J!i1 can denote either
the country to the east of Jordan, Num. 22. 1; Deut. 1. 1; Josh.
17. 5; or that to the west of Jordan, Deut. 3. 20, 25; 11. 30;
Josh. 5. 1 ; 9. 1; 12. 7; according to the position or point of view
of the user of the phrase. In Num. 32. 19 the double "'l.lJ70
does not violate the rule, but is employed by way of con/rasl, the
first being spoken from the actual position of the speaker east of
Jordan, and the second from the new point of view pictured by the
calling up before the mind of the country west of Jordan. So in
Josh. 22. 7, the phrase is used with reference to the position of
the other half-tribe on the east. See Dri. Deul. xlii.f.
D~] A place of this name is mentioned, 1 Chr. 6. 53t, as
a Levitical city in the hill-country of Ephraim. In Josh. 21. 22
(II I Chr.) the name is given as D~1P., identified by Col. Conder
(Handbooll, 417) with Tel eJ-KabtJs near Bethel. This locality
is much too far south of the cities previously named to suit the
present mention, and, besides this, the D'"'IIIN ,., has already been
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assigned (v. 8) to "'l,n J:1. This Cl~P" therefore cannot be the Cl]tCi'~
of I Chr., unless Conder's identification is wrong, and the city lay
quite in the north of the Cll"'lmc "'In. Rob. BR. iii. 115 follows AV.
in regarding the name as a corruption of Clii'li':, Josh. 21. 3-4, al.,
which he finds as Tell Qai'mt1n, south-east of Carmel. Baed. 228.
13. "'IJ1'l nc"'l:I] Cf. nole on eh. 22. 3.
After the first ,;, LXX, Luc. omit ,; • , , n,n by homoioteleuton.
n,n] ' the tent-villages '; Ar.
colltel loge/her, -;~ a group
of lmls near loge/her.
,11,l:I ••• "'l~N~ nin] So Num. 32. 40, 41; Judg. 10. 4, rightly.
Deut. 3. 14; Josh. 13. 30 (Dt) locate the villages in Bashan. See
Dri• .Deul., ad loc., who explains the origin of the mistake.
:ll"'IN ,:1n) Targ. Nl,:::i"'IC
'the region of Trachonitis,' i. e. the
modern El-Leja, a district to the south of Damascus, forming
a great lava-bed of about 350 square miles in extent. This identification seems, however, to be improbable. See Dri. on Deut.
3. 4, 5; and in .DB. Edi'n/J. s. v. Argob.
'l, ni,il Cll"'IY] ' Great cities . • . walls and bars of bronze ';
or, as we should say, 'with walls, &c.' The extension 'li m:,,n,
in loose apposition to n,,il Cl~"'IY, serves in part to describe the
cities, in part to characterize their greatness. Cf. Deut. 3. 5 ;
2 Chr. 8. 5. Dri. Tums, § 1 88, 1.
I 4• ~lMC] LXX MaaJICUfao11, Luc. '" Max•tAaµ, perhaps read
Cl~~QQ; but, as Kio. says, the n loc. can be justified by supposing
the implication of some such expression as 'appointed to M.'
15. n~,] LXX, Luc. om. through oversight.
16. "'1~] LXX, Luc. om.; but allusion to this district follows
naturally after ~,nEl.l in previous verse.
ni,i1'J No such place as n\,i is mentioned elsewhere, and
n?l!~ of cl,. 9. 18 is apparently the same as the n,11:1 of Josh. 19. 44
mentioned among the cities assigned to Dan, and so unsuitable,
since this district has already been dealt with in v. 9. LXX /,, Tfi
MaaAa, Cod. A ..
MaaA&>T, This suggests ni,~ or ni,1!91', and
accordingly Th. thinks that the country round about Acebo and
Achzib may have been known as ' the steps ' or ' ascents,' even

1.5;;.
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if the original reading of the Heh. text was not iii n~ ; cf.
Josh. 10. 10 r,,n n,:i n,:110. Against this, we have no _trace elsewhere of the use of the term in this district. Luc. QI T"jj rOMGa
seems to be merely an alteration of LXX. Gilead is dealt with
in vv. 13, 19. Kio. suggests ;,,~~. and since this tribe would
naturally be mentioned in connexion with ,e,c, ,,nDl, and i:i;n,,,
the emendation is probably correct.
19. ,11,l y,ec:i] LXX, Luc. 111 -rfi y.i r&a. Probably a mistake.
The land of Gad is rather too precise, part of the kingdoms
of Sihon and Og having been assigned to Reuben and the half-tribe
of Manasseh; Josh. 13. 21, 30 f. On the other hand, from the
wider term i11,l y,M we conclude that Geber hen-Uri had supervision of all the country east of Jordan not assigned in v. 13.
y,M:l , ~ ,nee :l'IYll] RV. 'and he was the only officer which
was in the land.' This is usually interpreted thus : As the district
was a very large one, more than one officer might have been
expected to superintend it; but as a matter of fact this was not
the case, probably because the country was rugged and thinly
populated. But this translation, together with its explanation,
would at least require M•;:JiJ
~ ,~0 :i,JfiJ MlM1, and there
are no signs of the text ever having existed in this form. LXX
ml llaa~cf, Elr '" YD 'lov«'a, Luc. Nauwl,9 QI T'U YD 'lov«'o make the
reference to be to yet one more officer who has supervision over
Judah, thus restoring the number twelve which these Verss. would
otherwise have lost through the corrupt rendering in v. 11a. But
it is strange that this officer should be thus vaguely mentioned
without record of his name, nor does Luc. appear to be correct
in viewing :l''lrl as a proper name; and besides this, having adopted
the obviously original ::i,,,:iec f:l of v. 11", we have now thirteen
officers in contradiction to the statement of v. 7.
Kio. ingeniously suggests
D,~lfiJ-,, ~p ,,;it$ ::i,J~
'and one officer was over all /he officers who were in /he land,' the
allusion being to Jnl 1::i ln'irJI who is mentioned in v. 5 as c,,::iyJn
Such a second passing notice of this official at the end of the list
would be most appropriate. The emendation is to some extent

n~

n~ ,~
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supported by Vulg., super omnia quae eranl in 11/a lerra, and may
be worthily adopted 1•
Verse 2o--c'1apler 5. J 4.
This section appears in LXX, Luc. in a form somewhat different
to MT. 4. 20; 5. r, 5, 6, and part of !I. 4 (irun , , , ncElnc)
do not appear, but are to be found in the addition at the end of
cl,. 2. 46. At the close of v. 19 of clz. 4 the text continues with
clz. 5 in the following order: fl!I. 7, 8, 2-4, g-14, after which
follow clz. 3. 1; clz. 9. 16, r 7a.. Thus the commencement of v. 7
'.2, n!iNn D':JYlM ,!,::,!,::,, hinges directly on to the section cl,. 4. 7-19
which enumerates the 0':lYl and their respective districts. This
explains n~~ of clz. 5. 7, which is otherwise anomalous. There
can be no question that the text of the section, as preserved
by LXX, is complete in itself, and bears the stamp of originality
rather than the somewhat confused account of MT. The disturbing factors in MT. appear to have been 4. 20; 5. 1, 5 1 • ·
These, which contain no very precise information, were added
probably not from a written source but from oral tradition,
by an exilic or post-exilic 9 scribe, who desired reference to the
happy times under Solomon's golden age. The insertion led
to the dislocation of 1J1J. 7, 8, causin~ them to be placed after
fJfJ. 2, 3, 4.
Probably the same band excerpted the notice about
Pharaoh's daughter and her dowry from its true position after
!I. 14, dividing it and placing part at the beginning of cl,. 3 (for
the reason given on 3. 2, 3 nole ad Jin.) and part as a sequel
to the mention of in in clz. 9. 15.
20. 'l, !,,n::,] A common simile for a very large multitude; so
exactly 2 Sam. 17. II ; cf. 1 Sam. 13. 5; Josh. 11. 4; Judg. 7. 12.
li, 1. ,e,,c ~n] The participle with the substantive verb em-

,r,

Jos. (Ant. viii. i, § 3) lirl 3i TOVT0/11 1ra>.n, 6.pxow clll'o3f3ftMTo.
Verse 6 belongs properly to ,4. 10 where it occurs in LXX, Luc. in
connexion with 11. i6.
1 Necessarily so ; for exilic hands had already been at work upon ,4. 5. 4
(IIOle) in the part which is common both to LXX. and MT.
I Cf.

1
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phasizing the idea of duralion-'was ruling'; so v. 24 'was giving,'
continuously for some long period; cl,. 12. 6; al. Dri. Tmses,
§ 135, 5.
'l, "'li"lli1 Jtl] The ideal limits of Israel's dominion; cf. Gen.
15. 18; Ex. 23. 31; Deut.1. 7; 11. 24; Josh. I. 4. "1,"Ui1 '//,e
river' always denotes n1, "'1;:t?, the Euphrates; hence Vulg.
a jlumi'ne lerrae PI,., Pesh. J..~, ~•h Jt-., t»• which make
'El rue an accus. of place, are quite wrong. 'El f"IN is an accus. of
molion /oward.r, 'to the land of the Pb.'; cf. Gen. 45. 25 f"N 1110'1
pu::,. Da. § 69b. 2 ehr. 9. 26 reads 'D f"IM ill'!,
'c ~,::JJ iin] 'Ei1m lo the boundary of Egypt.' The Cl'"'l'lltl ~
seems to be the Wady el-Arfsl,, which bounded the southern
extremity of Philistia, and is mentioned elsewhere as the southern
boundary of Palestine; d,. 8. 65; Num. 34. 5; Josh. 15. 4, 47;
Isa. 27. 12.
ci,i::,)11,. , Cl'Q:lltl] ' They brought &c.'; impersonal. er. Gen. 39. 2 2
M='lt i1'i1 Min CIQ:I Cl'e,)7 "'l='M ~::, nee ' whatsoever was done (Iii. they
did) there, he was the doer of it.' This use of the participle with
the indefinite subject unexpressed is somewhat uncommon. Cf.
Dri. Tenses, § 135, 6.
nnm] 'Tribute'; so II. 17. 3; Judg. 3. 15, 17; 2 Sam. 8. 2, 6.
Elsewhere the word has the more general sense of a present
brought voluntarily to gain favour in the eyes of the recipient;
II. 8. 8; 20. 12 ; Gen. 32. 14. As a sacrificial term the word
in P denotes //,e meal-offering. er. further, cl,. 18. 29 note.
3. 'Jl""IJ ' Pasture '; a /1,ra~ ).ry. The common word is i1f1i;>.
According to the vocalization of "'I~~ sl. abs., '117 stands in apposition, defining the class under which these cattle fall ; 'meadow-fad
ea/lie.' Dri. Tenses, § 188, r.
"'11CM'1] LXX, Luc. om.
Cl'C,::,N 1:11"'1:1"'1:1] '::, is a ll1r~ ).ry, The root c:iec is seen again
in Prov. 15. 17, c,::,ec "'11=' 'a stalled ox,' the substantives ~
'stall,'. Isa. 1. 3; Prov. 14. 4; Job 39. 9; and ~~ 'granary,'
Jer. 50. 26t. All Verss. give the sense of fatted or selected fowls,
without specifying the kind; Kimi.ii capons, Ges. geese (from "'1"'1:1,
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to be pure or white), Th. guinea:fowls (an onomatop. from the cry
of these birds).
-4. "'lmn "'1::1)1] 'The ollur side if the river '; referring to Solomon's
dominions to the west of the Euphrates. The phrase, as in
Ezra 4. 101 II, 16, 17, 20 i 5, 3, 6 i 6. 6, 8, 13 j 7, 21 1 25 j 8. 36 i
Neh. 2. 7, 9; 3. 7, implies an ex,1ic standpoint. The passage,
therefore, is an insertion later than the redaction of the book
by the pre-exilic R O ; but not so late as the dislocation caused
by the insertion of 4. 20; &c. See note ad loc. On the other
hand, the phrase as used in eh. 14. 15 (R 0 ); Josh. 24. 2, 3, 14, 15;
2 Sam. 10. 16; II I Chr. 19. 16t; cf. Isa. 7. 20 ("'10~ "'.\1¥~) denotes
the country east of Euphrates, from a western standpoint.
"'lmn • , , nCDJ"lt)] The omission in LXX, Luc., though perhaps
marking the words as an insertion later than the main part of the
v., and by the same hand as 4. 20; &c., may, on the other hand,
be merely due to homoioteleuton, the scribe's eye passing from
the first "'IMJM "'1::1)1 to the second.
,""1::1]1 !,:,t)J 'Upon all sides of him.' So Jer. 49. 32 ,...,:i]t !,:)!:)
D"l"M nM M1:1M; cf. Ex. 32. 15 DMl"'l::1)1 1JW 01::in:i nh~. The text
'
...
of Van der Hooght reads ,li:iy, a scriptural error unconfirmed
by any Cod. or Vers.
5. 'l, UDl nnn] An idiom expressive of pastoral prosperity ;
Mic. 4. 4t; cf. Zech. 3. 10; II. 18. 31.
)1::1~ "'1110 "'IP, tit)] The standing phrase to express all the
territory of Israel between the north and south limits; Judg. 20. 1 ;
r Sam. 3. 20; 2 Sam. 3. 10; 17. 11; 24. 2, 15t. f"'I "'IJt, lt:1=' "'ll!Qt)
occurs in I Chr. 21. 2; 2 Chr. 30. 5t.
6. 'l!,M D1J1:1"'1M] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ.; and Luc. in 10. 26.
LXX in 10. 26 T•rrrrapn x&>.ui3rs, and so 2 Chr. 9. 25 D1D!iM MJ1:1"'1M.
The smaller number is adopted by Ew., Th., and· others, and
is perhaps more likely to be correct.
nnM] m1~ II 2 Chr. 9. 25; nt)"'l:i, Mt)M:J !,:,!, ni;~ 2 Chr. 32. 28t.
'Stalls'; Ar.
and
Aram. Ct:l, corresponding e. g. to
~ Isa. 1. 3; and to !/>o"'I S. Luke 2. 7.
7. Ml~] ' Omitted'; Pi'el only here. Elsewhere Niph'al, 'be

<S;l

{s};
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missing,' six times. In AI.)' is used of a sheep lagging behind
the rest of the flock.
8. Cl~ • •• Cl,,!Mm] 'And the barley, &c., they used to bring unto
the place to which it might pertain.' The subject of rrrri is
f:utm 1:1,,JMM, naturally thought of collectively. Each officer had
in his month to supply the different ~'l;;a ~, to which allusion
is made in en. 10. 26. So Kio., RV. marg. 2; &c. LXX, Luc.,
Vulg. supply 1J?t:i as subject of n•n•, and this is followed by RV.
marg. 1. It seems clear, however, that the word supplied is
merely a wrong explanatory gloss on the part of the translator.
The business of the ci•:iJJ can scarcely have been to follow the
king from place to place with fodder for the limited number
of horses which he might have with him.
For the nuance of the imperf. n•rri cf. Dri. Tenses, § 38 /3.
r.,~] RV. 'swift steeds.' From the contrast to ci•o,o the word
seems to denote some special kind of horse, whether used for riding,
Est. 8. 10, 1-4, or for chariots, Mic. 1. 13t. In Pesh. U:ii is the constant equivalent of o,c, when used as a collective sing., or in the pl.
9. :i, :im] 'Breadth of heart.' :i, is here used as the seat
Cll,
of the intellect; cf. Job 12. 3 ~ •::i:iec ,m ec, 1:1::iu,::i
and 2-4; Jer. 4. 9; the expression :i.? "'ll;)Q 'devoid of intelligence,'
peculiar to Prov., where it occurs eleven times, 7. 7; al. (niJtll:I "'ll;)Q
once as a variation 28. 16); and the common phrase :i.71:1;,_Q
Ex. 31. 6; al.
With our phrase cf. Ps. 119. 32 •:i, :i•mn •::i )"l"'IM i•n,m 1"'1,,
'l, "n::i] Here the figure is suggested not, as in cli. 4. 20, by
the innumerable grains, but by the vastness of the level expanse.
10. ciip •:i:i] In Gen. 29. 1 this expression is used of Mesopotamia, but elsewhere, Judg. 6. 3, 33; 7. 12 (coupled with r,,c]l'I r,D);
Isa. 11. 1-4; Jer. 49. 28 (II "'11?.); Ezek. 25. -4, 10 (CIM'n,"'l•C 'their
lmls,' mentioned v. -4) ; Job 1. 3t, the phrase denotes the Arabian
tribes to the east of Israel, and spreading as far as the Euphrates.
So also, while ciir, ,,"'In Num. 23. 7 (II 1:11~) are the mountains
of Mesopotamia, ciir, )'"'IN Gen. 25. 6 is the land into which
Abraham sent the Cl•~~~•~:i •~, previously enumerated aa Arai,

:i:i, ''
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tribes, and e,p,, "'IM Gen. 10. 30 seems to be the Arabian hillcountry called en-Ne_jd stretching eastward from Qaq,ramaul.
Thus Solomon's wisdom seems to be compared, not with the wisdom
of the Chaldeans, who were chiefly known as astrologers, but with
that of the Arabs, whose country, as Ke. points out, is the fatherland
of proverbial wisdom. Agreeable to this is the mention, ck. 10, of
the visit of the queen of Sheba in south-west Arabia, who came
to test Solomon's wisdom with hard enigmas. So Ke., Ew., Th.
e""'lm nc:in] The wisdom of the e~~1tl, men of the priestly
class who employed themselves in the study of hieroglyphics,
astronomy, and magic; Gen. 41. 8 ; Ex. 8. 3, 14 ; al; Ebers,
Aegyplen, p. 34-4 .f. Cf. also Isa. 19. II; Acts 7. 22.
11. 'l, •mncn tn'M] The four (J71' for J1i"'li; but Codd., Luc.,
Pesh., Targ. agree with Kings) are mentioned with ""'IC? 1 Chr. 2. 6
as sons of m-l the son of Judah by Tamar, Gen. 38. 30. So
Targ. interprets •mnc,, as mr ~- In I Chr. 15. 17, 19 a Heman
and an Ethan appear with Asaph as appointed by the Levites
to be precentors in the temple, the three representing the families
of Kohath (1 Chr. 6. 18), Merari (1 Chr. 6. 29), and Gershom
(6. 24-28) respectively. In I Chr. 25. 1 1c•n and ru,M~ (cf. 1 Chr.
16. 41, 42; 2 Chr. 5. 12; 35.' 15; apparently tl1e same as tn'M)
are mentioned as 'l' nii~;,~ e•~;:i, and in v. 5 tc•n is called
~n,Mi, ""'l:ii:i i!icn n1n. Ps. 88 is ascribed in the title to •mrMn IC'M,
Ps. 89 to •mncn tn'M, Pss. 39, 62, 77 to r,n,'1'. Hence the
chronicler distinguishes Ethan and Heman, the sages of the tribe
of Judah, from Ethan and Heman the musicians, who were Levites;
and further, his statement that they were sons of Zera}.! need not
conflict with that of Kings, ' sons of l\fal}ol,' since Zera!}, as is
suggested by the title •mncn, may have been the remoter ancestor,
Ma\iol the immediate father. On the ot):ier hand, the author of
the Psalm titles, in naming his men Ezral}ites, seems to be introducing a·confusion between the Levites and the Judaeans.
,c~] 'His name,' i. e. his fame; cf. the phrases e!?
~,Sam .. 7. 9; al.;
n:;:a Isa. 55. 13; et,:, '!?tlt Gen. 6. 4;
cf. Num. 16. 2; e!?
Job 30. 8.
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12. n'E'] ,,c, is never elsewhere used as a collective. Hence
Kio. reads ''1~ "~• supposing that the scribe's eye was caught
by the similar '1W '"" in the previous line.
Me'0l'I] LXX, Luc., several Codd. Vulg. presuppose n~Q
Cl'~~- This latter, as a round number, seems preferable.
13. Cl'~n] As a general rule the sing. collective denotes growing
trees, the pL pieces of wood, logs, or timber, as e. g. in fl, 2 2 ;
cl,. 15. 22. When in classical Hebrew the pl. is used of living
trees, there seems to be some emphasis, however slight, upon the
different f/ari'eh'u. So here, Judg. 9. 8 ./f. Uotham's parable), and
perhaps Isa. 7. 2 1•
Elsewhere the pl. use appears to be late or poetical; Isa. 44. 14;
Ezek. eight times; Joel 1. 12, 19; Song of Sol. 2. 3; 4, 14;
Ps. 96. 12; HI Chr. 16. 33; Ps. 104. 16t.
14. 1l\ •::,~ !,::, MNtl] ' Deputed by all the kings, &c.'; so exactly
2 Sam.15. 3
MMC,, rN ]1Cl&1\ RV.' there is no man deputed
of the king to hear thee.' Ew. makes ',n MM0 a closer definition
of Cl'CJm !,::,c 'specially some from among all kings, &c.' For this
sense it would be more natural to read re simply without MM 1,
and even so the expression would be rather strange.
Luc. inserts ml l'Aaµ{3m,, Bi>pa before MNt>, and similarly Pesh.
lbia.o Jooi ~ o , i.e. ntqt;') ~ adopted by Klo., Hoo., and
very probably correct. The reception of rich presents would be
one mark of the prosperity of an ideal eastern monarch; cf.
e. g. Ps. 72. 10.

,,ec,

,~n

,1

li. 15-7. 51. Solomon's 6ui1di'ng operations; cmejly, the conslrucli'on

of /1,e Temple and its /urni'lure.

CM. 5. 15-7. 51 supply the basis of 2 Chr. 1. 18-5. 1.
15. cii•n] The name is contracted from Cl;'':'~ ' brother of the
1 J01h. 10. 26, 27 '.n C'ff n-ecr, ~ c',:,,i i1 probably no exception. The
meaning seems to be • five gi.6/Jets,' and, in addition, the numeral influences the
use of the pl
1 l'IMD 'from pronmity wit!,' (see He/J. Lez., Ox!., p. 86) is too closely
specific of locality to be used in 111ch a IICl1le as this.
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lofty One,' a form which occurs as a Heb. name, Num. 26, 38.
The same contraction in Phoenician is seen in the names n::i,cn
.Qi'mikal, for n:i,cnec ' brother of Milcat'; n:i,cnn .Qothm,1,al,
for n::,,cnnec 'sister of Milcat.' So in Heb. '~'" for '~'".'li ck.
16. 34. The form 01\n occurs in 2 Chr. 2. 2, 10, 11 ; al.: cf. the
Kt. 18; '~'t;>Q Kt., X,\CQ
variants ~~,;i~ 1 Sam. 25. 3, al.,
Q're II. 23. 31, 24. 18; ,,,~, Gen. 32. 31, ,~, v. 32; 01'~
eh. 16. 34, Assyr. Abu-ra-mu, COT. ii. 479.
i,c, •• ,
,tc] LXX (Luc. "rOii) XJXa-a, ,-c\111 z. merely represents a corruption of MT., which latter is supported by other Verss.
,nee] Emphatic by position: 'they had anointed him',· perhaps
with reference to the events of ,h. 1.
1M':1M nnn] LXX, Luc. dw, .1aw21' ,-oii ,ra,-pc\r awoii, correct, as
being more circumstantial. The immediate mention of the name
,.,, in the next sentence favours its inclusion here also.
,,,, , , , :inec] er. eh. 2. 39 note.

,~~Cli v:

~,c,

Cl'C'M ,:i] ' All the days,' with the implication 'all his days.' So
very frequently in preference to the use of the suffix 1'9:-''i', ~i',
&c.; eh. 12. 7; 14. 30; II. 13. 3; Gen. 43. 9; 44. 32; 2 Sam.
13. 37 b; al. In I Sam. 1. 28 we have the expanded phrase
n,n "'IE'N Cl'C'n
Upon the phrase Cl'C'i"I
used absolutely
(Deuteronomic) in the sense 'continually,' cf. eh. 9. 3 note.
16-19. These verses have, in their present form, been amplified
by R 0 upon the lines of 2 Sam. 7. On v. 17 ,, orie,, n':i n,J:i, cf.

,:i.

,h. 3. 2 note; v. 19

,:i

,cr&b n,:i.,

nJ:l' tc'li, 2 Sam. 7. 13;

v. 18

nnin

,n,ec ,, M'Ji"I 2 Sam. 7. 1, 11; cf. Deut. 12. 10; 25. 19;
Josh. 21. 42; 23. 1 (D2 ), and also Deut. 3. 20; Josh. 1. 13, 15;
22. 4 (both D 2).
17. ,,n,ec] LXX, Luc. ,-oii 8f6r µov, an error.
'l1 ,~c:, "'IW ncn,cn] The speaker, in using ncn,c., /1,e stale
of warfare, has implicit in his mind Cl';i:k~ the enemies, who were
its cause, and so immediately passes into the pl. \n~9, and is able
to continue Dt'N '' M iJt. Cf. Judg. 5. 7 )'T'\!l
(government
for governors). This manner of thought is illustrated by the less
.l'::100 ,,

,,,n
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extreme case Isa. 25. 3 11K"l'' D1Ml1 D'U- 11..'ll? (where the thought
of the sing. n,;p is lost in the idea of the Cl~ who inhabit it), and
by the common use of a sing. collective for a pl. Cf. Ew. § 317b;
Da. § 17.
LXX, Vulg., Pesh. render ncn,c., by a pl. 'wars'; Luc. ni•
,ro'A~,.lo,11, Targ. tO"II' •i:ip paraphrase 'enemies.' From this latter
Klo. would emend ffl;)O~ '!?tlt; but this is unnecessary, and also
out of accord with Heb. idiom, the phrase always denoting members of Israel's 1 standing army, never their foes. The expression
'Jin n,cn,c ~K 2 Sam. 8. 10 (II I Chr. 18. 10) is different.
,,l., n,~ nnn] er. Mal. 3. 21.
18. Jt:l!t'] Illustrated by cl,. 11. 14, 23, 25; 1 Sam. 29. 4.
J1"I JllDJ 'Evil chance'; Eccl. 9. 11 t c,:::i nee n~ JllDl np •time and
chance encounters all of them.'
is something which meets one;
cf. the use of the verb, 1 Sam. 10. 5 Cl'Kl:I ,:in MJllDl; Am. 5. 19 ; al.
19. n-u:i, "ICM] 'I purpose lo build.' So Ex. 2. 14 nntc ,mn,n
"ICM; 1 Sam. 30. 6; 2 Sam. 21. 16; Ezr. 20. 8; Ps. 106. 23.
Similarly in the sense 'promise lo,' cl,. 8. 12 1:::11,, "ICM; II. 8. 19.
With the meaning ' command lo ' the phrase occurs 2 Sam. 1. 1 8 ;
2. 26; and very frequently in late Heb., 1 Chr. 13. 4; 15. 16;
Est. 1. 1 o ; Dan. 1. 3, 1 8 ; 2. 2 ; al. ,· and in the Aramaic of Dan.

l1~,

2. 12, 46; 3. 13, 19; 5. 2.
20.

ffl"ll'l ~ ]

'Command and let them hew,' i. e.' command

that they hew ',· the voluntative with weak , expressing regularly
the purpose of the previous act. Dri. Tenses, § 62.
D'T"IK] LXX, Luc. E{,>.a, i. e. D'f)!, probably a correction in view
of the fact that (v. 22) J.:Iiram supplied Solomon not merely with
Cl'TiK 'Yl7 but also with D'"1"1l 1YJ7. _Cedar wood, as the most
important necessity, may very well be specially mentioned.
21. mn'] Luc. ,wpws 6 S.As T"ov 'Ia-pmj>.. So 112 Chr. 2. 11; Klo.,
Hoo. As Klo. remarks, the expression
m,i, is more

,N"I~ '"'N

1 Joel 4. 9 is the only passage where the phrase is used of foreign armies;
and here too the 'Q."1 '1:r.lM are spokm of, not as la-rael's foes, but from the point
of view of the cru themselves.
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appropriate in the mouth of l;liram than mr,, only. Vulg. Domimu
Deus preserves part of the original text.
22. ~n ;::i nN il"N] So 'D, 23; and of doing one's own
pleasure, Isa. 46. 10; 48. 14; 58. 13t.
23. n,.,::ii] &1r~ >-..,,. LXX, Luc. rrx-aw, Pesh. J.aa,(, Targ.
rol"'IU,; 'r<iftr' or 'jloals.' This meaning agrees with the following
0'f!JB11 'I will break them up'; cf. Ps. 2. 9; Jer. 48. 12. Vulg.
in ralibtu is a guess from the context.
In 112 Chr. 2. I 5 nhbf1, a &aE >-..,,. of doubtful derivation, is used.
24.

fnJ

DM'M

'"'1] er. 'D,

I nole.

25. 'l' rru M0;="1] The subject is intentionally emphasized so
to throw the sentence into antithesis with 'D, 24 rru 0,.,,n ,r,,,.
er. clz. 10. 10, 13 fru n0;re, ,~,, , , , ,~; fM' i 12. 29 nN C~
r,::i rru ,men ntt1 ;N n,::i::i ,rncn ; 18. 42 n;y ,n,;N, , , • :mrnc n~ ;
22. 20b n::i::i "'lt>N nn. n:,:i nr "'10N'1; Gen. 4. 2, 3, 4; 36. 4. See Dri.
Tenses,§ 160, Obs., who calls this variation in order,' the Hebrew
equivalent to µa ... a, of the Greeks.'
For n?~~~ Isa. 9--4, 18t, with assimilation of the weak
cons. N. Sta. § 112, 1, Rem. 2 quotes as parallels M\C~N~f for

as

n?~]

~9t;t~f Isa. 27. 8; Ml'=!~ for mN"tnN from MN"t (or a redup. of the
sylL N"t) Isa. 38. 15; 'J'J:!M~ for 'IJ'J:!N~~ Ezek. 39. 2. More
frequent is the dropping of the quiescent N with a lengthening of
the preceding vowel; so n1b9 for n1~~ Ezek. 20. 37; l''I\C for
l'~tc Job 32. 11; al. G-K. § 24, 3; § 68, 2, Rem. I; Sta. 112, 1.
ft)lt' "'l!l 0""1"] The "'l!l was a dry measure, and the quantity
specified is much too small. We must follow LXX, Luc. (and
Pesh. for the numeral), and read fW ~ ~?~ C'i"f; cf. 2 ehr. 2. 9.
So Jos., Th., Kio., Kamp.
n'n!l ftllt'] 'Bea/en oil,' obtained by the pounding of the olives
in a mortar. This is specified for the lamp of the Tabernacle,
Ex. 27. 20; Lev. 24. 2; and to form part of the "'li'l nro0 and
l"'ll7 nro0, Ex. 29. 40; Num. 28. 5 t.
nJ!t'l mre,] So Lev. 25. 53 ; Deut. 15. 20; al. 'Year by year,'
properly, 'year for year,' the meaning being that what was done
in one year exactly corresponded to that which was done in others.
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CC. clz. 10. 25 Ml~ MlZ' ,;i~. Heb. Lex., Oxf., p. 90 11, compares
0\'f ~• in very late Heb., Neh. 8. 18; 1 Chr. 12. 23; al.; 0''f 0\,S
1 Sam. 18. 1ot; 011llf 011~~ Num. 24. 1; Judg. 16. 20; al.; ~h

~hf I

Chr. 27. 1 t.
26. '' ,::i, it'tC] er. clz. 8. 20 ,,
'D. 56
!,:,:, ;
v. 53. The idea and phrase are those of D ; cf. Deut. 1. 2 1 ; 6. 3 ;
9. 3; al.; Dri. Deul. lxxxi, who cites from D fifteen occurrences
of (!,) ,, ,::i, ,~:,, besides instances from the compiler of Judg.,
Josh. Thus the whole of v. 26 11 must be assigned to R0 ; and
this is confirmed by the fact that the back-reference seems to be
not so much to the original narrative of the vision at Gibeon,
where Solomon's request is not for 1"10:ln precisely but for ~ ::i!,
'l, r:i.,!, '10l1 nM t:I~ (clz. 3. 9; cf.v. 11), as to R0 's own addition
(v. 12) which states Yahwe's definite promise of a 1'!1" 55n ::i!,.
27. ~] 'Brought up' or 'raised' a forced levy. So clz. 9. 15
n!,J1l"I ,~ oc.,; cf. v. 21 ,?.~ oc!, , , • o,P"!.
28. n,D,,n , , , on,~,] 'He sent them i'n relays.' 'n is an
accus. of manner or condition, a usage very common in Heb.,
whether the accus. be a substantive, adjective, or participle. Such
an accus. may determine either the oij«I, as here; clz. 20. 18 o,~
o~n ' take them alive ' (as living ones); or the su/Jjecl; II. 5. 2 OiM\
o,i,il ,JICYI ' and Aram went forth in bands '; 18. 37 o•il!l •inip.
Da. § 70; Dri. Tenses, § 161, 2, 3. Instances of this accus. of state
referring to a genitive are noticed clz. 1. 41.
nu:i•,n] For the meaning cf. Job 10. 17 IIC!1YI n,D,!,n 'a host in
delachmenls or relays.' Similar is Job 14. 14 i]1 !,~IIC 'IIC!l'lr •c• !,:,
•n11•!,n IIC\!1 ' all the days of my warfare would I wait, until my relief
should come,' the figure being that of a soldier at his post.
,n•::i::i] We should expect \n•~ ~ltt as in Ezek. 8. 12 ; al. Hence
we must suppose either that Z"llt has fallen out, or, with Th., that
it is implicit in ,n•::i::i. Klo.'s 011~, which he restores from the
free rendering of LXX, Luc. b, 'l"Ois of«ms awi11, is an impossibility
in g9od Heb. style.
29. 'fQ MZ'l] Lit. 'bearing as porters,' or 'bearers, porters,'
)fQ being in apposition to IICZ'.l. LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. read

i::i, ,~;

i::i, ,~
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'bearing !Jurdens.' 2 Chr. 2. 1, 17, based upon this verse,
omits Nt'l and reads
~ll;C,
The relationship of this 70,000 + 80,000 to the 30,000 of V1J. 2 7,
28, is obscure. According to 2 Chr. 2. 16, 17 the former consisted of 'the strangers that were in the land of Israel.' Probably
vo. 29-32 are from a different source to vv. 27, 28. So Ew., Sta.;
the latter noticing that i,~,n of r,, 28 is in v. 29 called ii"Li.
30. n,Nc
C'El'N n~] LXX "Pfir xa>.,aBfr «al IEa,c&u,oi, in
agreement with 2 Chr. 2. 1, 17, and probably genuine. So Th.,
Klo. Th.'s attempt to divide the 31600 into the 701000+ 80,000
150,000 of v. 29, + 30,000 of v. 28
180,000, thus assigning
fifty workmen to each overseer, seems to be unlawful ; since it
places the 30,000 Israelites upon the same footing as the 150,000
strangers, and, in supposing that the overseers had charge of the
work of the former, is neither consonant with the statement of
a Chr. 2, nor with the view that v. 28, vv. 29.ff. are portions of
different documents.
Luc. for the second number gives fflTIIIC&uw,, Cod. A ,romu:&uw,.
31.
,'!M] LXX om., probably owing to the transposition
noticed below. Luc. ml lllfT1IAaT"o cS {Jau&>.rvr T"oir &f>xouuw, i. e.
c,;i,,!,, scarcely improves MT., and is probably merely an exegetical addition.
In LXX, Luc. vv. 31, 32• are placed after v. 32b, eh. 6. 1. Sta.
points out that this gives a bad succession, because the command
to prepare the stone in the fourth year follows the statement in
5. 17 (LXX) that the hewing of stones and timber had been going
on for three years. He also notices that in vv. 31, 32a, 32b MT.
Jrll>M, ,oil, r:,n naturally follow one another in appropriate order.
32. C'~~IJl] Difficult. As the word stands it has been taken
in two senses(i) • The stone-squarers.' So apparently Targ. N',:n.,,N,, Pesh.
Jb"1lo 1, and hence AV. However, the word is not used else-

,,!;)

½!;).

="~

=

=

,,en

1 The derivation is doubtful.
Levy thinks the word a tranaposition from the
Gk. lr,oAa/Jos, while Jensen, ZA. vii. 218, explains by the A;.syr. /Jargulu.
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where in Heb. with such a meaning, and if it be adopted we must
suppose that the , is employed for closer specification, 'namely,'
which is improbable.
(ii) 'The Gebalites.' So Vulg. Giblii, RV., Ges., Ke., Ew., Kamp.
The , must then mean 'and especially,' the men of Gebal being
particularly singled out from among the servants of J:Iiram. But,
as Th. remarks, no one has as yet succeeded in explaining why
they should receive such special notice.
Hence it seems probable that we have here a corruption, and
that we must look for some verb following upon the preceding
'00El1, . So LXX «al lfJa"Aa• alm>vr, Luc. «al MfJaAo• alm>vr. Th.
restores 0~,~.!1 ' and they bordered them w,"fk grOO'IJed edges,' and so
substantially Kio. °'~~1'.11- Th.'s emendation is favoured by Sieg.
u. Sia.,· Heb. Lex., Oxf., and may be adopted.
n1:i., n,,:i,] LXX omits and reads instead Tpia m,. Luc. Tp,uh,
lnuw •lr n,11 ol«oaop,}• Toii of«ov. This addition is favoured by Tb.,
who thinks that without it v. 32b is rointless, and supposes that
three years' preparation of stone and timber preceded the commencement of the building, cl,. 6. 1, in order that the work might
go on without interruption. On the other hand, Sta., Klo. regard
the words as a false inference from 6. x. The former points out
that even supposing that a very short time elapsed between the
commencement of Solomon's reign and his intercourse with l;Iiram,
yet, notwithstanding, a longer time than three years is needed for
the hewing of the timber in Lebanon and its conveyance to
Jerusalem. Sta. thinks also that the long duration of the work
of building is not to be understood, if at the commencement stone
and timber were already prepared. On these grounds MT. seems
to be preferable.
8. x. As has been noticed above, LXX inserts this verse before
ftl. 31, 32• of cl,. 5. In its place we now have cl,. 6. w. 37, 38•
which give the dates of laying the foundation of the Temple and
of its completion. W ellh. ( C. 2 6 7) remarks that these latter verses
in MT. break the continuity between 6. 36 and 7. 1-12, while in
the position which they occupy in LXX they completely supersede
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MT. which holds the ' very unfortunate position' above mentioned. Hence he concludes that v. 1 is the work of a later editor
who relegated vv. 37, 38• to their present place in MT. to make
room for his addition, and that LXX represents the original text 1•
This will account for the position of v. 1 in LXX, the late addition
having been first written in the margin of a MS., and afterwards
incorporated in the text as best it could be. As a mark of the
different authorship of v. 1 Wellh. notices that it uses rnn where
vv. 37, 38• have m,; 'Jv.t rnn., N'IM ,r rrtnl standing in place
of 'Jv.t rnnn ~m, ,r m':i.
Another consideration favours the lateness of this verse. The
number 480 appears to be not strictly historical, but to be a round
number obtained, as recognized by Bertheau and Noldeke, from
40 x 12, forty years being regarded as the approximate length
of a generation 1, and frequently occurring in Judges in descriptions
of the duration of periods of peace or oppression 5• Attempts
have been made so to arrange previous chronological notices that
they may together correspond to this given period'; but no scheme
has been entirely successful.
Now· it is at least conceivable that the author of our verse
may have been influenced by that fondness for the construction
of artificial peI'M>ds of similar length exhibited by the chrono-

11. 1

1 Sta. agrees with Wellh. that v. I is a late insertion, but refuses to regard
the position of 'll'll. 37, 38• in LXX as original, on the ground that a notice
as to the completion of the building is out of place at the commencement, the
expressions me-am 'r.)',,
pointing backward to a previous description.
This argument scarcely seems to carry conviction.
• So in s. Matt. 1. 17 ,l,rc} rijr p.ET0<1m,lar Ba/311Awvos flllf TOV ltptCTTov ")'E•ftll
311111Tiaaapn, 40 x 14 = 56o, approximates very fairly to the real length of the
period-586 years.
• So of the peace enjoyed after the victories of Othniel (3. 11), Deborah
(5. 31), Gideon (8. 28), Ehud (3. 30) eighty yenrs, i.e. 40 x2; and of the
Philistine oppression (13. 1). Samson's judgeship (16, 31) twenty years, is
half a generation. Cf. the periods assigned for Eli's judgeship ( 1 Sam. 4. 18),
and for the reigns of David (2 Sam. 5. 4) and Solomon (1 Ki. 11. 42).
' Cf. Wellh. Prolepmena, 230/. Jos. states the number of years to have

,.,l, ~:,~

been 492.
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logist in S. Matt. 1. 17, and may thus have purposely approximated the length of the little-known period from the Exodus
to the building of the Temple to the chronology of some subsequent period for the knowledge of which he possessed available
•
sources.
U then we start from the commencement of Solomon's Temple,
and add together the years of the reigns of the kings of Judah
as given by R 0 , we obtain the following result:Solomon (40 - 3 years before the commencement of the Temple)
Rehoboam.
Abijam
Asa
Jehoshaphat
Jehoram •
Ahaziah
Athaliah
Jehoash
Amaziah
Azariah
Jotham

Ahaz
Hezekiah
Manasseh
Amon
Josiah
Jehoahaz
Jehoiakim .
Jehoiachin.
Zedekiah

37

I. 11. 42.

17

14. 21,
15. 2,
15. 10,
22. 42.

3

41
25

8 II. 8. 17.
I

6
40
29
52
16
16
29
55
2
31
II

.

II

Total

-

8. 26.
11. 3·
12. 2.
14. 2.
15. 2,
15.
16.
18.
21,
21.
22.
23.
23.
24.
24.

33·
2.
2.
I,

19.
I,

31.
36.
8.
18.

430

To this 430 add the fifty years of the Babylonian exile, and
we have from the commencement of the Temple down to the
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return from Babylon a second period of 480 years 1 which may
be fairly considered as having determined the duration assigned
to the former period. Thus r,. 1 appears to be the work of
a po.r/-exilic editor, the same no doubt as will later on come into
prominence through the insertions made by him under the
influence of the Priestly Code•.
The reading of LXX, /11 T'f nuuapa1eo'"'P 1eal T'ffpa1COO'IOOT¥ m,,
is a mistake, but cannot be explained with Th., following Winer,
ii. 3 2 7, nolt 2, as arising from a confusion of El = 80 with o = 40.
In ancient Hebrew writing the method of expressing numeration,
in cases where the number was not fully written in words, was
most probably a system of strokes and similar signs, such as we
find in Phoenician inscriptions. We have not the slightest evidence
to prove that the comparatively late system of expressing numbers
by means of letters was ever adopted in Hebrew MSS. of OT.
Luc. agrees with LXX as to the position assigned to vv. 37, 38•
in place of v. I I but continues ICal +coa&,,,.,,ua CM"OII ,,, ma mu,,,, ,cal
,;1eoa&p, ro11 oLco11 T'¥ rcvpllj>, i. e. vv. 38b, 1b. This has obviously
been added to Luc. by a later hand, both sentences in MT.
belonging to the author of v. 1•.
2. ~"Ille note C'W] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ., and 2 Chr. 3. 3 (MT.
and all Verss.). LXX, Luc: T'fuuap<i,collT'R p.ij1eor aln-oii, the translator
apparently fancying erroneously that the reference is to the !,:::,,n
or Holy Place, exclusive of the "1':::I.,, and so altering the text
from v. 17.
C'"IZ.,,,] Read note C'"IZ.,,, with LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh.
. ,ncip ncec C'n] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ.; but LXX, Luc. 1eal
rron 1eal ,f«ou, /11 1171xn T'o ~~ CM"oii. In 2 Chr. 3. 3, and in the
description of the dimensions of Ezekiel's Temple (41. 2), there
is no record of the height.
3. ~ ')El !,31] 'Upon the face of the breadth,' i. e. corresponding
lo ii; but n'jn ')El !,31 means simply ' btfort the house.'
1
1

Thi& has been already noticed by Sta. 1 G1s. i. 88ff.; Kau., Abriss, 17~.
And therefore elsewhere cited as RP.
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um ~ ,w] LXX omits through oversight.
After v. 3, LXX, Luc. insert v. 14 ml ,;,«,aoµ..,rrn n\i, ol«o• ml
ITVllff'lA,rra awo11.
In spite of what Kio. says to the contrary,
it seems to be clearly inconsistent to mention the completion
of the house before the details as to its roofing, side-chambers, &c,
LXX order is therefore to be rejected.
4. er,;,~ 0•~~~ •~i~O] 0•~ (only again in 7. 4 1) probably
means 'frawus,' the reference being to the beams or stones which
were fitted together to form the outline of the window. 'I~ 0~1
( 7. 5t) doubtless signifies • square in framwork '; 'li'!t' denoting
the beams or stones which formed the sides and lintel of the
doorway; 'Ii~ (Ex. 12. 7, 22, 23t) is the lintel or portal; and
the Talmudic '11~ has the same meaning 'lintel.' Ar. ~
means lo roof a building wi'llz a vaulted roof, ~ an arched
or vaulled roof, the original signification probably being that
assigned by Ges., to bend down, incline 1, then, to place upon,
especially applied to beams, and so, to joist or construct with
beams. 0t:IN is again applied to windows Ezek. 40. 16; 41. 16, 26;
and is used in the expression i~ 0!;)ic 'stopping his ear,' Prov.
~6
21. 13; Isa. 33. 15: Ar.
1. lo cover, hide, be conlraded, 1v.
lo dose (a door): Syr. Hl" compressed, con/raded, then, llzick, solid,
and even Izard, stubborn (of a disposition and of anger).
Thus our phrase may be rendered either (i) ' Windows wi'/lz
frames dosed in,' possibly by gratings (this being implied merely
and no/ stated}, or more probably (ii} ' Windows with narr(lll}ed
frames,' i. e. wide on the inner side of the thick wall, and gradually
sloping so as to form· a mere slit on the outer side, like the windows
of ancient we-stern fortresses. So probably Vulg. fineslras obli'guas,
and certainly Pesh. J~!o J ~ Ja::, 'windows oblique and
narrowed' (cf.Ezek.4O. 16 ~ t~o ~ t» ~ ? Ja::,o
'windows oblique within and small without '); Targ. ,,~~ t~nl>

?''

r,:,

1

mtl~M ll'D'IP'G' •li'ln.
of the jlwk neck of the ostrich.

c'll'lpm ls restored by Cpnill ln Ezek. 41. 16

In Ar. the ten,, •
Lu. 1383.
1

tf-°,I Is used

Lane,
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ft)'nO\ ' windows opened within and closed without ' 1 ;
Jesu bar-Ali who explains that J~l jQQ are ..... lr;L ~, JQQ
......~ , ~ ~ p» ,o Jl -~~ 'windows which are
not cut through straightly (i. e. squarely), but narrowed upon one
side obliquely'; Kamp.; and Comill on Ezekiel, so far as regards
D'~ON,-' schrag einfallende Fenster.'
The Greek Verss. generally connect D'llPZ' with 'l'i'e'M 'to look
or lean out of a window' :-LXX Oupi&.r ,rapcucvtrTo,uvar «pu,rnir,
al. e.xempl. 3uuwrrrapivar «J1llffTllr, and so e.; :s. Oupi&.r «al Jdll-rar
bruncbrorrar ; 'A. mro{J>.nrovuar {3,{lvup.aar ; Luc. Oupi&.r a,&nwop.l11ar
,rpv,rrar. Perhaps LXX, e., 'A. mean 'with prospects obstructed,'
whether by grating or otherwise. So Vet. Lat. prospicimtes absconsas. Luc. a,a&ltT'. is probably a corruption of 3101C1111T, in view
of the explanation noticed below.
RV., Ke., Th., Ew., Sta., Kamp. (and Cornill in Ezek. 41. 16)
give to D'Di'!t' the sense of la/hces, gratings, or transverse beams;
but this seems to rest upon pure conjecture ; and, besides bearing
no resemblance to the meaning of other Hebrew words from the
same root, is unsuitable to the use of the same word by the same
writer in 7. 4 (see note). The rendering of D'C0tc by RV., Ke.,
Th., Sta. 'fixed,' 'ftslgemadzle,' appears to be an accommodation
to the meaning given to D'D~, and fails of justification.
5. fl''] LXX l&,m, i. e. m!!; possible (cf. fm, v. 6), but not
superior to MT. Luc. ml bral.,ua, i. e. t,p!}, is influenced by the
recurrence of this word in 'l/'l/. 4, 5h.
Jn1'] The meaning seems to be something spread upon or
applied to the wall of a house, so 's1"de-bu11dings' or ' wings.' So
approximately Pesh. JL;t"" lit. 'surroundings,' Targ. Nf'r probably
• projecting buildings.' The word denotes the whole wing, not the
single stories : see notes on the other occurrences V'll. 6, 1ot.
Hence LXX,- Luc. ,u>..a8pa, Vulg. tabulata, whence RV. ' stories,'
are not quite correct.
1 These Verss., however, appear to derive their rendering 'open (oblique),
closed (narrowed)' from the whole phrase ~lOM l:'lly1); and so apparently

RV.marg.
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Q're l!'1: probably aims at distinction from ~:ir: ' bed,' Gen.
49. 4; al.
n,:i., M'l"l'I' ntc :l'.lC] LXX, Luc. om. As Sta. points out, the
words appear to be merely a gloss upon ,,:i,;, !,:i,n!, :i•:ic,. So
Kamp. The strange accentuation, which places the zaqef in each
case upon :1':10, cannot be correct.
:i•:ic, nub11 w,] LXX om., but merely through oversight. The
words are found in Luc. and the other Verss., and are, as Sta.
remarks, indispensable. 31!,y, properly a rib, is thought to be used
distinctively of a szi'/e-chamber here and in the description of
Ezekiel's Temple, but seems to be employed of chambers more
generally in 7. 3. Cf. nolt on 7. 2 ad fin.
6. ronnnn Jnll'n] 31'111' {the whole wing, v. 5) is here unsuitable,
and is also a masc. word. LXX, Luc. ,) wr>.tvpd, Targ. tcnl!r'nc
point to ll?!rt'I as the original reading, doubtless correctly. Cf. v. 8
ro:::,,n:, ll'lln. So Th., Sta.; and Kio. doubtfully.
n,iruc] ' Rebatements '; &~ >.f')', The meaning is clear from
the context, and from the common sense of Jru 'take away' or
'diminish.' So perhaps LXX, Luc. 3&aOTJ/fUJ· Pesh., Targ., guessing
from context, Ja,", NMl)Ell 'ledges'; Vulg. Ira/Jes.
n,:i., n'l"l'i':1 rnN ,n!,:i!,J 'That {the beams) should not have hold
in the walls of the house.' The absence of the subject, not
previously mentioned, is very harsh ; and we may reasonably
suppose that n\"'l\il't'I has fallen out before n,,,p:i, owing to the
similarity of the two words. Cf. the confusion of these words
in v. I 5. Targ. rightly supplies a subject Nn•,~ '~ 'the ends
of the beams.'
7. This verse intrudes itself very awkwardly into the midst
of the account of the construction of the side-chambers, and,
if forming a part of the original description, must at any rate
be out of place. Kamp. assigns the notice to R 0 , and Sta.,
following Ew., regards it as a gloss from the margin, and so
presumably by a later hand,-perhaps the post-exilic author of
v. 1, &c. The tradition of the building of the Temple without the
use of tools and of previously prepared material is doubtless
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derived from or connected with the command of Ex. 20. 25 U);
Deut. 27. 5, 6 (cf. especially the phrase n,c,~ C'~N} with regard to
an altar of stone, and so can have been written by the pre-exilic R 0 ,
as is suggested by the occurrence of the verse in the same position
in LXX, Luc.
On the other hand, the notice is not in the spirit of R 0 -whose
insertions, as a rule, subserve a definitely religious purpose--and
rather answers to the desire for curious details characteristic of
a later (post-exilic) age; while the awkward position of the verse
is strange to the really skilful handling by RO of his materials,
and more nearly resembles the work of the later editor who has
complicated the descriptions of cl,l,, 6, 7 throughout.
We may therefore assign the insertion to the post-exilic editor
(RP), and suppose that in LXX the verse was added by a copyist
from a Hebrew MS.
:s,c,c nc,~ pee] 'Stone rough-hewn in (as regards) quarrying.'
:s,cc, in loose apposition (Dri. Tenses, § 188, 1; Da. § 29°), defines
the sense in which the stone could be described a, nc!,i;,.
nc!i!e'] 'Whole,' as hewn from the quarry, without any further
preparation by sawing or otherwise. The term, as employed of
the stones of an altar, Deut. 27. 6; Josh. 8. 31, probably denotes
stones in their natural condition. ll~, in this sense a &al Aey.,
is the 'action of removal,' from Hiph'il P'll>t" ' pluck up,' used
of moving stones from the quarry in 5. 31. The whole e]!:pression
•~, t:nt is an accus. of material ; and with an active verb nee n~i1
'~l pee n,~, would have formed the second or remoter accus., as in
Deut. 27. 6; 7. 15. Dri. Tenses, § 195. CC. Ew. § 284°; Da. § 80.
,!,.:, !,.:,] For !,.:, at the close of a category asyndelos summarizing
all possibilities of the class cf. cl,. 8. 37 n!,nc !,.:, Jm !,.:, .
J70&')] The verb agreeing, not with the whole list, but with the
nearest subs. ,!,.:, !,.:, in sing. Cf. Deut. 8. 1 3 ,,
:inn l=JD!l ;
Hos. 4. 11 3!, MP' ~,n, l"l nm ; Da. § u 4•.
8. ru.:i'nn] LXX, Luc. rijs- vrro«ar018•"• Targ. Mn'l!iN presuppose
l"IP,r;u::ii'.:I, which is doubtless correct. So Th., Ew., Sta., Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit.

n::i,,
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~;,,] A &iraE >.ey,, the meaning of which is not quite clear. RV.
'winding stairs' is derived from LXX, Luc. Aurr,} (d>.lffl/) ci,,d,Sacm·,
'A. (ml ••) ,cox>.la,s, Vulg. uxhlea, Targ. M:100; so Ke., Th.,
Ew., Kio., Kamp. Pesh., however, renders ~~ 'through
a trap-door,' and Sta. thinks that this is nearly correct In Rabb.
Hebrew 1 ; , ; can mean a falling shaft covered by a trap-door ;

n•:i, n-,p:1 rmnll
r,,'"'' 'U1r ec,t' •i:i n,:i•n:i r.:ic,ec,, nee

Middo/1, 4, 5 1'M P,.ll:' D'Vti'M Vti'

. c•v,p,, 'Vti' n•:ic

1'M

r,i,

r,z,!,w

' There were lfJltn in the loft opening into the Holy of Holies
through which they used to let down the workmen in boxes that
they might not feast their eyes within the most Holy Place.' We
also have the word used to denote a hollow room covered above ;
Pesachim 34•, 77•, al.,· and afterwards it comes to mean a henroost; Shabba/1, 102b, 122b, al. Hence Sta. understands by D''1'
hollow chambers covered above with trap-doors, through which
one might ascend by means of a ladder or steps like those of
hen-roosts.
Adopting this explanation we may render '/rap-door ,wered

ascents.'
9. This verse is obviously out of place, breaking the connexion
between vv. 8 and 10; and, accordingly, with Sta. it shares the fate
of v. 7 as being a late gloss. Against this it should be noticed
(i) that the verse contains the only allusion to the roofing of the
house, a detail not likely to be omitted; and (ii) that mention
of the completion of the house ought fitly to come into a description of the building, a~d may reasonably do so immediately after
the details as to the construction of the house proper, and before
those which concern its inward embellishments 1• Thus we may
regard the verse as original, excepting the words ni-w, D1:1.) not
found in LXX, Luc., and place it after fl, 10, from which position
it has been transposed by a very early error of transcription 1 •
Cf. Levy, s. r,.
Verse 15 immediately continues with a description o f ~ m., m,,p 1"11,
1 This conclusion ii confirmed by the repetition (r,. 14) of 9• by the author
of the interpolation w. 11-14. See n111,.
l
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Thus the sequence in description-walls, porch, windows, wings,
roofing-is perfect, the last detail aptly rounding off the account
of the outside building of the house.
l:l'nHl
Cl':U] A rather strange expression. If we adopt
RV. 'beams and planks of cedar,' we must suppose that the l is
a variety of the l essmliae ,· 'consisting ef cedar.' LXX, Luc.
l->-.ocrra8p.,,aa "A• 01«011 b «iBpou, Pesh. ~ J ~ oi,-olo
J,tl, seem to have read simply 1:1~1/Cl n,:in nee fl>C", which was
probably the original form of the sentence. The words
Cl':U
are then a later gloss added to explain more precisely the use
to which the cedar beams were put.
niffl Cl':1:1] Cl':U elsewhere means 'pits ' or 'cisterns' ; II. 3. 16;
al.,· while n"n-W in its other occurrences, II. 11. 8, 15; II 2 Chr.
23. 14t, denotes 'ranks' of men. Ew., taking Cl':U to mean lit.
'cavities,' explains that the roof consisted 'of an ornamental ceiling
in squares, with small pieces of cedar wood as dividing beams.'
This agrees with LXX insertion • ~,-ru, ml B~1a,11 " «IBpoc,,
• panels and cedar boards in rows 1,' Vulg. la(juearilnu, 'with
panelled roofs.' Adopting this explanation we may render, 'pa,uls
ad para/kl hams.' Targ. explains M''ll'I r.:ivun:i tcn'l n, ,,,0,
N'MM n,,lt' ,c,,i n1>.:1,,i eci,,0 f1MJ'0 ' And he roofed the house
with rafters, and above them were a series of cedar boards joined
together.' Lagarde (Armmisclze Studi'm, § 499; Mt"lthn1. i. 211)
for 1:1':U reads Cl'i~,•hich he connects with Persian~Armen.
-,,4h8, ' vaulted roofs.'
10. Somewhat obscure. MT. is adopted by Ke., Th., Kamp.,
Klo.; the last explaining:-' He built it (each story) evenly against
the wall of the whole house, until it was five cubits high, and then
the connexion with the house and the roof of the side-chambers
was formed by the cedar beams and planks, which rested upon
the rebatements of the house.' Of course this process is conceived
to have taken place three times, so that the three stories when

n,,~

m,

n,,~

1 But not, as stated by Ew., with LXX l1rou..0<1T&l~e,, • made with vaulted
roof,' which, as above noticed, is a translation of JCC'i merely. Cf. Hag. L 4
~ c~, b, of&-o,s bpi,,, iroc>.O<TTa8p,on,
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built and roofed must have had a height of fifteen cubits. Against
this it should be noticed that Jnlil" in v. 5 denotes not a single
story (called Jl~r,J v. 8), but the whole wing consisting of three
~Q
stories; hence Sta. is probably correct in reading ~
for n,CM eicn of MT. So Kit.
The subject of TMl!M, rightly divined by RV., Ke., Sta., Kio.,
Benz., is Jnlil"M; ' It rested on the house with beams of cedar.' Sta.
compares tnN
ofv. 6. On the contrary, Verss., RV. marg.,
Th., Kamp., Kit. make the subject to be the same as that of
f:1"'1; Vulg. operui"/ domum, Targ.
;,;i::,, 'he roofed the
house,' giving a wrong sense to tnl!M. LXX -1 UU11Euxo n\v
uu..a.;,.,_ (Luc. TOVt uvvaluJ,WVr) appear to have read Jl'lil"M nN TMM"'IThis reading is favoured by Ew., but is probably merely a mistranslation, due to the mistake in the subject of IT'IN"I noticed above.
11-14. Omitted by LXX, Luc. Verses 11-13 are assigned
by Kue., Wellh., Kamp., Benz., Kit. to R 0 ; but this is certainly
incorrect. The section, it is true, contains some D phrases, such as
could and did pass from D into P ; but other expressions belong
solely to P or to H, and thus mark the verses as the work of RP.
This conclusion is rendered certain by the LXX omission. Verse 14
is by the same hand as vv. 11-13; v. 9• being repeated in order to
round off the interpolation and attach it to the preceding narrative.

TT'.\"

•n,:i,

tcn•:i n•

The following are marks of authorship which require notice:u. •npn:i ,,n Dec] This phrase, which dever occurs in Deut.,
is found twice in Jer. 44. 101 23. On the other hand, it is
distinctively characteristic of H, occurring Lev. 26. 3 (cf.
18. 4), and constantly in Ezekiel, whose connexion with P,
and especially with H, is well ascertained 1 ; 5. 6, 7; 11. 20;
18. 9, 17; 20. 13, 161 19, nt. Cf. the phrase D~tl n\~ '!!~I]
Lev. 18. 3; 20. 23 (H).
~ •t:1wc nee,] The exact phrase (with m,-,, as spokesman;
•~trt?) belongs to H; Lev. 18. 4; Ezek. 5. 7; 11. u ;
18. r 7 ; 20. 24; 1 Chr. 28. 7. Ind,. 11. 33 1-l'Jl:1 ,~n n,rn',
i

C£ Dri. LOT., pp. 45.ff.

VJ.

II-1:Z

•nvm, the passage belongs to RD, but the
words '~ 'm are an insertion by RP, as is shown by their
omission in LXX, Luc.
Even with ''9f~, ci•~tf~iJ the phrase is not specially
characteristic of Deut.1 ; 26. 16 ; 33. 2 r (Blessing of Moses
in Appendix). Elsewhere, Neh. 10. 30.
Similar H phrases are 1:11~0 DJ;lk n~; .,~ Cl•~•~ ("1~)
DOi1 'tll Lev.18. 5; Ezek. 20. n, 13, 21t;
ci•~~ .,~
Cl~ Lev.19. 37; 20. 22; 25. 18; Ezek. 11. 20; 20. 19; 36. 27.
•nm:, ,:, MM M"\0~] The phrase appears first in Ex. 20. 6
(E}; Deut. 5. 10 •tii~ '11t~?, and is then very frequent in
Deut.; passing on to RD in Kings, I. 2. 3; 9. 6; 11. 34;
al.; and to P, which shows several occurrences.
CIMJ n:,,,J So exactly only in Lev. 18. 4 (H) , ~ •~!)~ ntc
CIMJ ~,, ,.,c~n •npn n~. D's phrase is ,, ~ n:,,,;
cf. cl,. 2. 3.
intc "'l:n MM ,ncpm] The expression "\Ji 1:1,pn with mM' as
subj. is found once in Deut. 9. 5, and twice in RD, cl,. 2. •;
12. 15; II 2 Chr. 10. 15; but is also more general; I Sam. 1.
23; Jer. 33. q; Dan. 9. 12; cf. Isa. 44. 26.
in •m:i, "\?'IC] Referring, like RD in 2. •• to Nathan's
prophecy, 2 Sam. 7. 12-16.
13.
,.,:i 1'Ml •miF'] Very distinctive of P; Ex. 25. 8;
29.45; Num. 5. 3; 35. 34; Ezek.43.9. No occurrences in D.
With the whole verse cf. Lev. 26. 11, 12 (H) ,.,:,w •M~
''JM ,,,:, •~!)W,

nn,

,M

,M"\~

ci:,, •n"m ci:,:,m:i •~,nnm : 1:1:intc
: cip, ,, ,,nn cin~ ci•n,tc,.

ft.,

,l'ln

H" 1:1:,:,uc:1

12. n.,:i , , , n•:i.i] A ca.rus pmdens, 'As for this ho11Se,' &c.,
imperfectly reinforced, after the Jong protasis, by 'J\Ml •n,:,~
~ ,.,:i (t1. 13), where we should strictly expect bin:p. Cf. Dri.
Tenses, § 197, Obs. 2. Thus we need not, with Kamp., Benz.,
1 D's usual phru5 are mm', C'llllllC "ID'C) ' ohlenre judgements to do them';
li. I i 7. JI ; 11. 32 ; 12. I ; 2 Ki. 17. 37; Er.ek. 20, 21 ( cf. 18. 9) : D'ICDllD 'f'fiP.
n'lll'»'l 'teach (someoneelse)judgements to do them'; 4. 1, 5, 14; 6. 1.
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suppose that before M':IM some words have fallen out, such as '~'J!
~ nimnf •'~ 'mine eyes shall be open toward,' as in d,. 8. 29.
1s. MM'lC] Omitted by LXX, Luc.; but scarcely to be dispensed with.
J!'P!'.I n\,'P.] Read f!'Pt' ffl"l\p 'the raftert of the ceiling,' with the
former part of the doublet in LXX, Luc. ;., Tm11 h••• Vulg. lafuean"a, Pesh. woiiaa.. So B6., Th., Sta., Klo., Kamp., Benz., KiL
M':10 ,-y MD'¥] Rejected by Sta. as a summary of the contents
of the verse which has come into the text from the margin, and by
Klo., Benz., Kit. as a later gloss added to guar4 the expression
f. • • Jl" against misunderstanding. The words, however, appear
in all Versa., and may very well form with the previous '.n i,p,pc
a circumstantial clause ; ' And he built the walls of the house
within with boards of cedar, orJtrlaying with wood within from
the floor of the house to the rafters of the ceiling.' Cf. Dri. Tnues,
§ 163, who quotes cl,. 7. 51 'l1 fN D'~!IM MM • • • Ml._, 'and be
brought in the vessels ... , placing them,' &c.
16. 'l1 fl'1] 'And he built off the twenty cubits from the innermost part of the house with boards of cedar.' 'M!I"'' means 'the
furthest extremity,' and may be applied to the most secret recesses
of a house or cave employed as a place of hiding, Am. 6. 10;
1 Sam. 24. -4; or as women's apartments, Pa. 128. 3; or again
in the phrase Y,M ,n:,-,,, to the most inaccessible limits of the
earth, Jer. 31. , ; al.; d. r,D'¥ 'M!I"'' &ek. 88. 6; al.,· ,u 'M!I"''
Elek. 82. 23. re of 'M!l"''t> denotes the point of departure in
measurement, as e. g. 1 Sam. 20. 3, ntbm 11:)C 'on beyond thee.'
nn,pn] Read n~\~ with LXX, Luc. ;., ril• ao«.,,, Vulg.
superi'ora, Pesh. woiiaa.. So the authorities cited for the same
emendation in "· 15.
16b. Jl"] ~ is the reading of 1 Cod., LXX, Luc., e., Vulg.
So Th.
,~] Daliout commod,~ as in 1. 2 8 ; lit. ' he built for himself'; so
Kamp. 'baute er sicb's.' Th., RV. 'he even built (them) for it,'
i. e. for the house, are incorrect.
"\;l1~] 'For an adytum.' The word
which_ only occurs

,,:i,,
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in this section of Kings, du. 6-8, in the parallel account in
:a Chr. 3-5, and in Ps. 28. :a 1, is connected with Ar.~; lo be !Jelli'nd,
whence ;.; , }~ lu111.imos/ or /Jack part, and so doubtless denotes
the /Jack or i'murmosl room of the Temple. 'A., J. XP'IJl'ff''O'Tf/P""',
VuJg. orand,~ whence AV., RV. 'oracle,' connect ""l•:ii incorrectly

°""!

'to speak.'
o,,,pn ~,] So'"· 7. 50; 8. 6. The phrase occurs four times
in P of the innermost sanctuary, Ex. 26. 33, 3•; Num. 4. •• 19;
with

in Num. 18. 9,

10

it refers to the offerings of the b'ne Israel

'1, l:lnnlD ,::i; 1:1,v,pn 'VIP Lev. 21. :a:a is the portion of the
sons of Aaron; o,v,p v,p, seventeen times in P, is applied to
the brazen altar, the altar of incense, the twelve cakes of shewbread, and the portions of various sacrifices which fell to the priests.
These are all occurrences of the phrase in P. Elsewhere it is
found only in late books influenced by P; Ezell:., Chr., Ezra, Neh.,
Dan.; and in the three passages noticed in Kings. Thus the
phrase in Kings is clearly a gloss made by a post-exilic interpolator
under the influence of P, to explain the possibly obsolete term
~, in 6. 16; 8. 6; and '0'Jllii ~:,. in 7. 50.
The inclusion of the phrase in LXX, Luc. in each passage
suggests that it is not due to the post-exilic editor RP, whose
glosses and changes are usually absent from the Greek Vers., or
obviously inaerted later from the margin, but to earlier post-eJ:ilic
interpolators upon a smaller scale•.
17-:aoa. ,nc,p •••• l:l"Jll"'\M'I] The passage as it stands is
remarkably involved, and appears to exhibit a double stratum
of glosses. LXX reads ml TfffffapaMIITa '"IXi• ~• cS i,m\r mrci
roii &fl-'lp b p/r,f roii of«ov lcrmBa, 3oiiN& l1rti n}• ,u/Jo,r~•
3.a81,qr Kvplav. ,fmcr, mrx11r ,uj1CDr, 11al ,fmcr, '"IX'" ,r>.dTor, ml ,L:oa,

•p&r-

. , . ft

: nt~

~

n'1:p

riTDii, i. e.

'a~> "~"' n:IJ

fhlr~ or no~ "9'..,

~ 0~~ (r,. 17)

-n~~;:i ""'' ""l';"!t' (r,. 19)

The word should probably be restored in II. 10. ~s ; see """·
• Theae seem to have been mere scri6es or copyists, not to be dignified by
the title 'editor,' working under the influence of P, and thus their small insertions may be cited as belonging to SSP.
1
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,n9\p

~ C"7m

:itn

~ C"7n, '!J1k ~ C"7" (v.

20 ).

So

substantially Luc.
Here we notice the omissi~n of ,:i•nn enn, also lacking in Vulg.,
explanatory of ~Jn in v. 17; and the entire absence of v. 18,
which contains details of the wood-carving of the house. These
are clearly insertions made by RP. By their removal the monstrous
at the close of v. 1 7, together with "l•:iin
at the commencement of v. 20, is explained as arising out of the original
"l•:iin
at the close of v. 1 7, through the confusion incident
upon the introduction of v. 18.
But the account, even as simplified by LXX, cannot stand in its
original form. The mention (v. 19) of the situation of the "l•::n
is superfluous after v. 16, and the expression mn, n"'l:i )'"IN nM
belongs to D; see ,wle on 3. 15. Thus v. 19 is also an insertion,
though of earlier date than those first noticed, and possibly
even due to R 0 • The description originally ran as follows:
C"1r¥ "l'~'r,:11 (v. 20) : "l~~IJ •~f> ~~IJ
~ D•~"}lC1 (v. I 7)
: ffl9'i' ~ C"1\"-'lll :itn ~ C"1rl7l '!J1M ~ 'And forty cubits
was the house before the adytum. And the adytum was twenty
cubits long, and twenty cubits broad, and twenty cubits high.'
So Sta., except (or the retention- of ,:,,nn enn (v. 1 7), against
LXX, Luc., Vulg.
18. n•:i.i ~] The preposition ~ is not used in a loose way
•l
for '37, RV. 'on the house,' i. e. on its walls; but rather expresses
presence i'n or al the building as pictured from a distance ; ' i'n the
house.' Cf. II. 10. 14 "li'J' n•:i "l'IJ
01t3n~, 'They slew them
al the pit of Beth-'Eqed '; Ezek. 31. 7 tl'l"I C't) ,tie ,V\l'-'t ' its root
was by many waters '; 4 7. 7 l"I n, ,run nw ,tie run • behold, al
the edge of the ravine there were many trees.'
nJhi,0] ' Carving'; only again rn,, 29, 32 ; cl,, 7. 31 ; while the
verb Jhp rn,. 29, 32, 35t is also peculiar to this one interpolator.
0~] 'Gourds'; 7. 24 t. "~" II. 4. 39 t means wild gourds
gathered from a "'lV f~!- According to Tristram, DB.1 1244, the
Colocynlhu
is denoted.
o•w ..,,t)I)] 'Open flowers'; rn,, 29, 32, 35t.

•~~>

')El,,

')El'

n:?

,tie

acn·
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19. rnn~] This anomalous form of the infin. constr. occurs once
again,-cil. 17. 14 Kt., where Q're is n~. Konig's view (Leilrg. I.
i. p. 305) that the double occurrence precludes the theory of textual
corruption, and that the final r is a parasitical addition due to the
fact that vulgarly the recollection of the connexion of ~ with rn.,
was totally obliterated, is very forced and unnatural.
20. "l'llO :i,,r ,n!)'lM] Sta. argues at length against the originality
of all passages which speak of the use of gold plating in Solomon's
Temple, making in brief the following points:(i) If for the manufacture of brazen vessels a Syrian workman
had to be imported (7. 13./f.), it is highly improbable that sufficiently
skilful workers in gold were to be found among the men of Israel.
(ii) Later notices in Kings which mention the treasures of the
Temple make no allusion to the gold-plating. Thus, 14. 26,
Shishak carries off only the mr,, M':1 n,"l'll'IM such as would presumably be stored in_ the side-chambers, and the golden shields
of Solomon; II. 14. 14, Joash king of Israel makes booty of the
gold and silver vessels found 1~0n M'!I nri'll'IM!I, mn, M'!I ; II. 16. 1 7,
Ahaz in his need uses merely the great bronze vessels found in
the Temple; II. 18. 16, Hezekiah overlays the doors of the
m,-,, ~::,,n with gold-plating, but afterwards cuts it off and sends
it to the king of Assyria.
(iii) Verses 21 f., 30 stand in wrong position; v. 21, so far as it
refers to the gold-plating of the house, is wanting in LXX ; and
r,r,. 22, 30 are otherwise rendered suspicious by their contents.
(iv) Ezekiel, in his description of the future Temple, knows of
no such gold-plating.
Thus in this connexion r,r,. 20b (in part, "l'llO ::im ,n11~,), 21 (all
but "1':lin ,.,.,~). 22, 28, 30, 32b are omitted by Sta.
These arguments, though weighty, are not entirely convincing.
nu may denote not necessarily a heavy gold-plating as in II. 18.
16, but a thin gilding with liquid gold 1, such as called for no very
1 In Prov. 28. 23 ~ ~ C'rQ
over, not coated with plates of silver,

'1W

one thinks of a potsherd silvered
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special skill in preparation and application to the wood, and also
need not imply so prodigious a supply of the metal, nor have
been calculated to attract the cupidity of a foreign foe bent upon
hastily pillaging the treasures. of the Temple. Again, the fact
that certain notices are absent from LXX rather favours than
otherwise the originality of the remainder. Quite probably the
narrative has here, as elsewhere, been subject to later glosses;
but the total denial to the original account of all references to
the employment of gold in Solomon's Temple must be deemed
extremely precarious.
,uc, :lnT] Apparently
or 'J>redous gold' (cf. the alternative :lU:> :3,,r of 2 Cbr. 3. 8); though how the word gains this
sense is quite uncertain. A subs. ii~'? occurs Job 28. 15.
T"IN ran:, 'I~] But if the altar was merely overlaid with cedar
boards, what was its inner material ? As Sta. remarks, an altar
if of stone or earth could scarcely be covered outside with boards.
LXX, Luc. ml brol11,nr, 8vcruum,p,o11, i. e. ~ ~.!1, is doubtless
correct as regards the verb, but the mention of the material !!l'
is indispensable, and must have fallen out through oversight So
Bo., Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
21. LXX, Luc. have only the last four words of this verse
which they refer to the altar. This seems to be correct. The
remainder of the verse is a gloss inserted later, and breaking the
connexion. The whole sentence ought to run
TJf ~p;, i,p!1
:lm '-iti,

',1,o,,,'

,,~,iJ.

•a~?

~ nip'm-" ~Jr,1] This can only mean • he drew golden
chains across,' lit. 'l,e made a crosnng wi'JA,' &c.; but this is very
harsh.
In 2 Cbr. 3. 1• mention is made of 11ii9iJ the fJn1; and, in
accordance with Th.'s suggestion, it is at least conceivable that
in our passage R• may have written, or intended to write, ~V,
'.n ntift:r-nf ' and he drew the veil across with chains of gold.'
~31 Pi'el is only so used in this passage. The sing. pir-11 occurs
in Ezek. 7. 13 (but disappears under Cornill's emendation}, and
a pl. ni~1 Isa. 40. 19t. Kio. makes the very conjectural emenda-
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tion ~ ''t'T!P. ~1'1 ' and its four horns were of gold,' referring
to the altar.
ub. 'l, MllCn ~:i,] But we have already been informed about
the overlaying of the altar with gold in the previous verse. This
passage, omitted by LXX, Luc., is doubtless a gloss, and owes
its existence to the gloss in the previous "· u lMT n~n,:i , •• 'l'lM
which, by breaking the connexion, destroyed the original statement
with reference to the gold-plating of the altar, and so caused the
necessity for an additional clause to that effect.
a3. flX' 'W] So Vulg., Targ. LXX omits. Luc. I" fv'A•• 1n11ra,.,,.,i-, Pesh. )._Ga.» J.-..o,. MT. correct.
vic,p] As the verse stands the reference of the suffix is obscure.
RV.' each' is an unsatisfactory escape from the difficulty, and no
real translation. LXX, Luc. JWY•6or l'"a8"",J"°"• for which Th.
suggests "a~~ ~ ; but Sta. points out that this cannot mean
'upright stature,' since JiJ;1 only signifies 'to adjust.' IUT'alJ. appears
to be merely a translator's flourish. Sta. most cleverly removes
all difficulty by placing r,. 26 between "· 23• and "· 23b, This is
doubtless correct. The suffix of ,nc,p is satisfied by reference
to •~ :ni:in in "· 26b, and the account of the measurements of
the C':i,i:i closes very appropriately with the summary "· 25b

1:1•:r,:in 'l~ inM :i~ _nnM me.
All Verss. follow the wrong order of MT.
2 7. 1:1•:ni:in nM 1n,] LXX, Luc. «al d,.cf,&T,pa x•povfhl11, i. e. •~
Cl'~~. So Klo., who notices that the fact that the 1:1•:n,:i were
brought into the ,,:,., has' already been stated in r,. 23• ~
'l, i•l"t:i.. Th., Sta. adopt 'l~ as more precise, but retain nM Jn"I
of MT. This latter, as introducing the statement that when so
placed their wings touched the wall on either side, can scarcely
be considered redundant.
~ ] One MS. Vlll,; so Pesh. .-.ao. Possible, but not
preferable to MT.
Cl~i:in ·~ nee] LXX, Luc. rc\r trTipvyar IM"f»II, i. e. CIIJ'~r~.
doubtless correct. So B6., Th., Sta., Klo., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
'l, m,] LXX aeems to convey the idea that eacl, :ni:i had four
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wings: - a:a, ,j,n-fTO ffT•pvE p.la TOV ...oixov, a:al ff'TlpvE

;;n-fTO 'f"OV 'f"oixov

TOV &vr,pov· a:al al ff'Tipvyrr ~oii al l• pl<rtp 'f"OV o'ta:ov ,j,n-o~ ff'TlpvE

This is very inferior to the plain statement of MT.
supported by Luc. and the other Verss.
29, 30. These verses, though both appearing in LXX, Luc.,
appear to form no part of the original account. Verse 29 is
obviously by the same hand as v. 18, assigned to RP, and v. 30
is redundant after v. 22•, and also out of place.
29. :l~9] Probably to be emended :l':;l~ with KJo.
tr)11,c] The reference of ' within and without ' is rather
ambiguous, a remark which also applies to the similar words in
v. 30. Klo.'s emendation, ~r,:,!i, '!?'~,~ 'both of the inner and
of the outer house,' is probably correct ; cf. Ezek. 41. 17. The
expression 't?'~t:i n~:i is used of the "1':li v. 2 7 ; d,. 7. 50.
31. nn11 Nn] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ. seem to presuppose
I'll)~~; and so Kio. This may be original, but is quite as likely
to be a paraphrase of the somewhat ·difficuJt MT. The latter, as
Sta. notices, is quite possible, and may be paralleled; cf. Ex. 26. 1
t1Tlpvyos.

i,y'n,,

nM: "'" ~ ~ti-nl$1; Dri. Tm.res, § 195, 1. Th., in retaining
MT., cites Ew. § 284• for the usage.
Vulg. e/ in ingressu oraad,~ takes '1':liM MII nM to be an accus.
of place as in d,. 7. 40 mn, n':l in tanplo domim',
;,Mi,] Of doubtful meaning. Neither Sta. 'door-opening,' nor
RV., &c. 'lintel,' seems to be correct; for according to either of
these renderings the breadth of the ;,. ought to be commensurate
with that of the doorway, whereas in Ezek. 41. 3 the former is said
to be two cubits (broad), the latter six cubits; cf. Ezek. 40. 9-the
porch eight cubits, the ~ two cubits. Again, the ;,M is spoken
of as something standing in equal proportions upon either side
of an entrance or porch; Ezek. 40. 48& nm;, nimtt ~i;i 0~ ~ ~
nm;, nimtt ~ (on 48b see Cornill's emendation); cf. 41. 1.
Thus the explanation of Bo. (Pro!Jm a/lk1/. Sclzn:fllllllnmg. 302.ff.),
pilasltn or projections in a waU upon either side of an entrance,
appears to be near to the truth. So Pesh. ..oeo,..,.o.a 'its

77
,rapaOTciau1,' Cornill 'Wandpfeiler,' Kit. 'Einfassung,' and appar-

ently RV. marg. 'posts.' Somewhat similar is the suggestion
'crepidi'nes,' of Ges., who quotes the passages where the word
occurs, and the ancient interpretations.

n~Q] So Baer. Less accurate texts n~Q. Upon the analogy
of 7. 5 ~~r] 0~JR1 nmip.:i1, and the necessary and obvious emendation at the close of v. 33 ni~1 nm19, n~wn ought to mean 'a
pmlagonal'

Q·

So Vulg. postes(jtu angulorum (juin(jr«, B6., Th.,

Sta., Kamp., Benz., Kit. Pesh. t !• { ,o suggests the possibility
of an original n~Q exactly analogous to 0'JR1 of 7. 5. The
explanation 'a fifth part' of the entire wall, adopted by Ges., Ke.,
Kio., is alien to the context, the breadth of the wall not having
been mentioned since v. 20.
~wn n,n~ ~Mn] It is impossible to regard n,nn:, ,•acn as
a case of apposition, ' the pilasters were doorposts,' &:c., because
,~ac is not identical with n,n~. Hence it is best to adopt Sta.'s
emendation 'M nin1'Jl ~tc~, rendering ' the pilasters and doorposts
were (i. e. formed) a pentagonal.' It is, however, conceivable that
the text may have originally read n~wn ~tei,, and that nm~
is a gloss from the margin as an (incorrect) explanation of the
difficult
32, 35. By the same hand as vv. 18, 29.
32. '2, n,n,i ~ni.,,] A casus pmdens; 'as for the two doors,' &:c.
Jl~[?1] The perf. with weak , here and in v. 35, if part of the
original text, would be 'an isolated irregularity ' (Dri. Tenses,
§ 133, 2), but the construction marks the style of the post-exilic
interpolator. Kio. Jl~i?!; but this, if poss_ible in v. 32, is scarcely
so in v. 35.
i"l:1] From,,.,; 'and he spread oul the gold upon the cherubim,'
&c. The word is that which is used in Targ. Onk. as an equivalent
of »mi; Ex. 39. 3; Num. 17. 4; and its use thus forms another

,~tt.

1 Unless this represent rpouTtis, 'vestibule.'
The other Vens. give no help;
Targ. mM 'but' misunderstands; LXX, Luc., Vulg. omit.
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post-exilic indication. Luc. 11:al l«ffrfJm""• i. e. ,~; Pesh. ~lo,
i. e. ~"l!l; Targ. 1'02,, apparently P,\Oy'l or i"l'l; Vulg. 1/ op,,uil,
a guess. Klo.'s reading i"l'l is unnecessary.
"33. n•]ll, nte0] LXX OTOCU (Luc. OToas) T'fTpa,r'A.ior, i. e. nmn;,
m~7 'doorposts standing foursquare,' is doubtless correct. Cf.
,.t. 7. 5. So Th., Sta., Kamp., Benz., Kit. The verse, all but the
last two words, is with r,, 32 omitted by LXX through homoioteleuton with the end of f/. 31.
3,jb. o•Jbp] All Verss. rightly presuppose
as in v. 34•.
So Tb., Sta., Kio., Kamp.
0?•~2] 'Revolving,' or' turning on hinges,' so 'folding.' Thus
only here. In Ezek. 41. 24 the doors are called nil~ ~J.:lf'

o•m

mn~-,.

35. Mll'ln] Cf.

f/,

32 no/1 on

)bp,.

"'~'J"71 ,;~'?]

'Applied evenly to the carving.' ,r Pu'al only
here; Pi'el 'make straight or even,' of a way, &c.
36. n'0•Jl)l"I ,,rm] Surrounding the Temple, and innermost as
contrasted with the n,M, ,,m 7. 8, containing the King's palace,
both courts lying inside the n!,,i2n. "\ffl which enclosed the whole
group of buildings. See note on 7. ub, and plan in Sta. Ges. i. 314.
At the end of this verse LXX, Luc. continue with the words
nlt'A.dSa, ml ,;ir.oa&""'" 11:.T'.'A.. This seems to represent MT. ,.t. 7.
ub, where it receives discussion.
7. 1-12• appear in LXX, Luc. at the close of the ,.t., being
apparently so placed by some scribe who thought it better to give
the account of the Temple furniture in immediate sequence to
that of the Temple itself, and not separated by the description
of Solomon's other buildings. This is shown to be a late dislocation by the fact that r,. ub has been accidentally left behind in
making the alteration, and now follows immediately after the close
of c.t. 6, instead of after r,. 1 2• to which it clearly belongs. MT.,
which describes all the buildings first and then the furniture of
the Temple, is correct.
a. n~tc] LXX, Luc. "I'""'• Hence Sta. adopts ~~ as in
,w nwn nwm Cl'lll"'IM.
agreement with the statement in r,. 3

,,0,,
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This, be contends, must refer to the Cl'"1U=>l7, and not to the nub,r
(Th.) a fem. noun; Ezek. 41. 8. So Kamp., Benz., Kit.
Sta. takes the following view of the construction of the house : ' It was a house of which the back and sides upon the ground-floor
were formed of walls, while the front of the bottom story was
formed by the fifteen pillars of the first row. The pillars of the
second and third rows stood within the building, exactly corresponding to the pillars of the first row. The second story was
formed by a number of chambers lying in three rows or flights'
(ZATW. 1883, p. 150). A further description, together with
excellent plans of the building, may be seen in Ges. i. 318 if.
It may be doubted, however, whether Sta. is correct in his arrangement of the chambers which he assigns to one single story above
the piJlars. The expressions of vv. 4, 5 ~Z'. , , !TIU) ~Z' Cl~lli'Z.O
Cl"0)1E) seem to suggest three stories of chambers (so Kit.), and this
is agreeable to the height of the building, thirty cubits, even supposing these stories to have been higher than those of the Temple
wings (6. 6)-perhaps six cubits each, with the pillars below the
first floor of some twelve cubits in height. The house seems
to have obtained its nam~ from the fact that the pillars, open to
view from the outside, gave to the spectator the idea of a forest
of trees. The rooms, if in three stories, may have run right
through the breadth of the building, having a window or windows
at either end, i. e. at the front and back of the house. This
explains v. 4 ci~cp11 z,,z, nmc
nrnc, 'and window was over
against window three . times.' The doors, on the other band,
opening from one room into another, ran lengthways down the
centre of the building. Thus each room bad two doors opposite
to one another and communicating directly with the rooms on
either side. This seems to satisfy the expression MII ,tie nn11 '101
Cl"0l111 ~Z' ' and door was over against door three times,' which
we shall adopt in v. 5 at the suggestion of LXX, Luc.
We have no information as to staircase or number of chambers.
The kind of rooms above described are not strictly the same as
those described in 6. 5./f., supposing the term
to really denote

,tie

n,m

8o
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's,ae-chambers.' But the use of 'JJ'n 'a rib,' to describe a chamber
is very obscure, and we can scarcely say for certain what sort
of room could be so called, and what not. n,'J},t may perhaps
refer to the main beams 1, which, resting on the pillars and running
from wall to wall, formed the basis of the partitions between the
different chambers, and were, so to speak, the ribs of the building.
nv,,:,] ' Beams,' as cul or sawn into the required dimensions.
LXX, Luc. l.,_.uu, i. e. n~~~ 'shoulder-pieces' at the top of the
pillars, forming a support for the beams. Cf. the use of the
word in v. 30. This is adopted by Kio., Benz., Kit, but is
scarcely superior to MT.
3. After ci•-ncpn ;'JJ LXX, Luc. insert «al dp,8,_.},s ,.•• a~>-••• i. e.
ci•~p~ "It~. By this addition the verse is relieved, and the
precise reference of the number made perfectly clear.
•· ci•Dplt'] Explained by Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz. as the main
beams supporting the floors and ceilings of the chambers; a meaning
possibly agreeable to the Ar. i..11.:. quoted on 6. •· It should be
noticed, however, that v. •b '2, mnc ;M mnc, seems obviously
to refer back to the preceding statement, as though mnc and
Cl'~ were closely connected in meaning.
Hence it seems
preferable to assign to Cl'Dplt', here as in 6. 4, the meaning 'window/rames.' So RV. 'prospects.' Kit. 'Fenster (?).'
5. nmrcm] Read nit~ttl with LXX, Luc. «al al X6Jf'G'• So Th.,
Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
'!Pit' Cl"J}~"l] er. 6. 4 note.
ci•cJ7D ~ mnc ;M nrnc ~] LXX «al d,rc\ "oii 8"(">,urror (Luc.
ari Svpar} nrl 811pm, ,.p,aaciir, i.e. Cl'f?i'
n1J9·,~ nlJf~, probably
standing for 'l, MIJ~~ nlJf ~. which may be adopted. Sta.
reads nnD ;M nn11, regarding ;,c as a gloss arising from a marginal
note Mnll ;,c nn11.
6. ci•~lt'] LXX ,rmq,rowo. But Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ.
support MT.

rhf

1 Cf. the 111e of the term to denote the IJM#u or IH,ards which went to form
the inner walls of the house, and the partition-wall of the adytum; ,A. G.
15, 16&.
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After ~ and ~fore C~M'I LXX inserts l(vyo,pl"", Luc. l(v-

.,..,,.ffl/• This appears to be a mere gloss by which it was sought
to explain the relationship between the second c~ and the c,uc
Or possibly the word may form a doublet of ,:im, the
letters being transposed and read as some part of i:in, perhaps

c~.

°'iii:!'?•
.lJ7] The meaning is very obscure, and can only be guessed.
LXX,
Luc. render lit. ff'lixor, Vulg. epi's{yli'a, 'cross-beams,' Pesh.
,
JJJf 'entrance hall,' Targ. 11m1npc, 'threshold.' The word occurs
again Ezek. 41. 25 rv,,~ C?UtO
Ml :i~. Here Cornill
hazards 'Vordach,' and this is perhaps what is intended by Vulg.
in Kings-the front part of the roof of the porch, possibly forming
a kind of projecting cornice. Sieg. u. Sia. also suggests ' Vordach,
Schutzdach.' Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp. doubtfully follow the suggestion of Targ., and suppose the word to mean an entrance
with steps.
7. cc, t)!)~ "11:-'N] 'Where he should or might judge'; Dri.
Tmses, § 39 fJ.
l~91] The usual construction would be T"llO 1~9 n~ t)!IW c,M
'he made the porch covered,' &c.; cf. Dri. Tenses,§ 161. 2. It is
rare for the participle to be preceded by 1when thus introducing
a subordinate idea as a secondary predicate. See instances under
01,s. 1 of Dri. § cited.
"IJ7] Vulg. usque ad summilalem, Pesh. W O I ~ J»~o
read ni"lij:);:,-ip, which is to be adopted. So Ew., Th., Sta., Kamp.,
Benz.; and Kio. doubtfully. Kit. retains MT. The second half
of the verse has fallen out in LXX, Luc.; but, according to Field,
Hex., the Complutensian reads a,ro l~ac/Jov~ ;"'' innp~ov.
8. CZ' .l~ "l!t?N] The same nuance as in v. 7 t)l)t".
M"\MNM "\lffl] Also called n~~lJ C?~ "IJQ; see notes on v. 12b;
cl,. 6. 36.
It is unusual in classical Hebrew (though customary in postbiblical Hebrew) to omit the article with a subs. when its adj.
is so defined according to rule. Cf. M?i,fi) ,~ v. 12. Dri.
(Tenses, § 209. 1) collects instances of the usage which 'appears

't'-,~

w,p,,

t

G
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to have arisen in connexion with familiar wo,ds, which were felt
to be sufficiently definite in themselves without the addition of the
article.'
ci!,,N~ n•:10] LXX renders curiously If lA,crrro,u"'Js TOVT'oir, Luc.
i~'Awcro,J"'l TOvTO&r, apparently a misreading n~~ , , , 0, the former
word being some Pu'al or Hoph'al participle. MT. correct.
""'] The tense is quite anomalous, and cannot be explained,
the perfect alone being suitable to describe a single fact in so
prosaic a connexion 1• It is at least possible that some scribe,
intending to copy n~ n~,, wrote by mistake n~ in•:1, through
confusion with in•:11 at the beginning of the verse, and that this
~n•Ji was subsequently interpreted as n~• n•Ji. The omission
of n~ in LXX suggests as a second hypothesis that the word
may be a later gloss carelessly inserted.
9. n,,0:i] 'According to measurements,' i.e. o( regular dimensions, and not of various sizes. So v. 11.
ni,1!lfr] 'Sawn'; only here. A dmom. from "1rl'r which is
derived from -,-u ' drag.' Both subs. M"Ut:) and dmom. verb in
Qal and Niph'al occur in post-biblical Hebrew.
i~,;>] 'Foundation'; a &traf 'Ary. from io\ the • being assimilated
according to the small class of contracted verbs 111D; G-K. § 71,
Other contracted forms from this root are ,,i0 Isa. 28. 16 ; ii1:>❖
2 Chr. 31. 7.
niMD0M ,11] RV, 'unto the coping'; so LXX, Luc.•"''.,..;.,
"Y''"•" (with a Schol. =rc/,a1100,-.a.,.•• q &.cpo,11), and approximately
:E. (loor) .,.ci,., J,..ap,-,cr,-.a.,.0011, Vulg. usgue ad summilalem pari'elum,
Pesh.~ J,»~o; Th., Kio., Sieg. u. Sia. Sta., Kamp., Kit.
follow Ges. in rendering muluks or projecting stones (Kragsteine)
upon which the ends of the beams rested. The word, which
occurs only here in this sense, elsewhere means a 'handbreadth' ;
v. 26; al. So Targ. M'!l~D::l, 'A. {loos) .,.• ., ,ra'Aa&u.,..,pu.,.0011,
The first f"M~, which is indispensable, has fallen out in LXX,
1 Ko., however (Lenrg-. I. ii.
as an lm/uJatiw.

I

368 A), classes the use with ,!. 20, 33• '11:rn'

VII. 9-14
Luc. through oversight. The second ~ .is very difficult. As Sta.
remarks, it forms no contrast to n;,iln "l'lrMM. Sta.'s emendation
nn1• n•::10, is, however, not quite correct. We ought rather to read
["ln: n•~ i]J~, a correction which accords with v. 1 2, and
accounts for the letters 'lrnci in MT.
10. ic,ci] LXX, Luc. nj11 T18,piA,0>p11fJ11, Pesh.
apply
this specially to the great court. It seems better to regard it as
having a vague general application to n,ec ;:, at the beginning
of v. 9; all the buildings. Sta, 'und fundamentirt (war alles).' So
Th., Kamp., Benz.
12b. n•Jn ••• "l'lrn,,] As has before been noticed, LXX, Luc.
at the close of cl,. 6. 36 contain the words «viA.&8,11· «al re«oao,.,,u,

t'~,,

,-c\ «aTmrn-aupa rijs a~>.ijr Toii al>..~,. ,-oii o~ov Toii «1JT4 trpd1T0>Tro11 TOV
i,aoii, i. e. probably ~~•;:,::i
n~~lJ D?~
!191;> '1~ :1•:;i~.

•~,-,l! .,~~

i1n,

This seems to represent MT. cl,. 7. 12b n•e1llll'I m:,, n•J ,'lrn"
n•Jn 0,M;,. ice certainly cannot be original, the phrase ice 1:i•,
being absurd. The word is probably therefore a corruption of
::i•:;i~ repeated from the preceding, and «al re«ou,.,,,,, is clearly
a gloss formed through repetition of JJ" 6. 36•, to explain the
connexion of «aTaTrl,-au,.a with the previous sentence. The first
:11:;i~Q is genuine, and should be restored before ,1Q, in place
of the , of MT. LXX is also correct in reading n~~;:, D?~ -,1!'1'1
(this referring to ninecn ,'lrn of v. 8), but has omitted n•::i ,'lrM;
n,c•.:illt, mn• through the homoioteleuton ,'lrM;. Possibly, as Sta.
thinks, M10'llll'I is a gloss from 6. 36, and redundant after n,n• n•:i.
Finally, the sentence ,:i•nn •lD ,11 it'M appears to be a gloss
derived from 6. 3, n•:in ,:i•n '.:Jll ,11 0,iMm, through a wrong
identification of the C"M here mentioned.
::i•:;i~~
We may therefore read v. 12b (M'l;l•~,lJ) illl'l;M'~
n~~lJ D?~ iJQ'l 'round about the (inner) court of the House
of Yahwe, and the court of the porch of the palace.'
13, 14. In 2 Chr. 2. 12, 13 the workman is called •:;i\C c1vi, and
he is i1 nil~-p;, l'lf'1n~. According to Giesebrecht (ZA TW. i.
239.ff.) the text of Chr. is the more original, the name •:ite o;in
(misunderstood as by LXX in Chr.) having undergone correction

i1n,

Ga
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in Kings, and Mlt:>;M .being an insertion to suggest that this
builder of Solomon's Temple was purely Israelitish, and not half
Phoenician.
15-22. This very mutilated and obscure account may be
compared with the summary in f/V. 41, 42; II 2 Chr. 4. 12, 13,
and with the description in II. 25. 17, of which a better and fuller
form exists in Jer. 52. 21-23.
15•. ,-ir,] LXX, Luc. 11:al 'x,oollfvu,, i.e. I'~; probably correct.
So Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
n&'m O'"nt:>Jr,'1 '.lt' nee] LXX omits by oversight. Luc. reads all
but n&'MJ, which is scarcely necessary after the precise statement
of v. 14 n~ FCM;t:> ;:1 n,~. and so may be a gloss, but on
comparison with vv. 16, 27, 30, 38 is more likely to be original 1,
nt'ru being an accus. or material. At this point Luc. adds ""¥ al>.t1p
roii oL:ov, and so also LXX with r& by mistake for rcii, i.e. n~~:i
This is accepted by Sta. on the ground that the expression '.lt'
0~lll'1 ' /1,e two pillars,' requires some such specification of their
destined position to justify the use of the article. So Th.,
Kio., Kamp., Kit.
15b. '.lt'l't ••• l'1Jt:>t'] LXX c1.,.. ,col 3',ca ~X'"' ~OS n,ii OT11Aov' 11:al

0~>-

w,pl,wrpo11 Tff717dfMS 11:al 3cm ~;tur /11:ui>.ov awo11, T"O nxor roii m>.au•
r,uudprt111 3amArt111 .,.a; ICOIAoopaTa' 11:al O~rtJS mAor O &11npor, i.e. l'1i~

':;if mk :1b: n~ M1~ro•t1\" C\"1 imp;:, n~ip ~ M1f¥
•~!fi:1 ,~my.:, i;>l :1\:1~ nill~1~ ~~ ' eighteen cubits was the height

~V,:,

of the (one) pillar, and a thread of twelve cubits compassed it
about ; the thickness of the pillar was four fingers ; it was hollow :
and the second pillar was similar.' This description corresponds
accurately with that which is given in Jer. 52. 21, and is doubtless
correct, except that ir;,~;:, is to be retained with MT. after the first
'fl0]1l'1. LXX text is confirmed substantially by Luc., and in part
by Pesh. J~blt ~-o .~l he> 1»1, ,- J,~, .»ot

J.,~/

h ~ J.a,oo,o . ~ ,,.,, ~l 'the height of the one
pillar was eighteen cubits, and a thread of twelve cubits compassed
1

On the other hand, v. 33 omitl rTICnJ iA KT. and Versa.
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it about; and the second pillar was similar.' So Ew., Th.1, Sta.,
Kio., Kamp., Benz.1, Kit.1
::io•] ' Could or migl,/ encompass'; so v. 23 :::10\ v. 26 ~::,•
'could contain' (or in this instance perhaps 'cqn/aimd,' as a customary state). Dri. Tenses,§ 37 fJ. Da. (§ 44, Rem. 2) is scarcely
correct when he renders ' encompassed ' or ' ran round,' ' in
describing .the course of an ornamentation,' as if this C'ln or the
tp of r,. 23 were part of Ike ornammlah"on, and not rather an
imaginary line of measurement.
::im, adopted in the emendation, occurs, besides the passage
cited in Jer., Ex. 27. 8; 38. 7 nh~- :I~~ 'hollow, with boarded
sides,' of the altar of burnt offering, and figuratively Job 11. 121'
'a l,ollow' or 'emp(y-ktaded man.'
16. nnn::i] 'Chapiters' ; only used in the description of these
pillars, here and in II. 25, 2 Chr., Jer. Connected with the root "lM::>
'surround,' Pi'el, Judg. 20. 43; Ps. 22. 13, from which comes the
late word '"'tli 'diadem,' three times in Est.t, and in new Hebrew.
n~ pm] 'A casting of brass,' so ' of cast or molten brass.'
pv,c as in vv. 23, 33, 37; cf. Job 38. 38 'a congealed mass.'
nziro has fallen out of LXX, but is found in Luc. and the other
Verss., and, as in the previous verse, is to be retained LXX is
also wroIJg in its omission of n•.:,w., • , , wm.
17. n,,v,~ , •• o•::,::i~] LXX, Luc. «ai l-rrol,,a, auo at-, i. e.
r:ri;,~ •r:tr ~.!1, are correct, the words n,,~zi • , • n~ being
certainly a gloss. o•::,::iz, (M~;lf,:1, ni::>1fo:1) occurs in all the other
descriptions, but the expressions n::,::i~ ~ . c•,-µ, M'rl~Z' are
not so found 2• LXX is followed by Th., Sta., Kamp., Benz., KiL;
and Klo. as regards the addition of •nzi &'lM.
c•::,::izi] With pl. D•- only here; elsewhere Mb;lff from ~ing.
M,i;lf'. The word is derived from Ar. I!! ;.:. interweave, whence ~
Th. presupposes ~~t' instead of lUa, but otherwise agrees with the
given above. Benz. 'm• Kit. I'm (omitting~).
1 The statement in 3 Chr. 3. 16 is doubtless derived from the gloss in our
passage.
l
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(for catching fish, birds, &c.), and in biblical Hebrew, outside
the description of these pillars, it occurs only in II. 1. 2 of the
la/lice of a window, and in Job 18. 8, where the parallel word is
nni:t 'the net 1.' Thus the meaning in this description is clearly
' nt/w()T'k' or 'trellis.'
0•~~] 'Festoons'; Deut. 22. 12 of the fringes of a garment.
a bridle of plaited thongs. Syr. ,,.... very commonly
Ar.
means lo plait or inleru:eave; e.g. S. Matt. 27. 29, of plaiting the
crown of thorns.
miw,e,J 'Chains'; 2 Chr. 3. 5, 16; so in Ex. 28.14; 39. 15t,
of the ornaments or fastenings of the breastplate. n~ Ex. 28. 22
is a corruption of the same. The word is a Pilpel (intensive) form
from i"let ' twist.'
0••m::,Jm nt"I
iWM n-,n::,,] LXX ,r~p&1ca>.{,,/,a, ,.c\ brilJ~p.a ,.~.
11T'VAC1111, Luc. nruca>..u,l,ai T'CI '1n8i/Uff'a T~ .. mA,.,., i.e. ni,;irn~ nim;,>
l':l'~P;:t (n,ti'..I). In v. 18 we meet with a sentence which is very
like a combination of these readings of MT. and LXX, viz. nim;,~
0•~i:D"!;:t ~;-,p ,~~ ni~'..l;:,-n~. Here 0•~m1;:i is quite incompr;hensible, and we may follow Pesh, h ~ and emend 0•iir::i:im
agreeably to v. ,pb. This sentence of v. 18 is not to be found
in LXX, Luc., and thus Tb., Sta. are doubtless correct in supposing
that, after having fallen out of v. 17 in MT., it was first written
in again on the margin, and then inserted in the text in a wrong
position, viz. in v. 18. So Kamp., Benz., Kit.
MJO!t"I • • • M:!011:'] LXX, Luc. abmio• • • • iral abrruo,,, i. e.
M-?t~ • • • i1,?1f ; doubtless correct. So BO., Th., Sta., Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit.
Thus v. 17, as restored, will run :---nim;,> D'~f' 'r:if "P!l
ne/

1~

,p

n-ro:;i; i1,?~ "~1$1:' n-ro'..I; i1,?1f l':l'~Pi:t ~i"?p ~ n\~:;i;:,-nes
: n•~w,:i ' And he made two trellises to cover the cbapiters which
were upon the top of the pillars; a trellis for the one chapiter,
and a trellis for the second chapiter.'

1 The root -pc, which ought properly to be -µii, occurs Nah. 1. 10; Job
8. 1 i with the meaning ' intertwine.' Hence come w,, 1Rb ' thicket.•

VII. z8
18. C'"l'ltlllil] Obviously incorrect. At this stage of the description the statement 'he made the pillars' is out of place. Two
MSS. read c•~"'!i:1 ' the pomegranates,' and this is to be adopted
with B6., Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. Vulg., Pesh., Targ.
follow MT.; LXX, Luc. «a2 lpyo• «fH/14UTO•, i. e. ? ••• n ~ 1 a
misreading of c•min ~.
M:1:lC'M ~J1. :1•:10 c..,,tl •,e,,] LXX, Luc. 11.io =lxo, po&-,, xti>..«G,,,

llrllumH»pboi, i. e.

[nr;i-,;:r] Mi;lti,-~ll n~nt c•~tll"! '".!\tl

•a~.

llrll11n·.

is thought by Kio. to be a corruption of ll11CT11'f> l11l, which is possible
(cf. v. 42 ,.¥ ll&«nnp rip M), but not really necessary. LXX reading
is correct, and is adopted by Sta., Kamp. So Th., with addition
of :r:10.
LXX, Luc. continue with 'lpyo• "IHl'4"d", =lxas nr2 =•xoll,
This appears to be merely a doublet of the previous «ai lpyo-,,
«fH/14UT01'1

llvo

fn'&](O&.

The sentence ,,, n,0:1; having been adopted into its proper
position in 'D. 17, 'D, 18 now ends abruptly with n,n:1~ ne,y r:1,
n•,ein, no special reference being previously made to nnKn n,n:1n.
Th. therefore inserts, before tne closing sentence, v. 20b in the
form in which it appears in Pesh. ~ ~,,- ~,L ~LJ.» f.uooJo
),- )~;.o Jt,.., i.e. MQ~~ M1ttJi:t~ll :1':;11;' C""!\tl '2f D~IJKP;) C•~m"!~,
MT. being improved by the addition of •.lei, and the emendation
nnKn for n•,ein. This is satisfactory; and it is worthy of notice
that Pesh. continues this sentence with JL..,./ l~..o ~oto,
precisely the same words with which it is finished off when placed
in v. 18. The transposition is adopted by Sta., Benz. with omission
of the words c.-,,tl •lru on the ground that they have already
occurred in the earlier part of the verse-a scarcely justifiable
belief in the writer's extreme precision in avoiding even the
smallest repetition. Kamp., Kit. also follow Th., reading c.-,,tl
as in MT. for c..,,tl •.lei; and Kio., while taking v. 20b into v. 18,
1 This can scarcely represent ~l1D l'IU't)1 , since c•~::1111 is correct!y rendered
3l#TW in the preceding vene ; nor can it well translate m'TID'11D l'11m"0'! 1 this
being elsewhere s11itably rendered lno11 w>.o«ijs, Ex. 28. l<J ; lnw dA11a1llorroii,
r,, n; lnw 1,.w>.oiriov, 89. 15; and ,cCWUJTa, 2 Chr. 8. 5, 16.
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expands and alters the whole verse thus formed to a quite
unnecessary extent.
Thus the probably original form of r,. 18 is :-~~mirn~ "P!l
D¥)U)

'?.~ l:l~IJIIC9 l:l'~hl1i:i1 ni;t~O M~1fv~

nn

"V~

l:l'~"l "'.!~ •~

: n•~r,, n'X'!~
1~1 n~r:, n'Xl!;:i'"'V :i•;i9 •And he made the
pomegranates ; and two rows of pomegranates in brass were upon
the one trellis, and the pomegranates were two hundred 1, two rows
round about upon the one chapiter; and so did he to the second
chapiter.'
19, 20•, 22. The r,r,, 19, 20 appear in LXX, Luc. afler 11. 21,
while v. 22 is altogether missing. Now 11. 21, which relates the
erection and naming of the pillars, ought obviously to come at
the close of the· description ; and this consideration, together with
the state of LXX text, goes, as Sta. has seen, to point to the
probability of 1111. 19, 2o&, 22 being merely a gloss.
This is still further borne out if we compare the contents of
these verses with the description of the chapiters given in the
original text. In r,r,. 16-18 all that we gather with regard to
the cbapiters relates to their size, °and to the trellises and pomegranates with which they were ornamented. The description of
their appearance seems to come naturally to an end with the
sentence n'JVil n,~~ n~ p, at the close of 11. 18, and then
r,. 21, containing the account of their erection in their destined
position, might fitly be expected to follow as the conclusion of the
reference. But instead of this we have fresh details with regard
to the ~ ~ , i. e. apparently the lily-like form of the chapiters,
and the chapiters properly so called seem to be distinguished from
a part of the pillar immediately beneath them which is known
as ~ - Now it is reasonable to suppose that in a consistent
description the account of the adwal form and appearance of the
cbapiters would prmth rather than follow the reference to such
In -riew of the precile statement of the number of the pomegranates u
In Jer. 12. 33, it may be questioned whether we ought not in this pa.age
also to read ~ for C'l"IM!).
1
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appnulages as the pomegranates and trellises. But, assuming for
the moment that the additional details are genuine, let us tum to
vr,. 41, 42, where a summary of ~iram's work at the pillars is given.
Here we have mention of the D•~p themselves, the ni~:i n)!
which surmounted them, the n~;if, and the D•~t!1; but there is
not the slightest reference to any ~ ~ of the chapiters, nor to
a part called fl;>~':I connected with them. Hence we may confidently
regard vr,, 19, 20•, u as a gloss added to the text by a later hand.
The interpolator's idea of the form of the chapiters appears to have
resembled the accompanying illustration. Judging from the ex-

-··········· ..

~ ~

iro.

19, u .

............. n"l'JlllJ n~ "· 4 2,
or

~f'':I v. 20 ' nach der Profilansicht.'

pression rni.tm,:i n)! in "· 42, he supposed the existence of
a bowl-shaped portion of the pillar underneath the actual chapiter,
which looked at, as Th. says, 'nach der Profilansicht,' might be
deacribed as fl;);lJ. This led him to add the account of the shape
of the actual chapiters, which he describes as ~ n~. The
original narrator, however, in speaking of n~i:i n)!, appears
to mean the actual chapiters, which from their rounded form might
be thus described.
19. 0;..a] So Vulg., Pesh., Targ. Probably correct, and an
awkward intimation of the position occupied by the pillars 'in the
porch.' Cf. the notice which we derive from Luc. in "· 15 n•:i.i c','IO,
and"· u. LXX, Luc. _.a rci olAd"' i.e.
seems to be an easy
correction of this, and scarcely increases the lucidity of the expression.
20. ni:mc] 'In connexion with': cf. Ex. 25. 27 mJ91p,:i
~'°:i r:i:u:i; 28. 27; al. n~t~ in the He:xateuch is peculiar
to P. With ~ only in this passage. LXX ,.•• ,r'Anipo,• points to a
misreading n»f!,,. For the other peculiarities of this verse in LXX
cf. noks on corruptions and doublets in Inlrodueh'on.
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~J!?J 'Over against' or 'at the side of'; RV.'beside.' Cf. the
use of i.:ip illustrated 5. 4 nolt.
23. i,ric] LXX om. through oversight. Luc. XV"'7"·
c•i,!,Et] LXX 'f"(H&S (Luc. .,-pc&i,) ml Tpmoi,.,-a through a mistaken
repetition of D'r.?E' as .,;~. The measure given is the circumference answering to the diameter U1EIE' i]I ,n~ i1CM::I iE1J7.
mp] Q're ,~ is the usual word. Kt. ill~ only occurs elsewhere Jer. 31. 38; Zech. 1. 16, with Q're ,~ in each place.
~ D'V'f is a case of apposition ; ' a line-thirty cubits.' So
Ex. 27. 16 ~ D"")ff !J~9; Dri. Tenses,§ 192. 1•
.:ic•] See v. 15 nolt.
24. ncte ,E':11] This can only be translated as it is by Vulg.,
Pesh., Targ. 'for ten cubits.' The rendering of RV. marg. 'ten
(sc. D':111'11) in a cubit,' besides supposing, as Sta. remarks, the
mistake of .,E':11 for mE']t, is quite contrary to the universal usage
of the expression. We find the same words occurring in 112 Chr.
4. 3, and the most obvious explanation is to suppose that an early
scribe, perhaps R O himself, through lapse of memory confused the
circumference of the sea with its diameter, when all the while he
was intending to write ~
Sta. omits•
.:i•.:ic D1i1 niic ~Ell'C] Omitted by LXX, but contained in Luc.,
Vulg., Pesh., Targ. Sta. regards the sentence as a gloss on the
ground that the author never elsewhere uses the word 'l'ii'M, and
bas already said U1M D1ll0 !11!10. So Kamp., Benz., Kit.
U1"1'l ••• D'l"\,0 1l~] LXX, Luc. om., probably through oversight. Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. retain as original.
26. This verse in LXX, Luc. precedes v. 25, an emended order
which is certainly to be adopted. It is only natural that the remaining details with regard to the sea-its thickness, the formation of its
brim, and its interior capacity-should precede the account of the
oxen upon which it was placed So Sta., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
~:,, n.:i 0111,ec] Not found in LXX, Luc.; but the similar
reference to the contents of the lavers in v. 38, ;,:,, n:, D'P:,,M,
speaks for the genuineness of the notice in this case also. On the
·
tense ~!l', cf. v. 15 nolt on .:ic•.
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27-37. This difficult section, which was formerly regarded as
involved in almost hopeless obscurity, has received considerable
elucidation through recent discoveries in Cyprus. Two bronze
stands of late Mycenaean workmanship 1 have been unearthed, the
one from Larnaka and the other from Enkomi. The light which
these bronzes were capable of throwing upon the ten nm:11~ of
Solomon's Temple was first noticed by A. S. Murray with reference
to the stand from Enkomi: Journal ofRo_yal Inst. of Brit. Archiltcls,
1899, vii. pp. 2ojf. The subject was worked out at length by
A. Furtwangler in an article in the Sz"/zungsbmchlt dtr phi/os.-phz1o(.
tmd dtr his/or. Classt dtr kg/. baytr. Akademie der Wissenscheflm
su MIJnchen, 1899, Bd. 2, Heft 3. This was followed by a detailed

examination by Stade of the section in Kings in the light of the
new discoveries (ZA TW. 1901, pp. 145 ./f.), in which he largely
modified his earlier views upon the subject, as expressed in the
article on Solomon's buildings (ZATW. 1883), and illustrated
by a figure in his Gu. i. p. 341. Figures of the Cyprus bronzes
are here given 1• That from Larnaka measures 39 cm. in height,
2 3 cm. in width of side, 1 2 cm. in diameter of wheels; that from
Enkomi is 16 cm. in height, and about 13 cm. in width.
_ It js clear that we have two divergent accounts of the n'IJOC
combined in vv. 27-37. This was first noticed by Kio., who
distinguished vv. 34-36 as belonging to a second account. His
view was accepted in the main by Benz. Furtwangler regards
vv. 32-36 as the remains of an ancient doublet; while Sta.
supposes that the two accounts have been not simply placed
side by side, but to a large extent interwoven. Sta. notices
the following double descriptions :-1. Decoration of the n:ioc
1 Furtwiingler places the date of the Necropolis at Eukomi rir. B, c.
uoo--1000. Cf. Antike Gemmen, Bd. iii. 440,
• The upper figure in Plate I I have been kindly allowed by Dr. Furtwiingler
to reproduce from his article; the under figure I owe to' Mr. J. L. Myres, of
Christ Church, Oxford, who obtained the photograph for me through the
British Commissioner at Cyprus. The two reproductions in Plate 3 are from
photographs taken by the University Press.
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with figures in v. 29 and 'D. 36. The two verses exhibit discrepancies (a) in description of the figures-v. 29 mentions lions,
oxen, and cherubim, v. 36 cherubim, lions, and palm trees;
(6) in naming the part of the n.n::,c so decorated-v. 29 n,-ilCC
and 1:1,::,!,i,, !'· 36 n,n,. 2. The Wheels. These are described
briefly in v. 30a, and in detail in vv. 32, 33. 3. The n,rm::i of the
corner pillars in v. 30 and v. 34. Obviously the indefinite J7.:l"'lte,
num::, of v. 34_ belongs to an account in which the parts so named
have not been previously mentioned. 4. The part at the top of the
ru,::ic which held the laver. This is called ,i"l'I> in v. 31, while in
v. 35 the name has fallen out. 5. The double statement that then,,,
of the wheels were of one part with the n,n::,t, ; v. 32 and v. 35.
While, however, it is certain that vv. 34-36 cannot, from their
contents, belong to the preceding account, this is not necessarily
the case with vv. 33, 34, since there is nothing in the contents
of these verses to prevent us from regarding them as a description
of the wheels in detail, after their brief mention in v. 30a.
27. LXX, Luc. give the length of the bases as five cubits, the
breadth as four cubits, and the height as six cubits. Sta. remarks
that from this difference between length and breadth the inference
might be drawn that the lavers standing upon the nm::ic
were not round but elliptical ; but that this is opposed to v. 28,
where the ' four cubits' can only be taken as the diameter of
a round !aver. The n,.n::,c of Figs. I and 2 are square, and have
round cylinders to hold the lavers. Thus the measurements of MT.,
four x four, are to be accepted. It seems not improbable that the
six cubits of LXX, Luc. represent the Iola/ heigh/ of the moo
three cubits+the Cl'll>,N ii cubits (v. 32)+the Ml> 1\ cubits (v. 31).
28. n"'llcc] The question as to whether this word means
•borders' (RV.) or 'panels' (RV. marg.) is not at all elucidated
by the Verss. LXX, Luc. O'll)'U.nOT011 translate according to the
sense of the root, and perhaps vocalize "'l!~; Vulg. inlffrasik +
sculplurae appears to be merely guessing; Pesh., Targ. Ja.,;._.,
t'l>lil is the word used by Pesh. to translate n'J7"'1lc in eh. 6. 6, with
the meaning 'ledges.' The only other connexion in which n"'llcc
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in a similar sense occurs, viz. as a part of the table of shewbi:ead,
Ex. 25. 25, 27; 37. 12, 14, is greatly in favour of the meaning
' border' (i. e. what we now call the frame of the table), whether
immediately below the top of the table, as in our modem tables, or
connecting the ends of the legs; cf. especially n~b "1!91;) ' a border
of a handbreadth,' scarcely 'a panel of a handbreadth.'
Cl'.:l'~] Only in this description of the bases. The Pu'al participle of a verb ::i~ occurs Ex. 26. 17 ; 86. 22t rn;b n~,! 'tl~
n;t:c
i,;i~;:i ' there shall be two tenons to each
board, morti'ctd one to another.' In Talmudic n::i,,zi denotes the
rung of a ladder,· so Maccoll, 7b n::i,,~ ntlCZ'J, 1:1,c::i n,,y M'l"I
,,nMc 'he was mounting a ladder when a rung gave way beneath
him.' Hence we may understand by 0 1::i,zi the corner uprights of
the m,::ic, and possibly also uprights at regular intervals between
the comers (cf. Fig. 2 ). The nrucc then ran horizontally
Cl'.:l'~n r::i. forming a connexion or framework to the corner
uprights. Cf. the four horizontal bars in Fig. 2. Perhaps the best
rendering of Cl':::1'~ is 'supports.' Vulg., Pesh. seem to approximate
to the right meaning with their renderings juncluras, f.A.i...
'connexions'; Targ. M':::I';~, LXX, Luc. l~xoµ/IKI>•,
o•:::i!ic:,,n r:::i n"Ucc, 1:1n, n,"Ucc] Are the second nifJ?Q different
from the first ? i. e. ought we to render n"Ucc, ' and also borderframes '? or, if the two are identical, why do we not read ni~9fPo11
'and the border-frames,' already mentioned? Again, why 0':;!;ft'
'tht supports,' when these have not been previously mentioned?
Klo., observing these difficulties, emends OiJ? 0':;t;r' Ov? n'i,9r;,
0':;t;ft! r~ nif9~:i, 'they had border-frames and supports, and the
border-frames were between the supports.' It is preferable to suppose
that the first nl"UCC has been written by mistake for 0'::l'Z' which
would naturally be first mentioned; 1:1•:;i;fiJ I'~ nip9~ OO? Cl':;!~
'they had supports, and there were border7framts between tl,e supports.'
29. 'll ni'iN] Cf. the winged figures of Fig. 1, and the lions(?)
of Fig. 2.
t::i Cl'.:l~n !,y,J 'And upon the supports likewise.' The rendering of Furtwl1ngler, 'And upon the supports /here was a pedestal,'
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• is unsuitable, because this part of the M!IC is described below in
v. 31 not as a ii but as a"'·
!,PtXl] Follow L'XX, Luc. ~~ 'and above and below IJr.c.'
m•?] Doubtless a corruption of c•:;iiM~~, which is desiderated after
""li'::I?, n,•iN!i. The corruption is due to the influence of v. 30 end,
nlt']70] LXX, Luc. appear to explain rightly lpyo,, «aT~cm11s, 'step-work,' or, as we should say, 'bevelled work';_ i.e. probably
the edges of the li"'UOC were bevelled in the form of steps : -

,,,c

or a section viewed from the end would have appeared thus:-

The ornamental borders in Fig. 1, above and below the winged
figures, have something of this character.
30. •.r,c,] A &,r~ Ary. ; but in Syr. 1J
axle ' is common.
Probably the axles were similar in form to those of Fig. 1.
'l, ,w.::,J11) 1"1]7::1.,N,] RV. 'and the four feet thereof had undersetters.' If nt,o~ (lit. 'shoulders') could mean ' undersetters,' we
might identify them with the diagonal stays which strengthen the
legs in Figs. 1 and 2. But these stays would scarcely be described
as 'shoulder-pieces,' and in fact they seem to be denoted by
a more suitable term
in v. 32. Moreover, they could scarcely
be described as -,1!, noot;,, i. e. immediately under the laver. The
position of these nt,o, should rather be that of the four birds
(doves?), at the four upper comers of the ro,:::,c in Fig. 1, which
might aptly be described as 's!UJu/der-pi'eces.'
So Hommel,
Furtwangler, Sta. But then ,•ncJ11) M]l::l.,M (rather ;:i•Ob~I ~;lC,
with reference to the nJ,:::it,), ' its four feet,' can scarcely be correct ;
for we cannot, with Sta., force the interpretation and suppose that
' the comer pillars with reference to their lower ends could very
well be described as the n,0]11> of the ro,:::,t,.' When we are speaking
of the shoulder-pieces we are thinking of the upper ends of the
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corner pillars, and besides, these corner pillars or supports have
already been described as 0 1::i,~. In the second account, v. 34,
four niEllJ~ are said to have been l'l~:i,::i niJ!i' ~llC ~~ ' at the four
corners of the base.' A more suitable term to describe the position
of the shoulder-pieces could not be selected, and we may follow
Kamp. in emending v'triJ!il ll~llCl ' and ils four corners had shoulderpi'eces.' LXX, Luc. µIp,, awmv appears to be an alteration of the
is
difficult ,•nc:s,D into IJJkt; cf. Ex. 25. 26, where nkt;:t l'~llC
rendered h-1 Ta Tlcrcrapa JlfP'I•
t"N "'1::1:s,t,]
(M'1?) appears to denote 'wreaths' or
'spiral work,' such as forms the principal ornamentation in Fig. 2,
and appears round the cylinder in Fig. 1. ~N "'1::1:s,t, is properly
'beyond or al 1114 side of each.' Cf. the phrase \1"'1:1:S, , ~ 'al all
sides of him,' eh. 5. 4 note. We may render 'wi'lh spirals al /he
side of each.' The spirals may have run between the shoulderpieces along the top edges of the m,:,c.

'l.l

n,•,

n,,;

v•~,

31. ll'l1Dl] Read
'and its mouth,' the suffix referring to the
l'ID is clearly the mouth or opening of the cyliqder,
seen in Figs. 1 and 2, to contain the laver. So Furtwangler, Sta.
n,n:i, n1::i0] R. V. 'within the chapiter.' But Mji::1ll, elsewhere
always the crown or chapiler of a column, scarcely seems a suitable
term to describe the part of the l'l~:,c which contained the l'ID ;
and the fact that the word is defined by the article rather indicates
that it refers to something already mentioned. We may therefore
follow Ew.'s emendation (adopted by Kio., Sta., and others), and
read nbi:q; n1~Q ' wilhin the shoulder-pieces,' just described.
l'l0N::I n,in,,] A number must have fallen out before l'ICN::I, and
which qualifies
this was probably ii;i'1 (Kamp., Sta.). But
the statement as to the height, ought naturally to follow after it. We
may therefore read M?Y,~ l'l'flC~ ii;i~ 'was one cubit and upwards.'
The statement which comes later in the verse, nCNl'I 1Ym l'ICN, is
merely a repetition of the same fact in more exact terms, and ought
probably, therefore (with Sta.), to be regarded as a marginal gloss.
t:i rn,pcJ 'After 1114 slruclure (farm) of a pedestal.' J::1 is used of
the pedestal of the "'li1,il in Ex. 30. 28; 31. 9; al,

m,:ic. The
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'Jl cn1n,Jcci] If this sentence is in place, the statement ought
naturally to refer to the
But then we should expect ,~JJ'lf9'?',
i.e., in contrast to the round opening itself, 'z"Js borders were
foursquare, no/ round,' thus forming a pedestal which corresponded
in shape to the square n.n:,c beneath. If this be the meaning of
the passage, the pedestal differed from those in Figs. 1 and 2,
which are round outside as well as inside. Sta. considers the
statement to be out of place, and, reading 1ti'lf9,;>, refers it to
the border-frames of the mi::,c proper.
32. m,::,c:i CIJDlNi"I n,,1,] 'And the slays ef lhe wheels were in the
1 seems to denote the diagonal
base'; i.e. of one casting with it.
stays, which are seen under the niJ,::,c in Figs. 1 and 2.
33. Ci"ll:IJ] ' Their felloes' ; i. e. the rounded portion of the
wheel, from :i:iJ 'tl> be curved.' So, in this sense, Ezek. 1. 18t.
cn1-,ttn, cn1~ , ] Both &,,,~ A.-yy. Ges. connects the former
word with pttn 'cleave to' or 'join,' so C1i?1t&',:t 'those which join'
sc. the felloe to the nave, i. e. the spokes; but his derivation of the
latter word from Ar.~ congregavz"J, so .,,w,:i 'place in which
the spokes come loge/her,' i. e. the box or nave, seems more than
doubtful, since, apart from the dubious meaning, a wrong interchange
of consonants is implied.
34. n1Dn::i m::,cn tc] ' Of one casting wz"Jh the base were its
shoulder-pieces.' The same meaning is to be attached to nnx,
in v. 35. Cf. Ex. 27. 2. Sta. regards v. 34b as a gloss, mainly
on the ground of the masc. pl. form n1Dn::, in place of n1n,i,n:i.
35. 'J1 m,::,cn tt.c-,:ii] The subject of the sentence has fallen out.
In accordance with v. 31 it should be
or some similar term.
MCNn 1m] nc.cn l'ffl1 MCN must have been read, if this account
originally agreed with that of v. 31.
nin-iJCCl n1ni1J The nn1 on the top of the nJ::,c cannot be
identified ; the n1-iJOC are probably those described in v. 3 1 b.
36. MD~] 'He carved.' The subject is ~iram.
nn\,n] 'The panels' are peculiar to this second account.
Judging by the reference to the figures carved upon them, we may
suppose that they ~nswer to the n,-uc:,c of vv. 28, 29.
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'Jn r,,ni•J

To be rejected as an erroneous dittography
from the preceding verse. ~ was probably added later as an
attempt to give sense to the words as they stand. So Kamp., Sta.
n-,cn,] Palm trees take the place of the oxen of v. 29. Cf. the
palms (?) in Fig. 1 between the winged figures.
'l, ,310::,] Read :,•:,o n,,; Z"'N -,:,in:,, in accordance with v. 30.
37. irnc :,ypJ LXX, Luc. omiL
n~~~~?J The suffix occurs once again, n~~~in, Ezek. 16. 53,
also in pause. Cf. G-K. § 91/; Sta. § 352 6. Kio. emends M11J
39a. LXX ,ral ,s..,.o T"Qf ,r;,,.,.. #JfXO>llw8 a,r~ T"ijf ,1µ.lar T'OU of«ov •E
dpurrfp&• omits 11)11::i ;y ~ flC't> n•:,n through homoioteleuton.
Luc. further omits ,r,,,.,.., thus making it appear that all the bases were
placed on the left ; but this is clearly an emendation of LXX text.
40. n,-,•:in] LXX, Luc. rovr 'A,{Jr,rar, Vulg. le6eles, i.e. nii•ip;:i
' the pots.' Pesh. J.tio ~ . i. e. nr,•on, m-,•:,n. n,-,•on is
doubtless correct. It occurs II 2 Chr. 4. 11; in the summary v. 45
(ll2 Chr. 4. 16); and in II. 25. 14; Jer.52. 18, where the allusion is
apparently to the same vessels. So Th., Sta., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
-,•o is usually a cooking pot in which flesh (Ex. 16. 3) or broth
(II. 4. 38 ff.} is boiled ; but as a sacrificial implement it is mentioned in connexion with the brazen altar; Ex. 27. 3 WJi•i;, ~~
il\91? 'and thou shall make its pots lo /ah away its ashes.'
e•Jl'n] 'The shovels'; included (Ex. 27. 3; 38. 3; Num. 4. 14)
among the ~~;:, '~f, and employed for transferring the ashes into
the n,,,o; cf. Kim~i's explanation :-,c,J-u,:, f&"ii1 en:, e•i•oc ,•n~
n:in:>nt> fe"'1n en:, -iiu n•iw ecn•E>'ilC:l. A verb nll' occurs Isa.
28. 17t :,y:, none i,:, MJI'', probably 'and hail shall sweep aw'!Y
the refuge of lies ' ; Ar.
1. 'collect into one place.'
nipiTt>n] 'The bowls,' which were used for tossing or dashing
the blood in a volume against the altar. Cf. the use of the verb pit
in e. g. Ex. 24. 6 n:,l't)l1 ~11 P"IT ein •yro. The action denoted
is constantly distinct from that expressed by "i1' 'sprinkle with the
fingers'; Lev. 4. 6; al. pin:, is always sacrificial, except in Am.
6. 6
•pitc:i e•nri:,n 'who drink in (i.e. out ef} bowls of wine.'
n,n, n•:,J Accus. of place as in Gen. 18. 1, 10; al. Da. § 69.
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n-,n:,n n;l] Cf. note on vv. 19, zo&, 22.
c•mi c•,,o 'l2'] 'Two rows-pomegranates';

cf. Dri.
Tenses,§ 194. It would be more natural to read either c•~m"l •1w '2r
as in v. 18a above emended, or else C•")W •~ c•~m") •pomegranates
in two rows,' 'o 'l2' being then an accus. of manner : Da. § 70.
42.

D'i,CJm 'lD ;:17] Certainly wrong. LXX, Luc. are probably correct
in reading C'"!'-lf.Dl.liJ •~~- So Th., Sta., Kio. Vulg., Pesh. presuppose c,i,cpn e'M'i ;, as in v. 41. So Kamp., Benz., Kit.
45. !mMn] Q're M~iJ certainly correct. Thus Targ. translates
f';Mn, and then, apparently with reference to Kt., adds the gloss i,lW:i
MW i:,pi Ml!l2'0 •le ' according to the structure of the vessels of the
Tabernacle which Moses made.' LXX, Luc., Vulg. omit the word.
Pesh. J........t,, probably a paraphrase of Kt. ;iJkiJ. Sta., in
adopting Q're, points out that the 1before n;Mi, c•;:,n ;:, nee must
(as in Vulg.) be omitted, since otherwise n;Mn is unnecessary.
'2'
c-,•n Mt1J7 i2'tt, LXX, Luc. add
After the sentence '•
11:al ol mAO& T"•ITITOpGICOffll «al Off~ T'OV ofirov T'OV /jag,'Ai61S «al T'OV ofirov
Kvplov· fl'GJITO 7'4 fP"Y" T"Oii {:Jau&>.,.,r lfl'ol'IIT"' Xw,pa.1£ ••• , i. e. C'"!'-lf.DVo:'l

n•::i r,c;

c1•r:i

nn

'!J~:t ~M~~7~ ntn~ n•;~ '!J~:t n•;?

n~bf\ D~"Jl'.

It is to be noticed that 'UfJ. 41-45a sum up the work of ~iram,
which is described in detail in w. 15-40; vv. 41, 42 corresponding
to vv. 15-22, v. 43 to vv. 27-39, v. 44 to fl'D. 23-26, and v. 45•
to v. 40. If, however, the LXX addition be regarded as genuine,
we have here a matter of great importance mentioned for the first
time in the summary without previous detailed description of any
kind. And not only so, but a work so considerable as the casting
of these forty-eight pillars is mentioned last of all, even subsequently
to the notice of the making of articles so comparatively unimportant
as the brazen pots, &c. We may therefore regard the passage
as a gloss, of uncertain source. So Sta.; but Bo., Th., Btnz.,
and to some extent Kio., adopt as genuine.
oicc n2'Ml] 'Burnished brass.' The verb o-,c is used again
in the participle Pu'al fflP1b for M~1bl;I Ezek. 21. 15, 16, and Qal
passive n~MJ? Ezek. 21. 14, 33, of a /Jurni's/,ed sword; and in
Isa. 18. 2, 7 c1m (for C1C9) describes the polished appearance
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of ·the skin of the Ethiopians. Elsewhere the word is used of
plucking out hair, and this is the first meaning in Ar. and Syr.
The Verss. merely guess at the sense of 0,00. Targ. !l0 lt'TU,
Vulg. <k aurichako, Pesh. f..tiJ..to.o f..,_,,, LXX xa).11:ci &,,3,,11 1,
Luc. simply xwa ~•46-50. This section as it stands can scarcely exhibit its original
form.
(i} iM0 , , , ru'I'!] v. 47 is very obscure and awkward. It can
only mean, • And Solomon left all the vessels because of their very
great number.' This we have to interpret,' He left them unwtiglud,'
a forced and unparalleled explanation.
(ii} It is unnatural to say that the brass could not be weighed
because the vessels were so numerous. We have just had a description of the great vessels, &c., which were made by J;liram, the sea,
the bases and Javers, and the two pillars, the casting of which
must have taken an enormous quantity of brass; and in comparison
with this the brass used for the pots, shovels, &c., however numerous
they may have been, must have been comparatively trivial in
quantity. Hence, the reason why the brass went unweighed was
not /he number of the vessels, most of which were small, but the
great quanli'!y of brass which was used, chiefly for the comparatively
few large vessels.
(iii) After the very lengthy description of the brazen vessels
made by ~iram, it is surely strange that so short a summary
(vv. 48-50) of the golden vessels, &c., should be given, without
any account of their appearance or mention of their maker. We
are justified in regarding an allusion of such brevity, in the midst
of a document which seems to aim at peculiar minuteness in
description, as the work of a later hand who desiderated some
reference to the gol<kn vessels of the Temple 1•
This i1 simply a paraphrase derived from the context, and cannot represent
of Th.; still lea Klo.'1 'Cf'!J ~ or ~ , supposed to mean ' consecrated (1) brua,' according to the,(free) rendering of Mai. 8. 24 • ~ ~
t1'1! ~ • p,} IABoi au1 waTd£o, n}i, 'Y'i• apJ,,r.
1 These verses are omitted by Sta., together with"· 47.
1

~
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Turning to the Verss., we find that LXX, Luc. presuppose
a considerably divergent text. In both v. 41 precedes v. 461 and
vv. 41, 48 8 exhibit striking variation from MT.
LXX, v. 41, ol,,c ; .. rrra8pos 'l"OV xwoii .o~ /,ra,,,u,., ,.-&.,.,.a TG ff"YIJ
Taii'l"a /,c ,rl~8ovs ucJ,&Bpa· oli,c

qv ripµa T61V ura8p61• roii XM1Coii.

v. 46. As in MT., omitting
v. 48 8 • ,cal

,,en.

naf;j,,, cl {:jaua'A,lis 2a>.61p6111 ra UICfV'f/ it

broif/UfP , .. oi'Kf,

vv. 48b-50. Substantially as in MT.
This may be re-translated:-

v. 41· iici;> :ii~ n~~~ [?] C'?~;:i-,~n~

: n~"f i:i ; ~ "'i?';li et, iici;,.

,,en.

v. 46. As in MT., omitting
v. 48&, [ntn~J "'~
0'?~i:i-nl$

nn .,~

-nn ~ ·,vnf~ '~ f'~
nbSr '!J?~i:i

n~.

Luc. is slightly different : v. 41. ol,,c q• ura8p/Js 'l"Oii xaA«oii 0~ l,rol,,u, .. llpa,,,,· fl"lll'ra 'l"G UICfVf/
4 /,roi'I"'• TaVTa /,c .,-oii ,rl~ovs ~pa• ol,,c q• Tlp;.,.a Ttp ura8p,jj Toii
XMICOV,
v. 46. As in MT., omitting
V, 48&, ,ca2 i&,,c, '%o>.ol.&OI" c5 {:jaui>.,lis Ta u,c,v'I it l,ro,,,uo 111 Tf oi'Ktt
,cvplov.
vv. 48b-50. Substantially as in MT.
Translate:-

,,en.

v. 41. .,~~ n~~~ D'?~,:r,~ (?] iici;,;
: n~Mf;:i ~ "'i?r;,~ et~ iici;, iict,> :ii~

nn ,~ n~n,~ 'iW9 r~

nn.

46. As in MT., omitting 1,1:n.
48a. ~~ n'~
D'~~;:i-n~ nb~ ~~;:i nt-i.
In v. 41 Luc.'s rendering can scarcely be original. The repetition
of n~ .,lffl, and the construction of c,,:,n
in apposition to
are very awkward. On the other hand, LXX text is here
very clear and good, completely disposing of difficulty (i) by the
f'M for
ro,,, and of (ii) by the reference
substitution of,.,,
of iMC i11e0 :i,e back to n~, , ~ rte instead of to ;:, nM
c,,:,,,. Luc.'s text of this verse probably arose through the insertion
of Spa,,., as a doublet of iMC i11ee :i,0, this breaking the sentence
and causing the repetition of 4 bro,,,,,,.
ii.
ii.

n11m,,,

nn .,~

,:i

,i'~

ne,r.l'

VII. 46-fI

IOI

By the transposition of v. 4 7 and v. 46 we gain a better sequence,
the great quantity of brass being naturally mentioned before the
locality in which the vessels, &c., were cast.
In v. 48• Luc. is to be preferred to LXX. The nc,&1
of the
commencement of v. 47 MT. is here referred to its proper place,
and its position in MT. is perhaps explained by the transposition
of vv. 46 and 47. The writer, having wrongly written v. 46 first,
was proceeding to write v. 48' which properly followed it, when
he noticed that he had omitted v. 4 7, and so added it then and
there. Thus the first two words of v. 48 came to be placed at the
beginning of v. 47.
According to Luc., v. 48& describes the destination of the golden
vessels ; it ought, however, properly to refer to the brazen vessels,
and to conclude the account of them. This should naturally lead
the way to v. 51, the conclusion of the whole notice. The alteration of v. 48• in MT. ~ for M.l'1, and in LXX 1eal lA.a{:J,-,, for 1eai
l!•1e•, is most probably due to the gloss vv. 48b-50 which mentions
the golden vessels.
Upon these grounds the following may plausibly be considered
the original text of these vv; 46-51 : -

ro,,

v. 47. iicl? :li~ i1~~ Cl~~v-,f°~
: n~flJ ~ ~~ 06 ,tct?.
v. 46. As in MT., omitting 1,cn.
v. 48. : "l~ n'~ i1~
v. 51. As in MT.

.,~~

Cl'>~ci-nt$

i1~ , ~

i1b~V

n~Mf~ ' ~ !'~

['!l~lJ] n!~l.

v. 47. 'There was no weight to the brass wherewith he made
all these vessels, because it was exceeding much ; the weight of
the brass was not found out. v. 46. In the plain of Jordan did
he cast them, in the clay ground between Succoth and Zarethan.
v. 48. And [King] Solomon placed the vessels in the house of
Yahwe.
v. 51, 'Thus all the work that king Solomon wrought in the
house ofYahwe was finished And Solomon brought in the things
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which David his father had dedicated, even the silver and the gold
and the vessels, placing them in the treasuries of the house of
Yahwe.'
46. 1'1i'M i::,::,J ' The circle of the Jordan'; II 2 Chr. 4. 17 ;
Gen. 13. 1 o, 11t; called also .,~~rt ' the circle,' Gen. 13. 12 ; 19. 17 ;
Deut. 34. 3; 2 Sam. 18. 23; al. The term, a Pilpel form (ifi~)
from i,::, 'move in a circle,' is used of the depressed region which
forms the lower stage of the Jordan ,·alley by which the river Bows
into the Dead Sea; but may in the earliest times have been
exclusively applied to the ·fertile region occupied by the circle
of cities forming the,~;:, ~; Gen. 13. 12; 19. 29. See Stanley,
SP. 284.
nciecn rQJ7C::1] RV. 'In the day ground'; so Vulg. i'n lerra
arg,7losa. M::ll/C, root n::i:17 'to be thick, dense' (eh. 12. 10), only
occurs here, II 2 Chr. 4. 17 having "91~0 '~. Moore (on Judg.
7. 22) emends nciec[n] nil]ICl 'at the crossing (ford) of Adamah,'
regarding Adamah as identical with 01~ of Josh. 3. 16 (ed-Damieh)
which is there said to be near fM'iY.
n,;c] The identification of Rob. (BR., iii. 309.if.) with Sokul
('A,n es-Stfqtf!) on the west bank of Jordan some nine miles south
of Beisan, though suiting the connexion with rniY. which is menn•::i, is improbable as being
tioned (eh. 4. 12) together with
philologically unsound. Moore, in accordance with his emendation
above noticed, thinks n,;c to be the place named in Genesis and
Joshua easl of Jordan. This, according to the Talmud (Slze!J1i"fh
ix. 2, Gnnara), was in later times called nmi Dar'ala, i.e. probably
'lhe present Tell Dti'r 'Alla, a high mound in the Jordan valley,
about one mile north of the Jabbok.' G. A. Smith, Hislori'cal
Geography, 585; Buhl, Geogr. 259.f.
51 b. Jnl] The perf. asyndelos as a circumstantial clause; 'he
placed,' &c., so 'pladng,' &c. Cf. eh. 13. 18 ,; m::i; Dri.
Tenses, § 163.
13-51. Wellh. comments upon the absence of any allusion to
the making of the 6rasm altar in this description of the Temple

r~
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furniture, assuming that, in accordance with the mention of an
altar in eh. 8. 64; II. 16. 141 15, such a reference must have
originally existed, and has therefore been purposely removed by
the post-exilic editor, upon the supposition that the brazen altar
of Moses mentioned by P was, like the Ark, still in existence.
Now, as we have seen, the glosses of RP are for the most part
either absent in LXX, Luc., or can at any rate be easily detected
and separated from the original text into which they have come
from the margin ; and the method of treating the LXX text as
representing upon the whole a recension untouched by RP has,
through the results, justified itself as reasonable. Thus, if mention
of the casting of the brazen altar had existed in the original
description, some trace of it would certainly have remained in
LXX ; but this is not the case. And not only so, but there are
no other traces of the rejection by RP of the statements of the
original 1, such a proceeding being quite contrary to his method,
which was to interpolate without excision.
Again, as will be seen, the section cl,.. 8. 1-11 has been largely
interpolated by RP, and in v. 4 there is mention of the carrying
up to the Temple of the Wlj:l,"1 ~~:, ~:, n~n i31ro ~nM nMi m~ r,,M
~nee ,!t'M. If, therefore, this editor had only just previously excised
from eh. 7 the mention of the making of the brazen altar for the
reason above noticed, he would surely have expressly named it in
eh. 8. 4 among the furniture of the iJnt> ~nM which was taken
up to the Temple.
Thus we may confidently conclude that mention of the brazen
altar was, for whatever reasons, 110/ contained in the original
recension of 7. 13-51. The allusion in 2 Chr. 4. 1 nreiru n:110 C-'lr'
,nt>,p n,t>M ,m ,:im nt>M l:l',m ,:,"'IN nt>N Cl,,~ is marked as
a late addition by the absence of all detail in the description.
1 The addition of LXX, Luc. in v. 45 1 with reference to the forty-eight
pillars, ii to be regarded as a gloss, for reasons above given.
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8. Dedication of Solomon's Temple.

Ch. 8=a Chr. 5.

2-7. 10.

'.n nc,~ ,n~

tN] LXX prefaces these words with the
sentence ml rytllff'o 6>f avnn?.,cu11 2a>..µcl,11 roii olco&µijaai ro11 olco11
Kvpiov mi ro11 o'lco11 lawoii ,um ,fcoa, z.n,. So Luc., with the variation
/11 rtp av11n'Alaai 2oAoµ&i,,,-a. This is regarded by BO., Th. as part
of the original text. But more probably the words are an addition
of the translator, who objected to the use of tN without 'any definite
point of attachment in the preceding narrative.' This peculiar
use of the particle is, however, characteristic of R O (see collected
instances in 3. 16 note; and cf. Dri. LOT. 192), and it is very
noticeable that in no single case does tN occur as introduction
to the apodosis of a sentence, after the protasis has contained
a definite notice of the point of departure. In such a case the
usual construction would certainly be ·1 ,. , , 'l'.I' (cf. 9. 1, 2),
and there is no reason why this should have been relinquished
in favour of 1t' , , , •i:i,. , The form of the gloss was determined
by 9. 1, and the time-notice µ,ra ,fcoa, z.n, derived from the addition
of l:l'.l~ ]l::l~ 6. 38, and n,~ m~
7. 1.
1-11. This section bas clearly received considerable interpolation
by post-exilic hands under the influence of P. In LXX V1J. 1-5
appear in a considerably shorter form, which reads smoothly and
without trace of abridgement :__,.cm iEtu>.,,alaa,11 6 ~auu..n1r 2a>..µc1,11
8.

1.

v,,c,

:Em••

,rm,rar roiir trp•a~twipovr 'Ia-pa,jA /11
roii brycii.11 n}• ,ci{j,.ro•
3w&,qr Kvpiov i« mS>.fClllf Aavtl3, ai'n-,,. ia-rli, :S,i.11, (a) 111 l"Jlli 'A8aµfi.•.
(3) ,rai Jpai, ol lfptir ,..,,,, «l{JCIIIT"OII (+) «al ro a-J,..µa roii µaprvpiov ml
ro O'/Cf"'I ra c1yia ro ;,, r,p a-qr,/,µar, roii µaprvplo11• ( 5) iral 6 {Jaa-u..,vr

«al triir 'Iapru}A lµtrpoa8f• rijr ~ ilvolfNr ,rp/,/3,JTa, fjoar, hapi81"]1"Q,

So substantially Luc.
1.

Here we notice the following omissions :-

,::i,

nc,~ i,c,, ,N ,N,lt" 1 ni::i11tn 'N'l:1.l n,oc., 't'IM ,::i n11t1]
Here ni::i11ti, , • , 'l't'N"'l belongs distinctively to P. Cf. 'l't'N"'l
n,oc,, II 2 Chr. 5. 2; Num. 30. 2t. n,oc,, ni::iN 'l't'N"'1

n,oo,

Num. 32. 28; Josh. 14. 1t.
ni::iNM ~ Josh. 19. 51t.
[n,::iNn] ni::iN 't'IM Ex. 6. a5; Num. 31. 26; 36. 1; Josh.

VIII.
21.

I-II

and very frequently in Chr., Ezra, Neh. (34 times)t.
[DJ:1!::I~, n"ONn] n'ON n':l 1;:,tn Ex. 6. 14; Num. 7. 2, and
four times in Chr. t IIC11t'l in the Hexateuch occurs but
once outside P, Ex. 22. 27 (J); in P 82 times, Ezek.
37 times, Chr. six timest.
cbim1J Probably original. The reading of LXX, Luc. seems
to be a scriptural error due to the occurrence of r,~ at the
end of the verse.
2.
t"K ;.:, nc," ,~en ,11e· ,,nj;ll'!] An addition rendered
almost necessary to introduce the date after the weighting
of the previous verse with the long insertion above noticed.
Niph. ,npl occurs most often in P, Lev. 8. 4; Num. 16. 3;
17. 7; 20. 2; Josh. 18. 1; 22. 12, and in books influenced
by P (Ezek. 38, 7 ; Chr., Ezra, seven times); though not
unknown in earlier writings, Ex. 32. I (JE), Judg. 20. 1 ;
2 Sam. 20. 14; Jer. 26. 91'.
Notice the phrase
here and in the additions of vv. I-, 5 contrasted with l"IC"'
vv. 1, 12, or 1,cn v. 5, of the original narrative.
"]l':l&'l"I l','"!Ml"I rici., ln:l] The reference lO, being drawn from
v. 65 lnn nric IIC'l"IM n»:i
ft'll'i, the editor plausibly
assumes from the mention of its duration Cl'C' nJl:l" 1 that
this was the Feast, i. e. the Feast of Tabernacles, and so
adds the statement 'Jl':lffl le"1n.i ttil"I as in Lev. 23. 34 (H).
In Dt. 16. 13 the date is more vaguely defined as i·9~:i1
1,

,ric,~

nc,".1'c.,

nc,"

,tt,~

i~P,~ itle9,
'lPt ,:i

A resumption from v. 1a, due to the
number of additions intervening.
4. ni.i, tntt nN ,;JI',] In vv. 3, 5, 7 (twice), 9 simply ~,tti:,.
Cll'!,ni Cl'll"l:ll"I l:lnllC ,;~J The distinction drawn between
priests and Levites implies the standpoint of P. Cf. Dri.
Deut. 2 I 9 :-' The term Levite, it must always be remembered, has in Deuteronomy a different meaning from
" Levite" in P. In P it denotes the members of the tribe,
3.

1

'IR:l'i]

On the rejection of ci• ,a

l'll'l"IM

c-c•

~l~,

cf. 111)/e ad l.,c,

1o6
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exclusive of the priests, the descendants of Aaron; in
Deuteronomy it denotes all members of the tribe, without
distinction. The "Levites" of P are inferior members
of the tribe, who are assigned various subordinate duties
in connexion with the Tabernacle (Num. 3-4; 18. 1-7),
but are peremptorily forbidden to intrude upon the office
of priest. In Deuteronomy this sharp distinction between
priests and the common Levites is not recognized ; it is
implied (18. 1a) that all members of the tribe are qualified
to exercise priestly functions; 18. 1 b, 2b assign to the whole
tribe the altar-dues reserved in Num. 18. 20 for the priests
alone; and 18. 6-8, relating to the "Levite" coming from
the country to reside at the central sanctuary, describes his
services there in terms which elsewhere, when used. in
ritual connexion, denote regular priestly duties.'
In contrast to this distinction of v. 4b, cf. tiv. 3, 6, 10, I 1
where l:l'~tfD,j alone are mentioned; and clz. 12. 31 where
all Levites seem to be regarded as fit to exercise priestly
functions :-"'I, 'J::10 w, ric', "\;:,te l:lJfM n,~ l:l•Jn::i t']M.
5. nt,',C'.'] Inserted for the sake of accordance with the title
used in vv. 1b, 2.
niy] The phrase '~\e'~ n~ is of constant occurrence in P,
outside which it never occurs but here and in II 2 Chr. 5. 6.
,nric ,,',p l:l'l"JJruM] ip, means to appoinJ or dtjine a place
or time, and Niph'al i:lf'l has the sense set tmese!f al llze
appoinJed place. This latter occurs very constantly in
a ceremonial connexion, and so used is characteristic of P ;
II 2 Chr. 5. 6; ['' ',y] ' 11 l:l'l"J~n Num. 14. 35; 16. 11;
27. 3; 1•',ric nin.n Num. 10. 3, 4; and, with '• as subject,
',(,JnllC) 'niin.n Ex. 25. 22; 29. 42, 43; 30. 6, 36; Num.
17. 19. Cf. the phrase iJ}io ',~it (see below) 'the tent of
meehng,' i.c.ofYahwe and His people in the person of their
representative. Elsewhere Niph'al iinl is only used without
ceremonial connotation; Josh. 11. 5 (JE); Am. 3. 3; Ps.
48. 5; Job 2. 11; Neh. 6. a, 1ot.

VJII.

1-11

ec!,,] LXX, Luc. d11ap,8f111TC1 for the
ec,, '"'DO' ec, appears at first sight

whole "l~
to omit the
last three words. But a comparison of eh. 3. 8, where
the same phrase is rendered by LXX As oi,,c dp,81£11fHia•T'a,,
suggests that the translator's single word is intended to
satisfy the whole expression in the Hebrew.
Further omissions of LXX in this section (vv. 1-11) are:6. mn, n'"ll] Omitted by LXX only, but contained in Luc.
The phrase is properly Deuteronomic (cf. 3. 14 note).
8. nm c,-n ,11 C&' ,,n,,] Quite different in character from the
other omissions. The phrase implies a pre-ex,1,"c standpoint, and is thus original, and has been removed by the
LXX translator (or by a later copyist) because in his time
its purport had ceased to be true. nm Cl\'n i:p occurs again
9; 13, 21; 10. 12; 12. 19; II. 2. 22; 8. 22; 10. 27 (0\'n i31);
14. 7; 16. 6; 17. 23, 34, 41. The phrase is in most cases
the addition of R 0 , and thus has important bearing upon
the date of compilation of Kings. See Inlroduclio11.
10, 11. mn' n'l] LXX omits mn' and reads n~~:,. Luc. in
both cases T'OII olico11 Kvplov.
Thus it is clear that the omissions in LXX (vv. 1-5) are later
additions to the text from the hand of RP. But beyond these
additions, in the text which is common to LXX and l\IT. there
are a few phrases which exhibit unmistakeably the influence of P.
These must be prior to the separation of the recensions represented
by MT. and LXX, and therefore prior also to RP; and are to be
assigned to late exilic or early post-exilic scribes influenced by P,
mentioned above (eh. 6. 16) under the symbol SSP. The phrases
in question are as follow:4•. iinc ,nee] This phrase occurs a few times in JE; Ex. 33. 7;
Num.11. 16; 12. 4; Deut. 31. 14; but is chiefly characteristic
of P, in which it occurs some 132 times. Outside the
Hexateuch, it is found only in I Sam. 2. 22; eh. 8. 48 ; and
in Chr. In I Sam. the last member of the verse, containing
the expression, is wanting in LXX, and seems to be of the
l"lC UC'

l"lC 'UC'
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character of an interpolation. So Wellh., Kamp., Budde.
Probably also in our passage iinc ,nee (the tent of Moses)
has been substituted for an original )Qk~ (the tent of David;
,h. 1. 39). LXX, Luc. roii p,aprvpiov after ,nec:i in this verse
is probably added for the sake of uniformity with the
previous i1n0 ,nM.
6. c•v,p,, v,p ,ec] er. cl,. 6. 16 note.
8, 10. V1j:,., f0] v,p;, is 'the holy place,' i. e. the outer room
of the Temple, wled )1•t:m in 6. 1,7, 33; 7. 21. The term
is obviously used in relation to the name given to the inner
room c•V1j:1,i v,p, as is the case in Ex. 26. 33 ;i,-i:im

c•v,pn v,p r:i, V1Pi1 r:i ~, ~,Dn.
8. nmn 'IN"I' tb,] Probably added by the same hand as
'p,i rr>, to guard against the supposition that the staves
•
were exposed to the public gaze.
Thus the original form. of the section vv.1-11, as it left the hand
of R0 , was probably as follows:-

n'"l:1 r,,ec nee n,,:sm, ci~,. ,ec,~ 'lPT ,:i nee nc,rt' ,nl" TM
2, 3 : r,,ec., nK c•ln:in ,ec~, : c•lnRl'I m•:i : ii~ N-n ,,, i•Jlt) nw
4, 5 'lD) ,ec,~ ,:i, i,cm : ,nec:i ,r.,ec ~p;, ,,:, ,:i nee, )i'INn nee,
6 ,ec•:i•, : :i,0 im•
,,De• ec, "'"'" ,p:i, ~ ci•n:irc ,,,ecn
nnn ,ec n•:i., ,,:i, Sec ,0,p0 ,ec ni."l' n'"l:1 r,,ec nee ci-.:in:in
7 ,;c-, ,,,ecn c,pc ,M Cl'Ell!I Cl'rt'"iEI Cl'~"l!)i1 •:, : c•:i,,:,n 'Dl:l
8 'rt'N"l iN"l'i ci-,:i,, ,:nc,, : n,Jlt),0 ,.,:i ,in i,,ecn )J1 c•:i,:,n
9 •Jr., p, Jl"lM:l rec : nm ia,•n 'Tl1 cizi ,,;,-, ,,:i,n 'lD
o•i:i.,
'N"lrt" 'l:l CIJ1 mM' n,:, "\c,N :i,ra MW Clrt' M'lM "\ft'N l:l'l:lMM n,n,
I O : n•:i., nM ec,0 Pl1i11 Cl'lM:lM nl'tn •n-i : 6i,-iii,'''f,tce'"i:iiiecri
11 mn• i'l:l!I M,0 •:, Plli1 '.:ID0 n,rt? ,0:s,, Cl'lM!IM ,,:,, M,,
: n•:i., nee
1

,h,

,r

The words over lined are the work of R O ; those marked by the
dotted line may perhaps be due to him.
1, 6. MW n'"l:1 Ji"lM] er. 3. 15 nole.
Probably r,,ec., stood
in the original narrative, as in vv. 3, 5, 7, 9.
8. ,.,, l:lrt' ,-n,i] Discussed above.
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1:1]1 ,, ni::, ,~] The idea of the covenant between
Yahwe and Israel appears first in JE; Ex. 19. 5; 24. 7, 8;
34. 1 o, 2 7 ; but is brought into special prominence through
the emphasis laid upon it in Deuteronomy; cf. 5. 2f. n,n,
:i,n:i M'-0 'IJ0]1 n,::, 'IJ'M~; 4. 23; al. The supposition
that this sentence is the work of RD explains its imperfect
connexion with the preceding, the only antecedent to , ~
n,::, being Cl'JllCn n,n, ,,ro. Doubtless RD was thinking
of the idea of the covenant (n',:i,i) implied by these nin,,
and so made his insertion in its existing form. So vague
a relationship of relative to antecedent would scarcely be
possible if the whole verse were by one hand. LXX, Luc.
insert after Cl'J:lNi1 n,n,, irAaic,s njs B&a8i,ic11s, i. e. M'"!fiJ nin~,
an addition which brings the sentence into close accord
with Deut. 9. 9 n,,,, n,::, iroN n,-i:i., nm, ci1,:i11t,i nni, nnp,
Cl::l0]1. Probably this is a gloss inserted to smooth away
the roughness in connexion. The explanation of ,, n,::, ,e,c
'where Yahwe made,' &c., with an ellipse of n,,:i as in
1 Sam. 20. 16; 22. 8, is possible but scarcely necessary.
Possibly Cl.,m Y,MC ClnN'!O may also belong to RD, in
continuation of the preceding. If, however, it belong to the
first narrative, it probably originally ran 'Jl ;N,~ ,,: MN'!O.

See eh. 3. 16 note.
r::,ro, iCN] ' Hath promised lo dwell ' ; RV. 'Hath said that He
will dwell'; 1 Chr. 27. 23
MN Ml:lin, ,, iCN; 2 Chr. 21. 7;
Est. 4. 7. With ; of the person to whom the promise is made,
II. 8. 19. Cf. eh. 5. 19 note.
;D,:s,:i] ;D,:p is frequently mentioned as the sign of Yahwe's
theophany :-112 Chr. 6. 1 ; Ex. 20. 21 ; Dt. 4. 11 ; 5. 19; 2 Sam.
22. 10; IIPs. 18. 10; Ps. 97. 2; Job 22. 13. The word is connected seven times with fti, twice with '!J~M, once with n10?J, and
once with Cl':;ti. ;D,:s, had the appearance of the dark lowering
storm-cloud, as is clear from 2 Sam. 22. 1 o.If. and Ex. 20. 21; cf.
19. 16.
12,
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13. ;:lT n•:l] Possibly 'a house of ekr:ahon,' or' lofty house.' For
the meaning of ~:l! 'elevation' or 'height,' Schrader (COT. i. 175)
quotes Assyr. bf/ sabal ;:lT n•:l; Cheyne (Isa. ii. 17 2 f.) cites
M. Stanislas Guyard as stating that Assyr. possesses the root saMlu
nasfJ (Me')) in the sense of' bearing,' and hence (but by i'n/trmce
merely) of 'elevating.' This interpretation suits all the Biblical
occurrences of;ur as well as, or better than, the old unphilological
explanation' habitation'; 112 Chr. 6. 2; Isa. 63. 15; Hab. 3. 11;
Ps. 49. 15 (Cheyne '~F-)t. The verb occurs once, Gen. 30. 20
._,.M •)~~ ClllE>M 'This time will my husband extol me.' In New
Heh. ,or 'temple'; B,racholh ix. 13b ,or:l jM'"1' ,i:,~~ jnlM
'those (heathen) who stretched out their hands against the
temple.'
in:l~ f'=JC] So Ex. 15. 17 M'li'i' n'JIE> in:le,; f':lt:l. i'P~ rb9
vv. 39, 43, 49, cf. Ps. 33. 14. l't:IC gives prominence to the idea
of the fixed security of Yahwe's dwelling-place. So i~l?:P ~:,9 ·Ps.
89. 15; 'IM9:p rb9 Ps. 97. 2 ; •~~:,'? Isa. 18. 4.
Cl'C!,,ll] Used adverbially, 'for ever,' in place of the more prosaic
Cl~ll?, So only 111 Chr. 6. 2; Ps. 61. 5 t:1•c;,31 ,;MM:l M"IUM.

=

=

=

The two vv. u, 13 occur in LXX after the section rn,. 14-53,
and exhibit considerable divergence from MT. T6n ,"Aa>.'f'T'"
:zaAco,U:,11 unp roii oucov .:.s ITV'HTU.f(Tfll TOii oldo,.jjcr,u aVT611
•m.w11 ly,,l,,pur,11 l11 ov~ Kvpws•
•••• TOV ICGTOl«fill flC -yr,6,/xn,.
OlJCoU/''f'TOII ol,ror, p,ov, ol,cor, fltfl'/)fflT/
roii mT011e,i11 brl i c a i ~ s .

UGVT"f,

l&v aiw,, -,fypa,rrru •• (J&{IAl't Tjjs ,a;;s; So Luc. with the
variations lll'T'll'N" for lyN,pw111, u1 ,l,,., for ,l11n, ;,, ~ for le
y,,orl,ov, mrpnr;, for iicrrp,,rij, irrl ~>..lov for •• fJ,fIAuf. Here the
words brrip ••• al!T611 are clearly a gloss, due to the fact that when
the section rro. 14-53 is made to precede v. u the reference of
Solomon's words in this latter verse is not immediately obvious.
The remainder, however, as is shown by Wellh. (C. 271), presupposes, after the easy correction of a few translator's errors, a text

ol,ic

VIII. IJ

III

substantially superior to MT. Jy,,6>pum, perhaps represents r~:, 1
an error for r•;,n which Luc. reooers rightly l1TT711Tfll, ITavr;; for
brl «mMmJrOr Cl~'P, for t:1•9~Y, T"ijr rµ;;r i•v,:, for if:i:t. We thus
may retranslate : nb~ i01t TM

1,

I

n1n:

ci~~

-

T

•>,

T

~

r;,i:,

:'~"UP. Jllr~ ~

•!>
•

m.,
'V'T

n•::i •n•:l m::i
..

•

..

.. :

CIIQ?'JI ~~

:,l':;:i

~~-,p "tv,~ tc'l'.I e6n

'Then said Solomon,
The sun bath Yahwe set in the heavens,
But bath promised to dwell in thick darkness;
-Build my house, a house of habitation for me,
That I may dwell therein for ever.
Is it not written in the Book of the Upright'? '
Here in v. 12, in place of the single clause of MT., we have
two antithetically parallel distichs, setting in pointed contrast the
. sun brightly shining in the sky above and the thick black cloud
which fills and overhangs the House of Yahwe. The substance
of Yahwe's command and promise is appropriately introduced in
v. 13• b, while v. 13°, as in Josh. 10. 13 (Joshua at the battle of
Beth-~oron), 2 Sam. l. 18 (David's lament over Saul and Jonathan),
bears the stamp of genuineness and ensures the antiquity of the
short extract. Kio. follows LXX in v. 12, supposing that Jy11.,p,1T,.,,
translates Y}i\ a mistaken reading of ll':!!~-' The sun is manflesl
in the heavens.' In v. 13• b, however, he abides by MT. 1 , with
But n,:, is never elsewhere in LXX rendered by "fl'°'pl'°'•
So Kamp. Wellh. reads ~ for ~ . "Wt f o r ~ . but in both cases
Luc. indicates the more accurate reading.
1 But more probably the expressions 'm, ~ exhibit traces of a later phase
of thought as to Yahwe's dwelling-place.'' See above as to usage and occurrence
of these phrases.
1

1
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the small alteration

'l'.l'~t •~~l for •n•,::i ro::i from 112 Chr. 6. 2, while

v. 13c LXX is bracketed as doubtful. Jos.'s somewhat lengthy
reproduction of Solomon's words (Ant. viii. 4, § 2) depends upon
a combination of Kings and Chronicles freely wrought up and
expanded. Thus ol if 1111 a-al/Tit dpyoa-0> yryoma ,-011 ol,pai,o11 o'l&,u11
,r.,-.>.. represents "H>.w11 i-y,,iopur,11 ,., ol,f"J1'¥ Kup,or of I Kings, while
Toiini11 a. a-o, ,ra,-10-tt111aa-a ,-011 11ao11 nrio1111p.o11 is drawn from w ~
0Lcoa&µ.,1ta ol«o• ,.¥ dll'O/J,01"& a-ov, 2 Chr. 6. 2.
Vulg. agrees close)}' with MT. Pesh. J ~ 1~/ Ji..J/ J...»
'Lord, thou has/ promised to dwell in thick darkness,' is
probably an arbitrary alteration from 3rd to 2nd pers. in view
of the use of the 2nd pers. in the following verse. Targ. 'll"lnl!C m;,,
ci!,~-,•::i n•m•::i~ nte-,rt'M!, ' Yahwe bath been pleased to establish
his Shechinah in Jerusalem' is obviously a paraphrase in the
translator's usual style. Nevertheless, Th., finding difficulty in
the use of !,E>-,y ' black darkness ' to describe the appearance of the
or MJ'::i~, by inference a brighl cloud, obtains by combination of Pesh. and Targ. the emendation
~ MJ;ltc "1"~
Cl;~•~ 'Yahwe, thou hast promised to dwell in Jerusalem,' a
somewhat prosaic statement which is partially anticipated by B6.'s
suggestion
fD~? i~k;:t "1,'"1;,
14-66. This long section, containing Solomon's address to the
people (vv. 14-21), the dedication prayer (ziv. 22-53), the blessing
(vv. 54-61), and the short account of the festival (vv. 62-66),
presents throughout clear indications that it owes its present form
to the hand of RD. The final portion (vv. 62-66) may perhaps
exhibit an older narrative into which Deuteronomic additions have
been incorporated, but the remainder, and especially the central
prayer of dedication, has been so thoroughly amplified by the
editor that it is impossible to discover any older kernel upon which
he may have based his work. The choice of subjects in the
successive divisions of the prayer seems for the most part to
have been suggested by the catalogue of curses contained in
Deut. 28. 15-68.

JI.a~

'• ,,:i:i

1¥?

~r~,

VIII. z4-66
Kings 8.
n MtllT' .,t'M nee
33 l'"iM ''JfJ' ,ttirr 'lCll ll)lll'O
35 itlC M'IT' te~ Cl"m' -,w,,:i

Deut. 28.

1

31 'l, 'la,V,'

3'1

'l, nle'Ml

n•r,, •::, i::i,
r,p,, rm~

i:ii,i nM 1l '' p:ii• 21
flP,'l, flE>ile'l , , , ,, n::,::,, 2 2

''DM Ml-itt

'll'DIT' •::, ll)Dten tllltn 38
n::,ieen
Cf. also 'llfl. 39, 42.
"J'"'llle' ,~ ,, ,1m 5 2

n,nt) !,::, llll
,JI

1'l'M 1l£>' ll)ll '• 1ln' 2 5
~ ,11 itrM 1"m' ,•m 2 3, 2 4

'l,

er. 'llf/.

!,::,

49Jf.

'llfl, 22, 2 7,

35, 59-6i.

,-,::,ln ,ee cm
~ , 'lCll W' •:,

44
46 ClnM , , ,

'l,

1' ,Mt),,.,
cn:iie,, l

.,l'M

l£>!,

1,M 1

Deuteronomic phraseology is noticed below verse by verse.
It is more difficult to decide whether the section bas suffered
interpolation at the hands of later Redactors.
(i) The division of the prayer vv. 46--t9, which brings forward
the. possibility of a general captivity of Israel in punishment for
sins, is considered by Wellh. (C. 270), Sta. (Ge1. i. H), Kamp.,
Benz., Kit. to be marked by its contents as not earlier than the
Exile, and therefore later than R O 1•
Against this view may justly be cited the vagueness of the terms
of v. -t6 n:ir,p ,ee np,m :i,,ten y,te ,ee CM'lz.t c,:iie,,, and the fact
that the writer (v. 48) appears to regard the Temple as still
standing during the period of the Exile, • , • ClrlM ,,, 1''M ,!,,£>nm
~ n•ll -,z.,M n•:i,i,. But the chief argument for the pre-exilic
date of the pa$Sage is to be derived from comparison of Deut. 28,
which, as we have seen above, forms to some extent the model
of the dedication prayer. This eh. 28 is regarded by all critics as
1 Wellh., Sta. seem to regard these verses as determining the exilic date of the
whole section vv.14-66. Kamp. assigns w.44-53 to D'; Benz., Kit. vv.44-51,
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being, if not an integral portion of D (chs. 5-26) 1, at least closely
akin to D in standpoint and date, and thus certainly pre-exilic;
yet notwithstanding, vv. 36, 37, 64-68 threaten a captivity of the
nation in language decidedly more definite than that of the passage
of the prayer which has been called in question. We may therefore
be content to regard these verses as containing nothing necessarily
opposed to the supposition of a pre-exilic authorship, and so, as of
one piece with the whole, vv. 22-53 •.
(ii) Sta. ( Gu. ii. 248 note) regards c~n ;M v. 30, and the local
accusative C"Dt'i"I vv. 32, 34, 36, 39, 43, 45, ◄ 9 as later insertions
made upon the view that Yahwe's habitation was not the Temple,
as is suggested by the old narrative, vv. 11-13, but the heavens,
out of which he exercised a supervision over the Temple. Accordingly, portions of vv. 22, 54 C"Dt'i"I 'r~ ~El..,; C"Dt'i"I n\zr1EI or~,,
and v. 27 which questions the possibility of God's dwelling upon
the earth, are also assigned to the same hand.
This opinion of Sta. is decidedly favoured by syntactical considerations. The local accusative C"D~i"I 'in heaven,' following upon
Jlt)Z'n nnan, v. 32 al., can scarcely be paralleled. Th. compares
niMKi"I "'I'm eh. 7. 8. Da. § 69, Rem. I places it among words
subordinated in the accusative more freely 'in elevated speech and
poetry'.' n~~EI,, again, at the commencement of v. 28 hinges very
imperfectly on to the end of v. 27, and much more readily follows
upon v. 26.
If this view be adopted, 1nlt' c,pc
v. 30 will refer originally
not to the heavens but to the Temple, agreeably to the idea not
only of the old narrative, but of the framer of the prayer (R0 );
cf. v. 38 nm n~::i.,
'r~ ~El,, where the House seems to be
regarded as Yahwe's abode; vv. 35, 42, aL So also 1nlZ' Ja)
vv. 39, ◄ 3, 49, where, upon the removal of C"DZ'n, 1nlZ' J\:)tp,;> must
be restored.

;M

;M

1

Kue. Hez. § 7, n; Dri. D,._~, 303/,

C£ Ku~. o,,J. § :a6, 5.
II a Chr. 6. u, 23, 25, 30, 33, 35, 39 reads 0'Dlln
as in Kings.
1

1

JD,

but in

11.

:17 ~
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The view that heaven, not the Temple, is Yahwe's proper abode,
belongs to exilic times, and doubtless owed its origin to the
destruction of the first Temple. er. Isa. 66. 1 Cl~i1 '' "'ICM i"O
'~ ~ "'I~ n 1:i i1f 'IC ''l"'I Cl"1i1 Y,Mm 'MC!:I, On the other hand,
according to Ezekiel the newly constructed Temple' and city are to
be specially dignified by Yahwe's Presence, though doubtless
according to a more heightened and spiritual conception ; 48. 35
MW ml'II Cl'rC "'11].li1 Cl~.

15. ~M"'llt'I 'i1'M ''] A phrase very characteristic of R 0 • er.
""· 17, 20, 23, 25, (26 om. ' 1 ) ; 11. 9, 31; 14. 71 13; 15. 30;
16. 13, 26, 33; 22. 54; II. 10. 31; 14. 25; 21. 12; 22. 15, 18.
Elsewhere in Kings the phrase is found only in I. 1. 30, 48 ;
II. 9. 6; 19. 15, 20, and in I. 17. 1, 14 where the text is doubtful
(see nole).
After ~M"'llt'I 'i1'M LXX, Luc. insert u~,upo•, i. e. Cli'tl. This is
natural, and probably original; cf. c). 5. 21 1:n'M ni."11 i,-o "'ICM"l.
H'2:> , , , -o, "'11:'M] So v. 24; Jer. 44. 25. The special reference
of 'l1 "'l:n "'I~ is to 2 Sam. 7. 5.ff.: cf. v. 16• with 2 Sam. 7. 6•;
v. 16b with 2 Sam. 7. 8-11; v. 19 with 2 Sam. 7. 13•.
16. 'l, "'11)1:::1 1mn:::i M,] er. Deut. 12. 5, II, 18, 21, 26; al. So in
f.lf.l.44,48; ll.13,32,36; 14.21; Il.21.7; 23.27; allR 0 orR02•
Cllt' 'Ce' n,1n!,J So v. 29; II. 23. 27. Cf. Cllt' "Dlt' Cl~ ck. 9. 3 nole.
17. ::,:::i!, Cll1 11'11,] 'It was al the heart' (apud cor, lit. wilk the
heart). This idiomatic use of Cll1 is of fair frequency; v. 18;
112 Chr. 6. 7, 8; eh. 10. 2 ; 112 Chr. 9. 1 ; 1 Chr. 22. 6 ; 28. 2 ;
2 Chr. 1. I I ; 24. 4; 29. 10; Deut. 8. 5; 15. 9; Josh. 14. 7t.
,, ciri,,] Ck. 3. 2 no/e.
19. ~1"10 M~i1] Only II 2 Chr. 6. 9; Gen. 35. I I Cl'.:),C,

-~ 7'iil"l0 .

20. Ni nM ,, cipi,] 2 Sam. 7. 25.
,, ·,:n "'llt'M!:I] Ck. 5. 26 nole. LXX om. ml'II.

21. 'l1 n"'l::i "'I~ '' n""l:1] . Ver. 9 nole.

Luc. &a8qq e.oii, but

Cl'i1!,M n""l:::I seems only to occur Lev. 2. 13; 2 Chr. 34. 32;
Ps. 78. 10; Prov. 2. 17, and in the very rare expression n""l:::I J'l"'IH
Cl'M!,M upon which see eh. 3. 15 nole. m::i LXX, Luc. 3J8tTO Kvpwr.
I 2
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23. nMJ:3 , • , 'l'0l J'M] Deut. 4. 39 ' .1100 Cl"t!>~ Cl'M,MM M'lii m.,,
rM nnn0 r,Mii 'Jn; Josh. 2. ub (D1 ).
icnm n•-,:i,i "'ltXf] Deut. 7. 9; Neh. 1. 5; 9. 32; Dan. 9. 4.
Cf. Deut. 7. 12; Ps. 89. 29.

-,'131

'l1

,.,lJ1']

Owing to the influence of the following verse this

has become altered in LXX into
O'OV , .

&Ag

n; &v>.11 0'01/ '"f trOPfllOl""P /..,,"1,

ru l«Jf'a;, aln-oii, while in Luc. we have further the paraphrase

'"f 1rorpl

µov for '"f 3ov'>.'l' o-ov. Doubtless MT. is correct. The
verse enunciates Yahwe's character as shown in His dealings with
His servants i'n gmeral.
'rlE!; ll'l,nn] Cl,. 2. 4 nok.
,::i::i] Cl,. 2. 3, 4 note.
24. ,, •• , n,t,t, "'1~] LXX 4 lq,v>.~or '"¥ 3ov'>.'l' 0'01/ 4ow,3 ~
trRT'pl ,u,v, making "'l='N refer not to m.i• of the previous verse, but
to icnm M""l!l,i, and omitting the then redundant ,; n"'l::ii "'l='N MM.
This interpretation depends upon the reading of 'IJ11P for ':rltlt in
the previous verse, since TI1P? • • • "'I~, 'IJ11P? '!'77'V ~ are
simply tautologous if n'li,. be regarded as the antecedent of "'lnt.
nm Cl1'l] Cl,. 3. 6 note.
25. 'l1 M"'ll' M,] Clz. 2. 4 note.
'l, 'l"'I~ CIM P,] Cl,. 2. 4 note.
'lE!; n::i,n "'I~] Cl,. 3. 14 note.
26. 1""1::ii Ml ~~] As in Gen. 42. 20 Cl~"'.!1"'! ~ ; 2 Chr. 1. 9.
i'7;11] LXX, Luc., Pesh. confirm Q're ,-o,.
27. Cl~] Elsewhere only II 2 Chr. 6. 18; Num. 22. 3'1 OE);
Ps. 58. 2; Cl~~ 'lltiJ Gen. 18. 13 {J).
Cl~ serves to point the question very forcibly, 'Is i'f indeed /1,e
case /!,at.' On the other hand, the form Cl~'t\C, which occurs nine
times, seems, with the single possible exception Job 19. 5, to be
reserved for non-interrogative asseverations.
l~] ' Can God dwell.' So 'l''l'l'
'cannot contain Thee; '
Ori. Tenses,§ 37. a,
r,Mn ,11] 112 Chr. 6. 18 1'1\Ci:'"?l,I t:11\C::rn\C, So LXX, Luc. here
add prra d,,Sp/nro,•, Targ. Ml:?l'M 'll 'Ill. This is probably genuine,
and is adopted as such by Th., Kio., Benz.

ci::i,

M;

Vlll flJ-JOO
D,:)V,1 ~
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D'm'il] Deut.10, 14; 2 Chr. 2. 5. D'crJil ~ Cl~
112 Chr. 6. 18. C!"t>m ,m, Ps. 148. 4.
•:, J\M] Lit. Indttd (or strictly, adding) Iha/ this house (cannot
contain Thee); so, with reference to the preceding sentence, 'how
111wh k11 this house.' Cf. 2 Chr. 32. 15; Prov. 17. 7; Job 4. 19
(without •:,); 9. 14; 15. 16; 25. 6, where, as here, the preceding
sentence states a negation. When preceded by a positive statement
•:, J\M naturally gains the sense ' how mwh more'; so Deut. 31. 27 ;
2 Sam. 16. 11; Prov. 11. 31; al.
28. n•)ll,] 'So turn Thou' ; so nJIC=-'I v. 30. Cf. nole on npm,
,h. 2. 2,
,mM !,tc, ,,lll n!,Dn !,ec] LXX, Luc. ,,,., n}• 3n]ul,, ,-, appear
to have passed, through oversight, from n!,Dn to ,ruM, and then
not unnaturally to have read• the suffix of 1st pers. instead of,.
•n,ec] LXX, Luc. 6 e,~r 'Iupcnj>.. The more personal reference
of MT. agrees better with the preceding ii:w. Possibly LXX
'Iupmj>. arose from a mistaken repetition of the last letter of •n!,ec
and the first of~. !,, being regarded as a contraction of !,ec,z,,,
n,DJ,n !,ec,J LXX omits. The words are, however, found in Luc.
and the other Verss., and are demanded by the following !,!,llno
which cannot refer merely to Mfi::',
29; mt'll 1i'll mn!,J 112 Chr. 6. 20; v. 52; 2 Chr. 6. 40; 7. 15;
Neh. 1. 6.
c,., n!,•!,J So Vulg., Targ.; but LXX, Luc., Pesh., 112 Chr. 6. 20
n!,.!,, Der, probably an arbitrary alteration to the more usual order.
At the close of the verse LXX, Luc. add ;,,,.;par «al i,vn-dr.
30. C!'Cr.ffl !,ec in:ie- c,r,c !,ec] 'Al Thy dwelling-place, even al
heaven.' Cf. eh. 6. 18 note.
30b, n310e,] LXX, Luc. ml ,ro,qut1r, i. e. ti•~. This, though
adopted by Kio., appears to be merely a correction of the translator,
who took offence at the repetition of the verb 3101:?, and so made
the alteration in order to produce an outward harmony with
r,i,, 32, 43.
But these two cases are different from our passage.
It is only appropriate that n•m should be used of punishing the
wicked and vindicating the righteous (v. 32), or of bringing about
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the request of the stranger (v. 43), but here, where the question
is simply of fargivme,s which would not need to be manifested
in any outward action, n•Z'Jl'I would be less apposite. On the other
hand, n]ICWI , as a resumption from the commencement of the verse
after the lengthy intervening sentence, is quite in accordance with
Hebrew usage. Cf. eh. 2. 4 note.
31. MOM' il",'M nee] Rather difficult. il",'M nee seems to be used
in the same way as il",'M alone, which occurs here and there in the
sense 'in case' or when,· cf. v. 33 ,, UCOIT' in; Lev. 4. 22 in
'l, MZ'J1'I MOIT' N~l; Deut. 11. 27; 18. 22; Josh. 4. 21; Isa. 31. 4.
Just possibly inc nee was intended in the first instance for a kind
of auusali'vus pmdms which should have owed subordination to
110m nnM, ii. 32, 'That which &c..•. do thou hear,' but owing
to the length of the intervening sentence the connexion was
imperfectly effected. LXX, Luc. &aa b ~ . Vulg. Sipeu(ll)eril,
Pesh. ~
paraphrase slightly to overcome the difficulty; Targ.
::i,,,.-, n• literal. 112 Chr. 6. 22 MOM' C>M. So Lev. 4. 3, 13, 27
compared with v. 22 above cited.
'Against,' or strictly, 'with rifermc, lo his neighbour.'
So most commonly; Gen. 20. 6; 40. 1; 1 Sam. 7. 6; al.
n,M '1:1 MQ:.'.),] The phrase only here and 112 Chr. 6. 22. Mt'.)
'take up,' i. e. n ~ Ps. 50. 16, or D~tl~tr'll Ps. 16. 4.
n,M eo,] Scarcely correct. If the sense intended were 'and the
oath come,' we should expect
LXX, Luc. «al IE<ryopm111,
Pesh. J,»J.,o, Targ. M'.)'10'1., all presuppose
and Vulg. et vm,ri'I
propler j'urammlum seems to be a slightly paraphrastic rendering
of the same text. Thus, with Kio., Kamp., Benz., we may emend
n~ 1e;, 'and he come and swear,' in preference to the suggestion
of B6., followed by Th., n"½ aq, ' and be come swearing,' and the
tq\ 'and he enter
alternative of Kamp., adopted by Kit.,
into an oath' (cf. Neh. 10. 30).
32. n•Z'J)'I] 'And shalt do.' An absolute use of ;in, the implied
object being ' that which is meet to be done,' as is shown by the
following '.n no~. Such a pregnant use of this verb with n,.,.
as subject is not infrequent in lofty or poetic style; Ps. 119. 126

J
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22. 32; 37. 5; 52.11; Isa. 44. 23; 64. 3; Jer. 14. 7;
Ezek. 20. 9, 14, 22 ; Dan. 9. 19. With another subject cf. 1 Sam.
26. 25; Isa. 10. 13; Dan. 8. 12, 24; 11. 28, 30, 32; 2 Chr. 31. 21.
srv,n,] 'In respecl of condemning,' or, 'so as lo condemn.' ; of
reference explains the action described by noDtl'I.
, ~ ~.,, nn,] 112 Chr. 6. 23. Elsewhere only in Ezek. 9. 10;
11. 21; 16. 43; 22. 31t. Cf. 17. 19, and the kindred phrase
, ~ 1nJ1"'1 nte ,, l'Vi'n eh. 2. 44.
33. :l9'M 'lD; ••• i:µ,nl] Luc. wl ,,, T¥ T1Taicra, "'" Aao11 crav
·1crpcn}). IMlOII CTOV «al Tl"fCT•i• IIIOJfrWII lx.fJpo,11 QUT'l»II, i. e. ~v
l~M 'tf>
i'i~?
Very probably correct, the scribe's
eye passing from 1'lEI; to 'lD;. Tbe idea that Yahwe smites Israel
by the hand of a foreign nation is found in I Sam. 4. 3 ml1l no,
c•n~E> 'lE>; 0,1n '•; cf. Judg. 20. 35. So Deut. 28. 25 'I!~ "' 1ln'
1':l'M 'lE>,.
,, ,tet,r,, "'1~] 'In case they shall sin against thee'; scarcely
as RV. here and in v. 35, 'because /hey have sinned against thee.'
Cf. r,. 3 I nole.
mm 1''te \ltl'I] LXX, Luc. agree with 112 Chr. 6. 24 in omitting
1''M, the meaning then being, 'and shall once more confess';
cf. v. 4 7 mnnm \ltl'I, But the phrase ,,
:in, is very frequent ;
cf.v.48; Deut.30.10; Hos.5.4; 7.10; 14.3; 1Sam.7.3;
Isa. 44. 22; al.,· and ought not here to be rejected. A kindred
phrase is 1'-lp ::i,rt'; Deut. 4. 30; 30. 2 ; Hos. 14. 2 ; al.
1''M mnnm] Here also 1''tc is omitted by LXX, Luc. General
usage favours MT.; v. 47 (LXX, Luc. &r,8mcrl11 crav) ; Deut. 3. 23 ;
Job 8. 5; Ps. 30. 9; 142. 2; Gen. 42. 21; II. 1. 13. 112 Chr. 6. 24
TlE>;; cf. v. 59 ; ck. 9. 3. pnn., is elsewhere followed by but
appears to be never used absolutely.
34. "J0lt] So Luc., Vulg., Targ.; but LXX TOV &vAav crav, i.e.
il?Y, Pesh.
either a doublet or in conformity
with v. 36. MT., which is agreeable to the phrase in v. 33, is to
be retained.
cnuec, nm "'1~] So flf/. 40, 48; cf. eh. 14. 15; II. 21. 8 (R0 );
Deut. 26. 15 and the common phrase of Deut. 'll'i'1'K m."'I' "'I~

''~n

.,~,i:i,

'In~.

,ee

?,

~,o ,.~,
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(1')
m~, referring to the land or to portions of it; Deut. 1. 20,
25; 2. 29; 3. 20; 4. 40; 5. 16; al.
35. 10~] The form of the 3rd and 2nd pers. pl. of the imperf.
with the so-called Nf1n paragogicum is not uncommon in Hebrew.
er. this same verb, Isa. 35. 10; 51. II; Jer. 44. 28 j al.,· ~
Gen. 3. 3, 4 ; ~~~ Deut. 33. 11 ; 2 Sam. 22. 39 ; al. This form
is ~sual in Aram. and in class. Ar.; ~'l?lr., , ~ neqt•liJn,
~ yaqlulf1na.
See Wright, Compar. Sem. Gramm. pp. 184,
145, for the origin of the termination. In Hebrew the form is
rather an affected than a real archaism, and is most common in
elevated poetical style, or in pause as being heavier and more
impressive.
Cl~$' ''] According to vocalization the only possible rendering
is 'when thou shalt answer them,' Pesh. \°"/ ~L t", Targ. •rue
l\,n,~ ''lj,n ; but this is unsuitable. Hence it is better to follow
LXX, Luc. &ru m,m,,<M1·11r avrovr, Vulg. propter aj/lidi'onem suam,
and to vocalize 0~~ 'i 'when thou shalt humble them.' So Th.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit. Klo.'s emendation OJ!P,JJ •~, after 2 Chr. 7. 14,
is unnecessary.
36. Ml ~,, "\ft'M] 'In which they are to walk' or 'should walk.'
For this nuance of the imperf. cf. Ex. 10. 26 '• nM illlJ MD JM) ec,
MDZ' mo ip 'We do not know how we are to serve Yahwe until
we come thither.' Dri. Tenses, § 39 a.
n,m, ••• nnri)] 'Gavest .. .for an znhen"Jance ',· so 112 Chr. 6. 27;
Deut. 29. 7; Josh. 11. 23 (D1); 14. 13 (E recast by D1); Ps.136. 21;
Num. 18. 21, 24 (P; in these verses the reference is to h'llu, not to
Jiu /and)t. So n,ru, M"n Josh. 14. 9, 14 (E recast by D1 }; 24. 32
(E); Ezek. 36. 1 2 ; 44. 28t. The usual phrase of Deuteronomy is
n,ru tm; Deut. 4. 21; 15. 4; 19. 10; 20. 16; 21. 23; 24. 4; 25. 19;
26. 1; Ps: 135. 12t. n,rul Jm occurs Num. 36. 2 (P)t; n~ml p~n
Num. 26. 53 (P); Josh. 13. 7 (D'); n,m:i ,El) (;.a,,) Josh. 13. 6;
23. 4 (D1 ); Num. 34. 2 (P); Judg. 18. 1; Ezek. 45. 1; 47.
14, 22t.
3 7. n•;ri •:, l]T'l] This order-subject, conjunction, verb-serving
to give slight emphasis to the subject, ia common in P; Lev. 1. 2;

VI/l JJ-J8

I2I

2.1; 4.2; 5.1,4,15,21; 7.21; al.,· Num.5.12; cf.Ezek.8.19;
14.9,13; 18.5,18,21; 33.6. Soisa.28.18; Mic.5.4; Ps.62.n.
,,en] A kind of locust; II 2 Chr. 6. 28; Ps. 78. 46; Joel 1. 4;
2. 25; -Isa. 33. 4t. This and the other words used to denote the
Cl'~.~.
and the ordinary "ill', cannot with any
locust,
degree of certainty be distinguished as describing different species
or stages of growth. A verb ,en occurs once ; ~llCIJ U?9':1~ ' the
locusts shall consume it,' Deut. 28. 38. In Aram. ,on means 'bring
to an end'; so Targ., Jer. ME>O::i ,•om Heb. sie::in Di:!~; but most
frequently, as in Syr., has gained the more special secondary sense
'wean.' LXX, Luc., connecting "en M::l"'IM as one expression,
render lpvrri/Jr, 'red blight.'
i•"'IJM Y,M:l] So II 2 Chr. 6. 28. The expression is very forced
and unnatural, even if it can be regarded as giving any sense at all.
LXX, Luc. b ~ ,...;., mS>-••• avTOii, Pesh. ,ooi~t» t» J,..:a
furnish the correct text, , ~ , ~ ' i'n any of his gates,' a regular
phrase ofD; Deut.15. 7; 16. 5; 17. 2; 23. 17; cf.18. 6t. So Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort. Th. emends '"W ntitq; but this is not
the usual phrase, nor is it postulated by the renderings of LXX,
Luc., Pesh. which very commonly represent C.,.,llW by mS>.,u-, ~JQQ;
cf. Deut. 12. 17, 18, 21; 15. '1; 17. 2; al.
'l1 :im
Cf. '.li
eh. 6. '1 note.
38. 'l, n,UI ,::i] The construction is somewhat involved, since
MlM
n,UI
can scarcely be regarded as part of the category
formed by the plagues mentioned in v. 3'1· Thus v. 37 must be
regarded as breaking off with an aposiopesis, and the apodosis
'l1 ]10t.m MM1 as answering to the protasis formed by the second
and different category 'l1 n,UI
'Whatsoever prayer, &c., there
be, or, If there be any prayer, &c.•.• , then hear thou,' &c.
;M"'IEI' ')031 ;::,;] LXX, Luc. omit correctly. The words are
a gloss upon ciMn ,::i,, to explain that this refers to Israel in
contrast to ""l::ilM of v. 41. So Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
l'llli'] So v. 43. Cf. v. 35 note.
:im] A rather obscure expression. The idea seems to be
that each man will recognize in the case of his particidar plague,

~o.

P?:,

=

,::i]

,::i

,,::i ,::i

,::i

,::i;
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be it famine, pestilence, or some other aoove enumerated, that it is
sent by God as a punishment for his sin. So II 2 Chr. 6. 29 1Pll
,::itt:10,.
Kio., however, interprets Yll, not as 'plague,' but as
• Bertthrung,' 'the touching of his heart';-' Because God will through

the misfortune awaken the humiliating consciousness of sin.'
apparently LXX, Luc. ,k/,q• «ap3lar aln-oii. Cf. 1 Sam. 10. 26.

So

39. '!':Mi !,:,::i lt"M~ nn1'] II 2 Chr. 6. 30; Jer. 17. 10; 32. 19;
Ezek. 7. 9.
40. nciecn ••• Cl'C'M ~::i] II 2 Chr. 6. 31; Deut. 4. 10; 12. 1;
31. 13t. Cf. nole on Cl'O'M ~::i eh. 9. 3.

'.n nm ice,MJ Nole on v. 3,t.
.JI. ,.,::iln ~M] Dependent upon ~ nnM, v. H, as is noticed
by Th. So apparently LXX, Luc. «al T¥ dlloTp~ • . . mi at1
tlira,coVVIJ.
Vulg. el a/i'enigma, Targ. rooy "'l.l to seem to take the expression
as a kind of easus pendm1, • as for the stranger,' a use of ~M scarcely
to be justified. Pesh. J...:>OJ. ~ seems to mean• on behalf of the
stranger,• and supposes the ellipse of some such expression as
~ 'I pray.'

LXX, Luc. in II 2 Chr. 6. 32 read triir d>.>.6Tpwf, and Kio.
accordingly emends '1~JIJ-';,i 'jeder Fremdling.'
'l, M::i,] Deut. 29. 21 Ml'\m
M.l' ile'M 'i:)lM •
.JI, 42. rMCln , , • M:11] These fifteen words have fallen out
in LXX, Luc. through bomoioteleuton. For the second M.l1
reinforcing the first after the intervening words c£ eh. 2. ,t nole.
,t2. M'1Cln JY,M nprn.i ,,, nee] The two phrases occur in

rMO

combination 112 Cbr. 6. 32; Deut. 4. 34; 5. 15; 7. 19; 11. 2; 26. 8;
Jer. 21. 5 (different order); 32. 21 (PM~); Ezek. 20. 33, 34; Ps.
136. ut. nprn ,, alone, Deut. 3. 24; 6. 21 ; 7. 8; 9. 26; 34. 12;
Ex. 3. 19; 6. 1; 32. 11 (all JE); 13. 9 (E); Num. 20. 20 (JE;
referring to Eciom); Neh. 1. 10; Dan. 9. 15t. Cf. Josh. 4. 2,t (l)I).

""Cl 111,1 alone, Deut. 9. 29; II. 17. 36; Jer. 27. 5; 32. 17;
Ex. 6. 6 (P)t.
43. Y,Mn 'OY ~::i]

II

2

Chr. 6. 33; w. 53, 60; Deut. 28. 10; Josh.
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4. 24 (D'); Ezek. 31. 12; Zeph. 3. 20 are the only occurrences
of the exact phrase. LXX, Luc. omit recn.
"\Cl~?] II 2 Chr. 6. 33. A common phrase in Deut.; 4. 10; 5. 26;
6.24; 8.6; 10.12; 14.23; 17.19; 28.58; 31.13; Jer.32.39;
Neh. l. I 1; Ps. 86. I it.
nm n•:in ,, M"'lf') 11X' ,::,] 'That thy name is called over this
house,' i. e. in token of ownership. The phrase is most clearly
elucidated by 2 Sam. 12. 27, 28, where Joab, having taken Rabbath-Ammon, sends to David that he may come and complete the
capture, n,;, 'IX' M"'lf')i "'l'JtM nee '*
TE> 'lest I take the city,
and m:r. name be called over it,' as having the credit of its conquest.
The phrase occurs besides :-as here, of the Temple II 2 C~r.
6. 33; Jer. 7. 10, 11, 14, 30; 32. 34; 34. 15; of the chosen people
Deut. 28. 10; Jer. 14. 9; Isa. 63. 19; 2 Chr. 7. 14; of Jerusalem
Jer. 25. 29; of Jerusalem and the chosen people Dan. 9. 18, 19;
of Jeremiah Jer. 15. 16; of the nations Am. 9. 12t.
44. M'li"l' ,et] So Targ. mn, 1:1,p. The other Verss. are different;
LXX, Luc. ,,, d110par, Kvplov, Vulg. le, Pesh. J....» .,..»t" ; II 2 Chr.
6. 34 (MT. and Verss.) ; 1~ . Probably i'~ is original, and the
MT. reading due to this having been read 'M' ,ec. LXX seems
to have had the reading of MT., and to have paraphrased in order
to explain the transition from the second to the third person.
"'l'JtM ,-i,] 'In the direction of the city.' So fl. 48; II 2 Chr.
6. 34, 38; eh. 18. 43 1:11 ,-i, o:in 'look toward the sea,' Ezek. 8. 5;
41. 12; al.
n:i n,n:i "'lft'M "'l'JtM] Note on fl. 16.
'2, n•::im] Cl,. 3. 2 note.
45. CIC~ n•~] 'And wilt execute their right.' The exact
phrase ('E> OElW IWJI, with mn, as subject) occurs only besides
in 1q9; II 2 Ghr. 6. 35, 39; v. 59; Deut. 10. 18; Mic. 7. 9; Ps. 9. st.
46. '2, rec ,::,] Cf. Eccl. 7. 20 M'lt' "'11",'M rec::i e'°1Y rec 1:1,ec ,::,

,::i,ec

MCM'

tt,,

:t,C.

Cl:1 nE>lM,] LXX rather curiously «al br~,s aln-ov,, Luc. ml lo
br,rylryor br' tnJTOVr. This latter may perhaps be explained by .
supposing an ellipse of dfl'ri•. Cf. Ps. 7. 12, where CIJ!f is rendered
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&py,}11 ,mry1»11, Isa. 26.

2;

brcryn n}11 om11 for l'lt ipD?. Similarly
LXX may be a corruption of brdfnr aln-oir, the alteration being due
to some one who supposed the sense intended by the Greek to be
' lead them awqy and deliver them up,' &c. In LXX of II 2 Chr.
6. 36 there is a further alteration-«al ll'aT~&r aln-ovs. Luc., however,
renders ml ;;,.,, 6v,-8is h' aln-ovr.
:l'UC 'lD? c,nrm] 'And thou set them before the foe,' i. e. deli\·er
them over to his power and disposal. The other occurrences of
the phrase in this sense are II 2 Chr. 6. 36; Deut. 1. 8, 21; 2. 31,
33, 36; 7. 21 23; 23. 15; 28. 7, 25; 31. 5; Josh. 10. u; 11. 6
(both D 2) ; Judg. 11. 9; Isa. 41. 2t.
4 7. Cl.l? ?M ,::i't'm] ' And shall bring back to their heart,' or as
we should say, 'theiI mind.' So RV. 'shall bethink themselves.'
II 2 Chr. 6. 37; Deut. 4. 39; 30. 1; Isa. 44. 19; 46. 8 (.l7',V);
Lam. 3. 21t. The verse is a reminiscence of Deut. 30. 1 ff.
c,r,,::ice, Y,M:l] LXX b yj l'f'"O&«Uls IIVT6>11, Luc. ;., Tj yj njr
l'ffOumriar GVT6>JI agree with II 2 Chr. 6. 37 in reading Cl:i~ ~ '
which is probably correct. Cf. Jer. 30. 10; 46. 27.
'l, UMtln] Cf. Ps. 106. 6 ; Dan. 9. I 5, both reminiscences of this

passage.

,,..,yM1 'UMtln] Weak , co-ordinating two synonymous ideas.
Cl'~; 1 Sam. 12. 2; Deut. 2. 30; al.;
Cf. Isa. 1. 2 '1;1~"\1
Dri. Tmses, §§ 131, 132. Mtln, like ~ ' " , means literally to
• miss the mark; so Job 5. 24 MtlM M?, 1'U niPD, 'And thou shalt
visit thy pasture and shalt miss nothing'; and in Hiph'il, Judg.
20. 16. my=Ar. ~~ bend; so Hiph. myn malle croohd (with obj.
Cir)"! Jer. 3. 21), i.e. ad perverse!,. ~ . a more general word,
tUI wi'chdly, perhaps has its origin in the notion of raising a /umllll;
Job 34. 29 ~ ' 'C'I t , ~ M,M; cf. Job 3. 17. 'U~ asyndelos after
the two previous verbs connected by , is a little harsh, and, following
the suggestion of Ps. 106. 6, it seems preferable to reject the , before
,.l"IJIM, and to read 'U~ U"'IJIM Utetln. So LXX, Vulg., Targ.
Pesh., on the other hand, inserts o before the last verb, ~
~lo ~lo. Luc., omitting 'U"'lym, 'Hpoprop.n,, ,110fU1au,u11.
U2 Chi. 6. 37 u~, U"'IYM UMtln.

'J;l:,,i~

0

VIII. 47-5a
48.
3.

10.
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cwm ',:,:ii ••• ,.,,ec ,:iwi] Deut. 30. 10; II. 23. 25; cf. Jer.
On ,, ',ec :i,w cf. v. 33 note; on 'li ~', ',:,:, cf. ck. 2.

3, 4 note.

cntt 'OW "'IWM] LXX, Luc.~ ",nj,ya,..-r almwr possibly read "'IWM
DQ'~, but more probably render somewhat freely, as is the case
with Vulg. ad (Juam caplivi duclifuerinl.
CY"IN ,,,] Nole on v. 44.
nnn:i "'IE'M] Nole on v. 34.
n,r,:i "'IWM "'11311"1] Nole on v. 16.
'li n•:im] Nole on eh. 3. 2.
49. C0EIW • , , cn',E>n nee] :f:XX, Luc. omit. The words are
very probably a gloss from v. -t5, In this former verse the phrase
C0EIW n•WJ11, of vindicating Israel's rigkl against the encroachments of their foes, is highly appropriate; but in v. 49, where the
captivity is regarded as a just penalty for sins committed, the force
of the expression is scarcely so immediately apparent, the idea
of a ngkl and of concession granted lkrougl, forgiveness (nn',o,
v. 50) being somewhat incompatible.
50. 1 1', , • , 'JCJ1',] LXX, Luc. omit. The following words ',:,',,
CM'J1e'EI down to the close of v. 51 are not found in 112 Chr. 6. 39.
c,cm', cnn:ii] Neh. 1. 11; Ps. 106. 46; the latter being probably
a reminiscence of our passage: cf. v. 47 note on 'li mcon.
51. D'"'lmc. , , 1n',n:i, 'JCll •:,] Deut. 9. 26, 29. In application
to the chosen people DP and M?Q~ appear as parallel terms ;-Deut.
32. 9; Isa. 47. 6; Joel 2. 17; 4. 2; Ps. 28. 9; 78. 62, 71; 94. 5, 14;
106. 4, 5, -40. Cf. Mic. 7. 14.
',r,:in "'1'0] Deut. 4. 20; Jer. 11. 4t. The meaning of the phrase
may be illustrated by Isa. 48. 10, ':Ill "'l'O:l 7'n"'IM:l 'I have tested
thee in the furnace of affliction.'
52. 'li n,,n',] Nole on v. :19. II 2 Chr. 6. 40 tt:i ,,n, •n~ nnp
nrn c,j:)0,, n',E>n', n,:iwp 1•:im, ninnE> 1'l'l1 • Similarly LXX, Luc.
in our passage insert «al T"ci .lt-ci uov, i. e. i'iltfl, after 1'l'l1• This
is probably a gloss due to the idea of the unsuitability of eyes on{y
being open to a supplication. The words of 2 Chr. are probably
no older than the Chronicler, if we may judge by the use of :1!!:!
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which appears to be a late form; 2 Cbr. 7. 15; Ps.130. 2t; ~"2
Neb. 1. 6, 1 it.
1''M CIN"li' ,:i.::,] Deut. 4. 7t ,,~ U~~~,. For the constr. cf.
Gen. 30. ,p JKr.J CII)~~,; 1 Chr. 23. 31
ni,r,:i
53. ',n cir,,i:,,, nnec •~] Cf. Lev. 20. 2,., 26 (H)
mM\ •.lee

mS~

,!:!?.
o:i\M~

ci-cim 10 ci:inec •n,i:,,, 'iffl ; ,, nrr6 Cl'CJIM Jt> ci:inec ~,:na.
n,ru,] Cf. Deut. 4. 20 n,m 011, ,, n,•n,. Israel is styled Yahwe's
n,m also in II. 21. •• (RDt); Jer. 12. 7, 8, 9; Mic. 7. 18; Isa.19. 25:
see further the cases given on v. 51. ,n,ru , 1,;i Deut. 32. 9; ~
,n,ru Jer. 10. 16; 51. 19; Ps. 74. 2 (1n,m '~); Isa. 63. 17
(1n,ru •p~). The land of Israel is named the n,ru of Yahwe
inJer,2.7; 16.18; 50.11; Ps.68.10; 79.i; cf.2Sam.20.19;
21. 3; Ex. 15. 17 (1n,m ,., ; E).
Y,MM 'Clf ,:ic] Nolt on v. •3·
n-o, ,~] Ch. 5. 26 nole.
MW i•:,] ' By the hand of Moses,' i. e. by lu"s agency. The
idiom is very frequent of a word of Yahwe delivered through
the agency ofa prophet;-ch. 12. 15; 14. 18; 15. 29; 16. 7, 12, 3•;
17. 16; II. 9. 36; 10. 10; 14. 25; 17. 13, 23; 21. 10; 24. 2;
1 Sam. 28. 15, 17; a/.
5•· ',n vio,] ' With his hands spread forth &c.'; a circumstantial
clause, giving further detail as to Solomon's attitude whilst kneeling.
Cf. v. 22.
55. ,,,.,
Accus. of closer specification, defining the maaner
of the action described by ,-o~. Cf. Ps. 3. 5 N"lj:)N '• ,ec
142. 2. Ew. § 279d.
56. m11, nrruc tnl 'iffl] er. Deut. 12. 9 ,ec Mlf ii, cinec ec,
nmm., ; Ps. 95. 11 •nrruc J'M.l' Cite.
,:,, in ,:i:i] Ch. 5. 26 no/e.
,nee,:,, ,t.l M,] So Josh. 21. 43; 23. (both D1); cf. II. lo. 10.
The use of the Hiph'il is similar: 'suffer lo fall' (though not of
Yohwe's words) 1 Sam. 3. 19; Est. 6. 10.
57.
m.,.] So vv. 59, 61, 65; II.18. 22; 19. 19; 1'mtt '•
eh. 1. 17; 2. 3 (RD); 10. 9; 13. 6, 21; 17. 12; 18. 10; ci:i•n,ec '•
II. 17. 39; 23. 21 (both RD). The phrases
1'"'M '• (most

;,p]

,;,p ;

,ec

I.

,_,,n,ec

,.,.n,ec '•,

VIII. 5;-60
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frequent), ~•n,ec '• are very characteristic of Deuteronomy, occurring
more than three hundred times. In D1 of Joshua there are four
occurrences of Tn,ec '\ twenty-seven occurrences of ci::,•n,ec ''.
Elsewhere in Hexateuch :-J, E, JE ,:,•n,ac '• nine times, viz. Ex.
3. 18; 5. 3; 8. 22, 23; 10. 25, 26; Josh. 18. 6; 24. 17, 24; ,,n,ac '•
twelve times, viz. Gen. 27. 20; Ex.15. 26 (D?); 20. 2, 5, 7, 10, 12;
23. 19; 32. 4, 8 ; 34. 24, 26; ci::,•n,ec '• six times, vi2. Ex. 8. 24;
10. 8, 16, 17; 23. 25; Josh. 4. 5: P ,:,•n,ac '• three times, vi2.
Ex. 8. 6; Josh. 22. 19, 29; ~•n,ac '• seven times, viz. Num. 10. 9,
and in the phrase ~•n,ac '• •.:iac Ex. 6. 7; 16. 12; Lev. 11. 44;
Num.10. 10; 15. 41 (twice): H ~•n,ac '• twice, vi2. Lev. 23. 28, 40;
~•li,ec '• •.:iec twenty-one times, viz. Lev. 18. 2, 4, 30; 19. 2, 3, 4,
10,25,31,34,36; 20.7,24; 23.22,43; 24.22; 25.17,38,55;
26. 1, 13. In other books the phrases occur here and there, but
not 120 times in all. Cf. Dri. Dtul. lxxix.
58.
nu::in,] Cf. Josh. 24. 23b (perhaps added to E
by D1).
'l,
f::,,i
Ch. 2. 3, 4 note.
J LXX, Luc. omit, probably through oversight. With
MT. cf. Deut. 26. 17; 30. 16, where precisely the same enumeration
is made.
59. ci•.l,r, ••• ~, ,•n,,] Contrast Ps. 22. 2 ~, •n~ l)'m

,,,ec ~,

,m
,'10~,

,::i.l n::i,,]

'NMe'.

,cy 01:1~] So Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. LXX omits through
oversighL
,c,'.l DI' ~,]Lit.' matter of a day in its day'; so RV.' as every
day shall require.' The idiom is not infrequent, being used e. g.
of the daily allowance of Jehoiachin at the court of the king of
Babylon, II. 25. 30 (II Jer. 52. 34); and of that of Daniel and his
friends, Dan. 1. 5; of the manna gathered by the people, Ex. 16. 4;
or again of the daily burden imposed by the Egyptian task-masters,
Ex. 5. 13, 19.
60. 'l, nin j]1t),] Cf. Josh. 4. 24 (D11 ). On r,ecn '017
cf.
v. 43 no/e.
i,y J'N Cl'n,ecn ec,., '• •::,] Deut. 4. 35, 39. Cf. also the exclamation

,::i
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of the populace upon the issue of the trial between Elijah and the
false prophets, cl,. 18. 39.
61. 'lt ci,z, Cl!l:c, r,,m] er. cl,. 11. 4; 15. 3, 14 (all RD). LXX,
Luc., Vulg. suggest
for Cl:D!I'; probably an alteration suggested by the following ~n,ec.
t.)\i,ac '•] Nole on "· 57.
'lt n:,,,] Cl,. 2. 3, -4 note.
nrn t:ir!I] C1z. 3. 6 note.
62. m,,. •:ill,] Luc. l,w,a, K11plot1 rov e,oii, perhaps under the
influence of 'U•n,N '• v. 57.
63. 'l'N ••• tMYI] LXX omits.
6-4. ci,:,!,v,, •:i,n rnc] 'The fat or choice portions of the peaceofferings.' So Lev. 6. 5 ; 2 ehr. 29. 35 ; cf. Gen. 4. -4 t:iNY nn:i:ic
'of the firstlings of his flock and of their fat pieces.' The
slight variations of LXX, Luc. in the enumeration of the sacrifices
are due to error in transmission of the Greek text.
65. N'nn n11:i] The phrase is that of RD. er. cl,. 14. 1 note. In
Deuteronomy Mtl;lv n31:1 is of frequent occurrence in the retrospects,
when events more or less contemporaneous are co-ordinated by
the writer; 1. 9, 16, 18; 2. 3-4; 3. 4, 8, 12, 18, 21, 23; 4. 1,4; 5. 5;
9. 20; 10. 1, 8. Possibly also m,n t:ir:1 v. 64a may mark the hand
of RD, though this phrase is not so characteristic. In cl,. 13. 3;
16. 16; 22. 35; II. 3. 6 the expression is quite as likely to be part
of the old narrative. On cinn Cl"D':1 RD cf. II. 1o. 3 2.
l,:tO) 'Tl,e Feast'; i. e. probably the Feast of Tabernacles as the
most important festival of the year; cf. Neh. 8. 1-4; v. 2 note.
',n ncn ec,:i,c] The whole kingdom from extreme north to
extreme south. Jeroboam II is said to have restored the kingdom
of Israel n:npn ci• "131 ncn Nl!l,C II. 14. 25; cf. Am. 6. 14. NU'
lit. 'al /1,e miry of'; ncn
Num. 13. 21; 34. 8; Josh. 13. 5;
Judg. 3. 3; 1 ehr. 13. 5; Ezek. 47. 20; 48. 1 ; M1f"!'? ec,:i, I ehr.
5. 9; ci•im ec,:i!, 2 ehr. 26. 8; M111 NU' Ezek. 47. 15. On
ci.,m
the Wody e/-Arfsk, cf. eh. 5. 1 note.
t:i'n,N '•] Nole on v. 57. After this LXX, Luc. have the words
,. "~ *¥ ,; ,;«oMp.11(Tf'II, luBt•• «al ,rl- «al wcf,pa"'6,-..- (Luc. adds

~•~?

rn:i,nc,

Nl!I'

,n:i,

vui.- 6I:._1x.
«al

I
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al.,.;.,) l..lw,o• «vplov thou ~p.ci,11, i.e. according to Kio.,~ n~~

)~'?' tff2'1 M'J~ !i;k n~,; so substantially Th., Benz.,
Oort. These words have the ring of genuineness, and may easily
have been omitted in MT. through homoioteleuton.
c,, . .. nJ1:1~] LXX has here simply l1M'a q,upas, i. e. c~ np~,
the remaining words c,, . . , np:i~ being omitted. The manner
in which the next verse continues, 'l' ':l"D=1M C'l"l, LXX, Luc.
,ea, ;., -rfi qp.iPf «.-r.).,, establishes the genuineness of the shorter
1:1'0' nJ1:1=1, and points to the conclusion that the remainder of the
sentence is an insertion in accordance with 2 Chr, 7. 9, probably
due to RP, So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort.
66. C'l":1] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Vulg. correctly presuppose c\'~1.
The omission of the , was made when the gloss was added at the
end of the previous verse.
nllt ~,::i,,] LXX ICG& ,l,).6yrirrt"!' awo11, 1and they blessed him,'
i. e. /he !ling, as in MT. The plural verb with Di;:t as subj. is
rendered in LXX by sing., as e. g. in eh. 1. 39, 40; 12. 30; al.
Luc., however, taking «ai ,l,).oy,ia•• almi• in the sense ' and he
blessed i'/,' i. e. /he people, makes the addition «a2 •li).oyqaa, «al awo2
To11 f3arr&).•a, and thus exhibits a double rendering.
:i', '~0, 0'11C=1] So Est. 5. 9. :i', ':1'0 has the meaning cheerful
or merry; Prov. 15. 15 ,,en nnE?C :i, :in:, 'the merry-hearted has
a continual feast.' Cf. Judg. 16. 25 Q're c:i, :110:;:i 'M; Eccl. 9. 7
1l" :in:, :i',:i nn=1; and the verbal phrase 'El :i', ~0' 'one's heart
is cheerful,' eh. 21. 7; Judg. 18. 20; 19. 6, 9; Ruth 3. 7. :1\0
(:i',) :i:i', 'cheerfulness of heart,' Deut. 28. 47; Isa. 65. 14.

\l';:!~ '' '2~~

,~n

9. 1-9. Solomon's Second Vision.
Ch. 9. 1-9=2 Chr. 7. 12-22.
1 -9. This account is coloured throughout by the spirit of

Deuteronomy, and, owing to the terms in which it speaks of the
exile of Israel and the destruction of the Temple (vv. 7-9; cf.
emendation in v. 8), is regarded by Kue,, Wellh., Sta., Kamp., Benz.,
Kit. as the work of R Di in exilic times.
Such a conclusion, however, is by no means inevitable. The
Jt
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expression of v. 3 ',n 0'117 iy tlle' 'DE' cw!, goes quite as far to
prove a pre-exilic position, as do the words of vv. 6-9 to argue
a post-exilic point of view ; nor are the terms of these latter verses
so definite as ta forbid the opinion that they were penned by RD in
the reign of Josiah; cf. note on ck. 8• .f6-49 under w. 14-,-66 note.
If vv. 7-9 do imply an exilic standpoint, vu. 6-9 (and not the whole
section) will belong to RD•, vv. 1-5 to RD.
1. 'li }'E)M , ~ 'ie, pm !,::, nee] 'All the pleasure of Solomon
which he wished to do.' The substantive ~ only occurs again
Isa. 21. 4 'P.ri;t l!Va 'the twilight of my pleasure,' and in v. 19,
II 2 Chr. 8. 6, with the cognate verb, 'li n»:i!, p~ ~ 'ru ~ ntt.
Pesh., Targ., which render in v. 1 ~J' ,a,o ' • t ~ J ~ o
1, > »'- , i:i]lt)!, 'Y,M'Mi nc!,ie, niy, !,::, n.,,, and similarly in v. 19,
appear therefore in the former verse, as in the latter, to have read
~t' for YPt', probably correctly. LXX, Luc. «al micra• n}• ,rpay1u1Tfia11 ~- &era l,Bt'A.,rn, fl'O&qcra,; Vulg. paraphrastically, e/ omnt g11od
oplavera/ e/ voluera/ facere.
3. 'll imnn ntt, in!,lln ntt] The expressions of RD in en. 8;
cf. vv. 33, 38, 54; al. LXX rij\' (/,6>Pij\' rijr ,rpoawxijr crov «,T.A.,
i. e. 'li in!,Dn !,;p•nt$; but Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. as MT.
After 'lll!, nmlnnn LXX, Luc. add (Luc. lao11) ,rnroi'lm (LXX
cro,) «OTO ,racraa, njv ,rpoa•vxqv crov, i. e. ;1;❖~-;1T 'J:l'Vi n~;:i; so
Th., Kio., OorL The words are probably genuine; cf. en. 3. 12

,,,:i,::i •n'le'JI mn.
,nie,ipn] 'I nave hallowed,' referring to the previous manifestation
of Yahwe's glory in the house, eh. 8. 10; or else a perfect of
certitude referring to time really future, as in English we might
say 'I hallow.' For this latter explanation cf. Dri. Tenses, § 13,
Die' •cw c,w!,] So en. 11. 36; 14. 21; II. 21. 4, 7 (referring to
I. 9. 3) all RD, er. cru '~ n,•n!, en. 8. 16 no/t. In Deuteronomy
the ordinary phrase is DE' ,~ 11~~ ' to cause his name to dwell
there'; 12. 11; 14. 23; 16. 2, 6, u; 26. 2. Die' icie, c,ie,!, only
in 12. 5, 21; 14. 24.
Die' •:i!,, '.l'Y l'm] In response to eh. 8. 29, 52.
C'C'n !,::,] 'All the days,' i. e. 'continually,' as a parallel. to

IX. I-6
1:1,S "'1]7. So ,1,. 11. 36, 39; II. 8. 19; 17. 37 (all R0 ). · The
phrase is very characteristic of Deut., occurring 4. 40; 5. 26; 6. ll.f. ;
.11. 1; 14. 23; 18. 5; 19. 9; 28. 29, 33; cf. also Josh. 4. 2.f. (D');
1 Sam. 2. 32, 35 (Deut. redactor); Jer. 31. 35; 32. 39; 33. 18;
35. 19. Thus the expression used aluolule!y appears to be purely
Deuteronomic. In Deut. 4. 10; 12. 1; 31. 13; ,1,. 8. 40 it is defined
and to some extent limited by the added words 1:1,.,n (en) DnM , ~
nci1Cn ~- Upon c~•n ,::i used in a strictly limited sense of the
lifetime of an individual (non-Deut.) cf. cl,. 5. 15 note.
4. 'lll'
DIC] CJ,, 2. 4 note.
Ch. 3. 14 note.

,,, ,,n,,n,~]

:1:l' cn:i]

Gen. 20. 5, 6 (E); Ps. 78. 7:i; 101. :it.
l'M"l'lr] LXX, Luc. IHni>.ti.,.,.,,.,, awi, referring the clause to David.
Probably a later correction.
'PM] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., ll 2 Chr. 7. 17 read 'lm correctly.
So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
ictin •i:,l:)C'l:)i •pn] Ch. 2. 3, • nok.
5. in::i,~ eco::i] Deut. 17. 18; 2 Sam. 7. 13 (Deut. redactor);
2 Chr. 23. 2ot; cf. Hag. 2. 22. Elsewhere n1\~;:t MO.l (once;
eh. 1. 46), (D'-??'?) c•;,?tp,'.:1 ICC:,:,, rn::,~ ice:,:,.
·
i,i "Sy •ni:ii ~ ] 'As I spake roncernz'ng David.' So eh. 2. -4
''l1 ,:ii ,~. Several Codd., however, read ,,, '5M' unto David,'
and this is also suggested by LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Tacg.
'li ni:i• ec,] Ch. 2. 4 note.
6. -,neci:, •• , J'.lt'n :iiz, CM] Cf. Num. 14. 4 3 ; 32. 15 (both JE);
Josh. 22. 16, 18, 23, 29 (P ?); 1 Sam. 15. 11; Jer. 3. 19.
'li •n,m ncrn IC"] Ch. 2. 3, • note.
c::i•lt, •nru ,~] Cf. Jer. 9. 12; 26. 4 (referring to •ni,n); 44. 10
('IJl'M:i, •n,in:i).
·
en, ••• cn:i,m] So exactly II :i Chr. 7. 19; Josh. 23. 16 {D'};
cf. Deut. 11. 16; 17. 3. The phrase c•inec c•n,ec i:ip occurs al!;o
Deut. 7• .f.; 13. 7, 1.f.; 28. 36, 6,f.; Jer. 16. 13; Judg. 10. 13 (Deut.
compiler); Josh. 24. 2, 16 (E); 1 Sam. 8. 8; 26. 19; cf. Jer. 44. 3.
o-inec c•n,ec with i:111, not preceding as governing verb, but closely
following with suffix in reference, is found v. 9 (ll 2 Chr. 7. 22);
Jt 2
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II. 17. 35; Deut. 8. 19 ; 13. 3 ; 28. 1-4 ; 30. 17 ; 31. 20; Jer. ll. 1o;
13.10; 16.u; 22.9; 25.6; 35.15;Judg.2.19(Deut.compiler).
rr,MM rrn,ec without i:iJt :-eh. 11. -4, 10; 14. 9; II. 17. 7, 37, 38;
22, 17 (II 2 Chr. 34. 25) all R0 ; II. 5. 17; Deut. 5. 7; 6. 1-4; ll. 28;
18. 20; 31. 18; Jer. 1. 16; 7. 6, 9, 18; 19. -4, 13; 32. 29; 44. 5,
8, 15; Judg. 2. 12, 17 (Deut. compiler); Ex. 20. 3 (E); 23. 13 (J);
Hos. 3. 1 ; 2 Chr. 28. 25t.
7. c,i, 'nn:i ,e'M] Cf. nole on eh. 8. 3-4.

•~,-,p12

':IEI ~ n,eiM] Cf. Jer. 15. 1 ~~
ni,~ (reference to
Mf-' Di~).
.
i"l:l':1~1
So 112 Chr. 7. 20; Deut. 28. 37; Jer. 24. 9, these
thus used denotes a provtr6
being all the occurrences of ru•:iE',
or !Jyword used in mockery, ru•:il'i:' a pointed, wil!J,, or spiteful
saying, the speech and its object being in both cases identified.

,='0,]

,iwc

,e,c alone in this sense Ps. 44. 15;

69. 12; Ezek. 14. 8 (C'~i'?~).
8. i,•,y i"l'i"I' mn n•.:iml This can only mean ' And this house
shall be most high,' and we cannot> with RV., force the language
and render' And though this house be so high.' II 2 Chr. 7. 21
i,•!,i, i"l'M ~ mn n•:im is an obvious correction. LXX supports
MT. ul d oLcos ovros 1,mu cS li-/,.,"Ads, and this in Luc., for the sake
of gaining some sort of sense, has been altered into 11:ai. cS ol«os o~r
cS i,,/njAds, l11Ta&

11:. T.

"A,

Pesh., however-, in reading ~ ... 'dtsolale' in place- of l'')J1,
suggests an original C•!~ n•i"I' nrn n•.:i.'1\ ' And this house shalJ
be nmwus htaps.' This, as giving excellent sense and supposing
merely a small corruption in the .MT., may reasonably be regarded
as the true text : cf. Mic. 3. 12 n-nn r•p i,!,e,,,,, (r"Jt for assonance
with l'''lr), II Jer. 26. 18 (C'"»); Ps. 79. 1 (C'"l1')· Targ. r'ln 11tn•:i,
:i•,n •n- n!,•i, mm appears to embody a double rendering ; but
Th., Klo., Kamp. suppose that it represents the original text : n:~ ~❖¥ i,:~ ~ nr,:i n~i:i,. Such a text, however, would
imply that the Chronicler copied J'')J1 mi ,E'M from Kings before
textual corruption set in; and in this case, why did he not also
transcribe J"») i"l'M' which must have existed in his MS. of Kings?
Or are we to suppose that he did copy these words, and that

r~?

IX.

7-I(J

subsequently through coincidence this reference to n, disappeared
both from Kings and Chronicles ?
Vulg. El domus luJte eril in exnnplum is a paraphrase of which
it is impossible to determine the precise original.
'l, \''Y "l::,p ;::,] Cf. Jer. 18. 16 (reference to the land of Israel);
19. 8 (Jerusalem); 49. 17 (Eclom); 50. 13 (Babylon); Zeph. 2. 15
(Nineveh). Similar also is Lam. 2. 15.
'l, ,.,cec,] Fo~ this question put by the heathen from outside,
together with its answer in v. 9, cf. Deut. 29. 23-27; Jer. 22. 8 f.
9. C'"lnM C'il;tc ,i,,rM] The phrase occurs only here and in
ll 2 Chr. 7. 22. Deut above quoted has C'l"'lnN D'i'r,,M n:iir,
er,; nnn~; Jer. c,i::,ir, C'"nC D'M~ ,m&"I.

,:i;~

9. I0-10. 29. Furllztr dtlails of So!Oltlon's macnificenee

QIU}

w,"sthm,
Clzh. 9. 10-10. 29=; Chr. 8. 1-9. 24, 27, 28. 2 Chr. 1. 1-4-1;.
Mainly a series of s,bort notices drawn from the same sources
as ehlz. 4-5. 1 4. The· originals appear to have been cut up and
pieced together with no great skill ; but whether the arrangement
throughout is due to RD, or later hands have employed themselves
in altering the sequence of the account, it is impossible to determine.
In LXX, Luc. the arrangement is somewhat different, but scarcely
superior, to that of MT.; v. 24a (I\C for 1N; add DIJO 1:1~ after
ii;), ziv. 10-14 (om. il'lri'C 'M', v. 1o&), vv. 26-28 (v. 26& being connected on to v. 14 by addition of the words m,p oi after ml •aiira later device}, cl,, JO. 1-22; eh. 9. 15, 17b-22; eh.10. 23-25; fl, 26
combined with eh. 5. 6; eh. 5. 1a; eh. 10. 27-29.
One single original document appears to be represented by
eh. 9. 10, 17, 18, 19, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, and these verses may very
well have originally taken this order, the completion of Solomon's
building operations being first narrated, and then followed by an
account of the forced levy raised to carry out these works. After
v. 23 there probably followed in the original a list of the names of
the C':ll.ll't ""Ill'. The statement of v. 24b, connected by RD to
v. 2-4a by TM (,h._ 3. 16 nolt}, is probably from the same document.
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:Ne~t to the account of the king's building activity-his most
important work, there would naturally follow mention of his
achievement next in importance-the provision of an efficient
shipping for the increase of his wealth from external sources.
This succeeds in d,. 9. 26-28; d,. 10. 11. But reference to the
ships naturally leads up to mention of the imports introduced
by their means, as we see in cl,. 9. 28; cl,. 10. 11, and the use
to which these rare and valuable materials were put. Thus there
follows ck.10. 12, 14-22. The general subject of imports suggests
allusion to a specially important item-horses from Egypt (or
M~ri), apparently first introduced into the kingdom of Solomon
in any considerable numbers :-cl,. 10. 26 (with cl,. 5. 6; see note
on 4. 20-5. 14), 28, 29.
Thus the disturbing factors introduced into this main account·
are seen to be cA. 9. 11-13, 14, 16, 24•, 25; ck.10. 1-10, 13, 23-25,
27. Notice in ck. 9. 11 1 16, 24 the awkward pluperfects pointed
by the order-subj., verb, obj., -~ nee te~.:i iy ,~ c,,r,, ,~ nn
'ii n,i, D'11'JC, 'li nn,i, M]1"m nl 1N, and marking the passages
as mere excerpts from sources which in describing a regular
sequence of events must have read ci•n
nn 'P.!1, nl 'PJ:.I!
nn. In"· 11b '.n rn• TlC cannot represent the apodosis of"· 10,
since TIit used in this connexion in place of , consec. would be quite
without analogy (cf. cl,. 8. r •ole). Moreover, even if v. 11b could
form the apodosis, the parenthesis v. 11• would come in with very
great awkwardness. Verse 16 has already been discussed (,wk on
4. 20-5. 1-4}, and together with cl,. 3. 1 has been seen to fall into
its proper position after "· 14 of d. 5. From the same source
would seem to be derived "· 24•, while v. 25, though clearly alien
to its immediate context, cannot definitely be assigned to any
special source. Ck. 10. 1-10, 13 is an ancient narrative introduced
at this point to illustrate Solomon's wealth and wisdom, much in
the same way as cl,. 3. 16-28 serves to depict his discernment.
in judgement; and the two stories may very possibly be derived
from the same source. Finally, 1111. 23-25 1 27 of c-1,. 10, couched
in vague and generalizing s_tateme~t, are probably relati".ely .late.

tt~,,

·ix. II-IJ
in origin, and are here introduced to give the finishing touch
to the picture of Solomon's prosperity.
11. It~) For IIIC~ a Sam. 5. 12. On the confusion of verbs
IC'~ and n'~ cf. nott on eh. 17. 14 •
. 'l, ;n• nc] On the use of TM as employed by R 0 cf. eh. 3. 16
11ote. In place of this notice we find in the parallel account
a Chr. 8. 1, a the statement . that ~iram gave Solomon certain
cities, and that Solomon built these and settled Israelite inhabitants
in them ; an explanation of the transaction probably grounded
upon objection to the idea that Solomon parted with any portion
of his territory. Jos. (Ant. viii. 5, § 3) states that when 1,Iiram had
inspected the cities and found them displeasing, he sent word
to Solomon that he did not need them.
~,ln Y,M] ' Land of the circuil' or 'district,' the title applied
to a region in Naphtali on the north border of the kingdom of
Israel, and adjoining ~iram's dominions. Cf. Josh. 20. 7; 21. 32;
1 Chr. 6. 6 r, where VJ~ is mentioned as belonging to this district.
In Isa. 8. 23 the phrase D~J;:1 )'?f 'district of the nations' is applied
to the land of Zebulon and Naphtal~ and would seem to imply that
the population was for the most part non-Israelilish. n~•~f;:1 Ezek.
47. St; n\!,•~f Josh.13. a (D•n~tn 'l); 18. 17; 22. IO, I I (rn•n 1l);
Joel 4. 4t, are used more generally as geographical terms.
13. !,,~ Y,M] The name is obviously regarded as employed
to express J;Iiram's dissatisfaction with the cities. Thus Ew.'s
explanation is probably correct, that the name is connected with
!:i!l+.:l 'liAt nothing,' so 'good for nothing,' 'worthless.' This does
not embody a true etymology, but is intended for a witty play
of words suggested by similarity of sound; cf. Gen. 11. 9 )~
connected with
as if for ,,~; Mic. 1. 10-15 ~,•~·)tt ~~

,,:i

x~-

"1~P?

play upon il- nl, •n~11;1;:, ~i
n•~. ti';,~ - tli'J?,
:lP,tt - :l'P,lt, Mf19- ~';:i ; al. Jos. (An/. viii. 5, § 3) explains
,,..e,p,,.,,llflXSpao,, -,;,p ,.c\
ICON '110,rt.0>.,, -yXGITTIJ"II, 1 o/,,c dp,cr,ro• '
U'll'IJ""'• a statement which seems to have no further foundation
than the inference to be drawn from v. ub. LXX, Luc. in
interpreting "OpcOP, must have read ~:lf- Talm., SW6alh, 5.f.b,
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gives the fanciful derivation :1.ir:i, J)O::il r;l\::i!X' tnN ':ll Ml ,•nE'
• (A land) in which men dwelt who were /Jou,u/ with silver and
gold (fetters).' No modem interpretation commends itself.
;m is mentioned, Josh. 19. 37, as one of the towns assigned
to Asher; and Jos. ( Vil. 42-44) speaks of Xa/3.>..m in the distri<;t
of Ptolemais forty stadia west of Jotaparta. The town is identified
by Rob. (BR. iii. 88) with the modem KabtJI. Thus it may be
supposed that the name of one of the twenty cities was given
by }:Iiram to the whole district.
nm c,•n "137] er. cl,. 8. p nolt.
15. i,;pi, "'l;,M 00i"1] Ck. 5. 27 nolt.
Nl;c,"1] Part of the fortifications of the city of David, existing
in the old Jebusite city (2 Sam. 5. 9; 111 ehr. 11. 8), and mentioned,
as here, in conneiion with the walling up of the breaches of the
city (ck. 11. 27), and the repair of the wall and towers by Hezekiah
(2 ehr. 32. 5). Joash is said to have been murdered at ~ n•~
(II. 12. 21), but it is not clear whether this was at Jerusalem;
and in Judg. 9. 6, 20 a Ml~ n~l is mentioned in connexion with
the city of Shechem.
The word is usually connected with the root N~ /Je filled, and
interpreted as meaning sometl,i'ng wlzick fills or banlls up (a Pi'el
form causat. of Qal), and thus an tarlnworll. So Targ. renders
Nn•;.c, this.word being elsewhere used to translate Hebrew n~~b;
2 Sam. 20.15 Nn"li' ;y Nn';'C ,.,::i,.-,="l•yn ;N
l::i!lte"'I; II. 19. 32;
Jer. 32. 24; al. er. also Talm. N';,c 'filled-up ground or mound,'
Baba balhra, 5411 M.,..,:ll .,~ N';,,, ;~ 'If one takes earlk from
1kt mound and throws it on the low ground.' This derivation
cannot, however, be regarded as certain. The word may, as
Moore Uudg. 9. 6) suggests, be Canaanite in origin; and it seems
reasonable to suppose that the Millo was not a simple earthwork,
but rather a massive fortress or tower built into that part of the
city wall where such a protection was specially needed. So LXX,
Luc. render ,; &iq,a. b::iE' ;.,le, Judg. 9. 46, may thus perhaps be
identical with M,~ n•l of 9. 6, 20.
"'11M] A chief city of Nqrth Canaan belonging to King Jabin 1 and

n;x,

IX. IJ-17
captured and burnt by Joshua (Josh, 11. r, 10; al.). The city ,vas
not far from the waters of Merom, the modern lake of HfJkk
(Josh. 11. 5), and was afterwards assigned to the tribe of Naphtali
(Josh. 19. 36). In Judg. 4 a second Jabin king of ..l;fazor is
mentioned as oppressing Israel, and as conquered by Deborah and
Barak. The site is not well ascertained. Buhl (Gt()gr. 236)
finds the . name preserved in the modern name of the valley
Mtrj-rl-Ffajfre, S.S.W. of .l(etks (lfl~ Josh. 19. 37), on the N. side
of the Wadi 'Auba which runs into the lake of Huie!,, Cf. also
Baed. 297.
nlc] Cl,. 4. 12 nole.
iu] A town on the border of Ephraim assigned by Joshua as
a Levitical city Oosh. 16. 3 ; 21. 21 ), Horam king of Gezer came
to the assistance of Lachish against Joshua, but was defeated and
his army utterly destroyed by the Israelites (Josh. 10. 33). The
city of Gezer, however, held out against the invader, and seems
to have remained in the hands of its Canaanite (and Perizzite, LXX)
inhabitants until the days of Solomon (Josh. 16. 10). The site
of Gezer has been discovered by M. Clermont-Ganneau in the
modern Ttll-jeur about eighteen miles W.N.W. of Jerusalem, On
this and on the inscription "'IUCM, i. e. probably ' the boundary of
Gezer,' which confirms the authenticity of the site, cf. PEF. 1873,
78i,; 1875, 74/,; Hastings, BD. s.v.; Smith, His/. Geogr. 215JJ.
16. ci~r:i~J 'A dowry' given when the wife is 'sent away' from
the home of her parents; cf. Mic. 1. r ,t, and the use of the verb
M~ Gen. 24. 59,
17. i,nnn r,n n•::i] Also ~~::i r,,,n n•::i II 2 Chr. 8. 5; so called
in distinction from (r,•,11) ~•?fi:1 J'l"'l,n n•::i r Chr. 7. 24; al. r,,n n•~
without closer specification also occurs: Josh. 10. 10, 11; 18. 14; al.
In Josh, 10. ro, 11, LXX reads 'Op,iowl11 i.e. C~~ih 'the two J:Iorons';
so 2 Sam. 13. 3-t ,,,_ Tijr Moii Tijr 'op,iollrj11 stands in place of the corrupt
,..,Milt
and is adopted by Wellh., Dri., Budde. Elsewhere
(Isa. 15. 5; al.) C'TIM is a Moabite city. The two Beth-~orons
were upon the boundary line of Ephraim (Josh. 16. 3, 5)1 and the
pass running between them was the scene of Joshua's pursuit of
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the five Amorite kings who made a combined attack upon Gibeon
Qosh. 10. 1o;.u). In modern times they have been with certainty
identified, the lower with Beil• tlr el-la~ta, the upper with Beil• tlr
el-fd<ja, the fonner being about one mile north-west of the latter,
which is some three or four miles north-west of Gibeon,-el-Jfb.
See Rob. BR. iii. 250/., PEF. Mem. iii. 86.
18. n!,31:i] II 2 Chr. 8. 6. Mentioned Josh. 19. 44t as a city
assigned to Dan. The conjectural site is Beratn about two and
a-half miles north of Beil• tlr el-lalJla. P EF. Mm,. ii. 296.
"lb ,J.:1] Q're "lb°JJ.:I, i. e. Palmyra the modern Tudmur, is supported
by all Verss. 1, and by II 2 Chr. 8. 4 (so all Verss.). The other
towns, however, mentioned V'll. 17, 18 are all in South Palestine,
and in Ezek. 47. 19; 48. 28 we have a ~ cited as being in the
extreme south of the land-M~•~ ~ MP,. Thus in spite of
112 Chr., which connects Solomon's building of Tadmor with
a successful campaign against ~amath-zobah, Kt. in our passage
seems to deserve the preference. So BO., Th., Kamp., Benz.,
Kit.; Smith, His/. Geogr. 270 nole 2, 580 nole 2.
r,10 "l:lic:iJ 'In the wilderness in the land' ; a vague and
pointless statement. r,N:i cannot be intended to distinguish the
city from another of the 5,1me name outside the land, for in such
a case a closer definition of the locality would be expected. Vulg.
in lerra soliludini's, Pesh. J~,.:io, µ.ii.:>, suggest ~~ nf,
'in the desert country.' The phrase ,:i,c r,N:i occurs only in the
poetical passage Deut. 32. 10 and in Prov. 21. 19, but might reasonably be used in plain prose. Targ. follows MT., while LXX, Luc.
(en. 10. 23) omit. Very probably rte is the corruption of some
place-name. So Bel. f1N9 ~19,; plausible, but rather far towards
the south. Kit. M"J'~ }1ff ~~- Perles (Analtltlm sur Texlltrililt
des A. T., 2 2 ), following Eichhorn, regards r,ec:i
a contraction
''lr ',10 of rqit C'J.~~. upon the view that Q're "lt:>in is correct,
and comparing 2 Chr. 8. 3, 4.
19. '.n peon nea] er. v. 1 note.

as

1 LXX 'Itftppaf, i. e. "l'OVI
ocean di. l_O. 33-

""• ,

being misread ,. The passage in LXX
.
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20, 21. DM'l::I. , , D37M ,:i] This form of casus pmdms, where
a substantive is reinforced by the pronominal suffix of a following
substantive, is idiomatic and frequent. 1 Sam. 2. 10 ,~'1'r Viti! mrr;
Gen.17. 15 ~me
••• 7nrt1M ¥'\Z'; 34. 8 ,Z,£1l,., c:,w. ·er. other
TI
instances in Dri. Tensts, § 197, 2.
21. c,11~ ... r1ru ,z,ec Drrl::i] The predicate introduced by
, crmstculivt after the preceding accusalivus ptndms Cl"rl::I ; a rather
uncommon construction. Cf. eh. 12. 17 M"Th,, ¥'1Jr.l C\::i~n ~M"l~ 'l::i,
D37::im cn,;37 ,;c,,; eh. 15. 13 m,::i.,0 mi;:,"! ,cec ~370 nee m,;
II. 16. 14; Dri. Tmses, § 127 a.
i;~p] 'A forced levy of bondmen.' i::i37 is sing. collective.
So Gen. 49. 15; Josh. 16. 10t.
nrn crn i37] er. eh. s. s note.
22. 'l, ~ec,~ 'l::ic,] But cf. the statement of eh. 5. 27, and see
cl,. 4. 6 nq/e.
,,~,w] A word of unknown meaning and derivation. LXX
which here omits (Cod. A, Luc. Tp1crcroc) elsewhere usually renders
Tp,rrTlffl/r, a term to which Origen on Ex. 14. 7 gives as one
explanation among others the meaning, ""' of three warriors i'n
a cl,ariol; Elr Tar xp,iar TOW ,ro'Ai,-. l.p,urra hoiow ,uya),.a, mr tal
TP,&f x-p,,11· iv' 6 /J,(11 ,r, ,j11u,~fi, ol a. 8w wol,p.&cru,. So Greg. Nyss.;
cf. the more precise rendering of LXX in Ex. 15. 4 ~ a r
Tp1crT.lrar. This explanation, which appears to depend upon the
context of Ex. 14. 7, has been adopted by some modems, but is
purely conjectural, and is rightly opposed by Dillmann, who points
out that the ancient chariot as figured on the monuments has
usually but two occupants-the driver and the fighting man, and
that only kings and the highest officers would have had in addition
a third man as shield-bearer. It may be added that in accordance
with Ex. 14. 7 i):r,p ~~~ /1,ird ma• could not describe a spare
man acting as armour-bearer, but would denote the most important
occupant of the chariot, viz. the combatant. This meaning, however, is opposed to the use of the word of an officer immediately
attendant upon a king, whether in a chariot (II. 9. 25) or .elsewhere
(.II. 7. :a, 17, 19; 15. 25).
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Derivation thus failing, the most that can be said is that, judging
from the context of our passage ('~ next to m, ,,~) II. 9. 2 5 ; 10. 2 5
(Cl'~'~ coupled with C'IY"l 'foot-runners' as though in contramay have been a class of warriors
distinction); Ex. 14. 7,
usually connected with chariots; but it is with wisdom that AV.,
RV. 'captains' agree with Vulg. ducts, Pesh. -.oio~, Targ.
,m,:i•l in rendering by a very general term.
23. n'IMC ft'Cni Cl'~] LXX (section following cl,, 2. 35) gives
the number as T'/MiS xc>.ui&r .:al •f«rcouto&, Luc. T'/Mir xiA.a&s mi
ma«oa-w,-probably an arbitrary alteration of the translator with
the view of bringing the number into correspondence with that of
cl,. 5. 30 with which our verse is closely parallel in wording, The
other Verss. support MT. 550.
Possibly after the completion of the Temple and Palace the
number of the c•:iy,n ,,Rei may have been greatly diminished, and
in any case it is easier to believe that the exact parallelism of the
Greek translator is a change for the sake of conformity, than that
'Diet verstl the alteration was made in MT. for no apparent reason.
II 2 Chr. 8. 10 gives the number as C"nMC1 c•~n, a variation
explained by Kennicott as a misreading l i for n ; but such
a method of notation in early OT, MSS. is highly improbable.
Cf. cl,, 6. I 110/e,
24. 'lM] Very difficult. Th. explains 'As soon as • .. then he
built, &c.' iM has here a restrictive sense on{Y or scarce{,, and the
meaning as soon as is determined by the following TM which marks
the point of time immediately following that denoted by nn'31 ']M.
But the case is scarcely parallel to the only two examples which can
be compared, Gen. 27. 30 M.l N'IM 1=1Jn , , , :ipir MY' MY' 'lM, and
Judg. 7. 19 n,,1:1,~:i 1]1i'n,, c,,c1:m nM 1C'i'M cpn ite, for in both
these passages great stress is laid upon the very immediate sequence
in time of the two events described, and to suppose the existence
of a similar stress in our passage would be absurd. Moreover, the
back reference of TM to 1M is opposed to the characteristic usage
of this former particle in Kings-its employment with merely vague
reference to the period which is being described, and without

c~,~
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distinct attachment to any definite point of time (eh. 3. 16 note).
And further, the change of subject implied in ~ without mention
of the new subject nc,ei, is very strange. Thus some slight
corruption of the text may reasonably be supposed.
Vulg., Pesh., Targ. seem to agree with MT., except for the
addition of nc,ei after ml in Vulg., Pesh.-probably a translator's
addition made for the sake of lucidity. LXX, Luc. offer two
renderings-the first in the insertion following eh. 2. 35, the second
in immediate sequence to d. 9. 9. The former translation exactly
follows MT., except for reading oin-a,r, i. e. probably P-1, in place
of 'JM· The latter rendering is somewhat different :-Ton a.,,;~•
Iu>.Qll'O>• ni• Ovyarlpa
fl'd>.U115' Aavda .1, .rm. aln-oii &.
,;,coaol''/rTU aw;; J.,, ,-air 9µ.cpair IH&IIO&r. This agrees closely with
the l\lT. of ll z Chr. 8. 11 ; and supposing the LXX translator
to have inserted ,.,s,., upon his own responsibility or through·
a misreading t~ for n~, and also to have read Mh'i, ri~ for i'l~'i, i'1?,
we may believe the original text of our passage to have been

~pa• '"

c~o C'tf?!' r1? np, ~ ~•i-~ i11 ,,?!':? nb~~ "?~O MVJl! ~-n~.
This emendation removes all difficulties above noticed. The 1K
of ~IT. will thus be a scribe's error for nK, due to the occurrence of
the same two letters in ~K,cl the word immediately preceding ;
and further, it is possible that n,]1i"1J7"'D may have been copied by
mistake for n,]1i"1i"1J1"11), and that later on a second scribe, perceiving
that n,:11 must thus refer to MJriD n::i, may have altered it into the
feminine nn;,31.

25. n;,pm] 'Used to offer;' frequentative.
'• ')D, ieiK ,nK i•cpn,] Scarcely original.

The curious V-,l;C
cannot be used in place of''?!! and refer to the altar (Pesh., Targ.,
Ges.), nor can we believe (Ew., Th.) that it refers to Solomon;' He would offer incense by hiinse!f' (without the intervention of
another) 1• LXX, Luc. (after eh. 2. 35) altogether omit the words
,nc ,MK, and seem simply to have read mn• 1)D; i•cpm. So Oort.
1 Tb. cites Gen. 39. 6; Isa. 44.
a mistakCA insertion.

2-4

for this use of~. and regards ,~,. as
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Klo. ingeniously suggests "'
~ ~cpm 'and would bum
lt,"s jire-ojferi'ng before Yahwe '-a very plausible emendation.
n•:i., rnc o~e,i] RV. 'So he finished the house,' and so all
Verss. ;-LXX, Luc. ml fTVflfffAHro ,.c\i, oLco,,, Vulg. perflchlmpe tSI
kmp/11111, Pesh.)~ ~ o , Targ. ecn•.:l n• Cl~. It is impossible,
however, to explain why the perfect with, constculive should be thus
used, as though the fact narrated were in due sequence to the
preceding frequentatives "'l'Ci)m • • • n'37m; and moreover such
a statement is out of place in this oonnexion, where events are being
recorded which mu~t have taken place only after the completion
and consecration of the building. Hence Ew. renders 'and he
would lake leave of(sayfarewtll lo) the house'; Th. 'and he would
compltle!J' furnz"sl, the house,' i. e. provide upon each occasion of
his visits that all the requirements of the Temple and its services
should be fully met. Neither of these translations can be justified
by analogy ; and it seems not improbable that the letters c,e,, are
a mistaken repetition of o-c!,e,, in the earlier part of the verse, and
n•.:ln nM a later addition to form a complete sentence intended
to convey the meaning given by the Verss.
26. n,,M nM "'l!MC] 'Which is near Eloth'; an idiomatic u~ of
the preposition in definition of locality. Cf. II. 9. 27 -ru M'11C.:l
c:sr,.:2• TIM "'IIMC; Judg. 3.19; 4. 11; Ezek. 43. 8. For the similar
use of OJI see cI,. 1. 9 nole.
28. Cl..,~ mMC J1.:l"'IM] LXX /mro.,, fi\rocr, is unsupported by
Luc. and the other Verss., all of which agree with MT.
10. 1. mn• cc,!,] ' Through the name of Yahwe'; lit. 'aJ the
name.' The meaning is that the fame of Yahwe's name led to
the diffusion of a report concerning the wise and prosperous king
who enjoyed His favour and protection; and this is in full accordance
with the prominence which the queen in this story assigns to Yahwe
as the chooser and supporter of Solomon (v. 9). The phrase'•
occurs elsewhere Josh. 9. 9; Isa. 60. 9; Jer. 3. 17t, and the
nuance of the preposition is closely similar to tha~ in the expression
~i'; 'al the sound of'; Jer. 10. 13 o•~.:l Cl'C r,cn 1M !,,p!,; 11. 16;
51. 16; Ezek. 27. 28; Hab. 3. 16; Ps. 42. 8; Job 21. 12. Cf. also

C'"
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Ps. 18. 45 ,; 1J7CW' lftC ~ 'Al the hearing of the ear they shall
obey me'; Job 42. 5.
There is thus no need to have recourse to the emendation of
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit., mn• CF? ~f' ~ n~,i:i ~~ 'and
the report of the house which he had built to the name of Yahwe:
LXX, Luc. «al ro oi,oµa Kvplov, Pesh. J...»p oi,:iAa.O are probably
merely loose renderings, and do not presuppose D~, in place of
which, as Th. points out, we should rightly expect t:!tn~lni-rn] RV. 'l,ard quesh'ons' is perhaps the best rendering;
cf. Prov. 1. 6 cni•m c,c::,n •-oi. The word here denotes something
less trivial than the mere riddle of Samson, Judg. 14. 12 ff., but,
on the other hand, has not advanced to the later sense of a perplexing question of ethics or morals, Ps. 49. 5; 78. 2.
2.
DJI] Cn:B. 17 note.
5. i•n,w ic]IC1 i•,:iy :i~] ' The sz'/Hng of his servants and
the allmdance of his ministers.' For ic]IC in this sense cf. the
phrase •.:11>, icy used of service; cl,. 1. 2 note. This explanation
alone suits the context. The whole of v. 5 down to i•p~ refers
to Solomon's magnificent display al his ba~U1:ls. i•,:iJI are his
courtiers and i•n,w his waiters, and naturally in this connexion
Di1'V■l,C their gorgeous robes call for special notice. On the other
hand, Tb.'s explanation of :lf&l'IC, ic]IC as substantives of place,
denoting the dwellings or quarters of Solomon's servants, is quite
alien to the context. It is impossible to think tha,t the mere
dwellings of the king's servants should be singled out either· for
their magnificence or number as exciting the queen's admiration,
while no special mention is made of the impression left upon her
by the sight of the Palace, the Temple, and the Lebanon house.
The mention also of the garments and the cup-bearers is upon
this interpretation deprived of significance.
There is no difficulty in assigning to these substantives with t)
preformative a signification other than that of place. The Arabic
nouns of this form (nomina vans) are used of place or lime, and
e. g. ~~ 'the place where, or lime wizen, several persons sil, room,
assembly, party' (Wright, i. 2 2 1) may aptly be quoted in this special
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connexion. So in Hebrew we may cf. e. g. t:l~, tt¥i0, where, as
with :ie-,c, itlllt), the idea of lime or place of ach"on seems to have
passed further into definition of the <Kli'on itself.
'I'~] Pesh. adds
i. e. a repetition of the previous
tlM"tr.l~,; an unnecessary redundancy.
m.i• n•:i n,yi ,e,ec ,n;in] 'And his burnt-offering which he used
to offer at the house of Yahwe.' Here it is still the large scale of
the king's doings, rather than his buildings, which forms the writer's
theme. So all Verss. both here and in ~ 2 Chr. 9. of, RV. marg.,
Th., Kio., Kamp., Kit. 112 Chr. reads in!~, doubtless intending to
convey the sense 'the ascent by which he used to go up to the
house of Yahwe'; and this rendering is adopted by RV,,
Ke., Ew.
m, i,31 n:i ~n tc,] 'There was no more spin"/ in her'; i. e.
Solomon's display of wisdom and magnificence deprived her of all
courage to attempt further to compete with him. The nuance of
m, is like that in the English expression 'a woman of spiri'/,' and
may be partly paralleled by the use of the term in eh. 21. 5;
Gen. 45. 27 and the phrases tA11';\Jl! Isa. 54. 6, tA1 ~f1 Ps. 34. 19.
The common explanation following LXX, Luc. ira, If lavrijr i-,11'fffl,
'she was beside herself (with aslonisl,mml),' misses the precise
meaning.
6. ,:iin n•n n0tc] 'Truth was the saying.' The abstract
substantive. used in place of an adjective; cf. cl,. 2. 13 note, and
Dri. Tenses, § 189, 2, The order of words is highly emphatic;

,o..,~o

Tenses, § 208.

'1, 'IJn,i

? iln tc,]

LXX ovir da-li, (Luc. lcm ltGTO) re\

;;,,.wv iraGr

~wi,, ,,.aa, merely a somewhat paraphrastic rendering of the

same text. In place of •mi II 2 Chr. 9. 6 has 'lJ,09?0 n•J~ 'JQ.
'l, n1:1c,n] LXX, Luc. ,rpoa-Tcfhuar ~ ,rpc\r (LXX am\ 1.-,)
tracro n}11 Jo,;,, ~,, IJ1eova-a ,,, ri yi ,,.au, i. e. n~r,:ri,f;~ :iit> J;l~,;,in
'J;1¥PV ~. Probably correct.
nc:,n seems to be the addition of a later precisionist, and is
really covered by :i,t:1 which includes everything which makes for
p()speri(J', The repetition of '¥1M:1 (from v. 6) is not out of place.
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alm\ nrl rriiua11 "· T. >.. probably arises from repetition

of'" read first as DO'~. 112 Chr. 'nJ10ei ie'M M]n0~i1 ' " nEIC'.
8. -rc,,M] LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose i'~J ' thy wz'ves '; so in
112 Chr. 9. 7 Luc. (Pesh. omits). Adopted by Bo., Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit., Oort. correctly.
by the side of ,,,:131 is
redundant, and, as Kio. suggests, may be a later alteration in view
of the facts of clz. 11. 1-3.

'1'~'"

.z, TCW al..,l'CI,

z,

Luc. nii ~a-a, a~o... TO•
This addition,
which is almost indispensable, may be adopted. Klo.'s emendation
is not to be preferred.
II. tJ'lC'M ''lll1] So v. ut. 0'CU'M ''ll]12 Chr. 2. 7-;- 9. 10,111'.
The tree is usually thought to be the red sandal-wood (Plerocarpus
tan/a/i'nus) which is very heavy, fine grained, and of a brilliant red
colour, and is said still to be highly esteemed in the east for the
construction of lyres and other musical instruments. The meaning·
and derivation of the word are, however, quite uncertain : Hastings,
BD. i. 63; Tristram, 332 1. LXX Ev>.a ...xH,,Ta (Luc. drr,>.11111TG),
Vulg. ligna 1/zyina, Pesh. JLaa..o, }-j (explained by lexx. as
a scented and variegated wood, sandal-wood), Targ. M'l'C'M 'llM•
u. i310c] 'A support' or 'supports,' i. e. upon the easiest
interpretation, p,7aslers or liglzi bullresses; so LXX, Luc. vrroO'T'/P'Yp.tJTa, Vulg.fulcra.
The substantive only occurs here, and II 2 Chr.
9. 11 reads ni)1?7?, perhaps ' terraces' or 'verandahs,' an explanation
which Th. seeks to fit also to ,pee. This rendering, however,
like that of Pesh. l~JL 'ornamentation,' Ke., Ew. 'balusters' or
'balustrade,' Bo., Kio. 'furniture,' depends merely upon conjecture.
'l, f:J l0 "'
There came not llzus (i. e. in such quantity and of
such excellence) almug trees,' and so, by accommodation to Eng.

9· 0;p,] LXX

aliara agree with

cmjo-cu

112 Chr. 9. 8 0?\ll? ii~P,CI?-

D"fo-'~

J'

'''El'

idiom, 'there came not such almug trees.' Cf. Ex. 10. 14 "'
'before them there were no such locusts as they.'

,me:, M.liM f:J M'M

1 The latest discussion is that by Cheyne (Expository Times, July, 1898 1
pp. 470.fl.), who cites Assyr. llamm4ku, a tree used by Sennacherib in build•
iDg his palaces.
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After tl'ltrnt in 'D. 12b LXX, Luc. add isi njs 19s, i. e. Y:~-,P,
perhaps correctly. Cf. l12 Cbr. 9. 11 m,.,. y,aa tl''ZJ; Da-C 'IK"IJ 11b,.

nm

D1'i1 '1J7] Ck. 8. 8 nole.
13. rru nD~ -pc.-,,] Cpon the emphatic position of the subject,
in antithesis to v. re& 1, cf. ck. 5. 25 Mle.
'According to the king's /uznd,' i. e. his 'lx,unJy.'
So fat. 1. 7; 2. 18t. 112 Cbr. 9. 12 reads 1,M ~~) "'\W ,:i,c
for which Ber. emends i,c,, ~ lr~) iC'M i:2,c.

,1,c., ,,::,]

-pc.,

15. D'l'VlM ~ -c,] Very difficult. Supposing D'l'VlM "Z'lM
to denote ' men of the merchants ' (though -,,r, spy oul, i'nvutigale
has nowhere else the sense of /rad,'ng, and the phrase 'nn ~
is peculiar); we still seek allusion, not to the traders themselves,
but to the revm~ which they produced. Thus RV., going further
than MT. warrants, renders 'Beside Ina/ wki'ck the chapmen
brougkl',· LXX, Luc. x•pir .,..., rJ,o,-, .,..., WOT~.,,, Targ. i.:l
·~m,ee iltce suggest ? , , , ~.)12
beside the duties &c.' • ; cf.
II. 23. 33 where ~ is rendered r/,opo.,, by Luc.; 2 Cbr. 36. 3 t'l~
LXX, Luc. ml arrl/ja'A,.,, <J,op,w. So Bo. D.,..,.:, T~P9
Th.
D,-r)O i?t~ ; but
the subject people ' is not to be
paralleled. The best and easiest emendation, though independent
of any Vers., is that suggested by Kamp. for the whole half-verse
D'>tiO ii:11p~ eq Wbeside that which came from the
traffic of the merchants.'
:2i]1i1 ,::,1,,, 1,::,] RV.' all the kings of Ike mingled people.' LXX,
Luc. rr&,,,."'.,, .,..;;.,, fjauiA,•11 nii (Luc. .,.._.,, ,.,, .,.ii} trlpa,, i. e. ,::,1,,, 1,::,
i;J!O; Vulg. omnu reges Arabi'ae,· Pesh. J.-~, ~ ,o~o,
so II 2 Chr. 9. 14 :nJ! '~~'-;11; Targ. tcn1,::,c,c, ,::,1,i:, ',::,, 'and all
the kings of the allied peoples.' These :l'J¥0 '~~ are mentioned
Jer. 25. 24 as , , ~ 0'~18',:i, and in connexion with :ll~ ';~,
'all the kings of Arabia.' In Jer, 25. 20 :11f0-;i are cited together
with ~0 1'1'1
and in Ezek. 30. 5 =1~1 :l'J¥0-'-;11 it') 0\ll~ All.

,~? '

c.,,.._, '

i~\

,~?

,~? '

,~:v,,,

Vene u muat have originally followed immediately upon 11. 10; cf. ""''
9. I~.i. 10. 29.
1 Perhaps Volg. is a pampbrase o! the same: Eitcepto eo, qood afferebant
Ylri, f"i s•Ju 1JtctiraJia trlllll,
1
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In Jer. 50. 37 they appear as the mercenaries of the king of Babylon.
Hence it may be inferred that these were kings or sheiks of the
mixed nomad tribes of SE. Arabia who came more or less under
Solomon's power and so were subject to tribute.
In Ex. 12. 38 :::11 :::11¥ 'a great mixed multitude' is mentioned as
coming up out of Egypt with Israel, and in Neh. 13. 3 :1jJr'i 'all
the mixed multitude ' is separated from the returned exiles by
Nehemiah; but the connexion of these with :::11¥0 is not clear.
Y,IICM nin1:1,] ninEI 'viceroys' or 'governors.' The view that
these are identical with the 0 1:::l'lU of eh. 4. 7-19 (Th.; Ber. on
II 2 Chr. 9. 14) is opposed by the close connexion with thefartign
,l""ilfi1 1:,,c. More_ probably the reference is to petty vassal-princes
who were allowed to retain a nominal suzerainty at the price of
an annual tribute : cf. the inscription (I. 1 2) in which Panammu
is termed 1"1MI 1Mtci 1MEI 'viceroy and neighbour-king of Ya'di,'
appointed by 'his lord the king of Asshur' (Lidzbarski, Nordmnil.
Epigr. "HJ). Elsewhere in OT. the title is used of military
commanders under the Aramaean Hadadezer eh. 20. 24 nolt, and
the Assyrian Sennacherib II. 18. 24 nolt, II Isa. 36. 9, of governors
under the Babylonian king, Jer. 51. 23, 57, the king of Media,
Jer. 51. 28, and the Assyrian (and Chaldean) Ezek. 23. 6, 12, 23;
but with far the greatest frequency of governors of provinces
appointed by the Persian monarchs, e.g. of Zerubbabel, Hag. 1.
1, 14; 2. 2, 21; Nehemiah, Neh. 5. 14, 18; 12. 26; the governors
generally 'beyond the River,' Neh. 2. 7, 9, &c.
Many critics, regarding MMEI as a Persian word connected with
Sanskrit paluha or pakllha, friend or al/y, are obliged therefore
to consider the occurrences in Kings as late interpolations (cf.
especially Giesebrecht, ZATW. i. 233). Against this Schrader
argues with force, citing the use of the term in Assyr. pal}al,
pl. pal}tflt~ victroy, and abstract pil)al, sa/rapy in the Khorsabad
inscription of the time of Sargon (s. c. 722-705), two centuries
before the Persian era, and maintaining the purely Semitic character
of the word: COT. i. 175/,
The feminine termination of MO! pl. nint is perhaps to be
L2
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explained as used with a term denoting oj/i.e, as in Ar- li_t;
' viceroy,' Ii_~;, 'creator,' al.; cf. G-K. § 122 r 1•
16. r:,,nrt1 :1m rmr Cl 1ntcc] 'Two hundred targets-beaten gold,'
:inr standing in explanatory apposition to rmt, and defining the
class to which it belongs. So in v. 17 r:,,ne:, :1m Cl1llC n,tcc e?WI,
:irn Cl1)C n~!,e:,. Cf. Dri. Tmses, §§ 186-188.
r:,,n~• :im] Only in this connexion; v. 17 112 Chr. 9. 15, 16t 1 •
'Bea/en gold,' RV., Bo., Ke., Th., Ber., Kio., Kamp., t,Mrtf meaning
slrz"ke or beat down. So LXX, Luc. xpvuii ,'A.IIT'a. The other Verss.
give the sense 'fine or pure gold' ;-Vulg. de auro purissz'mo, Pesh.
J..w.. boin, Targ. N::10 ec::i.,,,. The explanation 'allqyed gold,'
Ges., Winer, obtained from Ar. ~ dilute wine with wafer, cannot
be maintained.
,P n,ll'] Lit. • wml up upon,' describing the laying of the gold
plating upon the (wooden) framework or foundation. The Imperf.
describes the norm which characlm"zed each shield of the class.
18. rD,c ::1m] Probably, as RV., al. 'fines/ or p,msl gold.' ·
So LXX, Luc. xpvui<p ao1tlfUt, Targ. ec:ic tc:im, 112 Chr. 9. 17
,,nr:, :int. The verb occurs only here, but the substantive r9 nine
times. Identification with Ar.~ breall, separate, on the view that
this may be used of separating the gold from the ore (Ges.), seems
to be precarious. Pesh., Arab. presuppose , 1~\ec9 :im •gold from
Ophir'; so Pesh., Targ. in Jer. 10. 9 f~\N!;? :im, and many modems
in Dan. 10. 5 f~\N Cln:>. Vulg. aurofulvo ni'mi's.
21. Mi'~] 'Drink'; so Lev. 11. 34.
iuo] Ch. 6. 20 note.
:ie:,m ec, i:io:, rec] Scarcely, as the accents suggest, and as
rendered by LXX, Luc., Vulg. 'There was no silver, it was not
accounted of'; but rather a negation strengthened by duplication
of the negative, 'silver was no/ accounted of al all.' Such a
duplication is found in Zeph. 2. 2 Cl:>''Y NU1 ec, 0ir:,:i 'before there
1 The meaning and use of the term n~ i1 too uncertain to permit of its being
cited as a paralleL
• lu Jer. 9, 7 Kt. "Ctn1! ft' • a destroying- arrow' is to be prefened; set!
Graf, ad I«.

"
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come upon you,' and in the phrase r~ _•?~9~, II. 1. 3, 6, 16 •,:::i~n
J'M; Ex. 14. 11. Cf. Ew. § 323. Pesh.
~o
Joot ~ omits one negative, thus agreeing with 112 Chr. 9. 20
which is without
22. ~win 'JM] 'A fleet ofTarshish '; i.e. a fleet consisting of ships
such as were used by the Phoenicians for communication with their
distant colony at Tartessus in Spain. 112 Chr. 9. 21 makes Tarshish
n,•,tc •~
the destination of the ships, c,,n "'l::ll1 c:i, ~win n,~,n
(so 2 Chr. 20. 36, 37), but that this is incorrect is shown by mention
of the cargo of the ships-products of the East, and by the reference
in eh. 22. 49 to Jehoshaphat's fleet or ship (see note ad /oc.) of
Tarshish which was stationed at Ezion Geber on the Aelanitic gulf
in order to go to Ophir. Cf. eh. 9. 26-28 where the allusion is
doubtless to one and the same fleet of Solomon 1•
c•:1m~] Cod. A 1, Vulg., Targ., and in 112 Chr. 9. 21, LXX,
Luc. render 'elephants' lttlh '; Pesh. in both places b 'elephants';
Vulg. in Chr. ebur. Elsewhere 'ivory' is always 19? alone, or with
the generic art. jtr,:,; and it is generally thought that some foreign
word meaning ' elephants ' is here represented by C'¥iJ. So Ges.,
Ber. regard the word as a contraction of C'¥l.Ci:', and compare
Sanskrit ibha =' elephant.' Or c-:::i., is thought to be a corruption
of ~•~iJ, pt/ being the Persian name for · the elephant which bas
thence passed into Ar. and Aram. Assyr. lin-ni pi-ri denotes
'teeth of elephants.' In Ezek. 27. 15 there is mention of I=' n",p
b•~;i,?1 'horns of ivory and ebony' (C'1;i;:i =Egypt. heben, Gk. l/3•11o:ir,
Lat. htbenum), and Bo., Th., following Rodiger and reading in our
passage c•,iJ 19? as two words, explain' ivory (and) ebony,' regarding
0•:::i.i as a contraction or corruption of c•J:::i.i.
C'D'P] Pesh., Targ. transliterate ; Cod. A, and in 2 Chr. LXX,
Luc. ,r'8,j1e..,11, Vulg. simias. The word is doubtless foreign, and
the rendering 'apes' is generally adopted, upon comparison of

»

,ec,~:::i c•n,ec

tc,.

,,c,

Sayce (Ezpotitqry Times, Jan. 19oi, p. 179) argues for identification of
with Tarsus in Cilicia.
• The rendering of LXX, Luc. Allan, T'OPft/TOIII nl rrtA.•"V'liw (Luc. dir,>..•qTAII' ),
for the whole C"::lm C'tj:, c'lm1t' 1 is obscure.
1
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Sanskrit and l\Ialabar lap,~ from whence comes the Greek tcijflos,
,cii/Jos, ,cijw-os, a species of long-tailed monkey.
c..:in] Cod. A T'Oat-•, Vulg. pavos, Pesh. J.~. Targ. ron0,
i. e. 'ptacocls '; II 2 Chr. Luc. nx1l/£> LXX omits. Another foreign
The Tamil or Malabar name for the peacock is llgai or

word.

IMga,~ and •:in may represent this, with interchange of the backpalatals g, l. So most modems.

23. r,ten •:,~] LXX omits r,N.,. With MT. cf. eh. 5. 14.
24. r,tcn !,:,,] LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose r,tcl"I •:,~ !,:,, ; so
U2 Chr. 9. 23 probably rightly.
25. ')tl:l •!,:,] LXX, Luc. omit, perhaps in view of v. :nb.
i't'-'l] Elsewhere (eight times) the word always denotes 'arms'
or 'armour,' and this is the meaning here given by Vulg., Pesh.,
Targ. So RV., Bo., Th., Kio., Kamp., Kit. The mention of armour
follows not inappropriately after
'raiment.' LXX, Luc.
render OTCIICnj", 'oil of myrrh or cinnamon,' and this is favoured by
Ew., Ber. who compare Ar. ~ 'breathe in an odour through the
'nostrils.' For this, however, regular interchange of consonants
would require i't'l, Possibly LXX was influenced in its rendering
by the following C'C~ l,3ixrpara.
26. :l:l"'I , , , ,, 'l"l'l] ~n place of this statement LXX reads ml
9ao T"¥ ~.,.~., T"iuaa~s xiA1da1s e;,>..,uu %,nroi rls 8.pl'OT'4, Luc.

n,c,e,

,cai 9aa• T"ii Io"Ao,.;;iw, T"ruuaprucowa xiAui&s

f,nro,i,

/Jq"An•• rls llppara

nii T"l,cm•, i. e. eh. 5. 6• with mistaken rendering of the rare word

The following words of eh. 10. 26 and eh. 5. 6b are identical;
"'lt','JI C'le"I,
2 Chr. 9. 25• = eh. 5. 6; 2 Chr. 1. 14•=
eh. 10. 36•; 2 Chr. 9. 25b= 2 Chr. 1. 14b=eh. 10. 26h. Thus
(as is testified by the partial combination of the two Kings' passages
in LXX, Luc., and 2 Chr. 9. 25} the original account, which was properly incorporated in ch.10 (see no/e on eh. 9.10-eh. lO. 29),probably
ran as follows :-0'~~ n~7tt l"lb~V? ';:r1 c•~~~ ~1 nbS., '1~!1

nl"'IM,

C'VIEI

'1~1$

'l'M

.,n c•~~ ~1 ni~1tt'! 'l~t$ i~--::i, i:i~? c•~o ni~

: t:i?~•~

'!J~;:I C~ ~1~ ~~ c~•~!l c•~,. Here the smaller
number 4,000 is adopted in accordance with LXX and 112 Chr. 9. 25.
The mention of the number of chariots is not found in LXX, Luc.,

X. 23-28
but is agreeable to the reference to the ::oi;, ,iy which follows.
Chr. in place of 0m~1 has the support of all Verss.
2 7. sio:::u, MN] Before these words LXX, Luc. insert Tc\ xpvuio-,,
ml-a later and unwarranted insertion.
n,~] Always (except Josh. 11. 16 rin~~ with suff.) with
def. art. '/he Lowland,' i. e. the tract of low hills or ' downs' lying
between the maritime plain of Philistia and the mountain-country
of Judah, and separated from the latter 'by a series of valleys, both
wide and narrow, which run all the way from Ajalon to Beer-sheba.'
Cf. Smith, Geogr. eh. x.
28. 'l, tmc,] It may be regarded as certain that a placename underlies the obscure mpr.,. So LXX, Luc. lr.. 8•r.oii1r, for
which Field cites a variant lr. Kaia. Eusebius ( Onom.) K-3,
,r>.,,aloi, Al-yv,rrov is rendered by Jerome Coa, quae esl j'uxla
Aegyplum, and so Vulg. translates mpc de Coa. Lenormant
(Les origines de /'hisloire, iii. 9) was the first to make identification
with Kue~ i.e. the plain of Cilicia. The same discovery was independently arrived at by Winckler (A/lies/, Unlersuclzungen, 168ff.,·
cf. Allori'tnla/. Forsrlzungm, i. 28) together with its complement,
viz. that 0,im does not in our passage denote Egypt, but the
North Syrian land of Mu,r,: south of the Taurus, which often
figures in Assyrian inscriptions. The horse, which was unknown
in Egypt before B.c. 1700-1500, can scarcely ever have been
bred in sufficient numbers for wholesale exportation, while the
pastures of N. Syria and Cilicia must have been eminently suited
for breeding upon a large scale. With this agrees the statement
of Ezek. 27. 14 that Israel derived horses, chargers, and mules not
from Egypt but from Togarmalz, i.e. N. Syria and Asia Minor.
We may therefore render: 'And Solomon's import of horses' was
from Mu~ri (perhaps 'i~ or ,~,;,) and from Ku~ (~~~); the
king's traders received them from Ku~ at a price.' So Hommel
(Gesrlz. Baby/. 610), Benz., Kit. On Mu~ri see further, II. 7. 6.
KBnig (Fanf neue arab. Landsrlzqflsnamen im A. T. 25) agrees as
to Ku~, but thinks that the fact that Solomon supplied horses for
the Hittites and Aramaeans is inexplicable if they were obtained
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from North Syria, but natural if they came from Egypt. It must
be noticed also that Deut. 17. 16 connects the supply of horses
with Egypt. er. Isa. 31. 1.
112 ehr. 9. 28 miriNn ,::,c, nc,sei, c-iimc 0,0,0 c,~'lnc,. 2 ehr.
1. 16 as in Kings, but with N'i'C (i. e. perhaps Mij:l'Q) for n,pc,
29. n~, D~nl , • , nmc ~:i] LXX, Luc, CWT, lmTo• •.•
CWTl tr&T911011Ta, In 112 Chr. 1. 17 LXX, Luc. agree with MT.
. c,nnn ,::,,c ,::,,] er. II. 7. 6 note.
uct ci,:i] LXX, Luc. 1CaTa IM>.avvtu1 i~PM""', i. e.~ D!~,
inferior to 1\1. T.
U. 1-13.

Solomon's foreign wives, and his z"dolal,y.

This section in its present form is coloured by the hand of RD.

His phrases are as follow :2.

'l' "'ICN

The reference is to Deut. 7. 1-,J; Ex. 34.
er. Josh. 23. 'I (D').
p:i, c.i:i] The same phrase is used with reference to the
DJQ"'I, n,r:c0n II. 3. 3 (RD). With reference to Yahwe it
occurs in Deut. 4. t (adj. D,P.;i'J); 10. 20; 11. 22; 13. 5;
30. 20; Josh. 22. 5; 23. 8 (both D'); II. 18. 6 (RD).
4. c,.,nr:,c c,n,r:c] er. eh. 9. 6 110/e,
'l, c,~ ,~, n,n r:c,,] er. elz. 8. 61 nole.
,,:ir:,c ,,,, ~,:i] ef. elz. 3. 1.-J 110/t
,,n "I~.
5. ,,nr:c 'Rei ,,,,] So, of following a false god, v. 10; eh. 21. 26;
11.17. 15 (all RD); eh. 18. 18, 21; Deut. 4. 3; 6. 1.-J; 8. 19;
11. 28; 13. 3; 28. 14; Judg. 2. 12, 19 (Deut. compiler); Jer.
2. 5, 23; 7. 9; 11. 10; 13. 10; 16. 11; 25. 6; 35. 15; Ezek.
20. 16; cf. Hos. 2. 7, 15t. Of follo\\ing Yahwe elz. 14. 8
(Rn); 18. 21; Deut. 13. 5; 2 ehr. 34. 31; Hos. 11. 1ot.
~- ,, ,,1)1:i Jl"\M '~ 1:/]M] So eh. 14. 2 2 ; 15. 2 6, 34 ; 16. 19,
25,30; 21.20,25; 22.53; II.3.2; 8.18,27; 13.2,11;
14. 24; 15. 9, 18, 24, 28; 17. 2, 17; 21. 2, 6, 15, 16, 20;
23. 32, 37; 24. 9, 19 (all RD or RD'); 2 ehr. 21. 6; 22•
.Ji 29.6; 33.2,6,22; 36.5,9,12; Num. 32. 13 UE);
Deut. 4. 25; 9. 18; 17. 2; 31. 29; Judg. 2. 11; 3. 7, 12;
4. 1; 6. 1; 10. 6; 13. 1 (all Deut. compiler); 1 Sam. 15.
19; Jer. 52. 2t. er. 2 Sam. 12. 9; Isa. 65. 12; 66. 4; Jer.
32. 30; Ps. 51. 6.
"'1~1:C]

12-16 U).

On,,,,
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M~C ec!i,J Deut. 1. 36; Josh. 14. 8, 9, 14 (JE recast
by D'); Num. 32. II, 12 (JE)t.
9. si.:iecn"1] II. 17. 18 (RD); Deut. 1. 37; 4. 21; 9. 8, 2ot.
!itc"'llt"' •n!,M '•] Cf. eh. 8. I 5 nott.
11. •npn ••• n,c~ M'1] Cf. eh. 2. 3 note.
12. -r:iec ,,, JllC'] Cf. v. 13 ,i:131 ,,, JllC'; so r,v. 32, 34;
15. -4; II. 8. 19; 19. 34; 20. 6 (all RD)t.
13. •n,n:i "lt'M ci!im• JllC'] Cf. eh. 8. 16 note.
The view that the latter portion of this section is not earlier than
the exile (RD•; so Kue. 'V'V. 9-13, Kamp., Benz., Kit. vv. 9, 10) is
base_d upon the words of v. 9 Cl'0]1!l ,,,ec nM"\.:in, and presupposes that
the narrative of the second vision, eh. 9. 1-9 1 comes from the hand
of RD 1 ; but upon this opinion see note ad /oc. On the other hand,
the fact that w. 1i-13 speak of a division of the kingdom but
make no mention of an exile, favours their pre-exilic authorship.
1-8. LXX, Luc. arrange differently. After the first four
words of r,. 1 b•ei.:, :i.iec 'e, -f,,c,i, there follows v. 3a; then the
remainder of v. 1 in the form '.:i, n,•"t).:, Cl'&'J Me!l, and with
the addition J{,pas n'91~ after n,•.:i,c31, «al 'Ap.oppalas ni':~l after
n•nn, and omission of n•.:,i,r; v. 2 ; v. -4811 ' ~ n.:ipr n11, •n"1 followed
by v. 4b 'l1 ,:i:i!, n•n ec!,,; w. 3b, 4•11 represented by 1'V~ l?!I~

'• ,inec

10-;f.,~ '1.~ i~?-n~ ni'i7'!t'; v. 7 with

ri't'

,l~c,>.ip, i. e. •;:,~~. for
in both cases and omitting ci»,i• '.:ID !,31 "\&'IC "lil:1, followed by v. 5a
in the form
n~~- n'JArP~; v. 8 where for '.:,, n,,•cpc,
LXX l8vploi• ml i8vo.,, 11:. "· >.., Luc. reads l8vl'la «al 18v, «.,.. >.., i. e.
,,, Cl~}'?' "I'!;'~; v. 6.
This arrangement is, in the main, correct. The general allusion
to Solomon's love of women leads on to the fact that many of
his wives belonged to the neighbouring nations with whom
intercourse was strictly forbidden, and that these wives turned away
his heart after their strange gods. After mention in some detail of
the concessions which the king made to their religious rites, the
writer sums up by saying that Solomon did evil in the sight of
Yahwe, and did not walk after Yahwe like David his father.
This forms a natural and appropriate transition to v. 9 '.:,, S)JMn'1.

b•t,,
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The following points call for special notice : The mention of the number of wives and concubines v. 3a is no
part of the original account, but is an addition from the margin
which has come into MT. and LXX in a different position, and
thus to some extent accounts for their variation in arrangement
The words C'e'l nl)', of v. 1 have been omitted in MT. through
homoioteleuton.
i1Y,D ro n~c, 'and the daughter of Pharaoh,' i. e. 'and also,'
or, as RV. marg., 'beside.' Pharaoh's daughter is introduced not
as a crowning instance, but rather as no/ falling under the count
which is brought against Solomon, since she was not,~ Cl',Ji1 It>
'l, ,CN, i. e. the neighbouring nations whose territory fell within
Solomon's dominions. Probably, however, the words are a later
interpolation suggested by the mention of foreign wives and
referring back to d,. 3. 1.
In the category of foreign wives v. 1 h, LXX '%vpas n'C,tc is
merely a doublet of n'Citc. Kal 'A/A"ppaias n,•,i:N, may be original,
since there is no special reason for its insertion unless it be a third
representation of n'0itc. n•li~ is omitted through oversight.
Vv. 3b, 4all are a repetition of the same fact accounted for by the
insertion at this point in MT. of v. 3" from the margin.
LXX is correct in making the apodosis of the sentence 'l, il'M tc;,
after the time-determination 'l, ny; •n"), and in then continuing
with ,t:>•,. The reading rn•n,tc (from v. :za} is, ho"·ever, inferior to
c•intc Cl'il;IIC of MT.

c,1:1'1,,

'lD

,'SJ ieitc ,n:i v. '1 is a detail added by a later hand.

LXX in reading •n,tc for Yi't' in this verse is more original, but the
opposite change in v. 5, M~JrA (Y,~) for •n,tc, is probably a later
alteration; cf. note on v. 33.
In v. Sb Luc. supplies the original text. Solomon himself burnt
incense and offered sacrifice to the strange gods, but this fact has
been toned down by some later hand into the statement of MT.
Syntax, however, has suffered in the process (we should expect at
least n,n:::ittD<:n n,i•t:lpt!l;:i). On the other hand, the original 'l, ,•t:lpc,
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determining the subject of l'Wlt, is perfectly regular in construction;
cf. e.g. Jer. 2. 26, 27; 17. 25.
Accordingly, the original narrative of R 0 probably ran as
follows:-

n\1~\S31 n\1:;i~ ~ n\ri;,~ c\t,I~ Mm?l c\t,1~ ::ivic nbSf '!J~1l
~1f! 't~-~~ "' iptc ,~ c~a;:i·JQ •[n\'"!~] ns1;1,:i ns~iJ n'Qi~
co; c~vS~ ~tc ci~:,-n~ •~ r~tc ci~ u~::i:,i~ cv1 co~ vc~
#\-CJ! C?t
n:iTet~ nb~ ~P,t nv.7 'i'.I' •n1'~tc? nbS\1 i,;1

\~?

1\( .C'l"Jti~ C'i'.1~

~tc

;~r~ ,\r~ -~ ,,:;itc ,,1 ::i;7i wiS~

n"

nt,~~ ~mp '~=ii 'vS~ cn~~ ::itc\c ,;:i-1_,~ tiic;,~ 111?1 nb~ "i=il!
nb~ ~! ,fO"IJStc.~ ~11?1 ,,~l?P
i~l .c,~iJ 'll~
•' :;itc i1'?, "' ~tc tc.~ If~ "' 't'J!~ Vl;:s

,\tr,~?

•Now King Solomon was a lover of women; and he took many
strange wives, Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Zidonians, Hittites
[and Amorites]; of the nations whereof Yahwe said unto the
children of Israel, Ye shall not go among them, neither shall they
come among you ; for surely they will turn away your heart after
their gods : Solomon clave unto these in love. And it came to
pass, when Solomon was old, that his heart was not perfect with
Yahwe his God like the heart of David his father; but his wives
turned away his heart after other gods. Then did Solomon build
a high place for Chemosh the god of Moab, and for Milcom the
god of the children of Ammon, and for Ashtoreth the goddess of
the Zidonians. And so did he for all his wives, burning incense
and offering sacrifice to their gods. And Solomon did that which
was evil in the sight of Yahwe, and went not fully after Yahwe,
as did David his father.'
1. n'rlY.] From masc. sing. '~\i~ Ezel.c. 32. 30; Judg. 3. 3,
pl. C'~\~ v. 5 ; al., would naturally be formed fem. sing. n,~;~,
pl. n;,~;,~; and doubtless this last was the original pronunciation
in our passage, For the Massoretic punctuation cf. Q're in
Neh. 13. 23 n;,~~p ffl'U.Ftc, where Kt. is n\1~~l! rn11'"lrtc.
2. f::ltc] A strong asseveration, • Surt{y.'
LXX, Luc. /UI, Pesh.
~ , . Targ.
suggest ·i, (so Kio.), but this rendering is

tee~,
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merely an accommodation to the context, and weakens the force
of the statement.
iOntt,] , of reference defining the manner of the verb f'!l"r.
n:i.itt is the substantive, not the Infinitive construct.
3. C'r&':J ,, ,n,,] The verb coming at the beginning of the
sentence takes the 3rd masc. sing. as the simplest form, although
really predicate to the pl. fem. subj. c•w:i. This constr. is not
infrequent; cf. Gen. 1. 14 nik'r •,:,:, but following the subj. once
named 'l, ''01· So in v. 3b ,,w:i ,~,, masc. pl. predicate precedes
fem. pl. subj. er. Ew. § 316a; Da. § 113b.
5. c•:ii'lr
mn~J So v. 33. For this application of the
term D'n,tt to a goddess cf. Phoen. n"IMW.11 •,tt, ' deo suo Astartae'
CIS. I. i. 4; Baethgen, Semi/. Relig. p. 71.
7. m:i• nc] er. eh. 3. 16 note.
9. i1f}'IJ] Intended by the punctuators to represent a 3rd sing.
perfict Niph. with the article used with relatival force ; cf. Isa. 56. 3
rll?JIJ. This construction of art. with perf. is well known in late
Hebrew; e.g. 1 ehr. 26. 28 ti'1J?i:IIJ; 29. 17 UC"P?11J; al.,· but it is
very noticeable that in classical Hebrew the only occurrences depend
upon the vocalizah'on or accm/ualz'on, and if this be altered we obtain
the common construction of the participle with the article. So here
l"l'$7,1J (as in Gen. 12. 7 ; 35. 1 ), Isa. 56. 3 ni?ttl ; and with forms
of ,'131 verbs accented as 3rd fem. perf., Gen. 18. 21; 46. 27
~~tl, Isa, 51. 10 Ttt?!ft', al., where change of accentuation gives
nr,flJ, n~t't', 3rd fem. participle with article. We never m~t with
pl. forms 'N"lfiJ, uq1i:i, where the constr. depends upon the comonants,
except in the single instance Josh. 10. 24 ICt>~lJ which may well
be a corruption of C'-??hti. Hence it is reasonable to think that
this construction of perf. with art. was unknown to early Hebrew,
and that all supposed occurrences rest merely upon a theory of
the punctuators.
·
The solitary instance of the article used as relative with a
preposi'ft'on,
I that which was on it,' I Sam. 9. 24, is probably
a textual error. See Da. § 22 Rem: 4; Ew. § 331b, 1; and especially
Dri. Sam. I. 9. 24.

•n,tt

rr~o
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10. mYI] The use of the perfect with waw si'mpltx is an
irregularity which cannot here be justified. In view of the
vocalization of n~;IIJ the participle in the previous verse as a perfect
(see note), it seems possible that here also a change to the perfect
may have been effected later, and that we should restore ~~ in
continuation of n~;IIJ. So Kio.
icce, N'1] LXX ml <j,,i>.aEau8m tr01ijua1, Luc. «al ,J,v>..aEa, «al ,rmijuac,
i.e. rnt,i,} ,~~-correct; cf. II. 17. 37; 21. 8. MT. is an easy
alteration under the influence of nit3' N'1 v. 11.
niY] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. appear to presuppose \n,, 'had commanded him,' but the addition of the suffix pronoun is not really
necessary, and may be regarded as a natural translator's addition.
LXX, Luc. add to the end of the verse ~ (Luc. cw«) q• 71 1rapaia
alirov 'Tt>..tla l'ff'O. K11plov ICOTO. 'f''71' ,rapa,aa, ~wia 'TOV fl'O'T(JOf awov, a gloss
from v. 4.
11. "Jt)J7] ' W,'th thee,' i. e. 'in thy thought,' or, more fully, as
referring to an action carried into effect,' to be taken into reckoning
in estimating thy characltr.' Cf. Job 10. 13 "Jt:)31 nNr \~ •n3M• parallel
to 1:i~:i n,!)y n~tc,; 23. 14; 27. 11; cf. Num. 14. 24.
•ni,m •n•i:i] LXX, Luc. 'TIU' /a,ro>..&r µov «al TO. trpOITTUYf'O'T4 µou,
i. e. •JJ~r:!1 •JJi~; Cod. A. TO. fl'po<7TUYf"IT4 µov «ai 'f'Uf lvro>.ar µ011,
Pesh. '""t"o.9o w.wfo ~.i.e., supposing~ to be an error
for ~ . •ni'!roi •npm •n•i:i. These variations in order seem to
indicate that •ni'!ro is a later addition made first upon the margin
as being a word often coupled with •npn.

MfO~;

so v. 13
J7ii'N LXX, Luc. >..a/j"', Vulg. auftram, i. e. Mil1~. This reading,
as agreeing better with the phrase 1)!1 ,.; v. 12 (v. 11 y,p
12.

l'!Jll"'i'N] LXX, Luc.

>.qµ,t,of'a& aliTqa,,

i. e.

i•~llt) , , , J7ii'N), and according with vv. 34, 35, is to be adopted.
11.

14-25.

14-22.

confused.

Solomon's adversaries,· Hadad lht Edomile and
Rtzon lhe Syrian.

The narrative in its present form seems to be somewhat
Hadad, though but 'a little lad' at the· time of his
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flight into Egypt, at once finds favour with Pharaoh, and receives
from him a house, an allowance, and land. He then, in spite of
his extreme youth, marries the sister of Pharaoh's queen Tahpenes,
and his son Genubath is brought up in the palace together with
Pharaoh's sons. The form ,itt v. 17, as a variationofiin, creates
further suspicion as to the integrity of the narrative.
Winckler (A/lies/. Unlersuchungm, 1ff.) believes that two accounts
have here been interwoven, and attempts the task of unravelling
the skein by the aid of a discriminating use of LXX. Winckler's
two narratives run as follows:14 nc,~ t~~ mn•
311~
15 a«, {JJ ·~,

ci~
"Ciacn ,in nit
• 1:1,,~ n:,,!»:m

mitt nee ,,, n•-on.J
17 b
cimc:i "'llT ;:, ,.,

,,m

[intt ,nn~] ,t~i' "'IJ1l
,n~:i.,] ,,:itt •i.JllC
[, MJ11D ,tt ~l"'lm
19 MJ11D 'l'lll 1n ,in Mm.,
c•.>tnn, ,mn--, ,Mt)

1 7 afJ

20

aJJ

,n,-,.,n, m•.Jln

,n--, 15 all

1:1,,;r,., MM "'l!li'' Ml'lm
Cl~ .JE" ci•win nn •:,
o•,] ,M"'IE" ,.:i, lM,'
[.n~·,p m,ec ,.:i nee
Cl'E'lM, N,n ,,ec m:i--,
f"'IM!l ,~.,

r,00 mp.,

l"'IN!lt:I Clt:117 Cl'E'lM

MJ111> ,N

1:1.,m

1lm 'CJ1 "'ICM MMM

re,;

,.,n,~ n,E'
•mM ~M

~.JC
'!I ,; ,r:,~

,in

l~

1s

m:i,

1'1'.J Mlll •~, ,.>.J 1'1.Jll

1'lr\M ,it

1 7 a•

,n~

MJ11D

~ 'l MJ11D ,, "'ICM',

16 a

,Cll"'lm N,:i, 'IMN Cl"CiM I 7 aY

CIJ1

iin ~ , , MJ11D 'll

in .J:i~ '!I 1:11"'\ml
,ac "'ICM., ''n.JM
, 'Y"IM ,it 1,ec, 'lM~

22

n,,]1.J

,cec cin;, n•:i ,; tn"
1n, ,,, tru r,ac, ,,
n,nec iiUN nee MZ'N ,;
nee ,, ,,n, ,C'lDM

u,~

20 bfJ 1'1Ml MJl"'I!) M'l ')Vil
21

"'lfe' lM,'

19 b
20 020 l,c

Xl I4
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'And Yahwe raised up an
'And it came to pass, when
adversary unto Solomon,
Joab the captain of the host
was gone up to bury the slain,
Hadad the Edomite, of the
royal seed in Edom. And
that he remained there six
it came to pass, when David
months, even Joab and all
cut off Edom, and smote
Israel, [ and they smote all
every male in Edom, that
Edom until they had utterly
Hadad was a little lad. [And
destroyed them]. And Adad
one] of his father's servants
fled, he and certain Edomites
[took him, and brought him
with him, to go into Egypt.
And they arose out of Midian,
into Egypt unto Pharaoh].
and came to Paran; and they
And Hadad found great favour
took men with them out of
in the sight of Pharaoh, and
Paran, and they came to
he gave him to Tahpenes
his chief wife, and she brought
Egypt, unto Pharaoh. And
he gave him a house, and
him up in Pharaoh's house
appointed him victuals, and
among the sons of Pharaoh.
gave him land. And he
And Hadad heard in Egypt
gave him to wife Anoth the
that David slept with his
sister of Tahpenes. And she
fathers, and he said to
bare him Genubath his son ;
Pharaoh, Let me depart, that
and Genubath lived in the
I may go to my own country.
house of Pharaoh.'
And Pharaoh said to him,
What hast thou lacked with
me, that, behold, thou seekest
to go to thine own country ?
And he said to him, Let me
in any wise depart. So Hadad
returned to his own land.'
In the first narrative the Edomile Hadad is carried into Egypt
by his father's servant, and brought up by Pharaoh's queen. The·
second account seems to make Adad a Midianile prince, who flees
with his adherents into Egypt, taking with him certain Edomites 1
1 cwc,M C'tllM, Had Adad and his followers been Edomites, such a
specification would here haTe been unnecessary,
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from Paran, and is well received by Pharaoh, who gives him for
wife Anoth the sister of his queen. A son, Genubath, is born to
him, but of his fate we are not informed. Winckler conjectures
that just as the two accounts exhibit similarity in their commencement with David's campaign against Edom and in the allied names
Hadad, Adad, so the conclusion of the second may have resembled
that of the first in relating the journeying of Genubath from Egypt
into Midian the land of his father, and his there establishing himself
as an adversary to Solomon.
In the two accounts the following portions of MT. are rejected
as glosses:(i.) v. 20•/J o•:iEIM, v. 21• ricr.t "'Ire, ::iec,• nc •:n (introduced in
accordance with v. 15 by the welder of the two narratives),
'll, 21b,in,

(ii.) v.

18b D~'llt)

1,C,

The sentences enclosed in square brackets are supplied by
conjecture.
Words overlined are emendations dependent upon LXX, as
follow:-

"i';,::i.

v. 14. ec,n 1,r,J LXX njr /3au&>.•uu=
So Klo., Benz.
v. 15. n,•n::i] LXX
IEoAo6pev,a,=M'"!riJi1, So Klo., Kamp.
Pesh.~ ... ,D=M\:DiJ:p adopted by Bo., Th., Benz., Oort.
v. 20•. ,~ln,] LXX iral l~Sp,,lm,
So Kio., Benz.

l-11 .,.,

a~11='"2l~!.

'l/. 22

end] LXX adds ml Gn0Tpf1/,a 'A3Ep ,lr 'l"qll

'ri• awoii=

~ruc-,ec ,,n
,y-: ::iti11 .
:-

V

T T•

'll. 19b, ,,, ' ' rn•,] Here 0':IEIM' '"'"" is restored by conjecture
in (i.). The name nmc in (ii.) is derived from LXX, Luc.
cl,. 12. 24e iral ~O'air,l}' l&.1"" 'I"~ 'I,po(Joa}' Tqll 'AJ,cl, &3,A!Jlq•
&1r,,,.,i11Gr '1"9" ff'pta{Jvripai, (Luc. adds d3,A!J,q•) njr '}'IIIIG&«Or awov tir
-yvi,aim• (Luc. iral) aim, ~• ,,..-ya).11 ;., }'ffT¥ .,.• ., 8vyaT"ip.,11 'l"oii (3aui>,.,.,,,
ml ffflrfll ➔ 'I,po(Joa,,. .,.~. 'A{Jca vlc\11 awoii, a statement which occurs

in the midst of the account of Jeroboam. Winckler considers the
question whether this ~g~ (obvjously correspondent to M1_\
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eh. 11. 19b, 20" 1 ) belongs properly to the Hadad or to the

Jeroboam narrative, and concludes that the recurrence of the name
in eh. 12. 24 g, k, I (=MT. eh. 14. 2, 8, 9) makes for the latter
view, but may be due to interpolation in accordance with eh. 12.
24e; while, on the other band, the obviously incorrect position I of
the account in LX~, and the supposition that Pharaoh would more·
reasonably have given his queen's sister as wife to a Midianite pri"'e
than to an Israelite rebel, are conclusively in favour of the former.
14. 7cw] er. eh. 5. 18 note.
16. n-,:,;:i iPJ er. II. 3. 25 note on ,,ac~ is,.
18. ,; ictt en,,] 'Assigned or appointed him an allowance.'
So exactly 2 ehr. 29. 2-4 nttcnm
ictt ,ttiW'
' because for all Israel bad the king appointed the burnt-offering
and the sin-offering.' The same construction is common in Ar.,
where, however, the object is always connected with y, which
is said to strengthen the government of the verb, acting as an
emphatic representation of the accusative ; e. g. ~~~ :J _;.;1 ' He
assigned him a dirhtm (piece of money).' Pesh., mistaking this
nuance of i01t, connects en,, closely with the previous n':l ,; 1n,,,
and supplies after ,; icec the words which Pharaoh is supposed to
have spoken : -..L~ ol .~ ..»lo . ~ o J~ ~ oa..o
' and he gave him a house and an allowance, and said to him,
Dwell with me I '
19. m':un] Here 'the quem.' In eh. 15. 13; 112 Chr. 15. 16
m':U is used of the quem-mothtr. The other occurrences of the
word are II. 10. 13; Jer. 13. 18; 29. 2t, where it is not clear
whether the reference is to the queen or to the queen-mother.
n,,:u properly denotes the 'chief lady' of the harem, and Bo. is
'A-,,lo

,::i, ,:,

n,,s,n ,,en

-

..

a~ ~• ,wy{,A'I "· T, A. answers to v. 20• read as ~::r nl~ ,V,;1 H';:, 7!F:'1
"'i!:11,
1 Jeroboam hears of Solomon's death, and asks leave to return to Ephraim
(v. 34 or 'J4d); but Pharaoh, instead of granting his request, marries him to
Anoth, by whom he has a son (vv. 35-37 or 24d••). After this Jeroboam
makes a fresh effort to depart, and, in spite of the delay, returns in time to he
created king of lsl'llel at the rebellion upon Re~oboam's accession.
1

1

l1

I[
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probably correct in assuming that this position would be usually
occupied by the queen-mother, but, in the event of her death or
removal, by the chief wife or queen. Cf. also Benz. There
is no reason for thinking, with Kio., Kamp., Kit., that m':D
must always mean 'queen-mother,' and therefore emending "1'~~:,
after LXX, Luc. '"· 12. 248 ni• ,rpnrfJIITlpGJI. Ip en. 11. 19, LXX
Tijr ,ul(o,, Luc. nj11 ,,..,,,,,, i. e. n~if;:i, is also inferior to MT.
20. n~] On the form of the name cf. note on nDtl eh. 4. 11.
21. 'l, ::l:lE,O •:,] So Gen. 47. 30; 2 Sam. 7. 12.
Elsewhere
(23 times in Kings and 10 times in II 2 Chr.) the phrase forms
part of the formula of R O in concluding his notice of a reign.
22. 'l, MN n0 '!l] Not as RV. 'Bui what hast thou lacked,' &c.
,:,, as in the second half of the verse •:in~n n,r., '!l, simply
introduces the direct oration. See eh. 1. 13 note.
ec,] Read Q're
cannot mean 'nothing,' RV., and
'Nay but,' &c., is inappropriate as an answer to the question.
23-25. LXX, Luc. omit vv. 23-25aa (down to im,r.,), and then,
in place of the impossible MT., continue aun, ,j 1taJCla q11 hob,u~•
'AUp· ml lfJapvBvp,,tTO (Luc. lfjapvr,8,1 nri) 'IupaqA, ml /~ub.,vtrf•
,. Ty (Luc. 'Yi) 'u.»"' i. e. !!½!!
i,ri i'1~ ~ "'1i:i Mt
D"l~-;p ' This is the evil which Hadad did; and he abhorred Israel,
and reigned over Edom 1.' This is correct both in reading and
position, referring as it does the latter part of v. 25 to Hadad,
and adding the necessary summary as to his relationship to
Solomon. So Kio., Benz., Kit., Oort. The definiteness of the
statement i1Jl"'l,i nNT suggests that in the original narrative some
explicit account of Had~d's aggressions must have intervened
after v. 22.
The short reference to Rezon, thus omitted by LXX, Luc.,
has been inserted between vv. 14 8 and 14b, but clearly by a later
hand. So placed, it breaks the connexion of the Hadad story,
and n~cssitatcs the resumption 1ml 'Aa;p 6 'I&vpaior 14h, repeated

i,.

ec,

,~r., m

1 Volg. agrees with LXX in reading et AfJC est ma/um Adad, bot with MT.
in the position of the notice concerning Rezon, and in reading ~ for Cl!·
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from 14a. The notice is ancient and genuine1, but its original
position cannot now be accurately determined.
23. )1T"I] See note on ~'10 cl,. 15. 18.
24. ,,il] Generally a marauding band; II. 5. 2; 6. 23; 13.
20, 21; 24. 2; 1 Sam. 30. 8, 15, 23; al. So, of the foray made
by such a band, 2 Sam. 3. 22. The word is perhaps used of more
regular detachments of an army 2 Sam. 4. 2 ; but this use seems
generally to be late-1 Chr. 7. 4; 2 Chr. 25. 91 10, 13; 26. 11.
cnec i,i y,n:i] LXX, Luc. omit. The statement is probably
a gloss from the margin, referring to v. 23h. So Kio., Winckler
(Allltsl. Unltrsuclzungm, p. 60), Benz. In place of cnec read
C1~ with Kio., Benz.
25. f?\'] So, of racial hostility, Ex. 1. 12 ; Num. 22. 3, followed
in both places by ~~'9, expressing dislike.
11. 26-14. 20. History of :Jero!Joam.
Cl,. 11. 26-43 properly belongs to the section of I Kings,
cl,!,, 3. 1-ll. 43, which deals with the

reign of Solomon.
See summary at head of cl,. 3. Since, however, the history of
Jeroboam commences with v. 26, it is convenient at this point
to consider the structure of the narrative. The arrangement of
events in LXX, Luc. presents a striking variation from that of MT.,
as may be best seen by a parallel summary of the two accounts.
MT.
LXX.
11. 26. Jeroboam, an Ephraimite of Zeredah,
son of a widow, comes into prominence
in connexion with Solomon's building
operations at Jerusalem.
11. 29. He is marked out as future king of the
ten tribes by the prophet AJ;iijah.
ll. -40. Solomon seeks to kill Jeroboam, who
takes ftight into Egypt, where he stays
until the death of Solomon.
11. 41. Death and burial of Solomon.
1 A notice so straightforward and unembellished can scarcely be thought
(Kit. Hist. Heb. ii. 53) merely to have ,grown up out of the lapsus calami
~for~.

II 2

x:.
lL ~

,;.m:ii:im:a -

!re 1-::s al

m -

u

So~·. dmfa, ad

m::aia.7.ema&.
:mcii::e a t ~ • s death.
~i:im:11 5lll:IZll!l!s mm.
~

I:!.

u

J.

J.

~oi::cwm

p!S tD ~ tD be

c:-c,wiier!f:!a:l 1-1Jer>b,am. mL-:S from £cpc

_..,.,._

- ~ t!ie --- ol ~ - ,

n. J.- nc peop1e at

I..t -

him, ad be and all I--1 ~
md lay their griewaas Ware

n. J. nc people Cwitbaat Jaabmm)
ad lay t!Jim
hebe R➔ohcw•

mm,e

~

f<et:ohmm.
12.. !· ~obocua, after a1r:iag a d£1ay al time
~ decides to - t b e peoplellazsbly
and to add to their bardem.
12. 12. Jeroboam and all the people 12. 12.. All I--1 (-.rithoat Jeroboam)
come to Re4Gboam apm the
~ to ~obmn apm tbe thiid
third day to recein his answer.
day to reane h i s - ·
11. IJ. ~oboam's aDSWa' ..-Its m the
reYolt of all Isnd esttpt tbe tribe
of Jadah
and Benjamin.
12. :zo. All lsnel, wbm they bear al Jeroboam"■ mum. smd for him and make
him their king.
12. JI. ~oboam goes to Jermalcm, and
aaembles all Judah and Benjamin to
fight against Jeroboam, bat is restnmed
l,y the word of God through the prophet
Sbemaiah.
12. :z-4•. Repeated notice of Solomon'•
death and of Relioboam'1 accession.
His age at accession, length of his
reign, and his mother'• name. Verdict u to his character.
12. i4b. Repeated introduction to Jeroboam ;-an Ephraimite, &OD of a
harlot. Solomon adftllCC■ him.

XI. a6-XIV. ao
MT.

LXX.
12. 241>. Notice of Solomon's building
operations, and of hi1 chAriots.
12. 24•. Solomon seeks to kill Jeroboam,
who flees into Egypt, where he remains nntil the death of Solomon.
12, :t,tl. Jeroboam hears of Solomaa'1
death, and asks leave of Pharaoh
to return to his own conntry.
Phluaoh, instead of grantin&' the
request, gives him hi11 daughter
Anoth as wife. She bears him
Abijah.
12. 24'. Jeroboam renew■ his request to
return to Ephraim, and leavl.ng
Egypt arrives at Zeredah, where
he gathers all the tribes of Ephraim,
and builds a fort.
12. :i4•. Jeroboam'• 1011 falb aid: at
Zeredah. He sends hi1 wife to
inquire as to the issue of the aickuesa. A~ijah prophecies the death
of the child and the utter extirpa•
tion of Jeroboam's posterity (but
without assigning any cause).
12. 24•. Jeroboam goes to Shechem, and
gathers the tribes of Israel against
the arrival of ReQoboam.
12. 24°. Shemaiah the prophet marks out
Jeroboam as future king of the ten
tribes.
12. 24•. The people lay their e-nn·ances
before ReQoboam, who, after uking
a delay of three day,, decides to
answer the people roughly and
to add to their burdens.
12. 241• Revolt of all Israel except the
tribes of Judah and Benjamin.
12. 2-4•. ReQoboam assembles all Judah
and Benjamin to tight again1t
Jeroboam, but is restrained by the
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MT.

LXX.

word of Yahwe through the prophet Shemaiah.
UL 25. Jeroboam builds Sbechem and Penuel
12. 26. His calf-worship at Bethel and Dan
a measure to prevent the retum of Iarael
to the ho111e of David.
18. 1. The narrative concerning the prophet
who came from J adah to re bake Jeroboam.
18. 33. In spite of this Jeroboam maintains
bis worship, and thus seals the doom of
his bon■e.
14. 1. Jeroboam'• son fall■ sick at
Tirzah. He causes his wife to
disguise herself, and sends her
to inquire of Altijab u to the
issue of the sickneu. She is at
once recognized by A~ijah, who
prophecies the death of the child
and the utter extirpation of
Jeroboam's posterity, beca111e of
• the &inl of Jeroboam,' i. e. bis
idolatrous calf-wonhip.
14. 19, Death of Jeroboam; record
of the length of bis reign, and
mention of bis sacceuor.

Here the following points are to be noticed :
1. The superiority of LXX to MT.in 11. 43-12. 24. Jeroboam
would naturally return from Egypt upon the news of the death
of Solomon (LXX), and would scarcely delay until he had received
information of Re~oboam's accession (MT.; read in 12. 2b
D!l~ DP,'~ with II 2 Chr. 10. 2). This point, however, cannot
be pressed, since MT. may not be intended to represent the logical
order of events. The variations in vv. 3a, 12a are more important.
From v. 20 in both MT. and LXX it is certainly to be gathered
that Jeroboam had taken no part in the previous negotiations, but
that news of his return first reached the people when they were
looking around for a new leader after their rejection of the. house

::i"

XI. 26-XIV. ao
of David This agrees with the previous narrative in LXX-, but
LXX is
conflicts with the statements of MT. in 'Df/. 3•,
therefore to be preferred.
2. The inconsistency of LXX 12. 24•-z with LXX 11. 4312. 24, and its inf~riority to MT.
(a) The section is inconsistent with the previous section in LXX.
Many of its notices are mere duplications of what has been previously recorded in 11. H-12. 24. Thus the notice of Solomon's
death and Relioboam's accession, 12. 24•, repeats 11. 41, 43; the
introduction to Jeroboam, 12. 24b, is superfluous after 11. 26;
Solomon's attempt to kill Jeroboam is a repetition of 11. 40, and
comes in very awkwardly without any narrative preceding to
explain the king's action; 12. 24° is merely a variation of the
story of 11. 29ff., and cannot exist side by side with it; 12. 24P"Z
answers to 12. 3-24, while the whole account in its second form
is inconsistent with the first account, in representing Jeroboam
as having gathered the tribes to Shechem to meet Re~oboam
12. 24n, and so presumably as present during the negotiations, and
taking part in them.
(6) The section is inferior to the narrative of MT. On LXX
12. 24d-f as compared with MT. 11. 19b .If. see nole on eh. 11, 142 2. The relative value or the two forms of the story of the sickness
of Jeroboam's son admits of some difference of opinion. See, for
LXX, Winckler, A/lies/. Untersuchungen, uff.; for MT. Kit. Hist.
ii. 206 f. The variation between the two narratives is clearly too
considerable to admit of the supposition that the one was derived
from the other ; and it seems necessary to suppose that each was
drawn independently from some earlier source. Thus regarded,
LXX may represent the more original form of the story, since
it is easier to believe that vo. 7-9, 14-16 MT.1 are a later addition
than that in LXX they were purposely cut out in order to place
the story at the commencement of Jeroboam's career (Kit.). It is

u•.

1 The work of RD, His hand, however, is also to be traced in
appears in LXX. See rwles arJ I«. •

11. 10,

which
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certtun, however, that from lhe poinl of view of RD the story in MT.
occupies the right position, and, as intended to exemplify God's
visitation upon Jeroboam on account of the idolatry of his calfworship, aptly closes the history of his life, and is followed, vv.19, 20,
by the short notice as to his death. in LXX all reference to the
death of Jeroboam is lacking, a point which further argues the
inferiority of the section.
·
The inference to be drawn from the foregoing points is that the
history of Jeroboam, as it left the hand of RD, is represented,
as nearly as can be determined, by MT., LXX 11. 26-42;
LXX 11. 43-12. 24; MT. 12. 25-14. 20. LXX 12. 24•1 , as
both inconsistent with the previous section in LXX and inferior
to MT., must be considered to be a history of Jeroboam which
came independently into the hands of some copyist of the LXX,
and was inserted after eh. 12. 24 at the expense of the omission
of the original text.
The origin of the section LXX -12. 24a-z is not clear. It
may have been, and probably was, drawn in part from our
Book of Kings (the recension of RD), But, as has been noticed
above, the story 12. 24rn appears to come from some independent
source; and 12, 24a·f, composed, like the LXX insertions in
eh. 2 after vv. 35, 46, of fragments which in the main can be
paralleled in MT., contains a few independent statements. Thus
v. 24b
,;«oa&,,.,,a-111 Ja).'°~" (Luc. 'I,po{3oafA ~ JaAo,w,,,.,) n}•
'%apnpo. ni• ,,, &pn 'E</>p,up., ICCI& ~O'all cwry &p,urra 'l'pullCO<T&a ffl'ffl'l>II, and
iwl q• bra,poJffllDr /,rl n}• /3aui>..1iai,, v. 24f ml lfij'A.8111 'I,po{JolJfA If
Al-yun.,.ov, ml q'A.8111 ,lr yii11 IapnP4 n}• b, &pn 'Er/>palf&" «al f«o&SfA'l'"'
'I,pa/3oafA l«ii xapa,ca. Further, the narrative of vv. 24d-f, though
ultimately identical with MT. 11. 19 if. (see nolt), must certainly
have been derived from some other source than Kings.
The view of Kue. (Ond. § 26. 10) is that we have in this section
a version of the history of Jeroboam undertaken in his interest,
and thus representing him as marrying the daughter of Pharaoh,
and purposely omitting..a large portion of A~ijah's prophecy against
him. But, as Kit. points out, the faet that his mother is represented

m,
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as a harlot, and the revolt laid at his door, is entirely alien to such
a purpose 1•

ll. 26-43. Jeroboam's early career.
ll. 26. m,YM] Only here in MT. LXX, Luc. Jap,1pa, here and
in v. 43; 12. 24b, f, Ir, I, n. In 11. 43; 12. 24b Jap,1pd is said to
be ;,, T~ lfp,, 'Etj,pa1µ, perhaps an inference from v. 26. The
view that m,y is the same as 1n,y (eh. 4. 12 note,· 7. 46, where
II 2 Chr. 4. I 7 has l'1'J111) is by no means certain.
In Judg. 7. 22 l'1~~11 (with l'1 loe.) mentioned as the scene of the
flight of the Midianites, is usually thought to be miswritten for
l'11J;i..~1, but nothing definite as to locality can be gathered from
this_ passage, which seems to embody a confusion of sources (see
Moore, ad loe.). Conder suggests as the site of niiy $urda, a small
village four kilometres north-west of Bethel; Memoirs, ii. 295.
MJ7'1iY ,cec Cl&'i] LXX, Luc. omit, probably owing to the translator's
eye passing from n,,Yn to Ml7'1iY.
cii•,] The , eonsec. is here employed to introduce the predicate
with some little emphasis after the words intervening between it
and the subject: 'And Jeroboam, &c., he lifted up &c.' Cf.
Gen. 30. 30 :l,, Y,El., 'l!b ,, n•n itQN Cllt) •:::, ; 1 Sam. 14. 19 ;
Dri. Tenses, § I 2 7 a. These words are omitted in LXX, Luc.
through confusion with v. 27 6 •
27. itQN i:l,n nn] 'And this is the reason why &c.' So Josh.
5. 4 'l, 31&11n•
,wee i:lin
ec,,cn] Ch. 9. 15 note.
,,, i•31] Ch. 2. 10 note.
28.
,,:ll] • A mighty man of slu1/,' i. e. 'a man of great
ability.' So I Chr. 9. 13; cf. 1 Chr. 26. 8. So in Ruth 2. 1 (and
perhaps I Sam. 9. 1) the phrase is used not in the special sense
of great valour in battle, but of marked moral or material worth.
Cf. note on
eh. 1. 42.

,c

m,.

,•n

,•n

1 Ranke takes the view tho.t LXX 12. 24•·• i1 of superior historical value
to the previous section in LXX, and to MT.; see We/tgesdiichle, iii. 2,
pp. 4-11.
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,-,,:::i . .. ,nM Mm..,] LXX, Luc. add ,cal dtrtrrfflCTfll ain-011
'!J1:JiJ·r,;, ~M".!'I?'· The words, which are necessary
in view of the following statement mti:::i 1:1,:::i, DM1) ~ , have fallen
29.

'" ,-ijs- 6&ii, i. e.

out of MT. through homoioteleuton. The motive of the action,
to insure privacy, may be compared with I Sam. 9. 27, where
Samuel causes Saul's servant to pass on before, and with II. 9. 2,
where the young prophet is directed to take Jehu into
')~] ef. d,, 14, I note,.
~m] LXX, Luc., Pesh. M!~l, probably original. In any case
the reference is to A~ijah (Th., Kio.) and not to Jeroboam (Ew.),
the garment being assumed for the special purpose described
in v. 30; cf. Jer. 13. 1 ff.; Isa. 20. 2.
mti:::i 1:1,:::i, DM\)~] LXX omits 1:1,:::i,; Luc. reads,,, T'U ~ for
mti:::i. MT. correct.
31-39. Al}ijah's speech has taken its present form at the hands
of R 0 • Notice the following phrases:31. M~Y 'M~ ''] er. eh. 8. 15 note.
32. ,,:::ip in ll7C;] So v. 34 ; cf. v. u note.
'Min:::I itiM ,,JIM D~'] So v. 36; cf. cl,. 8. 16 note.
33. ,:::i,,:::i 'l:l,n M"] So v. 38 ; cf. eh. 2. 3 note.
')']1:::1 it"n n,t'lt,] So v. 38; 14. 8; 15. 5, 1 r; 22. 43 (II 2 ehr.
20. 32); 11.10. 30; 12. 3 (112 ehr. 24. 2); 14. 3 (II 2 ehr.
25. 2); 15. 3, 34 (II 2 ehr. 26. 4; 27. 2); 16. 2 (II 2 ehr. 28. 1);
18. 3 (112 ehr. 29. 2); 22. 2 (II 2 ehr: 34. 2). Deut. 12. 25;
13. 19; 21. 9; and, with addition of .:m:in, 6. 18; 12. 28.
Elsewhere only Ex. 15. 26 OE or D ?) ; Jer. 34. 15. For
the contrary phrase of RO ' ' '''l1:::I J71;:i nt')t er. v. 6 note.
i':::IM i,i::,] ef. cl,. 3. I 4 note on iii
i~.
34. inM ,n,n:::i ifl:IM] er. Deut. 17. 15 in:::11 ifl:IM 1,c 11 D1rm mti

,,n:::i ,,n.

•

,,n

,:::i

1'M'M ''•

,p

36. ,i:::ip i'n;,,,n,,n il7C'] So 15. 4; II. 8. 19 (II 2 ehr. 21. 7);
cf. Ps. 132. 17. The figure of the unquenched lamp represents
a lasting posterity; cf. Ptov. 13. 9; Job 18. 6.
D"t:l'M ,:::i] So v. 39; cf. cl,. 9. 3 note.
Dt' "t:lt' Di~J ef. cl,. 9. 3 note.

XI. 29-JJ
38. JICl'n DN n'm] SoDeut. 28. 11 15; with pl.11. 13; cf.15. 5;
11. 28. In the same way (obedience the condition of
a promise) Jltle'n ,:, Deut. 13. 19; 28. 2, 13; 30. 10; "ll'IC
,Jlt)t'n 11. 2 7.
'J, "1~] er. cl,, 2. 3 note.·
,,, Me'Y ~ ] ef. cl,. 3. I 4 no/t,
'J, -t, 'M'.l:n] er. the promise in 2 Sam. 7. II, 16, 27 Nathan's
prophecy referred to elsewhere by RD;-cl,. 2. 4; 5. 16-19.
For the phrase cf. 1 Sam. 2. 35 and (neoy for ru:i) 25. 28.
Not improbably the speech has received some few later additions.
In v. 33 '0Ele'C'I 'Mi)m is wanting in LXX, and the use of these
terms after M,eoy; rather than "I~; being characteristic of P or H
(see cl,. 6. 12 note), the two words may reasonably be suspected
as an insertion due to RP. LXX also omits 'Mj)m •mm "ICle' "'""
at the end of v. 34, and though the phrase is Deuteronomic, yet
the repeated "lr.'M has something of the awkward ring of an insenion,
and the words may be due to the same interpolator. The omission
of the close of the speech by LXX MM ruinc, : ;M"lle" MM "(, 'MM
D'IC'M ;:, " ' 1M MMT
Y,T, taken in connexion with the·
reference of v. 39-the affliction of the seed of David, but not for
ever-suggests that this also may be an addition of exilic or postexilic times; though, as Kue. points out, the statement of v. 39
need not imply an exilic standpoint: cf. 2 Sam. 7. 14b, The use
of the imperf. with weak,, n.l]7M,, for the perf. with, consec., seems
to be another mark of the late hand: cf. cl,. 6. 32 note on ll~.
32. imcn 0:iim,] LXX, Luc. «al 3110 u«i,m-pa, an alteration in
view of v. 30b; cl,. 12. 23. So v. 36. er. the addition ml B~llflJI";,,
in cl,. 12. 20. The inconsistency in MT. between the' 12 pieces'
ofv. 30 and the 10+ 1 ofvv. 31, 32 perhaps points to a modification
of the original narrative only partially effected.
33. '.l,:in, "lrt'N nr] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose the
sing. verb throughout the verse ; '!J!>;:i N'1 , , , \l"U.:lf!l •~;~. This,
as agreeing with the sing. nc;;e, of vv. 31, 32, and the sing. ii,;>
of v. 34, is to be adopted.
'J, )'.li'lt •n,M n,neoy,] LXX, Luc. -r§ 'Au-rapro fJ3,>..vyµ.cm %13i.n,i••

fllC' ,,,
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a:a, '"'e xa,.o>r ,m, ,,, TO&r dll&i>.ocr (Luc. tZa.i>.~ Mo>a/j ,ea, '"¥ /jaui>..ii
aw<i'>r, (Luc. T,ji M,>.x.,,,.) rrpouox.8iupa,., 11l,i',r, 'Al'I""", i. e.~~ n"'IM"'
1'0l1 'l:l ~~ c:,,c,, :ii:-nc 'i1'M &"IC:l" r.ny 1• MT., in reading
in each case, is more original. The expressions n:im, r,i'M
represent alterations to avoid applying the term 1:1,n,M to heathen
gods, in accordance with the feeling of a later time. er. the
variations in vv. 5, 7 MT. and LXX.
rJiY] The plural termination ,,-;-, used in Aramaic and upon
the Moabite stone, occurs in Hebrew some twenty-five times, chiefly
in late Books. In earlier Books the form, if not dialectical (so
perhaps Judg. 5. 10), is due to error in transcription under the
influence of Aramaic. For the occurrences cf. G-K. § 87 e;
Sta. § 323a.
34• ,mll.'M M'Z'J] LXX, Luc. GJIT'lTOUUOflfl'Of dmnilo,uu OW¥
appear to have read U~f~ NZ'~, or better
Mf~ MZ'~, interpreting
ICt'J incorrectly in a reflexive sense 'lift myself up against'; cf.
LXX rendering of Hos. 1. 6 CIO~ Mf~ ttZ'~ ':P. Given the text
of LXX, we might render ' for I will surely forgive him during his
life-time &c.'; but this is inferior to MT.
37. 1='DJ,,, n:i,c,] So exactly 2 Sam. 3. 21. er. Deut. 14. 26;
1 Sam. 2. 16. n,:t Pi'el and subs. ~~ are used almost exclusively
in connexion with
40. i't"t'] LXX Jol/uarc,,., Luc. !011ua«ri,.. Identified with
Sbeshonk I, first king of the twenty-second dynasty of Manetho.
Cf. d,. 14. 25 f. note.
41 ff. 'J, "'IM',] For this summarizing formula of R O see In/rod.
,nc:im] LXX, Luc. V191'T'11, adopted by Tb. upon the ground
that cl,. 5. 9-14 merely gives a summary account of this wisdom.
'ti ~:i, "\DO ,11] Luc. ,,, fjitJ>..l'f' >.oyo>• ;,,.,p;.,, !., Vulg. in /ibro
verborum dierum S., i. e. 'ti, Cl'C1i1 ~ , "\DO '11, probably a correction in accordance with the phrase used in the records of the

'"'M

i,

~a.

In LXX •porr6x,f1rr,u,. usually = :"!lll'ln, but never - \'i''ID; /JUA.vypa oftenIn Deut. 7. a6 we get
the two words in juxtaposition, ~~1)1;' ::ir01 ~ Vi!J!, 'llf'O"ox8£rr,u,.F, •porrox,f11ir #al /JlfA/r,ptJFl /Ja.>.ti£T1,
1

m, f1jl'ql, but more than twice as frequently- :mi,n.
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kings of Israel and Judah. 2 Chr. 9. 29 D1.l;,N,n 'r,e, .,:::i, ,tcr,e,,
1.l,,11:e1n n•ntc nec,:i.l ~ tc•:l.ln jn.l .,:::i, ,11 c1:::i,n:, en ec,n D1.l,intcm

t):l.l fJ cy:::ii• ,11 nmn i'IIY•,,. nnn:::i,.
43. The notice with reference to the return of Jeroboam from
Egypt, inserted correctly (see note on 11. 26-14. 20) by LXX,
Luc. between v. 43a and v. 43b, must have run in the original:-

:::i~

;it)~

-~,!;) M'!f ,~ D~1~=? U'?iY enn1 t);lfl~ Di:n: ~~ ·~

:J~lJ :l~l D~~~

,;:i~ it~ i'IT\f,:I·,~ i,IJr,~ :)~ :::i~ D~~,
''t'~~-D]! nb°Sr. LXX «anv6t,11,111, Luc. more correctly m1 «arrv8u11n
represents :::i~, read as ~!l ; cf. I Sam. 6. 12 nn~1 «a1 1tarw8v11ca,.
In LXX Tq" -y;;,, ~,pa the word -yij11 appears to be a corrupt
repetition ofn,11: cf. LXX d,.• 12. 24f, where LXX-yij11=Luc. "1"·

Rel}oboam's a&eessi'on and llu difecli'on of /he
/en tribes.
12.
1-24
=
2
Chr.
10.
1-l l. 4.
Ch.
In this narrative 'ZIV. 15, 17, 21-24 appear to be additions of
a later hand. v. 15, with its reference to the prediction of A~jah,
probably presupposes d. 11. 31 ff. in its present form, and must
in this case be due to R 0 • 'ZIV. 2 1-24, standing in close connexion
with v. 15 (cf. v. 15 '• DJIC n:::io nn•n •:,; v. 24 nrn ,:::i,n n1n.l •necc 1:,),
give a Judaic turn to the originally impartial narrative of vv. 1-20,
and are scarcely consistent with the statement of eh. 14. 30 ncn,c,
D10 1M ;:, Dy:n• r:::i, DY:lm r:::i nn•n, a genuine excerpt from the
ancient annals. Notice further that, while v. 20 speaks only of
the tribe of Judah, vv. 21, 23 are careful to make reference also
to the tribe of Benjamin. v. 17, which stands in an awkward
position, and is absent from LXX, is probably a later gloss, though
not by the same hand as 'ZIV. 15, 21-24 1 since it makes no reference
to Benjamin.
1. D:it?] The Roman Flavia Neapolis and modern N4bulus,
lying under the north-east base of Mount Gerizim. See Rob. BR.
ii. 275, 287 ff.; Baed. 252.ff.
2. '.), :::i~] Vulg., II 2 Chr. 10. 2 0~~ Di;r1.: ::l~!l, correctly.
Cf. note on eh. 11. 43 LXX.
3. See,on LXX, Luc.,nole on chh.11. 26-14. 20. Pesh. omits ,np.
12.

1-24.
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,:i'37]

~~ as a figure of hard bondage is very frequent, though

always elsewhere of that imposed by a foreign nation :-Gen. 27. 40
(Israel's subjection of Edom); Lev. 26. 13; Hos. 11. 4; Jer. 2. 20
(Egypt); Isa. 9, 3; 10. 27; 14. 25 (Assyria); Jer. 27. 8, 11, u;
28. 2, 4, 11, 14; 30. 8; Isa. 47. 6; Ezek. 34. 27 (Babylon);
Deut. 28. 48 (general); of the moral restraints of religion Jer. 5. 5,
cf. Lam. 3. 2 7; of the bonds of sin (late) Lam. 1. 14.
5. i~J LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. presuppose ip 'Depart
unJ,1 three days (sc. have elapsed),' i. e. 'until the third day.' This
is doubtless correct. ,~ of MT. would rather suggest that a praious
postponement had taken place.
DV,,] LXX, Luc. omit. Pesh. ~ ~ , i. e. Dfi:1-,i'.
6. J'PS~] So with palluzl; always in this form ( II times).
According to Kijnig, Lelz.rg. I. i. 419, the emphatic pronunciation
of the ~ is better served by the broader 'Pallz.a{, g(l(U)/ in place of

Pallz.a!J qalon' (=Seglz.ol).
7. D'!l'° D'l-l!li] 'Favourable words'; Zech. I. 13.
D,:)'M ,:l] Cf. ,h. 5. 15 nole.
8. ,•:ill, D'iCV,, "'lt'M] ' Who were those who stood before him ' ;
but this is harsh unless we read ',n D'iC]7i'1 DO "'lt'M. 112 Chr. 10. 8,
omitting "'lt'M, gives the simple sense 'who stood before him,' and
is doubtless correct.
10. nn~] LXX, Luc. ml rrv i,ii,-, i. e. nny nn~ in conformity
with v. 4·
'19:R] From sl. abs. 19~- For vocalization cf. \~?,~ Ezek. 26. 9.
Doubtless the original and correct form was •~~~. like •~~,. \~i~,
with half-open syllable, and a later stage of pronunciation first
raised the !;ale/ qamef to the position of a full short vowel, and
then proceeded in consequence to place it in a closed syllable by
doubling the ,. So 11 2 Chr. 10. 10 •1~p..
•:,t,p, only here and in 112 Chr.,=' my littleness,' so, no doubt
rightly, 'my little finger,' Vulg., Pesh. LXX, Luc. ,; p.uf'O"lr ,-,.
Targ. paraphrases •n,="n ' my weakness.'
11. D'!l"'li'J7] Explained by Pesh.~, Targ. r:i:i,c, i.e.,aJpayaro,,
' scourges,' probably so named from being loaded with metal or
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stones to produce keener sling. For the use of the article in
c•i:,,~, D•:iipllf cf. note on D'"1~ d,. 1. 1.
12. i:i"'I] Read Q're 1/C\:i!l,
The sing. verb agrees, as is frequently the case, with the nearest member of the compound subject.
Cf. Da. § u4b. On this verse in LXX, Luc. cf. note on d,I,,
11. 26-14. 20,
13. '.n wi] 'And the king returned the people a harsh response.'
For n~ 'some/1,i'ng harsh' cf. II 2 Chr. 10. 13; 1 Sam. 20. 10;
,1,. 14. 6; Ps. 60. 5; plur. n~~ Gen. 42. 7, 3ot.
r 5. n:io] A &,r~ ).~. ; something turning ·or bringing about,
'fate' or 'providence.' So LXX, Luc. ,wrrurrpoq,~, Pesh. JLo.1.~
'instigation'; Targ. ecrui,D, passive, 'fated lot,' so II 2 Chr. 10. 15
~
The verb appears to be used with a similar sense
in I Sam. 22. 22 T.lM n•:i r?D.:I ,::i:i 'J:131? •:JlM 'I have brought
about (sc. death) upon every member of thy father's house.' This,
however, with ellipse of the direct object ni9, is extremely harsh,
and Th., W ellh., Dri., Budde emend • ~ 'I am gu17tY in respect
of &:c.' In late Rabbinic Hebrew n~i;>=' cause.'

"'i;,~ ).~.

n'r1M i•:i] er. '"· 8. 53 note.
16. ,1tirt" ·,:i] Luc. ,rcir .s ).aos, Vulg. populus.

'li
2

iCM,]

Sam. 20.

The words of Sheba son of Bichri are nearly identical;
1.

p;n u, Mt)] ' There is no/ a portion to us'; practically equivalent
to p,n ~, r~ 2 Sam. 20. 1 1 but nc, originally interrogative=numJ
gives more emphatic point to the negation. 'This use of M0, though
very usual in Arabic, is rare in Hebrew; Cant. 8. 4 M0i ii']7n nc
M:JMMM nN iiiyn answers to 2. 7; 3. 5 'li ii•yn DM; cf. also Job 31. I
n,in:i
fli:JMM nc, ' and how shall I gaze &c.'=' and I will no/
gaze'; 9. 2; 16. 6; Prov. 20. 24. Ew. § 325b.
•;-~;:,~?] With full long vowel in the antepenult upon which
there dwells a counter/one, thus facilitating the due pronunciation
of the two weak letters MM, So i•?;:i~, D•:;';:,~. Cf. Sta. § 109.
,n•:i ntti] The point of the taunt appears to be in the suffix
of in•:i 'look to 11,y house' (so Th.), emphasizing the old division
(2 Sam. 2. 4, 8-11) and jealous hostility (2 Sam. 2. 16; 19. 42-44)

,11
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existing between the tribe of Judah and the northern tribes. For
the nuance of ntci 'look after' cf. Gen. 39. 23. LXX, Luc. {3ocr«•
T'OP al«o.. crov, i. e.
:i nJrJ,

,n.

17. ,tci~ 1l:::li] Luc. «al al viol 'Io6aa «al al vfu, 'Icrpa~A. The
additional words represent a marginal correction afterwards inserted
in the text.

cin•~

,,c,, ,,,,tc,~ ,:::1,] er.'"·

,~n n~,
1

18. After ,,

9.
Pesh. adds

21

;o,e.

~I.-./~

L~, i.e.

'~~7~.
1:1,itc] Luc., Pesh. read D;•~i~; cf. eh. 4. 6 nole.

ocn] er. ,h. 4. 6 note.

II 2 ehr. 10. 18;
Elsewhere once with ~ of person Ezek. 23. 47,
but most generally with accusative Lev. 24. 14; al. (11 times).
With :I of instrument f:lN;l, D'l::ieq Lev. 20. :a; Num. 14. 10; al.
19. nm Di1M ip] er. eh. 8. 8 nole.
20. m,~ 1:1:::irv] LXX, Luc. add «al B,"'aµ.tl•, for conformity
with v. 23. er. eh. 11. 32, 36.
f:::ltc ,:::i, , , icli"I] So with :I of person stoned

Lev. 24. 16t.

21.

si,tc

D'l~

ntcc] LXX, Luc.

lrraT"o• ml ,tcocr, X"ia&r

(-&r Luc.).

24. ,,,

•ntcc •:i] er. ,h. 1. 27.

12. 26-33. Jeroooam's i'nsliluli'on

'!/ the ca!f-worship.

Judging by the stress which R 0 constantly lays upon Jeroboam's
cult as th; cause of all subsequent deftexion of Israel from the
pure worship of Yahwe (cf. Inlroduclion), it is probable that this
narrative has obtained its present casting at his hands, though
there is no reason hence to infer that any detail of/ac/ is underived
from the older source. Kue. (Ond. § 25. 4) observes justly,
'Jeroboam's measures with reference to the worship must already
have been related in older narratives, but it is only natural that
the redactor, when dealing with a matter which so specially
excited his interest, shoulq not fail to set before us his own

XII. z7-JI
construction and his own verdict.' VD, 32, 33 serve to introduce
the story of ,lz. 13. No special phrases of R 0 are to be noticed.
28. nr,,pc
:ii] Not, as RV. text, 'It is loo much for you to
go up ' (this would be D~ ::l'l ; cf. eh. 19. 7), but, as marg., ' Ye
have gone up long mouglz.' The ft) before n\'37 is logically redundant, as in Ezek. 44. 6 Di'~Jlir-1~~ DiT::l'l 'Enough of all your
abominations,' and the normal construction is that of Deut. 1. 6
'l\ n~ Di~l'l; 2. 3. Cf. the similar use of ft) after 'I?.~!:! ; Ezek.
17 'l\
"1""'!
4; but ,lz. 16. 31 iA~~ '1?44.
'l\ ,,n~ nln]
Ex. 32. 4, (E).
29. rn:i inMn nM\ , , , ,men nM D~] For contrasted order of
words cf. eh. 5. 25 11()/t.
,et n•:::i] The modem Beilfn, a short distance to the north
of Michmash (Mulllzm4s) of Benjamin, and so upon the southern
frontier of Jeroboam's kingdom. For the substitution of Ar. -fn
for Heb. ;11$ er. Zer'fn=~Y,r. See Rob. BR. i. 448.lf.; Baed. 249.
30. nM0n,] Luc. adds 1Y •10-pa,jA, , ~ , . which, as more
definite and agreeing with the frequent phrase of R O M'0MM ~
nM, may be deemed correct.
'l, \:I~\] Obviously incomplete in making mention only of the
Di!J
'4'
worship at Dan. We should probably restore
fr,i ir;i~;:i '2f~
i~;:i ' for the people used to go before
the one to Bethel and before the other unto Dan.' The words
supplied may be thought to have fallen out through homoioteleuton,
and in \:,"' for \:,;, •:, we have a case of the confusion between
:, and \ seen elsewhere in eh. 22. 37 nt>'\, LXX &,-, T•O,,,,,ca,
i. e. n7:? •~; Isa. 39. 1 ]71:)~ for ]71:)t' ,:, ; Jer. 37. 16 Ml•:, for Ml'\;
I Sam. 2. 2 1 ipE> •:, for ij:)E)'\. Luc., which adds ,cal 1rpo rrpoo-onrov
T'ijr ru,,r dr BadlqA. after the reference to Dan, probably exhibits
a later restoration of the text, since, if this be regarded as the
original order, it is not clear why the words should have fallen out.
Vulg. ibal enim populus ad adorandum vilulum usque in Dan
paraphrases in order to overcome the difficulty of the single imen.
LXX, Pesh., Targ. as MT.
31. n,r::,::i n•:::i MM ~,] Read, with Luc., n,r::,::i n,::i DJl:li• ~•\

0:1,

a.

m~

er.

n•~? ,~

s

'tn""

•2~?

,~•i-,,

•

t:,?~
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'And Jeroboam made houses of high places,' i. e. temples erected
upon the high places. M':l is collective, as in II. 17. 29, 32 M'~
M\Cf;:I of the temples of the various cults at Samaria. Ch.13. 32;
II. 23. 19, plur. M\cf;:, •r:,~. The use of MM before the indefinite
M\C:l M':l is anomalous; the case being different to eh. 16. 18
M':l MN
l)"lW'\ 'and he burnt the king's house over him,'
where ,,c M':l, like ,,c ;,-,i'c, n:,,cc M':l Am. 7. 13, is really
definite; cf. Da. § 22, Rem. 3; Ew. § 277c. Cases like I Sam.
24. 6 (cf. LXX); 2 Sam. 5. 24 1 (cf. II I Chr. 14. 15); 18. 18, where
MN appears to be used before an indefinite object, are probably
textual errors.
D]ll"I M\'lti'C] 'From among the whole of the people '; lit. ' from
the end of.' So eh. 13. 33; II. 17. 32; Gen. 19. 4 n~ C]ln ,:i
' all the people, one and all '; J er. 51. 3 r n~ 'l"l'l7 m:i,) ' his city
is taken throughout',· Isa. 56. 11 \nJ~ ,31n; ce"N m) c:i.,,, 1:1,:i
'all of them have turned to their own way, each to his gain, one
and all',· Ezek. 25. 9 \M~
from his cities in every quarter';
33. 2 CO'~ inN ce"N 'one man from among the whole of /hem.'
The phrase may be illustrated e. g. by Num. 22 .•p n;ri;, CW M"l'l
C]7M 'and he saw thence /he ullermos/ par/ of the people,' and so,
by implied inclusion, /he whole of /!um.
32. c,, .,~ nw~] Pesh.)~ here and in v. 33, i.e. 'upon
the full moon'; cf. Heh. n~#¥ Ps. 81. 4.
~Oi] 'Like llu feast,' i.e. the feast of Tabernacles; cf. eh. 8. 2, 65.
This, however, was on the fifteenth day of the seven/I, month,
Lev. 23. 34; hence the statement of v. 33a11.
M:lTCti ;y ;JI',] Cf. eh. 1. 53 note.
n~ "lrt-'N , , • n~ 1:i] There can be little doubt that this latter
portion of v. 32, together with the first three words of v. 33 'JM
M:l'lcn ,Y repeated from the previous verse, represents a very early
gloss inserted on account of the omission in v. 30. After the loss of
the words to be supplied in this latter verse, , 'NM'::1 ~ iMNn ')El;,
it is clear that the reference to the institution of the priests and the
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1 Da.'s explanation of mn 'nj) Nt as' a known kind of divine rustling• is
inadequate; § 7i, Re,n. +
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festival, vv. 31, 32a might be taken to refer only to the sanctuary
at Dan, and so give rise to this explanatory insertion. Notice
the awkwardness of MW f:1 asyndtlos, and ,~l7M'I perf. with weak,.
11 ,

33. '.2'C='i1 , , , '3M] Pesh. omits.
i!!I~ N't:1 i='M] • Which he had invented out of his own heart.'
ec,:i occurs only one~ beside in OT.; Neh. 6. 8 DM'li:1 i1J;I~ 'l,~Q
• out of thine own heart art thou inventing them' (for D\C,U).
ln Rabl:)inic Hebrew and Aramaic the verb has the same meaning,
always with a bad nuance. Q're ill~Q, with the sense ' at his own
initiative,' is correct; cf. Num, 16. 28; 24. 13; Ezek.13. 2, 17.
13. 1-32.

The prophecy against /he altar al Be/he/,

The style of the language shows traces of decadence :-cf. IJ:I~
perf. with weak , v. 3, •nee mY, ')M ,::i, apparently first written as
•i,•~, •~~ ,~1. vv. 9, 17, ,:i-,:,n i='M M':1.2) v. 23 (but cf. note ad /oe.),
and perhaps nnc "· 7-and this fact, together with the anachronism
fr'IC=' •i:11::i v. 32 (cf. II. 17. 24, 26; 23. 19), and the non-mention
of the names of the principal actors, marks the narrative as being
of comparatively late origin. It may be thought to have been
a story previously current in the form of oral tradition, and to have
assumed a literary form very shortly after the event predicted-the
destruction of the altar at Bethel-had come about. Notice
the precision of the statement ,w ,n~• v. 2. The style is about
contemporary with that of the annals of Josiah's reformation,
II. 23. 1-15, 19-24, where the perf. with weak , is used with some
frequency :-vv. 4, 5, 8, 1o, 12, 14, 15. It is, however, by no means
to be hence inferred that the story is of the character of a vali'cinium
post even/um. Such a view presupposes that it, together with· the
notice of II. 23. 16-18, was inserted into Kings subsequently to
the redaction of R 0 (Wellh. C. 280; Kue. Ond. § 25. 4); whereas
on the contrary eh. 12. 26 ff. appears to have been carefully edited
by R O so as to lead up to the story, and the resumption of the
main narrative in eh. l 3. 33, 34, forming the link to eh. 14. 1-20,
constructs of the history a harmonious whole. If the story be
N2
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merely a very late Judaean fiction, the point of the details as to
the disobedience and punishment of the Judaian prophet seems
to be quite inexplicable.
1. ,, ,:i,:i] So ZIV, 2, 5, 9, 17, 18, 32. Elsewhere in this sense
ck. 20. 35; 1 Sam. 3. 21; 2 Chr. 30. ut. "'11"!f 2 Chr. 29. 15t.
n:nc., ~ '1031] er. d,. 1. 53 note.
2. icM ~] Pesh. prefixes l..:iiot ~ ....-. 'Hear the
word of the Lord.'
'll)i~] Impers. 'shall they bum,' so 'shall be burnt.' LXX,
Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose 'Ii~.
3. nD'ID] ' A wonder ' or ' miracle,' as a proof of the divine commission; so Ex. 4. 21; 7. 9; 2 ehr.32. 24, 31; cf. Deut. 13. 2, 3.
6. ,, ,:,11 ntc M:I ~n] 'Entreat the favour of Y ahwe '; lit. ' Mak
ntJttl /1,e face &c.' Ar. i.;., ~ . Aram. ❖Q, ~ = l o ot ntJttl
or pleasant.
rult'IM:i:i] Judg. 20. 32; Isa. 1. 26; Jer. 33. 7, ut. More
loosely n~b'lc"li Deut. 9. 18; Dan. 11. 29t.
7.
So
Jer. 22. 20, n~~~ II. 7. 18. Elsewhere we
.find l;altf-palhalf with a sibilant after the u-sound :-:IQ~ d,. 14. 21,
n~ II. 9. 17, PT;)~ II. 19. 16a, ::i.:,_r: Gen. 2. 12, n~ 27. 26,
n~ Lev. 25. 34, n~~ Judg. 5. 12, Dan. 9. 18. According to
G-K. (§ 10 g) the ~altf-qamef in the former cases arises under the
influence both of the preceding i and the following guttural ; but
probably Kijnig {Lthrg. I. i. 262) is correct in regarding the slightly
fuller sound of this half-vowel as due to the more emphatic
sibilants D, J.
nnc] Ezek. 46. 5. 11; Prov. 25. 14; Eccl. 3. 13; 5. 18t. A byeform of the more usual n~1;19, contracted from ~ .
8. 'J\ JM DM] er. the words of Balaam, Num. 22. 18; 24. 13 (JE).
On the form of the conditional sentence, expressing the merest
(hyperbolical) possibility, cf. Dri. Tenses, § 143.
9. ,nM mi 1:, ,:,] 'For so one commanded me,' the implied subject
being the voice of Yahwe, or, as in v. 18, the divine messenger.
For other instances of this semi-impersonal construction, employed
where the intervention of div:ne agency (or agencies) is implied,

n:~m]
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cf. Zech. 9. 12 ,,Jc; and in plur. Job 7. 3 , ~ ; Ezek. 32. 25 un:i.
So in Aramaic Dan. 4. 22 rr,c; 4. 28 r,ac; al. It seems, however, to be not improbable that ,nM m represents the alteration
of an original ,J:I,!{ 'I was commanded.' Cf. Wellh. C. 280; Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit. See on,; ,:i, 11. 17.
11. fi'T ,nee M':1:1] 'A ctrlain old prophet.' For this uae of ,nee,
mainly characteristic of northern Palestinian narrative and of the
later style, cf. instances cited p. 209. The usage is common in
Rabbinic Hebrew. Luc. ,rpoq,'1n,s .1llor, i. e. ,Dtl M':1:1; 'and anolhr
prophet, an old man, was dwelling in Bethel.' "'ll'1M, where the
name of neither prophet is mentioned, is most apposite, and may
well be original.
'.ri ,:i:i et:i'\] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose..,.~, ,,~; .a:i
rightly, in accordance with plur. Dnll0'\ v. ub, en* 11. u.
c,,n] 'Thal day.' So only here. The writer seems to lapse
into the point of view of the sons, to whom it was c,,n ' lo-day.'
Luc. l-,, -ru fP1P9 ltc•l"ll suggests the more usual tann 0\IJ, but is
more likely to be an alteration of LXX l-,, -ru f P1P9'l'I c,i1i0'\] Resuming the previous ,i110'\ ; cf. eh. 2. 4 nolt. LXX,
Luc. strangely ml brlaTpc,#,a,, ri ,rp6a--o-. Toii tr1JTpor awm,,, apparently
reading through corruption 0n,:iec!, c:ia,,o,,, i. e. CQ•~ D'~ M'l?!l;
brlf1T/M'#,a-. an alteration of d,rlaTpc,#,a,,.
12. CM':1lC Cn)M i:i,,,] l.XX, Luc. add x~.,, j 80 Kio. u}.
But the word is similarly absent in MT., and supplied by LXX,
Luc. in t'Jf.l. 17, 22.
,.,,n rn •ec] 'Where is the way?' so 'Which way?' So II. 3. 8;
2 Chr. 18. 23; Job 38. 19, 24, always, as here, with omission
of relative , ~ before the following verb. On the enclitic MT,
strongly pointing the question, cf. no/1 on rn nc!, eh. 14. 6.
,:,, \M1!l] 'Now his sons had sem &c.' LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh.
are greatly superior in presupposing ~!l 'and his sons showed
(him).' So Benz., Kit. ffl~, Kio., Kamp. l"1.,I\; er. Ex. 15. 25.
14. n!,ecn] 'The terebinth,' which the writer's vivid imagination
pictures as the tree under which the prophet was sitting. So
eh. 18. 4 m~ , •• CM':1rM 'and hid them in /he c(lf)I,' mar~
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as having thus afforded an asylum; 2 Sam. 17. 17 nnwn n:i,m
' and a wmdz used to go &c.,' pictured by the writer as 'the wench '
simply as being the agent thus employed; 1 Sam. 9. 9 ~Mi1 "ICM n:,
' thus spake /he man,' who, as a matter of fact, did so speak; but
according to English idiom, ' thus spake a man '; 2 Sam. 15. 13 ;
Gen. 14. 13; al. This method of thought may be most clearly
understood in such a case as I Sam. 17. 34 ~n eo, 'and if a lion
came,' where the speaker has had active experi'enu of the coming
of the lions which he thus recalls to his mind. Cf. Da. § 21 ~.
This use of the article is a very idiomatic extension of the usage
noticed in eh. 1. 1.
16. intc KU,,] LXX, Luc. omit. Pesh.,~ Jllo, i. e.
'lJ{l'~ 'and to enter thy house,' is preferable to MT.
intc nn='K M,,] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. omit imc, but Pesh.
supplies the word after the previous ,:itc

tc,:i,,

M,,,

' M "1~1 ,:,]

''M

LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ. suggest
~1. ,:,
' for ii was said unto me.' So Wellh., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
CC. note on v. 9.
18. iec,c] As in ck. 1°9, 5; Zech. 1. 9 1 14; al. m,~ 1M,C
dz. 19. 7; II. 1. 31 15; Gen. 16. 7; 22. IJ; Ex. 3. 2; al.
,, ~ ] The perfect thus used asyndelos forms a circumstantial
clause,-' 1:J,,ng unto him'; cf. cl,, 7. 51 tm; 18. 6 'l, 1,n :IMMM
'A~ab going one way &c.' Dri. Tenses, § 163.
19. ir-lt:t !lV:!] LXX, Luc. a:al ltriOT/H,f"" awo•, i. e. ~it ~!.
20. 'J, ,;,,, , , , D':1~ Di1 ,rr,] 'And it came to pass-they were
sitting at the table-and there came &c.'; so, 'And it came to
pass, as they were silting at the table, that there came &c.' The
circumstantial clause tn,m
c•:i~ en, elevated to so striking
a position i'n advance of the principal l!Cntence, lays great stress
upon the moment of time at which the event described by the latter
c•:i,n ncn ,n,,
took place. C( II. 2. 1 1 'l, Z'K :i:i"I mm -,:i-n
'And it came to pass, while they were going on and /al/ling as they
went, that behold a chariot of fire &c.'; II. 8. 5. C( Dri. Tenses,
§ 165, who terms the participle thus used /1,e participle absolute.
fr6"n ,a,cJ '.Al the table'; cf. eh. 6. 18 nole for this use of ,M.
1 7.
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In N eh. 5. 1 7 we have ')n,rv ;y, lit. 'above or over my table';
1 Sam. 20. 34 Jonathan gets up rn,v., CIJIC 'from proximity with
the table.' When the idea of eating at the table is prominent, it is:
natural and accurate to use
•upon'; so 2 Sam. 9. 7, 10, 13,
cf. Ezek. 39. 20. In clz. 2. 7; 18. 19; 2 Sam. 19. 29, however, we
have the simple st. conslr. employed ;-Jn!,rv 1k.
21. ,:, JJr] So elz. 21. 29; Num. 11. 20; Isa. 3. 16; 7. 5; 8. 6;
29. 13. The more usual expression is "I~ ~; eh. 3. 11; 8. 18; al.
jp~ appears to be originally a substantive=' response,' contracted
'on
from "af- from verb rop. So with !~ in the phrase
account of,' • in order (that).' er. :IP.J! 'recompense' used in the
sense 'in return for,' 'because' ; Deut. 7. 12 ; al.
,, 'El M'"IC] So v. 26; 1 Sam. 12. 15; Num. 20. 24; 27. 14;
Lam. 1. 18t; and with Hiph'il Deut.1. 26, 43; 9. 23; Josh. 1. 18;
1 Sam. 12. 14t.
u. ·,_,, ~n ec!,] Illustrated by the dying injunction of Jacob,
Gen. 47. 30, and of Joseph, 50. 25.
23. vi,nrv] LXX, Luc., Pesh. add D~ in accordance with vv. 8,
16, 18, I 9•
,:,,v., "I~ tc'::U'] Very awkward. The sentence would most
obviously mean • for the prophet who had brought him back'
(cf. vv. 20, 26), but in accordance with the context can only be
rendered 'for the prophet whom he had brought back,' the suffix
of i:i•t1n referring back to the antecedent tc•::u, as in Aram. ;
cf. Duval, Gramm. Syr. § 399 b. LXX, Luc., in place of these
words and the ,,._, of v. 24a, read mi ,.,,.;OT/H1/m, 1ea2 ,i.,,.ij~8,v, i. e.
: '!J~! !:3~!1 'and he once more departed'; probably the original text.
Pesh. :~.. ,lo ,9oio ~ J~!, ~ . i. e. '!J~~ :lr!! D•;:,~~ N'~~.
suggests that MT. arose from the incorporation into the text of the
words c•n!,ec M'::IJ!,, a marginal note explanatory of the previous ,,.
24. n:,!,w , • , 'nn,] er. eh. 5. 1 note on ,w ;,,n.
26b, 27. LXX omits.
26. 'li "'Qi:,] The phrase "'lli "lr,tc ,, "l:ii:, occurs frequently inKings to call attention to the fulfilment of a prophecy. So eh. 22. 38.
Most often mention of the prophetic agent is added in the form-

,i,
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'll i~;-d. 14. 18; 15. 29; 16. 12, 34; 17. 16; II. 14. 25;
24. 2. Cf. also II. 10. 17; 4. 44; 7. 16; 9. 26; 1. 17; 23. 16;
2. u.
28•. r,¥"\tcm ,n~m] Emend r,¥"111tm ~l· Kio. 'l, ~Ql.
28b. ~!lln n11t] LXX n\ o-ip,a rov .Wp.:..ou rov S.ov, to harmonize
with v. 29.
29. i,cn,i
~M for~; cf. di. 16. 13; 18. 46; II. 5. 11;
9. 3, 12; Josh. 5. 14; 1 Sam. 13. 13; al. For the converse
change, after a verb of motion, cf. en. 1. 38 note.
~ ••• ,i'D"C"',] LXX, Luc. run more smoothly and naturally:ml brl'"Pfta cnlro, (Luc. awo) •lr ni• trd>.111 d W'poc/nrn/r, rov Sa,/,ru
awd111 i. e. i~~ , \ ~ ~~i,
LXX, however, is incorrect
in oinitting ,n~ nM ru~ of v. 30 and joining i"'11?:P on to
of 11. 29.
30. nDCM] Luc., Pesh. presuppose sing. ill9!1.
'nN ~n] er. Jer. 22. 18.
31. UUt ~ ~nN] LXX, Luc. l'ffO n\ ,ro,/,ao-lJa& awdll, Vulg.
nr,ng,u planxissml nm,, presuppose
iif~ '"'"".
~M cin,:ip, \n,c:::i] ' When I die, then bury me.' For the ,
muec. with perf. after the very terse time determination cf. Ezek.
24. 24 cinr,~ rnn:1:::1 'When it (the sign) come to pass, ye shall
know &c.' Dri. Tmm, § u3 tl, Da. § 56.
32. nm:::i., \n::l] er. cl,. 12. 31 note.
i,,w ~V-1] er. note on vv. 1-32.

~J
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18. 33, 34• A /Jriif r,sumph"on ~ RD of lk main /1,r,ad
of lk history fr°"! In, md of chapter 12.
33. nm i:::iin ime] 'After this mml.' The phrase occurs only
here, the more usual (and less precise) expression being Cl'l"\lin ,nee
n~ecn en. 17. 17; 21. 1; Gen. 15. 1; 22. 1; 40. 1; Ezr. 7. 1;
Est. 2. 1; 3. 1t; n~ecn ci~n ~me Gen. 22. 20; 48. 1; Josh.
24. 29; 2 Chr. 32. 1t.
11JrlM ~it)••• 3' llt~] Jer. 18. II; 25. 5 j 26. 3 j 35. 15;
36. 3, 7; Jon. 3. 8, 10; ·Ezek. 13. u (!110 'Q,ic)t; and with pL
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II. 17. 13 (RD); 2 ehr. 7. 14; Zech. 1. 4t. er. Jer. 23. llll;
Ezek. 3. 19 j 33, II.
DJ71'1 nffi'0] er. ck. 12. 31 note.
,,, nte te!ic'] 'He used to fill his hand,' i. e. 'he would ins/all
lu"m ' as priest. The expression seems to be derived from the
ceremony of filling _the hands of the person to be consecrated with
the choice portions of the sacrifice for a waive-offering Ex. 29. 22-25;
Lev. 8. 25-28, these being called D'll;C~ Lev. 8. 28. The phrase
is used of the consecration of the priest at Micah's sanctuary
Judg. 17. 5, 12, but is elsewhere characteristic of P and of
later Books.
n'lm ,~:, '11'1] Impossible. LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. JIJ!:I ~
~!, ' and he became priest to the high-places '; so Kamp. Kio.
prefers to follow Targ. and emend n~~ '~li .,;:it.
34. 'll Nm~] Read, with LXX, Luc., Pesh. ,,, Ji';?
Cf. eh. 12. 3oa.
MC'UCM 'lll ~ i'Cem] So Deut. 6. 15; Am. 9. 8t; cf. Josh.
23. 15 (D'). i,x,n, pass. iz:,e,) is very frequent in Deut. (27 times);
cf. Dri. DeuJ. 1. 2 7.

~t'?.

14. 1-18.

Tiu si'dmess and dtaJI, of Jtro6oam's
son Abfj'ah.

Upon the LXX Version of this narrative in its relationship to
MT. see nolt on cl,1,. 11. 26-14. 20. The story exhibits very clear
traces of the hand of RD in Al).ijah's prophecy vv. 7-16, with which
should be compared the prophecies of Jehu son of ~anani against
Ba'asha eh. 16. 1-4, of Elijah against Aqab cl,, 21. 20-24, and ot
the young prophet against the house of Aqab II. 9. 6-10. Tho
following phrases are to be noticed:7. ;IIC"'le" 'M,te ''] So v. 13. er, d. 8. 15 nolt.
'>, !JI'] So exactly eh. 16. 2•.
8. ,,, ,i::1:10 n"n te;,] er. eh. 3. 14 nolt on,,, -pn ilffl!).
,nw ,t)C',f , ~ ] Cf. d. 2. 3 nolt.
'inte

1,n] er. eh. 11. 5 nolt.

,.D; ,:,:1] er. eh. 2. 4 nolt.
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'J, n,l'l1'] er. cl,.. 11. 33 note.
9. 1'JEl;,,, v,n,] er. ch.16. 25, 30, 33; II. 17. 2; II. 21. 11.
As used of Jeroboam the expression TJEl; W1 i!lffl ,:i0 is
somewhat mechanical.
D'iMM l:l\1,M] ef. cl,. 9. 6 note.
'JC'J1!m,] Not, as RV., 'to provoke me to anger,' but,' to vex
me' by treatment wholly undeserved. So subs. CPi='vexation' or 'chagrin,' the rendering 'grief' being too general,
and' anger' incorrecf; cf. Ps, 10. 14; 1 Sam. 1. 16; Job 6. 2.
The verb (Hiph'il) is very characteristic of RD :-v. 15;
15.30; 16.2, 7,13,26,33; 21.22; 22.54; IL17.11, 17;
21. 6 (ll2 ehr. 33, 6), 15; 22. 17 (ll2 ehr. 34. 25); 23. 19,
26; cf. 2 ehr. 28. 25; Deut. 4. 25; 9. 18; 31. 29; 32.
16; Jer.7.18,19; 8.19; 11.17; 25.6,7; 32.29,30,32;
44. 3, 8. Elsewhere, with i'IW as obj., only six times. Pi'el,
Deut. 32. 21.
10. ;M riv, M'!lt> 'JJil] er. cl,.. 21. 21; II. 22. 16 (II 2 ehr.
34. 24 ;y; cf. v. 20 II 2 ehr. 34. 28) both RD; Jer. 6. 19;
11. 11 (cf. v. 23); cf. 19. 15; 35. 17. With ;y II. 21. 12
RD; Jer.19. 3; 45. 5; cf.Jer.17. 18; 23. 12; 36. 31;
49. 37; 51. 64.
,,i'.l rnQelt)] Ch. 16. II; 21. 21; II. 9. 8 RD. Only besides
1 Sam. 25. 22, 34t.
:i,rp, ,,Yll] Cl,.. 21. 21; II. 9. 8; 14. 26 (all RD); Deut. 32. 36t.
The phrase means ' restrained and lei loose' (.lfJ1 as in
Ex. 23. 5 'release'; Job 10. 1), i. e.' all,' every one being
supposed to fall under one of the two categories. er. the
expressions of Deut. 29. 18 ill!tt)'lm MM nn,; Isa. 2. 9 n~
~M ,c~'1 ciM 'mean man ... great man'; Ps. 49. 3 ;
Job l?, 16; Eccl. 9. 2; and for examples from Ar. cf.
Thes. 1008, 1362. The precise application of the phrase
is obscure. The most plausible explanation is that of Ew.
Anhquilies, 170, 'hpl in (by legal defilement) and al large.'
For this sense of
cf. Jer. 36. 5 MU; ;!)'IN M; ,,YJI 'JM
,, n'.l; 1 Sam. 21. 8 ,, 'JC; iY]IJ, So R. Sm. Rei. Sem.' 456;

,,YJI
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Dri. Deu/. 32. 36. Other suggestions are:-' bond andfree,'
Ges.; cf. iw II. 17. 4; Jer. 33. 1 ; al.: 'married and
•
celibate,' De Dieu, Ke. ; Ar. ~~ 'asfb 'celibate,'
'a'1aru, explained wrongly (cf. Roediger, Thes. Append. 104)
as 'paterfamilias' : 'under and over age,' Th., Kamp.,
following Schmidt, 'puer, qui domi adhuc deh'nelur, et qui
emancipalu.r est.' For the alliteration of the phrase Dri.
(loc. cil.) cites i;i~ N Isa. 14. 22; Gen. 21. 23; Job 18. 19;
i1~ .,P. Mai. 2. 12; ,:;i~ ,~ Isa. 59. 7; 60. 18; Jer. 48. 3;
Ecclus. 40. 9; n~ i"T;)~ Isa. 5. 6; al. (7 times). Add
,~ ]1~ Gen. 4. 12, 14; 'i'.ll n~o Ezek. 2. 10;
Ecclus.
, 40. 4; ::i'Jhl
Deut. 28. 22 ; Ecclus. 40. 9 1 ; c,i ~l
Ezek. 5. 1 7 ; cf. 38. 22.
'l"ll"IM •niy::i,] Cf. eh. 21. ut; ,.,l"IM i•y::,.cch.16. 3t; both RD.
u. 'l, n0.,] Ch. 16. 4; 21. 24t RD; cf. II. 9. 10, 36; ell. 21.
19, 23 j 22. 38.
15. nNm n::iu::,n nciMri ,110] So exactly Josh. 23. 13, 15 (DS)t.
The usual phrase in Deut. of the land of Canaan is Y,Mri
i1::iU3i1 ; cf. Dri. Deul. lxxxi.
cn•nac, tnl iz.ttt] Cf. eh. 8. 34 note.
16. 'l, n,eccn ;;l::i] Cf. eh. 15. 30. Reference to the sins of
Jeroboam in these terms is very constant in RD, See Jn/rod,
1. M'i1i1 ny::i] A phrase employed by RD in synchronizing events
narrated in different sources; II. 16. 6 ; 18. 16; 20. 12 ; 24. 1o.
Cf. eh. 8. 65; 11. 29; II. 8. 22. For similar expressions thus
used cf. note on rte eh. 3. 16.
2. n•~nw.n] Hi'lhpa'el only here: 'and thou shalt change lhyse!f,'
i. e. 'change thy clothes,' 'disguise thyself.' So in Syr. ~t;..t'
for ..Jt;..t' Ethpe'el of J,1.., here and in eh. 22. 30 ; 1 Sam.
10. 6; al.
,n, M"] Impers., 'that (men) may not know,' so RV. 'that
thou be not known.'

rsl
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1 The vocalization l1' • drought,' in preference to l"!J, is adopted by most
modems. Cf. Dri. Dl14teronomy, ad l<K.
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'nM] Kt. 'J:I~ as in Il. 4. 16, 23; 8. 1; Judg. 17. 2; Jer. 4. 30;
Ezek. 36. 13t; Q're always T;I~. 'J:ltc is the more ancient form of the
pron. 2nd pers. fem. sing., and appears to be a dialectical survival.
Cf. Ar. ~I, Eth. ~11:1 anli,- Assyr. all,'-e,- Syr•
all, where ..,
though ~tten, is not pronounced.
n~] Also written i);J, i~t; probably originally ~~' and so n~
Josh. 15. 51; 2 Sam. 15. u originally~,,, as forming adjectives
en. 11. 29; al.,- •~,, 2 Sam. 15. u; 23. 34. Wright,
however (Compar. Gramm. 138.f.), suggests the possibility of an
original Slun7d'u, Gail4'u with termination like Ar. :f'-. The site
of Shiloh is described in Judg. 21. 19 as 'N. of Beth-el, E. of
tbe highway which goes up from Beth-el to Shechem, S. of
Lebonah,' and this accurately corresponds to the modern Sn7dn;
cf. Rob. BR. ii. 268 ff.; Baed. 250.
-f,c!, ?J7 -u, tn.i] 'He spoke of me <U (lit. for) king,' i.e.
predicted that I should be king ; a use of !, common in such phrases
as !, JnJ, !, D'!.1, ~ ne,y, ~ ipa,, but somewhat strange after "\Ji.
Cod. A tvii flaui>..nxra&, Vulg. guod regnatunu ess,m, Pesh. ~I,,
Targ. tc~ 'YlC!, suggest !J°½> '//,a/ I should reign,' probably
correctly. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
3. D'iPl] Only elsewhere Josh. 9. 5, u, where the word denotes
dry fragments of old bread. Here probably some kind of ealles or
dry 6i1eui'/1,· so LXX, Luc. 1<o'>.l.upca, Vulg. erushdam, Pesh. J,i,a&,
•
Targ. rl0•:, (cf. Levy 1.11.).
5. -icec m."M] 'Now Yahwe had said'; pluperfect. The writer,
wishing to narrate an event anleri'or to that described in the previous
verse ,.,, M'Cm, cuts the thread of continuous narrative formed by
the succession of imperfects with , eonsee. by interposing the subject
between the conjunction and the verb, and thus starts afresh from
a new standpoint. Cf. eh. 22. 31 n,y ciM -pc,' /,ad commanded,'
prior to the commencement of the battle; II. 7. 17; 9. 16b;
Gen. 31. 34; al.; Dri. § 76 y 061.
-u, i.,,i!,] 'To seek an oracle.'t Cf. II. 1. 16 ri:n:i i.,,i,.
The more usual phrase is .m,,, nM i.,,i!, 'To seek, or inquire of
Yahwe'; eh. 22. 8; II. 22. 18; Gen. 25. 22; al.
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nm Mfi] So Judg. 18. 4; 2 Sam. 11. 25. On nt cf. II. 6. 19 nole.
1, ~ •i:r,] Read, with Cod. A, Vulg. 'l\ mc:, 'l'.l;l 'And it
came to pass that, as she came in, she was dissembling herself.'
The sentence belongs to the narrator's description, and not, as the
MT. vocalization is intended to indicate, to the words of Yahwe.
rn,.:,m:, lit. 'making herself strange' here and in 11. 6 ; elsewhere in
this sense only in Gen. 42. 7, of Joseph's conduct to his brethren.
6. men•!,.:,, ,ip nte] • The sound of her feet as she came in.'
The participle MlQ agrees with the suffix of n•!,.:,,. So, if vocalization
be correct, Ps. 69. 4 'l1 'tl'? •;•p '~i •mine eyes consume as
I wait &c.' er. note on d. 1. 41.
mm:,!,] 'Why, now?' or, with emphasis, 'Wkyr' The enclitic
m, with something of adverbial force, gives point and colour to the
query. So often :-Gen. 18. 13; 25. 22; al. er.~ ,A. 21. 5;
a/,i n~ 1 Sam. 17. 55, 56; al.,· n~ ,n. 13. 12 nolei with n
interr. "l n~i:i,n.18. 71101,,- nrnP.i:i ,n.19. 51101,,· n~,1,.11. 24;
II. 5. 22. In Ar. Ii is used in the same way:-lll.;!, Ill,;, fa:;_,;;
er. Fleischer, Kkinue Scnriflm, i. 355./.
ni,p -r!,te
,:,.:,te,] • Seeing that I am sent unto thee with
something harsh.' ne,p is direct accusative after m~,-• given in
commission something harsh,' and with an active verb would form
the remoter accusative,-n~ •~ti~ 'he has commissioned me
(with) something harsh.' For this use of~ with double accusative
er. Ex. 4. 28 in~~ ,~te '• ,-,:,, !,:, ; so with "if, 1 Sam. 21. 3
-o, ,.:,,y ,~,; Ex. 34. 32; al. For i1e,p cf. ,h. 12. 13 note.
7. i•»] Cf. eh. 1. 35 nole.
9. '.:i, n:,!,~ •ntc,] So Ezek. 23. 35; Neh. 9. 26. Of Yahwe's
remission of sins, Isa. 38. 17t. Cf. Ps. 50. 17.
10. '.:i, ,,Yll] See nole on 1111. r ff.
!,!,.:,n iy:,, , ~ ] Cf. ,h. 1. 6 nole.
12. ntc:,:,] If not an error for N~, an isolated instance of the
feminine termination with infin. constr. of a verb ,"31. The
explanation of Ew. § 309°, that the termination is suff. 3 fem. sing.
(with omission of Mapp,q from n as in II. 8. 6; al.), and refers by
anticipation lo "1'P.O, is very unnatural.
1
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1 3. :m~ i:li] ' Something good.'
14. CIW1 nr] 'To-day! ' or ' this very day I' If the text be correct
(cf. note following), nr is used &&ffuca1r, and adds point to 1:1,•n which
in English can scarcely be brought out but by emphasis in pronunciation. Occurrences of the pronoun thus preceding the subs. to which
it is in apposition are rare and in most cases poetical. Cf., however,

Clft:1 "!; Josh. 9. 12 ~~ "l·
and probably corrupL The only
possible rendering seems to be • But what? (st-. do I say ? ' M0 used
asyndelos as in Prov. 31. 2), so with emphasis 'Nay, even MIDI'
The words thus form a climax to 1:1,•n m, as though this expression
did not sufficiently depict the instant imminence of the destruction
of Jeroboam's house.
15. CIM.,le'M] 'Their Asherim.' The "1.~ was made of wood
Judg. 6. 26, probably in most cases of a whole tree-trunk, Deut.
16. 21 OT'i' "1~ in appos. 'an Ashera-any kind of tree'), and
was planted (~) Deut /.,.) or set on end (i-cyn 2 Chr. 33. 19)
in the ground. When destroyed it is said to be cut down (n,:,
Judg. 6. 25; II. 18. 4; 23. 14), chopped down (J7'11) Deut. 7. 5;
2 Chr. 14. 2; 31. r), plucked up (i.,m Mic. 5. 13), pulled down
(YA) 2 Chr. 34. 7), or burnt (DeuL 12. 3; II. 23. 15) 1• Thus mffl
is thought to designate a pole set up as a symbol or substitute for
the sacred tree venerated by the ancient Semites as the abode of
the deity. This pole appears to have usually stood beside the altar
at the Bamoth of the Canaanites, and to have been adopted from
them by the Israelites in their perverted worship of Yahwe, or
definitely extraneous worship; cf. Deut. 16. 21; Judg. 6. 25.ff.
See R. Sm. Rei. Smi.1 187 ff.'

II. 6. 33

nny

ll.1

"i1::1 ntcf; Isa. 23. 13
nc,] Most obscure,

1 p,m "ll'al 'broke In pieces and beat small,' a Chr. 8'. 4, probably appliet
chiefly to the graven and molten images, and only by zeugma to the (wooden)
Alherim. LXX, Luc., making a different division of the vene, read ml
(Luc. l[)fo~,. n ~"'I, i. e. ~ "2'.
1 F. B. Jevons, Intmiuction to Hist"")' of Religion, pp. 134 f., collects
instaneet of the use of symbolic poles among non-Semitic races :-• This
a.rlu,a appears again amongst people which differ as widely as possible from
one another in race and place and time: it is pretupposed by the («u>a. of the
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It is a moot question whether the name Ashera is also used to
designate a particular Canaanite goddess. Mention is made of an
image of the Ashera placed by Manasseh in the Temple, II. 21. 7,
cf. en. 15. 13 note; II. 23. 7 perhaps speaks of the making of
' shrines' for the Ashera (cf. note ad loc.) ; and the Ba'al and the
Ashera are coupled together as the objects of idolatrous worship,
cl,.. 18. 19 (but see note); II. 23. 4; cf. Judg. 3. 7. In the
Tell-el-Amarna inscriptions we find a name Abd-Afralu
1 servant of Ashera' (cf. Schrader, ZA. iii. 363f.; KA T. 1 i. 276),
and the name occurs twice with doubtful significance in Phoenician
inscriptions. Cf. Dri. Deut. pp. 201 ff.
Verss. :-LXX always IIAuor, pl. lfArrrJ, except 2 Chr. 15: 16 ~
'Aa,-dpry (so Luc.); 24. 18 nzir'Au,-dpnur (Luc. ,j'Aa,-dP'71); Isa. 17. 8;
27. 9 ,-ci lll11apa; Luc. in II. 23. 4 ~ 'ArrrJp6'8. Vulg. always lucus,
except Judg. 6. 25, 26, 30 nemus, 3. 7 Astarotl,.. Pesh. 19 times
J~,. pl. l~i 'object of reverence'; Judg. 3. 7; 6. 25, 26,
28, 30 It._,?, pl. Jli._,? 'Astarte'; Deut. 16. 21; Mic. 5. 13
J~t,... 'trees'; Deut. 7. 5; 12. 4 J ~ 'molten images'(?); 2 Chr.
15. 6; 24. 18 ~J• pl. ~ J 'image'; 2 Chr. 34. 3; Isa. 17. 8
J;,o~ 'idols'; 2 Chr. 14. 2 J~;t'? d..3p&d.,.,.as; 2 Chr. 17. 6
Jl~ 'high-places'; 1 Chr. 31. 1; 33. 3; 34. 3 J..-, 'nemora' (?)
Targ. transliterates.
Cl•c,•p:,c] The participle determines the subject, forming the
secondary predicate; 'because they have made &c., vexing Yahwe.'
Cf. Dri. Tenses,§ 161, 2.
16. tn•i] 'Shall give up.' CC. the phrase :l'iM 'JEl,_ JMJ cl,.. 8.
46 note.
17. 'li MN:l N'il] Cf. eh. 1. 14 note.

=

0

Greeks ; it fg found among the Ainos ; the gods of the Brazilian tribes were
represented by poles stuck upright in the ground, at the foot of which offerings
were laid; the Hurd Islanders "in their houses had several stocks or small
pillars of wood, four or five feet high, as the representatives of household gods,
and on these they poured oil [which takes the place of fat or blood], and laid
before them offerings of cocoa-nuts and fish" ; the Kureks at irregular times
slaughter a reindeer or a dog, put its head on a pole facing east, and mentioning no name, say," This for thee: grant me a blessing." '
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14. 19,

20.

Summary ofJeroboam's reign.

RD. er. Introduch"on.
19. Cl'C'n '"0'1] •Acts of the days,' i e. • daily record of events,'
and 80 • annals.'

14. 21-31.

=

Re!J,o!Joam, king of 7udalt.

Ch. 14. 26-28, 31 2 Chr. 12. 9-11, 16.
Beside the introductory and summarizing formulae flfl, 21, 22•,
29-31 (see In/rod.), the band of RD is to be noticed in z,z,. 22-24 : 21. '.n "l'IJIM Cl~'.l] Cf. ck. 8. 16 nolt.
22. 'IMM Ue!"'] • And they moved him to jealousy'; cf. Deut.
32. 21
M~ ,_mop ncn. er. the phrase of the decalogue
~ ~ • a jealous God,' Ex. 20. 5 (E) ; II Deut. 5. 9, 80
Deut. 4. 24; 6. 15t. I t ~ Josh. 24. 19 (E); Nab. I. 2t.
23. r~vi.,, ~:, ~Y] So exactly II. 17. 10 (RD); Jer. 2. 20;
cf. II. 16. 4 (RD, U2 Chr. 28. 4); Deut. 12. 2; Ezek. 6. 13;
Jer. 3. 6, 13; 17. 2; Isa. 57. 5.
24. ~liC"'I~ . . . n:iw,n ~~] So II. 16. 3 (II 2 Chr. 28. 3); 21. 2
(II 2 Chr. 33. 2) both RD. ~v, with mnt as subj., used of
driving out the nations of Canaan, occurs in JE Ex. 34. 24;
Num. 32. 21; Josh. 3. 10, but elsewhere appears to belong
entirely to D and to passages influenced by D :-Deut 4. 38;
9. 4, 5; 11. 23; 18. 12; Josh. 13. 6; 23. 5, 9, 13; Judg.
2. 21, 23; d. 21. 26; II. 17. 8; Ps. 44. 3t. 'ln n:iw, ~:,:,
cf. Deut. 18. 9; 2 Chr. 36. 14.
22. 'l, rmn, ~ ] LXX, Luc. ml hol:qn 'Po{Joap • •• ml iraprC,,>.CIIICJ'o awe}•«.,-.>.. is inconsistent with the context which lapses into
the pl. (LXX ol mrripu awi,11, fJ. 23, LXX, Luc. ml firo&Sl"ltrGP) as
in MT. Luc. ol ,ra,-lpEs awoii (David and Solomon) is scarcely
possible in view of the manner in which RD treats David as his
standard of piety (cl,. 3. 14 note).
23. n,c:i] Cf. eh. 3. 2, 3 nolt.
n,:i'!IC] ' Pillars.' n;i~ is ' something set up,' i. e. a stone pillar
or obelisk, doubtless representing the sacred stone which in primitive
times was thought to be the abode of the deity. Cf. R. Sm. Rei.
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Sn,,.' 203.ff. Thus Jacob sets up a rough stone as a Mai;i;eba
to mark the scene of a Theophany, and anoints it with oil, calling
it the house of God, Gen. 28. 18, 22; 31. 13 (E); and Mai;i;eboth
are raised by him and by Moses to indicate that y ahwe is witness
or party to a covenant or agreement, Gen. 31. 44, 45, 51ff. (E);
Ex. 24. 3, 4 GE); cf. also Isa. 19. 19, 20. The Mai;i;eba played
a prominent part in the worship of the Canaanites, standing, like
the Ashera, beside the altar at the Barna. Its destruction is strictly
enjoined in the Book of the Covenant, Ex. 23. 24, and in Deut. 7. 5;
12. 3; this latter code also forbidding its use for the worship of
Yahwe, 16. 22. Jehu destroyed the Mai;i;eboth at the Temple
of the Canaanite Ba'al, II. 10. 26f., while l\fai,:i,:eboth of all.kinds
were demolished with the destruction of the Bamoth at the
reformations under Hezekiah and Josiah. Cf. further, for the use
of the term in Phoenician to denote a. commemorative obelisk,
Dri . .Dtul. p. 20 ••
Cl~l'M] Cf.

v. 15 nolt.

pp;] Prob. ' spreading,' i. e. with branches hanging down and
affording shelter for such worship. Cf. Verss. :-LXX, Luc.
vu111:iou, Vulg.frondosam, Pesh.~ 'thick,' Targ, l:\OP 'shady.'
Etym. doubtful.
24. Vti'] 'Temple prostitutes.' The word is here collective as
in eh. 22. 4 7, and includes persons of both sexes, ~V,!~ and niv:i~,
who were ' set apart' for the immoral rites of the Canaanites,
carried on within the precincts of their sanctuaries. A law against
the introduction of these practices into Israel is found in Deut.
23. 18. Asa, eh. 15. 12, and Jehoshaphat, eh. 22. 41, effected
a banishment of Cl'Vti' from Judah, and Josiah destroyed the houses
of the t:1%C,,p which, during Manasseh's reign, had been established
even at the Temple of Yahwe, II. 23. 7.
LXX, Luc. uvll&uµor erroneously read
for Vtp.
25. p~~ n~p] Cf.
11. 40 nolt. This invasion of Palestine
by Sbeshonk is recorded in an inscription upon the walls of the
temple of Amon at Kamak. From the list of cities subjugated
it appears that the expedition was directed not only against Judah

.,Ve
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but also against the N. kingdom. The name of Jerusalem cannot
be identified in the list. Cf. Dri. Authority, 87 f.; Sta. Ges. i. 353f.
26. After ,~n n•:l nii'ltN ntti LXX, Luc. have the insertion
,ea, 1'G &Spara

-ra ,cpvuii c1 i>.affo, ~w,a f/C

XHf'OS 'rWII 1rala<»11 •A3paaCap

{JauiAl<»s Iov,9cl ,ea, •luqa,ry,c•11 aln-a •is 'I,povua'Ai,µ.

The reference
is to 2 Sam. 8. 7, where also LXX, Luc. contain an addition stating
that Shishak made booty of these shields in his expedition against
Jerusalem recorded in our passage. Th., noticing that LXX in
Samuel renders
by x'A,3,i,a,as, while in Kings addition the word
used is Mpa-ra, infers thence that while Samuel addition is certainly
a gloss (so Wellh.), Kings addition must be based upon an
authentic text. Possibly, however, both additions are later crossreferences derived from some independent source. If original, the
sentence of LXX in our passage represents ,~~ :li:i!tl 'P?~Ml$1

•p>~

D~~

:1?9 '."'lV.,'17 '".!1ll i!I;) in nit,.
ntti] LXX, Luc. omit ,, rightly. In Pesh. the whole is

1:1~•:;i:1 M~i;t

Mi'' ,.:m
wanting.

27. i•i'E)m] We should expect iP.f!1 in continuation of t'JM, since
the shields appear to have been given permanently into the charge
of the Cl'lll"IM '1t'. Possibly, however, i•j:>11m is intended as a
frequentative, like Cl1Nr&", 1:11:l'Wi"I\ v. 28 which are used of the
recurrent occasions upon which the D'lll"l carried the shields.
,. ,l1] 'Upon the hand,' i. e. 'into the possession or cart <?f.'
So with tn.:i Gen. 42. 37, ,,,
inN mn, 'Give him into my care.'
Cf. the phrase :>.'J'r:l;'ll i•~i,, ' deliver into the power of the sword,'
Jer. 18. 21; Ezek. 35. 5; Ps. 63. 11.
D"ni '1t'] Cf. eh. 1. 5 note.
2 8. •i0] Lit. ' out of the sufficiency of,' and so, ' as often as.'
Followed thus by Infin. II 2 Chr. 12. II; I Sam. 1. 7; 18. 30;
II. 4. 8; Isa. 28. 19; Jer. 31. 19t.
Nn] Prob. 'guard room'; Vulg. armammtari'um. The word
is only elsewhere used in Ezek. 40. 7jf., where it denotes the small
guard chambers at the gates of the outer court of Ezekiel's Temple.
30. '~, n0n,01] Cf. note on eh. 12, 1-24. For this summary
ttatement by RO of warfare recorded with some detail in the;
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Annals cf. eh. 15. 6, 16, 32, and v. 19, eh. 22. 46; II. 13. 12;
14. 15, 28.
Cl~'M ;:,] Cf. cl,., 5. I 5 note.
31. The mention of the name of the queen-mother, repeated
from v. 21, occurs only here in the summary of a reign, and is rightly
omitted by LXX, Luc., Pesh., II :a Chr.
Cl'.ltc] So eh. 15. 1, 7 (twice), St. In every case, Luc.· 'Afl&a,
Pesh. J-l presuppose "!-?~ as in MT. 1 Chr. 3, 10; 2 Chr. 12. 16;
13. 1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 17, 19, 22, 23; LXX 'AfJwu, \n:,?~ as in MT.
2 Chr. 13. 20, 2 1.
We may therefore conclude that this latter
name, either in its longer or shorter form, stood originally in the
text of Kings, and was altered by a later hand into Cl'.ltc, perhaps
for the sake of making a distinction from M'.ltc of eh. 14. 1.
16. 1-8. Abi_jalt, king of Judah.
The whole account is framed by R 0 • For vv. 1-3, 7, 8 cf.
In/rod.; v. 4 ,,~ cf. eh. 11. 36; v. 5 'J, n~ i~tc cf. eh. 11. 33,
and generally for reference to David
3. 14.
1. Cl'.ltc] Luc. adds ulor 'Po{Jodµ, LXX ulor 'I,poflao.µ.
2. c,;~:itc n:i M:illC ,ac c:,~J Precisely the same statement is
made concerning Asa the son of Abijah v. 10; cf. v. 13. Hence
Ew., Ke., Ber. suggest that the mother of Abijah continued to hold
the position of il"l'::U or 'chief lady' during the reign of her gran<lso11
Asa. More probably there has occurred a very early confusion
between the mothers of the two kings which cannot now be elucidated. Kit. (Ges.) supposes that both were named Ma'acha, and that
the addition c:,,;~:itc n:i in v. 10 is an erroneous insertion from v. 2.
LXX, Luc. v. :a Maaxa, 8uyan,p 'AfJnrua'Ao:,p, v. 10 '4Jla, Svyan,p
'AfJ,o-utiM,µ, so v. 10 'AJ/a; probably an alteration made to remov~
the difficulty, the repetition of the name 'AfJ,uua'A~p being against
the originality of the reading. :a Chr. 11. :ao-22, which gives the
name of Abijah's mother as n;i~ and names her other sons,
appears to be derived from an ancient source. In 2 Chr. 13. 2 she
is called •n:;i';>, and so Vulg. Micha,a, Jos. Ant. viii. 11, § 3 Maxala;
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but LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose M.lllC rightly, ,n\.:i,c being elsewhere
a male name. So Ew., Ber., Kamp., Kit., Sitg. u. Sia.
c,,Z"l:nc] 2 Chr. 11. 20 ci,'1tc, Doubtless the son of David is
here meant, and Jos. (Ant. viii. 10, § 1) is probably correct in
saying that Ma'acha was really his granddauglzier, her mother being
Tamar the daughter of Absalom (2 Sam. 14. 27) :-1/yffo WT•po•
('Po{Jd:iµor) ml "7" /11. njr 'Ai,oAo,µ011 Svyarpo, 0ap.ap,,r Max&.,,,., 3PO/UI
«al avrqP oJuo uvn•Pii• Thus Ma'acha bore the same name as her
great-grandmother 2 Sam. 3. 3. The statement of 2 Chr. 13. 2
that she was the daughter of "i•?r!Q ~"i•tc 1 perhaps implies
(Ke., Ber.) that this Urie! married Tamar, Absalom's daughter.
4"· c,m,.:i] LXX, Luc. omit.
4b. u.:i] LXX, Luc. "" ,-i,a,a av,-oii rightly presuppose ,\~~So Kio., Kamp.
5. '2, -,.:i,.:i j:l"I] LXX omits. The words may perhaps be a
qualification inserted by a later hand. ·
6. '2, i"lt)n,0,] LXX, Luc. omit. The words are an erroneous
insertion from dz. 14. 30. Pesh. reads ~ • ~ J..>l ' Abijah
son of R.' for cp.:im, and omits the similar statement in 'D, 7.
115. 9-24. Asa, king of 711dalt.

=

Clz. 15. 13-22 2 Chr. 15. 16-16. 6.
R 0 -introduction and summary; v. 14 (cf. d. 3. 2, 3); casting
ofv.12 (cf. note on D',,2M below) and ofv. 16 (cf.c/z.14. 30) from
information derived from the Annals. From this source all further
part:culars of the reign are drawn.
12. D~p,i] LXX suitably renders ,-ar n'A.,.&r, for which Luc.
by corruption reads T'e&r OT~'Aar. er. nole on eh. 14. 24.
D\,;2n] •The idol-6/ocRs '; a term of opprobrium. Probably lit.
•Jogs' or 'rolling things,' from ,;l 'to roll'; so Ges., &c. Ew.
(Die Lelzre dtr Bibel von Goll, ii. 264) prefers to render 'doll-images,'
as rolled or wrapped up in clothes, dressed up. Smend's proposal
to connect the word with 'P.,
'dung' (Ezek. 6. 4), as is done

~>!
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L11c. ·u~t1a>.Jip. ii clearly a correction in accordance with 11.
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by the Rabbinic interpreters, is improbable. The word occurs
elsewhere in Kings, eh. 21. 26; II. 17. 12; 21. 11, 21; 23. 24
(all R 0 ); and besides, Deut. 29. 16; Lev. 26. 30 (H), and thirtynine times in Ezekiel t.
13. mo,i] The, consec. introduces the predicate after the accus.
pmdens, as in eh. 9. 21 (cf. note).
m•:uc] Cf. eh. 11. 19 note.
nY,1:10] ' A horrible thing for an ashera ' (or ' for Ashera,'
supposing the word here to denote a Canaanite goddess ; cf. note
on eh. 14. 15).
n~llC only occurs again in II 2 Chr. 15. 16, and its meaning,
'an object causing shuddering or horror,' must be determined from
the use of the verb I~~~ prob. 'tremble,' Job 9. 6t, and the
substantive n\:r~t 'trembling' or' horror,' Isa. 21. 4; Ezek. 7. 18;
Ps. 55. 6; Job 21. 6t. The nature of this 'horrible thing' is not
clear. It must have been some kind of idol or idolatrous symbol,
and Vulg., Kings in sacri's Priap,~ v. 13b simulacrum turpi'ssimum 1,
Chr. simulacrum Priap,~ finds reference to a phallus cult. This
explanation is adopted by Ew., Th., Ber., Kit.; Ew., citing the
somewhat obscure ;r;it,~, perhaps' Oh, thy wantonness I' Jei. 49. 16.
LXX, Luc., Pesh. misunderstand, and Targ. offers no elucidation.
15. ,~pi] Read
with II 2 Chr. 15. 18 and LXX, Luc.,
Pesh., Targ. 'And he brought the votive gifts of his father and h:s
own votive gifts into the house of Yahwe-silver and gold and
vessels.'
17. ncin] Er-Rdm, two hours north of Jerusalem, and a short
distance to the west of Geba (fe/Ja'). Rob. BR. i. 576; Smith,
Hist. Geogr. 251.
20, MY' nn •n,.l,] Cf. Josh. 6. 1.
18. i,:, f.l] Three Aramaean kings of this name are generally

m~,

,,Mr,

1 The rendering ,u _tsstt prinups in sa&ris Priapi, tl in lu,o eius gutm
consttraverat seems to presuppose a wrong rearrangement of words in some
such form as :,.i,,, "ll1lt mum rur~ctl~ m•ll m'MD; ii. 13b, su/nJerlitgue
spm~m eius, et confregit simulacrum tu,pissimum, is probably merely a para•
phrutic expansion of Mns'illD ml'1 •
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supposed to be mentioned in these books; cf. eh. 20. 1 ff.; II. 13.
24. Winckler, however, regards the Ben-hadad of this passage
as one with the Ben-hadad of eh. 20 ; an identification which
postulates a reign of not much more than forty yea, s in length.
Cf.Alllesl. Unltrsuehungm, pp. 6ojf. i1q, the Aram. weather-god,
is the same as Jim"! (II. 5. 18 nole); cf. the compound name
;im11"!!.1 Zech. 12. II ; Baethgen, Semi/. Relig. pp. 67 f.
i,•rn] LXX 'AC•i11, Luc., Cod. A 'A{a,j).. Ew., Th., Kio., &c.
plausibly suggest the identification of i,•in with J'T"l of eh. 11. 23,
whose name appears in LXX (11. 14) as 'Eup<»µ, Luc. 'Ea-pm•, Pesh.
Kio. regards ~,10 as the original form of the name.
19. 'l, n.,:i] 'There is a covenant between me and thee, &c.'
LXX a,d8o11 a&aS,j"'I• u·.).. is self-condemned.
20. t''P] Mentioned again in connexion with n:,]IC n•:i ,:iN and
other cities of the north, as taken by Tiglath-Pileser in the reign
of Pekah (II. 15. 29 ). Rob. suggests as the site of 1,•p the modern
1;.1~ r:;-" 'the plain of 'Ayun,' a fertile basin lying to the north
of the plain of the Ht1/eh, and south-west of the ancient Dan.
To the south of Mery' 'Ayt1n lies l6,1, probably the site of n•:i ,:iN
i1:ll/C, ·o,R. ii. 438; iii. 372f.
nN,] Th. is right in noticing that the reference, thus
phrased, is to a di'slricl, and not to a city. So, as here in plural,
Josh. 11. 2, and singular n~:.p Deut. 3. 17. In Josh. 19. 35 the
allusion seems to be to a ez'(;I "1!:.P in the land of Naphtali, while
in Num. 34. 11; Josh. 13. 27 we find mention of the Sea of
Cinnerelh 111!:.P
Josh.12. 3 n~:.p 0:. Targ., except Josh. 19. 35
where it preserves ni):,, renders io•)l, iol•l, this being the name
adopted in later times; cf. 1 Mace. 11. 67 r•.,,,,,udp, S. Matt. 14. 34;
S. Mark 6. 53; S. Luke 5. 1 r •.,,,,,uaplT, The region of Gennesaret
is described by Josephus (Bf. iii. 10, § 8) as being of marvellous
beauty and fertility, and accordingly is generally identified with
the level plain EI-Ghuwtr on the north-west shore of the lake
of Galilee; Sta. SP. 374f.; Rob. BR. iii. 348f.; Smith, Risi.
Geogr. 443. A city n~:.p may have lain in this district, but its
site is unknown.

,ohci..
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,,nil) r,M ;:, ~]

RV., Kamp. 'with all the land of N aphtali,'
taking ~ in the sense 'in addition lo,' as in Gen. 32. I 2 Cl'):l ;]7 CIM;
Ex. 35. 22; Job 38. 32. But such a use of the preposition is here
very unnatural, and LXX, Luc. [o,r, i. e. ip 'even unto the whole
land of Naphtali,' preserve a superior reading.
112 Chr. 16. 4b reads, in place of v. 20b, '?I;!~~ ~W n\)f9,r.,~ ~21. :l~J LXX, Luc., Vulg. ::i,!L incorrectly.
22. ]rCZ.til] 'Summoned.'
In this special sense only again in
Jer. 50. 29; 51. 27; Pi'el I Sam. 15. 4; 23. St.
'i') f'M] 'Without exemption'; lit. 'none was exempted,' a circumstantial clause; Dri. Tenses, § 164. For 'i') 'free' from
oblz"galion, cf. Num. 32. 22 ,11ti~,o, n,n•c Cl"i') IDM"m.
J7:l)] Now called Jeba'; south of Mukhmas (Michmash) from
which it is separated by the steep ravine called the Wat(y es-Suwdnel,
the scene of Jonathan's adventure I SaIJI. 14. 1 ff. Rob. BR. i. 440.
Mf¥~'J] Also called Mf~tl Josh. 18. 26. No modern equivalent
of the name has been discovered, but Nebi Samw(I, about five
·miles NNW. of Jerµsalem, and visible therefrom, is plausibly
regarded by Rob. (BR. i. 459.f.) and others as the site of the
ancient city. Mizpah w~ well known in connexion with Samuel,
1 Sam. 7. 5 ff., 16; 10. 17, and is described in I Mace. 3. 46
as being 1<ari11avr, 'I,povua>.~µ.

,,;l, nM n,n]

'He was diseased in his feet.' The accusative,
as in Greek, specifies tpe part affected ; cf. Gen. 3. 1 5 1El,~ mi
~,; Deut. 33. II ; al. Da. § 71; Ew. § 2fj 1, c. 3. Luc. after the
words ,mpr n11, adds bro,,,uu, 'Aua-To 1ron,po11, ,col-a gloss inserted
to assign a cause for his disease, and perhaps with reference to the
events described in 2 Chr. 16. 7-12.
23.

16. 25-32.

N adab, king of Israel.

R 0 vv. 25, 26, 29b-32.
2 7. ,:::,~~ n,::i,] ' Belonging lo the house oflssachar.' In place of
,:::,~~ LXX reads B,>.wi11, Luc. B,aaaµ&.
M~.11:l ,n:::i,,] LXX lxapaE,11 avr&•, Luc. lxapa1<0>cn11 11vrdv.
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J'ln:U] Pesh. ~ ' Gath,' an easy substitution of a well known
for a less known place. So eh.16. 15, 17.
28. m,i,, 1,c IICCIIC'] LXX roii 'AO'd 11loii 'A/Jwv.
i•nM] Luc. Baaaa. h-, ro11 'Iupa11~. LXX omits.
29. nee,:, ,::,] 'Anything breathing'; lit. '.any breath.' So
Deut. 20. 16; Josh. 10. 40; 11. 11, 14 (D'); Ps. 150. 6t.
il7] er. II. 3. 25 note on ,•et~ il7.
~ ,e,,c ,, ,:ii::,] Reference to eh. 14. 14. er. eh. 13. 26 note.
,i:ip i•:i] er. eh. 8. 53 note.
30. c•]7::,n "\&'M ,c]7::,j] er. eh. 14. 9 nolt.
'IIC"\et' •n,IIC '•] ef. eh. 8. 15 note.
32. A repetition of v. 16, rightly omitted by LXX, Luc.

,,c~

15. 33-18.

7. Ba'asl,a, king of Israel.

The whole is framed by R 0 •
18. 1-4. er. phraseology of A1}.ijah's speech eh. 14. 7-16 notes.
2. i•ll] ef. eh. 1. 35 note,
DnllCCM.l] Read Dv'>.1':i~ ' with their vain things,' as in vv. 13, 2 6
(cf. Deut. 32. 2 1 ), with LXX, Luc. ,,, roir p.aralo,r avrli11, and probably
Pesh. ,oo;.,./ ~•with the work of their hands.' So Kio.
7. ,M n::,n "\e'IIC ,in • • • M]T'IM ,::, ,in] ' Both because of all the
• evil, &c., and because he smote him.' The repeated ,, '/Jo/I, ••. and,'
is, however, rare (poetical); Job 34. 29; Ps. 76. 7; except in the
rather different class of instances cited v. 11. lnllC refers to Jeroboam
as personifying his house, and Vulg. is incorrect in paraphrasing
o!J l,ane eausam omtlil eum, hoe esl, Iehu jiliilm Hanan,; prophtlam.
18. 8-14.

Ela!,, king of Israel.

Framed throughout by R 0 , with short notices from the Annals
9, 1:aa, b, I 1•,
9. "\~ft' nnft'] So eh. 20. 16. 'Drinking to excess'; lit.' drinking,
drunk,' the two words being in apposition, and the second making
closer definition of the first. er. eh. 1. 2 note on n,,n:i my:,,
MY"IIIC] LXX 'ocrd, Luc. 'Aud.

'lit'.

xv. 28-XV/. I6
n,::i., ,1,1 ice,,11e] er: eh. 4. 6 note. Targ. strangely explains tcr\llC as
the name of an idol;-.-nnm IICM'::i:l ,, Nnll,10 IIC'!MIIC n'.:i.
ua, 12a. LXX, Luc. omit, through homoioteleuton, M'.:l ,.:i MM
tcn.:i.
-

I ( , "'l'i'.:l rn~] er. eh. 14. IO note.
1n1,1i1 i,!,ee1] 'Neilher kinsmen nor friends.'

The repeated 1,
'nez'Jher .•. nor,' or without preceding negative, 'both .•• and,' is
used idiomatically in connecting an exhaustive category on to
a previous more general statement, of which it is epexegetical.
So Num. 9. 14 'nt'O
"'1~)1 Ci~ n:~~ n,:itt n~; Gen. 34. 28
"l~ ,~1rn~1 "'l'J.7f-,~ ~ 'll C~tern~; Josh. 9. 23; Jer.
13. 14; 21. 6; Neh. 12. 28. ~ is one to whom pertain the
duties of a kinsman-in this case, the prosecution of a blood-feud;
cf. the phrase c1;:i ;~ 'the blood-avenger,' 2 Sam. 14. 11 ; Deut.
19. 6, 12, and in P Num. 35. 19, 21, 24, 25, 27; Josh. 20. 3, 5
(om. LXX), 9. For 1n1,1i1 sing. used collectively cf. Da. § 17.
12. 'l1 ,.:ii.:iJ er. eh. 15. 2 9 •
11Cll'1' ,,.:i] LXX «al ,rpor Elov as in 'ZI, I; MT. ,, ,M, where,
however, LXX reads ,,, ](f1p£ E.
13. nitccn ,.:i ,K] !,M for !,]1; cf. eh. 13. 29 note. The sins
of Ba'asha and his son are here spoken of in the terms usually
applied by R 0 to the sins of Jeroboam. See Inlroduclion.
D']l::in,] Ct: eh. 14. 9 note.
~~ 'M'IIC ''] ef. eh. 8. 15 note.

'"P.?

M"l!~?'

16. 15-20.

Zimri, king of Israel.

Rn, vv. 15a, 19, 20, frames a brief narrative drawn from the
Annals.
15. c•,n cpn,J LXX, Luc. ml .; 1rapt,4Jo>.q 'Io-pa,jA, if not a direct
paraphrase, probably arose from omission of ]1, which gave the
reading C~~iJl or l'1~1Jl, to which the translator added the
explanatory 'Io-pa~A. Cl,'M is used here, as in eh. 20. 15; 1 Sam.
14. 26 ; 30. 21 ; 2 Sam. 15. 17, of an army or m,1i'/ary delaehmml:
cf. Vulg. porro exerct°/us obsitkbal.
16. "ICM; c•,n,i Cl1M 1,10~] The use of icM,, with a subj.
I,
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different from that of the preceding clause is· idiomatic after the
verb llC~- Cf. II. 19. 9; II Isa. 37. 9; Deut. 13. 13; 1 Sam. 13. 4;
2 Sam. 19. 3.
The new subj. is really the implied obJ. of the
preceding llCW',, e. g. ~wiJ-M~ 'the report,' or 'El -r:l;i~-M~ C someone's words.' This is apparent from Gen. 31. 1 ').:l 'l"l.:li MN llC~
"\CN; 1.:i,; I Sam. 24. 10 "\t)N' c,N --,.:i, MN llCWM nc,; and, after
a verb other than llCW, II. 5. 6 "\CN!, !,N"\W' ,,c !,t,t "\ElCM lQ:1; so
perhaps 2 Sam. 13. 33; Jer. 7. 4.
More peculiar and not to be classed are the cases in which
the subj. of "\CN; is quite indefinite, and lies in a loose sense
of the connexion with the preceding clause ;-2 Sam. 7. 26 ;,l,,
,tit,~ 'l1 C'M'N M,N.:iY ,, "\CN; c!,,p i]I ,c;:,; Deut. 30. I 2, 13
'l, n,]." 'C "\t)N; NlM C'C~ tc,; Ex. 5. 19·
Quite a distinct class, however, is formed by cases in which
a passive verb is employed in the clause preceding "\CN;, and the
substitution of an active gives the subj. of "\CN; ;-"\CN; "\~~l eh.
1. 51; II. 6. 13; 8. 7; Gen. 22. 20; 38. 13, 24; Josh. 10. 17;
1 Sam. 15. 12; 19. 19; 2 Sam. 6. 12; Isa. 7. 2t; Ex. 5. 14 ~,
"\CN; , , ,
').:l 'l"lCQ:I; 1 Sam. 9. 24 "\CN; ,,
':l;
Isa. 29. 12 "\CN!, , , , "\ElCM IJ.:1~1 (cf. v. II "\CN!, , , , ,ntit ~~ "\Q:IN).
,N"\~ ,:i ,:i!,r::,,,] Luc. 11:al ifJarr{}..nHTall cl >.aor, LXX 11:al ifJarrfMIHTGII
i11 'Irrpa~>.. MT. is favoured by v. 17•.
18.
M':l r,citit] 'the Imp of the king's palace'; cf.II.15. 25.
si,w-,] Pe~h. Ot"olo, i. e. ,El,~ 'they (the besiegers) burnt &c.'
1!,c M'.:l MN] Cf. note on eh. 12. 31.

'N"'~

.,,c~ ,inc,

,,en

Civil war between the parties of rival aspirants
to the throne of Israel, Tibni and Omri.

18. 21, 22.

The short notice comes from the Annals.
21. p!,n, TN] Cf. eh. 3. 16 nolt.
!,N"\w- CJ.'M] 'The people Israel'; a case of apposition exactly
like
';J~iJ; ~"'1?~ "'i:1~ v. 24. So Josh. 8. 33t; cf. Judg. 20. 22

in

!,t,t"\~ ~N Cl,'M.

,yn!,] LXX, Luc. omit, and Kio., Kamp., Kit. regard as an erroneous dittography of the final letter of ;N"IQ:I' and the following 'Jn .

•
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m•J] On form of name cf. nole on n~ clz. 4. r r.

•'fflm] 'And llze half,' i. e. 'llze ollzer half,' in sharply defined
opposition to the previously mentioned C]m •in. LXX «al To ;J,utro
Toii ).aoii yl,,ffa& ouia"' Zap{Jp,l (Luc .• Ap{Jpi, Toii {:Jaai).,iiua& mn-011) is
probably due to desire for uniformity with the preceding clause.
22. Cl/i1 me , • , prn•i] prn thus followed by accusative only here;
' were slrong as regards the people,' so preva,1ed over them. Cf.
the similar (but poetic} use of accus. in
'I have prevailed
over him,' Ps. 13. 5. The construction is, however, somewhat
. harsh in prose, and the connexion almost demands (Kamp.) the
emendation ci,;:r-~P or c~i;~. LXX for v. 2 2a ,cal ~""10., d ).aor
d &,., d1riu"' Baµwl vioii r,.,mtl, a re-ading probably due in the first
place to omission of 'l"lCJI 'l"lMIIC , , , prM'i through homoioteleuton
with v. 2 I end.
'J:ln nc~J LXX, Luc. add ral 'I"'pafl «! ~,).cf,or awoii '" Tf ICGIPf
i«,i"f, and then, after •,cp ,,c•,, 1-'fTa ea"'"'' (Luc. To11 ea/3u,.,,l) ;
i. e. v. 22 b •~;iz:i '1.QlC '"!'rV '!JS7t~ tc•;:i::i n)!f 1•,:,~ C)i'1 •~;ir:i n9:1
'And Tibni died and bis brother Joram at that time, and Omri
reigned after Tibni.' The genuineness of this text is favoured
by the fact that the additional words supply a detail unessential
to the narrative, and thus not to be explained as a later invention.
So Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Maspero.

i•r;,?~:

16. 23-28.

Omrt', kt'ng- of Israel.

The work of R 0 , with short details from the Annals, vv. 23b, 24.
23. m~ nnNi c•~~~ m~::i] But Zimri, who reigned but seven
days, is said, v. 15, to have come to the throne in the twenty-seventh
year of Asa. It might therefore be supposed that the civil war,
vv. 2 I, 22, lasted some three or four years ; but this is precluded
by the synchronism in the case of Al}ab's accession, v. 29 'the
thirty-eighth year of Asa,' which harmonizes with v. 15, supposing
the interregnum to have been merely a matter of a few days or
months-as might be inferred from the absence of special detailand the length of Omri's reign to be correctly stated as twelve
years. It must therefore be concluded that in the synchronism
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for Omri's accession thirty-first is an error for twenty-seventh or
twenty-eighth.
'"'1Cl1] Mentioned in Mesha's inscription, II. 4f., as king of
Israel who ' afflicted Moab for many days' (Append. 1 ). In the
Cuneiform inscriptions Jehu is called' son of Omri' (Appmd. 4),
and the northern kingdom named mdl Uu-um-ri-,: ' Omri-land,'
or ma/ Bft-Uu-um-ri-a, 'Beth-Omri-land.' Cf. COT. i. 179/,
24. i,,ce-] Sta. (ZATW. v. 165 ff.) argues very plausibly for
an original vocalization frif?,~ or r.1'?t, upon the following
grounds:1. The form of the name from which i,,w is said to be derived.
First stating that ~"'lf?°ti cannot come from "'IW but only from
"'l7=l°ti, he goes on to prove the genuineness of the form
as
against "'I~, and its actual existence, together with the kindred
n1'?~ 1 Chr. 8. 21, ~,~ Gen. 46. 13; Num. 26. 24; 1 Chr. 7. 1,
as a clan name 1• ~,9~ Josh, 19. 15; ll.1 is also the name of
a d!Y, and this transference of a clan-name to a city has its analogy
in ~"90 (~0 clan name I Chr. 8. 17), ~'!lt, D~?W', &c.
2. Ancient evidence for vocalization of i,,w.
(a) Cuneiform inscriptions. Three forms of the name occur:
Sa-mir-i-na, Sa-ml-ri-na, Sa-m(-ur-na. These presuppose ~"'l'?.F
or n~ or
(b) LXX Japapna. n may represent Hebrew ai or I or t So
r,'l~ or M~F or M~F.
(c) Aramaic forms~~• r.11?'fi (Ezra 4. 10, 17).

.,W

1,1;1t.

1 That . . is preferable to '1Q'lj in the two caRS where the latter form
occurs in MT. appears from the following facts. "!Q\"e is found I Chr. 7. 32
as a proper name, probably of a clan, but in r,, 34 the name appears u
. . ( ~ in pause). Further, one of the murderers of Joash, II. 12. 22,
i1 named ~ J ~;;,; ; but that this vocalization does not rest upon ancient
tradition is clear from 2 Chr, 24. 26, where the same man is said to be son
o f ~ . a form presupposing~ and not,~. And moreover, while LXX
in II. 12. 22 reads '%ol/UJp, Luc. hu the form '21pp"1p, u in ,A. 16. 24, LXX,
Luc. '21,..J,p, '21/AF/P, '%a,J,p.
1 From names of llllima1s used as clan totems,

XVI. 24-28
(d) Testimony of LXX in eh. 16. :14. To mark derivation
from '211,.,.;,p, ~qp, Jrl~ is represented, not as usually by Ja,,.&p."',
but by °JIIJJ,•po,11, 'Ja11JJ,11p1»11, of which 'JoJJ,opo,11 (Luc., Cod. A) is a correction in accordance with MT.
Supposing therefore J\i9,~, I~!?.~ to be the original form, the
is illustrated by r.JJi'II Gen. 37. 17 (4"'8allif'), and
termination
answers to the more usual Cl~-=- which appears in the place-names
Cl~~~. Cl~JJ91. !;.!'?,~ ma7 stand together with !\it?.,, just as we
find the two names Cl~~?¥ (rll) and J\)?f.
·
.
The reason why the name should have been altered in later
times into J\i~ Sta. is not prepared to explain. He suggests the
possibility of an erroneous explanation of the Aramaic form
with d, but admits that this merely postpones the question, since
one must next inquire how the Aramaic form with Qamtf is to be
explained. That the form ~~t,I is, however, very young, appears
from the LXX rendering in eh. 16. :14.
If, as seems to be the case,
was a clan-name, the hill upon
which Omri built his city was probably already named Samaria, and
bore this name as being the possession and residence of the clan
,~. But that this fact need not invalidate the statement that Omri
bought the hill from a man named,~ may be argued from the
many occurrences of clan-names used as personal names. Thus
~ . David's foe, bears a clan-name Num. 3. :11; al., and the same
is the case with ~0 the Kenite ; Saul's son 'Esh-ba'al has the
name of the Benjamite clan )~tt Gen. 46. ZI ; al.; M?~, the name
of Ba'asha's son, and also of the father of Hosea, is found as
a clan-name Gen. 36. 41; ,, the tribal-name is borne by a prophet
in David's time; &c.
:15. 'Jl Jn'l] Cf. eh. 14. 9 nDlt.
z6. 'Jl 0~31::,i,;] Cf. v. 13.
z8. At the close of Omri's reign LXX, Luc. insert the account
of Jehoshaphat's reign=MT. cl,, 22. 41-51 with certain variations,
in accordance with the different system of synchronism which
appears in Luc. See In/rodflcli'on.

r.-=-

iw
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18. 29-34.

33. 39, 40.

A!,ab, king of Israel.

RD embodies short notices from the Annals (substance of v. 31b,
v. 32, v. 34 to
29. lMMN] Mentioned once on the monolith of Shalmaneser II
as A-!Ja-ab-bu mdtu Sir-'-/a-a,~ 'Al}ab of Israel'; cf. Append. 3,
and eh. 20. 34 note.
30b. 'll ,~] LXX, Luc. prefix (Luc. «al) l1TO"'lfHvuaTo, i. e. J11.'l,
probably correctly. Cf. v. 25; eh. 14. 9 note.
31. 'll 'i'lil •~] 'And it came to pass-was it a light thing his
walking in the sins of Jeroboam ?-and (that) he took &c.': so
RV. 'And it came to pass, as if it had been a light thing &c., that
expressing
he took &c.' For similar use of interrogative with
surprise at the lengths to which any one can go in sinning, cf.
ilb"1~ , ~ nbpiJll;:t·n~ rn~v,9 n1,n~ n•~?
Ezek. 8. I 7
Of~~ illiCf-'•n~ c•,:,~~ 0fl'.11 ')l ' Is it a light thing to the house
of Judah that they do all the abominations which they do here, for
behold &c., that, lo, they are holding the branch to their nose?'
i. e. they overleap moral offences, and indulge in definite idolatry
(sun-worship).

r,•n,,t

'I?.~,

~tt?9"'\~

~n

)~~] The name is similarly vocalized by LXX 'Ie6,{Jaa'A, Luc.
'I,6{:Jaa>., and would thus bear the meaning with Ba'al, i. e. under
his protection. Jos., however, writes '16&>/ja)..or (Ant. viii. I 3, § 1 ),
i. e. ~p~ir-i~ Ba'a/ ,"s with him, and this form is preferred by Th.,
Sta. According to Jos. (C. Ap. i. 18) Ittoba'al, who lived some
fifty years after ij:iram, was a priest of Astarte, who came to the
throne by the murder of the usurper Phelles,
33. il"l~Kil] Cf. eh. 14. 15 note.
'll Mlt'JT.'] LXX, Luc. Toii ,ro1ijua1 trapopyiuf14ra Toii trapoP'Ylaa,
(Luc. adds 11:al 1TO,ijuai) Tqv '1,uxq• awoii (LXX TOii) 1EoAo6fHU8ij"a' (Luc.
d,,8' Z.i,) l«urnrol,,u,., vrrip Jl'C1"T'Of ir.T.A., i. e. apparently c•r;,~ n~
')l ~m;> n:i n•,:,ro? i~~a-n~DJ 0'Vt::t?. Scarcely superior to MT.
Elsewhere c•c,30 II. 23. 26, 017::, eh. 15. 30; 21. 22 form the direct
obj. of c,•37::,n; and omission of ,ttiZ" •n,K '• MIIC (RD; cf. eh. 8. 15
note) is unfavourable.
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34. Luc. omits.
A phrase of R 0 used in synchronizing an event with the
preceding narrative. So II. 8. 20; 23. 29; 24. 1; and 15. 19
(emend after LXX). For similar phrases thus employed cf.ch. 3. 16
note on nc.
!,a,c,n] LXX '·'X"~>., i. e. ~'1;1~. Cf. 110/e on C"l'M eh. 5. 15:
,!,ecn n':i] Cf. nole on 'l'IC'M j:i eh. 2. 8.
l'l~:i, , , , C"l':lN:l] :i
al lhe cos/ of'; l prehi: Cf. nole on
let!l~:i eh. 2. 23. The statement suggests the possibility that
the builder sacrificed his sons, perhaps by enclosing them alive
in the foundation and wall, in order by this costly blood-offering
to secure the prosperity of his city. Or, the tradition may have
been that, through failure to perform such a rite, his eldest and
youngest born were claimed by the offended deity at the initiatory
and final stages of the building. For instances from various
sources of the wide-spread primitive custom of human sacrifice
' in order to furnish blood at the foundations of a house or of
a public structure,' cf. H. C. Trumbull, The Threshold Covenant,
pp. 46 ff.
'll "lli::,] Josh. 6. 26.
'rt)\:1]

='

Narratives of tlte Nortltern Kingdom.
I. 17-19; 20; 21; 22. 1-38. II. 1. 2-17aa; 2. 1-18, 19-22,
23-25; 3. 4-27; 4. 1-7, 8-37, 38-41, 42-44; 5; 6. 1-7, 8-23,
24-33; 7; 8. I-6, 7-15; 9. 1-10. 28; 13. 14-19, 201 21;
(14. 8-14).
This great group consists of narratives dealing with the affairs
of the kingdom of Israel. The stories are in most cases of some
length, their high descriptive power and sympathetic feeling indicating that they have their origin in the kingdom to which they
relate ; and this conclusion is substantiated by such touches a$
I. I 9. 3 n,,n,!, "le'N 11:ie- "IN:!; II. 14. 11 n,,n,!, "ltvN ;:,orv n,:i:i.
No blame is anywhere attached to the calf-worship of Bethel and
Dan, the efforts of Elijah and his successor being wholly directe<l
to the rooting out of the foreign cult of the Tyrian Ba'al.
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Certain peculiarities of diction probably belong to the dialect of
North Palestine. The following may be noticed:Suff. 2 f. sing.';>..,,..., pl.';>:-=- :-Kt. II. 4. 2 ';>.~, 3 ';i::?.'1, '1 ';>~fi~,
';>~~,. Elsewhere, sing. Cant. 2. 3; Ps. 103. 3, 4; Jer. 11. 15
(text corrupt), pl. Ps. 103, 3, 4, 5; 116. 7. Cf. Syr. suff•
. 2 f. sing. ~:., pl. 14.::_,
Pers. pron. 2 f. sing, Kt. 'T;llt :-II. 4. 16, 23; 8. 1. Elsewhere
eh, 14. 2 (cf. note); Judg. 17. 2; Jer. 4. 30; Ezek. 36. 13t.
·er. Syr.••~/~ So probably Kt. 'T;l,;>;l'I II. 4. 23 stands for
'T;llt r;,;,;l'I, as in Syr.••~~ for ..l,j/''J,i~; Duval, Gramm.
Syr. pp. 174/,
Demonstr. pron. f. nt II. 6. 19. Cf. Aram. Ml,
Infin. constr. verb n'') with suff. 'J:l!l-1')1_:lfil'.I, II. 5. 18,
perhaps presupposing form without suff. M:l-1')1_:l;i, with
termination as in Aram. Cf. Dalman, Gramm. Jud.-Pal.
Aram. pp. 289/.
Rei. ·V in U~f'!;> II. 6. 11. So Judg. 5. 7 (North Palestine);
6. 17; 7. 12; 8. 26 (prob. Ephraimitic), and uniformly in
CanL (exc. title 1. 1 ). Elsewhere only in exilic or postexilic writings 1• In Phoenician rel. is ffl with prosthetic M,
1 The particle ~ • of' is thought by some to occur upon a haematite weight
from Samaria, bearing an inscription upon either side which wu at first read as
m 1tl, ',a, :rl, •the fourth part of the fourth part of a "'fegl, (?),' and dated
rir. 8th century B.C. Careful examination of the original weight convinces
the writer that Prof. Robertson Smith (Acad4my, Nov. 18, 1893, pp. 443.ff.)
is correct in his view ( based upon a close study of the original) that the much
worn '11D :rl, upon the one side is of earlier date than the clearly cut l~ n,
npon the other, this fact being especially marked in the different workmanship
of the two inscriptioDL To add one point to others already noticed by the
Professor-in the older inscription the :r (which in the old character usually
takes the shape of a circle) is formed by four straight cuts, which give the letter
nearly the appearance of a quadrilateral. In the newer inscripfion, upon the
other hand, attempt has been made to render the rounded form of the letter,
at the cost of more than one slip of the graving tool.
It is also extremely doubtful whether the first letter of the suppoaed "1, is
really a ,z,, If, however, this be the true reading, and Prof. Smith be correct
In regarding 'ID as an abbreviation of ~ , the word is most simply to be
regarded AS an adjective in agreement with :rJi, and the inscription denotes
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n1v,:,,.

Preservation of i"I of art. after prep. l :-II. 7. 12
Kt. i"l1'~ where r II. 6. 13. Elsewhere only Cant. 1. 'l bi's.
,.. 11/"
.
er.. A ram. ....
~ ~. ,.a. •

=

Dv-ill, Dlj'.~l.111. 9.

18, 20.

Constr. with suff. pron. anticipating obj. (akin to Syr.) : I. 19. 21 "l~;:t
21. 13 n\:::irn, • • • 1i"l1Jr,1,
Indefinite use of intc a cerlain:-1. 19. 4, 5; 20. 13, 35; 22. 9
(cf. v. 8); II. 4. 1 ; 7. 8; 8. 6: add I. 21. 1, LXX,
Luc. Elsewhere I. 13. 11 (perhaps for "l!:ltt); II. 12. 10;
Judg. 9. 53; 13. 2; 1 Sam. 1. 1 ; 7. 9, 12 ; 2 Sam. 18. 10,
and late Ezek. 1. 15; 8. 'l, 8; 9. 2; 17. '[; 33. 2;
Zech. 5. 7; Dan. 8. 13, 3; 10. 5 1 •
To these may be added a few roots which betray the influence
of Aram.:-l'llV I. 20. 10; Mb'1'? 20. 14, 15, 17, 19 (elsewhere
II. 4. 28. There is also
only very late); D'1h 21. 8, u ;
a fair number of &aE >.eyy., some of which take the place of
ordinary words and thus may be dialectical; e. g. Cl~ gird,
I. 18. 46 (for "'UM, "lftc), M?'-?~ food, 19. 8 (for 'ik, l"l?~t.C,
, 1~) ; but of others nothing can be affirmed.
The narratives are clearly not all by one author.
(i} Some are histories of Elijah and Elisha, or of movements
which they instituted in the direction of religious reform. (ii) In
others the fate of the kingdom is regarded from a political stand~
point, and this as determined mainly by the action of the king;
though here also prophets play an important part as advisers and
announcers of the oracle of Yahwe. Thus both classes have
a religious colouring or motive, and may. equally be regarded as

D?r:P;

n?r;:i

'afu/1 (i.e. t:omp!ete or art:urate; cf. Dent. 25. I!'i, Prov. 11. 1) guarltr.'
In this case the difficult::!) of the obverse may be a Niph'al participle,~• stl'
or 'afPointed',· so l:!l :n, •a standard quarter.'
Pro£ Smith's article, together with other correspondence upon the subject of
the inscription, is collected in PEF. Ay. St., July, 1894, pp. uo-231; October,
1894, pp. 284-287.
' inN II. 25. 19 appears to have a certain force ; ' One Eunuch and five
men, &:c.' Cf. I Sam. 6, 7•
p
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the work of men of prophetic training, perhaps members of the
guilds which we see ·coming into prominence in some of the Elisha
stories.
(i} To the former class belong I. 17-19; 21; II.1. 2,-17ac;
2. 1-18, 19-22, 23-25; 4. 1-7, 8-37, 38-41, 42-44; 5; 6. 1-7;
8. 1-6, 7-15; 9. 1-10. 28; 13. 14-19, 20, 21.
Of these, I. 17-19 forms a continuous narrative. From the
abruptness of v. 1, no reason being assigned for Elijah's threat, and
no point of connexion existing for nir;, v. 3, it may be inferred that
the commencement of the story has been omitted or abbreviated
by R0 , and the specification ,11,l '.:lft'nD '.:ltmn ,.,,;M thus represents
his summary introduction. The sequel also, in strict accordance
with 19. 15, 16, is lacking, only one part of Yahwe's commission
being fulfilled, vv. 19-21.
I. 21 is clearly out of place in MT., breaking the connexion
between eh. 20 and its sequel cl,. 22, and LXX, Luc. are no doubt
correct in placing this narrative immediately after cl,. 19. The
dislocation may have been due to the desire to bring the prophecy
of ~ab's death (21. 19} nearer to the account of its occurrence
(22. 35.lf.), and perhaps in a minor degree to the description of the
king's mood as si11n ic in 20. 43 as in 21. 4.
Most critics(Wellh., Dri., Kamp., Benz., Kit.; but Kue. is uncertain:
Ond. § 25. '1) assign I. 21 to the same author as I. 17-19. Thus
Wellh. cites as points of contact the central position occupied by
Elijah, his eagle-like swoop upon Al].ab at the right moment, and
the formulae n,ecn c,i.:iin il"llC 'M"I 21. 1 (but cf. note ad loc.)
as 17. 1'7, 'tc
'M"1 21. 17 as 'tc
M'n ', ,:ii, 18. 1.
On the other hand, it may be maintained that Elijah is not really
the central figure as in I. 17-19. He does not appear upon the
scene until v. 17, and then takes scarcely a more conspicuous
position than Micaiah in 22. 8 ff. The king and his action form ·
the centre of interest both at the beginning and end of the narrative.
Further, Kue. notices the absence of any reference in 21 to 17-19
and vice versd, the murder of Naboth forming the single crime
of Al}.ab and Jezebel in the one story, while in the other the sole

,ec ,, ,.:i,

,ec
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pivot is the struggle between Yahwe and Ba'al. This, however,
is a point of slight moment, and no definite conclusion can be
reached as to the relative authorship of the two sections.
Of far greater interest and importance is the question of the
connexion ofl. 21 with its natural sequel II. 9. 1-10. 28. Critics
generally argue or assume that the latter section is by a different
author to the former, and most (Wellh., Dri., Kamp., Kit.) assign
II. 9/. to the writer of I. 20. 22; II. 3. 4-27, &c. (see below).
The argument against identity of authorship of I. 21 and II. 9f.,
as stated by Wellh., is based upon supposed discrepancy in detail.
While in I. 21 it is the vi,uyard of Naboth which is mentioned,
and this is described as ~nee ~:,1n ~llet (v. 1 ), II. 9. 21-26 alludes
to the nm np,n, i. e. his portion or estate, which lay outside the
city. Again, I. 21. 13 records only the death of Naboth, while
ll. 9. 26 speaks also of the blood of his sons as calling for
vengeance.
On the other hand, the following considerations clearly make
for the unity of the two narratives:II. 9. :nb, the meeting of Joram ben-Al}ab with Jehu actually
upon the estate of Naboth, is a touch of high dramatic power which
demands that the writer should not only have known the story of
Naboth (proved by vv. 25, 26), but should actually have written
it down himself as an introduction to the sequel II. 9/.
Thus a presumption is created in favour of our Naboth narrative
being the story thus written.
The parallels between the prediction I. 21. 19, 23 and the
fulfilment II. 9. 25, 26, 36 cannot be insisted upon, because
I. 21. 19.ff. has been largely amplified by R 0 (see notes ad loc.),
and it is not now possible certainly to determine the original kernel
of Elijah's prediction. It should, however, be noticed that the
usual method of R O is to expand rather than to excise, and, if this
plan has here prevailed, the original speech must be contained in
vv. 19, 20, 23b. The disagreement in points of fact between I. 21
and II. 9 proves upon examination to be non-existent. Al}.ab'a
dispute with Naboth arose in the first instance about a vineyard
p 2
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adjoining the palace, but this was only a portion of Naboth's
estate (np,n), the whole of which would lapse to the king supposing
that the family of Naboth became extinct. And I. 21. 15, where
Jezebel tells A~ab to go down and take possession of the vineyard,
clearly implies the extirpation of the whole family: in the statement
nc ,:, '" n,::u )'tc ,:, the name n,::u means Naboth and /,is sffll, just
as much as in v. 19 MN D.1 ']Ci means the blood of A~b and l11"s
son (cf. v. 29b).
Most decisive, however, is the question of the supposed unity
of II. 9. 1-10. 28 with I. 20. 22; II. 3. 4-27; 6. 8-7. 20. If
this be granted, the diverse authorship of I. 21 and II. 9/. seems
necessarily to follow, since I. 21 can scarcely be regarded as of one
piece with I. 20. 22. The place where the dogs lick the blood
of A~ab, 22. 38, is discordant with the prediction of 21. 19, and
in general the interest of the writer of 20. 22-mainly, if not
wholly, political-and his sympathetic feeling for the king of Israel,
preclude the supposition that he is also the author of the Naboth
story.
Wellh. cites the following coincidences in phraseology of II. 9/.
with I. 20. 22, &c. :-,,n::i ,,n II. 9. 2; I. 20. 30; 22. 25; m,n
tarry, II. 9. 3; 7. 9; c,cn ::i:i, 9. 18; 7. 14; ,,,, 1Elii II. 9. 23;
I. 22. 34; 'M ~ II. 10. 14; 7. 12; I. 20. 18; tc,n II. 10. 27;
6. 25. The importance of this collection is, however, open to
doubt, since it contains no striking phrase, but such only as might
be expected to occur in narratives nearly contemporaneous, and
having, in the main, the same subjects in common.
On the other hand, a point of phraseology, apparently hitherto
overlooked, sharply separates between II. 9/. and I. 20. 22, &c.,
and seems absolutely to preclude the theory of a common authorship. This is the title which is ordinarily applied to the king
in the course of the narrative.
I. 20. 22; II. 3. 4-27; 6. 8-7. 20 are, as might be expected,
bound together by the use of a common title. In all the writer's
and the proper name of the king, if it
phrase is
occurs at all, is in. nearly every case reserved for the necessary

,N""I~ ,,c,
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specification at the commencement of a section. The facts are as
follow:!. 20 ,te.,~ ,,e ::itente vv. 2, 13; ,te"'\eri 1,c eleven times, viz.
vv. 4, 7, 11, :n, 22, 28, 31, 32, 40, 41, 43; ,,en vv. 38, 39 bis;
.:»cnte simply v. 14.
I. 22 ,te"'\eri
seventeen times, viz. vv. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
18, 26, 29, 30 bis, 31, 32, 33, 34; ,,en vv. 15 bis, 16, 35, 37h,
II. 3. 4-27 ,te,eri
eight times, viz. vv. 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 bis;
::itente simply v. 5 (probably from another source); 0,,n, ,,en v. 6.
II. 6. 8-7. 20 ,te"'\e,'I 1,c seven times, viz. 6. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21,
26; ,,en ten times, viz. 6. 28, 30; 7. 2, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17 bi's, 18.
On the other hand, in II. 9 the king of Israel is called
or
0"'\\M' simply nine times, viz. vv. 14 bis, 16 bi's, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24;
once ,,en 0,,rr v. 15; and once ,te"'\e,'I 1,c 0,,n, in direct distinction from
1,e 'lii'rMN v. 21; Bever ,te"'\~ 1,c simply. The
double occurrence of
simply in v. 16 is specially to be noticed,
1
1rnec, the specifisince, on account of the proximity of
cation !,te"'\~ ,,e might have been expected.
Similarly, in I. 21 .:lNMM simply is usual; nine times (omitting the
prophecy vv. 21-26), viz. vv. 2, 3, 4, 8, 15, 16, 20, 27, 29. .:lNMM

,,e

,,e

0,,,

n,,.,,

)1"'\f3'

,,e

V. I j

0,,,

,te"'\~ 1,C

n,11,

.:lNMN

V.

,,e ,n

18.

Now though this agreement in form of reference to the king
cannot be pressed to prove idmli'!, of authorship for I. 21 and II. 9,
any more than the fact that I. 17-19 always speaks of ::lNMN simply
can be used to connect this section with I. 21, because different
writers may easily have employed the same so obvious citation
of the proper name ; yet the fact of disagreement in form of
reference between I. 21 and I. 20. 22, &c., ought to be emphasized
as demonstrating divers,'!, of authorship •
• It is true that in I. 20. 22, &c., the general use of
may
be explained as prompted to a large extent by contrast to 0"'\N
but this does not sufficiently account for the almost total omission of
the king's proper name, which would certainly have occurred far more
frequently had the author of II. 9 been the writer of these narratives.
Contrast especially I. 22, II. 3. 4-27, where (excepting 3. 6) the

,te,eri

,,e,,e ;
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names of Al}.ab and Joram are never mentioned in spite of the close
connexion with ni,r,, -pc t:l!l~M', with II. 9, where in connexion with
n,,n, 1?rl ,r,,m11e the usual form of citation is c,,,. ciw simply.
And, again, notice the use of 1?rll'I simply five times in I. 22, ten
times in II. 6. 8-7. 20, where the desire for distinction from
ciitt 1~'0 cannot have been in the writer's mind, and the occasion
might have been suitable for the use of the king's proper name.
By this point, therefore, the diverse authorship of I. 20. 22, &c.,
and II. 9 seems to be proved, and thht dissociation adds weight
to the arguments which have above been put forward in favour
of the unity of II. 9. 1-10. 27 with I. 21.
II. 1. 2-171.• is from a different source to the preceding Elijah
narratives. This fact is marked by the form of the name M!~
vv. 3, 4, 8, 12, peculiar to this section, and generally by the inferior
literary merit of the composition. The story is probably much
later than I. 17-19, I. 21 and sequel.
II. 2. 1-18, Elijah's translation, links itself closely on to some
of the longer Elisha narratives which follow, as their introduction ;
but also might have formed a suitable close to the Elijah history,
of which we possess a fragment in I. 17-19, if this can be thought
to have gone on to embody also a history of Elisha. The following
coincidences between the narratives are worthy of notice, andsuggest
that I. 17-19; II. 2. 1-18; 4. 1-37, to which we may add II. 5, may
be the work of one author. In the case of II. 8. 7-15; 13. 14-19
the evidence is too slight to build upon.
EliJah.

Elisha.

1.17.8-24. Miraculousprovision
for the widow of Zarephath
during famine,and the raising
of her son from death.

II. 4. 1-7. Miraculous provision
for the wife of one of the
sons of the prophets.
II. 4. 8-37. Raising to life of
the son of the Shunammite
woman.
II. 4. 31. ~~r~ ~Pr~.

I. 18. 26. n~~
29.

~~

r~

r~

~p 1'~1;
n~ r~ ~P r~.

XVI/.
Elifalz.

I
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Elisha.

.,i:ir~-

I. 18. 42. nntt
I. 19. 13, 19. Mention ofElijah's

II. 4. 34, 35. ''~ '1;:ir!l,
II. 2. 8, 13, 14. ib.

n·ntt.
II. 2.

2,

4, 6.

-ca:c 'lJ'1~-,ti1 ''

'tl

1.a1¥.,,
IL 2. '[.
iin;,.

,~,Q "f?P!l ; 15 •• i,~1!1

II. 2. 1 '1 · ~:n,p
II. 2. 12. ~~

i:::i,,,~!1-

~1 '~\C ';\C

II. 4. 30. ib.

II. 4. 25. c,;:,S~;:i ~11:C nltt7:p '~
,~~r:ii:,ic.
II. 8.11. ~,11 ~!}.
II. 13. 14. t"b.

''f19t
The short Elisha stories are probably popular tales handed down
orally at first, and not put into writing till some considerable time
after the longer narratives.
(ii) The second class includes I. 20; 22. 1-38; II. 3. 4-2'[;
6. 8-23, 24-33; 7; (14. 8-14). All these, with the exception
of 14. 8-14, deal in the same style with the same subject-Israel's
relations with Aram, and may not improbably flow from one hand.
Notice especially the close bond of connexion between I. 22. 4, '1
and II. 3. '1, 11.
II. 14. 8-14, which stands apart from the other narratives, is
marked as probably North Palestinian in origin by its tone, and
especially by the reference v. 11 n-nn,, '1e'N ~ M'~. Cf. I. 19. 3.

17. El(j'alz /he prophet predicls llzree years of famine. He is
supported al llze brook Kerfllz ~ ravens, and afterwards al
Zarephallz ~ a widow, wlzose means of subsistence lze mi'raculous{y
maintains. He raises llze widow's son from death.
17. 1. '~mn] So clz. 21. 1'[, 28; II. 9. 36; 1. 3, 8.
place Tishbe see below.

On the

'1l7~l ';~l'lt;)] R.V. 'Of the· sojourners of Gilead.' :::i~r-i occurs
thirteen times elsewhere-eleven times in the Pentateuch exclusively
in P and H, and in I Chr. 29. 15; Ps. 39. 13. The word may
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thus, but for this occurrence in Kings, be judged to be late.
:i~n is found eight times II "'I!, viz. Gen. 23. -4; Lev. 25. 23, 35,
41 bi's; Num. 35. 15; 1 Chr. 29. 15; Ps. 39. 13; II "'1'.;>f four
times, viz. Ex. 12. -45; Lev. 22. 10; 25. 6, -40; while the participle
D"i!;:'I refers to 0~:i~l'I Lev. 25. -45. Thus :i~n has much the
same meaning as "U-a foreigner dwelling in the midst of Israel,
and, if it can be in any way distinguished from this latter, seems
to denote residence of a more fortuitous or transitory character;
cf. Gen. 23. -4; Ps. 39. 13; 1 Chr. 29. 15. Elijah is thus said
to have been a foreigner who had been sojourning, probably for
a short time merely, in the region east of Jordan-a statement
which ill accords with his zeal in extirpating the foreign Ba'al cult,
and confirming the worship of Yahwe in the kingdom of Israel.
It should be noticed further that the scriplio difecliva of the
JJoltm in •;tr-i is not found elsewhere among the thirteen other
occurrences of the word, and is unnsual in the case of ii arising
out of the diphthong aw.
The difficulty thus apparent is met by the rendering of LXX
ltr. eurfjo,-,, njr rMaaB, Luc. cS ltr. 8ftrtrtf3o,.,, njr ra>.aaB, i.e. '~'1T;1T;>
i1t?~ (n;rT;li;>) ' of Trshbe in Gt7tad.' Thus the gentilic ~;fT;l;:'1 is
further elucidated, and the native city or village of the prophet
is named, as might have been expected; cf.ch.19. 16; II. 14. 25;
al. So Jos. (Ant. viii. 13, § 2) /,r. ,r&>.,.,r e,u,fJ&,"'1" .,-ijr rMaBin&r
,c&>par, and among modems Ew., Th., Wellh., Kamp., Benz., Kit.,
Sia. u. Sieg., &c. Kio., who reads • aus Thisbe Gileads' in his text,
suggests in the notes that LXX cS ,rprxJ,;,r-,,r (e,ufJi.,.,,r) cS ltr. e.1
stands for ':lffl~ ':;if;:'I, and that this is a corruption of ~;~ '\1;;i:i
'the Jabeshite of Jabesh Gilead.' This, however, must presuppose that ';fT;l;:'I is a corruption in all its six occurrences.
A place named Tishbe in Naphtali is mentioned Tobit 1. 2 : &r ,ixp.a)..,.,-ev9r, /-,, ~,upa,r. 'Enl"trtTapou nii {!Jauc'Alo,r 'Atr1T1Jpio,-,, ltr.
eiufJ,,r (Cod. A eifj,,r), ;/ fOT&P ltr. &f&AI.,, Kv&c:ir 'rijf Nrf/,8Mtlp. ,.,, ...;

i11?,

1 According to Field, in some texts 6 •~~ stands alone without e,v/Un,r.
His note is:-• Sic Aid., Codd. III, XI, #, 55, 6-4, 71, alli (inter quos 247),
Syro-hex. (cum )...a.L •" in mug.), Ann. 1.'
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rMu>.aif wrpa"°' 'Atnip, Thus the statement 'Tishbe of Gi1tad'
may be intended to make distinction from this other place of the
same name.
Van Kasteren (Ztilsclir. d. deulscli. Pal. Vertins XIII, 207 ff.)
identifies n:l~ with El-islib upon the Jebtl Aj1tJn, some ten miles
north of the Jabbok, and supports the metathesis (sl for Is) by
comparison of Ar. Ttl/ semak Sycaminos. To the south-east
of Isli'b lie the ruins of a quadrangular chapel now bearing the
name of 11-far E/yiis, and near to this "is an insignificant grave
which is said to be the grave of the prophet.
'l, ', 'M] er. cl,. 18. 15; II. 3. 14; 5. 16.
'M"lt" 'M'M ''] LXX Kvp&or cS e,or T<iil' av..ap.fO>I', cS e,or 'Iupafj'A.
Luc. omits. Inv. 14 LXX, Luc. Kiip,or, Elijah's expression elsewhere cl,. 18. 15; 19. 10, 14 is n,M:lY 'M'M '', and this, taken in
connexion with the fact that ,M"le" 'M'M ,, is most generally
a redactional phrase (cf. cli. 8. 15 nolt), favours the reading in v. I
n,M:lY ,n,M \ and in v. 14 mn' merely.
,n,c31 ,~] 'Before whom I stand,' i.e. wliose servant I am,
the phrase being employed in the idiomatic sense noticed cli. 1. 2
110/e. The perfect is here used of an action commencing at some
point of time indefinitely anterior, and continuing into the
present.

=

''JEI'

'l, n,t-cn C'JWM n,n, CM] According to Jos. (Ant. viii. 13, § 2) this
drought is mentioned by Menander the historian among the events
of the reign of Ittoba'al of Tyre, and its duration is stated as one
full year :-l'ffW'ITO' ai Tijr al'Op.flplar TQ1JT1/S 1101 Mil'O..apor ;,, Ta&r
'18"'/3a'Aov T<iil' Tvp[o,,, fJaui'Alo,r ,rpaf,a, 'Al-y•• oih-o,s• " a/3poxia T ltr'
amii f""/fllfTO a7rO TOii 'Y,r,p/3,pualov /Ul"OS lo,r TOV ixop./llOV fTOVS
0

'Yrr1p/31p1Talov, l,c1T1la11 ,,. amii

71'0&1/fTO#'(JIOV

11,pavi,o~r

~w

/3•/3'A11-

llfl'O', 11,TJ..,"

2. '''M] LXX, Luc. here and in v. 8 rrpor 'H>.noii ('H'Aaa•), if not
paraphrastic, seems to be an easy error ,n,,t-c ('M) for
er.
v. 11 where
M"II'" is rendered 11al •/36'1u,v 3rr,uo, aimjr 'H'Anoii.
For MT. cf. cl,, 19. 9.
4. 'l, M'm] The substantive verb merely serves loosely to

"''It

,,,tt.
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introduce what follows. Dri. Tenses, § 121 Obs. 1, quotes also
Ex. 4. 16; Ezek. 47. 10, 22.
6. Cl"M'.ltl] 'Were bringing.' The stress is on the continuity
of their action during a period of some length.
'l, ,w:i, r:in,] LXX, Luc. ~ow ,-c\ ,rpool. «al «pia ,-o &iA,,s-,
favoured by Kio., Kamp., Kit. upon the ground (Kio.) of a
supposed reference to Ex. 16. 8, 12.
7. Cl"C" J'i't)] ' At the end of some days'; undefined. So Gen. 4. 3;
2 Sam. 14. 26t. er. Neh: 13. 6. The use of Cl"C" v. 15 is similar.
9. nnE>iY] The modem $arafand, a large village near the sea,
and some eight miles below Zidon. er. Rob. BR. 4'14./f. So
Jos. (Anl. viii. 13, § 2):-,ro?u11 oll« lfiroo0,11-rijr 2,&cii110r ,cal. Tvpov, 1-'ffaii,
10.p «tiro,.

cw n:n,.,,] LXX, Luc. omit.
10. tc:i",] LXX, Luc. omit.
"~f;J 'In /lzt vessel.' So,~. no9~ v.

eh. 1.

12.

ef. note on Cl""U.l.l

I.

""I''] The first radical is thus preserved only again in imperat.
sing. masc. l"ll2? Ex. 29. 1; Prov. 20. 16; Ezek. 37. x6t.
1 2. l'l,'t)] 'A cake'; only again in the doubtful passage Ps. 35. I 6.
The more usual word is n~~ v. 13 ; al., possibly so named from its
rounded or lwi'sled shape, if we may suppose a connexion with
Ar.
'to be curved or distorted.' Pesh. 'Pt» ~ ti-l
1 1.

2

ii

J,

Targ. Clll"l"tl "' n"N ClN presuppose ~tt'r "' rt"' CllC 'I have nothing,'
a reading which, as Th. notices, agrees better than MT. with the
following 'l' ClM ":I, and is therefore preferable. So Kio.
"~1~] LXX, Luc. presuppose "~~ 'and for my clu1drm '; and
so v. 13 "!!~~;~ for "!1~1~. So Th., upon the ground that the pl.
agrees better with nn,:i 'her household,' v. 151 and that MT.
vocalization may be due to 'l/V. 17 ff. These latter verses, however,
certainly convey the impression that the boy was the widow's on[y
son, and this perhaps gains confirmation from the parallel story
of Elisha, II. 4. 8 ff.
11,. M?;>J:1] The final syllable anomalously vocalized after the
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analogy of verbs t-c'',; cf. m;,~ Dan. 10. 14 1• For cases of the
converse change-true M'', vocalized as n'',, cf. Mf~ eh. 9. 11 ;
Mt)MEccl.8.12; 9.18; 'J:IM~1II.2.:n; 'J:IM~iPs.119.101; G-K.
§ 75 oo; Sta. § 143 f, Rem. 1 a.
Jnn] On Kt. cf. eh. 6. 19 nole.
15. M'"l-et,r, !,::,t-cn,] Q're, which is postulated by the fem. verb,
has the support of LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ.
16. ,c,n t-c!i] The predicate agrees with Jm', the principal number
of the compound subj., and not with MMl)'!r as in v. 14. Naturally
it is the oil and not the cruse which is thought of as not failing.
er. 0'MM 0,,:ll MQ:.'I) I Sam. 2. 4; !,l)Q:,' OiM n,n:u 'J'JI Isa. 2. I I.
Ew. § 317°; Da. § n6, Rem. 2.
17. M':ln n!,31:i] 'The mistress of the house.' Similarly M':lc"I !,31:i
Ex. 22. 7 (E); Judg. 19. 22, 23. Klo.'s ingenious suggestion to
emend n~~;:i n~~~~ •in the upper chamber of the house,' regarding
this as a gloss from v. 19, is in fact refuted by the statement of
that verse, ,n!,31".
~l] Luc. "'vo,} {o,ijr suggests 0'?tl n~~ as in Gen. 2. 7. For
MT., supported by LXX, Vulg., Pesh., Targ., cf. Dan. 10. 17.
18. ,,, ,!, iw] • What have I and thou (in common)?' i.e.' What
concern hast thou with my affairs?' The phrase occurs again in
II. 3. 13; Judg. 11. 12; 2 Chr. 35. 21 ; 0::i!,, ,!, ni, 2 Sam. 16. 10;
19. 23, and in each case deprecates outside interference. This is
further illustrated by NT.; S. Matt. 8. 29 Tl 111'i. «al aol, 11J, 'l'Oii e,oii;
~Ou U, "'f'O 1ta,poii fJaaa11laa& 111'4'; S. Jo. 2. 4 Tl Ip.al 1tal aol, ywa,;
oihro, q1tfl 11 &,pa p.ov. er. also s. Matt. 27. 19 l''IOOI aa& ml Tf &1t~
i1t,l'llf. By 'l, ,!,t,t nM:l the woman seems to mean that the man of
God, by living in her house, has directed God's attention to her, and
that some secret sin, perhaps unknown to her and which might otherwise have escaped detection, has been the cause of her son's death.
19. ,ni,c] LXX, Luc., Pesh. seem to have read "9~:i.
1 Here, however, the :vocalization may have been determined by ~ of
Gen. 49, 1, which seems to have suggested the words of Daniel. Cf. Bc,,an,
ad lac.
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20.

,,unc]

corrupt.

Hz'thpo'lel only here, Hos. 7. 14 being probably
Heb. Lex. Oxf. cf. Ar. x. .)~I 'seek hospitality with.'

2 1. ,,en.,,] 'And he stretched himself out'; the only occurrence
of the reflex Hi'lhpo'el. er. the similar action of Elisha, II. 4. 34,
and of S. Paul with Eutychus, ,car~s a. o Ilo~os nrmran, aw\i,
Acts 20. 10. LXX, Luc. make the guess 1eal /,,,!f,w-qan,.
~,i' !,31] !,31 in place of ,ec; cf. eh. 1. 33 note.
2 2. ,,,,, • • , }1C~] LXX ,col lylllffo oiiTG11s (Luc. adds ,col /,rraTpaf/,11
,; i,vxq Toii ,ra,3aplov rls avrcS11), ,col ~f1&11a111 ro ,ra13dpw11. Here, no
doubt, the words of MT. have fallen out through the homoioteleuton
,:iij:I !,31, while, as Kio. suggests, ,,,,, was read as ,.,,,, and possibly
the first few words of v. 23 gave rise to i?!t' IC1P,!l. The additional
words of Luc. represent a later attempt to restore the true text.
24. nt nn31] So II. 5. 22t. er. eh. 14. 6 note.

18. Eli/alls meelz'ng wz'lh At,ab i'n the llu'rd year of the famrill.
After lhe conies/ belwem Yahwe and Ba'al, and /he des/rue/ion of
Ba'al's prophets, /he raz'n ,i sent ~ Yahwe.
18. I. 'J, Cl'!li Cl~' 'l'M] 'And there were many days, and the
word &c.,' i. e. 'And when many days had elapsed, the word &c.'
For the sing. verb preceding the pl. subj., cf. eh. 11. 3 note.
Elsewhere the phrase Cl'i;>,;> 'i'.l;l occurs, Josh. 23. I ; Judg. 11. 4;
15. it, and so, according to Th., 3 Codd. in our passage; but the
rendering of the Verss. is ambiguous as to the original text, and
cannot be cited (Th., Kio.) in support of the alteration.
4. 0!,::,!,::,, ••• ClN'!lr,,,J 'Ht'd them (once for all) and used lo fled
them (at stated intervals).'
~N c•~n] LXX ,care\ (Luc. dvci) ,ru,rq1eoJ1T"a, Vulg. quz'nquagmos
tl quz'nquagmos, Pesh. ~ ~ . Targ. tti:U r~n rwn
presuppose the distrib. Cl~Q Cl'~Q 'by fifty,' which is doubtless
correct. ef. V, I 3•
mw~J Cf. eh. 13. 14 note.
5. y,N!l 1'] LXX t.rvpo ,col 31/>..8wJ1,f11 i,rl ti11 -yij11 (Luc. 111 rj r.i)
presupposes n~f ~~ '!J.?, agreeably to the following Nm-', and
to v. 6 n:i ,:ip,. So Th., Klo., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
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nDn:l JD n•i:u tti,,] Impossible. Even a forced translation can
merely give the sense that Al)ab feared to lose somt only of the
beasts, while the context clearly demands expression of the apprehension lest the whole should perish. The true text is given
by Luc. ,cal O;,I( JEo">..o8fH1J8qa-rra, alf,' '7/,U»I' ICT'7"'7, i. e. u,i;, M".\¥,i
n9::,~ ' /hat ea/tit be not cul offfrom us.' So Wellh.
6. r,ten] LXX, Luc., Pesh. suggest '!J1lt'; inferior to MT.
,,:l;] LXX, Luc. omit in reference to Al}ab.
7. in~~] LXX, Luc. «al la-,nva-••• i. e. ,~~!, preferred by Th.,
Kio. MT., however, agrees well with the fact that Obadiah had
not before seen Elijah {cf. his question in Lhis verse, and his
statements as to himself vv. ub, 13), and must therefore have
recognized him from popular description of his appearance.
MT nnten] The enclitic i"lf gives point and vivacity to the interrogation. So v. 17; 2 Sam. 2. 20, and in an indirect question Gen.
27. 21+. With omission of n, Ml MJ;ltt Gen. 27. 24t. ef. nolt on
nr no, eh. 14. 6.
8. 'lM] Luc. omits.
10. Jr:lw.''ti j'M iictti] 'And when they said, He is not {here),
he would take an oath of &c.' LXX, Luc. render 31":l~m by ,cal
,.,/,rP11a-u,, rightly recognized by Kio. as a corruption of ml bJ,r).'la-a,
i. e. ]r:lWili.
n:ite::n:>• "' •:,] ' That he could not find thee.' Dri. Tenses, § 37 fJ.
1 x.
mn] LXX omits.
12. 'li "'l~M ,:11 1M~] Unless ,:11 be merely used in place of
(eh. 1. 38 note), the constr. is pregnant: 'carry thee off (up) and
ltt~-i,
set thee down upon.' er. II. 2. 16 iljtt~

M'1

,n,;M

,te

~n;;,?r!l "' ~,

'l, r::i•"!:;i;,.
1 3. 'li iln t-t,n] For impers. passive governing the accus., cf.
eh. 2. 21 note.
M:lnMi • , • •n•~ "'l~M nt-t] 'That which I did .•• how I hid &c.'
er. eh. 2. 5 110/e.
15. 'li •n] er. eh. 17. 1 nott.
'li r::ii•n •:,] •:, introducing the substance of the oath. Ch.
2. 23 nole.
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16. :itcntc
'K ,,,, r,.,:1.

1''1] LXX, Luc. a:al lfiapa,u11 'Axaa/3 ml hofHvBr,, i. e.

Th. notices that such haste is wholly conformable
to the statement of v. 10.
18. r:i•,y:in] 'The Ba'als.' Some contempt is conveyed by the
use of the plural as contrasted with the one Yahwe. Cf. 1 Sam. 7. 4
'And the children of Israel put away the Ba'als and the Astartes,
and served Y ahwe alone.' The plural D•'Y:i.i has reference to the
various local forms under which the Canaanite Ba'al was worshipped;
cf. !l\!l} ,P~, n•i~ ,P~, ,~y,
and the place-names (local sanctuaries) ~010 'SI~,,~ 'P-,
'P~, al. For instances from CIS.
of Phoenician titles of special Ba'als, cf. Dri. Sam., pp. 49/.
19. ,y:i.i] LXX, Luc. T'ijr aluxvnir, and so v. 25; i.e. ~':I
'/l,e shameful /lung' substituted by a later hand, as in Hos. 9. 10
n~!:, t'llf~ i\y,-,~ ~ ~lJ; Jer. 3. 24; 11. 13. Cf. also the
same alteration in the proper names ~1~ 2 Sam. 11. 21 for~~
Judg. 6. 32; nnT~ 2 Sam. 2. 8 1 for
1 Chr. 8. 33; n~•~'?
2 Sam. 4. 4 for ~P- !!'if? 1 Chr. 8. 34; 9. 4o& or 'S!~""'i'? 1 Chr. 9. 40b.
In these latter cases ;y:i appears to have been used !lS a title of
Yahwe, an ancient practice which was afterwards discouraged
by the prophets (cf. Hos. 2. 18), and finally disappeared. Cf.
Dri. Sam., p. 95.
M"IMt) J1!l1M Tnlffll'1 'M'!!:1] Wellh. (so Sta., Kamp., Benz., Kit.),
calling attention to the absence of ntc before 'M'::0 and to the omission
of any mention in uo. u, 40 1, regards these words as a gloss, upon
the ground that mlffl was not confused with the goddt1s
until much later times. Cf. cl,. 14. 15 nolt. Pesh. gives the number
as 450.
20. , ~ 1l!l ,::i:i] LXX, Luc. are preferable in omission of 'l!l ;
dr irma 'Iuptn1~.
Cl'M'::OM ntc] LXX, Luc. trmar T'our trpot/>qnr. Pesh. ,°"/ .aoo
) ~ 'and gathered the men' may perhaps point to a reading
Cl~, with suffix of indefinite reference.

,si~.

nt~V

,si~"

n-m

1

1

Elo-JJdaA is the reading of Cod. 93 Holmes and ol Aonrol, i. e. 'A., :S., e.
LXX, Luc. make the addition in 11. 22 nl ol ~ T'oii &At,,_ (Luc.

ffl QAri'n,)

Tff~IO,,
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21. ',n 'n1' ip] 'How long are ye limping upon the two different
opinions?' The attempt to combine two religions so incompatible
as Yahwe-worship and Ba'al-worship is compared t~ the laboured
gait of a man walking upon legs of different length. D'ElJ10 appears
to mean divisions, as rendered by Pesh.,~, Targ. r,u~\I>, Vulg.
parles 1 ; cf. 'l'J/9 'cleft• or 'fissure• of a rock, Judg. 15. 8, 11;
Isa .. 2. 21; 57. 5; .'branch' Isa. 17. 6; 27. 1ot. D'~~\e' 'thoughts'
(as dividing or distrac~ng the mind, Ges.) Job 4. 13; 20. 2t may
be the same word. LXX, Luc. render by roir i)'l'11<Us, and this is
followed by Ew., Th., Benz., who explain D'ElJ10 as 'knee-cavities
(Kniekehlen), the place where the bone is divided,' and regard
the saying as a proverb of Elijah's time.
22. DJ7M ,tc] Pesh. omits. Targ. m,p !,::,!,.
23. un'I\] 'So let them give.' The , is, however, not expressed
in the Verss., excepting Targ.
24.
Dlt':l] LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose additional ',:tS~,
probably an easy gloss in antithesis to the preceding 0::,,n,ec.
D'M~MM tcin] ' He is the God,' i. e. lht true God Cf. v. 39.
"llin lU:~] LXX, Luc. add l;l°W'IJ "I~; but for MT. cf.
2. 38, 42.
25b. n,'ffl , , , itMi,i] Pesh. omits.
26. U)J1 !,pl>i] The repetition of LXX, Luc. 'E,raovao• '71'9",
cS BciaA, haovcro• '7/WJ" is probably an imitation of v. 37.
~rcn
inc,El,,] 'And they limped around the altar.' iMIDEl,,,
the intensive of the word used in v. 21, describes with some scorn
the panlom1'm1't: dance (Ke., Th.) of the priests. L,OC, Luc. ml
a,n-/Mx.o•; Vulg. lransilitbanlque, Pesh. aa.~Llo 'exerted themselves,'
Targ. t=nli"-'0i 'leapt madly.' Klo.'s suggestion lffJt>:i 'and they
danced' (2 Sam. 6. 16} is unnecessary. Baethgen (Semi/. Relig. 25)
compares a Greek inscription from the neighbourhood of Berytus
( GIG. 4536} Ei>.alJl l"o,, Ba>.l"a111c•s1 ttolpaw tt•I"••• Here Ba).popd,,r
must represent ,127~
'Ba'al of the dance,• or ,1?11.;> 'causing
to dance,' i. e. 'worshipped in the dance.'

m.,,

en.

'P

'P-

1

%.

d.p.f<S/»..•, perhaps a corruption of ~6>..oir, 'doubtful (opioiom).'
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Mc,]7 , ~ ] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose ~,~'which
they had made,' correctly.
27. ,r:ii:i,J Usually regarded as imperf. Pi'el, and a secondary
Cf. Sta. § 145 , ; Heb. Lex. Oxf.
form from 'tllJ Hiph'il of
G-K. § 67 y; Ko. Lehrg. I. i, p. 352, explain as imperf. Hiph.
of
with doubling of first radical (Aramarzing form) as in :I~~. and
without elision of n as in the forms •'llJJ;:u:i Job 13. 9, •\,o;:i: Jer. 9. 4.
Sta., in adopting the former view, considers that these latter forms
ought properly to be vocalized •,1;1;:i:, 'T;I.
,n•,M] LXX, Luc. add the gloss cS e,a-fj,i.rqr. Cf. eh. 17. 1 nole.
So Luc. v. 29.
,.,, n•Q:.' •::,] ' Surely meditation, or surely going aside occupies
him, or surely a journey occupies him I' M'~ 'medilali'on,' as
producing a condition of abstraction (Pesh. ~i), is preferable
here to 'conversalz'on' (LXX, Luc., Vulg., Targ. ). .1•\:I (for .1•0 from
.1,0 'tum back'; cf. ll\:I~ 2 Sam. 1. 2 2 for llOi) is usually explained,
after Jarchi, as an euphemism. But omission of,, l'Q:.' •::,, in LXX,
Luc., suggests that these words may be an erroneous repetition
of the former. So Kio. The meaning of ,, ,,, •::,, is brought
out by paraphrase of LXX, Luc. a:a2 ll./14 1''1 rroTf XP'I/UJT"l,n awor,
' perhaps he has business to transact I'
l'P''] The nuance is 'mus/ (or should) be awakened.'
28. 0~11~::,] LXX omits; but Luc. «DT"a To11 J8,a-~11 0VT0>11.
29. In place of MT., LXX reads a:al irrp«f,,jr,va-a11 lo>r o~ rrapij'A8,11
TO a,&'Au,o11, a:al Jy/11fTO ., cS a:a,pbr ·Toii d110/jij11a, ~,, 8ua-lav, «al ,?t.a"A,,a-111
'H>.1&0V rrpor ;ovr ,rpor/>frrar TGtll ,rpoo-ox8,a-paro,11 'Afyo,11 Mm:ia-rqTf ,l,ro
Toii 11ii11, «ai ry~ "°''1""' TO «S'Ao«auro,,-.a ,iov· «al l'fTirTT'IO'DII a:al d,rij'A8o11.
This is not, with Th., to be regarded as genuine, but is marked
as a gloss which has usurped the place of the true text by the use
of To &&'Au,o11 for 0-,nr,, compared with vv. 26, 27 l'f0''11&flpla, and
Tovr rrp«/,,jTar T0>11 wrpoa-ox8,a-,-.aTo>II as against ol rrp«/,ijTa, TOii Bda'A
vv. 22, 40, or revised njr alo-xv"'lf vv. 19, 25. In Luc. this text bas
undergone revision, the reading of MT. being partially combined:«al all« ;.,
inserted after 8ua-i.011, A similar glossing is to be
seen in v. 36, LXX, Luc.

,,n.

,,n

"'°'""
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l"INl:M nl~ll, "Ill] 'llp lo (the time of) the offering of the oblation';
but v. 36 n,,ll:l 'al the offering.' , "Ill (exc. Josh.13. 5= Judg. 3. 3
tc,:1, "Ill) is elsewhere very late, being confined to Chr., Ezra, Neh.
The occurrences are cited Dri. LOT., p. 506. In the earlier
language i]I alone is usual, as in Gen. 32. 2 5 inw., n,,37 ill; 19. 22;
Judg.6. 18; al. The phrase nrot:>n n,,37::i 'about {the time of) the
offering, &c.,' is also found in II. 3. 20, of the early morning, and
not, as here, of the afternoon. The reference can scarcely be to
anything else than the morning and evening offering al the Temple
al Jerusalem; nor need this, as coming from a writer of the
northern kingdom, cause difficulty, in view of the statement of
v. 31 8 ; see note.
nrot:> in P always denotes a meal-offering, and this, according
to the regulations of Ex. 29. 38-42; Num. 28. 3-8, was the
regular accompaniment of the lamb which was to be offered
morning and evening. But our passage clearly refers to the offering
generally, of whatever it consisted at that time, and not to such
a special portion of it as the term denotes in P. From I Sam.
m~ 'let him smell an offering,' smell i. e. the sweet
26. 19
smoke from the burning (cf. Gen. 8. 21 ), Gen. 4. 4; 1 Sam. 2. I 7
(cf. vv. 15, 16), it appears that nrot:> in early times could denote
even an animal sacrifice, and was thus a general term for an
offering, like li17P. in P. The use of the word with the meaning
present (eh. 5. 1 note) is closely allied. Cf. Wellh. Prolegomena,
pp. 61 f. Upon the difficult passage II. 16. 15 cf. note ad loc.
30b. '~, tcE>i,,] 'And he repaired &c.': a use of ME>1 heal peculiar
to this passage. In LXX, Luc. these words do not stand in this
position, but appear between 32 6 and 32b, 32 6 being somewhat
abbreviated; ical <f1Coaop.11u111 TOVS 'A{6011r (LXX ,,, dvop.aT& Kvplov), ,cal
lacraTO TO 6uu&a1TTqpw11 ·(Luc. ,cvplov) TO /COTflT/Cap.p.Ji,o11, /(,T,A, This
is a superficial rearrangement made because the altar could not
be said to be repaired until the stones had been built up. But
in MT., v. 30b states summarily what is re-stated in detail in
vv. 31, 32, according to the diffuse but picturesque style of the
writer. Gen. 27. 23, followed by the details of vv. 24-29, is similar.

no~

Q
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c,w,n ,, n:nc] Thus the spot selected on Carmel by Elijah was
the site of a in;\f or local sanctuary which had been destroyed
at the idolatrous reacti(?n which had been brought about by Jezebel.
Cf. eh. 19. 10 ,Cl"'ll'I 1'nn:iro nM. These passages show incidentally
the wide diffusion of such high-places for the (unmixed) worship
of Yahwe throughout the northern kingdom. Cf. eh. 19. 1 8.
Th. cites Tac. Hist. ii. 78 1 ; Suet. Vespas. 5 1 as stating that
down to Vespasian's time an altar existed on Carmel without
temple or statues.
31a. 'l, D\~:IM m~ D'n~] Cf. the setting up by Joshua at the
crossing of the Jordan of two cairns, each consisting of twelve
stones, one for each tribe, Josh. 4. I ff. (JE); and the erection
of the twelve l\fa1,~both for the twelve tribes at the ratification of
the 'Book of the Covenant,' Ex. 24. I ff. (JE).
This notice goes to show that the absence of any polemic on
the part of Elijah against the calf-worship of the kingdom of Israel
does not imply his tacit approval, but rather that while (so far as
we know) tolerating it in face of the far more serious deflection
caused by the introduction of the Phoenician Ba'al worship, he had
in view as an ideal the ultimate union of the two kingdoms in the
pure worship of Yahwe. Cf. v. 29 tfolt; eh. 22. '1 nolt.
'l, "'IE)C)t):l] LXX, Luc. «ar' ap,8pl,11 (Luc. TQl/1 a.;,&11:a) f/,11Aoi11 'Iapa,JA,
o>r f?.a>.,,a,r, Kvp,or rrpor a~TOII IC.T.A. The substitution of 1l1Tpa,J'A. for
~1'11', however, makes the statement of 31b superfluous.
31b. 'l, i'l'l'I "'1~] The precise words, ic~ l'l'l'I' ~M"'l!e", occur
in Gen. 35. 10 (P), and this has caused Kue. and others to regard
this half-verse as an addition under the influence of P. Kamp.
goes further, taking the whole of vv. 31, 32a as a later gloss, and
finding in them a contradiction to v. 30b (the mere repair of the
altar; but see nole) ; and it is most probable that, if the narrative
1 ' Est Iudaeam inter Suriamque Cannelus, ita vocant montem deumque,
nee simulacrum deo aut tcmplum - sic tradidere maiores- ara tantum et
reverentiL'
1 'Apud Iudacam Carmeli dei oraculum consulentem ita confirma...ere sortes,
ut quidquid cogitaret volveretque auimo, quamlibet magnum, id esse prOYeDturum pollicerentur.'
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,has received any addition, this is the correct view. But the fact
recorded in "· 31b appears also in Gen. 32. 28, 29 (J~, and too
much stress must not be laid upon such a very easy coincidence
with the words of P.
32. n,l72"1] 'A channel.' Cf. II. 18. 17; 20. 20, where the word
means a ' conduit' or 'aqueduct'
n•:l:>] '(Of) about the capacity of.'
33. After v. 33a, LXX, Luc. add brl. Tc\ tJvv,anqpu,11 3 broi'lfT•"•
and at the close of the verse, «a2 irrroi{:Jao-,11 i1rl n\ 8vrr&aO'T1JP"'"·
34. ui,w] 'Do it a third time.' Elsewhere this denom. Pi'el
means Do on /he llu'rd day 1 Sam. 20. 19; Divide inkl three parts
Deut. 19. 3t.
·35. tc,C] LXX &>.17rro, under the influence of the plural verbs
in the preceding verse.
36. After ,ee,~ ~ cn,:uc LXX, Luc. add the gloss itralCOVITOP
,wv, Kup«, irra,covcro,, f£OU rrq,upo11 ;.,, trvpi, and then continue ml
')'l'ei>T_.1111 mir cS Aaos o~r (cf. v. 37) in place of 1rn• DW1.
3 7a. Luc. omits.
37b. ~ nee] LXX, Luc.
,r,apaiu roii >.aoii T'OIITov.
38. ;nn- ffl] LXX, Luc. trvr rrapa Kvpfov, Targ. '• Cl"1i' JC NJWee
suggest ,.,..n~ ~, and this is adopted by Th., Kio., Kamp., on
the supposition that nee has been lost through proximity to the
similar wee. After'• LXX, Luc.add'" Toii olipa,,oii, as in Gen.19. 24

T"'

Cl"t)WM )C '• MC ~ n•i!)l.

nN'I]

The different order of LXX, Luc., Cl'l:!Hil ntin
following n,11n:i, is certainly wrong, since rcn, must

'l, r::i•i::itcn

iD31n nN'I
refer to r::i•c,i nee.
40. Dn,] LXX, Luc. rrpor Tc\11 >.aov.
41. DWll'I )\C.1 "i'] ' There is a sound of the roar of rain.'
f\Cil means the loud rushing noise of a heavy downpour, as heard
byElijah's 'prophetically sharpened ear' (Kio.). So Pesh. J-.~,
Targ. n~,n•ee. Cf. Jer. 10. 13; 51. 16 D'C~ D't:> f'Cl'I '1M "i''·
4 2. n,11 m1,N'I • , , :ieenee n,11'\] On the contrasted order cf.
eh. 5. 25 nolt.
1til1\] ' And he crouched.' The meaning, here and in the only
Q2
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other occurrence II. 4. 34, 35, must be determined by the context;
So Verss. in both passages.
43b. C'CJIEI 31::,:, ::,~] LXX Kal ~ l,rlCTTpE,;011 ffl'TaJCl, ml a1rOUTpE,;o.
lTrTci«,. ical a1r«CTTp~E• .,-b mua&p,a,, f11Ta1e,. Luc. 'E1rla.,-pE"10•
ma/3Af'¥UII f'lr'rQIClf, ICOI l1rifT'rpE"'E N ,ra,,a&p,011 fffTGIClf. Here the
first sentence of LXX appears to contain a doublet, while in Luc.
the text has been worked over, and the verb of the second member
altered into brlfjX~•, in accordance with v. 43a. The emphatic
ical rri, of LXX has the appearance of originality, and supposing
(with Klo.) MJ;ltc to be a corruption of n1;1P, we may restore:D"T;)Y., l1~~ "'IP!::i ::,~ D"T;)Y.' JI;~ ::,~ Ml;IP1 '" Now return seven
times." And the lad returned seven times.'
44. D~ n,11] LXX, Luc. d11Cfyo11aa u&>p a mistaken reading

"°'

D~i;>

il~P,7;).

45. n::, i)l'I n::, ip] 'In a very short while.' The repetition
expresses both the brevity of the interval and its indeterminateness.
Vulg. explains differently Cumque st verlerel hue alque z1luc, and
so Pesh. ~ o ~ ~~ oo, ~o. Similarly Targ. paraphrases
n,ro, ip 'while he was harnessing.'
46.
nn•n '• i•,] So Ezek. 33. 22; but ~p instead of ;M is
usual :-11. 3. 15; Ezek. 1. 3; 3. 22; 37. I; 40. 1. The phrase
describes the powerful access of prophetic inspiration. Cf. also
Ezek. 8. 1 '• •Jite i• D~ ''l1 ;!lrl\ 'And the hand of the Lord Yahwe
fell upon me there'; Ezek. 3. 14 nprn •,11 '• ,,, ' And the hand
of Yahwe was strong upon me '; Isa. 8. 11 i•n ni'fn:l
"'ICM ~
'Thus said Yahwe unto me with strength of hand.'
C,J~\] The word is otherwise quite unknown. All Verss. give
, .' the meaning ' gird.'

,te

''lit '•

19. Jezebel seelu lo lake vengeance upon Elijah far the death of
her prophets. Elijah flees into the wz1derness of Judah, and Ihm
journeys on lo Qoreb, where he receives Yahwe's further commission
far the exh'rpalion of Ba'al worship from Israel.

,::irac,

19. 1.
J LXX adds ..-ij -yu11a,1el ain-oii, i. e. ir-t~t:t, which may
have fallen out before the following nM.

J"IM "IWN ;:, mo] 'And all the details of his slaying'; lit. 'and all
that he had slain.' This, however, is extremely forced, and, since;:,
is omitted by all Verss. except Targ., it may be supposed to be an
erroneous insertion from the first half of the verse. So Th., Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit.
Cl'N'~Jn ,:i] LXX, Luc. omit ;:, .
2. LXX, Luc. preface Jezebel's speech with the words EZ ui, cl
'H>.uoi, (Luc. 'H>.uir} 11al lyi',,, (Luc. adds ell") 'lfC&i9c>., i. e, MJ;llt Cll'.C
'1?'~ •~~l tM!?~ 'As sure{>' as you are Elijah and I am Jezebel.' The
force and character of the words speak for their genuineness. So Th.
1iw n:,J Add'? with all Verss. On the phrase cf.ch. 2. 23 note.
enc icitt] With st. cons/. before the preposition, as in eh. 22. 13;
1 Sam. 9. 3; al. (Da. § 35, Rem. 2).
Against the view that this
shorter form icitt can ever represent sl. absol. in ' the flow of speech'
(Ew. § 267h), as appears from the vocalization of the Massoretes
in four instances, cf. Dri. on 2 Sam. 17. 22.
3. N;~] Read N1~l 'And he was afraid,' with all Verss. except
Targ. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
i"EU ,ec i>-i] 'And he went for his life'; lit. on account of.
So II. 7. 7t. With ,:11, Gen. 19. 17 ietEU ,:11 o,cn.
4. nmc ClM"I] 'A broom.' This shrub, which bears in Ar. the
same name ~, is the Relama roe/am of modem botanists,
the Gtnisla roe/am of older authors. It occurs with great frequency
near Sinai and Petra, abundantly round the Dead Sea and in the
ravines leading down lo the Jordan valley, and occasionally in
the wilderness of J udaea. The flower, a delicate white or purplishpink blossom, appears in February in advance of the tiny foliage,
and the shrub reaches a height of ten to twelve feet, affording
a grateful shade. Tristram, pp. 359.f.; cf. Stanley, Sin. Pal., p. 80.
On the use of inec cf. p. 209.
i"EU nee ,ecZ"i] ' And he asked that his soul might die.'
So exactly Jon. 4. 8. Ew. § 336h calls the constr. 'a specie,
of the Latin accusative with the infinitive.'
'Ji
ec, •:,] Rightly explained by Th.:-' As human I must
one day die, and now it is death that I desire.'

n,r.i,
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5. ,me cm, nnn] LXX iir,i inro cJ,wov, Luc. WO TO cJ,vro• lir,i.
Here the variation in order, and the fact that nmc en, in the
previous verse is simply transliterated, LXX 'Pa8p.••• Luc. pa8ap.,l11,
suggest that the original text read iir,i alone, and that the remaining
words are a later insertion after MT. In MT. the indefinite Dni
inec is strange after the shrub has been already mentioned, and the
words have the character of a gloss taken directly from 11. 4 to
explain
of the original text. We may therefore restore :i:,~
Did lt1''1 ' And he lay and slept /lure.'
• m mn] Isa. 21. 9; Song of Sol. 2. 8, 9t. Cf. eh. 14. 6 ,wle.
111bc] LXX, Luc. m, but in v. '1 tlyyi'Aor.
6. 1•nt1Nic] The word means 'the places or parts near his
head,' and, used as an adverbial accusative, should be rendered
'Al his head.' So I Sam. 19. 13; 26. '1; al.
D'El'ri rup] 'A cake of (i. e. baked on) hot stones.' Ar-,
means a stone heated in the fire, to be dropped into milk for the
purpose of making it boil. Mf'1 Isa. 6. 6 denotes a glowing ember.
Sb ff.] The writer appears to know, and to be inffuenced by,
the narrative of JE relating to Moses at ]Joreb. Thus, with the
forty days' fast cf. Ex. 34. 28; with the Theophany cf. Ex. 33. 1834. 8, and especially v. 11 i:iy '' MJM\ with Ex. 34. 6 1'.lEl ,y ,, i:J,V'l.
The name .lj, in the Hexateuch is peculiar to E, Ex. 3. 1 ; 17. 6 ;
33. 6, and to Deut., while the expression D•n,Nn in, always with
reference to I;loreb, occurs elsewhere only in Ex. 3. 1; 18. 5;

Dr

Al;

24. 13 (E); 4. 21 (JE).

Perhaps, however, he was dependent, not upon the written
source, but upon oral tradition. Contrast the n;~ of Elijah with
the ,m:, m~~ in which Moses was placed, Ex. 33. 22. Our writer's
tradition may have spoken of this latter as a myc, and n"IJIC,i v. 9,
unless merely an example of the use of the definite article noticed
eh. 13. 14, may mean 'lhe cave' thus rendered famous in former
times.
D•n,Nn ,n] LXX, Luc. omit D'M~N.
9. MEl ,, nc] 'What hast thou here?' (to concern thee}, so 'What
doest thou here?' Cf. Judg. 18. 3; Isa. 22. 16; 52. 5t.
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10. in'i.l 1.llll] LXX, Luc. i11«aT1'A,,,,.&,, rr,, i~!P,, and so v. 1-4,
where, however, in LXX n;,, B,a8,j«.,,, rrov has been added by
a later hand.
11. ,~)7 ,, mm] The participle picturesquely describes ihe
Theophany as in course of occurrence, and is not, with LXX,
Luc., to be rendered as a fut. ins/ans, ' Behold Yahwe shall pass
by,' as if the words formed part of the preceding speech.
prr,1 n,1,l m,] The second adjective, as more remote from its
subject, lapses into the masculine, and is then followed by masculine
participles. So Jer. 20. 9 '-t'b~t ,~i n;¥~ ~f; cf. Ezek. 2. 9
'l1 i:i-n~~
i"IO\'F
1 Sam. 15. 9, quoted by G-K. § 132 d,·
Da. § 32, Rem. -4, is certainly corrupt; cf. Dri. ad loc.
u. i"IP, ncc, ,,p] 'The sound of a lighl whisper.' LXX, Luc.
cJ,a>id/ alJpar 'Aumjr, and so Vulg. sibz1us aurae lenuis, have excellently
grasped the sense both of substantive and adjective. i"ltltli is
a gentle breeze Ps. 107. 29, or a murmur which can be compared
with such a breeze Job 4. 16t. i"IP, thin, fine, and small, is only
here used of a sound, but cf. the similar application of 'AmTor.
RV. marg. 'a sound of gentle sh1lness' is unsatisfactory, sh1/ness
being incompatible both with
and i"IP,, and with lltl~~ of the
following verse.
At the close of the verse, Cod. A adds the weak gloss «d«,i Kvp,or.
13. c,,,] Hiph. only here. Qal particip. pass. 1 Sam. 21. 10;
Isa. 25. 7. Cf. the similar action of Moses Ex. 3. 6 (E).
15: ,ecrn] Cf. nole on II. 8. 15.
18. 'l1 •n,ec~m] 'And I will spare in Israel seven thousand,
even all the knees &c.'
'l1 M!lii ,~] The kiss of homage offered to idols may be
illustrated by Hos. 13. 2
C'~?V, C1t$ 'D1f kiss calves of Bethel
and Dan. Cf. Job 31. 27, which speaks of kissing the hand in
worship of the heavenly bodies.
20. 'l1 npnc ii.:ec•,] Cf. S. Luke 9. 61.
LXX omits 'CM'1 by
oversight.
M~~J With l}.atef-qames: under the doubled sibilant. So with
the emphatic letters p, tl; Mf;l~~~ Ruth 2. 2, 7; MOi?,~ (for Mnp,)

'?~
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Gen. 2.
§ 10.(.

23;

i,~WQ Ps. 89. 45.

er.

G-K. §

10

h ,· Sta.

'l1 :l1W ,,] Elijah disclaims any special significance for his
action, unless the call correspond with Elisha's own free impulse.
The words :11t' , , do not merely grant Elisha's request, but give
permission to return, if he will, to his ordinary pursuits.
2 1. ,w:iil o!,w:i] ' He boiled them, the (pieces of) flesh.'
The
pronom. suffix anticipates the object, as commonly in Syriac.
Cf. also cl,. 21. 1 3 r,\:i~-n~ • • • 'il1.ll:1 ; II. 16. 1 5 Kt. '!J~:t \,lT,1
liJ~iJ il!i~r,~ TIJ~. er. Da. § 29, Rem. 7, where a number of
instances are cited from other books. LXX, Luc., however, omit
ill:l:lil, and it is thus possible that it may have come in as an
explanatory gloss from the margin.

20. Narrative of two campaigns of .Ben-hadad II (Hadadeztr)
against Israel in successive years. In the firs/ the Aramatans besiege
Samaria, and are beaten off by an unexpected sortie. In the second a
pitched ba/1/e lakes place al Aphek, the Aramaeans are defeated, and .Benhadad falls inlo /he hands ofAIJab, who concludes a truce with him.
1.

iiil

):t] The second Aramaean king of this name mentioned

in Kings. er. eh. 15. 18 note. This Ben-hadad appears in the
Cuneiform inscriptions under the name Dad-'-id-ri, Dad-id-r,~ i. e.
,?¥7"'!!.1, er. further v. 34 nole; COT. i. 190.ff.
'l1 o•ii:,,~] er. the list of allied princes who are mentioned
as taking the field with this Hadadezer at Qarqar against Shalmaneser II (Append. 3). Here, as in other cases (cited COT. /oc.
ci/.), their total is given as twelve, perhaps a round number.
2. m•vi!] Luc., Pesh. omit.
3. Cl':11Cil] LXX omits.
5. •nn,ii:, •.:,] •.:, introduces the direct oration: cf. eh. 1. 13 note.
1'.l:11] LXX, Luc. omit.
6. 1'J'l1] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Vulg. presuppose D0'2'P, correctly.
The Aramaeans were to take whatever seemed worth taking lo
them. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.

XIX. 21-XX. 11
7.

):::i~,] So 'A.

1

«al

,l, vlour /l"V,

LXX ml 'ff'tpl TAIi' 11!A111

p.ov

,ral

'ff'tpl TAIi' 6vyaT«p•v p.ov, Luc. «al 'ff'tpl TAIi' T«oow p.ov,

8. n::itcn tci,i Jn:)lm !:ttc] 'Obey not, nor consent.' Continuation
by
with imperf: secures an even flow to the sentence, which
would have been broken by reinforcement by the more energetic
1~ \ti77r;r!:ttt'J
with jussive. So Am. 5. 5a \!It~ N; !:t~?,iJ1

1e,

,ec

K' ,~1'·

,~·n

\1:l~IJ
31;~
Cf. Ew. § 350a.
1 o. 'li r,t1311 :,.:, ] With pl. verb in the mouth of a polytheist, as
in eh. 19. 2.
i'D~] ' Shall suffice.' The only occurrence of the verb. Subs.
\p~i;, 'his sufficiency,' Job 20. 2 2 t. The root is common in Aram.
in the same sense.
01
'For l,am!fuls.' Ezek. 13. 19; Isa. 40. 12t. The boast
implies that Samaria is unworthy of the prowess of a power like
Aram, and at the same time promises its utter obliteration:-' So
innumerable are my followers that they will be unable to secure
even a handful each of the dust of the ruined city.' Jos. (An/.
viii. 14, § 2) explains strangely :--a'ff'fl>.Q)JI u,S,11>.onpov TQIJI Tfl)(~JI or,
/CGTacJ,pollfi XAl/14 TOUTOIS' t'ff'rytlpnv ain-oii T,jv tn-par1u «aTc\ 3p,i,ra

,)1£1,]

>.ap./JallOVO'QJI,

,l,:::i]

'At my feet,' i. e. following me. So II. 3. 9 ; 1 Sam.
25. 27; 2 Sam. 15. 16, 17; Judg. 4. 10; Ex. ll. 8 (J); Deut. 11. 6.
11.
J LXX, Luc. 'IicGJ10uulJo> (Luc. iiµ, ..) must have read .l1;
cf. eh. 19. 4; 12. 28.
'li !,,nn1 ,ic] 'Let not him who is girding boast himself as he
who is ungirding '; i. e. as Targ. rightly paraphrases n:::in~ ic,
M'lC p1!:tc, MYli Mi:::il.:J tc:::i,p:::i nro, ri,rc, 'Let not him who is
girding himself and going down into the battle boast himself as
the man who has conquered and is coming up from it.' i)n
refers to the buckling on of the sword; cf. 1 Sam. 17. 39; 25. 13;
Judg. 18. 11; al. MDC may be illustrated by Isa. 45. 1 1ti;i9\
IJ~~ Cl';>?t.? ' and the loins of kings will I ungird,' i. e. render
them defenceless. LXX, Luc. p.q icavxaulJo> d «vpTor i:., d ?JplJtSr
interpret iln from Rabb. Heb. ,~,:r lame, and then guess at MDC
as expressing the antithesis.
1

,,:::i,
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12. ,\31:, ?31 \t'.>'£1"1 \t>'e'] Clearly an order for the renewal of
the hostilities which had been suspended during the negotiations
previously described. Render, 'Setyourselves i'n array, and they set
themselves in array against the ct°tJ'.' So Ges., Ke., Kit., Sieg. u. Sia.,
RV. text. The expression covers every device which could be
used to secure the downfall of the city 1, and it is therefore incorrect to postulate the ellipse of any special objecl after the verb, as
is done by LXX, Luc. oZ..Co&µ~uan xapaica, and similarly Kio., Benz.
'build battering rams,' Th., Kamp., RV. marg. ' place the engines' :
cf. Ezek. 4. 2; 21. 2'7. For o•~ used, as in our passage, to denote
military mobilization gmeral!J, (and so without expressed obj.)
cf. Ezek. 23. 24 :i•:;i~ '!J~~i \t>•~:; 1 Sam. 15. 2 '!J1~~ ,, 0~.
13. ,nee N':1:l] Upon ,me cf. p. 209.
!INMN] LXX, Luc., Pesh. omit.
-~, M)ti\\] Cf. v. 28 with pl. verb tln)ti''· The phrase is specially
characteristic of Ezekiel (some sixty occurrences), and appears also
six times in P 1• Elsewhere it is found only in Ex. 1o. 2 (JE);
Isa. 49. 23, and +'!JP.'~ic 49. 26; 60. 16, +Di'O~~ Joel 4. l'7,
1 •· n,~,,c:, ,,~ ,,31~:i] ' By the young men of the princes of
the provinces.' These n,~1,cn ,,eo (' LandvOgte,' Ew., Th., Kio.,
Kamp., Kit.) were probably appointed to the prefecture of special
districts, perhaps in the same way as the 0 1:;iy~ under Solomon
eh. 4. 7./f. 3, and bound, as a condition of their tenure, in times of
emergency to provide the king with a certain number of warriors
1 So Jos. (Anl. viii. 14, § 2) rightly expands the king's brief command:d II' 1Ml01s TOV'TO •poafra£1 lrtU ••pcxapa.KOUII n)t, 'ffo)uJ, lrtU XOIJ-14TCI /JaM.fda£
iral ,..,11l11a Tp/,rw d'ffoAl'f/1111 'IIOA,op1tlas,
.
1 In Ezek. the cases are:-~ 25. 7; 35. 4; ~ 16. 62; 22. 16; c:~
6. 7, 13; 7. 4; 11. 10, 12; u. 20j 13. 14; 14. 8; 15. 7i 20. 38, 42, 44; 25. 5;
85. 9i 36. II; 87. 6, 13: 13. 9i 28. 49i 24. 24 ('• 1it!); 7, 9 ( + ~) i J~
13. 21, 23; ~ 6. 10, 14i 7, 27; 12. 15, 16; 24. 27; 25, II, 17; 26. 6; 28,
22, 23; 29. 6, 9, 2lj so. 8, 19, 25, 26; 32. 15; 88. 29; 34. 27; 35. 15; 36. 23,
38; 38. 23; 39. 6; 28. 24; 29. 16 ('"4°¥,); 28. 16; 8'. 30; 89. 22, 28 ( + ~ ) ;
89. 7 (+ ~ ;:1~)- In P:-e~ Ex. 6. 7; 16. 11 (+ e?~); ~7. s;
u. 4, 18; 29. 46 ( + c~).
1 So Wellh. Isr. u.Jud. Ges, 66 note.
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out of their own retinues. In contrast to these Cl)n ,::i of v. 15
denotes the standing army; cf. eh. 16. 15 nole. LXX in v. 14
'E• Toir 1rm3aplow TQIP apxGPTlilP TQIP xopG>• (Luc. ')(o>pa1•), but v. 15
TOlls lfpxowos, Ta 1ro,Mp,a TQIP X·, and similarly v. 17 tlpxonn trmMpuz
Ta1P X·, v. 19 tlpxowa T4 1rmMpca llpxowa Ta1P X·, as though~ were
a suspended sl. conslr. (cf. 1 Sam. 28. 7; Isa. 23. 12; al.; Da.
§ 28, Rem. 6) and the phrase meant 'the young men, the princes of
the provinces,' i. e. 'the young princes &c.' Luc. in v. 19 renders
as in 11. 14, but vv. 15, 1 7 show signs of having first exhibited the
same rendering as LXX and then undergone emendation ;--TOVs
tlpxowor ( ol llpxow,r) ,col TQ ,ro,Mpca TQIP ap)CGPTo>P TQIP ')(o>pa,P, 'A. v. 14
'E• fTIUO'lP ap)COPTlilP TQIP brapx,a1•, 'D. 15 TOVS ,raiao, ap')(GPTIIIIP TQIP br.,
v. 17 ,roiB,s ap')(OPTlilV • •• , 'O. 19 dees/.
ncn,cn .,CM' 'C] 'Who shall jo,n battle?' i. e. make the first
advance. So 2 Chr. 13. 3.
15. C'll:l'll:'1 C'~ll:I C'MNC] LXX omits C'~ll:I.
,11t.,li:"' '~:l ,::i] LXX, Luc. rightly presuppose
'all the
mighty men,' the phrase being explanatory of Clln
C'El'M Ml)::lll:I] LXX •Eq1eowa, Luc. •Eq1eowo x&).uiBor.
t 6. c,.,n~::i 1N!il'1] LXX ,col iEij~e,. ,,.,0'1/µ{Jplar, Luc. aol iEij>.IJ,.
o ~u,>.,~~ p.,T' ain-&11 p.«O'f/µ{Jplar, an expansion explanatory of the
sing. verb.
.,-oil:' nnii:,J Ch. 16. 9.
17.
J::I n!,ii:,,,] LXX, Luc. 1eal tl,roUTl>,>.0t1rr"', the implied
subj. being the outposts of the Aramaean host who observed the
sortie, while the king was engaged at his carouse. The orig. text,
if not
was perhaps impers. n~~ 'and one sent,' rendered
correctly by LXX, and with subj. erroneously supplied in MT.
20. 11l:"N ll:l'M '0'1] 'And they smote each his man.'
LXX, Luc.
,rap' ain-ov, and so Ew. restores
add 1eol iBfll'rlfllilCT«• iaouTos
iti-11:C ti-11:C ~~ ' and they repeated &c.,' the whole pa11sage meaning ' and they slew each his man repealed{y.' The repetition of
1V'M &"N is, however, extremely awkward, and the addition is
certainly a later gloss. Had the original writer wished to lay
stress upon the fact that each man slew more than one of the

'~IJ,:i'~:r~
.

,,n
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opposing Aramaeans he would have added simply ~lr.l or else n~;:i
M)r1, But the point of the narrative is that IN firs/ ons/aughl
was such that it immediately put the enemy to flight.
20b. 'l1 c,0•1] The sense of the last three words is obscure.
The best rendering is that of RV. text, 'And Ben-hadad king
of Aram escaped on a korse wi'lh (lit. and) horsemen.' C'VlD
must be thought to be loosely connected on to 010 by the , as
forming a concomitant factor to the king's escape. Cf. Cod. A
let,' t,nra111, uov l1nrniui11 T,11111, Vulg. ,,. tquo cum equi'libus suis. But
the text would be greatly improved by the addition of iml!
after C'l:f'ID, as is suggested by Targ. rl:f'ID t'il'I M't>ll'I 111010 !,31
•upon horses, two horsemen being with him.' Kio. emends -!,y
,•~~~

~n

0\0.

:u. 1'1] LXX, Luc. 11:al n.a{k11, i.e. n~. The king and his
reserve availed themselves of the horses and chariots which had
been abandoned by the Aramaeans in their panic, and were thus
(Th.) able to effect the 'great slaughter' which the main body
of the army, following the fugitives on foot, might have failed to
accomplish. MT. describes a senseless waste of energy.
0,0n ntc] LXX fl"OIITOS -rtwr t,r,rour.
Mi'l'.11] Apparently an irregul~r abandonment of the i;onstr. of
imperf. with 1 consec. in favour of , simplex with perf. Possibly,
however, the vocalization is at fault, and the writer intended to use
the in6n. abs. l't;i:1;:11; cf. eh. 9. 25; Judg. 7. 19; al. Da. § 88.
22. prnnn ,,] LXX, Luc., with omission
Kpara,oii. In
i'!!:U;ll'.1 the original palha~ of the last syllable of the Hi'lhpa'tl is
preserved; cf. G-K. § 5-4 .t.
Mlffl n:11~n,] 'At the return_ of the year'; i. e. when spring
comes round again after the winter, and warfare becomes practicable. So v. 26. Cf. 2 Sam. 11. 1 where the phrase is explained
c•;,~'f;J ntc;! nv.? 'at the time when kings go forth (on campaign)';
2 Chr. 36. 10.
23. 'l1 p•-,., •n,ic] 'Gods of hills are their gods, therefore were
they (the gods) too strong for us.' RV., in rendering •n,ic as a
sing. and making subj. of 1prn to be the Israelites themselves, is

of,,,
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incorrect. The Aramaeans, in accordance with their own ideas,
ascribe a plurality of deities to Israel, and it is these gods, as well
as their worshippers, against whom they are fighting, and whom
they hope to conquer if they can decoy them from their fastnesses,
LXX e,i)r 'Iupa~>. followed by sing'! verb l1eparal1>1u111 is an intentional alteration in order to avoid the use of phraseology offensive
to the unity of God. So in v. 28 the Israelitish prophet, in quoting
the words of the Aramaeans, naturally substitutes a singular :-1n!,ec
nw 01-1n 'A God of hills is Yalrwe.'
on1n!,tc] LXX, Luc. add teal oli e,i)r tco,>.&3or (Luc. tc0~a31>111), a
gloss made for the sake of strict conformity with v. 28. In v. 23,
however, the words are certainly out of place, O?ntl bul however,
introducing the idea that the gods may not be gods of the plain
as a suggestion not previously mentioned except by implied antithesis in 01,n 1n!,ic.
'li ic!, Otc] 'Surely we shall be stronger than they.' So v. 25.
The same form of asseveration is found in Josh. 14. 9; Isa. 5. 9;
14. 24; Job 1. JI, and with perf. II. 9. 26; Jer, 15. JI; Job 22. 20;
Ps. 131. 2. Cf. nole on eh. 2. 23.
24. icipcc] 'From his place'; i. e. his appointed position in
the line of battle. LXX, Luc. tlr ,-i),, Tcnro• awcii11 (Luc. awoii), and
so Jos. (An/. viii. 14, § 3) cm-o>.iiua& 1rpi)r Ta ol,c,ia, is inferior, and
probably arose from the common confusion of C with ::i. But
neither ,c,pc::i (Th.) nor ,c,pc!, (Kio.) could correctly stand with
this signification, re-!,~ being the required phrase.
ninD] 'Commanders' or 'vicegerents.' These appear to be
the same as the 01lWI 01w,w ::i::i,n 1'1tt eh. 22. 3 1 ; cf. 20. 1.
Giesebrecht, taking the term MMD as Persian in origin, is obliged to
regard this verse as an' interpolation, and considers that it breaks
the connexion, nntci of v. 25 forming the right continuation to
v. 23, and ):l w,, v. 25 end, being satisfied by v. 26 (a doubtful
contention). But cf. nole on eh. 10. 15.
25. ~itc , , , '!J~IC9] This form of the particle for the usual
Cl;l~. '!Jl;l~~. occurs repeatedly in these N. Pal. narratives up to
II. cl,. 8 ;-cl,. 22. 7, 8, 24; II. 1. 15; 3. 11, 12, 26; 6. 16; 8. 8;
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but can scarcely be counted dialectical, depending as it does upon
vocalization and scripli'o plena, and standing also beside the more
ordinary form; cf. eh. 20. 23; 22. 4, 24; II. 3. 7; 6. 16, 32. The
form nite is found several times in Jer. and Ezek., but appears elsewhere only rarely.
26. ilPElM] Several cities of this name are mentioned in 0. T.;
but this one, which occurs again in II. 13. 1 7, is doubtless the
same as is mentioned in Josh. 12. 18; 1 Sam. 29. 1, in the neighbourhood of Jezreel. Assyr. Ap-'ff.u; COT. i. 194.
27. \i?,~J;l::'] The same form occurs Num. 1. 47; 2. 33; 26. 62,
and is intended as passive of \i?,~J;li'.1 J udg. 20. 1 5, 17 ; 21. 9.
Both forms, however, have precisely the same reflexive sense, 'set
themselves for muster,' 'were mustered,' and probably Wright
(Compar. Gramm. 208 n.) is correct in thinking the pronunciation
as a passivHi?,,,i;,;:i to be due to a misunderstanding of the Massoretes. ,~~;:,, without doubling of the 2nd rad., stands alone
in Heb., and appears to be a relic of the reflexive of the simple
stem ,~, corresponding to Aram. 'P?.J;l~, ~Ll; Aeth. laqalla,
Ar. vm with transposition of 1st rad. and preform. ~ l 'tqlalala
for 'ilhqalala, and so on the Moabite stone, II. 11, 15, 19, 32 cnn,n
from root
Cf. Wright, loc. di.,· G-K. § 54 I; Sta. § 162;
and, for other views as to the form, Konig, Lehrg. I. i. p. 198.
,,.:i,.:ii] 'And were provisioned'; passive of the Pilpel which is
found in cl,. 17. 4, 9; 18. 13; al. So Vulg. el accepli's cibar,i's,
LXX, Luc. omit. \ simplex co-ordinates the two facts. Dri. Tmses,
§ 132.
0'131 'D~n '~rt-'.:i] The subs. S)'rt.'M is elsewhere quite unknown.
LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. give the meaning 'like two small
flocks of goats,' and this is generally adopted. sim =' strip off,'
and thus Si'C'M 'that which is stripped off' may possibly denote
segregalum (Heb. Lex. Oxf.), but the inference is precarious. Kio.
emends 0~ c~ '~f~ 'upon the bare height, after the manner
of goats.'
28. ,cM'1 ,, i,c '" ,cM11] The repetition of ,cM'1 is certainly
superfluous. Pesh. omits the first occurrence, thus making the

on,.
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passage to agree with vv. 13, 22; while LXX, Luc., Vulg. are
without the, second. This latter omission is correct, the addition
in MT. being probably due, as is suggest~d by Pesh., to an
attempt to gain agreement with the preceding passages.
Dnl7'MJ LXX «al Y,,o>CTf1, Luc. -y11o>cm, as in v. 13.
30. i:t'M l"lll:l~ Cl1i~J Pesh. ~? J.,.......o ~;au., 25,000.
;in:i ;inJ 'A chamber within a chamber,' i. e. 'an innermost
chamber'; here, as in eh. 22. 25 (II 2 Chr. 18. 24); II. 9. 2t,
selected as most remote and private. Jos. (Ant. viii. 14, § 4)
explains as an underground house;-tlr umSy.w11 oT«o• /«pvf:J'I,
31. 'l, ,iCM',] LXX. puts the suggestion into the mouth of
Ben-hadad, reading «al ,l,r,11 Toir ,rcuaw avToii olaa «.T.~. Tar ,rvxa:r
,;,...,.,, So Luc., with the different oraan. That this, however, is
incorrect is shown by vv. 32, 33, where the servants without the
king form the embassy.
'l, 1.:, • • • 1.:i,c 1.:,J For the second ,.:, resumptive of the first, cf.
d,. 1. 30 nole.

\:J~f]

LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., pl.

\:JWN;f as in

v. 32.

1e'Ell] V~lg., Pesh., though agreeing with MT. in placing the
speech in the mouth of the servants, yet like LXX, Luc., presuppose pl. \:J'{l'Q:i~~. This is an easy alteration induced by the
preceding pls. 'l, nc11'&'l, but inferior to MT. in which the saving
of the king's life is rightly made the object of the proposed plan.
33. ,~m' Cl'~lMm] Vulg. excellently, quod acaperunl viri pro
omine; i. e. they divined the successful issue of their mission from
the favourable response ~m, 'MM. Cf. Sta. Ges. i. 445/. For this
use of the verb cf. Gen. 30. 2 7 'lJ??t¥ '' '~~1;1;1 'T;l~tl~ ' I have
observed the omens, and Yahwe bath blessed me for thy sake.'
The only explanation that can be placed upon the imperf. is that
it emphasizes pictorially lht coming i'nlo being of their consciousness
of the king's mood;-' and the men began lo divine'; cf. Dri.
Tenses,§ 27 'Y· The emendation of Gra. rr;i!l joined with i;ilC,,,
as in Isa. 5. 19, is unnecessary.
ilCCM ,c,M'i] The verb occurs nowhere else, and u~r;,11 is
untranslateable, RV. 'whether it were his mind' (marg. Heb. 'from
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him') being indefensible. The Verss.-LXX 1eal dvl>.,Ea,, ,.o,
;\clyov 01TO (Luc. ,cal dv,;\lta.,,,.o T"OV ;\oyov awoii /,c) TOV 0'1'"41'41'"0' awoii,
Vulg. rapuerunl verbum ex ore e_jus, Pesh. ot,1..» .. o,~o, Targ.
M".l'C MMUlt:ln\-are unanimous both in presupposing a different
division of the words U~~ ;:At:l?':'!l, and in suppl}ing a plausible
meaning for the verb;-' and /hey (aught ii from him,' i. e. they at
once took up and repeated the tille of brother which he had conferred upon Ben-badad. ,~~n"\ being isolated, and its meaning
purely conjectural, it is futile to dogmatize as to its being Qal (Sta.
§ 529a) or shortened Hiph'il form like 'i',7!1, ,:::i77~ (G-K. § 53 n,·
Ko., Lehrg. I. i. p. 251).
,n~v,~] LXX, Luc. ,cal avaf3,fJa(ovu,, a~TOV ,rpor awov. Here the
subj. of the verb being wrongly conceived as pl. \M~lM (O•~~~i:1
33 8 ), ,rpo, awov appears to be the translator's explan. addit. 'unto
him' (Al,i.ab) which is thus rendered desirable to complete the
sense. The view that LXX presupposes an orig. i❖~ ,n~'! (Th.,
·
Kamp.) is therefore improbable.
34. niin] 'Streets,' i. e. doubtles.s, as explained by Ke., Th.,
Ges., Heb. Lex. Oxf., &c., basaars where trade might be freely
carried on. Ew. ' fortified quarters ' is strangely alien to the term
employed.
'.l\ '.lM\] The change of speaker is regarded as sufficiently
marked by the content of his speech as a response to the preceding: cf. II. 10. 15.
M'~] RV. 'with this covenant,' i.e. al the price efit; lprehi',•
cf. dz. 2. 23 nole on \;:ID.l:I. The fact of this alliance between
Al}.ab and Hadadezer is strikingly confirmed by the monolith of
Shalmaneser II, where the two kings are mentioned as leagued
against the Assyrian at the battle of Qarqar: cf. Append. 3.
inn~~] Luc. adds l1e T"ijr o11ela, awoii 1ea, a,rij>.8,v d,r' awoii.
35. inM ~M] Cf. p. 209. The identification by Jos. (An/. viii.
14, § 5) of this prophet with Micaiah of eh. 22 is by no means
improbable: cf. vv. 42, 43 with dz. 22. 8.
l:l'M':l.lM '.l:lC] 'Sons of the prophets' was the title of members
of the prophetic guilds or schools which existed at Bethel, II. 2. 3;
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Jericho, vv. 5, 15; Gilgal, 4. 38, and probably elsewhere, and were
in some sense presided over by Elijah and Elisha; cf. II. 2. 15-18;
4. 1, 38 ff.; 6. 1 ff.,· 9. 1. Such guilds seem to have flourished
under Samuel, 1 Sam. 19. 20 (Naioth), cf. 10. 5, 10 (Gibeah), and
may, perhaps, have been founded by him; cf. 7. 15-17 where
Bethel and Gi7ga/ are included with Mizpah among the cities
visited by Samuel in his yearly round from his centre, Ramah.
The force of the term N'.lJ f:l is well illustrated by Am. 7. 14,
where Amos tells Amaziah of Bethel, M':ll p M?\ '.:llM N'.lJ M?
'.:llM 'I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son,' i. e. I had not
the advantage of any special training for the calling.
,, .,:2,:i] er. ck. 13. 1 nole.
36. M'"iMn] ' The lion,' singled out for the part which he is to
play, and already conjured up before the speaker's prophetic vision.
Cf. especially ck. 22. 2 I r::n-io, and see nole on ck. 13. 14·
37. Jnt!l\, , • \n!I'\] 'And the man smote him, so as lo wound
him.' Here the act denoted by Pf sharply limits the duration
of that described by n:lil \i1.:l'\, as forming its end or result. So
exactly Jer. a. 17 i.:iM\ l!l'lm M\nn '\li1 nM 'n~rm 'I will pluck
up that nation, so as lo destroy it.' The case cannot be classed, as
by Da. (§ 86c; Jer. 12. 17 is made to fall under § 87), among
cases where ' the inf. abs. after its verb suggests an indefinitely
prolonged state .of the action, and therefore expresses continuance,
prevalence, &c.'; this being precisely what in the present instance
it does not do. Cases where the second infin. expresses concomilance of inrkfinile duration, Judg. 14. 9; II. 2. II, or simple addition of an event in due sequence (but not as the result aimed: at by
the previous action), Isa. 19. 22, are different in character.
LXX, Luc. Tf /3aui>.,i 'Iupa~'A •
38.
.,DM:l] The word iDM occurs only here and in v. 41, but the
meaning 'covering' or 'bandage,' given by LXX, Luc. n'Aap.M•'•
Targ. M"iDllC:l, has the support of Assyr. in which ap4ru ='to
attire,' especially with a head-covering; tj>arlu = ' garment.' See
Friedr. Delitzsch, Aso-r. Handw"orlerbuck, s. v. I. .,ElM, and Prolegomena, 54; Zimmern, Babylrmische Busspsalmm, 95 ; Barth,

,,c,]
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Etym. Studim, 19. Vulg., Pesh. 'A., J. vocalize~~' ashes.'• For
use of art. iDlq cf. eh. 1. 1 note on 0 1il~.
40. mm run n~JI 1i::i:11J ' Thy servant was a doer ef hi/her and
thither' (rum run as in II. 2. 8, 14; Josh. 8. 20+), an impossibly
harsh construction. Vocalization n~ sl. a/Js. gives the rendering
.! rvas busy hi'lher and thi'/her '; but that a man posing as having
been ~t to guard a captive should represent himself as deliberately
engaged in other matters seems scarcely probable. LXX r,pufJ).;,;an,, Luc. r,pttfJ).i,rn-o, Vulg. me verlerem, Pesh. J,aa~ ,a,
Targ. IJDnC, point to an orig. nab 'was turning (looking) hither
and thither,' and are followed by Th., Kio., Heb. Lex. Oxf. ef.
Ex. 2. 12 n!::ll n~ ~~'J1 1t:lEIZ'C 1:i] ' Such (lit. so) is thy verdict ; thou thyself hast
decided.' For sense of verb mnn cf. esp. Niph. participle in the
M?i 'a consumption and a sine/ ded'n"on,' i. e. a
phrase
consumption finally decided; Isa. 10. 23; 28. 22; Dan. 9. 27.
4 2. 1c,n WIN] ' The man of my ban '; i. e. the man devoted by
me to destruction. er. Isa. 34. 5 ~10 OJ! referring to Edom.
, 10] LXX, Luc., V ulg. suggest ;1:i;,, and so Th., Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit.; but MT. is supported by I Sam. 19. 9; 26. 23;
2 ehr. 25. 20; Isa. 28. 2; Ezek. 12. 7, where i:, occurs without
specific suffix 1• An expression first used, as in Prov. 6. 5 ~~I'.'
i:i;, ';l~, with vague and general reference, may then come to be
employed where closer specification might be expected. et:
colloquial Eng. in hand, out ef hand.
43. w::i ~ll] Cf. eh. 1. 38 note on r,ru
')ll~ io] So eh. 21. 4. 'Chafing and sullm.' ip, used again
in fem. eh. 21. 5 mo im, m n0, is connected with ,,o 'be refractory.' The meaning of the adj. l)J!! is well illustrated by the use
of the participle l:l'~J!f which in Gen. 40. 6 denotes an appearance
dejected and gloomy as produced by perplexing thoughts {et: Joseph's

nnm1
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Cf. the renderings of LXX, Vulg. in I Sam. 19. 9 ,-au x_,ptrb, d,-oil, _,.
26. 33
X,flj,,u ,-,, in tna11Mm meam; 3 Chr. 26. 30 Luc. •lr XfYClS 1-,
in manus lwslium; where, as in our passage, the translators are at pains to
make the reference precile, but presuppose no dilfereut original to MT.
1

1114;

•I•

XX. 40-XXI. 4
question in fJ. 7 cw, C~ C:>1)D ll'lic), in Dan. 1. 10 a countenance
haggard through spare and coarse diet. The phrase is further
elucidated by the description of the king's conduct in d,. 21. -4b.
21. A~ab covets /1,e vineyard of Nabolh /he Jtsreelile, and obtains
~ /1,e judicial murder of /he owner, planned and executed ~
fisebtl. The prophet Elijah announces Yahwt' s smlmce upon A~ab
and his house because of /he deed.

ii

1a. LXX ml dµ,r,).o,., ,ls ~., Tf Natfo118al Tf 'Iupori>-••'11, i. e. C'Ji1
'~V,'rn ~ , M'n itt~: probably original. The introductory

formula of MT., copied from eh. 17. 17 but here somewhat illfitting, was probably added by the scribe who interposed this eh.
between chh. 20 and 22; cf. p. 210. The words are found in
Luc., but that they are there a later addition is shown by the
presence also of icai before dµ,..,>.1,.,, as in LXX. On inM c,:, cf.
p. 209.
1h. 'M !,:,,n ~] LXX 7rap4 TQ en.¥ 'AxaafJ, i. e. 'M
,nc. MT.
is to some extent favoured by v. 2 'M'.l ,lRC.
2. nr ,,rn:, ric:,J 'The money-value of this one'; lit. 'the money
of the price of this.' ric::i is sl. cons/r. before , 1nc as in Job 28. 15
~nc 'JC:l, and is not, with RV., to be taken as an accus. of limitation, 'the worth of it in money.' LXX, Luc., expanding m into
(Luc. TOv) dµr,>.AIIIOS fl'OII nwrov, then repeat ml fUTa& ,- .Zr ,cijwo•

nh

>.axaJ161v.

3. mn1c ,!, n!,,!,n] So I Sam. 24. 7; 26. 11; and I Sam. 2~. r 7
Luc., Pesh., Targ. (cf. 111 Chr. 11. 19 •n,em ,, n;,,n). mn'D
LXX ,rape fhoii /'OIi• Luc. ,rape 1e11plov fhoii p.ov a combination of
MT.andLXX.
•· 'JJm • • • ~"'I] LXX «al 1-y.llff'o Tc\ rrwiiµa •Axaof3 Tffapayp.bo.,
probably an alteration for exact agreement with v. 5. Luc. embodies the two readings, following MT. in fJ. -4a, and placing
LXX reading at the beginning of v. -4b. On r:pn, ,c cf. eh. 20.
-43 note.
1')D MM :,c,•1] Cf. II. 20. 2a. Vulg., as in this passage, makes
.. 2
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the addition ad pane/em. LXX, Luc. «al 1n1H«a'>,,v,/,o seem to have
read c;,;1 for ::,c,,.
5. m ncJ CJ,. 14. 6 note.
6. -uiM ,::,J Not, as RV.' Because I spake,' but simply 'I spake,'
•::, introducing the direct narration. · Cf. eh. 1. 13 note. The use
of the imperf. is here somewhat strange, but may perhaps be
explained as laying pictorial stress upon the commencement of the
king's overtures, a usage resembling the Eng. luitori't:a/ presm/;
'I speak' or 'begin lo speak,' when immediately negotiations are
cut short by a definite refusal Cf. Dri. Tenses, § 27 'Y; Da. § -45,
Rem. 2, quoting Hitzig. Th_e suggestion of a /requmlali've force
for the imperf. (Dri. Joe. di.) is less probable, there being no hint
of this in the preceding narrative.
•c"l!I nM] LXX, Luc.,r).'lpo"°,.,anraTlp(I)" pm,, an alteration after v. 3.
7. i'1Ml1 MM] 'Dost tl,ou now govern Israel?' On the interrogative force of the sentence cf. cl,. 1. 2-4 note.
1:l? ::,c•,] ' And let thy heart be cheerful.' Cf. note on :l? ':l\0
eh. 8. 66.
8. c•1~9nJ Kt. ~1~,i:i is correct ; ' the letters ' already mentioned, v. 8•.
C'l"\Mi'1J I The nobles,' lit. 'freeborn'; Ar.;:.' Aram.
"U'
Ii~ ~- The word doubtless belongs to the N. Pal. dialect (cf.
p. 209), other occurrences in 0. T. being late;-seven times in
Neh. of the magnates of Judah, and so in Jer. 27. 20; 39. 6 (both
passages omitted in LXX, and probably later interpolations ; cf.
Dri. Introd. pp. 2-48, 254.f), ofEdomite nobles Isa. 34. 12 (exilic);
1:1•"1,n J:l as in Aram., Eccl. 10. 17t.
'l, \"1•31::, "1~] 'Who were in his city, who presided with Naboth.'
So v. 11 ,"1•]7::, 1:1•::,~n "lt'M ' who were those wl,o presided in his
city.' Naboth himself was one of the elders and nobles in whose
bands the civil government of the city lay. That :lie" here has
the sense of presiding, especially as judges, is rightly recognized by
Th., and by Kio. who renders ' Beisitzer.' For this use of the
verb, cf. Isa. 28. 6 Cf~~:i-½ :lt,?i'~ 'for him who si'/s (presides)
over the judgement'; Am. 6. 3 C'tO f9t ' the seal of violence (i. e.
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of unjust judgement)'; and of Yahwe Ps. 9. 8 where the clause
answering to :l~~ used absolutely is iN9i Df~~ l~UJ; cf. Ps. 29. 10;
Joel 4. 1 2. RV. ' and that dwelt with Naboth ' makes the sentence
simply a repetition of the statement ,,117:l iwN. LXX, Luc.
wrongly omit this former clause, while Pesh. combines with the
following: La.::11.1 ~ J~~ ~...,;, 'who dwelt in the city
with N aboth.'
·
9. Cl\Y \!!nl'] An extraordinary day of humiliation to avert the
wrath of Yahwe which for some cause (supposed to be as yet
unascenained) was assumed to be threatening the community.
Such a special fast is mentioned as proclaimed by Jehoshaphat,
2 Chr. 20. 1-4. Cf. Th., Sta. Ges. i. 527.
'l\ u 1wm] Not as the suspected culprit, but as a man of marked
position and piety who would naturally take the lead upon such
an occasion; so Jos. (An/. viii. 131 § 8) /Cal ,roi11uap.i1101Jr /,c,c).9uia11
,rpom8luru. ,UP aww• Nafjo>8011, ,l,,a,, yap alira11 "/OIOVr ftr&q,tJPOvr. The
prominence of his position would thus the more excite the popular
indignation (Th.), when the crime had been fastened upon him.
1 o. Cl 1W)N Cl1)e'] ' Two men,' as at least necessary to secure
a conviction ; cf. Deut. 17. 6 ; 19. 15; N um. 35. 30 ; S. Matt.
26. 6of.
'):l] 'Villains.' The derivation and exact meaning of
are highly obscure. There are two rival explanations, both
of which regard the word, according to its l\fassoretic vocalization,
as a compound. (i) 1?:P nol+ ~l!~ which is supposed to mean worth
or use (cf. Hiph'il , 11nn). Thus ~!?:P
'worthlessness,' ~l!!?;i '~:P
'base fellows' (cf. He/J. Lex. Oxf., s. v.). (ii) '?:P nol+ ,~ for n~~
Iha/ which comes up;-' not corning up,' and so 'unsuccessful' or
'ne'er-do-well' (Kiml].i tl'?f- ~~~
followed by Hupfeld
among modems). It is no objection to either of these explanations
that the use of the term proves the conception to be not negative
but positive-ma/,gnz9' or dangerous widledness (Cheyne, as cited
below), since instances can be quoted from all languages in which
terms originally negative have gained later a very definite positive
significance; cf. e. g. ,1,,/jqr, Germ. 'Unheil,' Old Eng. 'naughty.'
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But a real difficulty in the way of the acceptance of either is the
fact that the use of such a compound term in ordinary phraseology
is without a parallel ; expressions such as
'nothingness,'
Job 26. 7; Cl~'?i
30. 8; MY,! '?'
38. 2 being late poetical creations, and therefore not to the point.
then, is
probably to be classed with Ml9>1 (for M\0?1) as exhibiting merely
a fancy vocalization based upon relatively late tradition.
The view of Cheyne is that ;:ir,:i is to be identified with the
Babylono-Assyrian goddess .Be/,1,~ as representing the underworld,
and that in later times the word may have been popularly associated
with the derivation n~ ;, in the sense ' the depth which lets no
man return.' The chief passage cited in favour of this explanation
is Ps. 18. 5b ;Y!?i '~, rendered 'streams of the underworld,' in
juxtaposition to "l9
11. 5•, !>iecr
11. 6• {Expositor, June
1895, pp. 435-439; Expon"/ory Tiinu, June 1897, pp. 423/.;
Nov. 1897, pp. 91 if.; Apr. 1898, p. 332). The identification of
;v,;:i with Be/iii is, however, denied by Baudissin and Jensen,
on the grounds that there is no evidence to show that the earll,goddess .Bel,1i was ever regarded as a deity ruling the underworld ;
that there is no 0. T. passage in which the meaning 'underworld'
for ;v,;:i is clearly present; and that there is no analogous 0. T.
expression in which men are brought into connexion with the
underworld in order to mark them out as destructive or wicked
{Expon"/ory Times, Oct. 1897, pp. 40-45; March 1898, pp. 28if.).
If ;:g,;:i be not a compound term, it is natural to refer it to the
root 31;:i 'swallow up, engulf and to regard the ; as ; formative,
cases of which are seen in ;~~. ,t,~, ~1i, and perhaps ;~"ll(.
The • may then conceivably mark the word as a diininutive,
according to the common Ar. ·usage {Wright, Ar. Gramm. i.§ 269),
to be traced also in Syr. in the words ~ . Jl.f~,
{Duval, Gramm. ~r. § 235), and in Heb. i•J!l, and perhaps also
in ~I)'~ and ~l~ 2 Sam. 13. 20 {cf. Dri. ad lo&.). Thus an
original bulai'al might become
a form resembling ~•~V,
~l~, which may be thought to stand for slwfaijan, 'umaznan,
upon the analogy of vulgar Ar. f/ifah, 'little basket,' for t,ufaifal,
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(Wright, Compar. Gramm. p. 89). ~•,:i will then denote 'mgulfing rui'n' or 'ptrdili'on,' the diminutive marking the word as used
in contempt and antipathy. Such a significance attached to the
root 31!,:1 may be seen in Ps. 52. 6 ll~t""1t'r.>i, and the phrase
!,3r!,:1 f:l may be paralleled by 6 vll\r rijr mro,>.,lar S. John 17. u;
2 Thess. 2. 3.
After !iir,:i ''l LXX omits all that follows in MT. down to
!iir!i:i •~ of v. 13, apparently through homoioteleuton.
n:,i:i] 'Thou hast cursed'; lit.' blesstd,' and so v. 13; Job 1. 5,
II; 2. 5, 9; Ps. 10. 3t. A sense so strangely opposed to the
usual meaning of the verb is scarcely to be regarded as obtained
from the idea • greet at departing' (eh. 8. 66; Gen. 47. 10), so
'say farewell,' and then 'renounce' (Ges. Thes., Ke., Dillmann on
Job, &c., and so RV. marg.), there being no particle of evidence
for such a transition in meaning ; nor does it seem probable that
the notion is that of 'a blessing overdone and so really a curse
as in vulgar English as well as in the Shemitic cognttes ' (Htb.
Lex. Oxf.). Rather, the word is an euphemism deliberately substituted for its direct antithesis, viz. the most fearful form of curse
such as it were a sin even to mention in direct terms. Cf. among
the Greeks the title Ev,u11,&r, 'the gracious goddesses,' applied
euphemistically to the 'Epu,wr or Furies, and the name 6 Et1f,_
given to the Black sea as being &Et"°" inhospitable ;-• Didus al,
anliqu,i Axmus illt fuil,' Ovid, Trzil. 4. 4, 56.
1,c, c•n!iN] The cursing of God and the king is prohibited in
the Book of the Covenant, Ex. 22. 27 1t>Jl:l N'~, ,!,i,n N!i c,n!,N

"INn N!,,
,n!ii,c,] The same penalty {verb Cli) is imposed for blasphemy
in Lev. 24.
11 b, ',,

10-16

(H).

:i,n:, ,~] Luc. omits. The words are redundant

after the statement immediately preceding, and may therefore be
a gloss.
12. U'&'n'I] Not to be explained as a perf. with , consec., nor
can any reason be assigned for the use of, n"mpltx. The form is
an unintentional lapse into the imperat. form used in 11. 9, and
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we may correct tl~i•1. That the passage is not a mere gloss
(Kio.) appears from the suffix of nll v. 13, which points back to
the name Mtll of this verse.
13. LXX, Luc. omit CJm -Ul M~ MM 'l7"'.ll'1 'ftllM, But the
last two words at least give a touch to the narrative not to be
dispensed with.
M,.ll MM , , , ,m:ir,] Cf. ck. 19. 2 1 note on iftl.lii Cl~.
15. 'l' 'l'1~] LXX «al '""'HTO ~ -lf«ovan 'I,(&,&>.., «al ,riro ff'('Of 'A.,
i. e. 1
,~l
~:p '"'. This less burdened sentence
has to some extent the support of Luc., where the words of MT.,
though present, are marked as a gloss by the strange K'x•OTcu for
,pc; and of Pesh. which varies from MT., abbreviating ~ ,
1~, i. e. 'l M9 '.:P.
16. After v. 16• LXX adds «al a"PP'IE.,, T4 y.uiT&a ltll!TOV ml ff'fP"•
fja'AfTo a&««o11· «al rymro /1-fTO TavTa, «.T,>... So Luc. This, however, is
scarcely consistent with v. 27 MT.; since it is improbable that Al)ab
first made a show of mourning at Naboth's death, then proceeded
to take possession of his estate, and finally, upon Elijah's rebuke,
secured a remand of the threatened vengeance through a repetition
of the same tokens of remorse, this time, it must be supposed,
sincere. Hence LXX varies from MT. in v. 27, making this
statement to refer back to the former show of repentance narrated
by the Version in v. 16 :-«al lnrip roii >..&yov
mT•wy,, 'A. dri

M·,~

,~rli'.t

•r

fl'poO'O>ff'OV

TOV ,cvplov, «al brop.tJn,o «Aalm11 col a,,pf1'1E," n\11 xmiiPO crwoii

ml l('1a-OTO ud««011 brl -re\ uli,p.a aimni «al lvf,UT111n11• ml• ff'tp&f/JaAfTO

o

uauo11 111 TQ qp.lp9
lmiTaE,11 N. n\11 'Iuf'011"A.tlT7111, ml brop,{,8,,. 11112
rylllfTo pijp.a Kuplov ir.T.>., So substantially Luc. But all this stands
self-condemned. It is impossible that A}.iab's. remand should have
been granted as an afterthought on account of his firs/ exhi6i'lion
of repmla,u;e (v. 16 LXX), which was clearly insincere and had
not in the first place served in any way to qualify the penalty·
pronounced by Elijah. MT., therefore, in making the king display
no sign of remorse, real or assumed, until after the prophet's
threatenings, is certainly correct; and the fact that LXX text is
here spurious and late is recognized .by Th., who points out that
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Jos. {Ant. viii. 13, § 8) was acquainted with a narrative in no way
different from MT.
18. 1l\ mn] On omission of subj. with mn cf. II. 6. 13 nolt.
19.lf. The account of this interview has been amplified by R 0 •
Cf. Abijah's prophecy against Jeroboam, d,. 14. 7-16 notes, and,
beside the phrases there enumerated as characteristic, notice vv. 20,
25 '' ')'Jl:l Jr,,i n,='31; ("'l.:lcnn) ,,::,cnn, cf. II. 11. 17 R0 t; v. 26
r::i,;,;ll"I, cf. eh. 15. 12 nolt,· 'l\ Z""\'lii "le,t, cf. eh. 14. 24 nolt. The
original elements of the narrative, so far as they can be distinguished, are to be found in v. 19a, v. 20 to 'MHllt>, vv. 27-29,
and probably also v. 19 b. Less certain is the somewhat awkwardly
placed statement as to Jezebel v. 23, which would follow more
easily afltr v. 24, since v. 24 clearly forms the direct continuation
to v. 22.
19. r::i,::,;::,n] In the first place LXX, Luc. read al i;u «al ol 1Mtr
(so eh. 22. 38), but that the addition is of the nature of a gloss
is rendered most probable by its omission in the second place : ol
1C1Jnr simply, as in MT.
nnH Ill ,c, nH] 'Thy blood, even /hint,' or • 11!, blood also.'
For this re-enforcement of the suff. by the pers. pron., cf. the
exactly similar case 2 Sam. 17. 5 H\l"I Ill \'D::i nc M]ll:)e'.l\ ' and let us
hear what is in his mouth also.' Cf. eh. 1. 26 note with references.
At the end of the verse LXX, Luc. add ml al rropMU ~ovaoirrcu • .,, n;
atp.arl aov, adopted by Th. as presupposing 'lJ'n-? n~~ nur.:i,.
The reference, however, implies not the vineyard of Jezreel but the
pool of Samaria, and is therefore doubtless a gloss derived from
eh. 22. 38.
20. ,,::,cnn pr] Luc. a,• &T, ,,.,,,.paaaa l"'"I"', LXX awn 1'4"1"'
rnrpaaa,, i. e. 1t1'1!> "J"l!)Cnn IJ7'1 ' because thou hast sold thyself lo m,
purpose'; a pointed addition in view of what follows. For H,;i,
cf. Jer. 2. 30; 4. 30; 46. 11. The suggestion of Tb., Clfr:r, is less
probable, since this would rather signify '/or not1gl,/,' i. e. without
expecting a return.
'' ••• n,='31,] LXX, Luc. add (Luc. .,-ov) rapopylaa, almi11, i. e.
iC'l,l,?iJ?, correctly. Cf. 11.17. 17; 2 Chr. 33. 6; Deut. 4. 25; 9. 18.
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:n. :l,~ ,,~] er. eh. 14. 10 note.
23. '.2, c1:l,:in] er. II. 9. 10, 3 6.
,ro] RV.' by the rampart,' and so LXX, Luc. I-,, n; wpamx_lu,-,,.
Vulg., Pesh., Targ., however, presuppose
'in /he dislriel' of
Jezreel, according to II. 9. 101 36, 37, and this ought certainly to
be adopted. The prediction was not fulfilled ' by the rampart,'
but outside the palace will,z'n the city. p,n is only here in this
connexion used of the tract of land surrounding or appertaining
to a /own, being elsewhere employed of the territory or estate of
a tribe or family.
25. ',2' nnon ie,e] Possibly with reminiscence of Deut. 13. 7

P?~

'.2, c.,mt 1:11n,tit m:ll7l' ~,l

,CH; . , •1?'"

ne,e • , , 1n101 1::,.

Ml;IQIJ as though from verb :i, doubled, in place of ni.,1r;,o.
27. On the variations of LXX, Luc. in this verse, cf. v. 16 note.

,,n

1,] 'And went about quiel{y,' Le. in the manner of one
~tit
in penitence and grief. Pesh. -a.., Targ. CJM" explain 'barefoot';
cf. 2 Sam. 15. 30; Vulg. demisso capile: LXX, Luc. omit. ~tit is a
subs., qufelness or gmlleness, used adverbially. Elsewhere always
with ; expressing condition ;-Isa. 8. 6 ; 2 Sam. 18. 5 ; Job 15. 11 ;
L
••
with suff. 1~? Gen. 33. 14. Ar. Joi means lo creaA (of a saddle),
or lo mah a low moaning or plai'nhve sound (of a camel). So Isa.
19. 3t C1~ are whisperers, i. e. wizards of some description.
28. 1:lWnn ,,-,,;tit ,tit] LXX, Luc. I,, x~ipl (Luc. roii) &11>.ov awou

'H>.twv.
29.

,n :l ;:i,]
1

LXX, Luc. omit.

22. 1-38. Conh'nualion of cl,. 20. A/In' sevm years of peace
between Israel and Aram, A!Ja/J, wi'/1, /1,e help o7 felzosl,aphal of
Judah, de/ermines lo recoi·er Rama of Gilead from 1/,e Aramaeans.
He falls in ll,e /Ja/lie which lakes place.

CJ,. 22. 2-37•= 2 ehr. 18. 2-34.
1. Cl1le' " ' " ] After the ' covenant ' described as concluded
eh. 20. 34. The disastrous issue to which this led at Qarqar,
where the confederate kings were defeated with great loss by
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Shalmaneser (Append. 3), must have weakened the bonds of
alliance, and led to a rapprodzemml between Israel and Judah.
This new alliance made feasible the scheme to recover by force
from the Aramaeans one of the most important cities which Ben-hadad
had failed to cede according to compact. Cf. COT. i. 189.f.
3. "111,l Mb1] Always with scripl. deficl. except 2 Chr. 22. 5
'l nm,. Luc. in all occurrences transliterates 'Pap.a8 r., while
LXX varies between 'P,p.p.a8 r. and 'P,,.,.~ r. Thus there is some
presumption in favour of a vocalization ii?t 11P1 'Rama of G,1ead,'
the city being so called in distinction from other places of the
same name west of Jordan; and in II. 8. 29 (II 2 Chr. 22. 6) "91
actually occurs. So Sta., Wellh. The form Ramo/I,, however, is
substantiated as an existing form by the occurrence of the sl. a!Jsol.
ii?~ nb1 Josh. 21. 36; ii?~ (IDC1) n\CN1 Deut. 4. 43; Josh.
20. 8; 1 Chr. 6. 65. The site of this Rama is doubtful. By
most identification is sought with the modern Es-Sall, which would
have formed a convenient point of vantage for an advance upon
Samaria from an E. S. E. position. Dillmann (after Hitzig, Langer)
on Gen. 31. 54 prefers the site El-Jaff1d, six miles north of
Es-Salt.
6. 'i 'Y 1'Mn] Chr. 'i ~ ,,ln. Cf. eh. 1. 38 nok.
fM"'I] LXX, Luc. 11:al (Luc. &r,) 3i&vr 3cltu11, i. e. I~ tmil• Cf.
Num. 21. 2; Judg. 11. 30; 2 Sam. 5. 19.
\liM] II 2 Chr. 18. 5 0';:J~~i;t. According to Th. many Codd.
read n,n,, and this probably represents the original text, as in
vv. 11, 12. The alteration probably arose (Th.) from the supposition suggested by Jehoshaphat's question r,, 7, that the 400 were
prophets of Ba'a/.
7. '.2, ME> rMn] Render with AV. 'Is there not here a prophet
of the Lord !JesidesJ' i.e. yet one more prophet of Yahwe in
addition to these His (professed) prophets. The reason for
Jehoshaphat's distrust of the 400 prophets can only be inferred.
Jos. {Anl. viii. 15, § 4) O'VNir '" T&il' >.oyaw 'loouarf,aror, &r, 1',n,3o,rporf,ijTai nryxd11011uw, and similarly Ber., 'He shrewdly conjectured that
Aliab had only interrogated the prophets who were prepared to
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give him a favourable answer.' RV. 'Is there not here besides
a prophet of the Lord?' is an unwarrantable dislocation of
intended apparently to imply that the speaker regarded the 400
not as prophets of Yahwe but of a strange god. This sense, not
to be obtained from MT., is, wi"/h omission oj''Tl'J], given by LXX,
Luc., Vulg., Pesh.,' Is there not here a prophet of Yahwe ?' But
against this is Alµ.b's reply (v. 8) which presupposes that the 400
prophesied in the name of Yahwe, as is stated in vv. II, 12.
This passage again points the inference (already drawn cn.18.
31a note) that there were two forms of Yalrwe-worslup existent in
the northern kingdom-that represented by the cult of the calves,
and that of which such prophets as Elijah, Elisha, and Micaiah
were the exponents; and that the view that the former was a
perversion of the true religion was not merely the opinion of later
(Deuteronomic) times, but was shared by the contemporary adherents
of the purer form of religion. The 400 prophets cannot be thought
to have belonged to the class which Jezebel used rigorous measures to extirpate (en. 18. 4; 19. 10, 14; II. 9. 7), but must have
been representatives of a form of Yahwe-religion which for some
reason escaped attack during her persecution; and the reason
for this escape may be assumed to have been that this professed
Yahwe-worship could tolerate I the existence side by side with it
of a definitely extraneous cult, even if it had not itself assimilated
certain Canaanite elements 1•
On the other hand, the reason for Jezebel's vindictiveness against
a certain section of Yahwe-worshippers must have been that these,
by emphasis of Yalrwe' s exclusive claim (Ex. 20. 3), came into
sharp collision with the form of religion which she desired to

,u,,

1 Cf. the indifferent attitude of the populace gathered at Mt. Carmel to the
two diverse cults; ,!. 18. u.
1 It may accordingly be conjectured that in II. 8. 13 Elisha's words to
J oram 1tlM 'M'll 'iM'I l'l" 'M'll '1M l' form not a pleonastic reference to the
Ba'al prophets only, but couple together the perverted Yahwe prophets, described as the prophets of ~ab, and t~e prophets of the Phoenician Ba"al
who were under the special patronage of Jezebel; the former, u the latter,
being really opposed to the pure religion of Yahwe.
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naturalize. Such were those mentioned in cl,. 19. 18-not merely
an isolated prophet here and there, but a considerable body of the
people whose number is reckoned as 7,000.
8. n,t:,'] Chr. It~'?~; 'probably more correct etymologically'; Th.
10. ci,,,.l Cl'~.l,c] 'Clad i'n robts,' i. e. in robes of slalt. Cf.
v. 30 ,,,,.l v.i!, 'put thou on /1,y robes,' in contrast to the preceding
~ElMM.

J"l'.l] 'In a /l,ru!,i'ng-jloor.' Chr. J"l'.l Cl'.l~, with explan. ref.
of previous C'.l~. Scarcely possible. RV. paraph. 'in an opm
place' is impermissible, there being no ground for assigning this
general signification to ru ; and the same remark applies to the
renderings of Vulg. i'n area; Luc. 111 6~ 1 ; LXX, Luc. in Chr. I,,
n1pox•P¥· In LXX (Kgs.) t"°"'A°' answers to the whole Cl'~.l,c
J"l'.l b,,,.l, i. e. r,,.l is unrepresented, and may thus be regarded
as mere dittography of C,,,:J, The emendations of Ew. Pr~f 'i'n
armour,' Th., Ber. Cl''IJ~f 'tmbroidtrtd'(?) have nothing to recommend them.
·/
11. !,r,.l ,,,p] An emblem of offensive power; cf. Deut. 33. 17 ;
Am. 6. 13; Jer. 48. 25; Dan. 8. 3/.
12. 'l, ,n,,] •Yahwe shall give (it),' with obj. understood as in
vv. 6, 15. LXX, Luc. wrongly supply as obj. ml
fJarn'Ala

"°"

'l:11plas.

13. C'tc'.lli ,i:Ji] LXX, Luc. AaAoiiu, n-avr•r ol n-pot/>qT'a,, in Chr.
A&A.,a-GP a:.,-.A., i. e. ''" ~'IJ • the prophets have, with one consent,
spoken good &c.'; superior to the somewhat harsh MT. ' the
words of the prophets &c. art good.' So Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
Kio. Cl'"!f19, less simple.
intc nil] So Josh. 9. 2. An accus. defining the manner of
Cine ititc] Cf. cl,, 19. 2 nolt.
17. 'M'~ ictt'\] After icl!M LXX inserts wx ou,-mr, Luc. o:.r...,
i. e. I~~ as in v. 19; • I saw /1,m all Israel &c.'; /1,m, i. e. in case
you wish really to hear the truth. Adopted by Kio.

.,f.,.

1

But perhaps this ia a corruption of IP &A91.

In Pesh. (Kgs. and Cbr.)

h.=t ia clearly an error for J,t).i, which answers to MT.
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'l' Cl~)iM M;] Luc. in place of

N; reads El, i. e. ~; or M~, and

this is followed by Kio., ' If these had any master, they would
return, &c.,' a reading incomparably poor by the side of MT.
LXX oll Kupcor Touro&r e,cSr; presupposes a false repetition of n;M;
as Cl'i'.1~!,.
19. '.2, ~ 1:i;] The strange rendering of LXX, Luc. <>vx ovrw,
ol,,c ;.y,;,, ILcov, pijµ,a Kvplov· ollx oi:T•r' ,lao• 11:.-r.~. represents at the
beginning a doublet of ~~, first read as 1; et,, and then explained
by the gloss ol,,c iyo,, 'Not I' (am responsible, but Yahwe). The
second oll,c o~r, which should not be followed by a stop, is an
imitation of 'n'tn 1:i;, v. 11.
:170;-,,J Chr. ~~. and so here '1 Codd. Kenn.
Cl"0v.1 ICY] 'The host of heaven'; an expression not used
elsewhere in pre-exilic writings in the special sense of spiritual
beings or angels. Cf., however, Josh. 5. 13.Jf. OE) where the 'man'
who appears to Joshua describes himself as mn, tqf "'4'. In Isa.
34. 4 {prob. exilic) the phrase seems to describe the angels corresponding to or acting as guardians of' all the nations' (v. 3 ), this
being clearly the case in 24. 21 with the expression Cl'l"lt:,,i ~ 1•
Elsewhere generally 'im ~ denotes the s/ars;-11. 17. 16;
21.3,5(113Chr.33.3,5); 23.4,5; Deut.4.19; 17. 3; Jer.8.2;
19. 13; Zeph. 1. 5; cf. Gen. 2. 1; Ps. 33. 6; Isa. 40. 26; 45. 12.
It is a late usage in which the term is used indefinitely to
denote visible heavenly bodies and invisible agencies; Neh. 9. 6 ;
Dan. 8. 10; cf. Ps. 103. n; 148. 3,
20. '" MEI' "t)] For the doctrine that Yahwe, in His displeasure,
incites men to their own ruin or injury, cf. Ex. 4. 21b; 10. 1, 30,
21; 11. 9, 10 (J, E, or JE); 7. 3; 9. 12 (P); Deut. 2. 30 hardening
of the heart ascribed to Yahwe (cf. Isa. 6. 10); Judg. 9. 23 Yahwe
sends an evil spirit between Abimelech and the men of Sbechem ;
3 Sam. 24. 1 incites David to a pernicious action; Isa. 19. 3, 14
stirs up Egypt against Egypt and mingles a spirit of perverseness
1 Cf. for this doctrine Dan. 10. 13, io, u; 12. I; Ecdas. 17. 17; 1.11d Deut.
12. 8 LXX (reading ',t,t for ~ ) .
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in the midst of her ; Ezek. 14. 9 deceives the false prophet to his
own ruin (the same verb as in our passage 'J:l't:i•)·
:ltcl"IM] LXX, Luc., Vulg. presuppose
1'1:> :itcntc, and
so Chr.
',n nr ietc',] On the contrasted order cf. d,. 5. 25 note.
21. nnn] 'The spirit,' vividly pictured in the speaker's imagination through the part which be fulfilled. Cf. d,. 20. 36 note.
22. The variation of Luc. after v. 22"
cl1r~a• awe,,. Kai
,l1r,11 .6v1111an is probably due merely to the dislocation of ,l,r,11 in
the Greek text. LXX as MT. ml ,l,r,11 'A,rarqaur ml y. 3v1111a,1,
24. i:ip i'1T 'tc] The interrog. MT 'tc is never elsewhere used with
a verb, and Chr., in supplying '=l1lt1 before i:i:i,, conforms to the usual
constr. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. On
MT 'tc cf. cl,. 13. 12
note. LXX Doiu11 fl'l'fVfllJ K.vplov Tc\ AcwjO'GII '" aol suggests CA"'1
;~ ,~19;:i mn', i. e. not as rendered, • What kind of spirit &c. 1 ?'
but 'where is lhe spirit of Y ahwe /1,a/ spealiell, in thee 1' a direct
challenge to Micaiah to avenge the insult, implying that, if be fails
to do so, the spirit by which he speaks is a iJ!' CA"'1. To this
Micaiah replies, 'Behold /1,ou shall see (wher, ii is; i. e. the challenge shall be accepted; no/ now, bul) in //,al day 4·c.' This is
superior to the obscure sentence of MT., and probably represents
the original text. Luc. exhibits a combination of LXX and MT.
26. ,~,v,n '0 ntc Ml)] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Vulg. support pl. ,np
,n~,e,m '0 nee, the reading of Cbr. So Th., Kio. Sta., however,
points out that in v. 27 LXX ,l,ro11, Luc. ,l,r,, like MT. J;I~,
favour an original sing. in v. 26. The substitution of pl. for sing.
may be explained as due to the influence of pl. imperat. v. 27
,n~:itcm , , , ,0,s,, These refer to two persons r,etc and ~', but
the address of v. 26 is probably to the il"IM 01"'10 of tlV. 9.lf. ZATW.
V. 173./f.
r,etc ,tc] LXX ,rpos ~,,.;,p, Luc. ,rpc\r ~,,.,,.;,p. Chr. LXX rrpor
'Ep.;,p, Cod. A, Luc. rrpl,r z,l',,_;,p. The forms with J probably

,tci~
"°'

,,,n

nr~

1 Adopted by Sta. Cu. L 53i: 'Wu fur cin Geist Jahwca bat dam au dir
gcsprochcn?'
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exhibit a repetition of the last letter of ,rp&r, and LXX Chr. represents the original form in the Greek. Accordingly Sta. favours the
reading
'Ep.p.{ip being the LXX form for MT.,~ in Jer.
20. 1; Ezr. 2. 37, 59; 10. 20; Neh. 3. 29; 7. 40; 11. 13; 1 Chr.
9. Ill j 24. 14.
27. ,~, iCM n:,J LXX, Luc. omit.
MT nN] With great contempt:-' This ft/low.' So exactly, with
nN, 1 Sam. 21. 16; 2 Sam. 13. 17 (nNT MN); cf. cl,. 20. 7; II. 5. 7;
1 Sam. 10. 27; 25. 21; Ex. 10. 7.
'l\ yn!, 1:1n,] ' Bread in scant measure and water in scant measure '; lit. ' bread-affliction and water-affliction,' a case of apposition. So Isa. 30. 20. Cf. Dri. Tenses, § 189. r.
28. 1l\ \llD!ie' iCN"\] LXX, Luc. omit. The words are clearly
a gloss derived from Mic. 1. 2, and inserted for the purpose of
identifying Micaiah with Micah the Morashtite. The names \~1~Q
and "1'7;) are really identical, and the prophet of the later century
bears the longer name n:1~T;> in Jer. 26. 18 Kt. The pl. 1:1•0:i,
occurs many scores of times with the signification offoreign naJions,
seldom or never of Israel 1•
30. ncmc!l N!l\ lie'ElMM] 'Let me disguise myself and mler the
battle I ' The infin. absol. presents the bare idea of the verb in
exclamatory and excited speech. er. II. 4. 43 i.JJ'"1 ~:,~ '~ ~ nh
'Thus saith Yahwe, Ye shall ea/ and leave over I' II. 3. 16; Hos.
4. 2; al.; Da. § 88b; Ew. § 3280.
1'il!l] LXX, Luc. r~., l,un-,up.611 p.r,u, an easy (but false) correction
deduced from the fact that AIJ.ab himself was disguised.
31. mY CliN i!,c,J 'Now the king of Aram l,a,J commamkd.'
On order of sentence cf. eh. 14. 5 ,wle.
'l\ !l:lin ,,s, nN] The military commanders who filled the place
previously occupied by the thirty-two vassal princes. er.
20. 24

i~e:r,~,

0

,h.

,w/e,
32.

,,,:i, ,,o'\]

'They turned aside against him'; somewhat

1 Supposed cases are Deut. 33. 3 where the better reading seems to be mr
LXX; Gen. 28. 3; 48. -4 the promise to Jacob. With suffix Judg. 5. 1-4; Hos.
10. 1-4. CC. Drl. on JJl#I, loe.

,ii.
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harsh. LXX, Luc. «al /,d,,i>..o,ua• aln-611 agree with Chr.
\::lb:1
'they surrounded him,' a reading certainly to be preferred. So Th.,
Kio. ,11 DC as in Job 16. 13.
34. ,en,] Lit.' in his si'rnplz'city' (' of norm), i. e. without being
able to assign a reason for the selection of his mark. So AV., RV.
suitably 'at a venture'; Luc. dcf,,Amr, 'artlessly.' That this is the
meaning of the phrase is rendered clear by the context of its only
other occurrence, 2 Sam. 15. u ~It' Cl~IJN9
cl,~~-n~
~,-,:.,
UI~
16,
rmn,
l:l'~,:,,
Cl'Kii?
Cl~'t>
'And
with
Absalom
TT
T
:T
:
T ~.:
• l
:
• -..:
• T
•
there went 200 men from Jerusal~m, summoned and going in
their simplicity, and they /mew no/ anything' (of the projected con-

•~?i:i

'~?"'DO~-

Vulg. in zncerlum
spiracy). Cf. also Gen. 20. 5, 6
sagillam dirigens, Pesh.~~ (with doublet ~~Lid. MT.),
and so Targ. "'':l'P' 'straight in front of him,' seem to have
imagined that the phrase denoted the letting fly of an aimless shaft.
LXX, guessing, ,limx•r.
1l\ Cl'P:lin r:i] ' Between the attachments and between the coat
of mail.' The subs. P1l only elsewhere occurs in Isa. 41. 7, where
it means joining or soldering. So Heb. Lex. Oxf., following Th.,
Ber. al., explains Cl'i':lin 'the jointed allachmml or appendage to
· the rigid breast-armour, which covered the abdomen.' Other
explanations have merely the nature of guesses :-LXX, Luc. CU1G
p.iuo11 TOV 'lrPfl'p.OPOf ,ral alld p.fUOII TOV 81,,pa,ror: Vulg. i'nler pulmonem
et slomachum; Ew. the soft parts which conned the chest with
the bottom of the back, so, ' between the groin and breastbone'; Ges. Thes. 'arm-pits,' lit. joints of shoulder; Kio. 'he/me/appendages.'
,,,, 1Elii] So II. 9. 23 with pl. M' as Kt.
mnc.,] 'The army' in ach'on, as in Judg. 4. 15, 1.6.
'n,,nn '~] RV. •For I am sore wounded.' So 2 Chr. 35. 23.
35. ncn,0n n,11n,] 'And the battle waxed MIier'; lit. wml
up or tncrtased, the figure being perhaps drawn from a river
which gathers force as it rises (Ke., Th., Ber.); cf. Isa. 8. 7 ;
Jer. 46. 7, 8.
"tl;)J19 n'i1] ' Was propped up.' The participle with subs. verb
s
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expresses the duration of the action; Dri. Tenses, § .135. 5. Chr.
act. i•Q~ n•n ' kept himself standing.'
After v. 35a LXX, Luc. add d,ro ,rp•l ;,.,, iawipa,, i. e. ,~i:,-jl;I
:l"JE;:i-i~, and this is partially supported by Chr. .:nim ,11. In
v. 35b LXX, Luc., which place .:i,11:::i nc--, ":fier :tlui , , , p~, are
superior.
.:ii11::i no,,] Chr. ~t,:i tc\ll nv.7 n9:i, either a summary conclusion formed by combining Kgs. v. 36a ~n tc:tl, or else the
writer's eye passed to nc--, of v. 37, and 'l\ n11, represents a corrupt
reading oft1,0lt' tc\.l--,.
Pi~] 'And the blood of the wound flowed &c.' This intrans.
sense occurs only once beside~, Job 38. 38 P~~ .,~)! n~i, 'when
dust jlowtlh into the mass.' Imperf. Qal always elsewhere takes
the form P~.
36. m,n ,::ilt'\] 'And there passed the cry.' The verb, if not
an error for ,::i11n1, is masc. as coming first in the sentence; cf. d,.
11. 3nolt on Cl•~~,;
LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. interpret
m,n as /he herald.
37. 1,0,, nc•,] LXX, Luc. &T, .,.,8"'JH,, d [3au.:A..{,,, i.e. '!l~i::t n;, •,
'for lhe lu"ng i's dead '; certainly correct. The words are part of
the nr1, and assign a reason for v. 36b. So Th., Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit. On the confusion of::, and\, cf. cl,, 12. 30 note.
tc\.l'1] LXX, Luc. 11:al qMo,,, i. e. ~tcb!1, subj. being the same as
the following ,,::ip•,; correctly. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
Targ., feeling the difficulty of sing. tc\:1'1, paraphrases •m•ntc, ' and
they brought him.'
38. J\0~1] Impers. 'one washed,' and so ' the chariot was
washed.'
\YM"I n,~r,n] 'And the harlots washed themselves (there),' sc. in
the pool into which the blood had drained. LXX, Luc. add ,,, "¥
afp.ar, (Luc. awov). This is the only meaning of which the sentence is capable. The other Verss., probably for the sake of
avoiding an objectionable statement, give to n'IJm another interpretation and make it the obj. of 1Yni ;-Vulg. el habenas laverunl,
Pesh. ~ l oi,L.Jo (transposed with 'l\ 1p)--,), and so Targ. 'm\

•n,,.

XXII. 36-49
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U>t:l~ Ml~T 'and they washed the (Pesh. his) armour.' But 11 weapon
or mt1ilary e(Jutpment of Rabb. Heb. and Aram. never occurs in
is used exclusively of washing the body,
Bib. Heb. ; and verb
whether one's own person (without obj.) or sqme part of ii (obj. C~t,,
"'"• al.) or some one else (Ex. 29. 4; 40. 12 ; Lev. 8. 6 P; Ezek.
16. 9 t), or of washing the flesh portions of a sacrifice (Ex. 29. 17 ;
Lev. 1. 9, 13; 8. 21; 9. 14 Pt), never of washing any kind of
inanimate object.
'l' ~,:,] Cf. ck. 13. 26 note.

rm

22. 39, 40. Summary of A~alls reign.
39. ~n n'.l] 'The house of ivory.' The ft'" ~n.l of Am. 3. 15
perhaps contains an allusion to this. er. Ps. 45. 9 t~ ~.?:;>'v 'palaces
of ivory.' Jer. 22.. 15 speaks of Al}.ab's fame as a builder, upon
the reading of Cod. A 'AxaafJ for l"'IN :-~~tt1 "1-'JIJ'? nJ;ltt ':P '!1~1'.lij
• Shalt thou reign because thou competest with Al]ab?' (in magnificence of palace architecture; cf. vv. 13, 14).
22.

41-51.

Jehoshaphat, !ling ofJudah.

Ck. 22. 41-51 forms part of the material of 2 ehr. 20. 31-37.
R 0 frames a collection of short notices from the Annals.
44. 'l, n,c.ln 1N] ef. ck. 3. 2, 3 note.
47. ~i'M] er. ck. 14. 24 note.
48, 49. 'l,
Highly obscure as the text stands. RV. 'And
there was no king in Edom : a deputy was king,' agrees with
Targ. 1, and so Ke., Th., Kamp. But that a mere deputy, ostensibly
appointed by Jehoshaphat, should be dignified with the title of
!ling is incredible. Vulg. nee era/ lune rex conslilulus i'n Edom,
Pesh. fJ.ot fOf~ ~ ~ o give an intelligible sense : 'And
there was no king in Edom appointed as king,' i. e. regularly constituted as such; but against this it may be urged (Sta.) that .lYl

,,c,]

1 Strictly speaking, Targ. N:>',,:i Ml.-.c,10c-M Jffl'M IC1:l'O cmMl m M:i',o, 'And
there was no king in Edom appointed, but a general was king,' exhibits a
double rendering of~,, the former' appointed' agreeing with Vulg., Pesh.
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of the appointment of a king is unparalleled. LXX, Luc. simply
transliterate :JYl, and fail to afford any elucidation.
Probably, therefore, the text has suffered some corruption ; and
this inference is confirmed by the condition of v. 49•, where "\~
must be corrected i"I" upon the authority of Q're, several Codd.,
and all Verss., and the reference of
t,t!,, is, at best, highly
obscure.
Sta. (ZATW. 1885, p. 178) by clever emendation obtains for the
two verses a text which is at once lucid and but little divergent from
MT. Connecting v. 48 with v. 49 he reads: ::i~11• Ci"1~ ;,~ '!J~
n·p~~ ':P i1?,.~~
i11'F;)iK M~?~ ~ M!~~ i"I" t')~~~ '!J~J
li':n'' (or iM!~~) i"I!~~~ 'Now there was no king in Edom.
And the deputy of king Jehoshaphat made a ship of Tarshish to
go to Ophir for gold; but it went not, for thi:: ship (his ship) was
wrecked at Ezion-geber.' · For the constr. ',ii" ,~en :l'Yl cf. 2 Sam.
16. 6; 19. 17; ,h. l. 38; 5. 7; 10. 13; II. 19. 5, and so :l'Yl
C'n~,11 1 Sam. 13. 3. So Benz,, Kit. Kio. agrees with Sta. as far
as regards v. 48 and its connexion with v. 49, while in this latter
verse he combines Q're and Kt. 'made /en ships,' and finds the
reference of
to be to the projector of the expedition ..
Upon t"VIM n,~lM cf. ,h. 10. 22 note.

,,n

:"\*

ec,, ::i~p

,,n

22. 52-54. A?aasiah, king of Israel.
54. !,31~,] LXX, Luc. pl. Toir Baa>.Ell',
'l' !,.:,.:, ] Luc. ,rapa fl'WITGf TGVr "(fll0,Ul10Vr '""pou(fo, OVTOV is a
correction in imitation of eh. 14. 9; 16. 25, 30, 33, but here

inappropriate, since the editor would scarcely represent this king
as exceeding his father in wickedness: cf. eh. 16. 30, 31; 21. 25, 26;
R 0 • LXX ICGTII ff'GIITG ri y..6p,ElltJ lp.,rpou8o amu, i. e. doubtless
"'I~~ !,::,~ is as good as, but not superior to MT., and
may be a correction in view of the fact that the sins of Jeroboam
as well as those of Al,.ab are mentioned v. 53.
II. 1. 1, This verse clearly belongs to the series of short notices
referring to the reign of Al}aziah immediately preceding, I. 22.
52-54. The division of the Hebrew text of Kings into two books

,,~~? •'~

XXII. 54-l. a
is not found in the MSS. nor in the early printed editions. It first
occurs in the great Rabbinic Bible of Daniel Bomberg, published
at Venice 1516-17, where an asterisk between I. 22. 54 and II. 1. 1
calls attention to a marginal note :-',::,!,c i11c, c•nn!,n c,!,,nnc JN::J
: ')1':li 'Here the non-Jews (i. e. Christians) begin the fourth book
of Kings.' A similar note is found between I and 2 Sam. Cf.
Ginsburg, In/rod. lo /he Massortli'co-crili'cal edil. of /he Heb. Bible,
pp. 45, 93of. Thus the division in MT. appears to have been
an innovation from LXX, Vulg. While in LXX no known MS.
presents an undivided text of 1, 2 Kgs.; 3, 4 Kgs.; Chr.; it is
noticeable that in Cod. B the first verse of each second book
appears also at the close of each first book, a fact which shows
that the divider of the books was desirous of indicating the inner
connexion existing between the first and second divisions in each
case. Cf. the manner in which in MT. Ezr. 1. 1-3a (to !,JM) repeats
2 Chr. 36. 22, 23, of which it originally formed the unbroken
continuation.
'l, ~c JMII',] Cf. eh. 3. 4 ff. According to the inscription
of Mesha' king of Moab (Append. 1) the rebellion took place during
the reign of Omri's son. Al}ab is, however, nowhere mentioned
by name in the inscription.
1. 2-18. AIJasiah, afltr an acddmlal fall through a lallzce,
appeals lo /he oracle of Ba'al-sebub, /he god of Ekron, in order lo
learn whether he w,71 recover. Elijah predicts his death, on account
of his unfailhfulnm lo F ahwe.
2. n::i:i1e1n i11:i] 'Out through (Iii. away from) the lattice.' So
LXX a,a T'OU 31ff1JO>T"Oii, 'A. trrpl T'OI' a:1yx>.,&m1., Vulg. per cance//os,
Targ. Nnl'iC> fC. For the other uses of M::J:llel cf. I. 7. 17 nole.
Luc. presents a slightly different form of v. 2a: «al uiflq 'ox, rlr "o
3&a:n1C"'7'0I' vrrr~o• ailT'oii T'O /i, Zapai-{t a:al lrrrur a:al ~PpelOT'1/0'f-inferior
to MT.
'l, M'MN ON] Cf. eh. 8. 8, 9.
m ,!,r,c] The constr. M? '~!'l (for the normal Mf-1 '?QO) is regular
in Rabbinic Heh., but extremely uncommon in Bib. Heb. Other
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occurrences, cited by Ko. ~lax,§ 334 fJ, are ~n Di• Mic. 7. 12•
(text doubtful), nNt f~! Ps. 80. 15. LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ.
presuppose a reading Ml
this my sickness,' both here and in
cl,. 8. 8, 9. This constr., in which the demonstr. pronoun without
the article follows a subs. with possessive suffix, is perfectly
regular; cf. v. 13 n~ i'1~P,; I. 8. 59; 10. 8; 22. 23; al.; Da.
§ 32 (2), Rem. 3; Ew. § 293; G-K. § 126y.
At the end of the verse LXX, Luc. add real bropflJ6rivav br.,,_;,,,.cu
(LXX a,• avroii), i. e. iA~f:? V'1~
an addition which forms
a suitable introduction to v. 3•, and which may be compared
with v. 4b.
3. ~-,] LXX lrca.A•vr• ••• 'Aly.,,,, Luc. l'A.&>.,,,,., ••• 'A.Iyo,•. Probably LXX is a corruption of Luc. The latter presupposes the
reading of MT., 'A.ryflll• being merely the translator's addition: cf.
I. 13. 12 note.
t,"\ct' ,,0] So I. 21. 1 t. Luc. 'Oxo(wv {:JarriAiu,r 'Irr~'A. b JtyAapd9.
•!,:i~n] For the double negative, cf. note on I. 10. 21.
5. m nc] Upon the enclitic nr, cf. I. 14. 6 note.
6. n,~ nntc] LXX, Luc. presuppose :L?h n~; cf. v. 3. MT.,
as the easier reading, appears to be a correction. A correction in
the Greek would probably have run ii{Mir 7ropru•ri•, i. e. 0•;,7n DJ;ltt,
in strict agreement with v. 3.
6b, ,,,] LXX, Luc. add T"aa, 'A.fr,, Kupiar as in v. 4. At the
end of the verse Luc. has a gloss, derived, in the main, from I. 21.
(20) 21,
7. t>ElW] ' Description,' i. e. the summary of disli'ncltve cl,aracieri'sli'cs. Cf. Judg. 13. 12 "\llli::s t>@~ M!~~~ 'What shall be the
description of the child? '
9b. ,•,tc
'JM] The text is somewhat expanded in
Luc. : ,ra, lrropruS,,va"II 7rpllr MOP, cwror a. l,rcltJ,,T"o brl T"ijr ,ropVf/,ijr

~?O '

~?!!,

rte

"\:l,., , , ,

T"OV 3povs. ,ral ,i-,,i{:J,, d
T"OU bilp~ov T"OV 8,oii.
,lrr,,, «. T".'A..
~

mn,J

frtoufM•OS

,ra2 ol 'll'f""JlfOPl'Q awoii ,ral ~ilo• ;.,,
,ral ,"A.&:Arirrr rrpor awll• d fffPT"'/ICOfmJf)XoS ml

Omission of the pronominal subject of the participle
is not infrequent after M!i'.1, which calls pointed attention to a
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subject closely preceding. Cf. Gen. 24. 30; 37. 15; al.,· Dri.
Tenses, § 135 (6); Da. § 100 8 • Such a use of nii, without expression of suffix of reference is idiomatic in other cases also ; cf. e. g.
cl,. 6. 13; I. 2. 29; 21. 18.
~1] LXX l1t.aA•ut11 u•, probably an alteration of IA&>..'lu.; cf.
v. 3 note. Luc. Ta& Alyn, in accordance with v. 1 I "'I~ n~.
10. D10] 'And if.'
The ,, by emphasis of• if,' imparts a grim
sarcasm to the prophet's words; the implication being, 'You glibly
term me "man of God," while overlooking my power to withstand
the king's command.' Cf. I. 2. 22 note. In v. 12 , is omitted.
I I.
Luc., Cod. A are correct in reading «al un/3'1, i. e. ~.!1
as in vv. 9, 13. So Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
12. cn•,ec] LXX, Luc., Pesh., 3 Codd. read
So Th.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit.
13. c,w,w] Luc., Vulg., Targ.
the reference being (as in
clause b) to the captain; cf. "'lt,tf 'another' (second) v. 11. So Th., Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit. MT. c~,w has arisen by attraction to C'WCM• a third fifty'; pl. as in I Sam. 19. 21 C•~~f' D';>\C~ ' a third set of
messengers.' LXX omits; Pesh. ~ I UL, 'for the third time.'
IC~ ,ir,] LXX, Luc. 1CC1i ~Ail,.,, Vulg. qui cum vmissel, omit the
former verb, while Pesh. ~ o is without the latter. The subj.
'l, "'IW, following upon the second verb, occupies an awkward
though not impossible position (cf. I. 10. 29•), and is omitted by
Vulg. So Kio., Kamp., Benz.
c•~n n,ec i•i:iy] LXX, Vulg. omit the somewhat redundant

w,]

, >~-

??r,

c•~n.
14. cn•~n nee,]

LXX omits.

p; 'therefore,'
destroys the conand the interjected question
struction of the sentence, and is rightly lacking in LXX, Luc. So
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. The words are a gloss from vv. 3, 6.
17. C"'l,n•
Add
with Luc., e. 6 dB,Aq,or aln-oii, a specification presupposed by the statement of clause b. So Kio., Kamp.,
Kit.
ni,n, , • , ru~] This synchronism breaks the connexion between
16. "'l~M

llr] 'Forasmuch as' is answered by

,.,:i,:i , , , ,,:ic.,

1,c•,]

,•,:,tt
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the statements preceding and following, and also conflicts with the
synchronism of eh. 3. 1 a, which occupies the regular position in
R 0 's framework. As standing in MT. it is an erroneous insertion,
and forms part of a distinct synchronistic ·system, which appears
in Luc., but of which this notice and that of I. 16. 23 are the only
traces in MT. See Introduction.
3.

The translation of Elf/ah lo haven, and the gift of a .double
portion of hi's sp,'ril lo Elisha, his discipk and successor.

1-18.

1.

Mi,VP,~] The ljalef-qamef facilitates the pronunciation of the

emphatic sibilant c,.
19. 20.

er. Ko. Lehrg. I. i. 262 ;

and notes on I. 13. 7;

;l,li"I] It is the merit of Th. to have first noticed that this
Gilgal, from which Elijah and Elisha went down ('"'l!l v. 2) to
Bethel, cannot have been the Gilgal between Jericho and the
Jordan, Josh. 4. 19; al.; and to have identified the place with
Ji!Ji'/ia, south-west of StiltJn, and ' near the high road between
Bethel and Shechem '; cf. Smith, Hist. Geogr. 494. Rob. (BR.
ii. 265.f.) describes the locality of Ji{Ji1ia, but fails to perceive
the Biblical identification.
2. 1e'II) '"'] The vocalization 't1 is adopted by the punctuators
for the sake of drawing artificial distinction between the sacred
oath mn• 't1 and the non-sacred. er. vv. 4, 6; 4. 30; 1 Sam. 20. 3;
25. 26; 1. 26; 17. 55; 2 Sam. 11. 11; 14. 19; nv,~ 't1 Gen. 42.
15, 16; '!'l?f&v ·~,~ 't1 2 Sam. 15. 21 j ll~r'~f
'!:11 11 'l'lJS~ 't1
Am. 8. 14.

=rn

3. ;M n'l "le'M] ' Who were al Bethel.' The accusative of place,
in answer to the question where r ce,n thus be used in the case of
proper names compounded with n•~; so exactly a Sam. 2. 32 "I~
en, n•l; cf. Hos. 12. 5; Da. § 69a. In contrast we have ,M'"l'l
'in Jericho,' v. 5.

~!!lJ] According to norm we should expect ~Qi:'- Another
instance of the imperat. of a verb II gutt. vocalized after the analogy
of the perf. is found in Jer. 49. 8, 30 ~i't?iv, ~i''t?¥0; so infin. constr.
'P.'T!!lJ Jer. 31. 31.

II.

I-I4

8. c,l•1] 'And rolled (it) up.' The verb, which only occurs
here in Bibi. Heb., is found in Rabbinic Heb. with the same
significance. Other occurrences of the root in Bibi. Heb. are found
in Ezek. 27. 24 n~;i;,
'wrappings of blue' (so Aram. N9'?f,
~ ) ; Ps. 139. 16 ''??! 'my unformed .ubslanet' (embryo; so
New Heb. id.; Aram. lCl;)~J).
9. 1l1 tcl •n•] ' Let there be now a share of two in thy spirit
upon me I' Elisha claims the right of a first born son among the
disciples of Elijah, c•l~ •D, as in Deut. 21. I 7, lit. 'mouth (mouthful) of two,' is a share twice as large as that which is given to
any one of the later-born sons. The explanation of Ew. 'twothirds' is quite unwarranted 1• In Zech. 13. 8 the expression has
this meaning only through being brought into relationship with
M~?tptl ' the third part.'

~i't

'i~

1 o. n~~] With dropping of c preformative, for ~~.
So
Ex. 3. 2; i~• Judg. 13. 8; t>1iC Isa. 18. 2, 7; il?~~ Ezek. 26. 17
(accent il~~). Ew. § 617b; G-K. § 52S.
·
I I. 'l1 c•:,~n ilt:lil •n-1] Cf. J. 13. 20 note.
12. 'l1 •:itc] So eh. 13. 14, the words of king Joash to Elisha
upon his death-bed. The expression seems to mean that Elijah,
as after him Elisha, stands for Yahwe's invisible forces which
should be Israel's true safeguard (cf. eh. 6. 16/), and to convey
the apprehension lest this safeguard should be lost to the nation
with the removal of the prophet. In the present case the use of
the words naturally connects itself with the vision.
1 4. After the statement c•cn ntc n:,-, in the first half-verse, Luc.
inserts 11al oil B,11p•S,,, V ulg. el non sun/ dzvtsae-regarded by Hoo.
as part of the original text, but more probably a gloss to explain

1 Ew.'s words are (Hi.rt. iv. p. 81), 'But although he bad inherited Elijab's
mantle, aud many might esteem him equally great, yet it was always an
essential feature of the represeutation of him that be bad 011ly received two•
thirds of Elijah's spirit, and bad indeed with difficulty obtained even that.
In fact, in this sharp expression tradition expressed the most correct and
striking judgement of his value, taken as a whole.' In contrast to this deprecintory estimate, d. the words and action of the prophets, Cl. J 5.
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the repeated mention of the striking of the water which follows in
clause 6. Such a repeated reference to a single event, after an
intervening clause or clauses, M~,!1 , , , . , ~ , , , Mi~, may be
paralleled by Gen. 27. 23b.-27 8 ,n~:ii:i • • •.,9N'l , •,
ni,-,, n,M] LXX, Luc., Vulg. omit n,n,.
M'IM !:JM] The accentuation connects Min !:JM closely with 'l, n:>,,,
after the principal break in the verse, thus implying that the words
mean 'and he also (like Elijah in v. 8) smote the waters, &c.' Had
this meaning, however, been intended, we should certainly have
read either K'n-1:Jtt il~~ (cf. Deut. 2. 11, 20; Lev. 26. 24, 28), or
Mfi'.' M'n-ritt (cf. Lev. 26. 16, 41). As the text stands we must
therefore (with Ke.) alter the accentuation, and, placing the principal break after tt,n, render,' Where is Yahwe, the God of Elijah,
evm he;• But this explanation is, as Th. notices, open to the
objections that such an emphasis appears to be superfluous, and
that ')M (denoting properly addition) cannot be shown to have
simply the force of a strengthened D!. While Pesh., Targ. support
MT., Vulg. tli'am nunc, J. 1eal 11u11, and perhaps LXX translit.
dcf>c/,w (cf. eh. 10. 10), suggest KiD~, connecting with the preceding
interrogation, ' Where is Yahwe, the God of Israel, now r' This
reading is followed by Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit., and some older
commentators. It is true that Mi~, when used elsewhere with the
interrog. n~tt (Judg. 9. 38; Isa. 19. 12; Job 17. 15), immediately
follows this particle, but cases can be cited in which the word, when
used after other interrog. particles, occurs further on in the sentence ;
cf. Ex. 33. 16 ')' MiD~ ll"!!~ m&~•; Hos. 13. 10 Mi~ ':J:P?9 'i'.'~.
If this emendation be not accepted, the only alternative seems
to be to omit M'lil ')M with Luc., regarding the letters as an
erroneous repetition of the preceding ,n,,M.
311':l''M -,.lll"'] Luc. 1eal 3,ijX8t 3ia E'lf'O', as in v. 8.
1 5. Klo., followed by Kamp., Benz., Kit., omits ,n,.,,.l as an
erroneous insertion after the pattern of vv. 3, 5. ,~!!? implies that
the prophets were not in Jericho, but were standing near at
hand as spectators of the scene-a fact which is clear from
this verse and v. 7.

.,.,~~;!,,.

II. IJ-34
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,n:i,W'1

16. 'l, ,n:i,wi,] After
LXX adds J11 ~ 'Iop&u,n If, i. e.
\N l:!l~~ 'and bath cast him info /he Jordan, or upon one of the
mountains, &c.' So Th., Kio. In view of the scene of Elijah's
disappearance, the suggestion is very natural, and appropriately
comes first.
M1M'll'1] Kt. ni~!u as in Ezek. 6. 3, and in suff. form ':J'~lt'!
Ezek. 35. 8. Q're Mi'fAu as in Ezek. 7. 16; 32, 5; 36. 4, 6. LXX,
Luc. Tw11 flov11W11, i. e. Mi~fiJ, inferior to MT.

2. 19-25. E/,sha 'heals' /he unwholesome wafer ofJerid,o (19:a 2 }, and vindicates lu's prophelfr authority against /he 1'nsulls of
ch,1drm al Bethel (23-25).
19. n,:i&'tl ~n,] 'And the land casts her young.' So Th., • /
RV. Y,Ml'1 is used of the inhabi'/anls of the district, as in Lev.
19. 29; 1 Sam. 14. 29; 17. 46; 2 Sam. 15. 23; al. ;;p~ as in
Ex. 23. 26; Job 21. 10; Gen. 31. 38. Ges., Ke., Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit. render, 'and the land causes untimely births'; but
against this explanation it is to be noticed, with Th., that the
misfortune is referred in v. 21 directly (CJ'!;>) to the water.
21. 'J;lN~"J] Vocalized after the analogy of a verb n'', as in Jer.
51. 9 \l~"!. Cf. note on I. 17. 1 4. An actual n''' form occurs
in v. 22 ~El1!1. So ni:te1~ Jer. 51. 9, and Pi'el ~e1, 8. 11 for ~Mf"l'
6. 14.

n,:irtltl,] 'Nor any that casts her young.' It is more natural to
take n,:irtltl as a participle (as in v. 19) than to regard it, with Ges.,
Ke., Kio., Kamp., RV., as a subs. 'miscarriage.'
23. 'l1 n,y N1l'11] On the constr. cf. I. 1. 14 note.
'O ,o,i,n,i] 'And reviled him.' The incident perhaps illustrates
the unpopularity of Yahwe's true prophets in the chief centre
of the calf-worship; cf. Am. 7. 10 ff. Luc. 1ral .~l8a(o11 awd11,
i. e.

~m,~!;),.

24. l'1J]1j:l:in1]

15. 16.

'And rent'; lit. 'clifl' or' lore opm,' as in eh. 8. 12;
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of Israel. Bi's campaign against lJfoab in
alliance will, the kings of Judah and Edom.

8. Jehoram, king

:z. ~~] LXX, Luc. Tes u"l>.as, Vulg. slaluas understand as
pl. n!:l~, and so Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. In the passage with
reference to Jehoram (II vv. 1-3) which follows in LXX, Luc. after
eh. 1. 18 there is the addition «al uv11up,t,11 awds, i. e. D".\f~· As
Th. notices, the pillar (sing.) of MT. is probably intended to be
brought into connexion with the statement of I. 16. 3:z. From
the narrative of eh. 1 O. 1 8 ff. it is clear that J ehoram made no
organized attempt to root out the worship of Ba'al-Melqart, such
as is suggested by the reading of the pl. n!:l~ , nor is such an
attempt to be thought probable while Jezebel was still living and
in possession of power.
3. n,econlJRead sing. n~t9, in agreement with the suffix of
MJ~I? following. So in eh. 13. 2, 6, 11; 17. 22. So Kio.
p:i,] er. I. 11. :a note.
moo io ec,] So, with reference to the sins of Jeroboam, ch.13.
2, 6, 11; 14. 24; 15. 9, 24, 28; 17. 22; with ~tt;> 10. 29; with
)Jlli) 10. 31; 15. 18. The phrase occurs in a favourable reference
L 15. 5; 22. 43 (le); cli. 18. 6 ('in~).
4. ipJ] 'A sheep-master,' or breeder of the kind of sheep called
in Ar. lZ, a breed of small size and ugly appearance 1, but highly
esteemed on account of its wool. Amos, before his prophetic call,
' was one of the D'1P,~ at Tel.ma'.
l'rttm] 'And he used to render'; frequentative. So Targ. adds
an explanatory NJD:'l NJD:' ' year by year.' LXX adds the gloss
b Tj ma11Gman, regarding the tribute as the single payment of an
indemnity after the rebellion.
,ci] An accusative more closely defining the manner in which
Mesha' paid the rams, viz. 'in wool,' i. e. the fleeces of 1001000
rams. er. Dri. Tenses, § 194.
5. 'l, n,c::,
er. eh. 1. I, with note.

,n,,J

1 Lane (Lex. i836) quotes the saying ~ I ~
sheep called nagad.'
-

•

·-·

J.>I 'more abject than the

III.

2-I6

7. DElt:,"1~] Luc., here and in v. 9 'Oxo(&as, i. e. \i'l!}tl~, in accordance with the different system of synchronism which appears
in this Version. See In/rod, II} vv. 11, 12 !Jis, 14, the title
6 {hriA,vs 'Iov& takes the place of the proper name,
8. ,,,n i'1f 'M] Cf. I. 13. 12 nole.
9. Cli'!l,l"l:l ,~et] For the idiom cf. I. 20. 10.
ub. DEl~i,,] Add n1•n~ '!)~ with LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh.,
2 Codd.
~3· ,,, ,, i"ID] Cf. I. 17. 18 nole.
'l,
Cf. I. 22. 7 foolnole. LXX wrongly omits 'J0M 'NI~
,ee] 'Nay I' ,ee is thus used absolutely in deprecation, eh. 4. 16;
Judg. 19. 23; Gen.19. 18; Ruth l. 13; 2 Sam. 13. 16 (following
Luc. /A'I, aMqil, i. e. '".'~ >tc ; cf. Dri. ad loc. ).
1nicy i~] Cf. I. 17. I nole.
14.
•
15. n•m] As the text stands, M'm introduces the statement of
a single event in the past, and cannot be explained as a perf.
with , consec. On the other hand, the occurrence in our narrative
of the perf. with weak ,, in place of the normal
is inconceivable. Thus Kio. is probably correct in conjecturing that n,n,
-~' and it shall come to pass' is the continuation of Elisha's speech,
and that all that originally followed has fallen out through the
scribe's eye confusing "!vl with '1'':l, which introduced the stateof clause b. The view that an omission has taken
ment 1~~9;:,
place is favoured (apart from the difficulty of M'm) by the fact that
in MT. there is no mention of the bringing of a minstrel-an
almost indispensable detail which is found in Luc. after clause a;a:al i>,.a/3011 aln-,j ,i,a>.).o.,,-a. Klo. suggest& the following restoration :
'" And it shall come to pass, when the hand ofYahwe comes upon
me, that I will declare unto thee that which Yahwe saith." And
they brought him a minstrel; and it came to pass, &c.'; i. e. n:~l

,~n.

,,J

,,,El,

-;:i,,

m~

'l, 'i'.1':l 1~~'? ;,-in~~ ,, iir!~ ,~n~

-:r;~ 'J:17~1'.ll "' ,~ '~i n;,~~-

16. 'l, n~] 'I will make this torrent-bed nothing but cisterns I'
Every depression, deep or shallow, in the dry bed of the Wat[y
is to suddenly become a receptacle for water. The infin. absol.
n~ takes the place of the finite verb (ii~ '~ii'.1) in the sudden
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rush of the oracle upon the prophet, ' when the speaker is too full
of his subject to mention the action in any other than an ejaculatory manner, and as briefly as possible' (Ew. § 328•). So exactly,
in another oracle by Elisha, eh. 4. 43 ' Thus saith Yahwe, Eating
and leaving over I' i. e.' There shall be eating &c.,' or 'Ye sl,a// eat
&c.'; cf. I. 22. 30 nole. This explanation of the infin. abs_- ni/i
is implied by Pesh. J.,oi JI-, ~~. Targ. rin t,t!,Ml i.lllM' 'This
torrent bed shall be matle &c.'; so Ew. § 328c end; His/. iv. p. 88.
On the other hand, LXX, Luc. 110.,ja-aTf, Vulg. Facile regard
n~ as equivalent to an ,inperali've: ' Make this torrent-bed full of
cisterns I' So RV., and most modems. This explanation is,
however, less in accord with v. 17a, which seems to preclude the
necessity of human intervention; and is also opposed by vv. 22, 23,
where the phenomenon described must have been produced by
the sun shining upon natural and so irregular and wide-spreading
pools of waler, and not upon arlijicia/ and so (presumably) symmetrically shaped trenches. For the repetition C':U C'.ll cf. Gen.
14. 10; G-K. § 123 e; Ew. 313".
17. D:l')pc,] Luc. iral al ,ra,n,.,.~>..al ~,.,..,.,,i.e. ~,,.QP!, is certainly
correct; cf. v. 9b. So Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
18. 1rm •• , !,p.n] 'And this shall be a light thing, &c., and he
shall give &c.,' i. e. 'And this being a light thing, &c., he shall
(further) give &c.' Cf. Isa. 49. 6.
.,,31,:n] LXX, Luc. omit, and the words are regarded by
19.
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. as a variant of the preceding "'l'lCC "'I'll ,~.
,.lec~n] LXX ax/Mu»a-en, and so RV. 'ye shall mar.' ~ . however, has always elsewhere the meaning lo be in pain, Hiph'il lo
pain, and the use of the verb in this passage is unparalleled. Kio.
emends f1i1ttJ;I 'ye shall destroy.'
20. nn,cn n,,11~] Cf. I. 18. 29 nole.
21. ,po;, .lMiC ,~,] 'Now all Moab had heard.' So v. 22 ~~
nmr 'and the sun had risen.' For the order, expressing the pluperfect, cf. nole of I. 14. 5.
23. c,~,cn ,.l"'IMl .l"'ln.i] Render, with RV. marg., 'The kings
have surely fought together.' So Verss. :l':\~;:i infin. abs. Pu'al

.,,M.lc

Ill

I]-:lf

should probably be vocalized as Niph'al .l".\~. The verb :i,n slay,
occurs again in Qal, Jer. 60. 21, 27t, and is frequent in Syr. (in Pesh.
generally as a rendering of Mf'J; so e. g. v. 24 bis). Ar. ....,..,. m.
Klo. regards Targ. ,~n'N MN"UM'N and Luc. lplum,ns -yap {fp&uu
{cf. eh. 14. 1 o) as presupposing an original
ri'ifi;t;:t; but this
emendation, though adopted by Kamp., Benz., is scarcely necessary.
24. M'Qm M.l ,:i,,] In place of the impossible MT., LXX, Luc.
read '"'' ,lcnj>.6o. flO'Tl'oPfvcSµn,o, "al 'MIT011Trr, i. e. MU!iJl M.l ™.l!l ' and
they went forward smiting Moab as they went,' an emendation
certainly to be adopted with Th., Klo., Kamp., Benz., Kit. nhi;:i
appears to be a rare case of the infin. absol. with the termination n
as in the infin. constr.; so ninf Isa. 22. 13; ni~~ Hos. 10. 4;
n'ni Hab. 3. 13 ; and perhaps ni~~~ 2 Sam. 6. 20. Cf. Ko. Ltlzrg.
I. i. p. 536. Cases of the infin. constr. used i'n place qf the infin.
absol. are quoted by Da. § 86, Rem. 3.
25.
'They kept on overthrowing,' i. e. one after another.
The imperfects are frequentative; cf. Dri. Tenses, § 113 fJ: 'a
graphic picture of the way in which the people occupied them•
selves during their sojourn in· Moab.'
'l, ,,N~M i11] RV. 'until in J.{ir-1,iareseth (only) they left the
stones thereof.' Had this meaning, however, been intended, the indispensable on!, (P'l) must have preceded n~,n ,,p:i, and the
statement would naturally have followed immediately after the first
clause of the verse, ,c,n, C'"1lli'1,, to which it must be referred.
LXX, Vulg., Pesh. presuppose the same text as MT., while in
Luc., Targ. the addition of a negative before ,,eerm •until there
was not left, &c.,' is clearly an attempt at emendation, and limits
to one city the thorough demolition which the context suggests to
have been carried out in the case of all Luc., however, has an
additional statement preceding 'l, ,,eerm iy, viz. «al IE,u,,uo '"A•
M...&{:J, i. e. probably, as Kio. suggests, .l~ltrn, "'~:P. This seems

,,~ry

,c,r,,J

1 The Hithpa'el of,,,, m,-um,, is rendered by LXX o-1&~0-n111 in Isa.
24. io. For the use of,,.~!!- in our passage, cf. Qal wander al>ttut orjke a-wt1)',
Gen. 4. u, 14; Jer. 49. 30; 50. 31 8; Hiph'il drive a6oul or scare, ,1,. 21. 8;
Ps. 36. u.
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to make plain the reference of i•Ne-i"I "Ill. That which was left
in ~ir-Qareseth after the ruthless expulsion of the Moabites from
their territory, which is expressed by the strong term IEiu.1<TG11,
was not the sloms of the city, but, as is clear from vv. 26f., /he king
of Moa!J and his immediate followers. We may thus restore: •~~,
')' nt)Q i•~ ;:i•i~ i"t:'ri'.MV :itn1,:,-nJ$ ' and they harried Moab
until her sons were left in ~-Qaresetb, and the stingers encompassed and smote it.'
i•-:eri:i-ivJ i•-:eri:i. as in eh. 10.. 11 ; Num. 21. 35; Deut. 3. 3;
Josh. 8. 22; 10. 33.; 11. 8 after 'T:'?:P-,V, and in Deut. 28. 55
after •~i1t;l, may be regarded either as an impersonal perfect (under•
stand subj. i•t:t~tl; cf. note on
I." 1. 6), or as an infin. constr.
vocalized with Ifireg in place of Pa/ha~. Elsewhere in Kgs. we
find M'IIJ1i'.MP I.11. 16; i,r;,r;:np I.15. 29; ch.10. 17. In this
latter case the suffix indicates that the Massoretes recognized an
infin. constr. form with Ifi'reg under the preformative i"1; and this
is substantiated by the occurrence elsewhere of such forms as
'lJ71?fi'.'..,l Deut. 7. 24; 28. 48; Josh. 11. 14; n\ri;,;:i ~~ Lev.
14. 43. Dri. (Deul. pp. 48, 105) rejects the hypothesis of KO.
(Lehrg. I. i. p. 212) that such a form can have really existed after
the analogy of the perfect, and thinks it probable that the punctuation does not represent an '?riginal and true tradition, and that -tl
should therefore be throughout restored for _i,.
nVln i--p] The stronghold of Moab, mentioned again under
the same pame, Isa. 16. 1, and called b10 i•P. 16. 11 ; Jer. 48.
31, 36; :ltnC ,~ Isa. 15. 1. Targ. in Isa. and Jer. renders by
N::ii::,, 1,::,, i. e. the modem E/-Kerall (' the fortress'), which gives
its name to the surrounding district south-east of the Dead Sea.
er. Rob. BR. ii. 166.
27. ,;c, ie-N] 'Who was lo reign.' er. Dri. Tenses, § 39 ~'l' ;,-u l:\'lri' •n•,] 'And there came great wrath against Israel'
The ' great wrath ' is that of ehemosh the Moabite deity, whom
the writer supposes to have been induced by means of the costly
offering to succour his worshipper and repulse the foe. Cf. Sta.
Ges. i. p. 430; Wellh. Prolegomena, p. 23 note; Montefiore, Hi!J!JerJ

M'm
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Ltclures, p. 35. er. the inscription of the Moabite stone, II. 5 ff.,
where Mesha' traces the affliction of Moab at the hand of Israel
to the fact that ' Chemosh was angry with his land,' while so soon
as the god overcomes his inertia the fortunes of his country change,
and Moab is successful against Israel (Append. 1).
r,M,] Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose Cfltt~, correctly. So Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort.

4. 1-7. E/i'sl,a mahs mi'raqdous provision fur /1,e wi:fe of one of
/1,e SIJnS of the prophets.
1. 'Jl

,,.:131] Targ. expands the verse for the purpose of iden-

tifying the woman's husband with Obadiah of I. 18. 3.ff., the
ground of connexion probably being the resemblance of the statement,, MM M"I' M'M 1'1.l]n to I. 18. 3b, 12b,
2. ,:,] On the form of suff. 2 fem. sing. here and in vv. 3, 7,
cf. p. 208.
tee' 1l0M CM ':l] The /1,raf Ary. '!J'O~ is rendered by Pesh.
J..,_o.-», Targ. M.:IC, and so RV. 'pot.' Th.'s explanation,
'undio, i. e, quantum ad uncli'onem suj/idl,' is more probably correct,
as '!J'O~ may thus, in accordance with its vocalization, be regarded
as slat. absol. in apposition to ice', 'an anointing measure-oil,'
i. e. ' enough oil for an anointing.' er. Dri. Tenses, § 194.
LXX clAA' 9 3 a'>..,t~,- l>.a,o•, and probably Vulg. parum oln; guo
ungar, regard '!l~C~ as 1st sing. imperf. Qal of ,,c, as though the
sentence could be equivalent to (i:ll) '!J'Cl$ "I~ Jl;lf:' Cl!"'~. Luc.
clAA' 9 ~io11 ,'Aaiov ••• 3 clA,l,yol'n' exhibits a double rendering,
4.
n~] 'And shalt pour into.' For this use of
(lit.
upon, from above) cf. Nab. 3. 12
'!) ,Y
'shall fall i'nlo
the mouth of the eater.'
After r,. 4a Luc. adds w am\ oo« d,rollTJjun-a,, i. e. 'and it (the
oil) shaJI not stay.' er. ZI, 6b JCe'i1 '11.:)1\l 'and the oil stayed,' only
when the vessels were exhausted.
'Y'Cn] So, of removing heavy objects, I. 5. 31; Eccles. 10. 9
(stones).

,y
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-pn,]

1

5. wee
Luc. adds ml brol,rm ~-. i. e. P. ~ . adopted
by Kio., Kamp., Benz.
':i C,,,lC DM] On the constr. cf. I. 1. 14 1IO/e.
Mpn:)] Kt. should probably be vocalized ~ Hiph'il, there
being no occurrence of a Pi'el Mi'!'?.
6. m:i ,et] LXX, Luc. pl. trpl,r n~ vlovr ~ . '£-nunzn ir.T'.)..,
probably a correction after r,. 5.
'1· 'ffi ~,:,;i MM"I] All Verss. supply the needful copula before
'!)'l:l. Instances of the verb, when folhwti,g a compound subj.,
agreeing with the principal member of the subj. are collected by
Ew. § 34oc. Cf. e. g. Ex. 21. 4b. As Kio. notices, the consonants
of MT. can be vocalized ',:o;i '~~~ 'and do thou keep thy
sons alive &c.'
4. 8-3 '1 • Eluha restores lo lift lk ton of the SAtmam11Uu woma&

8. 'l, Dl'M 'n'l] 'And there came a day when Elisha passed
over &c.' Lit. 'and the day was,' day being defined on account
of the events which happened upon it, according to the idiom
noticed, I. 13. 14 note. The phrase occurs elsewhere, 'IJ"O. 11, 18;
1 Sam. 1. 4; 14. 1; Job 1. 6, 13; 2. 1.
The other explanation, which regards Dl'n as used atfon-liia/Jy,
' and it came to pass, on a day, that &c.,' is less probably correct.
er. Dri. on I Sam. 1. 4•
cm,] er. I. 1. 3 note.
NJ7 "1t)] For the idiom cf. I. 14. 28 nolt.
13. ,,
nc] 'What (is one) to do for thee?' and so,
'What is to be done for thee ?' The idiom occurs again Isa. 5. 4;
2 Chr. 25. 9; Est. 1. 15; 6. 6.
',n "'1:li', 11:"M] Cr. Dri. Tnues, § 202 (1).
'l' "'ICM,] An assertion of independence. She has no need of
patronage, being 'a great woman' (v. 8) within her own clan.
14. ',:itc] Cf. I. 1. 43 nolt.
15. n', M"'lj) "'10K''] LXX omits.
16. 'l, i,ic',] ' At this season, next spring.' · M'M n~ means

n,n,
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lit. 'about the time (when it is) reviving.' The phrase occurs
again Gen. 18. 10,•
(J), in the latter verse in conjunction
with ,p;m;. Cf. Gen. 17. 21 (P) n1~~ n~~ Mf-1 ,p;m; ' at
this time, next year.' •
•nN] Cf. p. 208.
17. iw] Read i~:i;, with LXX, Luc. ir, Pesh. f ,.l, So
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
19. ,nN~] Vulg. Tollt, tl due mm, Pesh...~ol '-o.Aa.,
Targ. •n~:n~ •n:Jo seem to presuppose the addition ,n~•;.71.
Cf. "· 2oA.
20. :l~] LXX a:al la:o,µ~8.J, i. e. ~~!}.
23. •n:,~:, •nN] Cf. p. 208.
n:l~ N~ ~n N~] 'Not a new moon nor a Sabbath,' i e. not
a festive day. Cf. Am. 8. 5 and I Sam. 20. 5 with Dri.'s nolt.
The universality of the festival of the new moon is illustrated by
Dillmann on Lev. 23 (p. 578).
25. ~:Jn, ,~n,] LXX 3,vpo a:al ,ropnJu-o a:al ,?..~fTTJ, inferior to
MT. Luc. exhibits a combination of the two readings.
r~n] Identical in form with Ar. rtlalivt j.]i, just as the fuller
form
answers to Ar. t.SJi.
is equivalent to Mf-1 or nMfo:I,
with the additional demonstrative element la. The form is used
only here with a fem. subs., but occurs elsewhere with a masc.
subs. eh. 23. 17; Judg. 6. 20; 1 Sam. 14. 1; 17. 26; Zech. 2. 8.
It should doubtless be restored with LXX ❖i:i :lf7lt~ in I Sam.
20. 19 (cf. Dri. ad loc.). Without a subs. Dan. 8. 16.
26. After v. 26& Luc. adds ml IBpa,u• flr chrdn,zO'&P ain-ijr ml ,1,..,.
Elp~.,,, O'ot' ,lp~"'J ...,; a.3p{ O'OV'
'"¥ ,rm3apl,,.
27. '.n ~~] Klo. compares the action of our Lord's disciples,
S. Matt. 19. 13,
•.:it>t>] LXX after chr' lµov makes the worthless addition

1•

nfr;:i

,;;:i

.z~.,,,

1,..

\

~

11:a& O'OV,

28. n~~n] 'Deceive' (lit. 'mislead'). n~ is frequent in
Aram. in the sense 'go astray' or 'act in error,' occurring
in Targ. as the equivalent of Heb. ~, or n~f'. Cf. Aph'el,
T2
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Ps. 119. 10 -ri,j:>Elo ,11,t1n N; 'Cause me not to go astray
from thy commandments.' The only other occurrence of the
verb in Bib. Heb. is late, 2 Chr. 29. 11, and in our passage so
marked an Aramaism must be regarded as dialectical (cf. pp. 208 f.
and note on eh. 6. 1 1 ). In 2 Sam. 6. 7 a subs. ~ occurs, which
'error,' but here
has been explained as equivalent to Aram.
the text is probably at fault. Cf. Dri. ad loc.
29. 'l, Nmn ,:,] Cf. s. Luke 10. •·
30. 1Wll) •m] Cf. eh. 2. 2 nolt.
3.f.• ,,;]7 ,ru,,] 'And crouched upon him.' So v. 35; cf. I. 18.
42 t.
The verb appears to describe the drawing up of the
prophet's limbs that they might coincide with the short limbs
of the child. Cf. I. 17.
35. 'l\ mn nnN] 'Backwards and forwards'; lit. ' once here
and once there.' For ntitc fem. 'once' (for ntitc CPI Josh. 6. 31
11, 14) cf. eh. 6. 10; Ps. 89. 36; al.
A 6.1raf ~.,,., rendered ' sneezed,' in accordance with Targ.
Job 41. 10, where ,'l"'l,,T represents Heb. ,,n~OJ1 'his sneezings.'
So apparently Targ. in our passage ppon,~ (cf. Job 41. 10 Edit.
Regi'a "i'i'C), Vulg. tl osci'lavil, Pesh . .o~Uo give the meaning
'yawned.' LXX omits
together with the letters ,, of the
preceding
thus reading c,9i'
i;:i~~ ml
uv11i11aµ.t,,, iR"l "«\ ,raiMp,o" l•s brra11,s. Thus Grii. is probably
correct in regarding
as having arisen through dittography
from i."U"I.
In the text of Luc. «al q118plo-aro nrl ro ,ra,a&pio• seems to repre;]7 iru'\, while
sent a marginal variant for LXX rendering of
1
«al lnrr"'1Ja-,,, br' avr&• • • • 11al 3"«'JIIJ8'1 "«\ ,raiMp&o,, is a second
marginal reading answering to MT. i]7)M ••• ,ru., .
37.
,]7 ,Dn,] So exactly I Sam. 25. 2.f.. In Est. 8. 3 the

,,t

21•.

,,,r,]

,,;J1,

,,,r,

~t·i~ i?:::i·,~

,,,r,

,,,n

,,;l,

phrase is '1"~1
1

•a~~.

Cf. the conjectural rendering of LXX, Luc. for

'ffOn"1

in L 17. :u n2

li,1'/)~111111••· n2 ln'/)1HT1Jt1•• fir (l.-') au"6" occurs also as a various rendering
of 1"" -,.-,,., in 11. 34- Cf. I<'ield.

4. 38-44. Elisha makes wholesome a pol of poisoned broth
(38-41 ), and miraculou.r{JI increases a small supp{JI ef provisions

(42-H),
38. M?l?ln] ef. eh. 2. I note.
n,,-un] LXX omits.
39. niH] Probably' herbs'; Vulg. herbas agre.rlt.r, Targ. rJii"'I'•
So several authorities in.Isa. 26. 19. There is a root niH='pluck'
which occurs Song 5. 1 ; Ps. 80. 13, and as Th. and Kio. notice,
the translit. dpui,8 of LXX, Luc. suggests the form n,1!.i which
might be derived from this root.
,ir,•J Luc., Vulg., Pesh. sing.17?, probably correctly.
41. 'Mi"I] 'Then take.' er. Ps. 4. 4.
LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ. ~•~;:,l 'and cast.'
icec"] LXX, Luc. «al .r,ru- 'E. ,rpor ru(fl (LXX "A ~cuMpw11).
After n•n
we should perhaps add ,~]7, with LXX, Luc. fo
(LXX doublet i«f'i}, Vulg. amplius.
42. n~ ?P:l] LXX Ba,6ullpf'iua, Luc. B,,6a-aA,ud, i.e. nf?rn•;:,,
according to Eusebius (Ba&6uapw&6) fifteen Roman miles north of
Diospolis (Lydda). The modern ruin Kafr T,1/ (l.!lS = W,~)
seeins to correspond with this situation. er. Buhl, p. 214.
,c~J Probably' garden-fruit.' So Lev. 2. 14; 23. 14, in each
generally means
case in the enumeration of firstfruits.
'garden-land.' RV.' fresh ears of corn' follows Vulg.frumenlum
novum, Pesh. )~;.a, Targ. r:i,,•1i.
'U?i'Y:l] The word is a &~ >.fY, RV. ' in his .rack ' agrees with
Vulg. in pera .rua in giving a meaning demanded by the context.
Pesh. ,l.,o~, Targ. n-t1:i,:i interpret 'gannent.' LXX, Luc.
omit, but Cod. A transliterates {Ja,r.•>.>.,6, and hence Lagarde
(Armen. Slud. § 333) infers that, in place of'U?j'Y:l, we should read
MJl?i':l, np~~ MJJ?~ being explained by Ar. i;ii sack, used for
provisions, &c. HaMvy, however (Revue des Eludes Juive.r, xi. 68),
takes fJauUi6 to have been a marginal note transcribing the Aram.
term (n? •i) M?'i':l 'in his basket':-' ecn,,i' is a very frequent word
in the Rabbinic literature ; its Arabic equivalent n)P, is still at the

,,ru-,]
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present day very popular in the sense of jar, a large measure
of capacity, which probably takes its origin from the Greek
diA.a8or.'

43. -mi.i, ~!lM] Cf. eh. 3. 16; I. 22. 30 notes.
44. r:::u,,,1:1; Jn',] LXX, Luc. omit.
15. Elisha heals Na•aman, the Aramaean, of lu's kprosy.

It is an open question !'ho is the nameless king of Israel to
whom reference is made in vv. 5-8; and the same difficulty arises
in connexion with the sections 6. 8-23; 6. 24-7. 20; 8. 1-6.
Probably R 0 , to judge by the position in which he has incorporated
the narratives in Kings, assumed that the king in question was in
every case Jehoram; but, since Elisha's death did not take place
until the reign of Joash (eh. 13. 14..tf.), we have, after the reign
of Jehoram, a period of 28 Qehu) + 17 Qeh·oal}az) + .x Qoash)
years during which .be may be supposed to have been active.
There is not, however, any evidence sufficient to determine the
question. Kue.(§ 25. 12) cites the expression nricn 1::i in 6. 32
as an indication that the king thus characterized by Elisha is not
Jehoram but Jehoal}az, the 'murderer' being Jehu, the father of
the latter (cf. eM. 9, 10; Hos. 1. 4); but it is scarcely possible
that Elisha would so stigmatize Jehu on account of a course of
action of which he was himself the instigator (eh. 9. 1 ff.). Supposing nric., J::I to contain literally a reference to lhe'fallur of
the king in question, the reference is more naturally to Al}ab (cf.
the use of Ml"\ in I. 21. 19); but, as a matter of fact, the title
explains itself as called forth by the hostile menace of /he lai,g
him.re{/against Elisha (6. 31; cf. no/e on nric.i J::I 6. 32).
Thus, failing direct evidence, all that can be said is that in th~
single case of the narrative 6. 1-23 the friendly terms upon which
Elisha stands to the king {cf. vv. 9, 21f.) create a slightprmunp.
lion against identification with Jehoram, to whom, in 3. 13, 14, be
openly expresses his hostility, and in favour of some member
of the dynasty which the prophet bad been instrumental in placing
upon the throne of Israel.

IV. 4J-V. 8
Upon the time-relationship of 5. 1-27 to 6. 24-7. 20; 8. 1-6,
cf. note on 6. 25.
I. ci•JI) N~] So Isa. 3. 3; 9. 14; Job 22. 8.
'l1 rNm] Luc. simply ml d tl.8ponr~ ~• >..nrpdr, omitting !,.n ,m,
which is probably to be regarded, with Benz., as a marginal gloss
upon the preceding ~'U rN.
2. Cl''ffll '1M1'] 'Had gone forth in {lit. as) marauding bands.'
Cf. Dri. Tmses, § 161 (3).
3. •~ ' Would that I' Only again Ps. 119. 5, with vocalization
,;11~- In our passage the punctuators seem to have regarded the
word as a subs. plur. constr., and this view is taken by Pesh.
)..:.., 1~
,J .. ~ ..o,~a,(, Targ. ''I" CIN •J'l:l'"'I •:11~
N":l.l ciip ' Oh, the benefits of my lord if he would go to the
prophet I' Cf. the vocalization "1~.
N':lJM •JI);] LXX Mnr""' T"oii rrporp;,,.ov T"oii e.oii.
After f), 3b Luc. adds a:a, &,,SE,., T'OU ,rpou&,,rov awoii, i. e.
,•~t·ne,. Cf. I. 13. 6 nolt.
4. 'l1 10'1] 'And he went in, &c.' The subject, as Vulg.
rightly divines, is Na'aman (RV. marg.), and not some one unnamed, 'and one went in' (RV. text, Pesh.). LXX, Luc., Targ.,
against gender, take Na'aman's wife as subject: 'And she went in
and told her lord,' and this necessitates in Luc. the addition ml
avqyynA• n; fJar,i>..Ei, which is duplicated at the commencement
of v. 5 in the form ml cl"'l)')'E'>-11 "¥ /ja,,IA•i.
nNr:>, nacr:,] Ch. 9. 12; Josh. 7. 20 (JE); 2 Sam. 17. 15 (twice)t.
er. "P.l ~ I. 14. 5 note.
6. "'ICM;,, , 10'1] On the constr. cf. note qn I. 16. 16.
nnin] 'And now.' The main point of the letter, to which that
which precedes leads up, is all that is quoted. Cf. nolt on I. 1. 20.
7. m] er. I. 22. 27 nolt.
'l1 NJ 1lM] Cf. I. 20. 7•
MJNMC] ' Seeks occasion against.' So Verss. Lit. ' causes himself to meet.'
8. ~M~NM rN ~,N] LXX omits Cl'mNn rte, while Luc.
omits W?N.

,,l.,

"?"1
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10.

"lno,]

On the idiomatic use of the imperative with , cf. nolt

on I. 1. u.

icJn] LXX, Luc. omit.
'l' l:\'lm] Luc. «al lrriOq,m n)P x/ipa al,,-oii hl T'OP ">.nrpor, ml drro11.

awo drro ,ir o-ap«ds /'OIi.
c,pcn ;N] ;Min place of;,; cf. I. 13. :z9 nolt.
u. m:iN] Read n~~ with Q're, Pesh., Targ.,

0'1/P~,

i.e. probably
' the constant' (perennial) river. Cf. the use of the verb JCM in
Isa. 33. 16.
The Amana is identified with the modem Nahr Barad<!, called
by the Greeks Chrysorroas, which flows down from the gorges of
the Anti-Libanus (cf. Song 4. 8); the Parpar is probably the Nahr
tl-A'waj, the only other important stream in the district. Cf. Rob .
• l .B. R. iii. 447; Baed. 183, 345•
13. ':lM] Probably to be regarded, with Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit.,
Oort, as a corruption of Cl(C, which is scarcely to be dispensed with.
Kio. emends '~ ~t,q. LXX omits.
'l' ;,,l "l:ii] The order-object, sub/eel, verb-is very rare. Cf.
eh. 6. :z:z; Dri. Tenses, :zo8 (:z}
I 6. ''lll; 'nic31 "\ft'M] Cf. I. 17. I nole.
17. ec,,] 'And (if) not.' So :z Sam. 13. :z6. ~ eh. 10. 15;
cf. Judg. 6. 13.
'.n Ml JM'] The request is made upon the view that Yahwe, the
national God of Israel, can only be worshipped aright upon the soil
of Israel's land. Cf. the writer's Ou//1i1ts of 0. T. Thtololf)I, p. 35.
18. ,:ii;] LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose "\;!~~ 'Bui in this
matter &c.,' correctly. So Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz.
JC"I] The Assyrian Rammdnu, 'the Thunderer,' the storm- or
weather-god, apparently identical with i1t7; cf. I. 15. 18 note;
Schrader, COT. i. p. 196; Baethgen, Semi/. Relig. p. 75 ..
,n,,nn~n:i] On the form cf. p. :zo8. LXX, Luc.•,, "¥ rrpoo-"""i"
ol,,-d,,, Vulg. adora;,le eo, i. e. \nilQJ.:lri'.lf (iM:lQJ.:lri'.lf), ought probably
to be followed, with Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
19. )'1N n"tl:l] RV. ' a little way'; marg. 'some way.' The
expression occurs again Gen. 35. 16 ; 48. 7t; RV. • some way.'

V.
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The distance denoted _by "1~ (or i"111'f) is quite indeterminate.
Pesh. in all passages J- .,a ' a parasang ' ; LXX, Luc. as one
rendering in Gen. 48. 7 l1"f&3popos, an expression perhaps equivai. e. as far as a horse can gallop; Targ.
lent to the Ar.
:ir,:i, explained as a piece of land of about an acre's extent (Aram.
:,,,:,, .:,;.:,, Ar. yj ='to plough'), a rendering apparently obtained
by transposition of :i and,. In Assyrian, kilmflu denotes a rtgi'on
of the earth or heaven; cf. e. g. 1ar libral arba' -,~ ' king of the
four regions' (quarters of the earth); Delitzsch, Asv,r. HandWQr/trbud,, 315. n,1:, also occurs in a Phoenician inscription
from Ma'~Qb, apparently with the same significance as in Assyr.,
in the expression w~ Nm n,1:1 ' region of the sunrise '; cf.
HaleVJ', Revue dts Etudts Juivu, xii (1886), p. 109; Lidzbarski,
Nordsemi'I. Epigraph,1, p. ,p9. E. Hoffmann, however (Abhandlungen dtr Giillingtr Gtstllschafl dtr Wissmscha/lm, xxxvi (1890),
pp. 24f.), explains the word in Phoen. and Heb. as meaning the
tract of country which lies between the eye and the horizon;
as much as one can see, rather than the direction in which one
sees (' Sehweite, nicht Sehrichtung ').
20. •mn CM •:,] 'I w,71 surety run.' •n'ln is a perfect of
certitude; cf. Jer. 51. 14 'l' C1~ '!J'J:IM}i;>-z::il'.C '¥ i~~f M~1"' ~r~
'Yahwe ~ebha'oth bath sworn by himself, Surt{y I w,11 fill lhtt
with men, &c.'; Judg. 15. 7 c~;i 'T;l~TCl'.C ~ MNtl) 11~-~ 'If
ye act thus, I w,1/ sure!Y bt avtngtd of you.' The particles CM •:,
are connected closely together with a strong asseverative force,
as is clear from the two passages above cited, and also from
1 Sam. 26. 10; 2 Sam. 15. 21 Kt. (in both cases after the oath
,, •n); Ruth 3. 12 Kt. (after C~!rt' l.l)); 1 Sam. 21. 6. Cf. Dri.
Tmm, § 139, nolt 1; Ew. § 356b; K6. Syntax,§ 391 r. The "iew
which takes •:, separately, as introducing the terms of the oath
(cf. note on I. 2. 23), overlooks the fact that CM following could
only, in such a case, introduce a negation, and not an assertion

Y"_;.di-'_;.:.,

{M~ CM).
21.

n:,:,i0n ~Jl0

Cf. Gen. 24. 64

~ll"] 'And he /i'ghled down from the chariot.

~t::, ~

~SJ;ll,
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0,~v.i] 'Is {all) well?' Vulg.

Rede ne nm/ omnia I or, understanding i10, as in I. 2. 13, 'ls ii well?' i.e. •Does 14,, coming

portend no evil tidings?' Cf. eh. 9. 11, 17, 22, 31.
22. MT Mll] On MT cf. L 14. 6 note on MT ~~.
23. 'l, ~tan] 'C(JTISm/, take two talents,' or, as we should say,
' Consent to take &c.' Cf. eh. 6. 3 '!J?l ~ ~~n; Judg. 19. 6 ~n
r~ IC~ ; 2 Sam. 7. 29. When the verb is used of an action undertaken at one's own instance, and not at the suggestion of another,
'Resolve' is a suitable rendering: cf. Gen. 18. 27, 31; Deut. 1. 5.
,:i J.,m-,J 'And he urged him.' ~ is used in the same sense
in I Sam. 28. 23; 13. 25, 27, but the ordinary significance of this
verb is lo break ou/ or spread abroad, and it is probable that we
ought, with most critics, to substitute the verb .,'lr!) which occurs
commonly with the meaning urge or press upon :-v. 16; ck. 2. 17;
Gen. 19. 3, 9; 33. 11; Judg. 19. 7t.
Cl'o,n] 'Bags.' The word only occurs again in Heh. Isa. 3. 22,
where it is mentioned as an article of feminine adornment. In
Ar.
denotes a bag or pouch made of leather, rag, or other
material.
24. ~m31n] Probably 'Ike ci'/adel.' The universal explanation,
however, among modern interpreters, seems to be 'the hill' or
' mound.' The verb ~Elli means Jo swell, and occurs twice in
is puffed up,' Hab. 2. 4, and once in
Heh., once in Pu'al
Hiph'il ,~~i!l 'and acted arrogantly' (internal Hiph'il). The subs.
~~\1 is used to denote a swelling, i. e. tumour, 1 Sam. 5. 6; al.
{so in Ar.). When used in a topographical sense, the inference
is generally drawn that ~e~ denotes a natural swelling of the
earth's surface, i. e. conceivably, a low conical hill. But the
connexion in which the term appears points with much greater
probability to an artificial ' swelling,' i. e. a bulging, or rounded ltup,
or muinle.

Uu:f

"?'~ '

½~

An
is mentioned as existing in three different localities : ( i) at Jerusalem; (ii) presumably at Samaria (here only); (iii) in
the territory of Mesba', king of Moab (Moabite stone, //. 21.f.).
In each case reference is made to
Ike 'opktl, well known as

~e~O

V.

22-26

such, and so on a pri'ma fade view not a hill marked out merely
by its unimportant physical characteristics 1• Accordingly, the
•opl,e/ at Jerusalem is a fortified place with walls, 2 Chr. 27. 3;
Neh. 3. 27; is mentioned in close connexion with ;,-un ~n:n
m,n 'the great projecting tower,' Neb. 3. 27; and in parallelism
wit!, ,,l1 ,,.20 'tower of the flock,' Mic. 4. 8. In the same way
Mesha' says ,ml 1JN'I n""i~ 'nJl 1:M'I ,.,Jm ncn ••• ,n:,:i 1JN'I
nn,-uc 'And I built the wall of tbe 'ophel, and I built its gates,
and I built its towers.'
25. ,,,,IIC ;lit -icp,,J 'And stood ~ his lord.' Cf. cl,. 11. 14

'!J~~I$

rn,PQ;:il

c,.,v,:,,.

fliC?'] Kt. 1~ occurs again I Sam. 10. 14 and 27.

according to
Pesh., Targ. (in place of ,tc), and in the expression f\f""li Job 8. 2.
26.
,:i, tc,J LXX, Luc. add /UT4 a-oii, i. e. ';J,i, The
meaning of the expression is, • Was not I present in spirit?' Ew.'s
explanation, which makes ,~~ an affectionate designation of Ge~azi,
is strangely forced.
'.2, nJm] ' Was it a time to take silver, &c.? ' The miracle bad
served to emphasize before a representative of the rival nation the
unique power of Israel's God (cf. vv. 15, 18), and the dignity of
His prophet (c£ vv. Sb, 10, 16); GeJ;iazi's rapacity, representing itself
as directed by Elisha, must have tended to weaken the impression. Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort follow LXX ml m l>.a/hr TO
dpy{,puw, «al •ii• ~ r ,-c\ f,.&cma, «.r.>.., Luc. ml m l>.afJcr ro dpy{,~
ml re\ t,.ar&a ml ').;,,J,,i b 1JVT¥, 11:.r.>.. 1, Vulg. nrmc igi'/ur accepisli
10

,,n

argmlum, et auepislz~ fc., and read J;U;1tm '191-M'~ f;l~ ~pt
o,,~T 'And now thou hast taken the silver, and wilt take

'J'

1 The kind of hill which 'ml' might be expected to describe, upon the
suppotilion that the term was 10 used, would 11CUCely be outstanding and
conspicuous, but rather with a low and rounded top, the less likely to attract
attention as ~cm if covered, wholly or partly, by buildings. And, again upon
such a supposition, it is somewhat strange that the term is not more frequently
employed, and that of hills not in towns but in the open country.
• The position of nl Tl1 fpaTICl has clearly been ignorantly altered in Luc.
in order to agree with WI. 22, 23.
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garments, &c.'; 1;1';1~ being a perfect with , consec., describing the
use to which Ge~azi was already planning to put the money 1 •
This emendation, though yielding a good sequence, is scarcely
superior to MT.

2.

6. 1-7. Elisha causes iron lo floal.
~N] LXX, Luc. dvqp frr, owing to the influence of the

following nnN m,p. So Pesh. J,.. J,- ~
3. inNn] 'The one' who, as a matter of fact, ai'd so speak, but
according to Eng. idiom simply 'one.' er. note on I. 13.
with
the instance I Sam. 9. 9 there quoted.
,N,n] Cf. eh. 5. 23 nolt.
•· c~n] 'The timber,' in its natural condition, destined to
become the n,,,p (prepared) 'beams' of v. 2.
5. m,pn .. , 'n1,] As Kamp. remarks, a man cuts down treetrunks (C1JP v. •) and not beams. Klo.'s emendation CTJE!;:I,
favoured by Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort, is worthy of notice. Render,
'as one was swinging his axe.' This use of ~'~;:t cannot, however,
be paralleled, while that implied by the reading of MT. has the
support of eh. 3. 19.
,m) ,ri:in MNl] The use of nN to introduce a new subject is
sporadic, most of the certified instances belonging to the later and
inferior style. er. Jer. 36. 22 nttirn~ ••• ci1n::i M'i ::1~' '!J~':il
"1l!~'t
Other cases are cited by G-K. § 117 m; Ew. § 277d.
G-K., however, considers that in our passage 'the nN is probably
derived from a text which read the Hiph'il instead of ;El).'
Kio. regards n~ as a substantive ' axe-head,' a suggestion which
is favoured by Kamp., Benz., Kit., Ket Syntax,§ 270 a.
6. ,, c,n] Luc. MtTfQ>PIITOII «ai 'AafJ, O'•at1Tii,

1•

,,~~?-

6, 8-23. Elisha 6/inas and captures an .Aramaean arm)'.

8. ')tl;N ')'II c,pti] ' Place of so and so,' i. e. 'such and n«n a
place.' So exactly I Sam. 21. 3, and, in addressing a person

•Ji4:

1 I
might in this sense be very idiomatically retained : 'and art for
taking.' Cf. Gen. 30. 15; Dri. Tmm, § 20,._
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unnamed, Ruth 4. 1. •J,El, upon comparison of Ar. i:;i., Aram.
~ . is usually connected with the verb n,El in the sense distinct,
specific; •Jc,tc with c,tc 'to be dumb,' as meaning one whose name
i's withheld. In Dan. 8. 13 the contraction
occurs, and this
form appears to be presupposed by Luc. c/H'A/loii"' in our passage.
•n,nnJ Apparently 'my camp.' So Targ. ten~ n•:l, and
perhaps LXX fl'ap,/lflu},6>, But the form is very strange (cf. Ko.
Lehrg. I. ii. p. 192} and the context desiderates reference not to
a camp but to an ambush. Accordingly, Luc. reads rroujcrml'E•
111,apo•, a:al broi11cra•, Vulg. ponamus insidias, Pesh. -dllo ~
' place an ambush and conceal yourselves.' Thus Th., followed
by Kamp., Benz., Kit., Heb. Lex. Oxf., emends lat;io~ 'conceal
'let
yourselves' (cf. eh. 7. u; I. 22. 25}; Oort uqru;,r;,; Kio.
us conceal ourselves.' This latter, as agreeing with Luc., Vulg.,
may be adopted 1. Probably, with Luc., we should add ~~tu;i~,
a suitable introduction to v. 9.
9. c•1;1r:i~J An inexplicable form. RV. 'coming down,' i. e.
c•i::r;,!I, a very pronounced Aramaism. We may safely follow
Verss., and all modems, in reading C't:tf':'a or c•~r;,a ' concealed.'
10. "lt:>t'Ji m•nrn,] Perfects with , consec. in a frequentative
Cf. Dri. Tenses, § 114 a.
sense, after the summary statement

•~b?f

ecm

,,c '"

n,~.

11. ;M"\I::"
U?fQ 't:>] 'Who of ours is for the king of
Israel?' On the use of the relative t, cf. p. 208. The sense of
'" 'towards,' and so 'in support of,' may be illustrated by Hos.
3. 3; Jer. 15. 1; Ezek. 36. 9; Hag. 2. 17. So Pesh., Targ. LXX,
Luc., however, in place of ~~ presuppose a verb be/ray, ,rpoaia..crl• /AE• Similarly, Vet. Lat. prodet me, Vulg. proditt1r me,:
Accordingly Bo., retaining the consonants of MT., vocalizes U~
'who natl, misled us' (cf. note on n,cm d. 4. 28). Change of one
letter gives ~J.~;q, which is adopted by Kio., Kamp., Benz. Kit.
supposes that U)~'? has fallen out after U?f9, upon the view that
the response (v. u) presupposes the suggestion that there is a

1

Possibly, if Luc. is conect in readiug
bas been absorbed into 'ltl'IM.

icnru

'lO'ill

for ~'IN •flD,

th; initial l of
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traitor in the camp,' one of ours.' But this is sufficiently implied
by •~ ii•.n N'l~M, i. e. substantially, • One of you must know.'

C""llin tuc] LXX, Luc., Vulg. D'itiiJ-~T"~-u,n "'IW] For the expression cf. Eccles. 10. 20.
13. n:,•tc] KL n~•~ is probably correct. er. p. 209.
1nil ;,.:,n] It is idiomatic to omit expression of the subject with
12.

'.21

"!I'.!, when it may be readily inferred from the context.

er. "· 20;

I. 21. 18; Dri. Tmse.r, § 135 (6), note 4. So, with participle,
6. 25 note.
tni] LXX, Luc. t..Ba..,,, i. e. C~JJl:i; cf. C\)i¥ by the side of
Ji~t¥. Dothan is the modern Tell Dll4n, a green hill with a few
ruins about ten miles north of Samaria. er. Eusebius, Onom.;
Baed. 261; Buhl, 24f., 102.
15. '.21 ~~] MT. is somewhat confused. The subj. of llr.M,
in accordance with 15b, must be Elisha, but follo"ing as it does
upon what precedes, it can scarcely be different from that of ~~.
viz. in accordance with MT.,
Again, the servant is called
n,~ in 15a, 1"111.:I in 15b, and the expression c,it., •• , c::,~ 'and
he got up early to arise,' is at best extremely harsh. Kio. happily
restores order by emending "1~ for "1~ (cf. Ex. 32. 6; Judg.
6. 38; 1 Sam. 5. 3), and substituting ~~ for
after Luc. ri
.-,,.,ti, Vulg. d17uculo:-' And the man of God arose early on the
morrow in the morning, and went forth, &c.' So Kamp., Benz.,
and substantially KiL1
17. "'131.:JM •.:J':i, ntt] LXX, Luc. 'f'OtlS lx/,6a).p,o~r IM'Oii.
18. 1T1•1] Vulg. supplies the subj. Ho.r/ts '1tro descmtlerun/.
' They came down ' from the hills surrounding the small valley in
the midst of which Tell Ddldn lies.
c..,,.:,c,] ' Blindness.' Only again Gen. I 9. I 1. The word is
perhaps a Shaph'el formation from "'11.:J, sanwara, ' make blind ' (lit.
'bright,' euphemistically). er. KB. Lehrg. I. ii. 404.
I 9. nt] So again for nMt Ezek. 40. 45; Eccl. 2. 2, 2 4 ; 5. r 5, 18 ;

n,~.

m??

1
1

Luc. hu also cl,,aariji,a,1 clearly as a gloss derived from LXX.
Ki._ reads 'l, ~ ' Q ,;:i;'J, a reading which he apparently ref'en to Kio.
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7. 23; 9. 13, and in the phrase "l~1 ntf I. 14. 5; Judg.18. 4;
2 Sam. 11. 25t. The form resembles Aram. Ml, and may be
dialectical. er. p. 208. ·
20. '.2, mm] Cf. v. 13 nolt.
21. n::,11t rctcn] er., for the repetition, Ezek.14. 3b, which should
ei1,~p. Most critics, however,
perhaps be vocalized CQ?
restore an infin. absol. v,,i:i, and so in our passage LXX El
•anzlar traniE,i,, Pesh. ,CJ/ J-»l ~ suggest the reading

~,e:c

n~ n1cip.

'.2,

,t'Mn] Kio. inserts a negative

IIC~ after Luc. o6s
(read tTV LXX) nnrnir; I Wilt thou slay
those whom thou hast not captured with thy sword and with thy
bow?' So Benz., Kit. This is probably correct rather than MT.
which is scarcely consonant with the frequent practice of the 01!:I,
sanctioned and even enforced by members of the prophetic school;
cf. e.g. I. 20. 42; 1 Sam. 15. 3, 33. Kamp. favours MT.
23. '.2,
The context demands the meaning •And he made
them a great feast'; and so Vulg., Pesh., Targ.; but m::, with
this meaning is not elsewhere found in Heb. Perhaps the root
is the same as Assyr. kartJ, 'bring,' kirltu, 'feast' (to which guests
are !Jroughl or invited'). So in the Balawat inscription, lli-rt-h'
iikun, 'he made a feast'; Delitzsch, As!fr. HandwlJrlerl>uch, p. 352.
Kio. emends M~1P,Q '!fll!-'l 'And he laid a spread,' after LXX, Luc.
,ca2 traplS,,,m, awoir ,rapd6eau,, but this expression so used is unparalleled in Heb.1 More probably the Greek represents a free
guess at the unknown words.
22.

OV/C

n':1£.'

,i,cpaA.:Wn,aar •.•

ov

m::,,,J

e. 24-7. 20. Samana i's besieged~ /he Aramatans, and reductd
lo grea/ slrails through famine. Tiu city is relinJed through a panic
which mus the besieging army.

,,n

24.
p] er: nole on I. 15. 18. If this narrative be wrongly
assigned to the reign of Jehoram (cf. p. 278), the reference will"
be to the successor of l;lazael (cf. eh. 13. 24}
1

The regular phrue is 1t'7'l :pr. Cf. ha. 21. 5; Ps. 28. 5; 7& 19; Pn>T. 9. :a.
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25. ~,,l :nri '"''] It is not quite clear whether the writer
regards the famine as simply due to the rigour of the siege, or as
in a measure independent of it. The fact that the king of Israel
considers Elisha as the main cause of the calamity (v. 31) favours
the latter supposition, and the same inference is perhaps to be
drawn from the reference to the opening of ' the windows of
heaven,' eh. 7. 2. In this case the famine is probably the same
as that mentioned in eh. 8. 1-6, which lasted seven years (v. 2).
Ch. 8. 1-6 represents Ge~azi as still holding the position of Elisha's
favoured servant; therefore 8. 1-6; 6. 24-7. 20 are presumably
earlier than 5. 1-27 which relates the smiting of Gel}azi with
leprosy.
C.,,Y mn,] Expression of the subject is omitted in accordance
with idiom. See cases cited by Dri. Tenses,§ 135 (6), and cf. note
on v. 13.
,,en ~] Th. quotes a parallel from Plutarch, Arlaxerx. 24:
TG /Jrro{vy&a
1tGTt«orrr1•, llun &POV ,c~q• p.oA1r 3pax,w• •Eq,coPTa

•.,'°. elvcu.

"°"°"

C'JC!t':l] LXX, Luc. ,r,PT,jcoPTG,
::ii,n] The ka6 is only here mentioned in the OT., but occurs

in New Heb. both as a dry and fluid measure. Josephus represents ::im;:i ll~; by E•fTT7/r, a measure which is known to be equivalent to the Heb. 1~. The fourth part of a lia6 was therefore about
a pint. Cf. Benz. Arelzllologie, 182; Nowack, Arehllologie, i. 202Jf.
C'J,...,,n] The Verss. follow Kt., and, reading as two words
c•~• {"'.1.Q) "1Q, render 'doves' dung.' Q're C'~'i'IJ is of unknown
derivation. The strangeness of such an article as used for food has
aroused suspicion. Thus Gcs. Thes. cites the view of Bochart that
'doves' dung' may have been the popular name for some vegetable
product (roasted chick peas) just as in Ar. the name ...,..l-11 Ji' sparrows' dung ' is applied to the herb Ila!,~ and in German assa/oelida is named Teufilsdruk. Kio. emends c•~T1!:I ' sour wine '
(?Num. 6. 4), Cheyne (Expositor, 1899, p. 32) c•:;ifiQ 'carob pods,'
a word well known in New Heb. and Syriac, and restored by the

VJ. aJ-Ja

=

same writer also in d,. 18. 27 Isa. 36. 12 (CllJ';"Q for cm~n),
Isa. 1. 20 (~~~M D';"Q for~½~ :l;O}; cf. S. Luke 15. 16.
•
It is, however, by no means certain that MT., Kt., in its
literal acceptation, is incorrect. A parallel in Jos. .Bell. Jud.
v. 13, § 7 depicts the extremities to which men may be brought
by a prolonged siege :-,..fTd TOWCI If .lir oua, ,ro,,).oy,ia, 18' old, ,.·
~.. rr,P'n,xurfhlrn,s njr rro>.,...,s, rrpo,"A.&ii, ,.,,as ,l~ T'OO'ovro• d,,,ryqr, 4'crT.
TM a,,apas f/Jfl"mllTCIS a:ol fl'MO&OI' 3..So, /Jo&>• •paa<p•(HtTIJa.& Td f,C
TOVTC'II• u,d,fla>.a, «al

ro

,..,,11 3,,m

c/>opqTo• .-a>.ai

"°"' -y,,,lulJai ,.po4,1,,.

Again, Post (in Hastings, .BD. i. 629) quotes, on the authority
of Houghton, a statement from a Spanish author that in the year
1316 so great a famine distressed the English that ' men ate their
own children, dogs, mice, and pigeons' dung.'
26. 'l, n:ir~n] Cf. 2 Sam. 14. 4b. Similarly v. 28• is exactly
paralleled by 3 Sam. 14. 5•.
27. 'l, 1W,,' ~N] Difficult. As the text stands, it is best to
render, 'If Yahwe help thee not, whence shall I help thee?' lit.
'Let not Yahwe help thee, whence &c.?' a case of the jussive used
in the protasis of a hypothetical sentence. So Dri. Tmsts, § 152(3);
G-K. § 109 h. The alternative is to regard ~ as used absolutely
in deprecation: ' Nay I let Yahwe help thee.' Cf. nok on
'"· 3. 13.

Pesh. is noticeable as suggesting the reading i'=I? for ~ : ~lo
~~ ~'And he said lo htr, Let Yahwe deliver thee I'
Is it, however, possible (in view of the dialectical peculiarities of
these narratives; pp. 208 f.) that we should find in ~N the Araxn.
•❖e, 'txct}I ' ?
29. m:i nN tcM,] Luc. adds ml iwa: 13.'"• aliTo• t.a ~

J..~

~1 CIUTOII.
30. "'l:ll1 tarn] Luc. ml GUTor ,Lm,a:n, i. e. "I~~ IC\a'TI, probably
correct. So Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
31. 'l, n~ n:,J Cf. I. 2. 23 note.
32. 'l, D1lprm] Cf. Ezek. 8. 1; 20. 1. Luc. ml .-CUJNr ol •FH~
u{3vr,poi.

l£1~c n

,1

n~cr,J RV.' And [the king] sent a man from before
V
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him.' So Luc. inserts d fJacriAws. The sentence is probably a
clumsy interpolation to explain the following reference iac,i:,,, and
rb,o ,:;. Wellb. ( C. 360) drastically removes all reference to the
messenger by excision both of this sentence and of MMM, ,, M:1:> 'IM"'I,
and emendation of itbc., in its first occurrence to '!l~'J, as also
in ZI. 33•
0,0:i] Read D1~1~ with Luc., Vulg., Pesh.
mn mnc., t:i] As is remarked by Klo., Benz., Kit., the expression does not refer literally to the king's father (Al}ab? cf. p, 278),
but characterizes the king himself. 'M5rdersohn '= •Mordbube.'
er. 1 Sain. 20. 30 (reading nn7~:, m.~Tli; cf. Dri. ad/«.); Isa.
57. 3 n~lT;ll SJ~~I? Vl--l nm1 'af.
'l, Dnffl~,] 'And press him with the door,' i. e., as we should
say, ' Shut the door in his /ace.'
33. 1M~n] Read '!l~'J with Ew., Wellb., Gra., Klo., Kamp., Kit.,
Benz., Oort. Mention of the king's arrival is presupposed by
cl,. 7. 2 (cf. v. 17 ,❖~ '!l~'J
and the words of ZI. 33b are
only explicable if placed in the king's mouth.
M]T\M nMT] ef. note on 0,,n MT I. 14. 14,
7. 1. MMO] A sell contained about a peck, and was equivalent
to six measures of the ka!J (en. 6. 25), and twenty-four of the log.
er. Benz. Arcnllologt'e, 181.ff.
0,i~ Cl'naco,] LXX omits through homoioteleuton.
2, t",m] er. I. 9. 22 note.
Read '!l~tl with several Codd., all Versa. and modem
authorities.
n'
fn'l] ef. eh. 5. I 8.
D'Dft':l n,:iiM] • Windows or sluices (LXX, Luc. UTllppunu) in
the heavens,' through which the rain was thought to be poured
down; Gen. 7. 11; 8. 2; Mai. 3. 10; cf. Isa. 24. 18. The point
of the speech seems to be that, even if Yahwe were at once to
send rain, it would be impossible for such a state of plenty to come
about by lo-morrow.
6. l:l'nnn ,.::,,0] The kings of the ij:ittites are mentioned again
in I. 10. 29 as providing themselves with horses from M,qri (cf.

nn,),

;l"l':l

,,0,]

;s,
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kJc.). The J;Iittite kingdom lay in north Syria, having its
capital at ~desh on the Orontes. In 2 Sam. 24. 6 David'•
northern boundary is ~d to have extended as far as ' the land
of the l;Iittites to )µdesh 1.' The land of the l;Iittites is also
mentioned in Judg. 1. 26, and in Judg. 3. 3 'J:U:lt'J ought probably
to be substituted for ~,:r.:i : ' the l;Iittites who inhabit the hillcountry of the Lebanon' (cf. Moore, ad kJc.). Dwi., r"IM !,!) Josh.
1. 4 is perhaps a later gloss, identifying the l;Iittites with the
Canaanites. On the J.Iittites as they figure in the Egyptian
and cuneiform inscriptions, cf. Sayce in Hastings, .DB. ii.
390.ff.; Dri. Authority, 83.lf.
D~m •!)!,0 ntn] Probably we should vocalize ~~ or 0¥1~,
and render, 'and the kings of Mu~ri.' An alliance of the lµttites
with Egypt wo~d have been highly improbable, and could scarcely
have suggested itself to the Aramaeans, while an alliance of the
two north Syrian kingdoms for the purpose of turning their flank
was a danger well calculated to cause a panic. On Mu~, cf.
I. 10. 28 nok.
7. M'M "1"10 mntln] RV.' even the camp as it was.' But ltlntl
is always elsewhere masc. We may read ~'J
"a~ wi&h
Luc. ~r ;O'III' Iv rj fNJ/Hl'{jo')..11: cf. z,. xob. The reading mntl::t is
also presupposed by LXX, Vulg., Pesh.
Cl~ !,M] Cf. I. 19. 3 nok.
sa. m,0,,] LXX omits.
9. ci•~ mmc )!) ec!,] 'We are not doing n'glll.' CC.'"· 17. 9
nok ad

"'V~i

1;i,c!, ~ D'"l;l,
l"'JI] 'Punishment.' So Gen. 4. 13. Cf. Num. 14. 34; Isa.
53. n; al.

D'Tfl, and by
So Th., Kamp., Kit., Oort.
ci•!,i!M] LXX, Luc. al a-lUJWll awtiv, i. e. DQ'?~fl, correctly. So
Klo., Kamp., Benz. Kit. Cl'~OicO.
10.

"IJ!~] Pl. • ~ is demanded by the following

D ~ v. 11.

1 Rradlng ~ C'f:!l:IO ~, after Luc. 1lr -y;;., XfTT&1ll' Kaafr, for the lellleleta
'lr1n C'Mn fiM of MT. Cf. Dri. ad/°'•

V2
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Read ~lir.1 with LXX, Luc., Targ. Vulg. Ierun/
also presuppose a plural •
.u. ni~:l] Cases in which the n of the article remains unayncopated after an inseparable prepositi~n are cited by G-K.
§ 35 n. The occurrences are 'almost exclusively in the later
Books.'
13. 'l' "1MI'''] The text is seriously corrupted. The general
resource is to regard the first M:l ,,tcft') , ~ as a doublet of
C~Nft')M, aad to reject the second M:l ,,Mr.:?) "'\ft'M down to , ~
as an error occasioned by repetition of the former. But even
so the point of the remark, • Lo, they are as all the multitude of
Israel that are consumed,' is obsoure. What we should expect
is some statement such as that of the lepers in v. 4, viz. that,
whatever may be the fate of the scouts, they will be no worse
off than those who remain in the beleaguered city. Possibly
therefore the text may have originally run :-"V-1 C,:I~~ vi:,V
11. tcir,"'1]

trgo, Pesh.

~i-QO

~~~ ~

!,.nr,

~~

it~ ..,.nr,

J'C!:r?1f CJ:, ~1:1~-C~ C'i\CrJlJ l:l'l;lll!liJ""J9 M"9q
~cn·,1:p _l:lf:, n~'"'Ct:'1 nb ' Send men, and let

them_ take five of the horses which survive; if they live, lo, they
are as all the multitude of Israel that survive here, and if they
perish, lo, they are as IUl the multitude of Israel that are consumed.' The reading nb for ~ is suggested by LXX ~. while
the alternative 'l' ,i:lM' l:lM, appears in Targ. MM i,,::i..., l:lN,
u,c, ?tnft" N)'ICii
!')'M; cf. Pesh. ot-LL/
'If they be
taken, &c.'
14. l:l'C,C :l::l"'\] LXX br1/3aTas f,mw•, Luc. d11a/3aT11S frnr••• i. e.
D'l;l'C ,~; 'mounted men'; cf. d,. 9. 18. Scouts would naturally
be sent out on horseback rather than in chariots.
15- l:llElMti:l] Kt. l:l!~,t!IJ~ is correcL The Niph'al is used elsewhere, 1 Sam. 23. 26; Ps. 48. 6; 104. 7.
·
16. ,, i:li::i] Luc. adds 311 ,'>.,i"A1111•11 'E>.11111a,~.
17. i:li ift'M • , , i:li "'\ft'M::l] Scarcely original. Probably we
have a combination of two different readings-~"! ~ i simply,
~nd ~"! ,V~ • • • ~,~. The former has the support of Vulg.,
Pesh., and is probably correct.

!,;:i.:,

.J

VII. II-VIII. II

1.

8. 1-6.

Elisha again assists /he Shunammz"/e woman.

'l, ~n

!,M] Cl,. 4. 8-37.

,-,un "\~ '°'m]

Dri. on Deut. 1. ,t.6 calls the mode of expression
' the idem per idem idiom, often e!llployed in the Semitic languages,
when a writer is either unable or has no occasion to speak
explicitly.' er. also Dri. on I Sam. 23. 13, where instances in
Ar. are quoted from Lagarde, Psalltri'um Hieronymi (187,t.}, 156/,,·
Dri. Tmsts, § 38 fJ nolt.
'l, IQ m,] •And, moreover, it shall come &c.' IQ is the
participle, used as a /ulurum ins/ans.
2. Luc. omits cii,n,, and adds, after Cl'n~El y,M~, J
.:Or

,t1r,.

a/ni d h8fH»7ror T"oii &oii.
3. 'El Y,M0] LXX adds dr ni• ,roAu,,
5. nc.i nM] Luc. ro• vla• amjr ro• n0.,,«1m1, LXX vie\• ,-,8,,,,,c1m1,
inferior to MT.·
8. 7-15. Elisha's i'nltrvitW wz'/k Qa1ael al Da,nascus.

8. nt ,!,nt:>] er. eh. 1. 2 nolt.
1 o. M!,] All Verss. agree with Q' re \!,, which is certainly original.
er. u. I,t., Probably the alteration to the negative was due to a
desire to remove from Elisha the imputation of falsehood.
'JM"lm] Perf. with , simplex, co-ordinated with the preceding.
11. 'l, it,)M] ' And he steadied his countenance, and set (it on
him) till he was ashamed.' So RV.' And he settled his countenance
steadfastly (upon him}, until he was ashamed.' The Hiph'il
i't;)lO is here applied to a concentration of the gaze upon a single
object to the exclusion of ali extraneous distraction. After ci,,
we should expect ,,~ (cf. Ezek. 6. 2; 13. 17; al.) or
(Ezek.
29. 2 ; 35. 2 ). The subject of ~ is naturally lµzaeL Elisha
looked him out of countenance.
A variety of explanations of the passage have been suggested.
LXX (vocalizing ,~1) «al ,raplun, ,., ITfJO'TK'f CM'oii, ml 10,,H• l•r
aurxm,r, expanded by Luc. ml fun, 'ACm}A. ,rare\ ,rp&r- awoii, ml
traptO,,,cn 1"'1tr,o• awoii ,-&\ 3;,pa lt»r ,iuxv.,,-o. Vulg. Skll'/gue cum
to, tl conlur!Jalus tsl (i. e. Cl~~) usgue ad suffusiontm uulhll. Targ.

''?i
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•Jo iy i•iuc, •n,!lM n• ino~

'And he turned away his face and
delayed a very long time.' Pesh. omits, Benz., Kit., reading
Cl~ or Cl~ (cf. Vulg.), explain,' And he stared immoveably before
him, and became horrified in the extreme,' understanding the first
statement as referring to the setting in of the prophetic ecstasy, while
the second depicts the effect produced upon the prophet by his
vision. But the sense given to V-1 iy 'aufs iiusserste' (clt. 2. 17;
Judg. 3. 25} is improbable, since the naming of the subject in
the following sentence o•n,Nn lie"M 1:1" seems to be intended to
contrast with the implied different subject of ~:i (viz. I;lazael), and is
out of place if the subject of v.i be the same as that of ~", Olie",,
'1CJ1". Gra. emends ~9~ for iclt" (cf. Targ.) and 01:t!l for Cllt"l,
' And he hid his face and was silent, &c.' Klo.'s explanation is
strangely impossible.
13. •::,] Cf. I. 1. 13 nole.
'J,
nc] ' What is thy servant, the dog, that he should do
this great thing?' LXX, Luc. cS "'"~" cS T't8"'1""'s, as in 2 Sam. 9. 8 ;
cf. 1 Sam. 24. 15; 2 Sam. 16. 9. So Kio., Oort, Winckler.
15. i::,::,cn] RV.'coverlet.' Cf. Cl~~,,~ iSam.19.13,16, spread
by Michal over the head of Teraphim in David's bed. The word
is a &af ).f}',, and seems to denote something of i'nlerlwined or
woven workmanship. "1~ Am. 9, 9=' sieve.'
~ecnrn ,~.,] Shalmaneser II mentions two campaigns against
'.[fa-sa-'-,1u of Damascus'; in the eighteenth year of his reign (a.c.
842; cf. Append. 4), and again in the twenty-first year (a.c. 839),

,,:i,

8. 16-2 4. Jeltoram, !ting

ef Judah.

Clt. 8. 17-23=2 Chr. 21. 5-1oa. R
16-19, 23,
16". ni,n• 1~t:> ~!)~n,,] Rightly omitted by LXX, Pesh. The
words have come in through error from the latter half of the
verse.
17. n~ nJt:>lt'] Q're corrects to Cl'Jlt', in accordance with the
almoJ1t invariable rule that numerals from 2 to 10 take the
object numbered in the pl. Other exceptions, cited by G-K.
§ 134e, are clt. 22. 1 (n~r; na~ uncorrected); 25. 17 (Q're pL};
Ex. 16. 22; Ezek. 45, 1. LXX na-1T11pd,coPT'<I ffl/•
0 V'D.

VIII. 1;-:u'
19.
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n"Mm ,, rQN M~] So (without prep.') cn.13. 23; Deut 10. 10.

,,,] er. I.

11. 36 no/e.
,,~,] But the lamp was not given far the sons, since the sons
are themselves the lamp. ll 2 Chr. 21. 7, Luc., Vulg., Targ., feeling
the difficulty, read 1•~~~; but this does not really effect any
improvement LXX omits. No doubt Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort
are right in emending
~E_' to give him a lamp befare Him all
the days.' Cf. I. 11. 36 l:l.lvn'~
20. 1't:>':1] er. I. 16. 34 nok.
21. m•n] The place is unknown. Ew. would read m;rr 'to
Zo'ar,' but against this it is to be noticed with Buhl (Edomi'kr,
p. 64./.) that LXX, Luc. in our passage translit<rate 2,u!op, '%1oop,
while "\pY is always represented by 2,,yoop, 2&yoop; the inference
being that J7 in "''Y.J = t:• while in "\pY it =
Th. suggests
m-w,
'to Se'ir.' 112 Chi. ,,.,VD".
T•a
TT
'f

1'~f

•~~?,

t

The half-verse seems to be seriously corrupt.
(1) The constr. '~, op M1M 'TM is inexplicable. Accents connect
•n•, closely with l:li' M1M (cf. 112 ehr. 21. 9 c,;, •n•,); but the idea of
duration usually conveyed by the constr. of participle with substantive
verb (Dri. Tm.ses, § 135, 5) is out of harmony with the sense of the
passage. The alternative, adopted by LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ., is
2 1 b,

to make a break after '7M, and to treat ""' l:lp mi as a circumstantial clause, 1:Ji' being a perfect Upon this view, however,
the analogy of the cases cited by Dri. TenstS, § 165, demands
a change of subject in the (presumed) principal sentence which
follows:-' And it came to pass, whilst he arose by night [ some
one else acted in such a way].'
(2) As the text stands, the statement is made that Joram, the
subject of n~,, smote :i:,in 'l"'IZ' nM. These, however, as is clear
from v. 21a, belonged to his own forces. The least correction, .
therefore, that can be made is to follow Kit. in reading "1f' iJ:ll:Cl
~1i;t 'And the captains of the chariots were with him.'
(3) Verse 22 makes it plain that Joram's attempt to re-subjugate
Edom was futile. What we therefore desiderate in v. 21 b ia
probably an account of the falling of Joram and his army into
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an ambush laid by the Edomites, from which escape was only
made by cutting a way through the surrounding enemy and beating
a hurried retreat.- As to the precise wording of such a narrative
the passage in its present state affords no sufficient clue.
22. nrn 1:1,•n ,11] ef. I. 8. 8 note.
rte] ef. I. 3·. 16 nole.
~,] er. ck. 19. 8, from which it appears that the city was
of strategical importance, probably lying south-weft of Judah upon
the way to Egypt. Eusebius places Libna among the cities in
the neighbourhood of Eleutheropolis. er. Buhl, p. 193.
ec•nn n11::1] Cf. I. 14. 1 nole.
8. 25-29.

A{,asialz, liing

of Juda!,.

Ch. 8. 26-29 forms the basis of 2 ehr. 22. 2-6. R 0 vo. 25-27.
25. m~ t1•n!&1] Ch. 9. 29 m~ nnec. So in the present
passage, Luc., Pesh.
26. 1:1•n~ 1:1•,~] II 2 Chr. 1:1•nz,, Cl'l7::1iM,
•ic17
Lue. c;:orrects 8vya,-11p 'AxaafJ, in accordance with
v. 18. n::i, however, probably has here the more general sense
of• descendant.' Cf. I. 15. 2.

~I

27. 'l, IM•.:,] LXX omits.
28. ,11,l

!12 Chr. P"Vlti~ iT-IJV\' ni:i~;:i ime:t ''·

nc-1::1] Cf. II. 22. 3 note.

ci•ciec] We should naturally expect 0~1~;:i. II 2 Chr. has
the strange Cl~1;:i, which LXX, Luc. represent by ol TVEdrm, i. e.
1:1•-!mti •Jiu arcl,ers'; cf. I Sam. 31. 3; 2 Sam. 11. 24. This
reading is very probably original. So Kio.
29. ,n.:,•J The use of the imperf. seems to be inexplicable; cf.
Ew. § 346°, nole 2; Dri. Tenses,§ 27 y. II 2 Cbr. ~n~;;i.
ci•ciec] LXX and II 2 Chr. omit.

e. 1-10. 28. Jelzu, an officer of lht hos/ of Israel, ii anoin/ed
lling al the command of Elisha. He destroys Ike whok l,ou.re of
At,ab, and exlirpales Ba'a/-worship from Israel.
9.

2.

K,M'] Ja-u-a apal .[fu-um-ri-z~ i. e. 'Jehu son of Omri' (cf.

I. 16. 23 nole), is twice mentioned in the cuneiform inscriptions
of Shalmaneser II, as bringing tribute to the Assyrian king.
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first inscription is found upon the obelisk, above a representation
of the embassy presenting the tribute before Shalmaneser. In
the second inscription (Annals, III, Rawlinson 5, no. 6, 4o-65), after
an account of the conquest of l;lazael of Damascus, Shalmaneser
states that 'at that time I received the tribute of the Tyrians,
Sidonians, of Jehu son of Omri.' er. Appmd. 4. It may be
inferred, therefore, that the aid of Assyria had been solicited by
Jehu to meet the encroachments ofl;lazael, to which brief reference
is made in eh. 10. 32, 33, just as in tater times it was solicited by
Al}az of Judah against the alliance of Israel and Aram; eh. 16.
6 ff.; cf. Isa. 7. 1-9.
iiro iin] er. I. 20. 30 nolt.
3. ;M"l~ ,M] A large number of Codd. read
for
both
here and in v. u. Other examples of the confusion between
;Mand
are noticed on I. 13. 29 nolt.
4. N':lJM i1m,] i1m1 sl. eonslr. with the article, through erroneous
approximation to the preceding iJtlM. Cf. Ko. Syntax,§ 303 e.
6-10. The hand ofR 0 is very apparent in vv. 8, 9, Cf. nolts on
I. 14. 1-18.
7. M•::,m] LXX, Luc. 11:al lEoAo8p,vatir, i. e. probably MJ;l'l1;:1f;
cf. 2 Chr. 22. 7. So Kio., Kamp., Kit, Benz.
After 1'l'1M LXX adds I« ,,,.poainrov aov, Luc. I« fl'('OfTtnrOV p.ov.
•ncj:m] LXX, Luc. read 2nd pers. 'and thou shalt avenge,'
making the same change in v. 8 •ni::,n,. MT. is preferable.
8. i:lM'I] Vulg., Pesh., Targ. presuppose 'J:11il$1 'and I will
destroy.' LXX, Luc. ml I« X'~• i. e. ,~~. accepted by Kio., OorL
IO. ,ecy,r p,ro] er. I. 21. 23 nolt.
11. ictc'1] All Verss. presuppose ~'?H'l, correctly.
cn,e-n] Luc. adds «al .r,,,.,., awoir Elp'l"'I• ml ,l,roi, OWf-an
unnecessary redundancy.
l)lWM] er. Hos. 9, 7; Jer. 29. 26.
,M'e'] 'His conversation.' er. Ps. 104. 34, and the use of the
verb Job 12. 8; al.

;y

;M,

;y

1 'F,£o>..1tlptdt1P occurs only once as a rendering of~::,, viz.
wheRU it ii conatantly employed (u in ii. 8) to represent~•

Josh. 11.

J-t,
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,N"I~

~N] Luc. hl ro• AacS,, µ,,11 'la-pa~).. Cf. 'D. 6.
13.
D"ll ,M] The meaning is very uncertain. Ges., Ew.,
Ke., upon the analogy of the use of D?f, suppose that the expression may mean 'upon the steps themselves,' i. e. ' upon the !Jare
steps.' Gra. emends '0.i Dii~p ' upon the elevation of the steps.'
14b. c,,,,] Very probably Gra. is correct in substituting IC\i!
for 01'' :-' Now Jehu was keeping Ramoth Gilead ••• but Jehoram
had returned to be healed &c.'
15. ~~ re,, DN] ' If it be your mind,' i. e. If ye are desirous
of making me king. LXX, Luc. add fUT' i,u,v, but this is unnecessary. Many Codd. read D::l~EIJ MM, as in Gen. 23. 8.
i•l,] Kt. ,,,~, with n syncopated after the preposition ,. Cf.
12.

n,,JIC,,

G-K. § 53 q.
16. nw :l:>~] In place of these words LXX, Luc. present a
second rendering of v. 15•-clearly a marginal gloss which has
usurped the place of the true reading. Notice iS.pa,rrMo for
fflrfO''T/HYfP •••

Lwpw8ij11a&-dd

'TQIP t"OEti,1'4'Tli)P l,p l r ~ O ' C l l '

CM'OP

for d,rc) .,..,. trA'1'}'filP l,p nrawaP awcS-1 'Apa~HW for ol %Up!H. LXX
rounds off the gloss with &r, a1111m"os «al «L,;ip av•cos,
'l, n•tnN,] On the order of sentence expressing the pluperfect
cf. note on I. 14. 5.
1 7. i1N1 'JN Ml1El!&1] Ml1El~ is either a mistake for Ml71l~ owing
to the previous occurrence of the st. constr., or else, as Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit., Oort suggest, a genitive, sc. D,:i~t,, has fallen out. m,cie,
probably denotes a company or multitude, agreeably to the use of
the word in Isa. 60. 6; Ezek. 26. 10 1• So Luc. &xAo•, Vulg.
globum, and most modems. LXX, however, renders "°"&Of"'OII',
and so Kit.
18. c,~] Cf. eh. 5. 21 note.
'l, ,, nc] 'What hast thou (as an emissary of Al}.ab's son}
1 The root fll'ID in Aram. means to overflow, and accordingly the subs. :UC'ID
is used in Heh. of overflowing or a6#ndance of water, Job 22. n; 88. u; ~
Deut. SS. 19.
1 Luc. in the first occurrence has a doublet .,.3., "°"'Ofl'TW Toii 6x>.o11, The
original reading must obviously have been .,.c}i, 6xAoi,.

IX.

12-24

to do with peace ? '-the implication (cf. "· 22) being ' How can
peace exist so long as the house of A~b exists ? ' er. the phrase
i,, ,; n0 I. 17. 18 nole.
0tr'1Y] We ought probably to read OO"JV• Cf. Job 32. 12 0i'1.V,
20. 0n•,ec i11] er. the phrase il! I. 18. 29 nole.
J'l1l~] 'Madly,' or, as RV., 'furiously.' So 'A. •• .,,.apa,r'A,,ft,,
:z. llirairro,r, Vulg. praeceps, Pesh. ._~oi.-.», and probably LXX,
Luc. •• frapallayj 1• In contrast, Targ. renders M'~ 'quietly,' and
this interpretation is adopted by Jos. (Anl. ix. 6, § 3) :-uxo'Aalr,pa11

>

81 «al ,ur' 1ln-aEfur &an,n 'll]Oiir.

lm'] Probably describing Jehu's habit:-' be is wont to drive.'
In description of a (single) present event we should of course
expect ll:,~
22. 0,~n n0] For the sense 'What peace?' (RV.) we should
and this is adopted by Kio., Kit., who suppose
expect
that the n before
has come in by dittograpby. Benz., following
explaining 'Jehu answers: Between us
Targ., vocalizes
there can be no " How do you fare?" so long as &c.' But
the sense assigned to Oi,frJ is not that which it possesses in this
connexion. er. note on eh. 5. 21.
'l, 'lm ,11] The sense of ,11 is 'at' or I during.' er. Judg. 3. 26
0;:,7r~i;,i;,ry il! 'During their delay'; Jon. 4. 2 'i:it;1r,l! 'J:1\if""1i
'Whilst I was (during my being) in my country.' Grii.'s emendation Cll.7 for il! is unnecessary. LXX In, i.e. i)I (so Kio.), is greatly
inferior to MT.
23. ,,,, ,, 111,i-.,] er. I. 22. H·
24. n~:i ,,, ec,0] 'Armed (lit.jilletl) bis band with the bow.'
Cf. 2 Sam. 23. 7 n•~Q rJ11 ;~ N~! 'arms himself with iron and a
spear's shaft'-' lit. fills lu"mse!f, viz. in so far as the band using
the weapon is concerned' (Dri. ad /oc.) 1 •

en.,.

0,,,-~,

o,,!t'

o,,vrJ ~.

1 The subL occun again in 'A.'s rendering of Job 4. 13• h, •a~"'r
cl,ro 6papa-r1t1p&11 PVff6r, i. e. probably • In trances of visions of the night.' er.
:S. 111 lnAIJiH clw dpapfrron, ""'"'P'"°"'·

• It should, however, be remembered that the context of this puaage is very
dubious, and that ~ disappears under Budde'• einendation.
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"Ynn] So in

I

Sam. 20. 36, 37 (twice}, and 38 Kt. for the usual

rtii:i.
25. nt:1,rt'] er. I. 9. 22 note.
'l, ,~, •~] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose•~~ •:i, •~~ ~t •:p
'l, 'For I remember that I and thou &c.' This is probably
correct, l\lT. being due to homoioteleuton.
1:1.,,cy 1:1•.l!>i nee] The impossible nee must be rejected as dittography of the preceding nnee. The use of the pl. 1:1•191 ' pairs '
is inexplicable. Ges.-Buhl, making a new division of the letters
'l"'lnetciCY, reads~~ iiJ, and Kit., while rightly rejecting '1.,~~.
favours the sing. i~J 'as a pair,' i. e. 'together,' and thinks that
the pl. may have arisen through assimilation to the preceding
pl. 1:1•~,. Possibly o•icY ought to be vocalized as a passive
participle tl•i~f (t1'"1';)m 'joined,' i. e. 'in company.'
26. 'l, tie, ON] er. I. 20. 23 nolt.
27. ,n~n ,nee l:ll] It is necessary to follow Pesh. and add•~!!,
which has fallen out through similarity to the preceding word.
So most moderns. Vulg. makes the insertion after M.l!>ic.,
and LXX, Luc. supply it i'n plact ef'!,i:,,i.
1:111,:i•] A city of Manasseh west of Jordan, Josh. 17. II; Judg.
1. 27, called 1:!i~ in I ehr. 6. 55; the modern Be/'amt, six hours
north of Nt16/us. Baed. 262; Buhl, 102, 201/.
28. ,•n:nc tlll] LXX, Luc. omit.
29. 'l, mv.i,] A redactional notice. e£ en. 8. 25 nolt. Luc.
adds ml l111411Tll11 ;JIO l/3acrD..wcr,11 l11 'l,powra>..~,-. after 8. 26.
30. 'l, or:,n,J 'And set her eyes in sh'bi'um.' '!)~B is the ko~l of
the Arabs (cf. the verb,~ Ezek. 23. 40), i.e. sulphide of antimony
reduced to a black powder which is mixed with oil and used
for painting the eye-lashes and brows, in order to make the eyes
appear large and dark. er. Jer, 4. 30 'lr,tl! ~ '"J'.l""":P 'though
thou enlargest thine eyes with sh'bium.' Benz. Arcnliologie, 110.
31. 'l, •icr o,,~] RV. rightly, 'Is it peace, thou Zimri, thy
master's murderer?' It is idiomatic in Heb. to change to the 3rd
pers. after an opening vocative. Cf. cases cited by Dri. Tmsts, § 198,
061. 2, and add Isa. 51. 7 and Job 18. • (with inverted order)•.

*•
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Cl''"tl• as Tb. rightly emphasizes, must have the same sense
as in vv. 17, 18, 19, 22, Jezebel reminds Jebu of the speedy fate
of Zimri (I. 16. g-18), and gives him the opportunity of making
peace with her, the hitherto all-powerful mistress of the kingdom.
To give to Cl\~,'q the meaning 'How fare you?' deprives the
queen of her policy.
32. '10 •nM '0] 'Who is will, me, who?' i. e. on my side. For
this use of nM cf. cl,. 6. 16; Isa. 43. 5; 63. 3; Jer. l. 19; Ps. 12. 5.
The reading of LXX, Luc. Tir ~r rrv ,· tcaTa{Jq8, ,wr' l,u,u (Luc. ,rpor
,u) probably has its origin in a double rendering or 'nM, vocalized
in the first place as 'T;ltc, while 1C1JTatl.,S, may answer to the second
'0 read as 'TJ. Kio. makes «aT'a{Jq8, the equivalent ~f '1'}!:I, a
corrupt reading of ':;liJ;I, and so emends •~f ':;i,J;I •r;itc 't;> ' Who art
thou, that thou wouldest contend with me ?'-a reading in no way
comparable to MT.
Mt?~ 1:11.ll'] ' Two or three.' Cf. Isa. 17. 6 , , • Cl'ifl~
Cl~~,
n,i;>Q "if1lC ' Two or three berries .• , four or five.' LXX, Luc.
omit n~.
33. M.l00"1',] Verss. O'O'n~, rightly making the horses the
subject.
36. ,,:iy] LXX omits,
37. 'J~O] Kt should probably be vocalized n:;:i, the older form
of the 3rd fem. sing. perf. of verbs n'', which occurs in a few other
cases: Lev. 25. 21 ;
Lev. 26. 34 ;
Ezek. 24. 12 ;
Jer. 13. 19.
'J,
Vulg., by omission of the negative, ila ul praelertunles dicanl: Hatcdne tsl ,1/a Iesabtl r Luc. adds ira1 ol,,r fna,

nt,V

n?ri:i

nn

nn:i

~?O

,,0M' M' ,~]

6 'A.lyoo11 ot,-.

10. x. :lMnM,,] According to the contents of Jehu's letter, fJfJ. 2,
3, the seventy princes are sons of Jehoram rather than of Al}ab.
Cf. the phrases Cl~'t'I~ '2f and ,,~ M!i'T'i. Thus Sta. (ZA TW.,
18851 pp. 279/.) regards "· 1• as a later and erroneous gloss.
It is not, however, unreasonable to suppose that Cl'~ is here used
not in the strictly literal sense, but of dtscmda!Jls of Al}ab in any
degree (cf. ~'2i~ n,~ r,, 3}, any one of whom might have been
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set up to resist the usurper. Cf. nole following on the use of
the number srotnly. Jehu's commission (eh. 9. 7) is explicitly not
against Jeboram but against Im house of A ~6, and to describe
the members of this house no other term could have been chosen
by the writer than ~i;itt 'a:ii.
D'):::I D'Jllrt'] It is remarkable that sromly is the number of the
sons of Gideon-Jerubba'al, Judg. 8. 30.if., and of the relations
of Bar-Qftr of Ya'di (Panammu inscription, /. 3: D. H. Millier,
Die al/semi/. Inschr. fJfJn Smdsdu'r/1), who, in each case as here,
are massacred to secure succession to the throne. Possibly, therefore, as Millier (op. di., p. 9} suggests, seventy is a round number
to denote the whole of the royal kin 1•
D')l)TM ;Mv,r ,,ie, ,ec] Luc. rrpor .,.,wr nparrryo~r 1'ijr ml).e•r ml
rrpcw T'01lf rr/Hu/3vrlpovr 1 , Vulg. ad oplimales dvi'/alis, el ad ,,,ai'ores
nalu, i. e. D'~l?.f-'~ "'l'J!~ "1~,-certainly correct: cf. 'D, 5 MT.
,ecJ7"\r of MT. has arisen from a mistaken combination of the letters
,em,yn. Jehu was himself at Jezreel, and would scarcely have
sent a letter to the authorities of that city with regard to the royal
princes who were in Samaria. So Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
:1KMM D')CICM ,en] Luc. ml 'lffJOS T'01/f nBr,IIOVf 'f'QIP vZ..• •Axaa/J, i. e.
~r;itt
0~0-'~ , probably correct. So Kio., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit.
2. nnJn] Cf. dz. 5. 6 note.
"'Inc "'1131] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. "'I~ "1f. So Jos.,
and Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
5. n1::i., ,11 "'1~] Cf. I. 4. 6 note.
MZ'l.'] LXX, Luc. •oi;,rropn.
6. n,,ie,] Several Codd., and LXX, Luc. '1'i-' a secfJnd letter.'
D:::l')iM 'l:::t ,ie,,ec] As the text stands, the first sl. t'fJnSlr. is in
apposition to the second (suspended construct state}-' The men,
the sons of your master.' Cf. Da. § 28, Rem. 6. Possibly ~21 is

'a:rn,

1 In Judg. 12. 13f. the dtscmdanls of Abdon are seventy; forty IOIIS and
thirty grandsons, riding upon seventy asses.
• LXX agrees with Luc., except in the substitntion of 'Sap.aptlar for rijr
tnSA,cur, an alteration made for the sake of precision.

X.
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merely a doublet of 't'M"I. Kamp., Oort omit the word. Sta. emends
n•;
Luc. ).a/3ffo ;ICGITTOS "I" ICf!/)aA~ mi vloii nii nplov awoii,
i. e. probably Ci'titi~
a,,e:c vie; adopted by Benz., Kit. as
far as regards the use of ~N.
uc,] LXX, Luc., Pesh. ~01 'and bring (them).' So Th.,
Sta., Kio.
'I• ,t:,~] LXX, Luc., Pesh. C1t:IJ;I~, correctly:-'slew them,
even seventy men.'
c•in;11J ' In baskets': so all Verss. On the use of the article
cf. I. 1. 1 nole on c•,~~.
8. 1M~l'I] ' The messenger.' er. I. 13.
nolt.
~~,] LXX "Hny,ca-probably an easy alteration of MT.
9. 'l, n:i., •c,] It is assumed that the populace know who were
the perpetrators of the massacre, but not the fact that Jehu was
the instigator of it. The inference is therefore clear to fairminded men (CJ;!~ C•lr-Jt) that this is no case of the unscrupulous
securing of his own interests by a single individual, but that
circumstances are working together to bring about the destruction
of the house of .AJ,ab (v. 10).
I I.
Luc.
11'Gff11S ms dyx&anuol'T'CJS awoii, i. e.
even all his kinsmen ':-probably correct; cf. I. 16. 1 I
nok. So Kio.
"l•e:c,';:i] Cf. eh. 3. 25, nole 2.
12. 'l, Cl'.,] By the side of,,.,, Ml., is redundant; at least we
should expect it to fallow ,,., and immediately precede ,,-,zx,, as in
probably correctly. Perhaps
Pesh. LXX, Luc., Vulg. omit
the word is a corruption of IC\~. So Kio., Benz., Kit.
ii,31 n•:l] The rendering of RV. 'shearing house,' marg. 'house
of gathering' (Targ. n~l:l n•:i), is merely conjectural. The verb
,I'll, Gen. 22. 9t, means, as in New Heh., Ar., and Aram., lo bind.
13. MVM] Read IC\,,, with Dri. Tmm, § 169, O!Js. 2. The events
described by v. 12b and v. 1311. are thus pointedly synchronized in
accordance with the idiom of the language:-• He was at Beth' eqed of the shepherds by the way, when he found &c.' er.
1 Sam. 9. II; Judg. 18. 3; Gen. 38. 25.
It is noticeable that
'M

Tttt.

ni·~

I.

,.,,l ,~]

,•~tiA~il '

,cal

IQ•,,
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Luc., Vulg. omit the proper name, and may thus be regarded as
11upporting the emendation 1,
cn,w,] The expression which ordinarily has the meaning 'to
enquire after' is 'I) 1:1,,r~ ,ic~~; 2 Sam. 11. 7 ; 1 Sam. 1o. ,t. ; 17.
~2; al. If this phrase in full was originally written in our passage,
the omission of !,t,tw, is earlier than the Verss., all of which agree
:with MT.
14. Cl""M 1:1,WE>n"l] LXX omits; Luc., Pesh. apparently read
Cl;WElM simply.
ipy M'~ ,,~ !,N] LXX, Luc. omit in.
15. ,necip!,] Luc. ;,, TY d~ ipx&,u"°" ,lr cbrcwn,a111 a~ii. !J1l~
(if not a doublet of ~1".ni) may be original: ipx&,ur,o11, like Jtl t°
of Pesh., is due to the translator.
'l, ~M] Doubtless we ought to follow LXX, Luc. in reading
"I~
1~~ R:i'..q, thus securing a perfect parallelism with the
following clause. So Th., Kio., Benz., Oort. Kamp., Kit. adopt
'lJ~~ ~..!.1.
the less probable order
~] '" If it be" (said he).' The writer regards it as sufficiently
evident that 'l' ~~ is the response to the preceding ieJ~. er. I. 20.
34. Probably the additions of LXX, Luc. ical 1l,r111 Eloti, Luc. ml
,l,r,11 tMf 'Ioti, Vulg, itl(Jui'/, Pesh. ~ .»lo (afler ~,. which is
assigned to J onadab as though ~, ~ meant ' It is indeed I') are
due in each case to the translator.
di. 5. 17 note,
With ~..1 cf.
16. ,nec ~"'''] Read inic ~l!l with LXX, Luc., Pesh. So Th.,
Oort. v-1~ ~~l!l Kio., Kamp., Benz. ; ir-1~ i~l-'1 Kit.
17. \i~;:nPJ er. note 2 on 3. 25.
18. 'l)i~lt' tc,M'] Luc. ical iy• ~>.wa-"' IMf, Vulg. ego au/em
&olam eum,·-inferior to MT.
19. ,,,~31 !,:,J Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. cut out the two words
as an erroneous insertion from v. 21, Jehu summons the prophels

'~Tn~

'~Tn~ "'V:

N'l

1 It is certain that Vulg., reading ~ a-n:11, 1U>uld have left the proao11Q
unexpressed, and rendered, as is actually the case, immiil. CC. in Vulg. the
other cases of the idiom cited. That the same course may have been followed
ill the Greek may be inferred from the rendering of Gen. 38. ,5.

and priests of Ba'al, who are commanded to proclaim a solemn
assembly, to whic~ the worshippers in general are summoned
(v. 20 f.). It is noticeable that in Luc. ical ,rm,ras- .,-ovs &11Aow avroii
folluws ical Tovs l,pe'ir avroii, as though inserted from the margin.
20. ,M"lr,,,] LXX, Luc., Vulg. sing. K1P,?l.
21. LXX erroneously expands the verse from v. 19.
nD, MD] Ch. 21. 16t.
2 2. nnn,c.,] The context demands the meaning 'wardrobe';
cf. Vulg. ves/es. In Eth.~: 'tlia{J denotes a kind of hlnic; cf.
Dillmann, Lexicon, 45f.
~,c.,] LXX, Luc. d OToA,ITTljs-, i.e. rd'i.p~:i.
23. '• •i::ll/D] Luc. adds ml ifarr00T1l>..an avro11s-, ml ,l,ro., Ovic
elull' ,c,.,-.X.; adopted by Kio.
24. UC~] LXX sing. ,col duijA8.11. Cf. the sing. reference to
Jehu as the chief offerer in v. 25 in);,:p. So Kio., Sta., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit. Luc. places 24• after 24b, and adds, after d~A8o.,, the
gloss ds TOI' ol,co., T'Oii rrpouox8iuµaror. Elsewhere ie the context
;JQ=BdaA, never rrpouox8,a-/£a,
0':10e'] Luc. Tpio-xiAlour, Pesh. ~Lo JJ.»~L, 380.
'l, ~•,:,en] As tl.~~ is vocalized, the sentence is extremely difficult.
Read tl]Q: with Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.:-' The man wh~
suffers lo escape any of the men, &c., bis life shall be for his life.'
O!l'i' ;y] 'Into (lit. upon) your hands.' So, after tn:i, Gen. 42.
37; after "1'~1'.1, Jer. 18. 21; Ezek. 35. 5; Ps. 63. 11.
25. m,.:i.:i] Pesh. o~tD, i.e. cnA:>;,:p.
C'Y"I'] Cf. I. 1. 5 note.
c•~w~] Cf. I. 9. 22 noJe.
'1:1,~] The object is missing. RV., 'cast them out,' finds the
reference to be to the corpses of the slain ; but it is reasonable to
expect this to be more precisely indicated. Kio. is right in finding
the object of '1:1;~, to lie concealed under t1•~~n, C'Y"IM, the
repetition in detail of the subject of the verb in MT. being scarcely
less strange than the omission of the object. He ingeniously
suggests C'i~Q nntt ~>f!l ' and they cast the Asherim down
to the ground.' This restoration, however, is not ,very likely to
X
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represent the original if the emendation adopted in v. 26 be
correct, which thus makes reference to the (single) Ashera of
the temple.
'l, "'1'11 i11] 'To the cz"{y of the house of Ba'al' can hardly be
correct. Klo.'s emendation '), "'l';t'f'1P ' to the adytum, &c.' (cf.
I. 6. 16 note), is very suitable to the context, though it is illegitimate
to cite the rendering of Luc. ;.s Toii 11aoii Toii Baa). in support of the
emendation 1• The other Verss. agree with MT.
26. n,::im] The Verss. presuppose a sing. Tg~, in accordance
with the suffix of mD"'lle",. But, as Sta. {ZA TW., 1885, p. 278)
remarks, the stone Ma~~eba cannot have been burnt, and it is
the Ashera
therefore probable that we ought to substitute
of the house of Ba'al,' in accordance with I. 16. 33, ::11$1;11.C ~ l
cf. eh. 23. 6. So Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort. On the
character of the Ashera cf. I. 14. 1 5 note.
:z 7. n::im] Sta., Kamp., Benz., Kit. emend ~19, the first comparing I. 16. 32, and, for the expression n::iro rm, Ex. 34. 13;
Deut. 7. 5; 12. 3; Judg. 2. 2; 6. 28.lf. Mention of the destruction
of the altar is to be expected, supposing the clause to be not merely
a doublet of that which follows {Kio.), which it resembles somewhat
suspiciously.
n,llf'lnc,] KL nillf'I~?.

m.~ '

n~o-n, :

10. 29-36. Summary of Jehu's reign: ln's character and Ais
foreign relaJions.
RD vv. 28-31, 34-36; vv. 32, 33 summarized from the Annals.
29. ::imn ''ll1] '(Namely) the golden calves,' in apposition to
,, 'NCM, Vulg., with a view to make the connexion more clear,
inserts nee rkreliquit, Targ.; i::131~,:,c.
32. cnn C'C'::1] The same phrase is used by RD in eh.. 15. 37;
20, I, Cf. no/e On I. 3. 16.
1 ~~ in I. 6. 5, 16, 19, u, 33, 31; 7. 49; 8. 8 appears as &,JJ,lp; and,
usnming that Toii noii could answer to i-:i,, as in Ps. 28 (LXX 27), 2, 1"l
remains unrepresented, and '1n-'l "?" limply b scarcely likely to have been read
by the translator,
'

X. a6-Xl
~llnl:":l

n,,ii:,;] 'To cut Israel short,' lit. ' to cut off in Israel.'

The expression is strange, though Hab. 2. 10 ll,,sl'l ll,,p ni~
affords an instance of the use of the verb ntp in this sense. The
original reading is probably preserved by Vulg. laedue ,up,r Israel,
i. e.
riP> 'to loathe Israel'; cf. Gen. 27. 46 ,!!:11 ,r;,~,
Taede/ me viku meae. So Kio. Targ. ·n,r.n, cipntl~ seems to have
read 'I\~~ ' to be angry with,' and this is adopted by Th., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit.
33. '.n r,,,n Jt)] The double mention or m.2n introduces
confusion, and GrlL, Buhl. ( Geogr. 70) simplify the description
by cutting out the first i37,.2n, and also the , before the second.
The fact that, at the time of the fall of Omri's dynasty, Rama
or Gilead appears to have been the most northern point of Israel's
dominions east of Jordan canses some critics (cf. Sta. ZA TW.,
1885, p. 279; Benz., Kit.) to regard the verse, either as a whole
or in part, as a later addition.
33b. '1, ,Jrll7tl] The same description of the position of ,;,,,
with the addition of n~ before ;i:Q, is found in Deut. 2. 36 ; 3. 12;
4. 48; Josh. 12, 2; 13. 9, 16. The site of 'Aro'er is found in
a heap of ruins called 'Ar'4fr, south of DiMn, and standing on
a hill on the northern side of the ravine of Amon. Buhl, 269.
iimm] Luc. adds ml 'Ia/Jo«.
34. ,nim ,:n] LXX, Luc. add ml Tck (Luc. al) vvwltns 4,
ov11ij,j,,11, i. e. ,~ ~ \~. Cf. I. 16. 20; eh. 15. 15.
36. At the end of the verse Luc. adds b Im &vrlf1¥ nj, rolJoAfus
{Jauc>..,w, '"'P'°" TOIi 'Io11 ulo• Na,-,.nrl, and then continues with
a summary account of A~aziah's reign, derived in the main from
,lz. 8. 25.ff., with a brief mention of the events of eh. 9 in so far
as they concern the death of ~aziah.

'~i1

U. Alhali'ah /he quem-mollur usurps /he /krone of Judalz. Al
lhe end of six years Jekoiada the pri'esl effects a rlfJoluJion, and sets
Jehoash, Ike rightful luir, upon /lu throne,
Ch. 11 forms the basis of :, Chr. 22. 10-23. n.
This chapter and its sequel, clz. 12. 5-17, form, with ,hh. 16.
xa
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10-16; 22. 3-23. 25, a series of Judaean narratives which reflect
prominently the influence of the priests as conservators of the
religion of Yahwe, and in which the interest centres to a great
extent round the Temple at Jerusalem. Probably therefore,
as Sta. suggests, the source from which the narratives were drawn
may have been the Temple-archives.
Sta. (ZATw., 1885, pp. 280 ff.) has pointed out that eh. 11
is probably a combination of two narratives. The first, vv. •-12,
1Sb-20, is a continuous whole; the second, vv. 13-1 sa, merely
a fragment. According to the first, Jeboiada effects the revolution
by the aid of the royal bodyguard (0'¥10); in the second, it is the
people (l:liO) who are prominent. The insertion of 1'¥10 in v. 13
in apposition to -0.VO is clearly a redactional device, and traces
of the .redactor's hand ·are also to be found in v. 15 (see ad/«.).
The recognition of this composite character of the narrative
explains certain difficulties which are patent if it be read as
a continuous whole. Thus, it cannot be thought that the destruction -0f the temple of Ba'al (1J, 188 ) took place between the
anointing and enthronement of Jehoash. It would naturally occur
efltr the measures taken against Athaliah, and not as an episode
in their--course. Again, it is difficult to -understand why the setting
of a guard over the Temple (v. 18h) should have been necessary
q/ler the death of Atpaliah (vv. 15, 16). The purpose of such
a guard can only have been to protect t_he Temple against the
danger of an attack by the queen and her adherents. It is strange,
also, if the narrative be a whole, that there should be two accounts
of the death of Athaliah·.; vv. 15, 16 and v. :zob,
The main difference between the two narratives seems to be
that while the fragment emphasizes the rtli'gious importance of the
revolution, the continuous narrative regards it purely as an event
of civil importance. This difference does not set the two accounts
,at variance; the religious revolution may well have followed in
the train of the civil
The parallel narrative of ll Chr. has been considerably expanded
in parts by the editor, the priests and Levites being introduced

Xl I-5
and made to take the place which is occupied in Kings by the
royal bodyguard.
ll. 1. nnee,i] Omit , with Q're and II 2 ehr.
,~n,] II 2 ehr. ~11;11, a scribal error.
2. 37:lWIM'] II 2 ehr. npT~n:. She is there stated to have been

fvll~ 371:\n: nt~.
n'tnee t:i] LXX

vlo•

dM.if,ov amjr, i. e.

0'':1~if.

Luc. combines

the two readings.

,np.:ic nee, ,nee] II 2 ehr. prefixes P.:U:11, which is indispensable.
So Ew., Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
,nee ,.,,,o,,] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. \nk ~9~. So II 2 ehr.
~"1'1;191;11.
4. Y,,'li,,] Luc. adds

as in m,. 9 ff. The
specification is necessary unless it be supposed that the narrative
originally contained an earlier reference to Jehoiada, such as that
of II 2 ehr. noticed on v. 2.
n,,eec,i] Kt. only again vv. 9, 10, 15. Ko. discusses the form
and concludes that the , is merely euphonic, miyd/1, for mi'di!,,
representing the pronunciation adopted for the avoidance of hiatus,
as in Aramaic. Lhrg. I. i. p. 217; cf. p. 481.
~,] So v. 19 and 2 Sam. 20. 23 Kt. Probaply the Can'ans
are denoted. er. R. Sm. OTJC.2, p. 262 nolt.
D'rl"] er. I. 1. 5 nolt.
& kpws, i. e.

,, M':l:l , , , M"'l!I"] LXX a:al

tvlli,,

a,.SrTo

am,r BiaS,jqi, Kvplov a:al

i.e. CJ;k ~f!l" n'i~ DO? m1~. probably correct. ,, n,::i::i
at the end is superfluous, while ,, M'"'l:l may be paralleled from
1 Sam. 20. 8. So Kio.
5-7, As Wellh. (C. 361) points out, v. 6 is clearly a gloss, the
'.:i, nn, 'Mt' of v, 7 answering to '.:i, n't',W., of v. 5. By removal
of this insertion, and reading '1'?ki} (as in v. 5) for
in v. 7,
we o~tain an intelligible text in vv. 5, 71 8 :-' And he commanded
them, saying, This is the thing which ye shall do; the third part
of you who go in on the Sabbath and keep the guard of the king's
house, and the two divisions of you, even all who go forth on the
Sabbath and keep the guard of the House of Yahwe about the king,
&,p,c(l)cm,

~m
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ye shall compass the king round about, &c.' The point is
obviously that all the bodyguard is to be concentrated at the
Temple, no part of it being at Athaliah's disposal at the palace:
cf. v. 9·
5. At the end LXX adds w "¥ ,n,Aa111&.
6. "l,o "lwr.l] II 2 Chr. i\o~;:t "lw,.
no0 n,:i,,] The unintelligible no0 is omitted by LXX, and by
II 2 Chr. in the free explanation, ~n~ n,~ ni"IJ~ c~;p11. Field
cites a Schol. which states the existence of a reading Off•A;x, i. e.
'!J?~l'..1, adopted by Kit.
8. ni,i1t1n ,ec] 'Up to the ranks,' i. e. the lines of men surrounding the king, suggested by the previous 'l, cnl:lpm. The
word is the same as New Heb. "ljli), Aram. K11li>,
Vulg.,
sephlm. lnnpl,~ misunderstands. U 2 Chr. n~~iJ-~f.
10. n'ln.i] II 2 Chr. C'J:l'~Qt'I. So Tb., Kio., Kamp., Benz., KiL
.c,0,lt'TI] RV., here as in the other occurrences of the word,
'11,e ski'tlds.' This rendering seems to be demanded by Song 4. ••
where C'ii~;:t ,p~'°'
stands in explanatory apposition to 11?~
f~'fiJ. Th. on 2 Sam. 8. '1 favours the more general meaning
'armour,' and the same view is taken by W. E. Barnes, who
classifies the ancient renderings of the word : Expos. Times, OcL
1898, pp. •3 f. The fact, however, that c~,lt' (here and in
Jer. 51. u) occurs in connexion with other specified items of
military equipment is against the view that the term is used in
a general and not a special sense. According to LXX, Luc.
in I. 14. 26, the :i~
which David took from the servants
of Hadadezer, king of Zoba, were carried off by Shishak, king of
Egypt, during the reign of Rehoboam, Cf. nolt ad loc.
11. n,:i,i n:irc,] RV. 'along by the altar and the house.' The
meaning seems to be that the guards formed a semicircle extending
from the south to the north corner of the Temple, and surroqnding
the brazen altar which stood before the Temple. Thus all the
space between the porch and the altar would be enclosed. It is,
however, highly doubtful whether , can bear the sense 'along /Jy,'
and whether, granted this sense, the writer would have chosen

J,,.-.

,ll

'P?v

Xl J-IJ
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to convey the explanation given above in so obscure a manner.
Pesh. represents l'~ •• , n::irc, by ~ o I-:.,.» ~ u.oLlo
~ ~ - If we may regard ~ ~ as due to an
erroneous explanation of n~::1a, ' the house ' (i. e. the Temple) as
I th
_'lt!IL ..
.., ~.
..o
e king' s house,, we o btain the good sense, ,_,.L.
•;..-"'! '-~i-.!.l
'round about the altar and the Temple.' !l'~S, seems to have
been wrongly placed in MT., and then explained by the addition
'!J~!'.1""'11, a statement which at this stage of the proceedings is
incorrect.
u. rnil!M] RV., following Verss., 'the testimony,' i. e., apparently, a written law-book, committed to the young king as head
over the theocratic state ; cf. DeuL 17. 18 .ff. There is not,
however, anywhere else allusion to such a custom as the laying
of a book(?) upon (sc. the head of) a king at his coronation;
the term nnp is 1/ late one ; and, if it represented the law of the
kingdom embodied in a concrete form, it would be natural to
expect that this fact would be more precisely indicated (e. g.
ffl'1J!!]). Thus it is reasonable to suspect the text of corruption.
Wellh. (C. 361) makes the happy emendation ni,fft! 'the lmzceku,'
which formed, with "IJtl ' the diadem,' the royal insignia. Cf.
2 Sam. 1. 10 1•
1 3. Dl7M rrv,] Obviously the two terms cannot stand together
r:1~..r. r,r,n is a gloss, roughly inserted for the purpose or
connecting the narrative with that which precedes. er. note on
the composition of the narrative. llllM is probably used in
a military sense. er. I. 16. 15 note.
14. ,~, ,ac] •By the king.' For this sense of ;IC cf. nok on
I. 6. 18.
15. ~nn \OJ~] LXX niir br1u,cho&r, i. e. 'TP.f, adopted by Sta.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit., is doubtless correcL MT. can only mean
' those of the army who were mustered.'
n,,m, ~ nK is superfluous by the side of ~n., ,,,I'll, and must
be regarded as a gloss from r,r,, 4, 9, 10, of the same character as

"'P

l

Reading

,,~,u for ~ . with Wellb., Dri., Budde, &c.
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that noticed in v. 13. The same is probably the case with the words
v. 15h, The queen
is to be taken oulsi'de the Temple, and therefore not inside the ranks
which, according to v. 8, surround the king within the Temple.
16. 0~' n~ ,c~'t] 'And they laid hands on her.' So LXX,
Luc., Vulg., Kamp., Benz., Kit. The rendering, 'And they made
way (lit. place) for her,' Pesh., Targ., adopted among modems by
Ke., Th., Kio., AV., R. V., is not to be paralleled 1.
19. :i~,] LXX, Luc. 11ai itca8ura,, aimS•. So II 2 Chr. U'~'l
n"I,~ n':lC ~' which seem to conflict with

.,,i-..;,-ntc
·•+'';"- y .
19. 1-4. Inlroaucli'on by R 0 lo /he reign ofJehoaslz.
Ch. 12. 1-3=2 Chr. 24. 1, 2.
19. 1, 2. Lue. reads 1n:y~-!tl ~,n~ in the synchronism of v. 2,
and inserts v. 1, the statement of the king's ag• at accession, <if/er
the synchronism, thus conforming to the order which is constant
elsewhere in the introductory formula. See lnlrodudion• .
3. 'l, ~] 'And Jehoash did that which was right in the sight
of Yahwe all his days, forasmuch as Jeaoiada the priest instructed
him.' So Ew., Th.1 , Kamp. The antecedent of "IR::'tc is found in
z,tc,n'; lit. 'lze who Jehoiada instructed.' Cf. e. g. Gen. 42. 21
ll't:t1 "I~ 'we wlzo saw' (or,• in /lzal we saw'); He6. Lex. Oxf.,s.v.
"lre,tc, Be. AV., RV., Kit., following LXX, Luc., Vulg., render 'all
his days wherein Jehoiada the priest instructed him,' thus li~ting
the period of the king's good living to the life-time of Jehoiada,
"T,~i, and the
in accordance with II 2 Chr. 24. 2, fiJl>t1
narrative of 2 Chr. 24. 17-22 which relates the defection of
Jehoash from the religion of Yahwe and his murder of the son
of Jehoiada. But the normal method of expressing such a sense

Jrt.'":

1 ~ in Josh. 8. 20 does not mean place or r{)()m (Ges. 1lkr.), but porver,
as in Pa. 76. 6; singular '1! Dent. 82. 36. Cf.Dillmann, ad/«.; He6. Le.r. Ozf.
1 Pesh., Targ. are ambigupus in meaning, and cannot be cited, u by Th.,
in favour of this rendering. The accentuation of MT., however, in placing
the principal break upon ~• is certainly intended to convey the meaning
adopted.

XI. I6-Xll. .J
would have been 'l, ~ C'Q:;:i·!,i, as e. g. in I Sam. 1. 28. ''9t'i
is elsewhere in every occurrence used absolutely, without further
definition, in the sense 'all his life long' :-I. 15. 14~ 112 Chr. 15. 17;
eh. 15. 18; 2 Chr.18. 17; 34. 33; Deut. 22. 19, 29; Eccl. 2. 23;
5. 16t. Moreover, as Ew. points out, it seems to be clear that
R 0 was unacquainted with any narrative of the king's defection,
for ' had this been so, then the older historical work must have
told us how Joash showed himself faithless afterwards; but so
far is this from being the case, that the piety of his successor
is afterwards compared with his own, and that of both regarded
as inferior to David's alone, 2 Ki. 14. 3 (the Chronicles omit this
passage); even Uzziah is only treated as their equal, 2 Ki. 15. 3;
2 Chr. 26. 4.'
It is, of course, possible that the statement 'l, 'l,,i,n ~ may be
an early marginal note intended to qualify the absolute ~, !,.:,,
in accordance with the narrative of Chr. This supposition is
,p, ;.:,, which
perhaps favoured by the reading of II 2 Chr.
looks like a limited explanation of ,,c, ;.:, simply.
4· '.:i, n,c.:i., p,J er. I. 3. 2, 3 note.

Jn""'

12. 5-17, Measures lakn ~ Jelwash far /he repai'r
of Yahwe.

of the House

Chr. 24. 4-14 gives a different narrative of the same events.
5. 'l, -u,37 110.:,] Very difficult. As the text stands, "1::l'l1 110.:,
must mean 'current money' (RV.). Cf. Gen. 23. 16. Then the
four following words are rendered by RV. 'the money of the
persons for whom each man is rated'; marg. Heb. 'each man
the money of the souls of his estimation.' The construction is here
similar to that of Gen. 9. 5 ,,,:i~ tl'l,t 'each man bis brother,'
i. e. 'each man's brother'; Gen. 15. 10 i"I~ t"l,t 'each its half,'
i. e. ' the half of each.'
Luc. represents ,:>"1]7 ••• -u,17 '10.:, by dpyvp&011 avvr,J&;,a~a1, hapds,
GfYYVP'°" avvr,µ;,a,ur +vxiio•, i. e. ':n ~l,t '!J"l.,i 'IS'i, It is certainly
a great simplification of the text if we suppose, with Sta., Kamp.,
Benz., Kit., that these first three words, ' /he mqn!J' of each man'I
2
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assusmenl' (cf. Lev. 27. 2./f.), represent the original text, and that
is an explanatory gloss which has come into the
text as a doublet.
'10:1 ;:,] It is necessary to insert \ before ~:,, ' and all the
money &c.' The freewill offering of money which a man's heart
prompts him to make is clearly distinct from the sum which is
assessed by tariff.
6. ,-i:,c ntce l't"N] Apparently, 'each from his acquaintance,'
RV. The scope with which "I~ (only again v. 8) is employed
is highly obscure, and the word is justly regarded with suspicion
by Kamp., Benz. LXX cnro rijr fl'paD'HIS awou (Luc. alri•) vocalizes
~~; Vulg.juxla ordinnn suum (?).
i,,::i] 'Dilapidation.' Cf. ell. 22. 5; Ezek. 27. 9, 27.
For everything,' i. e. 'wherever.'
9. MCIP,] This form, in place of the ordinary MCIP., appears here
only. Ko. (LeArg. II. i. 490) cites the similar segholate sl. conslr.
forms "11Q, 371}, ~~. ~V, ~T;I. ip~. Cf. G-K. § 93 A.
10. inN !MN] ,;,~. though vocalized as sl. conslr., can only be
regarded as sl. a/Js.,· Kimlti's explanation, 'the chest of (/Jelongi'ng
lo) some one,' being excluded by 112 Chr. 24. 8
~,~
and
the statement of Ew., § 286d, that 'the numeral ii;tl$ one, though
mostly used as an adjective, may nevertheless be subordinated to
its noun, put in the construct state,' being in the present case
inconceivable. Cf. Ko. Syntax, § 310 d. Probably the vocalizais merely an error of the
tion here and in Lev. 24. 22,
punctuators. ')' icitt ncit II. 18. 24 (cf. note) is perhaps different.
n::ircn ~ ] The statement that the chest was placed /Jesi'de tlu
altar seems scarcely to accord with the fact that it was given into
the charge of the keepers of the threshold, who placed in it the
money which they received from persons entering the House of
Yahwe. Hence Sta., following the suggestion of the LXX transliteration in Cod. A, ap.,uurfl'I, emends n1~:i ;~, a suggestion
favoured by Kamp., Kit., Oort. The fact that l\fac;~both existed
subsequently in the Temple appears from cAA. 18. 4; 23. 4./f. Kio.
emends n~:i '~ ' beside llu doorpost,' and this agrees well with

,:)"1)7 n,WEI) '10:1

,::i,] '

,i;i, ~.

,i;i, ~,~.
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the following ri?!~ Kt., and is favoured by Benz., who objects to
the former suggestion on the ground that Ma~~eboth usually stood
in Semitic sanctuaries near the altar and not near the entrance.
II 2 Chr. ~4. 8 ~n " n•~
mu,] Frequentative, 'rutd lo plact.' So v. u. Cf. the
imperfects of vv. 14-17. For the reversion to the imperf. with
, constc. in 1JV, , 1, 1 2b cf. Dri. Tmsts, § 114.
ao,cn] LXX, Luc. n\ ,ll,,.S.11, as in v. 11.
11. ,iyi,] Luc. omits, while Pesh. places after 'UC,,.
13. ~'lrnc •:i~M] So cA. 22. 6.
•
'l, ;~;,] 'And for all for which outlay should be made upon
the house.' MY' ,~, lit. 'for which it (i.e. rio~n "· 12•) should
go forth.'
n~r;t?] 'For repair.' Probably the vocalization should be MPfCI?
'to repair it'; cf. Luc., Pesh., Targ. So Kio., Benz.
17. ':i, 0~ S'j0~] The reference appears to be to fines in
money. Cf. Wellh. Prokgomma, 73.

,w,.

ua. 18-22.

Closing evmts

of llu
~

rti'gn

of Jtl10asA,

summarised

RD.

CA. 12.
18.
21.

22.

18-22 forms the substance of a Chr. 24. 23-27.
r,;31, tM] Cf. I. 3. 16 nott.
M~ n~] Cf. note on ec,~;:i I. 9. 15.
'.:i, ,~n•] II 2 Chr. n'"}~tf -,;~n'1 n•~v,;i n ~

"11?

n•~:i.
18. 1-9. JtAoa~•• fling of lsratl.

R O frames short notices from the Annals.
18. 3. 0'12)'l'1 ;~] 'All the days,' viz. of Jehoal}az. Cf. not, on
I. 5. 15. The statement is made rather loosely if the events of
"· 5 belong to this reign.
4. 'l, ;r,,,] For the expression cf. I. 13. 6 not,.
5. ,~] Luc. ml ifuayn, IM'fM, i.e.~0"'\M "1' nnnc] Luc. adds «al d1t10TP4'/n, &pw• "Iupa,}~ alm>is.
on-;nao] Not strictly' in their tents,' but 'in t!,n'r lzomts.' Cf.
I. 8. 66; Judg. 19. 9, and the phrase of I. 12. 16; :z Sam. 20. 1.
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ec, •::,]

7. '), ""l'MIM
The reference of •::, is to 'll. 4b, and the
subject of ""l'Mrt'M is not Yahwe (Th., Kamp., Kit.) nor J;{azael
(Benz.), but is indefinite {""l'~J; cf. I. 1. 6 note on 1"11~):-' For
there was not left to Jehoal}.az &c.' So LXX, Luc. ollx vn'AEi(/,8,,,
Vulg. non sun/ derelidz~ Pesh. )oot - ~ / J.
v,;] 'For treading.' Kio. emends p',~ after Luc. ;., T"oii
'AmTV..sijJIO,, and so Kamp., Benz., Oort. The change is unnecessary.
After 'll. 7 Luc. inserts 'll. 23 of MT. Probably this is correct.
The mention of Jehoash's successes against Aram would form
a reason for transferring the verse from its position in Luc. to
that which it occupies in MT., whilst no reason can be cited for
the converse change. Again, it is clear that the position assigned
by Luc. to V'll. 12, 13 MT. is correct; and this creates a strong
presumption in favoui of the position of v. 23 in Luc.
13. 10-25. Jelwash, king of Israel.
RD

'll'll. 10-13;

souices,

two Elisha-narratives from Norlh Palestinian
short notices from the Annals framed

'ZIV. 14-19, 20, 21;

byRD'llV. 22-25.

Vet. Lat. (Cod. Vind.) places 13. 14-21 between 10. 30 and 10.
making the narrative refer not to Jehoash but to Jehu.
·
10. ]l::l~ C't?rt' rul'-'::l] This synchronism disagrees with the
statement of 'll. 1, that Jehoal]az, who reigned seventeen years,
came to the throne in the twenty-third year of Jehoash. We should
therefore expect the synchronism to be ]le'n, c•~ft' Nle'l 'in the
thirty-ninth year'; and this alteration agrees with eh. 14. 1, where
the second year of Jehoash of Israel synchronizes with the
accession of Amaziah.
mrt' mrt']I w] Pesh. ~ l~~L 'thirteen years.'
1 2, 13. These two verses appear in Luc. at the close of the
chapter, a position which, in accordance with the scheme of RD,
is clearly correct. Luc. also replaces the unusual formula C]l::l""I.,
,eco::, ;JI ::,~ in 'll. 1 3& by the regular ml l{:JacrlAEVITfll 'I. ulos- awoii
arr' abroii at the end of 'll. 13b.
31,

Xl/1. 7-af

en.

The formula for the close of this reign is repeated in
14.
15, 16, where it is due to the preceding account of Jehoash in
relationship to Amaziah. As this narrative, however, forms part
of the history of the reign of Amaziah, the introduction of
vv, 15, 16 breaks the connexion, and is probably the work of a
later hand. The repetition is not found in Luc.
1 •• '0 n,c, "'lrelM] Not, as RV.,' whereof he died,' but,' whereof
k was lo die.' er. Dri. Tenses, § 39 fJ.
,,JE> !,17 ,:)~] er. Gen. 50. I
,1!l
'tr~ '!Pi, !,a!l.
'l, ':)M] ef. ck. 2. 12 note.
17b• .,,,, , , , "'ICM"] LXX omits through oversight.
PE>~] er. I. 20. 26 note.
18. D''ltnn np] Luc. Aa{jJ
fJ.>.,,,
19. n~n!,] '(It was) for smiting.' and so 'Thou shouldest have
smitten.' er. 2 Sam. 4. 1 o \!,
"'I~ 'To whom (it was) for
i.
e.
'To
whom
I
should
have given.' Dri. Tenses,
my giving,'
§ 20•· Klo.'s emendation ~::i \!,, after the rendering of LXX,
Luc. d JmaE,ls, is unnecessary.
D'Cl1E> W
ceien] Vulg. adds sive seplies,
20. ,~,] Probably, 'kept on coming.'
mw ~] The text gives no sense, but LXX, Luc. l>.IJdrm,s n>ii
l11UWrOv suggest the emendation n~f,J ~ 'when the (new) year
came.' er. the phrase of I. 20. 22, 26 n~f,J n~\leii;i~. Vulg. i'n
ipso anno, Pesh . ..ci, ~ ~ must. have read M~f 1=11 as though
for ~~ 111;, an Aramaic construction. Benz. emends

' ?¥

,,;tt

tr•vr•

,M>

,tc

"t"

'yearly'(?); Kit. "~"
21.

M~f.

er. I. 13. 20 nole.
er. ,h. 11. 20 (R0 ).
m ,,n J:) ,!ic,,] Winckler (A/lies/.
'l, D""l:)j) Dn 'M"]

23. 'l, c:>,!,wn 2e!,,]

2•.

Unltrsudumgm, 66}
gives reasons for identifying this king with Mari', king of
Damascus, who was brought into subjection by the Assyrian
king Ramman-nirari Ill in his campaign against the nations of
the west, between B. c. 806-803. er. KB. i. I 9 I; Winckler,
Ke,1insckr(fl. Ttxl/JUt:k, u f.
25. !itt,111 ""Ill ntc] Luc. adds «al &ra l'A.a{Jc11,
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14. 1-22. AmtUian, ln"ng ofJudah.

=

CA. 14. 1-14, 17-22 2 Chr. 25. 1-4, II, 17-28; 26. 1, 2,
RD embodies short notices from the Annals, together with a complete narrative (vv. 8-14; cf. p. 215) from an unknown source.
14. 2. r,Jl'I~] 11 2 ehr. supports Q're r~n:. So Vulg., Pesh.,
Targ. LXX, Luc. 'IfllHJ!.lp.. Cod. A. 'I.a&uo.
3, 4. ,.,, ,n::,
p,] II 2 Chr. 25. 2b sums up the limitations
to the favourable verdict in the terse statement 0~ ~~ e6 P'l
+ ,.,, n,c:i., p,] er. I. 3. 2, 3 note.

ec,

5b, 1!,t:).,J LXX, Luc. omit.
6b. ,.,, ::,,n::,::,] Citation is made by RD directly from Deut. 24. 16.
For n,0, Kt., n!?: Q're, Deut. reads V\~. II 2 Chr. 25. 4 VI~.
7. n::in ec,n] The emphatic ac,,i (almost• It wa.r Ae who smote
&c.') occurs again m,. 22, 25; 15. 35b; 18. 4, 8, and may be
regarded as a mark of the style of RD in connecting together
detached notices relating to one particular king.

n~ '.1!1] Kt. is supported by II 2 Chr. 25. 11; 1 ehr. 18. 12;
Q're n~ 't-' by 2 Sam. 8. 13; Ps. 60. 2.
Rn,] Perfect with weak ,, a mark of decadence in style, due
not to RD, but to his source. So elsewhere in later extracts from
the Annals, ell. 18. 4; 21. 4, 6. The style of RD is always, like
that of Deuteronomy his model, of the best (cf. e.g. cA.17); the
style of the extracts is on a level with that of the lengthy narrative
ell. 22. 3-23. 25, and may be taken as representing the popular
style (as distinct from the prophetic or literary style) of the closing
years of the kingdom of Judah.
p,on] er. Judg. 1. 36; Isa. 16. 1; 42. 11 (31~9 without article).
The usual identification with Petra (cf. Baed. 206) is denied by
Buhl, Edomiles, 34 ff. II 2 ehr. 25. 11 finds reference to '//,e
crag' from which ten thousand captive Edomites were thrown
(LXX, Luc. KaSoq>.) as an Edomite
headlong. The name
city does not appear elsewhere.
8. TM] er. I. 3. 16 note.
10. ,~:i,] Probably perf. with weak \ 'and thy heart AalA lifted

'~I?:

XIV.

3 19

I-25

IAee up.' Another occurrence is found in"· 14 ~ ~~,

er. IIQ/e

on

"· 7.

i:l:ln] 'Enjoy your honour' ('let yourself be honoured').
m,;,] The force of., is sar~tic: 'Pray, why?' er. I. 2. u nQ/1,
11. we- n'l] er. L 4. 9 nQ/e,
13. 'IM:i,,] Luc., Vulg. presuppose •ntr~ as in II 2 ehr. 25. 23,
probably correctly.
C"""IIN ,w:i] Read 'IC ,n'7? with Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ.,

U2 ebr.

c•,•tt ,w,

MJDM ,~] er. 2 ebr. 26. 9; Jer. 31. 38. A
is
mentioned in Zech. 14. 10.
14. np~]
is omitted in II 2 ehr. 25. 24, and it is therefore
possible that the word may be a later insertion made to supply
the missing verb, which may have been ~ . or nit, following after
nu,:sinn. er., however, itcet.n "· IO nQ/e.
15, 16. Omitted in Luc. er. note on d. 13. u, 13.
18•. After,~, LXX adds ml .-ci,,,-a 4 (Luc. &aa) brob,a-o.
19- ~:i,] An old Amorite city, several times named in the
Tell el-Amarna inscriptions; probably the modem Tell el-Jfasi
some distance east of Gaza, and close to the south of 'A.jbln,
i. e. Eglon. er. Smith, Geogr. 234 ;· Baed. 140; Buhl, 191/,
21. ;,,,n, ntt] Luc. adds vlo., cwroii.
Pesh. J..,~ conforms
to II 2 ehr. 26. 1 \ ~ .
u. iUl m,] er. IIQ/e on i1:)i1 m, "· 7·

np;

14. 23-29. Jeroboam JI, lei'ng of Israel.

,,c]

Rn frames short notices from the Annals.
23. IT'CV-1 ;tc,e,,
The usual phrase is I ' ~ , ~ ~.
and this appears in LXX, Targ., while Luc. combines the two
readings.
;"!)ft' nntt1 C,pl,K] Luc. «al TfO'O'Gpal«JrrG «al ,.,, ffllr //3aa-WVO'E'II
;.,, 7.aµapEu,.

25.

'.2, tn:i,c] er. I. 8. 65 note.

,Dn ru] Mentioned a ~ in the description of the territory
assigned to the tribe of Zebulun, Josh. 19. 13. Tradition, both
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Christian and Mohammedan, places the tomb of Jonah at e/Meshhed, about three miles to the north-east of Nazareth, and this
village is therefore usually regarded as the site of Gath ijepher.
Rob. BR. ii. 350; Baed. 285; Buhl, 219.
2 6. i11tc meJ As vocalized n;b ' rebellious ' gives no sense.
The Verss. render 'bitter,' which is doubtless the meaning intended, but fem. "19 is out of agreement with masc. •~P,. Hence
Kamp. would emend tnn "I~ •:p, a suggestion favoured by Benz.,
Kit. It is simpler to transpose the n of n,c, and to read "ll;P,J
' the very bitter affliction of Israel.'
1l1
0Elllt1] Cf. I. 14. 10 note.
27. 'l1 n,nc,] So Deut. 9. 14; 29. 19.
28. 'l1 ::i•v., iei11t1] Certainly corrupt. The rendering of RV.,
Kamp., ' How he recovered Damascus, and J;Iamath, ( which had
belonged) to Judah, for Israel,' cannot be obtained from the text;
reference in such terms to the state of affairs under David is
impossible, since David's kingdom is never designated as 'Judah';
and, even if such reference could be substantiated, it would be
'Untrue, since J;Iamath never formed part of David's kingdom (cf.
:a Sam. 8. 9.ff.). LXX, Luc., Vulg., Targ. present the same text
as MT., but Pesh. reads ~l.-.U ~o .oaa.»i! .,aoilo, i.e.
by substitution of
for
n1n•~ ' and restored Damascus
and J;Iamath to Israel.' This text it; adopted by Ew., Th., Kit.,
Oort 11 but is directly contradictory, as regards Jµmath, to the
statement of v. 25a. Winckler (Ges. i. 147 f.) takes ::i•tiJ in
the sense 'drove baci' (cf. Isa. 36. 9; ncn,c ::i•~n Isa. 28. 6),
and supposes that some words have fallen out after non which
would have explained the connexion with n-nn• ; while Kio.
disposes of the reference to J;Iamath, boldly emending ::i•ri:, ~l

,,w

'tnr.? 'tnr.i1

~!-'T"ij ,~7-1~

,:? noo9 ~~ ,rrnl$.
1

If it might be supposed that i,wi MIIC had been misplaced
from the preceding sentence, very slight alteration would give
n1n: n~q-nl$ ::lViJ , ~ ~1MI$ DO?~ , ~ 'and
the text

,~r?9
1

.

Schrader (COT. ad loe.) reads similarly~

~"{rJ,_.

· XIV. a6-XV. zo
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how he fought with Damascus, and how he turned away the wrath
of Yahwe from Israel.' ef. clz. 10. 32.
29. Before,~~ '.:l,c Dl7 the words ~,9~ i~ir.)., in accordance
with the usual formula, have probably fallen out. So Luc. «al
ha.4'11 '" '!alMJFMUb and, in part, Pesh.

voto~l

~

~uo.

16. 1-'[. Azar,'alz, lei"ng ofJudalz.
Clz. 15. 2, 3, 5-1=2 ehr. 26. 3, 4, 21-23.
R 0 frames short notices from the Annals.
16. 1. i'MTl7] This name appears in clz. 14. 21; 15. 1, 'I, I'[, 23, 27;
and in the form ,n:,,D? in eh, 15. 6, 8. M!W is used in ch.15. 13, 30;
1M:,t! in clz. 15. 32, 34. ":1Jlt is read in place of n~ in v. 13 by
LXX, Luc., Vulg., Targ., and by LXX, Luc. in v. 32. In v. 30,
LXX 'Axas, Luc. omits. "!~ is uniformly substituted for 11!:.Jl!
by Pesh. The form~~ occurs in eh. 21. 18; cf. nolt ad loc.
Outside Kings, with the exception of I ehr. 3. 12 ":1Jlt, '"!~
is used in 2 ehr. 26. 1-27. 2 (13 times), and in Isa.1. 1; 6. 1; 7. 1;
n~ in Hos, 1. 1; Am.1. 1; Zech, 14. 5.
The supposed reference to this king in the Assyrian inscriptions
under the name Az-ri"-ya-a-u (COT. i. 208 .if.) is denied by Winckler
{Allon"ml. Forschungen, i. 1.if.): cf. also Maspero, iii p. 150, nolt 3.
4. 'l, P,] er. I. 3. 2, 3 no/t,
•
5. M'='ElMi1 n~:l!I] The meaning is obscure. RV. 'a several
house,' i.e. lit. 'a house of separateness.' So Targ. paraphrases
o,wi,, IC i:i :in~, 'and he dwelt outside of Jerusalem'; Pesh .
J~ .:».._.o 'and he dwelt in a house in privacy.'
M'='ElM, however, according to the root-meaning, should denote not
stparalmtss but frudom. Klo.'s suggestion is noteworthy :-Mh'~
M'~~O ' in his house at freedom,' i. e. not under restraint. noinn
is thus used adverbially, like M'tl"ti Gen. 9. 23. Stade (ZA TW.
vi. 156 .if.) emends 'ljh;:i M'~ ' in the winter-house.'
n,:i,, ,11] er. I. 4. 6 note.

.._.'-½»

16. 8-12. Ztchariah, lei"[f of Israel.
R O frames short notices from the Annals.
1 o. 017 ,:ip] Senseless ; the rendering ' before the people,'
'f

"/
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adopted by RV. after Pesh., Targ., Vulg., being out of the question.
We should, doubtless, follow Luc. 111 'I,{Aaaµ, and emend 0i?~~i
'in Ibleam.' On the situation of Ibleam cf. eh. 9. 27 ,w/e.
12. 1l\ ,, ,:ii tan] Cf. eh. 10. 30.
16. 13-16. Shal/um, 1'ing of Israel.

R frames short notices from the Annals.
16. no!ln] Clearly not the n~~T;I of I. 5. 4 on the Euphrates.
Th. emends tmu,:1, a town which Jay in the territory of Ephraim
near to the border of Manasseh ; Josh. 16. 8 ; 17. 7, 8. This
suggestion, which is borne out by Luc. Tacf,GH, is adopted by
Buhl ( Geogr. 178), Klo., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
'l\ nnEl N; ,:,] Slightly corrupt. Read, after LXX, Pesh., M~ '.\1
O

Pii!:P

;:i'~,;:i-,11 r1,;ik

:J!l ,,

,ru;,t>.

16. 17-22. Menalµm, 1'ing of Israel.

R frames short notices from the Annals.
17. 0m0] Mentioned by Tiglath-Pileser III as Mt-ni-li-i'm-mi
of Samaria in a list of tributary kings, B. c. 738; COT. i. 215;
Dri. Aulhori'/y, 98.
18. ,ll0] LXX mro fl'acr6111, i. e. -,,~orrect.
18, 19.
N::1 :\'0' ,:i] Read, with LXX, Luc.,
tqi 'V.:'\1
'In his days came up Pul &c.' So modems. \'0' ,:i at the end
of v. 18 is an unusual addition; and v. 19 in MT. commences
abruptly, and needs the mark of connexion which is supplied
by \'0'::1 as used elsewhere by R 0 (cf. I. 16. 34 ,w/e).
19.
Identical with ,~~~!:'
11;1 of v. 29; eh. 16. 7, 10.
Pulu of the Babylonian dynastic list corresponds to Tukul-li-abalt-Iar-ra of the Babylonian chronicle. Cf. KB. ii. 290 f.; Dri.
O

,,El

,,El]

''El

n,;

Aullzor,'/y, 97.

~rnn,] ·Lxx omits.
'l\ tit~\] 'And Menal_iem imposed (lit. brought forth) the
money upon Israel'; so RV. 'exacted . . .from.' Such a use of
the Hiph'il of N~ is, however, without a parallel; and probably
Klo. is correct in emending ~tltl '1~-,7n~
'711f 't> '1'•
'l\

20.

,~r.

XV. za-a7
So Benz., Kit. '10:::IM may then be supposed to have been introduced in ·imitation of eh. 12. u, 13, after the corruption of ,~
into~,.
l&. 23-26. PekalJial,, ling of Israel.

Rn frames a short notice (v. 25) from the Annals.
23. l:l\N='] Luc. 3.m m,.
25. '~'='] er. I. 9. 22 note.
18. Probably Kt. is correct. er.
of I. 16. 18, and note on I. 12. 31.
ir"'IMM Mtc'I :U"IM MM] Scarcely possible. Even supposing that
the place-name :U"IM and the strange ir"'IMl1 with the article prefixed can be used as personal names, it is reasonable to expect
some precise information as to the position of the men beyond
the mere mention of their names, nor is it clear (supposing MM
to mean ' with') whether they were conspirators with Pekal}. or
victims together with Pekal}.iah. Kio. emends ''1~ Mic;) l1¥;tn1~
' with his 400 warriors,' the allusion being to the royal bodyguard
which Pekal}. with his small band managed by a coup to annihilate.
Probably, however, Sta. (ZA TW. vi. 160) is nearer the truth in
regarding both names as place-names (cf. Vulg. i'uxta Argo6 tl
i'uxta Arie) which have come in by mistake from v. 29, and should
be read as "I•~ MWTM~ :u7tt-n~.

i,c

M•:::,

1,c M•:::, MM

J'0"'1!!0] er. I. 16.

· l&. 27-31. Pela{,, ling

of Israel.

R 0 frames notices from the Annals (vv. 2g-3o&).
27. "'=' C"'lle'J7] The Assyrian inscriptions do not admit of
a reign of such a length. Tiglath-Pileser mentions Menal}.em as
his tributary in B, c. 738 (cf. note on 'D, 17), and also refers to the dethronement and execution of Pekal}. in B, c. 734-732 (cf. 'D, 30 note).
Thus, even supposing s. c. 738 to have been the last year of
Menal}.em, we have at most six years for the reigns of Pekal}.iah and
Peka};i. If Pekal}.iah reigned two years (i.e. possibly a little more
than one year), Pekal}. may have reigned from four to five years.
Hommel (Hastings, BD. i. 186) comments on the fact that
exactly the same things are related of Pekal}iah as of Pekal},
Y2
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and that the names are virtually the same, and deduces the inference that there really existed only one king Pekal} (or Pekalpah),
who reigned two years, between Menal}em and Hoshea.
:.a 9. .,ctc,D n,ln N:1] The account of this campaign is contained,
in a somewhat mutilated condition, in the Annals of TiglathPileser. Cf. Rost, 78.lf.; Dri. Autlwri(y, 98.f.
n:>~ n':1 ,:itc ntc, l''l7 ntc] er. I. 15. 20 'Joie.
MU'] The site is uncertain. Conder (Lists, 38; and in Hastings,
BD., s.v.) cites Yanu~ near Tyre, but Buhl (Geogr. 229} maintains
that this situation is too far west of the other places named.
Guerin's identification with Hunin, west of the Upper Jordan, is
mentioned by Buhl (Geogr. 237). The place of the same name
mentioned in Josh. 16. 6, 7 on the border of Ephraim is too far
south to be identical
fe"tl'] I{ades, standing on a lofty plateau, west-north-west of the
Lake of QfJ/e. Rob. BR. iii. 366 if.; Baed. 297.
"''YM] Cf. I. 9. I 5 note.
n,•,ln] Cf. I. 9. I I note.
30. 'l, "'~"] The statement of Tiglath-Pileser (cf. Rost, 80.f.},
'Pa-ta-!Ja, (Pekaq} their king they slew, A-u-si-' (Hoshea} to reign
over them I appointed,' makes it clear that the revolution was
effected under the auspices of Assyria.
Cl'"'='J7 N=':1] Clearly an erroneous statement. PekaJ:i's
operations against Judah, in alliance with Rezin, which appear
to have been begun during Jotham's reign (v. 37), were carried
on into the reign of Al}az; cl,. 16. 5jf.; Isa. 7. 1 if.

en,,,

115. 32-38. Jolkam, king ofJuda!,.

Ck. 15. 33, 34, 35b, 36, 38= 2 Chr. 27. 1-3a, 7-g.
The whole account is cast by R0 •
32. At the end of the verse Luc. adds brl "I.-povua>.~,i.
35. 'l, I""] Cf. 1. 3. :a, 3 note.
n,:i tc,n] Cf. note on n:>n tc,n ck. 14. 7.
37. 01'11'1 o•c•:i] er. cl,. 10. 32 note.
r¥i] Frequently mentioned by Tiglath-Pileser as Ra-1t111-nu.
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er. COT.

i. 252.f. His predecessor upon the throne of Damascus
was perhaps '~ii?, or more correctly '~!?, to whom allusion
is made in Isa.7.61. Cf. Winckler, A/lies/. llnitrsuehungm, 74.
16. A~s, king ofJudah.
Ch. 16. 2-4, 19, 20=2 Chr. 28. 1-4, 26, 27.
Verses 1-9, 17-20 contain notices from the Annals, framed
by R 0 • Verses 10-16 form a continuous narrative, probably
derived from the same source as eh. 11; 12. 5-17. See p. 307.

16. 1. TMN] Tiglath-Pileser mentions, in a list of tributaries,
Ya-u-t,a-si of Judah, i. e. tOtri~, the full form of the name ft'\',
The date is B. c. 728, the last year but one of Tiglath-Pileser.
KB. ii. 20/.,· Rost, 72.f.; COT. i. 225; Dri. Au1hori!Jr, 100.
2. There is clearly some discrepancy between the statements
of this verse and eh. 18. 2. If A:t1-az died at the age of thirty-six
(20+ 16), and ~ezekiah was twenty-five years old at his accession,
then ~az must have become a father at the age of eleven I
3. 'l' M'llll~] Cf. I. 14. 24 note.
4. 'l' mlCln ,ll'] Cf. I. 14. 23 note.
5. n,JI' TM] er. I. 3. 16 note.
• 6. tc•n.i Mll::l] er. I. 14. 1 note.
'l' r'lM ::l'rt'M] It is quite clear that the Massoretes are correct
in reading D'QM~, and that this correction carries with it the
correction of the preceding ~ into Di~~ (cf. I. 9. 26; 22. 48 if.;
II. 14. 7, 22~ So Th., Sta., Kamp., Oort. Probability is also in
favour of Klo.'s emendation Di~ '!J?9 in place of 01~ '!J~ rr,.
So Benz., Kit. It is far more likely that the king of Edom
should have seized the opportunity of Al].az's engagement with
the northern confederacy in order to once more gain possession
of his seaport town, than that the king of Aram should have
despatched a purposeless expedition against the remote eastern
point of A\iaz's dominions.
nrn o,•n illJ er. I. 8. 8 note.
1 The ref'ereuce of • the aon of Tab'el' is most naturally to Rezin. The
name Tab'el (' El is wise') is Aramaic, and identical in form with Tabrimmon,
1.16. 18.
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7. ci•c,i,n] A rare form of participle act. Qal of the verb ,"y.
er. ci, Isa. 25. 71 c•i;,i::i Zech. 10. 5, and perhaps ',:U Ps. 22. 10.
See Wright, Compar. Gramm. 250; G-K. § 72 p.
8. in&'] So in I. 15. 19.
9. m•p] LXX omits ; Luc. Tq• fl'cS>.,., (? n:11?). Benz., Kit., Oort,
on the ground of the omission, suppose that the name is a later
insertion derived from Am. 1. 5. The situation of ,•p is unknown.
According to Am. 9. 7 the district was the original home of the
Aramaeans.
10. pw,i] Probably an error for the form ~")'=!, which
appears in Chr., and is regular in Syriac, and in the Targum
of Pseudo-Jonathan.
Ji"l:IM n.,,M] Cf. Isa. 8. 2.
11. LXX omits from n~ J:1 down to ~ir:, in v. 12 1 probably
through homoioteleuton, though the narrative runs quite smoothly
without the words omitted. Luc. a~rees with MT. except for the
, omission of the first r,~,r:, before 'l, n~ J:i.
12. n:irr:,n , , , :i,i",] LXX omits.
n:irr:,n !,y] !,y for ,ec. Cf. I. 1. 38 note on 1,ro !,y.
,•!,y ,~,] 'And went up upon it.' Cf. I. 1. 53 note on n:irr:,,,
14. :iii,-,, , , n:irr:,n nee,] On constr. cf. I. 9. 21 note.
M&'NM n:imn] The original text must have read ~~'J simply,
and n~ron is a gloss from v. 15b, correctly distinguishing the
old altar from the new. LXX omits n:irr:,,, nee,, thus causing
it to appear that the ritual described in v. 13 was still carried on
upon the old {brazen) altar. This is adopted by R. Sm. (Re/i'g.
Sem.2, note L), who further reads :1~!1, as in v. 12 1 for ::11~, thus
making the verse from that point to be ' an elaborate description
of the new ritual introduced by the king.' The context, however,
desiderates the precise statement of MT. as to the new position
of the brazen altar, which was clearly supplanted by the new altar
(v. 15a), and devoted only to a special purpose (v. 15b). The LXX
omission may thus be regarded as merely due to homoioteleuton.
15. 'l, ,nnr,] Kt. with pronoun-suffix anticipating the object,
as in Syriac. Cf. I. 19. 21 note. Possibly, however, the words
Ji1:li1 ;,-,,ec MM may be a later explanatory insertion.

,yr:,.
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~pn nnm n~ ip.ln n,11 me] The distinction appears to coincide
with the ritual of Ezek. 46. 13-15, where there is only mention
of a morning n~p. In eh. 3. 20 the term nnm is applied to the
morning sacrifice, and in I. 18. 29, 36 to the evening sacrifice.
In the time of P the n~p has become both a morning and evening
institution; Num. 28. I ff. Jer. 14. u draws a distinction, as in
our passage, between ~\l1 and nruD ; but it is by no means to be
hence inferred (RV.) that nnm therefore possesses the restricted
sense of 'meal-offering,' as in P. er. note on nruc I. 18. 29;
Wellh. Prolegomena, '19, no/e I.
r,t,cn 0)1 ,:i] LXX, Luc., ucurrw ,-oil laoii, omit Y,NM. For the
phrase of MT., Ille people ,'n general, cf. ch.11. 14, 18, 19, 20; 15. 5;
21. 24 ; 23. 30.
ip.l, ~, ~~] The significance is obscure. ~ means lo exam,'nt
{lit. divide, and so presumably bJok al in dela,1 ,· cf. Ar.
cleave,
slil). This meaning is clear for most of the occurrences in Bib.
Heb.:-Lev. 13. 36 'The priest shall not exa,ru'nt (the suspected
leper) for the yellow hair'; Lev. 27. 33 'he shall not examine (the
tithe of the herd and 1lock) whether it be good or bad'; Ezek.
34. II, u 'will look <if/er {or look far, i. e. search out) my flock';
Prov. 20. 25, probably 'after vowing, he begins lo make inquiry,'
i. e. lo exa,ru'nt his financial position (cf. Toy ad loc.). Ps. 27. 4
is involved in the same ambiguity as our passage ;
'lo look al his Temple,' or 'ID make inquiry in his Temple.' In
Rabb. Heb. "'i2':P is used of exam,m'ng sacrificial animals for
blemis'hes.
Accordingly, the explanation of our passage least open to
objection is that of AV., RV., R. Sm. (Re/i'g. Sem.1 , nole L), 'and
the brazen altar shall be for me kJ inquire by',· i. e. lit. lo ,'nvesli'gale,
sc. the oracle, perhaps by examination of portions of the sacrifice.
er. the action ascribed to the king of Babylon, Ezek. 21. 26 n~
, ~ . So approximately Pesh. JI~ ~ Jo_, 'shall be for me
to make request by.' Less probable is the explanation of Kio.,
'for me ID look al'; the idea of close scrutiny which is implied
in the verb being inconsisten.t as applied to the altar, which must

p.

i,~~i:1, ,~?
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have been long familiar to the king, and which was (on this
explanation) about to undergo degradation. Least probable, and
without support from usage elsewhere, is the explanation of Kamp.,
Benz., Kit., ' shall be for me lo think of,' i. e. • I niust decide at
my leisure what is to become of it.' Cf. Vulg. tril para/um ad
volunla/em meam.
1 7. M'IJ:>0ti m-iJotln] The construction is impossible. Probably
we should read nll!:ll:p,:i niif 9,;, with Verss., or else emend MT"lf 9~:i
nil!:ltp,:it2. Cf. Kamp. Kio., Benz. suppose that n,,lotin nN ought
to follow Clrr~J1t). On nl,~9~:i cf. I. 7. 28 note.
;•:,n] We should expect Cl'i1.tJiJ. er. L 7. 38 ff.
.
M='mi1 ij:):li1] M='mi1 is probably, as in v. 14, a later addition.
MElY"tl] 'A pediment.' er. the use of i1ffl 'pavement,' 2 ehr. 7. 3;
al.; and the participle 'I~ Song 3. 10.
18. M:l='i1 10'1:l} Highly obscure. Q're ~,c, if.·correct, should
denote something c()'{}tred in; hence RV. 'the covered way (marg.
covered place) for the Sabbath.' LXX, however, reads To11 8E11.lA""'
· Tijr «a8i8par, i.e. n~t,J ir;m:,; cf. l 10. 19. Pesh. explains ~
)ta..-; Targ. Nrl:l=' (T•ixos) 0\:>'tl.
17. 1-6. Hoshea, king

of Israel._

Fall

of the

kingdom.

Winckler (A/lies/. Un/ersuchungm, 15 ff.) argues with much
cogency that in fJfJ. 3-6 we have a combination of two narratives.
Supposing the narrative to be single, the course of events can only
have been as follows. Hoshea comes to the throne as the vassal
of Tiglath-Pileser (ch.15. 30 note); he revolts against Shalmaneser,
and is again reduced to vassalage (,h. 17. 3); be again revolts, and
is deposed and made prisoner (eh. 17. 4); the king of Assyria
(Shalmaneser) besieges Samaria for three years (eh. 17. 5); at the
end of three years (in the first year of Sargon; v. 6 note) Samaria
falls, and the population is deported to Assyria. It is, however,
highly improbable that Israel remained for three years without
a king, after the deposition of Hoshea, and, as a matter of fact,
v. 6 states that the fall of the capital took place • in the ninth year
of Hoshea,' i.e. in his ninth reigning year. Cl,. 18. 9b-11 describes
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only one campaign of Assyria against Israel and the fall of
Samaria after a three years' siege, and it is noticeable that this
account is nearly verbally identical with eh. 17. 5, 6. Probably
therefore eh. 17. 3, 4 represents another and independent account
d.!~wrdrom a differ~nt source to eh. 17. 5, 6=18. 91i,_11 (Annals).
The form of the statements of v. 3 suggests that the writer was
ignorant of the true state of affairs, viz. that Hoshea was from
the first a vassal of Assyria, and supposed that his dependence
was the· direct result of a campaign ('l, n,11 ,•~) distinct from that
in which he lost his throne (v. 4). Winckler meets the difficulty
by the supposition that RD read in his source rrm (frequentative?}
in place of •rr,-• inasmuch as Hoshea was (already) his vassal,
&c.'; but such a construction is impossible.
17. 1. 'l, m=':i] The synchronism is inconsistent with the
preceding synchronisms of ehh. 16, 17, but agrees, as Benz.
notices, with the statement of Luc. in eh. 16. 23 as to the length
of the reign of Pe~ah.
2. 'l,
pi] Luc. ,rape fl"Qffof TO~S yuopl-,r,vr l1£,rpou(fo, awoii,
i. e. '), ,~-,~; cf. I. 14. 9; 16. 25, 30, 33. The reason why
RD should make exception in favour of Hoshea is not apparent
from his narrative ; while, on the other hand, it is eminently
suitable to his scheme that the last king of Israel should be
painted in the blackest colours of all. er. vv. 7./f.
4. i='I'] LXX dBi«la11, i.e. i~, adopted by Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
N,c] Generally identified with Sabaku, who founded the twentyfifth (Ethiopian) dynasty. er. COT. ad bx.; Dri. Aulhort°!J',
100.
Sargon (KB. ii. 54.f) mentions Sil/u general (hlrlan} of
Egypt as defeated by him, together with Qanunu, king of Gaza,
at Raphial} (u.c. 720), but be expressly distinguishes him from
Pharaoh (Pir'u), ling of Egypt. If, therefore, with Schrader, we
vocalize &Cl9 and identify with Sill u, it is clear that the title 170
D'i'llt) is at any rate inapplicable at the time when Hoshea's
overtures were made. See, however, Winckler's note:, Keilsehnfl.
Sargons, p. 101.
Luc., in place of 'l, enc ~M, reads ,rpAr 'AB(JQl&f'A•x n\11 Al8larra Ta.
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only one campaign of Assyria against Israel and the fall of
Samaria after a three years' siege, and it is noticeable that this
account is nearly verbally identical with eh. 17. 5, 6. Probably
therefore eh. 17. 3, 4 represents another and independent account
d.!~wrdrom a differ~nt source to eh. 17. 5, 6=18. 91i,_11 (Annals).
The form of the statements of v. 3 suggests that the writer was
ignorant of the true state of affairs, viz. that Hoshea was from
the first a vassal of Assyria, and supposed that his dependence
was the· direct result of a campaign ('l, n,11 ,•~) distinct from that
in which he lost his throne (v. 4). Winckler meets the difficulty
by the supposition that RD read in his source rrm (frequentative?}
in place of •rr,-• inasmuch as Hoshea was (already) his vassal,
&c.'; but such a construction is impossible.
17. 1. 'l, m=':i] The synchronism is inconsistent with the
preceding synchronisms of ehh. 16, 17, but agrees, as Benz.
notices, with the statement of Luc. in eh. 16. 23 as to the length
of the reign of Pe~ah.
2. 'l,
pi] Luc. ,rape fl"Qffof TO~S yuopl-,r,vr l1£,rpou(fo, awoii,
i. e. '), ,~-,~; cf. I. 14. 9; 16. 25, 30, 33. The reason why
RD should make exception in favour of Hoshea is not apparent
from his narrative ; while, on the other hand, it is eminently
suitable to his scheme that the last king of Israel should be
painted in the blackest colours of all. er. vv. 7./f.
4. i='I'] LXX dBi«la11, i.e. i~, adopted by Th., Kamp., Benz., Kit.
N,c] Generally identified with Sabaku, who founded the twentyfifth (Ethiopian) dynasty. er. COT. ad bx.; Dri. Aulhort°!J',
100.
Sargon (KB. ii. 54.f) mentions Sil/u general (hlrlan} of
Egypt as defeated by him, together with Qanunu, king of Gaza,
at Raphial} (u.c. 720), but be expressly distinguishes him from
Pharaoh (Pir'u), ling of Egypt. If, therefore, with Schrader, we
vocalize &Cl9 and identify with Sill u, it is clear that the title 170
D'i'llt) is at any rate inapplicable at the time when Hoshea's
overtures were made. See, however, Winckler's note:, Keilsehnfl.
Sargons, p. 101.
Luc., in place of 'l, enc ~M, reads ,rpAr 'AB(JQl&f'A•x n\11 Al8larra Ta.
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KaTatKavVTa b, Alyutrnp,

Kal ij11 'OuijE rf>lpru11 l!oopa Trji /3aui'Xli 'Auuvp[,,w

EIILaVTOII KaT' l11taVT011, Ell c!E Trji lviavnp EKEi11rp OVK r/llE"jKEII avTrji µ,a11aa.

'nuijE o {3auiAEVt 'Auuvplw11 ,cal l1raXi6pK1JUE11 aliT011 K.T.X.
6. 'Jl ilt::'~ 1~'CJ i:b] Not Shalmaneser, as in v. 3, but Sargon;
cf. the great triumphal inscription ll. 23jf.:-' Samaria I besieged
and conquered; 27,290 of its inhabitants I carried into captivity,
fifty chariots I seized from them; the rest of them I allowed to
retain their possessions (?); I set my officers over them ; the
tribute of the former king I laid upon them.' KB. ii. 54 f.; Dri.
Authority, 101. Schrader (COT. ad loc.) quotes evidence to show
that the conquest of Samaria must have taken place in the year
of Sargon's accession, i. e. B. c. 722.
'Ji .::Jt::' 11] ,,.:in is mentioned in the inscriptions as the .lfa-bur,
a tributary of the Euphrates; 1m is Gu-za-na, which is assigned
to the district of Mesopotamia. nSn is doubtful, but may be
IfalaMu in Mesopotamia. Cf. COT. ad loc.

Kal i5{3piuE Ta11

17. 7-23. Commentary <?JI RD upon the causes which brought
about the downfall of the Northern Kingdom.
The phraseology of RD is very marked throughout the section.

Notice l:l 170~ ti 1;:,S~ v. 7 (I. 9. 6 note); ~ 1'1iil v. 8 (I. 14. 24 note);
'~l
V. IO (l, 14. 23 note) j C,l~~iJ? VV, II, 17 (I. 14. 9
1
note); C
v. 12 (I. 15. 12 note); tl1~lO tl~ 1~T!Q ~~~ v. I 3
(I. 13. 33 note); 'Jl 1lJi1Q n9~ vv. I 3, 19 (I. 2. 3 note); 111V,
C1~ 1:;i~,:i vv. 13, 23 (as in I. 9. 7; 21. 10; 24. 2); c~7rn~ l~~~l
v. 14 note; 1']0~
v. 15 (I. ll.5 note); S~,::,,:, v. 15 (1.16. 2 note);
'Jl ;,f~J;l~l v. 17 (I. 21. 20, 25); 'Jl l/10 l"liCJP,? v. 17 (I.11. 6 note);

i1¥~r,~ '3!
?bri

~.:i?~l

9~~1;1~1 v. 1 8 (I. 11. 9 note); i1~~~

~,9 ~,

v.

(eh. 3. 3 note).
Verses 19, 20 are certainly a later insertion, subsequent to the
commencement of the Judaean exile, and due to RD 2• The
opening of v. 21, '~, l/"'ii' 1:i 'For he rent &c.,' clearly refers immediately to the statement of v. 18, t:li011 , , , i:,J~n11 'was very angry
... and removed them'; but the sequence is destroyed by the
interpolation, 1.:, v. 2 1 being deprived of all point. The whole
reference of the section is to the causes which brought about
22
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the rejec~ion of the kingdom of Israel, no reference being elsewhere made to Judah except in v. 13, where nim 1:1, is probably
by the same hand as vv. 19, 20.
Stade (ZATW. vi. 163.f) regards vv. 7-17 as an exilic addition,
later than R 0 , upon the grounds that the writer of these verses
ascribes Molech-worship (v. 17a) and Assyrian star-worship (v. 16b)
to the Northern Kingdom-the abuses which later on were rife
in the Southern Kingdom under Manasseh (eh. 21. 3, 6), and also
because certain phrases appear to exhibit the influence of Jeremiah;
cf. v.r3 ti 11rin tl.:J\.:Ji'lO i.:it!' with Jer. 18.11; 25. 5; 35.15;
1,
36. 3, 7; 'l1 '~ 'll)1i with Jer. 7, 25.ff.; 11. 7.ff.; v. 15b 1in~
,,:1n1, ,:inn with Jer. 2. 5. The reflections embodied in these
verses are, however, in strict accordance with R 0 's plan which
runs throughout his work, as the number of phrases above cited
as characteristic of his hand sufficiently show, nor is it at all
unnatural that the editor, who worked not many years after Josiah
had removed from Judah the foreign abuses of Manasseh's reign,
should ascribe the same kind of religious abuses to the kingdom
of Israel, side by side with the worship of Yahwe under the form
of a calf. Nor, again, need the phrases above mentioned imply
dependence upon the written prophecies of Jeremiah, any more
than need other phrases used by R O elsewhere, in common with
Jeremiah 1, go to prove that R 0 and Jeremiah were one and the
same person. All that clearly emerges from the fact of such
resemblances is that the two writers were members of one prophetic school of thought, i. e. the Deuteronomic. Cf. Dri. LOT. 6

,:i,

p. 203 at end.
7. ,~~n 1:, wi] ' Now it (viz. the foregoing) came to pass

because &c.'

Luc..

~µ,apro11 K,T,A., i. e.

Kol

JyEvfTQ Dpy~ Kvplov

\t-t9r;r ~~ ,~r~.~~7

11

f1rl

rDv '1<Tpa'YJX,

at.' 8rL

9~ Cl~l-superior to MT.
1

1 Cf. 1J1 i,npJ ,r.,m ,::, I. 8. 43 note; 'JC 'l:m n,11:1-1 I. 9. 7 note; ',, 1:il.' ',:,
l. 9. 8 note; m,,;i 1J110 J'ID N'l l. 13. 33 note; ('i:P) ',1-1 :,yi l-l'lO •JJl"I I. 14. 10
note; c•l-l•)Jl"I c,,,::ir) ,,:n,
9. 7; 17. 13, 23; 21. ro; 24. 2; Jer. 7. 25; 25. 4;
26. 5; 29. 19; 35. 15; 44. 4. Other resemblances, from the later chh. of
2 Kings, are cited by Dri, LOT. 6 p. 203.

en.
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o•un n,i'~ ~,•,]

Cf. Lev. 18. 3; 20. 23 (H).
'l' ,N"'1wi •:,;c,] Senseless. Cf. RV.'s attempt at a rendering.
No doubt ;i:,c;w, •:,;c, is a corruption of
•~~~. a doublet
of the preceding three words ; and ,~ i='N ' who performed
(them,' sc. the statutes of the nations) is probably a marginal gloss
made subsequently to the corruption to explain the occurrence of
' the kings of Israel' in this connexion.
9. UtEln•,] The rendering of RV. 'did secretly' can scarcely
be maintained, and LXX ;,µ.q,uua11To, ' clad themselves in,' in
accordance with the use of i'1f".I 'overlay' in 2 Chr., is preferable,
if the text be genuine. Pesh., Targ. render vaguely 0µ0/ 1 ,imt;
and Vulg. offmderunl seems only to be guessing. Kio. emends
~,1-:i 'devised'; cf. Job 13. 4 ''~H •~~i probably 'contrivers
of nought' (II
•~fb). So Benz., Kit.
l:l i:,c!,] Cf. eh. 7. 9.
'l, ,,ll:)I:)] So eh. 18. 8. The expression, as here used, describes
the smallest and largest of communities.
10. Cl""'~' M'llW] Cf. notes on I. 14. 15, 23.
13. mn !,:, ,i:,c•:l) ;:,] Vulg. omni'um prophtlarum tl vidmh"um,
Targ. 'l''C ;:,, iEIO ;:, suggest i'1l~~1
This is preferable
to the supposition that the text originally read ''1$"~-;i' simply,
and i'1l"'"'i' came in later as a gloss.
14. ClEliJ1 MN ,~•,] So Deut. 10. 16; Jer. 7. 26; 17. 23; 19. 15;
Neh. 9. 16, 17, 29; 2 Chr. 30. St. Cf. the expressions nt~iJ i.7i
Deut. 31. 27; 'I~ i'1Vi? Deut. 9. 6, 13; Ex. 32. 9; 33. 3, 5; 34. 9 OE).
'li'.11:l] LXX, Luc. vtrep Tc\" 11oiToll'; Pesh. 1,.o ~ read 'l'l~17. 'l' ,col)"I] On the meaning of the terms used in Hebrew
to describe various kinds of divination cf. Dri. on Deut. 18. 10.
='N is uncertain (probably app)ied in the case of Joseph's cup,
Gen. 44. 5, 15, to hydromancy, but also used more generally):
DOP=Ar.? lo divide, x.
lo gel a part allolltd lo onese!f',
lo draw lots, especially with headless arrows, as is described, in
the case of the king of Babylon, in Ezek. 21. 26/. After v. 17b
Luc. adds «al Jrrol,,ual' i<J,ova «al 6,pat/),lp..
18. pi iN='l te,] For the construction of pi with the negative,
8.

,~r.

i~,

ec•~-,f·

r~ a~•-~
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'~r

1'1 lrl\Cf r~. The
negative is really redundant. er., with the same verb, Ex. 8. 5, 7;
Deut. 3. 1 1 ; 1 Sam. 5. 4.
20. OMC'1] Luc. presupposes ~ttl;l!l ~~~ Jrl...,Mi ntn'~ ~~

' no/ • • • except,' cf. I. 8. 9 0'~~0 nin~

'.n D!Jr,l Df "'.
21. Mi',] Q're M~l is probably correct.
DM'Onm] Perf. with weak,, unusual in R0 'a own composition.
er. no/e on l".'Elln eh. 14. 7.
23. nrn orn '111] er. I. 8. 8 ·note.
17. 24-41. Tiu foreign sellkrs in llze disln'cl of Samaria.
The narrative is certainly composite. Verses 32, 33, ,p, in
speaking of the races which were settled by the king of Assyria
in the cities of Samaria, say that they 'feared Yahwe,' while
retaining the worship of their own national deities. In v. 34, on
the contrary, it is stated with great emphasis that they 'feared
not Yahwe.' Again, while vv. 24-3-4a refer exclusively to the
foreign settlers, and only mention the introduction into their midst
of a single priest of Israelitish nationality (v. 28 0'~n~~ ii;i~),
to whom was due their instruction in the worship of Yahwe,
vv. 34b..40 are couched in such terms as can only refer to
Israelites as such, of however mixed and renegade a strain. Notice
especially vv. 35, 38, the reference to the Deuteronomic covenant;
v. 36 'Yahwe, who brought you up out of the land of Egypt.'
Thus this latter section must be regarded as a later addition
to the narrative of Kings 1, referring probably to the Samaritans
of post-exilic times. Verse 40b rounds off the interpolation by the
repetition of v. 34&......the statement of the older narrative to which
the later writer attaches his addition. Verses 24-34a,,p, on the other
hand, form, in part at least, an ancient narrative embodied by R 0 •
Stade (ZATW. vi. 167 ff.) regards vv. 24-28, 41 as the original
kernel which has received the later extension, vv. 29-34a. Possibly

1 RD 1 ;

note);

cf. ~1;1 •,, c ~ r,, 37 (I. ll. 3 Me); ~ ~ r,. 36 (I. 8. 4:.11

~ r,, 37

(I. 9. 3 note);. c~ ~ w. 35, 37 (I. 9. 6 Me).
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this latter may be assigned to RD himself:-v. 32b resembles

I. 12. 31, and in v. 34a Mf-1 l:n';:t ip is an expression commonly
employed by RD (cf. I. 8. 8 note).
24. 'l, Nl',] The fact that Sargon imported (oreign prisoners
of war into Samaria is attested by his inscriptions, though the
peoples mentioned are not those of oar passage. A mutilated
passage, however, in his annals refers to a campaign in his first
year (subsequent to the conquest of Samaria) which (as read by
Winckler, Allies/. Unlersuchungm, 105) was directed against the tribe
of Tu'muna, which had apparently allied itself 'with MerodachBaladan, king of Kaldu, who against the will of the gods had
usurped the sovereignty of Babylon.' This was followed by
a deportation of prisoners into 'the land I:Jatti,' a term which
may include Samaria. In another passage he states that be
settled in Samaria 'men of Tamud, lbAdid, Marsiman, I:Jayipi,
the remote Arbti inhabiting the desert.' This took place in
his seventh year, i. e. B. c. '715• er. Delitzsch, Paradies, 304;
COT. i. ad loc.; Winckler, Keilschrif/lexle Sargons, i. 2of.,· KB.
ii. 42/,
~t:I is Kf2HJ of the inscriptions, the modem Ttll-Ibrtlhfm,

north-east of Babylon. Cl~7~'i' probably denotes the two Sippars,
Sippar son of Samas (the sun-god), and Sippar of Anuni'lu(m.),
between Bagdad and Babylon. For this identification a form
Cl~'J.f~ might have been expected, and this is perhaps to be found
in v. 31b Kt. Some critics, however, have been led by the
reference to Sepharvaim in eh. 18. 34=lsa. 36. 19, in close connexion with I;Iamath, Arpad, and Samaria, to infer that its situation
is to be sought in the west; and Cl~'J.;11;1 Ezek. 47. 16 is cited as
possibly identical. er. Dillmann on Isaiah ad /«. The unknown
"!ll is doubtless the same as "!~ of cl,. 18. 34-by inference
a western state.
Winckler (Alllesl. Unlersuchungm, 95-107) conjectnrl!s that
confusion has been introduced into the text between Sargon's
importation and that of Assurbanipal, to which allusion is made
in Ezra 4. 8-10. Sargon makes no mention of the capture of

XVII. 24, 25
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prisoners of war from Babylon and Kutha. Babylon was not
besieged by him until B.c. 710, and then he came not as enemy
to the Babylonians, but as deliverer from the Chaldean yoke
of Merodach-Baladan. His successor, Sennacherib, cannot have
formed such a settlement of Babylonian captives, and the same
is the case with Esarhaddon, the reference to this king in Ezra 4. 2
being clearly an error for Assurbanipal (imJC>M as in Ezra 4. 10).
Assurbanipal, howe·ver, carried out a successful campaign against
Sippar, Kutha, and Babylon, all of which are mentioned in·
eh. 17. 24, supposing Cl"liE>o to be an erroneous alteration of an
original ~o. Winckler regards the inclusion of ij:amath and
Awwa as of a piece with this alteration, the reason being that the
two names stand together with Sepharvaim (the Syrian city) in
the speech of the Rabshakeh, eh. 18. 34. For' no Assyrian king
would have introduced settlers from ij:amath into Samaria, since
such a measure would have failed of its object, viz. the placing
of unruly elements at a distance from their native soil. ij:amathites
would not have remained long in Samaria, but would soon have
made their escape back to their home which lay so near.' Thus,
according to Winckler, the narrative of Kings affords us no
authentic account as to the nationality of the peoples introduced
into Samaria by Sargon. These arguments are accepted by Benz.
It may be doubted, however, whether there is evidence sufficient
to substantiate Winckler's theory. For example, in default of
precise information as to the reasons which may have_ influenced
Sargon in the disposal of his prisoners of war, the argument
by which Winckler rejects the mention of ij:amath and Awwa
appears to be highly arbitrary. Again, Assurbanipal, so far from
mentioning any transportation of the people of Sippar, Kutha,
and Babylon, definitely states that he allowed the remnant of them
to remain in Babylonia (KB. ii. 192.f.).
Kit. accepts Winckler's argument with regard to ij:amath and
Awwa, but demurs to his main theory as without basis, either
in the Old Testament or in the inscriptions.
25. n,'1-\Mn] On the use of the article cf. note on I. 13. 14.
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26. l"'ICtc"'I] Impersonal; 'And it was told.'
27. DIJ'~?i'.1] Luc. &., ,l,rf1<ura, i. e. Ci:,'~~i'.1-certainly correct.
~eri, ,:,;,,] Luc., Vulg., Pesh. :i~ ?J~, correctly.
30. M\l:I n,:,o] Uncertain. The interpretation of Delitzsch
(Paradies, 215) Sakku/-fJi'nfJlu, 'supreme judge of the Universe,'
is rejected by Schrader (COT. ad Joe.), who suggests identification
with Ztr-Mnil or Zar-pa-ni-luv, the (iOnsort of MarduA. Jensen
(ZA. iv. 352) regards nb, as equivalent to fJanflu, an epithet
of IJ/ar. Cheyne (Expos. Times, x. 429) proposes to emend
nt,l~, the two names which denote the Babylonian Saturn.
Cf. Am. 5. 26.
;l"'ll] Nergal appears in the inscriptions as the god of Kutba.
He is the lord of hell, and the god of war and pestilence. As
a destructive agency his symbol is the lion. Jensen (Kosmologie,
476.ff.) explains the name as compounded of Ni+uru+gal=
Ni+unu+gal=' Lord of the great city,' or rather 'dwelling,'
i.e. the Underworld. Cf. also COT. ad loc.
31. ,;i:,.,,tc] Probably ' Adar is king' (or ' counsellor '). Adar
appears as a west Semitic god in the name "'litclM' ' Adar has
given' (Baethgen, Semi/. Religi'onsgeschi'chle, 54), but is best known
as an Assyrian god, the name, according to Schrader, being
Akkadian in origin, and originally pronounced A-tar, 'father of
decision.' 1'C"1itc occurs as the name of a son of Sennacherib
in eh. 19. 37, a fact which favours the view that we have here
the name of an As!}'rian deity, and so lends weight to the view
(above noticed) that C'l"'lllO denotes Sippar rather than a western
city.
1'Cll1] Perhaps equivalent to ,,cl.lJI, i. e. 'Anu is king' (or
'counsellor'). Anu is the god of heaven, supreme among the
deities of Assyria and Babylon.
C'"'lllO n,tc] Kt. (according to Ginsburg, C'"'l!)O.i ,~) seems to
make reference to one deity only, and similarly Luc. omits ,,Cll1,
and reads "¥ •A3pap.r'>.,x e,¥ 2ffflf,a(Hl1432. CMl'lfi'C] 'From among the whole of them.' Cf. I. 12. 31
note. LXX, Luc. offer a double version of this verse, the second

n'i
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corresponding to MT., while the first runs ical 4a-av ,t,ofJovpno, T"c\•
T'O&S dico&r T'a>I' lJtr,A,i,a, .t
ii ic4Tf#«""" ;., aln-ij, i. e.

,c{,p,ov, ical icrrr,;«wav T'c\ {Ja,Avy/Jll.'fa aln-iov ;.,
l1rol,,a-av •., '%afUIP•'f, l8•or 18- b dAn ;.,

probably nfu,i:i •~ CIJ1l~~ (or ~:i•~•l) CIJ? ~'l ,,.Mt$ C'ltt1! 1•~~
(or l:l";P' ~j) U~ , ~ ,,~, 'ii ,,a ~,'t~t ~~ ,~~- This
reading bears the stamp of superiority, MT. probably representing
the restoration of an imperfect text upon the lines of I. 12. 31.

et

18-20. lfeuAi'ah, Aing qfJudah.
Ch. 18. 1-8 is mainly the work of RD, based upon the notices
of vv. 4, 7b, 8. The substance of vv. 7b, 8 is probably drawn
from the Annals. With regard to v. 4 this is not so clear. The
verse shows marks of a late style (perfect with weak ,, as in
21. 4, 6; 23. 4.ff.), and sketches the outline of a religious reformation which appears in all essentials to have resembled and
anticipated the reformation of Josiah. Hence some critics regard
the notice as a late and unhistorical interpolation (cf. Stade, Ges.
i. 607f.; ZATW. iii. 8.ff.; vi. 170.ff.; Wellh., C. 291).
The occurrence of a reformation under ];[ezekiah is supported
by 18. 22 (which must, with the rejection of 18. 4, be likewise
branded as a later misconception), and perhaps also by the statement of Jer. 26. 17-19a, which speaks of the influence exercised
upon ];lezekiah and all Judah by the preaching of Micah the
Morashtite. Mic. 1. 5b MT. mentions the n\c, of Jerusalem for
reprobation; but this passage must not be pressed, because LXX,
Pesh., Targ. presuppose a different reading 1• Certainly Isaiah
does not seem to have had in view any centralization of Yahwe's
cultus, such as was prominent in Josiah's reformation; but bis
attacks upon the idol-worship (Isa. 2. 8, 18, 20; 31. 7; cf. 10, 10,
11), tree-worship (1. 29), and necromancy (8. 19), which seem
to have been rife in the kingdom of Judah, are in agreement with
1 J'lMIIJ I sin,' parallel to ~ 'transgression,' u in fl. 4•.
The reading of
MT. ls, however, accepted by Kit. (Hist. ii. 357), who regarda the rendering
of the Versions u merely a simplification.
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such a movement in the direction of the pure worship of Yahwe.
Probably, therefore, as is allowed by Sta. ( Ge1., loc. di.), the
statement of v. 4b is based upon authentic informatio~ as to such
a reform, and this has been later on expanded in 'IJ. 4a, under
the influence of the accomplished fact of Josiah's reformation.
18. 2. •::nc] Shortened form of i1!;~ 2 Chr. 29. 1.
4. "1'0i1 Nm] On the use of M1i1 cf. eh. 14. 7 noh.
!Mlffl)] Vocalization connects the name with n~n~, with a
formative termination 'brazen one.' It seems certain, however,
that the word is connected with tir;i~; and, unless there iA" intended
a play upon the similarity in name of the thing ' serpent,' a#d its
material ' brass,' it is possible that the vocalization is incorrect.
Cf. Luc. Nm,81U1, For conjectures as to the form and its meaning
cf. Heo. Lex. Oxf., s. v.
5. 'l, ''"IMN,] Scarcely original. The clumsily connected sentence
,,n .,~, introduces a statement which we should have
expected to occupy the first place (cf. I. 3. 12); and the statement
'l' ''"IMM1 is in direct contradiction to eh. 23. 25, where Josiah is
regarded, from the standpoint of R 0 , as the ideal of a religious
king. Probably therefore we should omit ''"IMN and the , before
.,~,, and read
''i; ~ i11\i:
M~.
1, ,nb1
6. mi1':i p:i,,,] On the use of p:ii by R O cf. noh on I. 11. 2.
''"IMNt:) "10 ec!,] Cf. eh. 3. 3 no/t.
nw nee] Luc. '"¥ M0>ufr wcuai amii.
7. M'm] Probably frequentative, in reference to the repeated
occasions depicted by Nl!,
9-12. A notice from the Annals, introduced by the synchronism
of R0 , v. 98 , and closed by his comment v. 12. The notice is
identical with eh. 17. 5, 6.

,,,m,

,,~~?

•;i~·,

n:;:i

18. I 3-20. I 9. Sennaduril/ s campaign agai'nsl Judah ( 18. I 319. 3 7) : sickness a#d recovery of Qeukiah (20. 1-11) : embassy o/
.Merodach-Baladan (20. 12-19).

=

Chh. 18. 13, 17-20. 19 Isa. 36. 1-38. 8; 38. 21-39. 8.
The section vv. 14-16, which is not found in Isaiah, is dis--
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tinguisbed from 18. 13, 17 ff. by the form of the name il!i?ll'.I
(instead of ~il!P.Jl'.I) which occurs also in vv. 1, 10 (Annals). The
notice appears to be in strict agreement with the Assyrian record
(cf. Append. 5, col. iii. II. 11./f.), and is probably a genuine excerpt
from the Annals.
It is generally agreed that the narrative of Isa. 36. 1-39. 8
cannot ~ traced to Isaiah himself, but must be of a considerably
later date. Notice the mention of Sennacherib's death (Isa. 37. 38
llcn.19. 37), which did not happen until n.c. 681, twenty years
after the campaign against Jerusalem, and certainly later than the
death of Isaiah. Again, it seems to be clear that the Isaiah
section (except 38. g--20, from another source) must have been
extracted from our Book of Kings by the editor of Isa. 1-39.
For certain phrases which are due to R O in the Kings-narrative
19. 34 11 Isa. 37. 35;
appear also in Isaiah :-cf. '"lll1 -n,
Tl~ ••• 'n:l!,nn., '"1"111C ntc
20. 3 II Isa. 38. 3 ; and the redactional phrases cnn C'01l eh. 20. 1 II Isa. 38. 1 ; N'n."1 np::i ck. 20. 12
II Isa. 39. 1. Kings is also superior to Isaiah in the account of
I;Iez~kiah's sickness. Isa. 38. 4-8 has been abbreviated; 38. 21, 22
is ~isplaced.
The Kings-narrative 18. 13, 17-20. 19 seems to represent
a combination of three sources. Sta. (ZATW. vi. 174) notices
that Isaiah's threat against Sennacherib occurs three times in
similar terms : 19. 7 ; 19. 28b; 19. 33. The contents of Sennacherib's letter {19. 10-13) merely repe;it in brief that which has
already been said by the Rabshakeh (18. 28-35). Again, it is
highly improbable that Sennacherib, after bearing the news with
regard to Tirba~ah (19. 9a), should have imagined that the mere
dispatch of a letter would be likely to compel I;Iezekiah's submission, after the failure of previous verbal negotiations. The
true sequel to 19. 9• seems to be 19. 36f.; upon receiving information of Tirha~ah's hostile movement, Sennacherib raises
the siege of Jerusalem and returns to Assyria. We have, then,
two separate accounts of the Assyrian campaign, 18. 13, 17-19. 9a,
36f., and 19_· 9b-35; 19. 9b having probably been slightly modified
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by the redactor. Further, the section 19. 9'b.-35 itself appears
to be composite in character. The taunt-song vv. :u-28, with
its accompanying sign vv. 29-31, stands apart from the prosaic
statement vv. 32-34. 7:i!, 'therefore' of v. 32 answers, not to
anything in the prophecy preceding, but to v. 20b {j, n,!,m,r, "IE'tc
'Ml10e' ••• •·Whereas thou hast prayed ..• I have heard'; and,
as has been noticed above, vv. 28b, 33 are duplicates of the same
statement. Thus vv. 21-31, generally re~ded by critics as an
authentic propkecy of Isaiah, appear to have been inserted into
the midst of the prophetical history 19. 9b.-20, 32-34, v. 21a
representing the redactor's link.
The narrative of 20. 1-19 probably belongs to the author of
one of the two preceding narrative sections. Cheyne, following
Duhm, selects ·the second narrative, 19. 9bff. Notice, as a point
of connexion, the occurrence of a prayer of I;[ezekiah in each
section, 19. I 5 ff.; 20. 2 / . Very possibly the chronological
notice at the· beginning of 18. 13, 'In the fourteenth year of king
J.Iezekiah,' properly refers to the events of 20. 1-19, and occupies
its present position upon the false assumption that Sennacherib's
invasion took place in the same year as I;[ezekiah's sickness and
recovery. This arrangement is probably due to R O , who removed
the note of time from its true position at the head of the narrative
. of 20. 1 ff., replacing it by his synchronistic phrase, ' In those
days 1.' Notice the reference to Assyria in 20. 6. The whole
verse, from ll)~ ' and from the hand &c.,' must be due to the
author of the mistaken synchronism. Cf. the latter half with
19. 34•
13. m~ l"l"llt'll Jt:l"IN3,] The siKth year of I;[ezekiah for the fall
of Samaria, B.c. 722 (v. 10), cannot be reconciled with the fourteenth year for Sennacherib's campaign, B. c. 701, and it seems
the best course to regard this latter date as true for the sickness
of I;[ezekiah and the embassy of Merodach-Baladan (eh. 20),
which will then fall cir. s.c. 714. Thus lfezekiah's reign may
1
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be supposed to have closed B. c. 699, i. e. some fifteen years after
714 (ck. 20. 6&).
'l1 '"Ill !,:, ,JI] According to the inscription of the Taylor
cylinder, col. iii. 1. 13 {cf. Appmd. 5), Sennacherib captured fortysix fortified towns, besides innumerable fortresses and small
places.
14. 'li n,t"1] LXX, Luc., Vulg. supply an object c•:;>itt~nt":i,] Cf. ck. 14. 19 no/t.
'l1 niece ~~] The sum is given in the inscription (col. iii.
I. 34) as thirty talents of gold and 800 talents of silver. Schrader
quotes Brandis for the view that the difference in the statement
of the amount of the silver is due to the difference in weight
between the Babylonian ligkl and the Palestinian keavy talent.
16. tc•n., n~] Cf. I. 14. 1 nolt.
17. tn"IM] Assyr. larldnu or /urldnu,. title of the commander-inchief of the Assyrian army. II Isa. 36. ll omits this official and the
one following.
C'"IO !1"1] Probably the Hebrew perversion {' chief of the
eunuchs') of an Assyrian title which is unknown to us.
n~ !1"1] Probably in Assyr. rab-1alµ', i. e. 'high officer.' Cf.
lud-Ja~tJ_ or 1ud-1al;I, 'high-lord, chieftain.' Delitzsch, As-!)'r.
HWB. 685.
1N:1'1 1,)111] Rightly omitted in the second place by LXX, Luc.,
Vulg., Pesh.
'l1 n,)ln:i] Cf. Isa. 7. 3. The site is unknown. For the conjectures which have been offered cf. Dillmann on Isa. 7. 3.
18. n•:i.i !,ll] Cf. I. 4. 6 note.
19. MMD:1 "l~K] Luc. ~i, wnroi8u uv 11:al wir 'Iov3a. Possibly
the addition may be due to corruption of :Zu ,l,rar, i. e. J;l1Q\C, which
is missing in Luc., at the beginning of the following verse. LXX
,l,,,.ar.
u. c,1:,11.,•:1] II Isa. 36. 7 omits.
24. 'l1 inec nnD] 'One satrap of the least of my lord's servants.'
Mtll must be regarded as attracted into the construct state of its
adjective "l!:I~, as is the case in the expression "1lU'1 n~~ n~ Deut.
B. c.
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21. u. The general verdict is for the excision of MMD as a
corrupt insertion, but the construction, though harsh, can scarcely
be asserted to be impossible, in view of our limited knowledge
of the possibilities of Hebrew syntax. Cf. K6. Syntax, §§ 277 o,
337 o. On the meaning and use of nQ! cf. note on I. 10. 15.
2 5. w,11] LXX, Luc. awfl'IIU"•
27. 'l, ,111i] Notice the confusion between
and
:-'rl"IM ~
c•rg,11tn ,11 ••• ,,,~. II Isa. 36. 12 reads 1•,i11t ,ten. On this
confusion between the prepositions cf. nole on JUU ,11 I. 1. 38,
and the full list of instances given in Heb. Lex. Oxf., s. 'D.
§ 7 e.
29. ,,,c] Luc., Vulg., Pesh., Targ. rightly presuppose '1:9.
II Isa. 36. 14 omits.
31. n:,,:i •n11t ,rgy] RV., following Targ., 'Make your peace
with me.' This use of n:i"l:i ' blessing,' in the sense of a mulual
well wishing taking the form of a treaty, is unique. ,
32. rm] On the idiomatic use of the imperative in place of the
cobortative cf. I. 1. 12 note.
34. 'lf n•M] The allusion is perhaps to Sargon's defeat of
Ya'u-bi' di 'king of J;[amath, who had induced the Assyrian
provinces of Arpad, ~imirra, Damascus, and Samaria_ to join
with him in revolt. This coalition was crushed at Qarqar in
s. c. 7 20. Cf. KB. ii. 56 /. if;lC the modern Tell-Erfdd, to the
north of Aleppo, bad been conquered by Tiglath-Pileser III, in
s.c. 743-740. KB. i. 212f. Upon 0~1~9 cf. eh. 17. 24 note.
ll~IJ and nv; (omitted in II Isa. 36. 19) are unknown 1• The latter
is doubtless the same as ~lf of eh. 17. 24.
The second half of the verse runs in Luc. «al woii flcrh, ol 8•ol
,.ij, X"'POf Ja,iapfWf ; 1''7 ;~o.arro ,..,,, Jaµapna, '" xn,,.Sr 1'1111 ; n~~
'li ,,-,;:, '-?r} Jii~ }1~ •v~~- The insertion is indispensable, the
subject presupposed by
being obviously 'the gods of Samaria.'
So Klo., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort.

,]1

,ec

,]1

,,-yn

1 Targ. J'l-ll"l»n JU-'Mmc M'm ' Has he not dispersed them and carried them
captive I' takes the forms as verbs, Hiph'il of :vt) and Pi'el of :n,. Similarly
:s. tn 1sa. 37. 1 3 ,1,,,m,._., ni
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36. ,~·,nm] UIsa. 36. 21 'ti'"l.!:.!l, correctly.
Dl1M] LXX, Luc. omit.
3 7. D~~ 'Viii'] Lit. ' rent as to garment.' er. note on I. 15. 2 3.
19. 2. After iral Iol'l'G• T"O• 'Yf'Gl'/14T"•a Luc. has the curious insertion iral T"Oa, Ia&fl71' ml ro• Iov/'OCJJfT1111,UU iral T"OI' Mnirpami11 T"OII -ylpol'T"a,
Possibly Iam111 and Iovl', represent marginal notes of three various
spellings of the name IIU:lE' ; the second perhaps Io11/'CI t :Zou"°
by transposition of the letters of Io/'11111.
3.
LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. presuppose "1~] 'to her
who is in travail,' probably correctly. So Kio. er. Mic. 4. 9, 10;
Hos. 13. 13; Jer. 49. 24. The form "1-~ as infin. constr. for the
normal n1~ occurs elsewhere Hos. 9. JI; Jer. 13. 21.
4. rr:ivn] RV.' And will rebuke the words which Yahwe thy
God bath heard.' So Pesh., Targ. n•:»m is thus perf. with , consec.
in continuation of ]713". LXX, Luc., Vulg. treat rr:,,m as infin.
constr., equivalent to tl'-?'il~\ thus regarding "l~r'!J?9 as the
subject.
8. m:i,J er. cl,, 8. 22 ,wfe.
9. 'l, ;!It 310~] II Isa. 37. 9 reads ;p for ;!It.
npnin] Mentioned by Sennacherib not by name but as 'the
king of Mz'lu~~z~• Taylor cylinder, col. ii. IL 69.f!. (cf. Append. 5).
The name is given by Assurbanipal as Tar-~•u, Egyptian T-1,-r-!J.
n,E',, :i~,] II Isa. 37. 9 n,~, 310~1 'and when he had heard,
he sent.' ~, was doubtless written by the hand which connected
the following narrative with the preceding, i. e. presumably the
hand of R 0 (c£ p. 339): hence ~ may be judged to be a
corruption of :i~,. LXX in Isaiah combines the two readings :
.-al d«OV<Tas inrfCTTJMto kal ci1rf0Tn~u,.
10. LXX omits the introductory sentence down to the first
it)11t;, probably through bomoioteleuton with the end of v. 9.
11. cc•im,] 'As regards devoting them to destruction_.'
13, •n1:i11t ,nm:, iE'llt] Luc. o6r a,lcf,8npm, ol 'lfCIT"f{XS /'OV CIVT'~S iral
T"ar x_,;,par OVT<»I'. The reading of LXX bas arisen through corruption of o6r into oil.
'll ITU nric] On fnl cf. cl,. 17. 6. r,n is Qarran of the inscrip-
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tions, Charrae of the Romans, in north-west Mesopotamia, situated
on the Bellas, a tributary of the Euphrates. l:\r"I, mentioned in
the inscriptions as Ra-fa-ap-pa or Ra-rap-pa, is the 'Pqaaf/,a of
Ptolemaeus (v. 15), and the modem R1J!4fa, on the route from
Sura to Palmyra in the Euphrates valley Ez-Zdr (cf. Delitzsch,
Paradi'es, 297).
The till 'J:1 belonged to the Aramaean state
Bft-Adim~ situated between the Euphrates and the Belias, which
offered stubborn resistance to Assur-n~r-pal, and was conquered
by his successor Shalmaneser II in B. c. 856 (Hommel, As-!)'ria
in Hastings, BD. i. 183b, 184b; Maspero, iii. 3of., 66). The
site of -wtc,n (ltJsa. 37. 12 .,,!_>1;1) must naturally be sought for
in the same neighbourhood, and is probably to be identified with
Tz1-a1urri in the land of the Ipttites (cf. Winckler, Geschichle
Babylom'em, 269, 335.f.).

.,~,n

Luc. separates
from necessary connexion with }"1ll ,,:i by
the insertion of 1rat, i. e. "I~!,,,;,~ "'l~l 13. ,,, ,•tc] 'Where is he, (viz.) the king of ];[amath?' So Isa.
19. 12 ;•91q Nill~ o:tc; Mic. 7. 10 :i~rf.,~ '' ''tt. UI~. 37. 13
reads i1!lt.
'l' ncn 1,c] er. eh. 18. 34 ntJte.
1 5. '• •JI); 'n ;;Eln•,] LXX omits.
,tc"1t" •n,tc '•] Luc. Kii,m traJ1To1rpar0>p, cS 8•ar 'I"pa/,'A, Pesh.
~l.-.l, J~l" ·· J..,~ J...» presuppose the insertion of
nite11 after '•, as in II Isa. 37. 16.
o•:i-,:,n :ir.,,J er. I Sam. 4. 4; 2 Sam. 6. 2. 111 Chr. 13. 6;
Ps. 80. 2; 99. 1. The reference is primarily to the presence of
the n~•;,r above the M;Bi in the innermost sanctuary of the
Temple.
o•n,Nil tctn nntc] So 2 Sam. 7. 28. Probably 'Thou (wilh
emphasis ; lit. ' Thou-He') art the God '; or else ' Thou art He,
(namely) the God.' Cf. Dri. Tenses, § 200.
16•. 119~] Qalif-palhalf frequently occurs under initial
sibilants after ~ copulative. Cf. I. 14. 2 1 31~~; eh. 9. 17 n!,,~;
and other instances cited in G-K. § 10 g. er. note on I. 13. 7.
"1ffl] Read M~f ~ with LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh., and

,n,r,
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II Isa. 37. 17 ; i. e. probably ' which he bath sent' (LXX, Luc.), or
possibly' who bath sent' (Vulg.).
17. u,-,r,.i] Probably we should read \C\'l!)lj, in agreement with
v. 11. So Benz., Kit., and (on Isa.) Dubm, Cheyne, Marti, and
doubtfully Dillmann.
.
c,u., me] II Isa. 37. 18 erroneously niJ1~lT;TJi~.
C'lMM ntc1] LXX omits. Luc. ml ,raun,, ni• 'ri• awiJ•. Vulg.
tl lerras omnium.
18.
Irregular usage of the perfect with weak ,. II Isa.
37. 19 is correct in reading in1in. abs. 1h;1, in accordance with

,,ru,]

idiom. Da. § sea.
19. 'l, nnM ,.:,] II Isa. 37. 20 omits c1n;M erroneously.
20. ;M'"I~ 1n;M ''] LXX, Luc. Kvpwr (LXX adds cS eeor) TiJ•
avn,..fCIIII' e,or 'lupo;,>..
21.
n:i n;,n:i] Suspended construct state. er. nolt OD
Di'a'1~"'a1 •~tt eh. 10. 6.
Mll:.lii ~'"I] A gesture of mockery. Cf. Ps. 22. 8; 109. 25;
Lam. 2. 15; Job 16. 4.
22. n1>il1 M!>'"IM] Weak , co-ordinates two synonymous ideas.
Cf. Dri. Tenses,§ 132.
23. :i.:,,.:i] Q're .:ii~ in agreement with the text of many Codd.,
all Verss. and II Isa. 37. 24.
ni;,~J LXX, Luc., Vulg. are probably correct in reading ni1~,
and similarly ~.l~, and v. 24 :n_Qtc}, v. 25 (except Vulg.) 'i'.IJ;ll.
So most modems.
M'JII' r,!>0] ' His farthest lodging-place '; lit. ' the lodging-place
of bis end.' r,!>0 as in Isa. 10. 29. LXX p/tr0•, Cod. A, Luc.
,upos are doubtless emendations of a transliteration p.,'>..C111,,. Q're
\arp appears in the text of many Codd.
II Isa. 37. 24 offers the inferior reading iarp Cii~.
24 • .:i,nec,] In reference to 'all the Nile-streams of Egypt,'
.:i,MIC? must be regarded as a perfect of certitude ; and this is
quite consistent with the known intentions of Sennacherib, and
the boastful tenour of the words · which are put into his
mouth.
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,,m] Winckler (Alllttl. Unltrsuchungm, 170) supposes that the
original vocalization was ,tr~ or ,;11;1, on the ground that the
form Mi-z°f-fa-ri occurs twice on the Amarna tablets. The
Massoretic vocalization will then be due to identification of the
name with the Hebrew word meaning ' fortification.'
25. 'l, tt~m] Render as in RV., with the alteration 'i'.IT;ll 'that
thou becamest,' in place of '1:11:1', rendered ' that thou shouldest be,'
and the addition of 'and' before 'now.' The thought of the
verse is that of Isa. 1O. 5 ff.
The first part of the verse down to Clip 'C'C' is omitted
by LXX.
n1n,~J Omit, with LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. So Marti.
nnll] Read MJ;IY1 with LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh.
ni~~;] Standing for· nitc~iJ? (II Isa. 37. 26) with syncope of,.
er. G-K. §§ 23f., 75 qq.
Cl'¥~] Participle Niph'al of mrl. The only other occurrence
of the verb is in Jer. 4. 7, where nneT;I should probably be re~tored
for Qal n~'fT;I.
26. ,, ,,Yi'J 'Short of hand,' i. e. unequal to the task of saving
themselves. So, with the verb, Isa. 50. 2 nn~ 'T. "1~ ,\~1;
59. 1; Num. 11. 23.
,le':::11,] II Isa. 3 7. 2 7 ~rd::l?, perfect with , co-ordinate.
ncp 1JEl!i nEli~] RV., ' and as corn blasted before it be grown
up,' follows the rendering of Vulg. quae arefada esl anltquam
vmirtl ad malurilaltm; cf. Targ.
'iM"C!i Kt:IC tt!i i31 i,,,r,,,.
Such a sense, however, cannot be extracted from the original as
it stands ; and, if we are to retain it, the least alteration will be
\cg
-in";:i, referring back to MU! ,,,Q. But there can be
no doubt that Wellh. (C. 360) is right in finding in ncp 'JEl;
a corruption of 'lJ!rg
which connects with ;r;,1~ of the following verse : ' Before me is thy rising up and thy lying down.'
This supersedes the emendation of Th. Cl'1~
before the
east wind.' Possibly, then, n~:i~ may stand by-itself in the sense
'blasted' (sc. corn); and this is preferable to II Isa. 37. 27 "91',
which seems to give no sense in this connexion. Klo.'s emenda-
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lion c~9~ is worthy of notice : ' grass of the house tops and of
the downs.' So Cheyne. For C''ilt' as barren upland~, cf. Isa.
41. 18; Jer.12. 12.
28. 1.mc~] RV. text, 'thine arrogance,' in agreement with
LXX, Luc. TO CTTpij"'5r O"ov, Vulg. superbia tua, a rendering perhaps
to be justified by Ps. 123. 4. RV. marg., 'thy careless ease,' is
the more usual meaning. This latter rendering, however, is
unsuitable to the context and parallelism ; and the same remark
applies, in a less degree, to the former rendering. Probably the
emendation "li\tcr ' thy tumult,' adopted by Benz., Kit., Budde,
Griitz, Cheyne, is correct.
1l\ 'MC~] The figure is that of a savage beast led captive by
a ring in its nose. Cf. Ezek. 19. 41 and the similar figure of
Ezek. 29. 4; 38. 4.
29. M'ElCl] 'That which groweth of itself'; from unused root
equivalent to Ar.
pour out, and so, the produce of grain
sp,1/ed or self-sown. ~".II? (II Isa. 37. 30 Cl'".lf} is by inference
the self-sown produce of this natural crop in the second year. •
So Verss.·
31. Q're n\~J is supported by the text of many Codd., all
Verss., and II Isa. 37. 32.
33. N3'] Read tc~ with II Isa. 37. 34.
34. Mll"~M,] LXX omits. In Luc. the whole of v. 34• has
fallen out.
,,::ip ,,, IJIC''] er. I. 11. 12 note.
35. The catastrophe, as might have been expected, is passed
over. in silence in the Assyrian inscriptions ; but the fact that
Sennacherib does not make claim to have captured Jerusalem
is in agreement with our narrative. Herodotus (ii. 141) records
an Egyptian tradition, according to which Senna_cherib's army
was easily routed at Pelusium because innumerable field-mice
had during the night gnawed through its bow-strings and the
thongs of its shields.
36. :ll"-"'I ,,,,] be. omits.
37. j\Cll] No such god is known in the Assyrian inscriptions.
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Halevy (Mllanges tk eril. 177) plausibly conjectures that the
name should be i,ol, i. e. Nusllu, a solar deity. .
'l1 mnnw m, •rri] On the construction cf. I. 13. 20 note.
1~0,,ec] Cf. note on eh. 17. 31.
.
-,,recii'] According to Schrader (COT. ad loc.) the name is
shortened from Nergal-lar-,qur (cf. Jer. 39. 3, 13). He refers
to Abydenus, as quoted by Eusebius, who states that Sennacherib
was assassinated by Adramelus, and succeeded by Nergi1us, and
that this latter was put to death by A:rerdi's. If, as seems obvious,
Adramelus corresponds to ,~iitc and Axerdis to Jimotc, then
Nergihis may be thought to answer to i,reci~.
1'll] Q're has the support of many Codd., all Verss., and
II Isa. 37. 38.
0i,ec] Assyr. Urartu, the land of Armenia.
20. 1. onn Cl'C'l] Cf. eh. 10. 32 note.
1M'.l~ 1Y] Cf. I. 2. 1 note.
nnec n0 ,::,] 'For thou art about lo die'; the participle denoting
• the fulurum ins/ans. The same idiomatic expression occurs Gen.
20. 3; 48. 21; 50. 5, 24; Deut. 4. 22; Jer. 28. 16. Cf. also
Deut. 17. 6 n~;:, 'the doomed man.'
2. ::l!\l!l] On the Aramaizing form cf. G-K. § 67 y.
4. 1l1 'M'1] On the construction cf. Dri. Tenses, § 165. II Isa.
38. 4 is much abbreviated.
i•Jm] Read ,;vr;i with the text of several Codd., and all Verss.
On ,~ used definitely without the article cf. I. 7. 8 note. The
middle court was the courtyard of the palace, called n1~0 ,~
I. 7. 8 in contrast to the Temple (innermost) court. Cf. nok on
I. 6. 36.
5. i•ll] Cf. I. 1. 35 note.
6. 'l1 'll/C~] II Isa. 38. 6 omits.
7. 'l1 inp] LXX, Luc., Pesh. presuppose the reading , , , ''V!
\trl , , , 10'~:l ' Let them take . . . and place . . . that he may
recover.' This is probably original, l;lezekiab's request for the
sign in v. 8 naturally presupposing that rec<P.'ery is only as yet
v. 7b must have been
promised and not accomplished.
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inserted after 'll lD'~ had been taken as describing a completed
sequence of events.
II Isa. 38. u (which, with v. 22, is misplaced) reads , , ,
'!'r.,1 • • • ~"i'f~. The verb me, a &~ Ary. in Heb., is explained
from the Ar.
anoint, smear.
8. 'll nuc MD] II Isa. 38. 22 '• n•.l n,Jttc •:i nuc MD,
9. 'll ,,n] The only possible rendering is that of RV. marg.
' The shadow is gone forward &c.' But it is evident from
l;lezekiah's reply, v. 10, that an alternative is offered to him.
We must therefore emend '!J.?'..!.7, which is expressed by Targ.1n•n, ·
and presupposed by the other Verss. So Th. (doubtfully), Kio.,
Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort.
uh. As _the text stands, nn: can only refer to the masc.
The true subj. of the verb is, however, preserved by Pesh., Targ.,
viz. ~t,:,, which should be inserted after "11:, or after tr;i~ as in
Isaiah (see below). · The statement then runs:-' And he brought
back the shadow on the steps by which the sun had gone down
on the step-clock of A~az, ten steps.' This slight correction (Th.,
Oort) is more obvious than the supposition that m"I• "I~ nl,Jt0.l
is an erroneous insertion from II Isa. 38. 8.
The Isaianic account omits the offer of an alternative sign;
v. 8 with the emendations
for 'l, ~t,:, for ~ " (Kautzsch
and others) reading as follows :-"I~ n,~:i ,1ro·n~ ::i•~ •~;:i
ni~ ,~ ~;;::i .lfl!ll ni~ ,~ n•t1h~ ~t't' ,r;i~ ni,~~
: M7:',: ,~ ni,~ ' Behold I will bring back the shadow so many
steps as the sun has gone down upon the step-clock of A~az,
even ten steps. And the sun returned ten steps upon the steps
by which it had gone down.'
The character of the sun-clock called
can only be conjectured. Most probably it was 'a pointed pillar (obelisk) upon
a (round or square) plinth, to which a flight of steps led up. This
pillar cast the shadow of its point at midday upon the highest,
and at morning and evening upon the lowest step (west or east),
and thus indicated the time of day.' Cf. Dillmann on Isaiah ad loc.
The clock may have been introduced by Al}az from Assyria

~r.

t;;

,r,:i.
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(cf. en. 16. 10/f.). According to Herodotus (ri. 109) the Babylonians were the inventors of the .-Aas or coocaYe sun-dial upon
which the shadow was cast by the .,..,..., and of the division
of the day into twelve hours.
12. ac,m ~:i] er. 1. 14. 1 ntJte.
J'1lO:l r,M"'l:l] Read rnb:i T1M"ID with several Codd., LXX,
Luc., Pesh., Targ., and II Isa. 39. 1. The Assyrian form is
.Jfardult-a/Jal-idi'nna. Merodach-Baladan appears at first as king
of the Ka/du. His kingdom is calledBt1-Fa1i11,'bythe saltwaters,'
i. e. the Per~ian Gulf. He paid homage and tn"bute to TiglathPileser in s.c. 729 (Rost, 60.f.), but seems to have seized the
opportunity of the death of Shalmaneser and the accession of
Sargon to constitute himself king of Babylon. His principal ally
was Qumbaniga'J king of Elam. Sargon directed an expedition
against the allies (s. c. 721); but little is known about it, and
_it seems to have met with ill success. Qum!Ja11i'gaJ of Elam died
in B. c. 717, and was succeeded by his less able son ~tdllr-1Ul1J,,,u!,:
Merodach-Baladan retained the sovereignty of Babylon for twelve
years, until Sargon, having settled his affairs in the west and north,
was able to direct his arms against him. After a campaign which
occupied s.c. 710-709, Sargon entered Babylon in tdumph. He
claims to have taken Merodach-Baladan prisoner {Winckler,
Sargm, 8,J .f., 122 .f., 150 .f.), but elsewhere (Winckler, Sargt111,
58 .f.) seems to state that he fled away and could not be found.
The latter alternative seems to be the more probable, since a
Merodach-Baladan appears some years later as king of Babylon
for nine months, until conquered and driven out by Sennacherib
(s. c. 70,J : cf. Tiele, Bab. Gescn. i. 246). Cf. Winckler, SargMI,
pp. xv.f., xvii, xxxi-xxxix; Maspero, iii. 222 if., 25.J./f.
There can be no doubt that Merodacb-Baladan's embassy to
];Iezekiah took place some time prior to s.c. 710, whilst he was
forming alliances in order to meet the advance of Sargon, which
he must have foreseen as inevitable so soon as the latter should
find himself Cree to operate against him. According to the
chronology of Kings, ];Iezekiab's sickness happened in B. c. 71,J

XX.

~
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(cf. cl,. 18. 13 nole}, and the embassy arrived shortly afterwards,
i. e. probably any time between the end of B. c. 71,J and the beginning of B. c. 712.
rnc,:i ll] In the inscriptions he appears as 'son of Yakin,'
doubtless a dynastic title. Cf. the title ' son of Omri,' applied by
Shalmaneser II to Jehu, as king of the land which was known to
Assyria as Bfl-IJu-um-ri-a. Cf. nolts on ck. 9. 2; I. 16. 23.
c•iDo] Duhin, Cheyne, Marti emend D'l?'iS' ' eunuchs,' a correction which is suitable to the suffix objects in v. 13 llt3'',

'l, crr,p.
J1t:l~ ,::,] II Isa. 39. 1 incorrectly ~ . through confusion of
::, and,. Cf. nole on I. 12. 30.
13. J1t:)~,] Read ~~l 'And ~ezekiah was glad because of
them,' with several Codd., LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh.1, and II Isa. 39. 2.
So modems.
MM:ll n•:i
nN] ;::, is omitted by many Codd., Vulg., Pesh.,
and II Isaiah. The meaning of nn::il n•:i can only be guessed
from the context; so Luc. To11 ou:011 ,.;;, {,,nip~,., aln-oii, Pesh.
°'~ ~. Targ. •mm n•:i, 'Jui treasure-house',· Vulg. domum
aroma/um, and so 'A., :E. in II Isa. To• au:011 ,.&,., dp"'p.trr"'"· In Assyr.
bfl ndanli denotes ' treasure-house,' nakanlu or nakamlu, plural
nakamtfh~ meaning ' treasure,' and naktfmu, 'to heap up.' Cf.
Delitzsch, As!J!r, HWB. -462. Hence some authorities (cf. Heb.
Lex. Oxf.) propose to read ,•i:ti,?~ n•~, making the word equivalent
to nakavtfli for nakamMi.
,n;&'C)t:) ;::,:n] Luc. ,ra1 ;.,, 71'GIIT"1 O,,uav~ aln-oii.
1-J. ,11e:i• r~] 'And from whence may llzty comer' A more
polite form of question than the categorical ~, r.tc~. Cf. Dri.
Tenses, § 39 y.
15- i:ii rrn N;] LXX, Luc., Pesh. add 'J;I'~.
•ni'!rNl] LXX, Luc. 'i:tifk;i, .
16-18. No kind of allusion is found elsewhere in the known
prophecies of Isaiah to a Babylonian captivity, the prophet's

,::i

1

Also Targ., according to de Ross~ in one MS. and in Edit. Vnut.
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political horizon being bounded by the great powers of his times,
Assyria and Egypt. Thus it is probable that these verses have
been worked over by R 01 in exilic or post-exilic times.
16. mn•] Luc. Kvplov rravro«p&ropor.
17. D'te DIC' mn] Luc. adds q,,,01 Kvp&c>r, i.e./\ D&g; cf. e.g.
eh. 19. 33; 22. 19 in Luc.
18. ice] Sta. emends ;•~ 'from thy bowels,' after Gen.
15. • ; 2 Sam. 7. 12, and regards the following
iz,ec as a
gloss which owes its origin to the corruption ,cc.
19h. 'l, M,~n] LXX omits. Pesh. Joo,,1 ••• t-! .ao!i,..,./, Luc.
y,vio86', Vulg. sil, agree with II Isa. 39. 8 'l, M'M' ,.:,, properly
' There shall be &c.'
20. 'l, ne,y ,~,] 2 Chr. 32. 30 describes the method adopted
by l;[ezekiah in order to provide a water-supply for Jerusalem:

,,~,n

n~~ nip~~ D".\1?"!1 J\'~y ;;n,~ ~~ M~trn~ DIJS, \i!pt~ tc1n,
,"'!~ i•l,)~. There exists an ancient tunnel which was cut in order
to supply the pool of Siloam from the spring now called the
Virgin's Fountain (cf. nole on ~li l'J1 I. 1. 9). 'The distance in
a straight line is 368 yards, but by the rocky channel 586 yards.'
In the mouth of this tunnel, where it opens into Siloam, there
was discovered in 1880 an inscription which records the manner
in which two parties of workmen quarried at either end, and
met in the middle (cf. Append. 2 ; Baed. 97 f.). Both tunnel and
inscription may reasonably be supposed to be due to l;[ezekiah.
Sta., however ( Ges. i. 592 ff.), thinks that the tunnel was already
in existence in the time of Al}az, and quotes Isa. 8. 6 in support
of his contention.
21. After 'ZI, 21 b Luc. adds ica2 fTG'P'I ,UTG T611' rraT•p6)11 awoii ,.
rr&>.n Aav~.

21. 1-18. Manasseh, ling ofJudah.

=

Ch. 21. 1-9, 18
2 Chr. 33. 1--9, 20.
The narrative throughout is the work of R 0 , based upon very
brief notices (vv. 3, 4 11, 5, 611, 711, 16a), derived, presumably, from
the Annals. The section vv. io-15 appears to presuppose the
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captivity of Judah, and must therefore, in its present form, be
assigned to RD•. The following phrases of RD have in most
cases already been noticed : 2. 'l, Cl'\1M m~] I. 14. 24 note.
4, 7. '0et ntc Cl'~N] I. 9. 3 note.
7. ,n,n.l ,~ ci,~,,:i,] I. 8. 16 nole.
8. cin,:::itc, 'nnl it&IN] I. 8. 34 nole.
CIN] So I. 11. 10 (note); eh. 17. 37; 2 Chr. 33. 8;
1 ehr. 22. 12; Deut. 5. 1, 29; 6. 3, 25; 7. 11; 8. 1; 11.
22, 32; 12. I j 13.1 j 15. 5i 17. I0j 19. 9i 24. 8; 28. I,
15, 58; 31. 12; 32. 46; Josh. 1. 7, 8; 22. 5 (D1).
I
10. 0•~:lln ,,,:::111] er. eh. 9. 7; 17. 13, 23; 24. 2; Jer. 7.
25; 25. 4; 26. 5; 29. 19; 35. 15; 44. 4. Elsewhere
Am. 3. 7; Zech. 1. 6; Ezra 9. 11 ; Dan. 9. 10.
11. 'l, :sr,n] I. 14. 9 note.
11, 21.
I. 15. 12 nole.
12. ,11 n:sr, tc•:ic 'l,n] I. 14. 10 note.
21. 1. n1&1,c] Both Esar-haddon and Assurbanipal refer to this
king as Mf-na-si-( or M,:,n-si-(, king of Judah, in a list of twentytwo kings of the land of flatti. er. COT. ad /oc.
2. n:::ipm:,] Luc. ical nrop«vO,, ICaT4 fl'GIJT'G 'l"4 ~i'Avyp.ara ic.r.~.
3. Cl'Cf&IM N:iY] The stars; cf. nole on I. 22. 19. The worship
of the heavenly bodies was indigenous in Babylon in the
earliest times, and was no doubt introduced into Judah through
intercourse with Assyria. Whether this Babylonian cult was
known and practised in the Northern Kingdom also before its
fall, as is affirmed in eh. 17. 16h, has been questioned. er.
p. 33 1 •
4. m:::i,] The use of perfect with weak ,, here and in v. 6,
must be ascribed to the decadent style of the Annalist. er. nole
on r,m,, eh. 14. 7.
nn:in::,] LXX, Luc. sing. 8tiu1arm,p,011. So LXX in v. 5.
5. 'l, n,iyn ,ne,:::i] The House of Yahwe seems to have had
only one courtyard ; cf. I. 6. 36 nole; cl,. 20. 4. Possibly the
reference may include the n1ott~ i!Q or n~!:i•J;liJ i!Q, properly

n,ft'll, ,,c~

,.,,,l::l; 0•,,,l]
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the Palace-courtyard, which, as Kit. remarks, passed over in the
time of the second Temple into a wider Temple-courtyard.
6. ~ ] 'Appointed,' or' instituted.' Cf. L 1. 5 note.
c•,37"1"1 :::l'IM] 'Necromancers and wizards.' :iiet seems to denote,
in the first place, the ghost itself, which was said to dwell ;,,
the medium (Lev. 20. 27). Similarly, the witch of Endor is a
::i'IM n~ 'possessor of a ghost' (1 Sam. 28. 7), and Saul's request
to her is ::i~ •~ ~-"?I?,~ ' Divine for me, I pray thee, through
the ghost' (v. 8). In Deut. 18. 11 the diviner is called :::i;ac
' one who consults a ghost.' The voice of the :iiee is low and
thin, and appears to come from the ground (Isa. 29. 4).
The transference of the term from the ghost to the medium,
as in our passage, II 2 Chr. 33. 6 ; 1 Sam. 28. 3, 9, appears to be
a secondary usage. According to Schwally, the reverse process
took place in the case of •~lr'!~, the prime meaning being ' wizard,'
arid hence, as with Aram. ~:ill, a secondary application being
made to the ghost. Cf. Das Lebm nad, dnn Tode, 69 f. If,
however, the meaning of'~P"!~ be either 'knowing one' or 'familiar,'
it is more natural to find first reference to the ghost, as in the
case of :iiee. Cf. Heb. Lex. Oxf., s. v. The root-meaning of :iilc
can only be remotely conjectured, and the distinction between
::iuc and ''lM' is unknown.
7. m~n ,oD nee] Cf. I. 14. 15 no/e.
rn:,y "l~] LXX, Luc. omit.
c•~ee ••. •n-in::i ,~ee • • • mn n•:i::i] LXX, Luc. ,,, T,; o'laf t"CM"f'
..• ,~>.ffap.'J" •.• 11:al 8,juo, (Luc. 8fa,a,), omitting-,~ before 'T:'11~,
and reading "9'~ or
for C~.
8. ,.,0~] Luc. da:ovuO>O",, i. e. ~~.
9. lilil nee] LXX adds ;,, l,q,Ba>.,,.,,ir Kvplov, Luc. b.wWII

*

C~?

Kvpiov.
11.

3i1M] LXX, Luc., Vu!~. omit.

;::,0] Luc. 11:aTc\ fl'ai,ro, i. e. ~::i:p.
12. ,,, ,•lit)~ !,::, "letee] er. I Sam.

3. 11; Jer. 19. 3·
For the figure cf. Isa. 34. 11 ; Lam. 2. 8.
'l, Ml"l0' ,~ec::,] Pesh., in place of this simile, reads -.~olo
13. '"

•n•tm]
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~ ? J).....:. ~ ~ 'and will destroy it, on
account of all the evil which Manasseh wrought in Judah.'
11>ii, MMt:l] Read, with most modems, '!JbO, nr19 'wiping and
turning (it).' The second infin. stands in simple sequence to the
first, as e. g. in Isa. 19. 22, noticed under I. 20. 37 note.
18. MTJJ] Sta. {Ges. i. 569) quotes Wellh. for the suggestion
that M,t! (cf. 2 Sam. 6. 3) is a contracted form of "!:.Dt, which was
in later times confused with the name n:fl!, so that this latter
was written in place of the contraction. er. eh. 15. 1, nole on

ho~ J....L»

M'"'\TJJ.
On the narrative of 2 Chr. 33. 11-13, which relates the captivity,
repentance, and restoration of Manasseh, cf. Dri. A ulhority, 1 14ff.
21. 19-26. Amon, king

ofJudah.

=

Ch. 21. 19-24
2 ehr. 33. 21-25.
RO frames brief notices from the Annals.
2 4. Y,MM ClJ1] er. eh. l 6. 1 5 nole.
26. ,n-,:li':l] Luc. b, "¥ "d~ rnii 1raT"por awoii.

sa. 1-as. 30. Josiah, Jing ofJudah. The finding of lk Boole of
//,e Law, and /he religious riformali'on lo which ii gave rise.

=

Ch. 22. 1-23. 3
2 Chr. 34. 1, 2 1 8-32.
Ch. 23. 4-20 is the probable source of the summary 2 ehr.
34. 3-7.
Cl,. 23. 30b
2 Chr. 36. 1.
The lengthy narratives of the Chronicler which relate the keeping
of the passover, 2 ehr. 35. 1-19 (cf. eh. 23. 21-23), and Josiah's
defeat and death at the hands of Necho, king of Egypt, 2 ehr.
85. 20-27 (cf. eh. 23. 29, 30), appear to be based upon extraneous
sources.
Ch. 22. 3-23. 25 is a continuous narrative, probably drawn from
the Temple-archives (cf. note on eh. 11, pp. 307f.). Deuteronomic
phrases are found in 23. 3, 19, 251, and in the speech of l;[uldah,

=

1 an ... ,c,z,I, "· 3 (I. 2. 3, 4 n;,te);
"• :a5 (I. 8. u n;,te; I. 8. 48 n;,te).

~m "· 19 (L u. 9 Nllle);

1l,

,m:i~,
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22. 15-20 ', which seems to show signs of revision by RD 2 in
exilic times. Certainly this later editor is responsible for the
addition 23. 26, 27 2, at the close of the narrative, which strikes
a note strangely alien to the enthusiasm of the pre-exilic author
in view of Josiah's reformation (cf. especially 23. 22, 25),
Ch. 23. 29, 30 is probably drawn from the Annals.
22, 3· mitr:J~I , , , n.ir.,i,::i] LXX, Luc. add

iv Tlf

Ti> oyM'f,
4, tin 1] RV. 'that he mO;Y sum the money'; lit. 'may bring
to an end,' and so, by inference, 'return the full amount of.'
No parallel, however, can be cited for such a use of the verb.
Comparison of v. 9, ~~ 11;1;:t, suggests the emendation :J!:q, 'that
he may pour out,' a reading which seems to be presupposed
by Luc. Kol xoo11Ev(Tau, Vulg. ut co11jletur, and which is adopted by
Ginsburg, Grii., Kit., Oort. LXX Kal ,.,.<ppay,,.,.011, i. e. tlhql, is
favoured by Th., Kamp., Benz., but appears less suitable. Kio.
P!Jl1 'that he may weigh'; cf. if'!90 eh. 12. 12. 112 Chr. 34. 9 ~.ll;l~L
5. 11 >lJ mn11] Lit. 'And let them place it upon the hand &c.'
So exactly Gen. 42. 3 7 11~-~l! inN ni1;1. Cf. also the expression
i:-,11 i 1~i'.I Jer. 18. 2 1 ; Ezek. 35. 5; Ps. 63. I r.
m~ l.ll11l} Luc. KOi :raroKall aiiTO KaTa TO pijµa 'TOV fJa(TiXeros,
n1::i::i] Q're t11:J, in agreement with v. 9. Cf. eh. 12. 12.
7. :Jt::'i11 ~,] Frequentative; 'there was not (from time to time)
made audit of.' Cf. eh. 12. 16.
10. Before io~, Luc. adds 1r•pl Toii {3i(3"Alov.
12. 1Sr.,n "l:Jl/] Apparently a special title, 'the servant of the
king' par excellence. The title has been found in ancient Heb.
character upon a seal. Cf. Benz. Archaologie, 3 1 of.
13. l.l 1,11] Luc. J,, almp, i. e. l'?¥, the reading of two Codd., is
probably correct. Cf. 112 Chr. 34. 21 ~~iJ i~~;:i-,l). So Th.,
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit., Oort.
µ7/IIL

1

1 ';, ill)'i ~•::io •~):, v. 16 (I. 14. 10
')tll)~il v. 17 (I. 14. 9 note).

note); □ 1 1nN □•:,',N v, 17 (I. 9. 6 note); Jllr.b

2 1011•~:, v. 26 (I. 14. 9 note); •~o ',l)o i•o~ v. 27, cf. eh. 17. 18, 23; 2,i. 3;
Jer. 32. 3r; so with n11? I. 9. 7; Jer. 15. I; with l'?'Fi'.' d. 13. 23; 17. 20
(1'? in p!ace of 'il?r.i); •mn::i ,-z.•~ v. 27 (I. 8. 16 note).
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LXX p'f"lpa.
mw:i] 'In the second (district).' Cf. Zeph. 1. 10, and, ac-,•~!] Neh. ll. 9.
cording to the probable interpretation,
The precise significance with which the term is employed is
unknown. According to Neh. 3. 9, u we find Jerusalem divided
into two districts in post-exilic times for administrative purposes.
Possibly the mw may have been the new as distinct from the
old city. So Ges.-Buhl.
18. 1,, 0 1,::iin] '(As regards) the words which thou hast heard.'
Luc., however, offers the reading 'A,/J' "• lf,coVCTas T"oor ~&)'Olis ,,_,
,cal ;,,,-~11110,, ,; ,capala uov, Vulg. Pro eo guod audr"sli verl>a voluminr"s,
el &c., i. e.
'!J'i!l Cl'"l1i;:i l;l~f ~ (1ll~).
19. n!,!,p'1] Luc. omits.
20. nrn 0,r,cn !,p] Add ,•;f-!,Pl with Luc., and U2 Chr. 34. 28.
14. MIMC]

nar,;,

i~?

So Kio. Oort ''1~1 ·
28. 1. U>OM1,] LXX, Luc. presuppose sing. r:ib~~. as in

II 2

Chr.

34. 29.
2. Cl'M'!l.>m] Six Codd. agree with II 2 Chr. 34. 30 in reading

Cl~?:!l • The mention of Cl•~l.~J;:t is somewhat unexpected, in view
of the fact that no mention is made of prophets in en. 22, but
only of J.{uldah the prophetess. On the other band, the fact that
0111,n is the more obvious reading creates the suspicion that it
is a correction, since no reason can be assigned for the substitution
of Cl1M'!lln for 01'1,n.
4. mwn •.>n::i] RV. 'the priests of the second order.' In
eh. 25. 18 a single
'second (i.e. vice) priest,' is mentioned, in contrast to ~,!]
and Targ. M1.>n::i
is probably
correct in making reference in the present passage also to a
single individual.

na~ m!D,
m!D,

rn,

m~M'1] Cf. I. 14. 15 nole.
r,i,p n,c,~:i] RV. ' in the fields of Kidron.' Elsewhere i10"1r1
is peculiar to poetry. Luc.,,,,,; lµ,rvpwµ,;, i. e.
adopted
by Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit, and interpreted as (/ime-)kr7n.r. Cf.
Isa. 33. 12.
M~.>,] Here and elsewhere in the narrative the use of the perfect

nm1~,.
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with weak , is a mark of decadence in style.

Cf. no/e on ~ ,

eh. 14. 7.

5. "'ICp~,] Emend \"I~~ with LXX, Targ. Luc., Vulg., Pesh.
suggest
but may equally be supposed to be reproducing
in their renderings the idea of purpose implied in n~.
n,,rc~] 'And for the heavenly mansions.' In A:r. j;l,; mansz1
denotes a lodging-place or mansion ,· and the pl. J_;~i is ased of
the twenty-eight mansions of the moon. In Assyr. {Delitzsch,
Asifr. Handworlerbuch) mansasu denotes 'a place of standing,'
from the root nazdzu, ' to stand.' This word occurs on the fifth
table of the Babylonian Creation series, which begins, 'He made
the mansions (mansaz,) of the great gods' Uensen, Kosmo/ogie,
288ff.,· Schrader, COT. i. 15). l•urther, there is a fem. form of
manzazu, viz. mansallu ( mansastu), masallu. For this Delitzsch
quotes III Rawlinson, 59, 35a : ' The gods in heaven in their
mansions (man-sal-ti-su-nu) set me.' Jensen (Kosmologie, 347.f.)
mentions the same facts. While, however, Delitzsch identifies
these manzalli with the zodiacal stations (Prolegomena, 54), Jensen
thinks that they were perhaps fifty in number 1, corresponding
to the number of the great gods, and thus can scarcely denote
merely the signs of the zodiac, but rather certain fixed stars and
planets, lists of which are to be found in the inscriptions, but
of which the identification seems· to be possible in a few cases
only (Kosmologie, 146 ff.) 9•
In Rabbinic Heh. ni,rc is used to denote the twelve zodiacal
signs (Berachoth, 32b; Shabbalh, 75a), but also the planets,
regarded as stars of good or ill fortune (Bereshi'/1, rabba, 10,
10c; al.). In agreement with this latter signification, we have,
according to the restoration of de VogUe, the dedication 1:111) ~c~,

i~>,

=

1 The number of the manaazi appears to have originally existed on the
Creation tablet.
1 Jensen finds allusion to the zodiacal signs in: the mali stars of 1. 2 of the
Creation tablet above cited. The word mifriita (not misrlila) or ipiila, which
occurs in I. 3, cannot, with Sayce (Reliziqn of Ba/J., 389), be identified with

nhtQ.
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answering to the Greek •AyaBo rvXTI in a Phoenician inscription
from Lamaka of about the fourth century B,c. (CIS. 95).
It is doubtful whether ni~ of Job 38. 32 is identical with
ni~. LXX in both passages transliterates ,-.aCaup&>B, while Targ.,
in accordance with Kings, uses in Job the rendering N•!,n, •,ceo.
6. ClllM 1l:l ,:ip] The common burial-place of those who were
without name and memorial. Cf. Jer. 26. 23.
7. o•~pn] er. I. 14. 24 note.
o•n:::i] Scarcely explicable in connexion with Cl'l,M. RV.
'hangings' is unjustifiable; and 'tent-shrines' might_ have been
called nil~, but scarcely D'J:\~. The transliteration ofLXX X"'m'•
suggests to Kio. an original o•l~ for nilJ;l,~ ' tunics,' a reading
which is supported by Luc. 11TOl~, and may well be original.
So Benz.
8. ll:U] Cf. I. 15. 22 note.
01i]le'n nu,:::i MM] Emend, with most modems after Hoffmann,
ZA TW. ii. 17 5, Cl""!'J!f,:1 (LXX, Luc. n•;) nic~-n~ 'The highplaces (or house) of the Satyrs.' Cf. 2 Chr. 11, 15; Lev. 17. 7.
,•31n -,31":::i] Luc. adds mil11• Juftcf""//d110>•, . and according to
Field, Quin ta n}11 mil11• ra1• rETp0>pJ110,11 ( or rETpav,-.ar1upJ110>11), i. e.
perhaps o•n::i
the fish-gate ' ; cf. the rendering of LXX in
Zeph. 1. 1 o, a,rc\ ,rvl11r GffOl(fflT'OVIIT'O>fl,
9.
M,] ' Did not go up' ; frequentative. The regulation
of Deut. 18. 6.lf. seems to have been intended to place the
provincial priesthood upon a level with the priesthood of the
central sanctuary, as regards service as well as maintenance.
This regulation, so far as it concerned equality of service, appears
from our passage to have remained a dead letter, doubtless owing
to the exclusiveness of the Jerusalem priesthood. The provincial
appears to have sunk at once into the subordinate position of
the 'Levite,' as defined in the Priestly Code (I. 8. • nok). Cf. also
Ezek. 44. 10-16.
10. nDnn] R. Sm. (Rei. Sem. 9, 377) conjectures that n1:1n is
properly the Aram. name for a fireplace, upon the assumption of
a variant ?i,.9L, n~r;,, for the Syr. ).!aL. Cf. the use made of the

iw '

,,JI'
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name in Isa. 30. 33.

The vocalization n~, like that of

'!l?b,

ny-ifP, probably points to a later approximation to the vocalization
of n~:;i ' shameful thing.' Cf. the substitution of n~ for ;~ in
the text of Hos. 9. 10; Jer. 3. 24; 11. 13.
Cl)M •):i •l] Elsewhere always D)r,-'1 '!, or abbreviated
•a.
Q're is supported by many Codd., and by LXX, Luc., Vulg.,
Pesh., Targ.
i•:iv.,; •n,:i,] 'T:1?~? occurs only here. Cod. 304 de Rossi,
LXX, Pesh. omit •n,:i,, taking i•:iv.,!, to express the purpose
of the existence of the M!ln :-' that a man might offer &c.' Thus
it is possible that
is a later insertion, made by a scribe
who understood the clause as explaining the purpose of NCt:11.
11. c,i,ill.l] RV. 'in the precincts.' .,f11i".:I I Chr. 26. 18,
doubtless the same, is stated to have been on the west of the
Temple. New Heb. i1nt, Aram. IIC1'l1' denote a suburb. Ges.
Tlzes. 1123 finds the origin of the term in Persian ;~;J, a summerMust, or opm liz"osll (lit. li'ght-posmsing). Dri. (s. v. Parbar,
Hastings, BD. iii) remarks that, if the term is to be traced to the
Persian, its occurrence in Kings must be regarded as a mark of
post-exilic revision.
t,N:1 riii,] Luc. adds ;,, T',; of.r'I' ¥ ,;t<oMl"Jua,, {Jaua>..~is 'Iupa;j>.
vf,,>.o11 T'ti BclM ml ,ralT'fl T'fi UT'par19 T'Oii ovpa,,oii,
12. rrnc n•!,y m,J l!;:i clearly refers to the roof of the Temple,
and r,;,~ n~~. in apposition, must have come into the text as
a gloss. Benz., Kit. conjecture that Al;iaz may have erected a
shelter for the altars upon the Temple roof; cf. the i•P.-n!~ of
eh. 4. 10.
'• •::,,c ,~ it'N] Luc. & brol,,uo 'Axa(.
Y".!'.] As the text stands, RV. 'and beat them down,' making
the verb Imperf. Qal of yin, must be adopted. So Luc. ml
111111ffp1,JH-apparently a third rendering of the word. Th., Oort
follow Kiml;ii in vocalizing rJ~1 (Imperf. Hiph'il of r,i), • and
banished them,' in agreement with Targ. v.,nt:> pm~n. Kio. cites
the second rendering of Luc., 1<al /lrrwy1<~11 awn, for the emendation
c~,i, a suggestion favoured by Benz., Kit.

c•-,

?

•n,.l,
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13. n'n~n in] 'The hill of the destroyer.' Only mentioned
here. Kio. suggests that the name, if genuine, may have reference
to 2 Sam. 24. 16. Targ. tc'M'f iu:, 'mount of olives' suggests
il~!i),'J iri 'mount of oil,' as occasionally in the Talmuds according
to Neubauer, Geographie du Talmud, 1-47. So Hoffmann, ZATW.
ii. 175; Perles, Analelllm, 31f.
15. n0:in nee siiw-1] Impossible. The l'10:1 itself, i. e. the
si/uali'on of the altar, could not be burnt; nor can it be supposed
that the term is used vaguely in place of i'ff;)f\'.I M'~. LXX, Luc.
read KDl CTVJ1<Tp1-,l,t11 'l'OVS >.i6ovs aln-oii, i. e. 1•~;,.~-n~ ,~~-doubtless
the original text. So Kio., Benz., Kit., Oort.
'l1 p,n] 'Crushing (them) to dust'; lit. 'he crushed &c.,' perf.
used asyndelos in a circumstantial clause. Cf. Dri. Tmses, § 163.
m~] We ought probably to read "1~;:i, or rlt'1~I 6b, ')1 ,:i,::i] After O'n,ecn ~tc LXX, Luc. add ;.,, T«p lOTd,,a,
'Itpof3oofl ,.,, Tj lof'T'V ,',rl Tc} 6vu,acrn,pw11, KDl br,OTpl,/,as (Luc. 'IC111uias)
ypu, TOVS d4'6a>.flOVS aliToii ,',rl T'OII T'af/,011 Toii a,,/Jp.,,,rov TOV 6toii, i. e.
D'i:i~;:i ei't:e '1;jf'l! 1'~'1"~" N~ 1~~ !J~~:i-,p ~ DJJ:i11: ib~.
These words must have fallen out of the text through homoioteleuton. As MT. stands, the repeated '), tcii' , ~ is awkward
and redundant, while the details supplied by the missing words
are felt to•be wanting to the narrative. So Th. (:1~1 for "'
nr&aTpi-,1,as), Kio., Benz., Oort.
17. r,n J'l''lt.,] 'Yonder tomb-stone.' i,•i occurs again in Ezek.
39. 1 5 to denote a stone set up to mark the locality of an unburied
body, and in pl. in Jer. 31. 21 of stones placed as way-marks.
The word is used in the same sense in New Heh., together with a
verb l!l lo marll, e. g. the site of sepulchres as being unclean.
On r,n cf. ck. 4. 25 note.
D'n,ecn c,"tc i:ipn] If the text be correct, i:ipn can only be
taken as an instance of the article with the sl. conslr. Benz., Kit.
emend .,~ ii? ' This is the grave &c.' for '1~\'.I; Kio., Da. (§ 20,
Rem. b) ,;~ N1l'1-a suggestion which is open to the objection
that ec,n would more naturally fall after D'n,tcn it"tc.
n,:,. ~~:i] The vocalization of MT., with the rendering

,ac
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of RV. 'the altar of Bethe~• is to be rejected. The correct
vocalization is ~,~ sl. a/Jsol., and ~ n•:i is to be regarded as
an accusative (cf. cl,. 2. 3; 10. 29) defining the place of the event
described by 'll IC"1i"' :-' and proclaimed these things which thou
hast done against the altar at Bethel' Cf. Dri. Tnuu, § 191,

Obs.

2.

18. ,.MOW Ul~] Luc. ml &nr"8r,
•~cr{Jurlpau roii

IUITOUOU....-OS ,,,

ra

&mi n,v ,rf'O'ln,rou nrii

~ p.rra ,r.r.A., i.e. ~

10~

~•~ :l~ 1~ M'~;:t-probably original. CC I.
31f. ·
19. C"p:,n,] LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. add mn- me.
20. 'll C" ile'K] Pesh., );.:.to»~ f.-- a.».a! 'who placed
sweet savours upon the altars,' appears to have read ~ for CV,
a use of the verb which is justified by Deut. 33. 10b.
21. At the end of the v. Luc. adds mi nrol,,cra11 ~•s.
22. l'W'J7l tc, •:,] RV. 'Surely there was not kept &c.' It see1ns,
however, preferable, in view of 'll CM ,:, of v. 23, to render 'For
there had not been kept &c.'
mn MOD:>] ' Such a passover as this; referring to 'll :nn:,:, of
v. 2 1. LXX ro rrcicrxa roiiro, i. e. iif-1 ni;,,:i, seeins to state that
the passover was not kept at all during the period named.
24. 1ll nl:ltcM Mtc] Cf. cl,. 21. 6 nole.
C'Dinn] A kind of idol, as is proved by the designation C'n~,
Gen. 31. 30, 32; apparently of human form and size (1 Sam. 19.
13/f.), though sometimes much smaller (Gen. 31. 34). Like c,n,ec,
the plural C'Din may denote one image (cf. Sam. /. c.), or more
than one (Gen. /. c.,· al.). D•Din are found as household gods in
the possession of the Aramaean Laban (Gen. 31. 19/f.), the
Ephraimite Micah (Judg. 17f.), and Michal, David's wife ( 1 Sam.
19. 13/f.). Ezekiel pictures them as consulted by the king of
Babylon (21. 26). It is clear that C'Din were employed as oraclegivers. In Judg. 17 f.; Hos. 3. 4 they are mentioned in connexion with the oracular i\D~; in I Sam. 15. 23; Zech. 10. 2;
Ezek. 21. 26, 27 with the form of divination called c9~ (cf. cl,.
17. 1 7 nolt). Their association in our passage with m:licv~
c•~i11!::i-n~1 (cf. cl,. 21. 6 note) appears to connect them with the
'l1

13.
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practice of necromancy. The wide-spread character of the D'El"1M
cult among the Semitic races (as attested by the Biblical references
above cited) has led Schwally (Das Liben naeh dem Tode, 36) to
identify it with ancestor-worship; cf. also Sta. Ges. i. 467; Nowack,
.Arehtiologie, ii. 23. A strange Jewish tradition explains D1El"1M as
the pickled head of a first-born son, which was fastened on the
wall of a house, and worshipped as an oracle; cf. Pirqt de R.
E/ieser, eh. 36 (eighth century A.».); J erus. Targ. on Gen. 31. 19 ;
cited by Buxtorf, s. v. D1El"1M.
o•!,!,ln] er. I. 15. 12 note.
29.

,~•!I] er. I. 16. 34 note.

i"OJ] Necho

11, son of Psammeticus I, was second king of the

twenty-sixth dynasty, and reigned B, c. 610-595. er. Hastings,
BD. iii. 504. The strange rendering of Pesh. J~, Targ. l"IJMEl
M"11)M 'Pharaoh the lame,' connects n:,~ with Cl~t). il~t·
,,l~!I] Cf. I. 4. 12 note. Herodotus (ii. 159) places the encounter
at Mll)'&.Xor, i. e. ,1:itt;,, probably the place of that name on the
N. E. border of Egypt; Ex. 14. 2; Num. 33. 7; Jer. 44. 1 ; al.
After ,n11eip!, Pesh. adds • , a.:...a ~ ..»lo . ~ -.ti.D~

..~ o .,IU.~ ~ Jo ,...u;, ~ •"'/ 11/ ~ Jooi J
.,a.:...a 'to fight with him; and Pharaoh said to him, I am not

come against thee ; tum aside from me. And he hearkened not
· unto Pharaoh, and Pharaoh smote him.' This is probably a
reminiscence of 2 ehr. 35. 21.lf.
,n11e ,n11e"'O] 'When be saw him,' i.e. when they joined battle.
On the analogy of the use of the Hitbpa'el in eh. 14. 8, Benz.,
following Winckler, proposes to read the Nipb'al \J:ll(C rnt1v~scarcely a necessary emendation.
30. }'"1Mi1 031] er. eh. 16: 15 note.
28. 31-35. fehoal}az, Ring of Judah.
Ch. 23. 31-34 forms the source of

ebr. 36. 2-4. Short
notices, probably from the Annals, are framed by R 0 (R 01 ).
31. ,c,~n] In eh. 24. 18; Jer. 52. 1 tKt. ~'lf?Q. This form of
2
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the name is given in our passage also by LXX ',.,,,,_.;, Cod. A.
Luc. 'A,urA, Vulg. Amt'lal.
m::i,] er. d,. 8. 2 2 nolt.
33.
'ffl0IM] LXX, Luc. ml ,-mrrr,oo _., ... nu
,,;, fJat,wwo {Luc. mcr.), i. e. '!I~ ••• ~ - e,: K2 Chr. 36. 3.
So Oort. It is, however, scarcely possible to suppose that
,,, ~::l originally followed~. and does not properly belong
to MT. •"1~. Thus the passage seems to be involved by the
combination of two readings :-' bound him in Riola in the land
of I:Iamath,' and, ' removed him from reigning in Jerusalem.'
Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit. retain MT. vnDIM, and regard -pr:JD
D~':l as a gloss introduced from 2 Chr. 36. 3.
~ ,::o,] Luc., Pesh. presuppose ::l~ "1:P'
'ten talents of
gold.'
3-4. IC~~] LXX, Luc., Vulg. IQ:!.
35. T"'llG1 D11 MM] The sentence is awkward in the extreme
if these words be regarded as in apposition to ~-,y:, le"llC; and the
alternative suggested by Benz., ' W,1n (i. e. by the help of)
the people of the land' {cf. LXX, Luc. ,--a mi ~aoii -rir ris),
is out of the question. Doubtless Kio. is right in regarding
rue,, Dl7 MM as a gloss explanatory of r,M,i MM of the first half
of the verse.

-pm .••

"W

23. 36-24. 7. Jtlwi'akim, king of Judah.

CM. 23. 36-24. 6 are summarized in 2 ehr. 36. 5-8. RD (RD 1)
frames short notices, probably drawn from the Annals.
24. I. ,,,~::l] ef. I. 16. 3-4 nolt.
After -,~n.:,:u Luc. adds hl n}v yijv, while Pesh. adds ~
-p::-to/ •against Jerusalem' after ,::l::l
Nebuchadnezzar's campaign against Egypt (cf. v. 7) took place,
according to Berossus, in the last year of his father Nabopolassar,
i. e. B, c. 605. The news of Nabopolassar's death caused him
to hasten back to Babylon, after he had brought his campaign
to a successful issue. According to Jer. 46. 2 the defeat of .the
Egyptian army at earchemish took place in Jehoiakim's fourth

1,c.
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year (B.c. 604), and Jer. 25. 1 co-ordinates the fourth year of
Jehoiakim with the first year of Nebuchadnezzar.
That Jehoiakim became 'servant' to Nebuchadnezzar through
this campaign seems to follow both from the fragmentary account
of Kings and also from the fact that Berossus speaks of Tour
alx,,.a).r»Tovs TGi• 'Iov3alaw among other prisoners of war. Thus,
if the 'three years' of eh. 24. 1b be correct, and if the length of
Jehoiakim's reign extended to eleven years (eh. 23. 36), Jehoiakim
must have remained in rebellion against Nebuchadnezzar for four
years.
The reference to Egypt's loss of Syria in 'IJ. 7 demands that in
the original narrative an account of Nebuchadnezzar's victory at
Carchemish must have followed v. 1a. Cf. Winckler, Allies/.
Unlersuehungen, 81.f.
2. ci,ec
m,,] CJ'i~ rather than Cl;~ is to be expected in
and this emendation is favoured
connexion with :i~c and ~I!)~
by Grii., Klo., Benz.
•~::i Luc. adds «al I« Tiis l:.ap.ap,lar, i.e. ITI'?~
After
possibly original, though not (with Kio.) to be substituted for

,,,.,l

•t,,

r,c,

cin;~.
3. '• •D ;31] LXX, Luc., Pesh., Targ. seem to have read"' '1~
'on account of the anger of Yahwe,' as in v. 20. The introductory '!J~ appears to be characteristic of this editor; cf. eh.
23. 26, 35·
4. '~, •j,~l'1 ci, CJl,] ' And also (because of) the innocent blood
which he shed.' If the text is correct, the force of the ::i of neccn::i
(v. 3) must be carried over into this clause.
6. '~, ::i::i~,] These words are omitted in 2 Chr. 36. 8 MT.,
but appear in the LXX text, with the addition «al haq,,, I• ya"°Ccu)
p.rro. TGi11 traT•po,• a~oii, i.e. ,•tc~Cllf Nf~ "I;~~ (cf. eh. 21. 26).
Sta. Ges. i. 679 note conjectures that this reference to the burialplace originally stood in Kings, and was derived thence by the
Chronicler, but that the notice was subsequently struck out in view
of the prediction of Jer. 22. 19. So Wellh. (C. 359), Benz.
7. CJ•im ;roe] Cf. note on Cl'"l'!IC ;,::Jl 1. 5. I.

1~,
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24. 8-1 7. Jtluliadtin, ling of JlldaA.
Ch. 24. 8-17 is briefly summarized in 2 Cbr. 36. 9, 10. No
reference is made to the Annals, and it is possll>le that R 01 may
be writing from personal knowledge of events, independendy of
a written source. Sta. (ZA Tw. iv. 271 JI.) regards w. 13, 1-4 as
a later insertion, properly referring to the events of 586 B. c.
It is difficult to reconcile the 10,000 of "· 14 with the numbers
given in -o. 16 ; Df'r;> in -o. 13 has no antecedent to which to
refer back 1, whilst ~ in "· 15 refers directly to "· 12. The
chief objection, however, to the reference of these verses to 597 s.c.
is to be found in their contents. Verse 13 speaks of aO the treasures
of the City and Temple as carried off by Nebuchadnezzar, and the
golden vessels as melted down. But from d. 25 (UJer. 52) and
Jer. 27. 18-20, 28. 2f. the inference is that only a part of the City
and Temple treasures were carried off on this occasion, and that
the greater part was seized by the Chaldeans in 586 B.c. Thus
the contents of"· 13 are suitable as a description of the events of
586 11.c., but not of those of 597 B.c. The same inference is to be
drawn from the contents of 'D. 14. All Jerusalem was first
deported in 586, and a characteristic of this deportation was that
only the y,ac., n~ remained (25. 12 ). On the other hand, as
appears from.Jer., the deportation at the close of Jehoiachin's reign
consisted only of the higher classes (cf. e. g. Jer. 27. 20 ntt
o;c,,"'\'1 m,~ '"'V1 ;::i Met'! ••• ~)::I') and the men who bore arms,
i. e. practically the same category as is named in "· 16.
8. D"e"'IM n~] 2 Chr. 36. 9 adds D~
1 o. tc'nn np::i] er. I. 14. 1 note.
I 2. ; ~ , ~ ;,] ;y for
Cf. note on f'IMl ;y I. 1. 38.
,::i~; rum, mt'::i] B. c. 597. Jer. 52. 28 places the event in
the seventh year of Nebuchadnezzar.
I 3. Luc. prefixes the statement ral tlaij>.~ {JaaiA•tJr Ba,811>.••lr "I" ~,.,, i. e. "'l'Y.:r½ ;~ !J~ M:l!l-an addition desiderated
by DJ'!? of the following sentence.

n-n.
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14. M~I] The participle singular is used of a single exz1e
Sam. 15. 19; fem. Isa. 49. 21. It is clear, however, from

2

15, 16 that we should vocalize n?\3 a collective,' captives.'
1 ; 29. 2;
in each case collective sing., and in connexion with tl101J, by
inference ' the workers in wood.' Elsewhere (Isa. 24. 2 2 ; 42. 7 ;
Ps. 142. 8f.) ,~9~ denotes 'place of locking,' i. e. ' dungeon.'
r,ttn Cll n,,] ' The poorest of the people of the land.' er.
Jer. 39. 10 i11;)~ CIJ~-r~ ,~ C'r-!tl c~,:r~. On the fem.
collective cf. Da. § 14. 2.
15. riecn •~N nec,] RV. 'and the chiifmm of the land' Q're
•-~~. as in Ezek. 17. 13. The word is perhaps from a root ~tt
' to be foremost ' ; but it is possible that the insertion of the , or •
is an intentional alteration to distinguish from the divine title ~~
er. Heb. Lex. Oxf., s. v. '~ § I.

V/J.

,~~'J] Probably 'the lock-smiths.' So v. 16; Jer. 24.

24. 18-215. 7. Zedeldah, ling of Judah.
Ch. 24. 18-25. 'l

=

Jer. 52. 1-11.
'l' ,c•cn] Cf. eh. 2 3. 31 note.
20. \:,~;:i,p] er. note on i•~~P eh. ~- 25.
215. 1. te""ln, ,,t,11::i] LXX, Luc. omit.
3. te""ln, Mlle'n::i] It is impossible that mention should be made
of the day of the month when the month itself has not been
specified. Pesh .•~ J.......:. .J,..o,J }o',,a', J..,aa..).,- ~ o
1 8.

: J...~ ~ J~~. i. e. •~~r,;:, ~;,~ 'Y '!J~~ i11~ i"I"'.\~¥ •~r,i1;i1
~;,~ l"l~J'.lf. This, however, conflicts with the earlier date given
in v. 8 for a subsequent event. Th., Kio., Kamp., Benz., Kit.,
Oort supply •,r;7;:i ~;,~ after Jer. 39. 2; 52. 6.
4. 'l, l"ICn,cl"I •~,N !,:,,] The missing verb is supplied by
II Jer. 52. 'l i•~;:i~ 1tt~~ ~"l;t~; cf. Jer. 39. 4. So exactly Pesh.
).,_.o t» a.Aalo cu,µ..; while LXX, lfij'A.8o11, supplies the latter
verb, Vulg.,/ugerunt, the former. We are still, however, confronted
by the difficulty of the sing. '!J~ in v. 4b, without specified subj.
This appears as plur. 1!1~1 in IIJer. 52. 7, and Pesh. in our passage
is again in agreement. This is scarcely satisfactory, because the
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king is only mentioned for the first time in r,. 5 as having left
the city with the men of war. The solution of the difficulty is
probably to be found in Luc., which supplies in r,. 4a before
'.2, •~lN ;:,, 11:al ,Er,'A.Bt. cS {Jcun).wr. We may thus read in r,. 4a
non~,
•
·
!J'· r,. 4b as
•• , . . ~,ar;:,,
_ , _ • , .,.,i..,.n
••{~- tc:11',
··-• retam·mg
smg.
• {"..J. m
referring to the principal actor. The plur. of Luc. ml h o ~
is probably the translator's alteration.
6. m;:i-,J II Jer. adds n9Q
as in ,1,. 23. 33.
,-i:i,,,] Many Codd., all Verss., and II Jer. 52. 9 read sing. ,~-r,l.
The phrase 'El nN D'Clllt'C -i:i, occurs again in Jer. 1. 16; 4. 12;
12. I; 39. 5, and pl. D'tllllt'C (as in II Jer. 52. 9) is the reading of
several Codd. in our passage.
7. ,cnr,] Emend Ct'IV, after LXX, Luc., Vulg., Pesh. Cf. UJer.
52. 10 t)~~,~:i-,J II Jer. 52. 11 adds u,;0 o;..-,p nlirgt:m•~ 1n~1;1~. ,

n~.

,:i:i

Dtslruclion of lht Temple and City of Jerusakm.
GedaHah, gOfJtrnor of Judah.

25. 8-26.

Ch. 25. 8-21 - Jer. 52. 12-27.
Ch. 25. 22-26 is a much abbreviated account of the events
described in Jer. 40. 7-43. 6, to which source R 01 clearly owes
his information. Jer. 52, on the other hand, seems to be a later
addition to the prophet's book excerpted from Kings 1, naturally
with omission of 25. 22-26, as having been already related in
fuller detail.
8. w,n; ~~:i] Three Codd., Luc., Pesh. ~i,~ n~~~; II Jer.
52. 1 2 ~i,~ ,;~,. Kio., Benz. make the erroneous statement
that Luc. agrees with II Jer.

'.2, mi, ac•n]

c. 586.
n•:i ;:, ntt,] ' And every house of a great one.' So
B.

9. ;,,.2
Pesh., Targ.

The statement is superfluous after the preceding
ntt,, and is regarded by Benz., Kit. as an e:r.planatory gloss.

o;i,,,• •n:i
1

;:,

Notice the closing words of Jer. lil, •Thus far

aie

the words of Jeremiah.•
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10. c•n::ic ::i, ,~] Read c•~~::i·rn~ ,~, with II Jer. 52. 14.
Luc. omits 'l1 -ift'M, while the whole v. is wanting in LXX.
II. 11cnn] ' The remnant of /he multitude' is indistinguishable
from 'the remnant of the people' mentioned just previously. II Jer.
is doubtless correct in reading ~C~O 'the artificers,' or ' masltrworkmm.' er. eh. 24. 14.
At the end of the v. Pesh. adds,~
~olo 'and
brought them to Babylon.'
12. C•:ll,i] Q're c•~\ as in II Jer. 52. 16, is supposed to mean
'husbandmen.' Kt. c•~ 'ploughmen' (lit. 'diggers') is preferred
by K6., Lehrg. I. ii. 105. Q're is to some extent supported by
Jer. 39. 10b C':;ia•1 C'91t co> l~!l; though here also it is possible
that c~:;ia:, of uncertain meaning (RV. 'fields'), is an alteration
of C':;i~ 'cisterns' (eh. 3. 16; Jer. 14. 3)..
13-17. er. notes on I. 7. 15.ff.
15. 'l1 ::inr -i~K] 'That which was of gold he took in gold,
and that which was of silver in silver '; i. e. all the vessels &c.
of these precious metals, as so much gold and silver.

,°"'l

18. n,1:10

Jn:i] er. eh. 23. 4 note.

19. "1'i'EI Kin -i1:1K] II Jer. 52. 25 reads n:o for ann.
,~en ')£1 •KieJ So Est 1. 14. Cf. 2 Sam.14. 24, 28. The expression
denotes a privileged position of intimate attendance upon the king.
'l1 -i!lon nKi] Read sl. constr. ir:ib, with II Jer. 52. 25. Luc.,
ml Tc\v ~aq,av, takes the word as a proper name l~I? (or ~r),
and this is adopted by Kio. But the statement 'l1 K::l'llCn, 'who
mustered the people of the land,' makes it clear that the reference
is not to the K::l'lm ,1:1 himself, but to an official who had charge
of the conscription, and so appropriately a i~b.
23. C'~JKm] Read CO~t~, with LXX, Pesh., Targ., as in
vv. 23b, 24. So II Jer. 40. 7.
M!l'llCn] Cf. I. 15. 22 note.
16. 27-30. Kindness shown lo /he captive Jehoiacl,in by Ei•ilMerodach, k,ng of .Babylon.
Ch. 25. 27-30

= Jer. 52. 31-34.
Bb
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27. ~~ ruw:i] B.c. 561.
N;!:I n,:,c] LXX, Luc., Pesh. are probably correct in reading
N~i n,~Q ink N~, as in ll Jer. ·
28. NC!:I ;l/0] II Jer. N!;I,?> ;WQ is preferable.
30. mmtot] 'His allowance' (&c. of food). So Jer. 40. 5; cf.
Prov. 15. t 7.

,c,,:i c,,

In Assyr. iara!Jlu denotes a portion of corn.
er. I. 8. 59 note.

"l!li]

APPENDIX
L
Inscription of Mesha', king of Moab 1.

"1i1 • :nee • ,,c , jS~::, , 1:i , lMC , 1)M
::i,c • 1)Ni • ni, • I~" • :111c • ,37 • ,~ , '.lM 1 •)::,•
105:i I nii,;,:i • w::i, • nKT • nc:in • i,JiNi 1 ':IN • ,nee • ,r,
,cp I •em, • ,::i:i • •)ee.,,, • •:n • 1::i,i'n • ,::ic • ')llt:'i'I • •::, • w
,ee:i • w::, • ipeer ••::, • r:i, • re• . :1N0 • nee • 'l)JM • ,ee,i,, • ,~ • •
.,CM , ,c•::, I :1MC • MM , i)]7M • een, l:ll , .,CM,,, m:i , i1D;MI, I i'IY
[,ee] rnc •,-,cy •wi•, • 0,11 • "1.lee • "1:1N • ,ee,w-, 1i1M.l:1i , n.l •ee"'lNi
~i , Mft.' , lll:1-,ee , m.l , •c• , •yni , i1C' , i1.l , .ll'."i I ee.l"1i1C , )'
[1]:itc, • mweeil • n:i • t,11tci • 1110,11:i • nee • J:1Ni 1 ,c•:i • ft,'!::):, • n:i
'. ,,c • ii; . p,i • o,llC • n,c11 • r,ec:i • :ift." • ,1 •WNi I in•,;, • nee
(011Jn,::, • nee , .2,ntt, 1 nmee, • ,;,:i • onn,tc, 1 n,cp • nee • ,ec,w
[ o]Ni • n,i-, • ,tt,ee , nee , l:lC:'C • :iwee, 1 :iMC,, • w::i, • n•, • ,pil
l:'M • nee, , r,w , ~ , MM , il.l • :1WN, I n•,;,:i , wc:, , ')El; , i1:1M
ii 1 ,ee,ft." , ,37 • i1.l) , nee • rmc • ,, • c:,c:, • ,; • ,cee,i I n"'ir10
nee, 1 c,-,;iyn • "137 • n,nwn • :i,;,:ic • n:i • onn,ec, • il,,:i • ,,n
[ "1) Ji , M"i.lli I 1-,li • !-,.ll , !D,ee , n:i,::,rt,t , fQ:, , ,2-,;,eci , ffl
(:,. n]M. ow. n;,tci~ nnc,nn , i,c:,. ,ni,p; , •:, 1 ncn,,. n
iii , m:i • ,ee,I'." • ,,c, 1 w:, , •m, . on • :inON, • m;i, , ,;
, ')DC , ~:, , nw,.2•i I '.l , i1Cnn,n.l , i1.l • :ii,,i , rn•
• nrnNi , rn•:i • ntcWNi I n~ • ,::i , ft,'M • 1nem • :iemc • npee

1
2

3
4

s

~,s ,

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15
I

6

17
18

19
20

1 The readings adopted in doubtful places are those of Lldzbanki, Epl,emtris
fur Stmit. Epigr. I. i. Upon the language of the inscription cf. Dri. N«es on
tlu Ht6rew Ttxt of Samuel, pp. lxxxv ff.; Etre7,, Bi61. iii. Ml, Meaha.
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ncn, • J"'ll/'i'1 • ncn • nn-ii' • •ml • ,,ee I Jl'"t • !,p • n1>0,
tn I nn,,,c • •n,:, • ,,110 • n•-i~ • •m:, •
1 ;E>Pi't
:,-ii':, • r[c,. n],~n • ~;:,. •nm.
i,r, • n:i • •m:i. ,,
~ , 1~ , Cllln , !,:,!, , "'ICN'I , i'1M"'li'l , "'li'i'1 , l"'li'l , JM , "'ll1 I "'Ii',,
-ioee:, • nn-ii', • nn-i:,c,, • •n-i:i • ,,ee, 1 nn•ll • "'ll • ~ • o:,
[i] • p-iK:i • n!,0t.:>n • •nm •
"'ll/"'137 • •n,:i • ,,K 1 !il!C-i~ • ;
• I'll • •:, • -in • •nn • ,,:-c I Kn • o-in • •:, • ncl • n:i • •ml • 1,ee
5~ , 1)N1 I npclt'I:) , J~"t , !,:, , •:, • Jel!:M , Jl'"1 • t'
m:, •
I Y"'ltti'1 • !,p • 'MDC)' • "'I~ • J"'li'l • ntte
[•Jn
ip, • net . Clle' • Mle'N1 • Jl7C,l/l • nl, I 1n,:i, • n:i, • IICS"tfio [. net] • '
~K • pi n:i • n:, • :,~ • 1,-i,m I r,Kn , tNi
iiKi I p-iin:, • c,nn!,n • .,., • w:, . ,; • "'ICK'l
in • c,:,o • m '111 • 'C"l • w:, • n:i[i,..,]
,ac, 1 i'"tt' • ni,

,,ee, .

,,ee, .

,,tti

,,ee,

21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28

29
30

31

32
33
34

I am Mesha', son of Chemosh(kan ?), king of Moab, the
Daibonite.
2. My father reigned over l\foab for thirty years, and I reigned
3. after my father, and I made this high-place to Ch_emosh in
1.

QR[l,I]H, • , .
4. . • . because he had saved me from all the • • • , and
because he had caused me to see my desire upon all my
haters. Omri
5. king of Israel afflicted Moab many days, because Chemosh was
angry with his
6. land ; and his son succeeded him, and he also said, I will afflict
Moab. In my days said he [thus?];'
7. but I saw (my desire) upon him and upon his house, and
Israel perished with an everlasting destruction. And Omri
had taken possession of the [land?)
8. of Mehedeba, and one (i. e. Israel) dwelt therein during his
days and half his son's days, even forty years; but
9. Chemosh restored it in my days. And I built Ba'al-Me'on, and
I made therein the reservoir (?), and I built

Inscnplion of Mesha'
10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

21.

22.

23,

24.

25.
26.
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Qiryath@n. And the men of Gad bad dwelt in the land of
'A~oth from of old; and the king of Israel had built for
himself
'Ataroth. And I fought against the city and took it, and I slew
the whole of it, [the people of??]
the city, a gazingstock {?) to Chemosh, and to Moab. And
I took captive thence the altar-hearth of Dawdoh {?), and I
dragged
it before Chemosb in Qeriyyoth. · And I settled therein the
men of SRN and the men of
11:J;IRT. And Chemosh said to me, Go, take Nebo against
Israel, and I
went by night and fought against it from.break of dawn until
noon, and I took
it, and I slew the whole of it, 7,000 men, and male strangers,
and [female strangers],
and female slaves; for to •Ashtor-Chemosh had I devoted it,
and I took thence the
vessels of Yahwe, and I dragged them before Chemosh. Now
the king of Israel had built
Yaha~, and he abode therein when he fought with me. But
Chemosh drove him out from before me ; and ·
I took from l\foab 200 men, even all its chiefs, and I took
them up against Yahaf, and took it,
to add {it) unto Daibon. I built QRJ;IH, the wall of Ye'arin, and
the wall of
the keep. And I built its gates, and I built its towers, and
I built the king's house, and I made the sluices of the reservoir
for water in the midst of
the city. Now there was no cistern in the midst of the city in
(2RJ;IH.
And I said to all the people, Make
yourselves every man a cistern in bis house; and I cut out the
cutting for QRJ;IH by means of the
prisoners of Israel. I built 'Aro'er, and I made the highway by
the Amon.
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2 7.

I built Beth-Bamoth; for it was pulled down. I built Be§e!',
for ruins
28. • • • • • • of Daibon (were) fifty, for all Daibon was obedient.
And I ruled
29. over .•. 100 in the cities which I had added to the land.
And I built
30. Mehedeba, and Beth-DiblatMn, and Beth-Ba'al-Me'on, and
I took thither the naqad-keepers,
3 r. , • • • . • • sheep of the land. And as for I.foronen, there
dwelt therein . . • • . .
32 • • • • • • • and Chemosb said to me, Go down, fight against
J:Ioronen. So I went down . . .
33.•••••••.• and Chemosb restored it in my days, and .••
thence . . .
34 • . • • • • , • • • • • • And I . . . . .

2.
The Siloam Inscription 1•
, , , , , , , • , i,11.::i • M::li'lM , "'l!li , M'M , Mn , M::li'lM , , ,

I

p. £IN. ;i'. ll[Wl n]sn;. n0ec. r,;~. i,11.::i,. ,ll"'I, ;ec. £IN. 1r-un

2

n • ci,.::i, • • • • • • lt)'C • ·w.::i , n,r • n•n • ,:::, • ,ll"'I • ;N , Ni 3
• ,:::,;., , 17i[l .] ;y . lfil • ,pi • nip; • £IN , ci.::i'lm , ,:::in , n:::,i'' •
ice, , ncec , 'PNl • ci•n11C0::i , n:::,i:::,., , ;tc . imc., • It) , ci•cn 5
• fl5yr,n • £'Ni , ;p , ir.i , M.::il • M'M , MCliC , n 6
1.

2.

[Behold] the piercing through I And this was the manner of
the piercing through. Whilst yet [the miners were lifting
up]
the pick each towards his fellow, and whilst yet there were
three cubits to be [cut through, there was heard] the voice
of each call-

1 Text as in Lidzbarski, Nordsemit. Epigr. p. 439.
Translation, with conjectural supplement, from Dri. Notes 11n tlu Hebrrw Te:&t of Samuel, p. xn.
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3. ing to his fellow, for there was a fissure (?) in the rock on the
right-hand . • • • . • • . And on the day of the
4. piercing through, the miners (lit. hewers) smote each so as to
meet his fellow, pick against pick; and there flowed
5. the water from the source to the pool, 1 1 200 cubits; and one
hun6. dred cubits was the height of the rock over the head of the
miners.

3.
Inscription of the Mono!itlt of Sltalmancser 11, 11.

78-102 1 •

78 In the Eponym-year of Daian-Asshur (a. c. 854 ), in the month
Airu, on the 14th day, I left Nineveh, crossed the Tigris, advanced
against the cities i 9 of Giammu on the Bali};t. Before the terror of
my lordship, the panic of my mighty weapons, they were afraid, and
with their own weapons Giammu their lord 80 they slew. Into
Kitlala and Til-sa-apli-a};ti I advanced, my gods in his palaces I set
up, revelling in his palaces I instituted. 81 His treasure-house
I opened, his treasure I found, of his goods (and) possessions I
made spoil, to my city Asshur I brought (them). r~rom Kitlala
I departed; to Kar-Sulman-asarid 112 I drew nigh ; on boats of
sheep-skin for the second time the Euphrates at high water I
crossed. The tribute of the kings on· that side of the Euphrates,
(namely) of Sang.ar of 83 Gargami~ (Carchemish), of Kundaspi of
Qummu};t, of Arami son of Gfisi, of Lalli of Milida, of I;Iaiani son
of Gabar, 8' of Kalparuda of Patin, of Kalparuda of Gurgum, silver,
gold, lead, copper, copper vessels,-116 at Asshur-utir-a~bat on that
side of the Euphrates, which is above (the river) Sagur, (and)
which the I;Iittites Pitru (Pethor ?) 88 name, (even) there I received.
From the Euphrates I departed; to I;Ialman (Aleppo) I drew nigh.
Battle with me they dreaded; my feet they embraced. rn Silver

1 Nos. 3, 4, and 5 are based upon the text nnd translation of KB., and
Winckler, Keilsd1rift. Text/Jud,, and upon Delitzsch, Assyn'sdies Hand,
wih1er/Jucl,.

Appendix
(and) gold as their tribute I received; offerings before Ramman of
I;Ialman I brought.
From I;Ialman I departed ; to the two cities 88 of Irl}.ulini of
:ij:amath I drew nigh. Adinnu, l\fa~gli, Arganli, the city of his
kingship, I conquered. His spoil, his goods, 19 the possessions of
his palaces I brought forth ; to his palaces I set fire. From Arganli
I departed; to Qarqar I drew nigh ; 90 Qarqar, the city of his kingship, I laid waste, I destroyed, with fire I burned. 1,200 chariots,
1,200 horsemen, 20,000 nien of Hadadezer 91 of Damascus; 700
chariots, 700 horsemen, 10,000 men of lrl}.ulini of I;Iamath; 2,000
chariots, 10,000 men of Al}.ab 91 of Israel; 500 men ofGuai (Coa);
1 ,ooo men of (the land) Mu~ri; 10 chariots, 10,000 men of (the
land) Irqanat; 95 200 men of Matinu-ba'li (Mattan-ba'al) of
Armada (Arvad); 200 men of (the land) Usanata; 30 chariots,
10,000 men 114 of Adunu-ba'li (Adoni-ba'al) of Siana; 1,000
camels of Gindibu' of Arba .•...• 1 ,ooo men 911 of Ba'sa, son
of Rul]ubi (Rel}.ob), of Ammon ;-these twelve kings to his
assistance he took; for 1111 battle and combat against me they
advanced. With the exalted succour which Asshur, the lord,
rendered, with the mighty power which Nergal, who marched
before me, vi bestowed, with them I fought; from Qarqar unto
Gilzan their defeat I accomplished ; 14,000 118 of their troops with
weapons I laid low; like Ramm/in upon them a flood I rained
down ; I scattered their corpses ; "the surface of the wilderness (?)
I filled with their numerous troops; with weapons I caused their
blood to flow .•• 100 • • • • • • 101 the river Orontes ... I dammed(?).
In the midst of that battle their chariots, their horsemen, 102 their
horses, their teams I captured.

4.
Fragment of the Annals of Shalmaneser //.
In the eighteenth year of my reign for the sixteenth time the
Euphrates 2 I crossed. l;fazael of Damascus I in the multitude of
his troops 4 placed confidence, and his troops 6 without number
assembled. 6 Senir, a mountain-peak 7 in the neighbourhood of
I
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Lebanon, his stronghold 8 he made. With him I fought, 9 his siege
I conducted. 6,000 10 of his men of war with weapons 11 I laid low;
1,121 of his chariots, 12 470 of his war-horses, together with his
baggage, 18 I took from him. For the saving 14 of his life he betook
himself off. 16 In Damascus, the city of his kingship, I besieged
him ; 18 his plantations I cut down. To the mountains 17 of ij:auran
I went ; cities 18 without number I destroyed, I laid waste, 19 with
fire I burned; their prisoners 20 without number I carried off.
11 Unto the mountains of the range Ba'li-ra'si, n a promontory,
I went; the image of my kingship n there did I set up. At that
time ~ the tribute of the Tyrians, 26 of the Zidonians, of Ja-u-a Uehu)
38 the son of Omri I received.

Descriptive Inscription from tlte Obelt'sk of Sltalmaneser.
Tribute of Ja-u-a (Jehu) son of Omri; silver, gold, a bowl
(? saplu 1) of gold, goblets (? zuqfJI) of gold, a ladle (? qabuali 2) of
gold, pitchers (? daldni 8) of gold, bars of lead, a staff(? ~u/arlu 4) for
the hand of the king, spear-shafts (? bud1Tlµfh) I received of him.

5.
Narrative of Sennacltert'b's Tltt'rd Campat''gn (B.C. 701),from
the Taylor Cylt'nder, Col. II. I. 34-Col. III. 1. 41.
84 In my third campaign to the land I:fatti (ij:ittite land) I went.
Luli (Elulaeus), king of Zidon-the dread of the majesty 18 of my
lordship overwhelmed him, and to a far-off spot 87 in the midst of
the sea he fled, and his land I reduced to subjection. 88 Great
Zidon, Little Zidon, 89 Beth-Zitti, Zarepta, Mal)alliba, 40 UsQ, Akzib,
Akko, 41 his strong cities, the fortresses, the spots for pasture (?)
42 and for watering, his intrenchments (?), were overwhelmed by the
might of the arms 43 of Asshur, my lord, and submitted themselves
44 under my feet.
Tuba'lu (Ittoba'al) upon the royal throne 45 over
them I seated, and the payment of the tribute of my lordship,
48 yearly without intermission, I laid upon him.
47 Minl)immu
86

'Heb. ~-

2

Heb. nf~.

3

..

Heb. •Y-J,•

'Heb. ~h.

Appendi'x
(Mena{lem) of Samsimuruna, 48 Tuba'lu of Zidon, 49 Abdili'ti of
Arvad (Arados), Ml Urumilki of Gebal (Byblos), 61 l\Iitinti of Ashdod,
12 Buduilu of Beth-Ammon, u Kammul§unadbi (Chemosh-nadab) of
Moab, "Malikrammu (Malkiram) of Edom, "all the kings of the
West country (Martu), 18 rich presents, weighty tribute, moveable(?)
possessions 67 before me brought, and kissed my feet. 18 But Zidqa,
king of Ashqelon, 69 who had not bowed himself under my yokethe gods of his father's house, himself, 80 his wife, his sons, his
daughters, his brothers, the seed of his father's house 11 I dragged
forth, and to Assyria I conveyed them.
62 Sarruludari, son of Rukibti, their former king, ss over the people
of Ashqelon I placed, and the tribute-offering &1 of subjection to my
lordship I imposed upon him, and he became subject (?) to me.
6o In the course of my campaign Beth-Dagon, 68 Joppa, Bene-baraq,
Azuru, r, the cities of Zidqa, which under my feet 68 had not speedily
submitted, I besieged, conquered, carried off their spoil. 119 The
leaders, nobles, and people of Amqarruna (Eqron), 70 who had
cast Padt (their king by virtue of a sworn covenant 71 with
Assyria) into fetters of iron, and to ]:Iazaqiyau (I;Iezekiah) 72 of
Judah had delivered him with hostile intent, (he shut him up in
darkness ;)-i3 their heart trembled. The kings of Egypt-7' the
archers, the chariots, the horses of the king of Milul}lii, 76 forces
innumerable they summoned together, and came 76 to their aid.
Before Altaqu (Elteqeh) 77 the battle-array was set against me;
they lifted up (?) 78 their weapons. In reliance upon Asshur, my
lord, I fought 79 with them, and effected their defeat; 80 the
commander of the chariots and the sons of the king of Egypt,
81 together with the commander of the chaJiots of the king of
Milu~l}i, alive s:i in the midst of the battle my hand took prisoners.
Altaqu r.a (and) Tamna (Timnath) I attacked, conquered, and
carried forth their booty.
Col. III. 1 Against Amqarruna (Eqron) I advanced, and the chief
officers, 2 the magnates who had offended, I slew; 1 and on stakes
around the city I impaled their corpses. 4 The inhabitants of the
town, who had practised wickedness and mischief, n as prisoners
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I counted; the rest of them, 8 who had not practised wic;kedness
and misdeed, who in their transgression 7 had not shared, their
amnesty I proclaimed. Padi, 8 their king, from Jerusalem 9 I brought,
and on the throne of lordship over them 10 I installed him, and the
tribute of my lordship 11 I imposed upon him. But l;[czekiah 12 of
Judah, who had not bowed himself under my yoke, 13 46 of his
fortified towns, fortresses, and small cities 14 in their neighbourhood
innumerable, 1• with casting down of battering-rams and assault of
siege-engines, 18 with attack of infantry, of mines, • . • • . • , 17 I
besieged, I captured. 200,150 souls, young, old, male, and female,
18 horses, mules, asses, camels, oxen, 19 and sheep, without number,
from the midst of them I brought forth, and mas spoil I counted
them. Himself, like a bird in a cage, in the midst of Jerusalem,
21 the city of his kingship, I shut up.
Fortifications against him
11 I erected, and those coming forth from the gates of his city 23 I
turned back. His cities, which I had plundered, from bis territory
14 I severed, and to Mitinti king of Ashdod, 25 Padi king of
Amqarruna (Eqron), and Zilbel 28 king of l;[aziti (Gaza) I gave them,
and diminished his territory. 11'1 To the former payment-their
yearly tribute-28 the tribute of subjection to my lordsbip I added,
and 29 I laid it upon them. Himself, l;[ezekiab, 30 terror of the
glory of my lordship overwhelmed him ; and 81 the Urbi and his
trusty soldiers, 82 which for the defence of Jerusalem, the· city of his
kingship, 83 he had introduced, laid down their arms(?). M Together
with 30 talents of gold (and) ioo talents of silver, precious stones(?),
36 sparkling • • . -stones, great lapislazuli-stones (?), 88 couches of
ivory, thrones of state of elephant-skins (and) 87 ivory, •.. -wood,
• • • -wood, everything available, an enormous treasure, 18 and his
daughters, the women of his palace, his male 89 and feiiiale servants(?), to Nineveh, the city of my lordship, 40 after me I caused to
be brought; and for the payment of tribute 41 and the rendering of
homage be despatched his envoy.

ADDITIONS
I. 1. 9. \w, r11] In favour of the view as to the site taken in the
note ad loc., and against the rival identification with Bfr EytJb,
cf. J. F. Stenning, art. En-Rogel in Hastings, BD. i. 711.
2. 10. , , , i 131J For further authorities for finding the site upon
the south-east hill, cf. G. A. Smith, art. Jerusalem in Encyc. Bibi.
ii. 2417f.
10. 28. 1)1 N~tll] Further arguments for the view that Solomon's
supply of horses was drawn, not from Egypt, but from the NorthSyrian Mutiri are given by T. K. Cheyne, Encyc. Bib!. iii. 3162.
II. 3. 20. Cllitc 1,it:i] Luc. lE o&ii riir lp~µ.ov ~M lE 'Ea&iµ.. So
Vet. Lat. with Sur ("m~i Ex. 15. 22) for ~ova.
13. 17. oitt:i mn~n rn,] Luc. ,ea, ~EAOf tTl!ffl'/plar b, 'Itrpa~l, Vet.
Lat. el sagilla salulis in ,srael-superior to M. T.
i'ElM.l] Vet. Lat. in aserolh quae est contra fadem samari'ae. At
the end of the verse Vet. Lat. continues et aperuil f eneslram
secundam. El dixil sagillare el sagillavil sagillam salulis dmi et
sagillam saluhs israe/. El dixil helzsseus perculz'es syria lo/am.
This looks like a doublet, introduced into the text with the gloss
•
el aperuil f eneslram secundam. That this is the case cannot, however, be affirmed with certainty, in view of the repetition of the
second symbolic action which is desiderated by Elisha in v. 19.
If the addition be genuine, we must suppose [W"'M] it:iN'l to
have fallen out after,,,,.

INDEX
Abstract subs. for adj., page 18,
144.
Accusative of limitation, 48, 56,
199, 230, 253, 264, 268.
Adverbial use of subs., 250.
Agreementofsubj. and adj., 231.
- ofsubj.andpredicate,53, 156,
219, 220, 258, 274.
Apposition, 2, 45, 56, 65, 97,
200, 256.
Article, idiomatic use of, 1, 81,
181, 241, 255.
- as relative, 156.
-- omitted with demonstr. pronoun, 262.
- omitted with subs. when used
with adj., 81.
Casus pendens, 69.
Circumscription of genitive, 5,
8, 26.
Circumstantial clause, (i, 11, 12 1
70, 102, 126, 182, 189,
199, 295.
Construct state, suspended, 302.
Co-ordination in time, 6.
Dialect of North Palestine, 208.
Diminutives, 246,
Geographical sites:Abel-beth-ma'achah, 198.

Amana, 280.
Anathoth, 22.
Aphe,, 238.
Argob, 45.
Aro'er, 307.
Arpad, 342.
Avva, 334·
Ba'alath, 138.
Ba'al-shalishah, 277.
Bethel, 177.
Beth-l;Ianan, 41.
Beth-1;Ioron, 13 7.
Beth-Shan, 44.
Beth-Shemesh, 41.
Cabul, 135.
Cinnereth, 198.
Coa, 151.
Cuthah, 334.
David, city of, 17, 380.
Dothan, 286.
Eden, 344.
En-Rogel, 5.
Gath-J;Iepher, 319.
Geba, 199.
Gezer, 137.
Gi}:ton, 8.
Gilgal, 264.
Gozan, 330.
~abor, 330.
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);l:atef-shewa with a sibilant, 180,
23 I ' 264, 344•
Hebrew words and phrases : -

I;Ialal}, 330.
I;Iaran, 343•
J;lazor, 136.

~~.

lble'am, 300.
Ijjon, 198.
Janual}, 324.
Jarmutb, 42.
Jolµne'am, 44.
Jordan, circuit of, 102.
J.{ir-1}3.resetb, 272.

2 55-

~tc used absolutely, 289.

297.

Clt:C in single direct questions, 7.
Cl~~. 116.
.,~=assign, 161,

Pharpar, 280.
251.

Sela, 318.
Sepharvaim, 334.
Shechem, 173.
Shephelab, the, 151.
Shiloh, 188.
Shunem, 3.
Socoh, 42.
Succoth, 102.

Zarephath, 218.
Zarethan, 44.
Zeredah, 169.
Zion, 17.

nr~.

½ for ~. 72, 184, 201, 228,

l\Iegiddo, 43.
l\Iillo, the, 13 6.
l\Iizpah, 199.
l\Iufri, 151, 291.
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